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SPEAKERS & RECEIVERS
styles may change, but the standards of
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Model 9
Cone Speaker
Rich Walnut and Old Gold.
17" high, 14' wide.

Price.

$20.00

science long before radio. It was only the most advanced
radio en`Lri veering which always enabled Thorola speakers
to meet the established critical standards of tone.
That is why the introduction of a cone speaker bearing
the Thorola name first caused Radio to concede that
scientifically true reproduction was possible in instruments
of this type. Here was another outstanding Thorola attainment -based on the Thorola double -diaphragm principle. With two diaphragms, the Thorola Cone Speaker is
able to cover the entire range of reproduction without
sacrificing accuracy for either the high or the low end!

Thorola thus literally built this popular kind of speaker
around the most popular thing in radio- tone -THOROLA TONE. Here is perfect reception of music and
speech embraced in a beauteous instrument of irresistible
modern style. You want an improved set this year -you
will get it with a Thorola speaker on your present set.

-

You know how Thorola Low -Loss Doughnut Coils
and "Thorola Golden Tone Transformers transferred
public interest from the confusion of circuits to the
realities of performance. These transformers, with their
incredibly fine balance and precision construction,
brought characteristic Thorola tonal perfection to the
field of complete receivers.
And Thorola Low -Loss Doughnut Coils made selectivity
a certainty instead of an argument. The self -contained
field of Thorola Doughnut Coils banished uncontrollable "pick -up," and .internal interferences as well. A
whole train of circuit refinements followed because the
old radio uncertainties and variables were no longer

REICHMANN COMPANY,
THOROLA JUNIOR
At a moderate price ti r, is
only one way to obtain Thorola character
the Thorola
Junior Speaker. I ts size is

-

somewhat smaller, but its
voice is fine.

Price... $15.00

The smalhr Thorola Console, Model 58, inantique,
high- Lighted Genuine
Walnut, is a triumph of
craftsmanship in the cabinet, circuit and speaker.
Price
$125.00

1725 West 74th

This Túdor Model 59 with its
exclusive combination of
the Thorola 4 Speaker on one
side, theThorola Cone Speaker
on the other, and the large non directorial sound openings, insures
the finest possible radio reproduction, with glorious musical timbre.

It

just what

is

-aa

radio receiver

genuine antique
high - lighted walnut console of
Tudor design. Ideal for the small
apartment or spacious house.
should look like

Price

$185.00

able to upset every scientific calculation.
All these fundamental Thorola advancements in tone
and power have received another year of intensive
development. Naturally, results are improved, and

they are attained with certainty and simplicity.
Modern two dial control is now used. Sooner or later
all really selective sets must come to it.

Just look at the beauty of latest Thorola radio furniture.
Listen to the sure artistic musical effects. And you will
know why each Thorola receiver invariably produces a
whole neighborhood of Thorola enthusiasts. The dealer
who shows you Thorola radio is abreast of the best.

Street, CHIC,ïGO,

Thorola Doughnut Coils,
with their patented indented wiring and true
low -loss construction, go

far beyond other type

theories in improving reception
$2.00 each
(set of
$6.00

3).......

U. S. 11.

Member R. M.

A.

THOROLA 4
Thorola reputation for artistic leadership began with the Controlled Mica
Diaphragm of this speaker, and its exclusive Separix, which brought true
music to radio by making it possible to reproduce overtones faithfully.
The matchless beauty of the Thorola Bakelite bell and Classic base, is why
thousands will actually have no other type of speaker. Thorola 4 performance, made possible by double "push-pull" amplification and other features
is why this speaker is more than ever the
leader of its type. Price
?25.00
The Thorola Model 57, of the compact type, puts finest radio within
the reach of all. Workmanship and
finish is the same as in the luxurious console models. Performance
is uncompromisingly Thorola I
Price
$60.00

.................

AU prices slightly higher
West of the Rockies

>
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COMPLETELY SHIELDED
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For the Years Ahead
A receiver that solves the radio
problem Today and meets the

requirements of Tomorrow.
Seven Tubes
Shielding, complete, thorough and
individual for each unit, protects
against neighboring broadcasts and
provides a sensitiveness that searches
out and holds the desired programs.
The tone is pure, faithful
living
reproduction -with an absence of
static possible only with a receiver so
constructed and entirely LOOP operated.

-a

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

ON OTHER MODELS

Howard Radio Company
Chicago, U. S. A.
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us t Ort
That the new Apex Six will be one of the most
popular sets on the market this season and for
many seasons to come--is a foregone conclusion.
Consider these important improvements: Patented
Compensator (patented in 1924 and withheld
from the market until its merits had been established beyond all question) -one dial control
impedance coupled -the entire sphere of radio at
the command of the turn of a single dial -all distortion eliminated -automatic filament control.
This notable receiver is housed in furniture worthy
of its quality and in combinations which enable
you to acquire one of the most attractive sets ever

-

Atentéd
Compensator
designed at a small initial cost. You may purchase an Apex Receiving Set-and later on one
of the handsome Apex Cabinets. For example
receiver No. 6 combined with cabinet No. 100
makes set No. 106.
Sixteen years of unimpeachable manufacturing
activities vouch for the value of Apex products.
A demonstration of the new Apex Model Six will
convince you of its superiority. Ask your dealer.

-

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
Dept. 920, 1410 W. 59th St.

Chicago

Apex Model No. 5
Without Accessories
$85

Apex Model No. 106
Without Accessories
$175

Apex Model No. 116
WigWithout Accessories

.

C

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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FROST-PONES
are made with the same skill
and patience required in building the finest precision instruments. During manufacture
they are put through many
tests and inspections to insure
absolute uniformityy of units.
They are light in weight, attractive and extremely sensi
tive to weak signals. See them
and compare them with others
at your dealer's.

-

FRO ST F ONE, 3200
No. 172
ohm, Bakelite shell and cap
$6.00
type

i

...10F_

-

20
30

76

No. 806

8021/2

803

803'/2

804

3
3'/2
4

No.
No.
No.
No.

6

No. 875

10
20
30
50

75c

Type 800

50e

II
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new genuine Bakelite Socket that

takes ALL tubes with new type bases.
Its double grip springs are self - cleaning
and they hold the tube prongs for almost their full length. Terminals are
plainly marked. It is equipped with
soldering lugs and hexagon slotted binding posts. Your dealer has them.

2000

$3.00

No. 175- FROSTFONE, 3000
$3.50
ohm, aluminum shell type

WORLD'S FAIR
New York,Sept. 13 -18

5th ANNUAL RADIO SHOW
Chicago, Oct. 11 -17

The NEW

imumE

(2

No.

somely finished. With this adapter
there is no need of tearing your set
apart to install the new tubes. Your
dealer has these new adapters.

Irn71

No. 953 Single
1 open circuit.... 40c
No. 954 Single

_

/I,1" ^l
,

Ul

Terminals)

60,000
00,000
200,000
600,000

No.
No. 881
No. 882

1

886

220. Made of genuine Bakelite, hand -

_

GEM
No. 951
Double Circuit
50c

units
for controlling volume, tone,
regeneration, grid bias, etc.
These units have none of the
objectionable features of wire
wound types but have many
new and exclusive advantages.
They work smoothly and
noiselessly and give any graduation of resistance from zero
to maximum. Resistance element is designed for large current capacity. It will not overheat and when set the resist
ance does not vary. See these
units today at your dealer's.
TWO new FROST-RADIO

Type 880 Series

-JACV

FROSTRADIO

Super- Variable
Resistance

.

No. 540 FROST-RADIO
25c
Adapter
Converts present standard sockets
to UX199 -CX299 or UX120 -CX

No. 530 FROST-RADIO
40c
Socket
A

.

FROST-RADIO

Ohms
7

807
810
820
830

21/2

liM

oa3o

_

Ohms

No.
No.
No.
No.

- < Iii

figp,,

FROST

t

3rd ANNUAL RADIO

-

FROST-RADIO Type 800
Bakelite Frame Rheostat

Ohms
7
10

707
710
720
730

No.
No.
No.
No.

Type 700

SEE OUR EXHIBIT

=

Ohms
702y2...... 21/2
703
3

No. 706

ohm, aluminum shell type

=

*. e tctk`.

FROST-RADIO Type 700
Metal Frame Rheostat
No.
No.
No.
No.

174- FROST PONE,

..
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ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

Type 890 Series
(3
No. 890
No. 891
No. 892

No.

894

No. 895
No. 836

Terminals)

60,000 ohms
100,000 ohms
200,000 ohms

=
=
_

=
=_

_
=

__
_I

=
=
=

400 ohms
500,000 ohms
2,000 ohms

Both types, $1.25 each

closed circuit.. 45c

.

PACIFIC COAST

I

- -

50c

-

^At

PRICES

-

A small, sturdy jack which projects only I inch behind the panel.
Cannot get out of adjustment, is self -cleaning and it holds the plug
in a firm grip. Sterling silver contacts; nickel plated brass frame;
hand huffed thimble and washers. Illustrated actual size.

-_

SLIGHTLY HIGHER

Inc,.
B. FROST,
HERI DJ T STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
160

NORTH LA SALLE

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK CITY

,II II II1Il III, II11111I111111111111111I111111111IIll I111,11,111,111111IIIIIIE
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Infradyne - the Ultimate in Radio
From all indications, the Infradyne Circuit promises to be the outstanding
development in Radio receivers for the season of 1926-27. Best results,
however, cannot be obtained when using inferior parts. We recommend
and offer the list as shown in this issue of the Call Book. The complete kit
includes drilled and engraved panel and sub -base, also miscellaneous screws,
wire, lugs, etc. Write for complete catalog and prices.

I

We Handle the Following
Lines

III

Allen Bradley
Amsco
Belden
Benjamin
Burgess

Carter
Centralab

Crosley
Cunningham
Cutler Hammer
Daven
Dubilier
Eby
Electrad
Formica
Frost

Jewll

Jones
Kurz -Kasch
Majestic
NaAld
Yhilco

Radiodyne
Raytheon
Remler
Sangamo
Sterling

Thordarson
Thorola
Timmons
Trimm

Tungar

Utah
Weston
Yaxley

Dealers

---

II

find

I
P

-

greater profit and

protection by securing nationally advertised lines
at our liberal discounts,
backed by the TELMACO
guarantee. Our board
guarantee protects you
and our low net prices
produce extra profits. Our
late net catalog No. CB
sent gratis to
Write TODAY.

-

III

dealers.

By Serving others better, we

the better Serve ourselves

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE COMPANY

=

20 South Wells St., Chicago, Illinois
Established

,illllllllllllllllllllllllli
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And
finally

is the latest embodyment
of all that is good in the Inverse
`Duplex System. I have spared no
pains in making its quality of
material, workmanship and performance the best. It justifies my
years of study, research and accomplishment."

-

DAVID GRIMES

GRIMES OWN KIT
1001 Shielded Inverse Duplex
TRUTH

will out! The real rich values of the
or. It is 100% shielded and when assembled, the
David Grimes Inverse Duplex System can be
finished aluminum castings form a sturdy artistic
realized to their utmost only when
cabinet. The kit incorporates the
quality parts, workmanship and delatest improvements in the art,
sign are present. Here is a master bringing the famous Inverse DuThe
Grimes
is
the
Own
made kit easily assembled into a
plex System to a point of utmost
only completely shielded
master radio instrument that
efficiency in selectivity, volume and
kit set in existence. It is
the first David Grimes
should last for a life -time.
tone. David Grimes has rightly
Inverse Duplex Kit ever
called this kit his "own" because
sold. It embodies three
The Grimes Own 5 Tube Storage
stages of radio, detector
he is proud of it.
Battery Kit (or the 4 Tube Dry Cell
and three stages of audio
frequency. Designed for
Kit) is built, sold and guaranteed
Send for Grimes Own
tube
power
operation.
by David Grimes. In addition each
Working Plans
Connections furni shed
standard part is guaranteed by its
You can now obtain charts and defor loop or antenna.
own manufacturer, forming

HIGHSPOTS

a

tailed descriptive matter covering
the fascinating David Grimes Inverse Duplex System and its most recent developments. Pin a single dollar bill
to this convenient coupon
and get the valuable

double guarantee to the construct-

Study These. Parts With Care !
Two Samson Audio Transformers.
One Grimes special resistance coupling.
Five Benjamin non -microphonic UX sockets.
Three semi -straight line Lind vernier tuning condensers
and coils.
One Grimes RF Choke Coil to equalize all wave-lengths.
One Grimes RF Fixed Transformer for added amplification and equalization.
One DeJur Rheostat.
One Electrad Potentiometer.
One drilled artistically etched black and gold metal
panel, 7 x 18.
Grimes complete aluminum shielding cabinet.
One Grimes antenna switch.
Six Sangamo fixed condensers
Three Arthur Lynch Grid Leaks.
Three Grimes fixed filament resistances.
Acme flexible spaghetti wire in five colors.
Battery Cable.
Blueprints and instructions.

illustrated
plans.

CJ

1

S.

`c.

a,e

Grimes Radio Engineering Co., Inc.
430 Washington Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.
Not connected with any other company of a similar name

Oa

Territory
still open for
desirable dealers
101

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Complete Radio Service From Formica
Formica's service for the radio manufacturer this year incluaes front
Veri Chromed in one and two colors; punched and drilled sub -panels;panels
sub panels with contacts riveted on and binding posts assembled; small insulating
parts and tubing for coils.
There is ample equipment for all of this work available and many of the
largest volume producers are already being served.

Formica for the Amateur
Formica panels Veri Chromed in gold on high gloss. Formica are
available for the leading kits and are supplied to amateurs who assemble their own sets
by
The panels now available are Bremer Tully Counterphase, Browning dealers and jobbers.
Drake National, General Radio Four Tube Universal, L C 26 Cockaday, Victoreen Superheterodyne,
Best's Superheterodyne, Madison Moore Superheterodyne, Caulfield Duoformer,
Aerodyne
5 Tube,
St. James 8 Tube, haras Equamatic.
Standard Formica Panels of most popular sizes are carried
in
stock by leading dealers -each one in a net individual envelope

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY

4666 Spring Grove Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio

oRMIcA
Made from Anhydroac Bakelite Resins

SHEETS

TUBES

RODS

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio
Call Book
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Selective Charging
A new feature
in "A" Power Units

The Willard
Selling Plan
for
Radio Dealers
Your local Willard Service Station will act as your
jobber on Willard Radio

These
switches
give
complete
control

Sight
Gauge

Products.
This means a quick source
of supply for strictly fresh
material which you can
turn over to your customers
in the pink of condition.
Your local Willard Service Station also assumes
the responsibility for service, if needed.

Only 4
con nec -

tions to
make

Months of operation
have proved that this plan
is effective,

and profitable

for all concerned.

Willard Radio Products
will be advertised exten-

& `B" Battery Charger
Plug can
be left in
lighting
socket
permanently

Here's an "A" Power Unit you don't have to
worry about. It gives you trickle charging for
ordinary use of your radio set, and there's a two
ampere rate for emergencies.

The colored balls in the sight gauge inform you
which rate is needed to keep its genuine Willard
Threaded Rubber "A" Battery fully charged at all
times. A double throw switch enables you to
select this rate. Another switch serves to throw
the "A" Battery on the set, or the unit on charge,
while another takes care of recharging up to 96
volts of "B" Batteries.

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
www.americanradiohistory.com

sively this fall. Doubles
and full -pages in The Saturday Evening Post and
other leading publications.

Have your local Willard
Service Station explain the
details of this practical
plan for advertising and
selling radio products. The
advertisements are signed:
Sales and Service through

TheWillard Battery men
and their
Authorized Radio Dealers

Appropriate signs , and
window cards will identify
you as an Authorized
Dealer. Booklets and other
valuable selling helps will
be furnished.

Your Nearest Willard
Service Station is Your
Nearest W illardJobber

Citizens Radio Call Boob

Popular
Construction Set

In Every

Write today
for FREE
Hook-Ups

RE

PAr oFF

s

TE

9be "S ELF ADJUSTING "RheortRt
Sold Everywhere
$1.10 complete
with mounting
(in U. S. A.)

Insures Perfect Automatic Tube-Control
Because AMPERITE
1-Eliminates

Hand Rheostats, thereby
simplifying control.
Permits use of the latest types of tubes
or any combination of tubes.
.3- Simplifies and reduces
set -wiring,
thereby making for greater compactness and avoids losses.

2-

Obsolete

4-No

moving parts, hence no grinding
noises; clear and full tones.
5-Prolongs tube -life by keeping filaments at a constant temperature.
6-No filament meters needed.
Brings the most out of each individual
tube -automatically-no guessing.
8 -Makes every set -owner a master operator, no knobs to turn.

7-

There is an AMPERITE for every tube

adiall (?ornpan
Dept. R.C.B.4

50 Franklin Street

New York City

Be sure the set you build or buy is equipped
with AMPERITE

www.americanradiohistory.com
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WESTON

The Radio Authority

INSTRUMENTS FOR RADIO MEASUREMENTS
As in every field of electrical endeavor, now, in Radio, Weston contributes the most accurate knowledge of measurement. The instruments Weston gives to this great new industry, make possible the
great success of broadcasting and more pleasurable and more economical radio reception. CToday,
no broadcasting station could satisfactorily operate without electrical measuring instruments.
Q Now, more than ever before, radio enthusiasts are learning that their radio sets cannot be
expected to perform satisfactorily without instruments to control the voltage that safeguards
tubes and prolongs battery life.

Transmission

Reception
Of the many Weston instruments for improving radio reception and giving greater economy, the new Weston Model 506 "Pin- Jack"
Voltmeter with High Range Stand is an especially valuable contribution. It is two instruments in one-a "Pin- Jack" Voltmeter
and a High Range Stand. Just plug the
"Pin- Jack" Voltmeter into the pin -jacks
mounted on the panel and you can measure filament voltage-remove it-plug it
into the High Range Stand and you
have an instrument that will measure
battery voltage up to 160 volts. The
High Range Stand is equipped with a
pair of 30 -inch permanently attached
flexible tinsel cables for battery testing orlocating circuit troubles. Q This
unique combination makes possible
set operation at the proper filament
voltage, gives better reception,
makes tubes last longer and prolongs battery life. No operator of
a good radio set should overlook
the savings and the added pleasure he can get with his instrument.

Above-Weston

Model 425 Thermo -couple
type ammeter is an outstanding factor in
the success of radio transmission. It is
another of the famous line originated and
developed by this corporation, which
owns all controlling patents. This instrument eliminates entirely the many
objections to the "hot wire expansion"
type for the measurement of antennae
currents -such as sluggish indications, zero shifts with consequent
errors and lack of compensation
against temperature changes. Weston Model 425 perfectly solves the
problem of measuring High Frequency Currents. With equal facility it will measure A. C. of
low frequency, and it is accurate
on D. C., being a remarkable
flexible instrument which may
be checked on both A. C. and
D. C.

Below Model 425 Thermogalvanometer
sensitive
thermo- milliammeter of low
resistance, especially designed for use in a wave
meter circuit for the measurement of wave length
and decrement. It is used
for the measurement of
high frequency resistances by the resistance
and re- actance variation
method having a large
overload capacity.

-a

You will be interested in a study of
the free booklet "Weston Radio Instruments" which you can get by
writing to us. It describes the various Weston instruments for radio
work clearly so that it may be easily understood by both the amateur and the expert. The great
manufacturers of receiving sets
today know that the use of a
control instrument on the panel
of a radio set is the best device to protect themselves and
their products. These instruments insure intelligent operation. Write us for the
booklet describing them.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
1

Weston Avenue, Newark, N. J.

SIANDARD_IHE_YIfORLDAYER

ViTESTON
Pioneers since 1 88

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Licensed under application for letters patent of
Radio Frenquency Laboratories, Inc. [ R. F. L. ]

acked by 29 Years'_
1'elepho
xperience
faultless radio reproduction such as Kellogg has
FLAWLESS,
attained can come from experience alone. In radio set building,

-

-

matches experience.
absolutely nothing
nothing
Model 507 receiver is the finished result of our 29 years' experience
a set that cannot squeal or howl
that
in voice tranEmission
brings them in with a "punch" to delight the most critical radio fan.
Mail the
.`' De.pt
Heavy shielding around and between the coif prevents

- ,

-

Coupon
Today

interference, and three stages of radio frequency give
maximum range and selectivity. Take our word for
f t as can b
a s as perfect
be made.
d
hhere's a receiver that's

lt-

Mail this Coupon Now for full details of the new Kellogg
507receiver with the refinements and improvements possible only from an experienced institution like Kelloggo
Model 508 includes the air,
paratus of the table model
and the famous Kellogg
speaker, with ample space for
all batteries or power supply
units.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
1066 W. Adams St., Dept. 241 Chicago
DEALERS FRANCHISES
Dealers now receiving franchises. Write O'
and let us tell you all the things we
are doing to make Kellogg sets sell BIC.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Name

.

.

24I

Kellogg
Switchboard
& Supply Co.

1066 West Adams St.
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me full informa-

d on the

R cceiver,tmodel 507gá
console model 508.

.

Address___

be

If a dealer, interested in a Kellogg Sales Franchise,check here
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American Broadcasting Stations
Five dollars reward is offered to the person sending
the greatest number of
corrections to the following list before November
first. The correction will
be verified by the broadcasting station and placed
to your credit. Employees of broadcasting stations are not eligible.
This list has been very carefully - mpiled from
official Government sources
and questionnaires sent to the broadcasting stations.
If we have made any
mistakes we want to know it. Address your
corrections to the Citizens
Radio Call Book, Caxton Building, Chicago, Ill.,
U. S. A.
United States Army, Fort Bragg, N. C.
434 meters, 750 watts. Tues, Thurs,
Sat, 8-9 :55 pm. Sun, services, 8-9 :55 pm. Eastern
time. Slogan: "Pioneer Broadcasting Station of
the Army."

AT9

Bros. Co., 134 So. Central
KFADMcArthur
st., Phoenix, Ariz. 273 meters, 1100

Upson Co.,
11.
KFBKKimball
Sacramento, Calif.

kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, ;
Mon, 6 -7 pm ; 8 -9 pm daily ex Sun ; Wed, 6 -7 pm ;
9 -11 pm, concerts, news, stock. Mountain
standard
time. Slogan: "The Voice of the Atwater
-Kent

1210 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

Sat,

&

7

:30-10 pm.

Standard time.

610 Calif st.,
247.8 meters,
Mon, Thurs

Radio."

\\ estinghouse Eke.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

KDKA

Mfg.

&

Co.,

309 meters,
070 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Monday, 6:159 :45 pm.
Time calls, 11 am, 12 n, 2 :30 pm ; baseball scores, 3:20 pm : stock weather reports, 5:30;
dinner program, 6 :15 baseball scores, 7 :40 pm
stock report, 8 -9 :55 pm evening program, 9:55
;

;

Time signals, late program, Tues
am ; Sun. 10 am-12 in, church
baseball scores ; 7 :45-9 pm, church

pm.

10 :35

&
6

;

KDLRRadio

Elec.

Thurs,

KFA

Co.,

KFAJUniversity
Colo.
261

KFBS

School District No. 1. 238 meters,
1260 kilocycles, 15 watts, class A.

KFBU

.st.

of Colorado, Boulder,
meters, 1150 kilocycles,
,,,o a at s, class A.
Fri, 11 pm, studio program;
sun, 3 -5 pm, organ selections. Mountain time.

Westinghouse Flee. & Mfg. Co.,
1216 West 58th St, Cleveland, Ohio.
270 meters, 187o kilocycles, 7511
watts,
A.
Schedules various and experimental. Easternclass
standard time.

KDPM

.

class A.

Elec.

Co.,

244 meters,

Pacific time.

San

Diego,

1230 kilocycles,

N ielsen Radio Supply Co., 311
N.
Central
meters, 1260 kilocycles, 125w watts,
A. Sun,
9 :30 to 10 :30 am, Radio Community
class.
Mon, 7 :30 to 8 :30 pm, children's hour.BibleWed,
8
to 9 pm, musical. Sat, 7 -8 pm, educational
gram 12 to 2 am. Mountain standard time. proSlogan
"Kind Friends Come Back."

Pacific standard time.

1

KFCB

class

:

Utah.

Station with the Big Voice."

Frank E.

Bakersfield,

Siefert,

pm, reports and music.

KFAW
kilocycles,

10

The Radio I)en, 115 N. Broadway,
Santa Ana, Calif. 280 meters, 1070
watts, class A. Pacific time.

First Congregational Church,
and Benton sts, Helena, Mont.Molter
248
maters, 1210 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
Mountain time.

KFCC

1402

20th st.,
meters,
Daily ex Sun,
Pacific standard time.

Calif.

1250 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

8 -9

5

Newhouse

II ore]. Salt Lake City,
246 meters, 1220 kilocycles,
class A. Daily ex
2 pm to 2.30
l,ni; ':$0 pm to 3 pm; 3 pm toSun,
4 pm; 4 pm to 5
pm; 5 pm to 5:30 pm; 5:30 pin to 6 pm;
to 6 :30 pert; 6 :30 pm to 8 pm entertainment. 6 pm
Sun,
11 -1 am.
Mountain time. Slogan : "The Little

KDZB

Laramie,

High School, Boise, Idaho, 280.2
meters, 1070 kilocycles, 750 watts,
class B. Sun, 7:30 to 8:30 or 9 pm, church
ices. Mon, Wed & Fri, 12 :30 pm to I pm, servmarket, weather, news; Tuesday, 12 :30 to
pm, market, weather, news ; 7 :30.8 pm, 8 pm -10 pm
Thurs
(lay; 12 :30 pm to
pm, 8 pm, 10 pm entertainment ; children's hour Saturday. No market
or
weather ; 7 :30 pin-8 :30 pm, farm news by State
Dept. of Agriculture.

class A.

1

KDYL

Cathedral,

\ \ %yo. 270 meters, 1110
watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri, kilocycles,
9 -11 pm;
Sur., 2 :30-3 :30 pm, 7 :30-8 :30 pm.
Mountain
standard time.

KFAU

Calif.

Matthew

of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
231 meters, 1300 kilocycles, 50 watts,

tniversity

KFkÎs

Southern

2814 Rucker ay., Ever224 meters, 1340 kiloDaily, 7 :30-8 :30 pm.

cycles, 100 watts, class A.
Pacific time.

:15 pm,

Devils Lake, N.
Dak. 231 meters, 1300 kilocycles, 5
watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 12 :I0 pm,
weather;
6:15 pm, markets.
:\1 on, 9 :30
pm,
program ; Sun, 11 am, church ; 4 :30 pm, studio
program. Central standard time. Sloganstudio
:
"North
Dakota's Own Station."

KDPT

Bros.,
KFBLLeese
ett, V'ash.

Alfred E. Fowler, 31st & San An
torno sts., San
Calif. 217.3
nict, rs, 1380 kilocycles, 50 watts,Jose,
class A. Pacific
standard time.

209.7

Nebraska Buick Auto Co., 13th and
I ve sts., Lincoln, Nebr. 340.7
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Sun, 4meters,
pm -5
poi 9 pm -I0 pm Mon, Tues, Wed, 9 :30 am-9
:55
am, 10 :30 -11 am 2 :15 pm -1 :30 pm 3 pm -3:311
pm, 5 :30 pm -6 :30 pm ; 8 :10 pm -10:30 pm Thurs,
3 pen -4 pm.
Fri same as Mon, Tues & Wed. Sat,
9:30 am-9 :55 am ; 3 pm-3 :30 pm ; 5 :30-6 :30 pm;
8:30.10:30 pm.

Normal Heights Station, San Diego,
224 meters, 1080 kilocycles,
100 watts, class A. Tues, Thurs, 8 -9 pm,
educational talks and lectures. Sun, 8 :15 am, sermon.
Pacific standard time.

KFBC

Calif.

KFCF
117u

pm.

Frank A. Moore,

kilocycless,, a 100
Thurs, Fri, 8 -12

Walla,

707

Baker Bldg.,

meters
Mon,
Pacific time.

class hA.

midnight.

KFAB
.,o

;

;

;

;

;

F. A. Buttrey Co., Havre, Mont.
275 meters, 1090 kilo cycles, 50 watts,
class A. Daily ex Sun, 12 :45 am
-1 :30 pm. Mountain standard time.

KFBB

www.americanradiohistory.com

St.
Michael's Cathedral, Boise,
Idaho. 278.6 meters,
kilocycles,
watts, class A. Sun, 11 :15 am-121080
:30 pm ; 7 :30
pm -9:15 pm, church services. Mountain
time.

KFDD

50

Citizens Radio Call Book

foc

tone, range,
clarity, selectivity
-every quality you
believe a set should have
THERE are very definite reasons for the
superior reception of the Synchrophase
-the result of Grebe developments which
are readily demonstrable, easily understood.
Get your dealer to show you the effect on
reception produced by the Colortone, Binocular Coils, S -L -F Condensers, Low -Wave
Extension Circuits, etc.
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 109 W. 57th St., N.Y.
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.
This company owns and operates stations WA HQ
and WBOQ; also low -wave rebroadcasting stations, mobile WGMU, and marine WRMU.

TRADE MARK (AEG.

U S-

PAT.

OF

40,4TRAD

MW'3K

All Grebe appa-

ratus is covered
by patents granted and pending.

"If you have
will not

fields and
plow them,

your barns will he
empty."
If you want the best in

radio and fail to buy
the Synchrophase, you
must blame only yourself.
The Synchrophase is also supplied with base for batteries

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Magnolia Petroleum Co., Box 798,
Beaumont, Tex.
meters, 950
kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. 315.6
Sun, 11 -12 n,
8 -9 pm, church services.
Tues & Fri, 12 :30 n,
band concert ; 8 pm, band concert. Central standard time. Slogan : "Kall for Dependable
Magnolene."

KFDM

First

Baptist Church, Shreveport,
La. 230.6 meters, 1300 kilocycles,
100 watts, class A. Sun, 10 :50 am, 7 :45 pm. Wed,
9 -10 pm.
Central standard time.

KFDX

South Dakota State College, Brook273 meters, 1100 kiloDaily ex Sun, 12 :15
n, livestock markets and weather. Tues, 11 am,
college assembly exercises. Thurs, 8 -9 pm, special
music and educational talks. 7 :30 pm after Oct 1.
Central standard time.

The Crary Hardware Co., Boone,
Iowa. 226 meters, 1330 kilocycles,
I() watts, class A.
Sun, 3 -4 pm; Wed, 8.9. Slogan "The Daniel Boone Station." Central standard time.

KFGQ
:

Hotel Lassen, Wichita, Kans. 268 meKFHlei' ters, 1120 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B.
Sun, 9 :40 am, Sunday school ; 11 am, church ; 7 :15
pm, church ; 10 pm, musical. Mon, 8 :45-9 am to
2 pm ; every hour markets ; 12 n, musical ; 7 pm,
musical ; 10 pm, musical. Daily ex Sun & Mon,
8 :45 -9 am to 2 pm ; every hour markets ; 12 n
musical ; 7 pm, musical ; 10 pm, musical. Central
standard time.

KFDY

ings, S. Dak.
cycles, 100 watts, class B.

Western State College of Colorado,
Gunnison, Colo. 252 meters, 1190
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Tues, 7 :30-9 :30 pm,
musical program. Fri, 8 -9 am, experimental test ;
7 :30-9 :30,
musicale.
Mountain standard time.
Slogan "Where the Sun Shines Every Day."

KFHA
:

KFDZHarry
South

O. Iverson, 2510 Thomas ay.,

meters, 1300 kilocycles,
standard time.

Minneapolis,
Minn. 231
10 watts, class A. Central

Meyer & Frank Co., Portland, Ore.
248 meters, 1210 kilocycles, 50 watts,
class A. Daily ex Sun, 12 m, weather reports;
4 -5 pm, music ; 6 :30 pm, weather, crop, markets,
reports. Sat, 11 am -12 m, children's hour. Pacific
time.

KFEC

College,
KFHLPenn
meters, 1250

class A.

Oskaloosa, Iowa. 240
kilocycles, 10 watts,
Central standard time.

Fegan (auspices of the EpisKFJC R.copalB. Church)
, 410 N. Jefferson st.,
Junction City, Kans. 218.8 meters, 1370 kilocycles,
10 watts, class A.
Central standard time.

National Radio Mfg. Co., 406 N.
Hudson st., Oklahoma City, Okla.
261 meters, 1150 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A.
Daily except Sun, 12 :15 n, entertainment & news;
3- 4 -5 -6, baseball
6 :30 pm, dinner hour
7 pm,
news. Sun, 10 am, Bible class; 11 am, church; 8
pm, church.
Central standard time. Slogan:
"City of Opportunity."

KFJF

;

Liberty Theatre and E. E. Marsh,
Astoria, Ore. 246 meters, 1220 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Wed, 9 -10 pm, organ
music. Sun, 12 :30-1 :30 pm. Sat, 10 :30-11 pm.
Pacific standard time.

KFJI

Earl

C. Anthony, Inc., Packard Motor
Car Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
467
meters, 640 kilocycles, 5 kw, class B. Mon, 9 pm.
Tues, Wed & Thurs, 8 pm, varied. Fri, 6:45 pm,
Burr McIntosh, "The Cheerful Philosopher," and
at 10 pm, The Ballad Hour with Tom McLaughlin,
Leslie Adams, Paul Roberts, Emma Kimmel and
Lou Parker; 11 pm till 2 am, KFI Midnight
Frolic, Carey Wilson, master of ceremonies. Pacific standard time. Slogan : "A National Institu-

KFI

tion."
W. L. Winner, Inc., 1281 Grant st.,
Denver, Colo.
254 meters, 1180
kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 1112 n, 2 -3 pm, 4 -5 pm, 5 -6 pm, popular music.
Tues, 9 -10 pm, male trio. Thurs also, 8 -12 pm,
sleepwalkers. Mountain standard time.

Ma.

ElecC o., 1603 W. Main
st., Marshalltownrshall , Iowa .248 me
sers, 1210 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Daily ex
Sun, 10 am, market reports. Tue & Fri, 7 :30-11
Sun, 10 am -12 pm; vespm, musical programs.
pers, 3-6 pm. Central standard time. Slogan :
Marshalltown, the Heart of Iowa."

KFJB
11i'
J

University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, N. Dak. 278 meters, 1080
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Limited coml. Sun,
6 -7 pm, orchestra ; 8 -9 pm, general music and addresses, weather, etc. Daily ex Sun, 12 n- 1 pm,
music records ; 6 -7 pm, orchestra ; 8 -9 pm, general.
Central standard time. Slogan ; "The Educational
Center of the State."

KFJM

Ki'EL

Scroggin & Co. Bank, Oak, Nebr.
268 meters, 1120 kilocycles, 500
watts, class A. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 23 pm, orchestra music. Tues, Thurs, 9-10 :30 pm, musical.
Sun, 4 :30-6 pm, musical; 9-10 :30 pm, orchestra.

KFEQ

Benson Polytechnic Institute, Portland, Ore. 248 meters, 1210 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Pacific standard time.

KFIF

North Central High School, Spokane, Wash.
365.3 meters, 1130
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Fri, 8.9 :30 pm.
Pacific standard time.

KFIO

Sch,

sth

Ashley Dixon & SonFifth
,
care Ralp
neeloch Co. 95
., Portland, Ore. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles, 120 watts,
class A. Mon, 7 :30 -8 :15 pm, story ; 8 :15 -8:45,
Listeners Svc. Tues, 7 :30-8 :15, junior program;
9:15-10 :45, "Music of the Masters." Wed, 7:308:30 (1st & 3rd) Y. M. C. A. program (2nd &
4th). Thurs, 7 :30 -8 :15 pm 8 :15 -8 :30 B. C. L.
service ; 9 -10 pm, music. Fri, 12 :30 (midnight).
test program. Sat,
:30-3 pm, music.
Pacific
standard time.

KFJR

1

Central standard time.

KFIQ
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining &
Concentrating Co., Industrial Y. M.
C. A. Station, Kellogg, Idaho. 233 meters, 1290
kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Wed, 6 :30-7 :30.
Sat, 6 :30-7 :30 and 9 -10 pm. Sun, 7 :30-8 :30 pm,
church. Pacific standard time. Slogan
"The
Voice of the Coeur D. Alenes."

KFEY

First Methodist Church, 332 Miller
Bldg., Yakima, Wash.

256 meters,

1170 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Wed,
7 :30 pm, musical programs.
Sun, 11 am,

pm, church services.

Pacific standard time.

Sat,

7

:30

Iowa State Teachers' College, Cedar
Falls, Iowa. 258 meters, 1163 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Educational programs.
Schedule irregular. Central standard time.

KFJX

:

Alaska Elec. Light & Power Co.,
Juneau, Alaska. 226 meters, 133()
kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Mon, Wed & Fri,
6 -7 pm, daily news items, steamer sailings, music,
vocal and instrumental. Alaska time. (Note: 6
am, Seattle time, is 5 am Alaska time.) Slogan,
"A Voice from the Far North."

KFIU

The First Baptist Church, Moberly,
Mo. 242 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Central standard time. Slogan:
"The Gospel Messenger of the Air."

KFFP

The Daily Commonwealth & The
Wisconsin Radio Sales, Inc., Fond
du Lac, Wis. 273 meters, 1100 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Daily, 5 to 5 :30 pm, markets,
weather & news, occasional evening programs of
music. Sun, 6 pm to 7 pm, dinner hour concert.
Central standard time.

KFIZ

College,

KFFVGraceland
250 meters,
Y

watts, class A.

1200

Lamoni, Iowa.
kilocycles, 100

www.americanradiohistory.com

KFJY

Tun wall Radio Co.;

13

N. 10th St.,

Fort Dodge, Iowa. 246 meters, 1220
kilocycles, -50 watts, class A. Sun, 11 :00 am,

church services. Mon, Wed & Sat, 5 :45 pm, market, news & weather ; 9 :00 pm, dance program.
Tues & Fri, 5 :45 pm, market news, weather.
Thurs, 5 :45 pm, market, hews, weather; 7 :00 pm,
program ; 8 :00 pm, program.

W. E. Branch, 400 W. 7th St., Fort
Worth, Tex. 254.1 meters, 1180 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Sun, 7 :00-10 :00 pm.,
11 :00 -12:30 mornings. Daily ex Sun & Wed, 8:309 :30 pm, 9 :00 am to 6 :00 pm. Central standard
time.

KFJZ

Citizens Radio Call Book
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The New Balkite Charger
with both Trickle and
high charging rates

MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
low trickle charge rate and a high rate
for rapid charging. Can thus be used
either as a trickle or as a high rate
charger. Noiseless. Large water capacity. Rates: with 6 -volt battery, 2.5
and .5 amperes: with 4 -volt battery, .8
and .2 amperes. Special model for 2540cycles. Price $19.50. West of Rockies $20. (In Canada $27.50.)

Balkite Trickle Charger
MODEL K. With 6 -volt "A" batteries
can be left on continuous or trickle
charge thus automatically keeping the
battery at full power. With 4 -volt batteries can be used as an intermittent
charger. Or as a trickle charger if a resistance is added. Charging rate about
.5 amperes. Price $10. West of Rockies
$10.50. (In Canada $15.)

A New Balkite ttB" at l$27.50
Eliminates "B" batteries and supplies

"B" current front the light socket.

Three new models. Balkite "B"-W at
$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite "B " -X
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity 30
milliamperes at 135 volts -$42. Balkite
"B " -Y, for any radio set; capacity 40
milliamperes at 150 volts $69. ( In
Canada:' B " -W $39; "B "X $59.50;
"B " -Y $96.)

-

Balkite Combination
supplies automatic radio power
When connected to your "A" battery
supplies automatic power to both "A"
and "B" circuits. Controlled by the filament switch on your set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put either
near the set or in a remote location.
Will serve any set now using either 4
or 6 -volt "A" batteries and requiring
not more than 30 milliamperes at 135
volts of "B" current -practically all
sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50. (In

Canada $83.)
All Balkite Radio Power Units operate
from 110 -120 volt AC current with
models for both 60 and 50 cycles.

Operate your
radio set from the
light socket
Either with a Balkite Charger
and Ballote "B'ór with ¡he new Balkite
Combination Radio Power Unit
Now you can operate your radio set from the light
socket. Merely by adding the new Balkite Radio
Power Units -either by adding a Balkite Charger
and Balkite "B," or by adding the new Balkite Combination Radio Power Unit.
In either case the result is the same -light socket
operation, maximum convenience, and smooth
silent power.
Balkite Light Socket Power is noiseless. There is
no hum. It is never low and never runs down, but
is always exactly what is required by the set. It is
permanent. Balkite Radio Power Units are permanent pieces of equipment. They employ no bulbs,
and have nothing to replace or renew. They cannot
deteriorate from either use or disuse. Other than a
negligible amount of household current their first
cost is the last. With sets of high current requirements their use is highly desirable for the saving
alone. They require no changes in your set.
Over 600,000 radio receivers-one of every tenare already Balkite equipped. Equip yours with
Balkite and convert it into a light socket receiver.
Know the pleasure of owning a set always ready to
operate at full power.
F

EL

B alkite

Radio Power Unils
Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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KFKAColorado
State Teachers' College,
Greeley, Colo. 273
1100 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Wed,meters,
10 am, chapel
exercises. (Schedules to be announced.)
Mountain time.

KFMQ

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,

KFOO

Ark. 299.8 meters, 1000 kilocycles,
750 watts, class B. Mon, 7 :30 pm, farmers' night.
Tues, 8 pm, musical. Thurs, 8 pm, Radio Extension lectures. Central standard time. Slogan :
"The Voice of the Ozarks."

Latter Day Saints University, Salt
Lake City, Utah. 236.1 meters, 1270

kilocycles, 250 watts.

i

OD

Conway Radio Laboratories, Box
360, Conway, Ark. 250 meters, 12011
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

David City Tire & Elec. Co., David
City, Nebr. 226 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Mon & Tues, 8 -9 pm.
Central standard time. Slogan: "The Voice of
David City."

KFKQ

KFMR

Morningside

College, Sioux City,
Iowa. 261 meters, 1149 kilocycles,
100 watts, class A, commercial. Thurs, 9 :15-10
pm. Central standard time. No program. Silent

during summer months.
University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kan. 275 meters, 1099 kilocycles,
500 watts, class B. Mon & Thurs, 6:55 -8 pm.
(Also special broadcasting.) Central standard time.
Slogan "Up at Lawrence on the Kaw."

KFKU
:

College Hill Radio Club, 1st and
Erie Sts., Wichita, Kan. 231 mekilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Sun, 11':30 pm ; 7 :30-9 pm, church services. Mon, 9 -10
iu, music. Central standard time. Slogan: "Radio casting Church."

KFOT
1.000

i,
1

IJr. Gec.-ge W. Young, 2219 Bryant
Ave., North, Minneapolis, Minn. 263
meters, 1140 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Cen-

KFMT

I

tral standard time..

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Hastings, Nebr. 288.3 meters,
kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun1040
&
Sat, 9 :30 & 10 :30 am, 12 :15 -2 & 7 pm ; musical
program at 12 :40 & 9 pm. Sat, 9 :30 & 10:30
am,
markets, also 12 :15 pm. Slogans: "Empress of the
Air" and "l'ioneer Radio Repeating Station of the
World."

KFKX

Technical High School, Omaha,
Nebr. 248 meters, 1210 kilocycles,
watts, class A. No regular schedule. Central
standard time.

KFOX
l

M. G. Sateren, Houghton, Mich.
263 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 50 watts,
Sun, 3-4 :30 pm. Central standard time.

KFM V,J
class A.

lilt

F. M. Henry, 107 E. Harrison St.,
Kirksville, Mo. 226 meters, 1330
1.10., ',ch.,. 50 watts, class A. Sun, 3 :30 to
4 :30
pin. Mon, 8 -9 pm, dance music; 9 pm, radio plays.
Slogan "Kirksville, the Home of Osteopathy."

KFKZ
:

KFLRKorher Wireless
Station, the State
L niversity
of New M exico,
querque, N. Mex. 254 meters, 1180 kilocycles,Albu100
watts, class A. Fri, 8:10 pm. Mountain standard
time. Slogan "Sunshine Center of America."
:

Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.
336.9 meters, 890
500
watts, class B. Sun, 7 pm, college kilocycles,
service.
Tues, 9 :30 pm, lecture. Wed, 9 pm,vesper
concert. Fri,
10 pm, organ recital. Central standard
time.

KFMX

KFNF

4,

Paul, Minn.

1190 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.

musical. Daily,
standard time.

8

C- C. Baxter, Dublin, Tex. 252 meters, 1190 kilocycles, 15 watts, class
Central standard time.

KFPL
A.

Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah,
Iowa.
meters

1130 pm,
500 watts, class A.
10:45
45eam -12:15
ices ; 2 :30-4 :30 pm, 6:30 -9:00 pm, services.
Mon,
7 -8 am. Tues, 10 -11 am. Wed,
12 -2 pm. Thurs,
3 -5 pm.
Fri, 7 -9 pm. Sat, 11 -12 pm.
Slogan:
"Known for Neighborly Folks." Central standard

time.

San Benito Radio Club, San Benito,
Tex. 236 meters, 1270 kilocycles,
\cart., class A. \Ved & Sat, 8 -9 pm. Central10
standard time.

Radio

Service, 373 Robert
252 meters,
Sun, 2:30 pm,
pm, reception reports. Central

KFOYBeacon
St., St.

S. Garretson, 5118 Maywood
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 238 meters, 1260 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Pacific
time.

KFPGOliver

KFLU

KFLt

1

Swedish Evang. Miss. Church, Rock-

ford, Ill. 229 meters, 1310 kilocycles,
2n0 watts, class A. Fri, 8 :30 pm. Sun, 12 :30 pm
(Swedish), 9 :30 pm (English). Central standard

KFOA

Rhodes Dept. Store, 1321 2nd
Seattle, Wash. 454.3 meters, Ave.,
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Mon & Tues, 660
9:3010:30 am, 12 :30.1 :30 pm, 2 :30-5 pm,
-10 pm.
Wed, 9 :30-10 :30 am, 2 :30-5 pm, 66:25
:25-10
Thurs, 9:30-10 :30 am, 2:30 -5 pm, 6:25-6:45 pm.
Fri, 9 :30-10 :30 am, 12 :30-1 :30 pm, 2 :30-5 pm.
6:25 -12:10 pm. Sat, 2 :30-5 pm, 6:25 -10 pm. pm,

The New Furniture Co., Box 628,
Greenville, Tex. 242 meters, 1240
ki!ocycles, 10 watts, class B. Sun, 11
services.
Mon, Tues, Fri & Sat, 9 pm, musicam,
;
7 :15 pm,
sports in season 1 pm, musical program.
Wed &
Thurs, 8 pm, music ; 7:15 pm, sports in season
pm, musical program. Central standard time. Slo-1
gan "Biggest Little Ten Watts on the Air."

KFPM

;

:

time.

KFOBKFOB,
meters,

Inc., Burlingame, Calif. 226
watts, class A. Tues &
am, -2:30 pin; 5:30.7
8 -11
pm. Sat, -3 pm, 5 :30-7 pm, 9 pm -1 am.pm,Pacific
standard time.
Thurs,

10 -11:30

50

1

1

Ceo. R. Clough, 1214 40th St., Galveston, Tex. 240 meters, 1250 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Central standard time.

KFLX

Atlantic Automobile Co., 3rd and
Poplar Sts., Atlantic, Iowa. 273
meters, 1100 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun, 11:50 am -12:30 pm. Tues, Wed, 8:30 -10
pm. Central standard time.

KFLZ

KFOJ
\

t

Moberly High School, Moberly, Mo.
242 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 10 watts,
entral standard time.

Los Angeles Co. Forestry, Los Angeles, Calif. 231 meters 1300 kilo cycles, 500 watts, class A. Irregular schedule. Pacific standard time.

KFPR

Radio Service Corp. of ..Utah, Salt
Lake City, .Utah. 261.meters, 1150
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mountain
time.

KFPT

KFpV

KFONEschophone Radio Shop, Long Beach,

Churches of
KFMBChristian
AriDD
Little Rock, Ark. 254

Little Rock,
meters, 1180

kilocycles, class A. Central standard time.

Calif. 233 meters, 1288 kilocycles,
500 watts, class A. Daily ex San & Mon,
am, 2 :30-5 pm, 6 -11 pm. Mon, 10 -11 am, 6 -11 10 -11
pm.
Sun, 2 :30-4 pm. Pacific time. Slogan: "Where

Your Ship Comes In."

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

St. Johns M. E. Church, Box 424,
Carterville, Mo. 258 meters,
kilocycles, 100 watts, class B. Sun, 9 -10 am, 1130
9 -10
pm, chapel service. Mon, 7 -8 pm, 9:30- 10:30,
popular and classical musical programs. Wed, 7 -12
pm. Thurs, 7 -8 pm, 10 -12 pm. Fri, 7 -8 pm. Sat,
7 -8 pm, 11 pm to midnight.
Central standard
time. Slogan : "Keeping Pace with
Christ Means
Progress."

Citizens Radio Call Book

1i
lOW..11........

A Fine Piece of Furniture

to Contain Your
New Radio Setor Your Old One
The Excello Radio Console
embodies years of experience
in fine cabinet making.

THIS Console is designed in three
compartments, the tone chamber,
the receiver compartment and the battery space. The tone chamber is of
wood with metal throat for perfect tone
production. The receiving set compartment has adjustable filler pieces to
accommodate any panel not exceeding
10
x 32 ". The battery space measures 14" x 32" and the A battery sets
on a leaf which pulls forward for easier
filling or testing. Matched wood door
panels of Butt Walnut, two-tone effect.

/"

Ask to see the Excello at your dealers
or write for catalog.

Console, Style No. R -23,
with Bench to snatch

Sketch showing
accessibility of
all tarts of set
and equipment

-

Distributors and dealers
attractive territory
still open.
Write for
interesting proposition.

Radio
Consoles & Cabinets

EXCELLO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
4820 -28 West 16th Street, Cicero, Illinois, (Suburb of Chicago)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Investment Co., Symons
KFPYSymons
Block, Spokane, Wash. 266 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 100 watts, class
A. Daily ex
Tuts & Sun, 7-7 :45 pm. Wed, 9 -11:59
11midnight. Sun, 9:45 -10:30 am, 9 -10 pm. pm,
Pacific
standard time.

Mathewson & Colburn, Oakland,
Calif. 220 meters, 100 watts. Mun,
Tues, 8 -10 pm. Wed, 6:30 - :.u, 8 -1u pm.
Thurs, 8 -10 pm. Fri, 6 :30-7 :30,
8 -10 pm. Sat, 6 :30-7 :30, 8 -11 pm.
Pacific time.

The Principia, 5539 Page Ave., St.
Louis, Mo. 280 meters, 1070
cycles, 5uun ,.watts, class B. Sun & Thurs, 8 -9 kilopm.
church services and lectures. Central standard
time.

Hirsch Battery & Radio Co., 312 S.
Frederick St., Cape Girardeau, Mo.
224 it. :.. r,, 1340 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Sun, II am, church services. Mon, 8 pm, musical
program. Thurs, 7 pm, program of old -time music.
Central standard time. Slogan "The City of Op-

KFQA

KFUU

-10 pm.

FN,

g Co.
Co., t. \ocycles
orth,
metersublishin, 1140 kil
class B. Daily ex Sun & \Ved,
8-I2 midnight, musical. Sun, 10 am -12 pm, 3 -10
pm, church services. Central standard time. Slogan: "Keep Fclks Quoting the Bible- KFQB."

meters,

100

gan: "Kind Friends, We're Here."

VS

KFF VS

portunity."

Tex. 41ht
KFQBSearchlig
2
4,00-2501) vwatts.

F. Wellington Morse, Jr. Chico,
Calif. 254
1180
kilocycles,
watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 6:15 -6:30 pm,
news & music. Daily, 6:30 -7:15 pm, dinner concert. Mon. \ \'ed, Fri, 8 -10 pm. Pacific time. Slo-

KFWH

KFVX

cycles,

10

:

Entertainments, Inv., ChevKFWIRadio
111'
roles Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
meters, 1200 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A.

dun,

1 -2
pm, 8 -9 pm, 9 -10 pm, 10 -12 pm. Moi:,
-2 pm, 6 :30,7 pm, 7 -7 -30 pm, 8 -9 pm, 9 -10 pm,
10 -12 pm. Tues, 8 -8:30 pm, 8:30 -9 pm, 9 -10 pm,
10 -11 pm. Wed, 1 -2 pm, 6:30-7:30 pm, 8-9 rtn,
9:30 -11 pm, 11 pm -1 am. Thurs, ¡0 -12 pm. Fri,
1 -2
pm, 6:30 -7:30 pm, 8 -10 pm, 10 -12 pm. Sat, 1012 pm, 12:30.3 am.

1

Radio Shop, 1211 S. Main St., Bentonville, Ark. 236 meters, 1270 kilowatts, class A. Central standard time.

Oakland Educational Society, 1520
8th Ave., Oakland, Calif.
meters, 920 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. 325.9
Sun.
9:30 -11 am, -2 pm, 8:30 -9:30 pm. Mon, Thurs &
Sat, 8 -10 pm. Tues, Wed & Fri, 2 -3 pm. Pacific
standard time. Slogan: "Voice of Oakland."

Ili W

Kidd Bros.' Radio Shop, Taft, Calif.
231 meters,
1300 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Pacific time.

KFQC
C

Meier Radio Shop, Russell, Kan. 261
meters, 1150 kilocycles, 10 watts,
A. Central standard time.

KFQO

Radio Corp., 402 B St., San
WAirfan
Diego, Calif. 245.8 meters, 1220 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Daily, 6 :15-11 pm.
Pacific time.

1

Lawrence Mott, 346 Claressa
KFWOMajor
\ve., Avalon Catalina Island Calif.

Radio Supply Co., 413 W. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, N. Mex. 250
meters, 1200 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun, 5:30 -6:30 pm, news items & music. Tues
& Fri, 8 -9:30 pm, dance music. Mountain standard time.

211.1 meters, 1420 kilocycles, 250 watts, class A.
Daily Intl Sun, 12 :30 -1 :30 pm, 5 -6 pm, 6 -7:30 pm ;

(:lad Tidings Tabernacle, Inc., 1536
Ellis St., San Francisco, Calif. 234
meters, 1280 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Pacific
time.

KFWU

KFVY

7:30 -9 pm, band. Pacific standard time.
"Catalina for Wonderful Outings."

Slogan:

KFQP

(leorge S. Carson, Jr., 906 College
St., Iowa City, Iowa. 223 -7 rue kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. \Ved, 8 -9
pm, musical program. Central standard time.
:(

,,

:

KFQT
10

Texas National Guard, 36th Signal
Co., Denison, Tex. 252 meters, 1190
watts, class A. Central standard

KFVZ

Browning Bros. Co., 2451 Kiesel St.,
Ogden, Utah. 261 meters, 1149:46
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily
ex
4 -6
pm, studio program.. Mon, Fri, 9 -10 pm.Sun,Wed,
Sat, 9 -12 pm, dance program. Mountain time.
Slogan "Keeping Friends with All."

KFWA
:

Holy City Broadcasting Station,
Holy City (Alma P.O.), Calif. 217.3
meters, l:
1:ilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun & \l on, 9 -10 pm. Sun, 11 am -12 noon, 9 -10
pm. Pacific standard time.
IQ T

U

KFRUStevens

Columbia,

Wilbur Jerman, 385 58th St., South
Portland, Ore. 212 -5
1410
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Sun, meters,
12 -I:30 pm,
organ 6 -7 pm, Benson Hotel dinner music.
Fri & Sat, 10 -11 am, housewife hour; 6 -7 pm, Mon,
Benson ; 7 -8 pm, organ 8 -9 pm, dinner music. Tues,
10 -11 am, housewife hour; 6 -7 pm, Benson ;
7 -9 pm,
organ. Wed, 10 -11 am, housewife hour ; 6 -7 pm,
7 -8 pm, organ 8 -9 pm, 11 -11 :30 pm, music.
Thurs,
10 -11 am, housewife music hour; 6 -7 pm,
Benson;
7 -8 pm, organ ; 8 -9, 11 -12.

KFW V
;

;

;

Bros. Motion
KFWBWarner
dios, Inc., 5806 Sunset

Picture Stu-

Blvd.,

Calif. 252 meters, 1190 kilocycles,Holly500
watts, class A. Mon, Tue & \Ved, 5 -6 pm, Big
Brother hour ; 8 -11 pm, musical. Thur, Fri & Sat,
8 -11 pm, musical. Sun, 9 -11 pm, musical.
Pacific
standard time. Slogan : "Movielancl."
wood,

College,

Louisiana College ?ineville,
238
meters, 1260 kilt ycles, 100La.watts,
class A. Central standard time.

Mo.

499.7 meters, 600 kilocycles. Daily
ex Sun, 3 -5 pm ; 6:15, baseball. Wed, 9 -11 pm.
:30 am, 9 :30 pm. Central standard time.
.

Rim of the World Station, Big Bear
Lake, Pine Knot, Calif. 202.6 meters, 1480 kilocycles, 500 watts, class
A. Daily ex
Sun, 5 -5:30 pm, news, road bulletins,
lectures,
music. Pacific standard time. Slogan: "The
Rim
of the World Station."

KFXB

KFWC

KFU
kay..-

Ruppert Radio Electric Co., Breckenridge, Minn. 242 meters, 1240

watts, class A. Mon, Wed, 8 -9 pin,
music. I),iily ex Sun, 10 :30 am & 5:40 pm, music.
Weather and markets, daily 10 :30 am & 5 :40 pm.

KFUO

50

Concordi. Theological Seminary, St.

Louis, Mo. 545.1 meters, 550 kilocycles, ; u0 watts. Daily ex Sun, Sat. 3 pm. Mon,
Tues, 6 :30 pm. Wed, 9 :15 pm. Fri, 9 :30 pin.
Sat, 7 :45 pm. Sun, 4 pm, shut -in hour. Central
standard time.

a

¡(FUT
v

University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
Utah. 261 meters, 100 watts. Off
air until October or later.

L. E. Wall, Upland, Calif. 211.1
meters, 1420 kilocycles, 200 watts,
class A. Sun, 9 -12 am, church services 9 -12
pm,
musical. Mun, 9 am -1 pm, 4 -12 pm.
11:30
am -12:30 pm, 3 -5 pat, 9 -12 pm. \Ved,Tues,
11:30
am12 :30 pm, 4 -6 pm, 9 -12 pm. Thurs,
12 -1 pm, 4 -6
pm, 9 -12 pm. Fri, 11 :30 am -12:30 pm,
3 -5 pm,
9 -3 pm.
Pacific standard time. Slogan: "The
Voice of the Orange Empire."

Santa Maria Valley Railroad Co.,
anta Maria
Maria, Calif. 5209.7 meters, R1430 kilocycles,Santa
100
watts, class A. Pacific time.

KFXC

KFWD

ili' XD

KFWF

Peak Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
KFXFPikes
Colorado Springs Nat'l Bank Bldg.,

Arkansas Light & Power Co., Ark adelphia, Ark. 266 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Central
time.

St. Louis Truth Center, 4030 Lindell
St., St. Louis, Mo. 214.2 meters,
1400 kilocycles, 250 watts, non -commercial.
Sun,
10:45 am, 7 :45 pm, 9 pm, organ P. chimes.
10:45 am, sunshine hour; 7 :45 pm, sermon Thurs,
9
music. Central standard time. Slogan: "The pin,
Voice
of Truth."

www.americanradiohistory.com

cycles,

10

L. H. Strong, East Center St., Lokilo-

watts, classaA. Mountainetime.460

Colorado Springs, Colo. 250 meters, 1200 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Tues, Sat, 8 :30
10:30 pm, musical program. Thurs, 9:15 -10:45
dance program. Sun, 11 am -12:30 pm, 7:30 -9 pm,
pm,
church services. Mountain time. Slogan: "The
Pike's Peak Station."

Citise)ts Radio Call hook

Perhaps 3,0/f, too, can cut your
"B" batteiy costs in half. Just
follow the chart. It gives you
the secret of "11" battery economy.

THOUSANDS of people

have

made the discovery that

Eveready "B" Batteries,

when used in the proper size,
and on sets equipped with a
"C" battery *, are a most

economical, reliable and

satisfactory source of radio
current.
Here is the secret of "B"
battery economy, reliability
and satisfaction
On all but single tube sets
Connect a "C" bat tery *. The length of service given below is based
:

-

on its use.

On

1

to 3 tubes

-Use

Eveready No. 772. Listening in on the average
of 2 hours daily, it will
last a year or more.
On 4 or more tubesNOTE: A "C" battery greatly increases
the life of your "B" batteries and gives
a quality of reception unobtainable without it. Radio sets may easily be changed
by any competent radio service man to
permit the use of a "C" battery.

(s,- the

ITca;.VV- I)tlt%'

13atterte', r'ither
"T7() or the evert lr,n, /,'r1 i te,l
I: ,`, ,,1 l.,l r
13-

;

,

(

ie,l o,t

th,-

t') buy- batteries that are too
small. Follow the chart.
In addition to the batteries
illustrated, which tit practically all the re) rivers in
we also make
number
f'thcr type. tor Tee i.al pur11

average of 2 /z t/ri d,ttl},
these will last ti Ill intlt
or lont/er.
iscot There is .ara 1..verca'ly
These figures arc based on Radii) 13,)ttcry for every radi,)
the average use of receivers, us.c. T' lc.arn ria' )IC .ah')tlt th '
which a country -wide survey entire I',Verca'ly line, Irrite
has shown to be two hours f')r the booklet, '(h')')sing
daily throughout the year. and sing the Right Radio
If you listen longer, of course, Batteries," «-pith «c will he
your batteries will have a glati to senti you on request.
somewhat shorter life, and if There is an Eveready dealer
you listen less, they will last nea rby.
1/arrulaíturr./ and
longer.
L CARIION CO.,
Evereadys give you their NATIONAL
New York
San I' nnci ;,remarkable service to the full
r ìn 4:
7: ;
,' u'.,, r
only when they are correctly
matched in capacity to the
demands made upon them by I uria} ni,;ht mean--; E , crra,ls- Hour
your receiver. It is wasteful -8 P. M., I',astrrn Standard Tiny-,
;1

r

'

)

i

.

1

thrr,ur;h the f"llno.cin'. stationi:
w ; 1r

w'.L(

EVE

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

Tell 'Em You Sain It in the Citizens Radio Call H" ,k
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Radio ( o., 265ï Montana
KFXHBledsoe
St., El Paso, Tex. 242 meters, 1240
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 -10
pm, musical. Sat, 11 -12 pm, frolic. Central standard time. Slogan: "The Voice of the Rio Grande."

Mountain States Radio Distributors,
Inc., 917 14th St., Denver, Colo.
( Portable.)
215.7 meters, 1390 kilocycles, 10 watts,
class A. Mountain time.

KFXJ

K!is W

The Morning Oregonian, Portland, Ore.
491.5 meters, 1000 watts, 610 kilocycles,
It. Sun, 10 ant -12 noon, church ; 7 :30-9 pm,
chue. li; 9 -10, symphony. Mon, 10-11 :30 ant, Town
Cru r; 12 :30-1 :30 pm, concert ; 6 -7, concert ; 7-12,
musical entertainment. Tues, 10- 11:30 am, Town
Crier ; 12:30 -1:30 pm, concert, 2-3 :30, women's
matinee ; 6 -12, music and educational program.
Wed, 10 -11:30 am, Town Crier; 12 :30-1 :30 pm,
6 -7, concerts ; 7 :30-10, diversified entertainment.
Thurs, 10-11 :30 am, Town Crier; 12 :30-1 :30 pm,
entertainment and dance music. Fri, 10- 11:30 am,
6 -7, concerts; 7 :30-12, utility service, vaudeville
Town Crier ; 12 :30-1 :30 pm, concert 2-3 :30 pm,
women's matinee 6 -7, concert 7 :30 -9, utility and
musical entertainment ; 10 :30-12, Hoot Owl frolic.
Sat, 10 -11 :30 am, Town Crier 12 :30 -1 :30 pm, 6 -7,
concerts; 10 -12 pm, dance music. Pacific standard
time. Slogan : Keep Growing Wiser."
YY

;

;

;

;

Electric
KFXMNeches
St., Beaumont,

Crockett
meters,
Central stand-

Co., 259

Tex.

1320 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.

ard time.

227

kilocycles,

15

KFXY
watt s,

Tidings Temple, 1471 Ellis St.,
San Francisco, Calif. 207 meters,
1150 kilcycles, 50 watts, class A. Sun, 2:30 -5 pm,
8:10 pm. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Sat, 12 :10-12 :30,
sacred. Wed, 12 :10-12 :30 pm, 2:30 -3:33 pm, sacred. Fri, 12:10 -12:30 pm, 3 -4 pm, e -10 pm,
sacred. Pacific standard time. Slogan : "Knights
of Glad Tidings."
(71ad

watts.

Mary M. Costigan, Flagstaff, Ariz.
205.4 meters, 1460 kilocycles, 50
class A. Mountain time.

KFYDN.
ll

Baker, 2nd St., Muscatine, Iowa.
256 meters, 1170 kilocycles, 250
watts, class A. Central standard time.

Stephen's College, Broadway, Columbus, Mo. 499.7 meters, 600 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri,
6:15 pm, dinner program. Wed, 9 pm, studio pro-

KFRU

gram. Fri, 12 midnight, organ and instrumental
music. Sun, 7:30 am, sunrise service; 9:20 am,
Burrall Bible Class ; 7:30 pm, church service.
Central standard time. Slogan "Stephens College
KFRI], Where Friendliness is Broadcast Daily."
:

United Church, Olympia, Wash. 218.8
meters, 1370 kilocycles, 50 watts,
class A. Jun, 11 am-12 :15 pm, 7 :30-9 pm. Pacific time. Slogan "Make the World a Brotherhood.,'

KFR W

KGTT

Film Finishing Co., OklaKFXRClassen
homa City, Okla. 214.2 meters, 1400

Curtis-Griffith Radio Sales Co., 1109
8th Ave., Fort Worth, Tex. 246
meters, 1220 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Central
standard time.

RO
KFR

Times Mirror Co., 1st and Broadway,
Los Angeles, Calif. 405.2 meters, 740
kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. 7 -8 pm, First M. E.
church; 8 -10 pm, Orpheus Four male quartet.
Pacific time.

KHJ

:

New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, State College,
N. Mex. 266 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 50 watts,
class A. No regular schedule. Mountain time.

KFRY

Radio Co., 115 W. 6th St.,
Bristow, Okla. 394 meters, 760 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Central standard time.

KFRULtherical

J. G. Klemgard, R. R. 2, Pullman,
Wash: 217 meters, 1380 kilocycles,
watts, class A. Pacific time.

KFRX
Wasmer, Excelsior Motorcycle &
Bicycle Co., Seattle, Wash. 273 meters,
1100 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Pacific time.
KHQLouis

10

Temple, 1100 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 275 meters, 1091 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Sun,
10 :30 am-12 :30 pm, 2 :30-4 :30 pm, 6:40 -11 pm,
church services. Tues, Wed, 10 :30 am -12:30 pm,
2 :30 -4 :30 pm, 6 :30 -9 pm, church services. Thurs
& Fri, 10 :30 am-12 :30 pm, 2:30 -4:30 pm, 6 :30-11
pm, church services. Sat, 10 :30 am-12 :30 pm,
3 :30 -4 :30
pm, 6 :30 -9 :30 pm. Slogan : "The
Church of the Air."

KFSG
J
lFY
meters, 1260

Houston Chronicle Pub. Co. (Portable Station), Iiouston, 'Tex. 238
kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Cen-

KFYO

Texarkana, Tex. 209.7 meters, 1440

tral standard time.

Julius Brunton & Sons Co., 1380
Bush St., San Francisco, Calif. 220
meters, 1360 kilocycles, 5 watts, class A. Sun, 56:30 pm. (Summer schedule- Silent.) Mon &
Wed, 9.11:30 am, 2 -4 pm, 8 -10 pm. Tues, Thurs &
Sat, 9 -11 :30 am, 2 -4 pm. Slogan: "San Francisco's
Baby Station."

KJBS

kilocycles.

Ki SY

Photo Radio & Electric Shop, North
Bend, Wash. 215.7 meters, 1390 kilo ,'ycles, 50 watts, class A. Thurs, 8 -9 pm. Sun,
8:45 -1(1 pm. Pacific time. Slogan "At the Western Entrance of Snoqualmie, Pass."

KFQW

cycles,

10

Angelus

Van Blaricon Co., 20 S. Main St.,
Helena, Mont. 248 meters, 1210 kilowatts, class A. Mountain time.

:

Hoskins -Meyer, Inc., 200 4th St.,
Bismarck, N. Dak. 247.9 meters,
1210 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Sun, 10 :30 am12 noon, church ; 3 -5 pm, music. Daily ex Sun,
6 :30-7 :30 pm, music, baseball scores, weather

KFYR

forecast, etc. Central standard time.

C,

Taft Produ cts o. 5653 De Lo ngpre
Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 226 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Tues, Fri,
9 -11 pm, musical program. Pacific standard time.

KFQL

iL North Pacific Sea
K!`
laHobron,
Alaska.

Hoppert Plumbing & Heating Co.,
Hoppert Radio Electric Co., Breckinridge, Minn. 242 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 10:30 am & 5 :40
pm. Also Mon & Wed, 8 -9 pm. Slogan: "Where
the Red River of the North Finds Its Source."

KFUJ

Thos. Goggan & Bro. Music Co.,
Galveston, Tex. 258 meters, 1160
kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Daily, 10:30 am.
Friday, 8 pm. Central standard time. Slogan:
"Kan't Fool Us Longhorns."

Products Co., Port

1CFUL

KFRB
iD

General Electric Co., 5555 E. 14th St.,
Oakland, Calif. 361.2 meters, 830 kilocycles, 5000 watts. Sun, 11 am, 6 :30 & 9 pm,
services & concert orchestra. Daily ex Sun &
Mon, 10:45 am, literary hour. Mon, 5:30 pm,
KGO Kiddies Klub. Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs &
Fri, dinner concert. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Sat, 8
pm, studio program. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 6:55
pm, news items, weather, baseball scores, agricultural market & stock reports. Friday, 11:10 am,
Prudence Penny ; 11 :30 am, luncheon concert: 12
noon, time signal 12 :30 pm, U. S. weather forecast ; 1 :30 pm, stock market and weather report.
Tues, 5 :30 pm, "As a Woman Thinketh." Wed,
Thurs, 5:30 pm, Boys' hour.
5 :30 pm, Mr. Fix It.
Friday, 5:30 pm, Radio Girls (KGO). Sat, 10 pm,

KOO

;

dance program.

11 all
Bros. (Rialto Theatre), Bee ville, Tex. 248 meters, 1210 kilo c) Iles, 250 watts, class A. Central standard time.

Theological Seminary of
KFUOConcordia
the Lutheran Church, 3645 S. Jeffer-

City of Paris Dry Goods Co., Ceary
and Stockton Sts., San Francisco,
Calif. 263 meters, 1120 kilocycles, 50 watts, class
A.
Daily ex Sun & Mon, 6:30 -8 am, exercises.
Daily ex Sun, 5 :30-6:30 pm, children's hour, 6:3010 pm, Mon & Thurs. Tues & `7ri, 6 :30 -11 pm,
concert. Wed, 6 :30-12 pm. Sat, 6 :30 pm -1 am,
dance music. Sun, 6:30 -10 pm, 10 -12 pm. Pacific
standard time.

KFRC

www.americanradiohistory.com

son Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 541.1 meters, 550 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Sun, 9:15 pm. Mon,
9 pm.
Wed, 9:15 pm. Central standard time.
Slogan: "The Gospel Voice."

KFUP

cycles, 50

Fitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver, Colo. 234 meters, 1280 kilowatts, class A. Mountain time.
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AAB & C Radio Power
from your light socket

SI

aîe

SI LLTE
HOMCHARGER

TRICKLE CHARGER

Charges at 2% -3 ampere.
Absolutely noiseless no
bulbs-can be used while
set is operated.

.6 ampere charging rate.
Absolutely noiseless no
bulbs-makes a power unit
of your battery.

-

-

$19°

Your battery troubles are over at
last! Now ALL radio power is in
your light socket, for ALL circuits,
A, B, and C.
Silite, the marvelous new metallic
glass rectifying element, provides
perfect rectification of light socket
current into "A" battery power.
Leave the Silite Trickle Charger permanently connected to your storage

battery and on charge -then forget
battery charging forever. Silite
Trickle makes a power unit of your
battery insures constant, neverfalling "A" current that operates
your set at highest efficiency. For
very large sets, where a higher
charging rate is necessary, Silite
Homcharger is recommended. Either
model may be used while the set
is operated.

-

Kodel ASH Transif1ers

Kodel A and B Transifiers actually supply all

before possible, even with fresh, new batteries.
Vastly different from and superior to the
ordinary power units, Transifiers consume electric current only while you operate the set
maintenance cost is much less -it costs less
than one -half cent for every hour the set is
operated, for all A, B, and C power.
Ask any radio dealer to show you the Silite
Chargers and Kodel Transfiers.
MODEL 10 "A" TRANSIFIER-Supplies 2, 4, or 6 -volt "A" cur- $42.50
rent direct from the light socket. For sets using up to 10
W

and C current direct from the light
socket -no batteries of any kind are needed.
Just plug the Transifiers into the wall socket
and turn on your receiver -smooth, uniform
A, B, and C power operates your set as it has
never operated before. Watch the new life,
new pep it gives your set -the longer range,
the much greater volume. Transifiers give
quiet, noiseless reception that was never
A, B,

I1_
_i

°
IIII1IIIIII=-

-

tubes

MODEL 10 "B" TRANSIFIER -223/ to 150 volts

"B" current; 4
$42.50
to lO volts "C" current for any size set. Operates power tubes 4
MODEL 61 "B" TRANSIFIER -223' to 90 volts noiseless "B"
$28.50
power for sets up to 6 tubes

li..

(Bulbs extra)
"Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting Station"
an interesting 24 -page booklet, will be mailed
free on request, together with literature describing Silite Chargers and Kodel Transifiers.

P

THE KODEL RADIO CORPORATION
510 B. Pearl St.
Cincinnati, O.
Owners and Operators of Broadcasting .Station WKRC

Battery Chargers
Power Units

KODEL

RaIio Receivers
Loud Speakers

POWER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1912
Tell 'Em You Saw

It

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Peery's Egyptian Theatre (1-I. W.
Peery, Mgr. ), Ogden,
224
meters, 1340 kilocycles, 100 watts, classUtah.
Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 9 :50-11 :50 pm, dance music.A. Mountain time.

KFUR

Cospel Radio, 529 28th St., Oakland,
Calif. 259 meters, 1290 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Tues, 2:30 -3:30 pm, Educational;
8 -9 pm, 6 :30-7 :30 pm, sacred studio program.
Wed & Fri, 8 -9 pm, sacred program. Thurs, 4 :30 -5
pm, educational ; 5 -5:30 pm, children's program.
Sun, 9-9:30 am, S.S. lesson ; 3 :30 -4 :30 pm, sacred
program. Pacific standard time.

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, Independence,
440.9
Mo.
meters, 680 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class
B. Sun, 11 am, 3 pm, 6 pm, 9:15 pm. Mon, Silent.
Thurs, 8 pm, studio program. Fri, 6:30 am, morning devotional program. Sat, 8 pm, studio pro-

J

Radio Len (Carl Newcomb),
Oxnard, Calif. 205.4 meters, 1460
10 watts. Mon, Tues, Wed, 5 -6 put,
crop reports, news, music. Thurs, 5 -6 pin, crop
reports, news, music; 8 -11 pm, music. Fri & Sat,
5 -6 pm, crop reports, news, music.
Slogan : "The
Baby Super Station."
KFYFCarl's

i
kilocycles,

SKLD

gram. Slogan "The Station Dedicated to Knowledge, Liberty, Divinity and Service."
:

KFUS

Mathewson Motor Co., Inc., and
Oakland Times, Oakland, Calif. 220
mi ter,. 363 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:30 -7:30 pm, 8 -10 pm. Tues & Thurs,
8 -10 pm. Sat, 6 :30-7 :30, 8 -11 pm.

/

Ki

\\ amer Bros. Radio Supplies Co., 2201
Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Calif. 250
meters, 1200 kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Sunday, 10 -11 am, church service. Pacific standard
time. Slogan "The City of Golden Opportunity."

Marion A. Mulrony, 236 King St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii. 270 meters, 1110
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. 2 i/z hrs. later than
Pacifie time. Daily ex Sun, 12 -1 pm, weather,
stocks, musical. Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, 7:30 -9
pm, musical. 'tues, 9 -10 pm. Sun, 11 am -12 pm ;
7 :30-9 pm, church services.
KGlj

:

KF lJ V
11

T

Tribune, Oakland, Calif.
The Oakland
508.2 meters, 590 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class B. Mon, 7 -7:30 pm, news; 8:10 pm, studio
program. Tues & Thurs, 3 -5 pm, 7-7 :30 pm, baseball, news broadcast. Wed, 3 -5 pm, baseball; 6:307, orchestra ; 7 -7:30 pm, news; 8 -10 pm, studio.
Fri, 3 -5 baseball; 7 -7:30 pm, news; 8- 10:30, studio.
Sat, 2:5 -30 pm, football broadcasting during season. Pacific standard time. Slogan "Where Rail
and Water Meet."

KLX

1

Martins College, Lacey, Wash. 246
meters, 1220 kilocycles, 50 watts, class
A. Tues, Thurs, Sun, 8 :30-9 :30, PST concert. Pacific standard time. Slogan
"Out Where the
Cedars Meet the Sea."

131

KGYSt.

:

:

KF \'D
V /J
50

watt,

C

\Ie \lhinute Elec. Co., San Pedro,
Calif. 205.4 meters, 1460 kilocycles,
class A. Pacifie time.

KI-I
J
1111
Fielding, Film Corp. of
America, 6800 Delmar Blvd., Uni versity Coty, Mo. 240 meters, 1250 kilocycles, 500
watts, class A. Daily ex Sun & Thurs, 9:15 pm.
National amusement review, studio entertainers, &
orchestra music. Central standard time.
Roumaine

KFVE

Clarence B. Juneau. 8091 Santa
Monica St., Hollywood, Calif. 208
meters, 1440 kilocycles, Io watts, class .\. Pacific
time.

KFVF

Los Angeles Times. Los Angeles, Calif.
405.2 meters, 740 kilocycles, 500 watts.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 12 :30-1 :30 put, 6:30 -11. IVI nt,
12 :30-1 :30 pm.
Sun, 10-12 :30 pm, 6-7 :30, 8 -11
pm. Pacific time. Slogan : "Kindness, Happiness,

Reynolds Radio Company, Inc., Shirley
Savoy Hotel, Denver, Colo. 266 meters,
1130 kilocycles, 500 watts. Sun, 7 :45-10 pm, services from Sunshine Rescue Mission. Mon, 7:50 -8
pm, weather reports and announcements ; 8 -11 pm,'
studio program. Tues, 7:50 -8 pm, weather reports
tul announcements; 8 -11 pur, studio program.
Wed, 7:50 -8 pm, weather reports and announcements; 8 -11 pm. studio program. Thurs, 7:50 -8
pm, weather reports and announcements; silent
night. Fri, 6:30 -7 pin, Movie Club ; 7 -8 pm, announcements and weather reports. Sat, 7:50 -8
pm. weather reports and announcements ; 8 -12 pm,
snulio program.

KLZ

Joy.'

KHQlouis Warmer. Inc.,
Spokane, Wash.
304.5 meters. 760 kilocycles, 1000 natts.
Daily ex Sun, 12 :3o put, weather, stocks. Mon,
Tues, 2-3 pin. 7-9. Tues, 9-1o. -Thurs, Fri, 2 -3 pm,
8 -10. Sat, 2-3 pm, 9 -10. Sun, I I am. 7 -8:30 pm.
Every other \tun. 11 -12 midnight. Pacific time.
Slogan : "In the Friendly City."

Earl E. May Seed & Nursery Co.,
Shenandoah, Iowa. 461 meters, 660
kilocycles, 500 watts. Sun, 8 :30-9 :30 am, sacred;
12:15 -1 :3o pm, talk and music ; 4 :30-6 :30, talk
and music. Mon, 5 :30-7 am, 9-10 am, 11:30 -12:30
put, 6 -7 pm, 9 -11 pm. Wed, 5:30 -7 am, 11:3012:30, 6 -7 pm, 9 -11 pm. Thurs, 9 -10 am, 11:3012:30, 6 -7 put. Fri, 5:30 -7 am, 9 am, 11:30- 12:30,
6 -7. 9.11 pm. Sat, 5 :30-7 am, 9 am, 11:30- 12:30,
pm, 6 -7 pm, 9 -11 pm. Central standard time.
2-Egan "Keeps Millions Advised."

K MA

KFVG

Methodist

Episcopal Church.

S. Penn. Ave., Independence,
meters, 270 kilocycles, 10 watt-, class
10:55 am -12:30 put & 7:3(1 -9:15 put.
_'u-1

Ran. -'SO
Sun.
church services. Central standard time.
"Kansas Folks Very Good."
1

A.

KFVI-I
_'1.* s

nut.rs,

Steele Co., Sihtipoc, Minn. 422.3
meters, 710 kilocycles, 500 watts.
A\ ed, Fri, 7 -8
pm. Sun, 2 -3 prit. Central
time. Slogan: "Far from the Gladdening Crowd."

KIAF

( Herbert \Wham,
I'oyntz St., Manhattan, Kan.
kilocycles, 15 watts, class
m, markets. Central tinte.

a

221
1370

Headquarters Troop, 56th Cavalry
Brigade, 305 Sabine St., Houston,
-1-ex. 240 meters, 1310 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
Central standard time.

KFVI

Carl E. Bagley, Welcome, Minn. 227
meters, 1320 kilocycles, 10 watts,
\. \ion, Tue, Wed, 9 -10:30 pm, musical
pi
rams. Fri, 8 :30-8 :50 pm, children's religious
hour ; 9-10 :30 pm, musical program. Sun, 2:303 :30 put, Sunday School.
Central standard time.

KF VIN

\1 'onlight Ranch Broadcasting Station (Eugene Rossi), Route No. 6,
Denver, Colo. 244 meters, 1230 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Mon, Fri, 10 pm -12 midnight.
Tues, Sat, 8 -9 pm. Wed, Thurs, 12 -1 am. Moun-

Julius Brunton & Sons Co., San
Francisco, Calif. 120.4 meters, 1360
5
watts. Daily ex Sun, 9 -10:40 am,
_
:30 pm. Mon, Wed, 8 -10 pin. Fri, 8 -11 :30 pm.
"Royal Order of Sato ked Herring." Sun, 5 -6:30
pit. Pacific time.

KJBS

KJQ

Gould, 615 E. Main St., Stockton, t alit. 248 meters, 12. 1I) kilocycles,
Pacific time.

Fresno Bee, Fresno, Calif. 234 meters,
280 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 7 :15-9 pm. Pacific time.

KMJ

1

C. O.

Radio Service Co.. 641 Terminal Sales Bldg., Seattle, Wash. Sun, 11
ant, church service ; 7 :30 pm, church service, 9 -10
pm, concert. \Ion, 11:30 ant -12 noon, markets;
5 :40-6 pm, 8 :30-10 pm, studio.
Daily ex Sun &
Mon, 11 :30 am -12 noun, markets. Pacific standard time.

The Old Trusty Station, Clay
Center, Neb. 229 meters, 1000
Sun, 9 :1:- put. Mon, Tues, 10 am, 1:30 pm, watts.
8 pm.
Thurs, Fri, Sat, 10 am, 1:30 pm, 8 pm. Slogan:
"The Old Trusty Station."

KMMJ

KJRNorthwest

KFVR

tain time.

:

\ \'han Radio Shop

Daily ex Sufi, 12

tral time.

Slogan:

Bible

Institute

KMO

cycles,

10

Association Station (Love Electric Co.),
Tacoma, Wash. 250 meters, 1199 kilo watts, class A. Pacific time.

KMOX

Los Angees, Inc.,
KJQ
536 S. Hope St., Los - ingeles,
293
meters, 1020 kilocycles, 750 watts, class B.Calif.
-Pacific
time.
of
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KMOC, St. Louis, Mo.
ters, 1070 kilocycles.

280.2 me-

pm, Skouras
Ii chers Sunday night club; 6:30 9pm,
Jacquinot
Iules, organist; 7 pm, Kmox Radio orchestra; 8
pm, Kmox- Radio orchestre; 9 pm, "By- the Banks

Bonny Doon," Kmox Radio orchestra ; 10 pm,
Kmox Radio orchestra.
of
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The Trimm Line is Ready
It

is Complete -A Speaker

For Every Purpose

The Trimm Line for 1926 -27 offers as
always a real opportunity for substantial, profitable Speaker Business. There
is a Trimm Speaker particularly suited
to every set, a. complete line of all accepted types -at prices to meet the
wishes of all buyers.

Better Values Than Ever
Since the beginningof thi s business Trimm
Speakers have been noted as outstanding
values- giving the radio user more for
his dollar than he could possibly get
elsewhere, yet always and at all times
returning to the trade, wholesale and
retail, a satisfactory and substantial

Trimm Conc 'rt
The leading high grade
horn reproducer, still further refined and improved
for this season. Extra large
diaphragm. Reproduces
faithfully and with tremendous volume and beautiful tone every note of
voice or instrument. No
finer Horn Type Radio Reproducer has ever been
made. Volconite Horn, 22
inches high -15 inch bell.
Famous Trimm Adjustment for tone and volume.

X25

margin of profit. This year Trimm

Speakers, refined and still more improved,
are greater values than ever and your
profit is assured.

The New Trimm Cone
It reproduces with true definition

every instrument, every tone,
every pitch of voice or instrument, throughout the entire scale
of audible sound. It brings to
radio the deeper and higher tones
so frequently missing from radio
amplification.
The Trimm Cone embodies an entirely new principle of vibratory
transmission, here used for the
first time. Unquestionably the
last word in radio reproduction.
This will be the season's biggest
money maker for every retailer
and jobber.

Trimm Policies Protect You

Slightly smaller than the
Trimm Concert, a quality
reproducer medium priced.
Also has VoIconite Horn,
goose neck type, stands
19T2 inches high, 12i nch
bell. Large diaphragm gives
marvelous sweet, full musical tone and wonderful
volume. Trimm Lever Ad-

The Trimm Policies of providing adequate distribution and stocks advantageously located, makes overloading
unnecessary and Trimm control on current stocks and production assures maintenance of dealers' profits and the complete elimination of any possibilty of
Factory dumping.

justment for tone and
volume.

A lifetime guarantee on our products,

full dealer support and a fair and square
deal for trade and public, make Trimm
Speakers easiest to sell and keep sold.

$17.50

Let us send you full information as to
our line, prices, policies and sales program. It will pay you. Write us today.

$16
More Advertising
The Trimm Sales and Advertising Program is as complete as the line. As always, The Trimm Line will be heavily
advertised, to trade and public, local
newspaper advertising placed when representation permits. Consumer demand
and acceptance for Trimm Products,
built up for years, will be still further
increased.

T

Trimm
Entertainer

TrimmHomespeaker
The most popular low

priced goose neck

HEADSETS
Professional - - - $5.50
Dependable - - - 4.40
PHONODAPTERS
Giant Unit - - - $10.00
Little Wonder - - 4.50

speaker ever produced.
Tens of thousands in
use and every user
pleased. It out performs speakers selling
at prices twice or more
the price of Home speaker. Big volume,
fine tone
thoroughly
satisfactory speaker at a
wonderful price. Stands
18 inches high, has 12
inch bell, real Volconite
Horn. Factory adjusted
unit, no blasting, distortion or false tones.
You can make money
on this one.

-a

SPEAKERS
Trimm Cone
- $16.00
Concert - - 25.00

Entertainer

-

-

17.50

Home Speaker - - 10.00
(Prices slightly higher west
of Rocky Mountains)

x$10

Send this Coupon Now!

401011.114%

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO.
24 So.

RADIÔ MANUFACTURING,
COMPANY

24 S.ó. Clinton St.
CHIC-AGO

KT-111

Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

Send me at once full information covering the complete Trimm Line for 1926 -27.

Name
Address

U.S.A.

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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KMTR
500 watts.

Echophone Mfg. Co., Los Angeles,
('alif. 238 meters, 1260 kilocycles,

Kierulff & Ravenscroft Co., Radio
Equipment, 17th and Los Angeles
5;., Los Angeles, Calif. 208 meters, 500 watts.
Sun, silent. Mon, 1 -3 pm, music ; 8 -10 pm, varied
program. Tues, 7 -10 pm, novelty program; Wed,
7-10 pm, popular program. Thurs, 2 -3 pm, music ;
8 -10 pm, minstrel program. Fri, 8 -10 pm, novelty
program. Sat, 8 -11 pm, concert and weekly meeting of the K.R.B.'s. Pacific standard time. Slogan: "Keep Novelties Radiating Constantly."

Mona Motor Oil Radio Station, 1124
6th St., Council Bluffs, Iowa. 305.9
nirters, 1080 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Sun,
11 am -12 n, church services ; 7 -9 pm; 11- midnight.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, & Wed, 12 n -1:15 pm; 6 -9
pm; 11 -12 midnight. Mon, 12 n -1:15 pm; 6 -midnigl't. Slogan : "Station of Service."

KOIL

KQVDoubleday Hill Elec. Co., 719 Liberty
C
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 275 meters, 1090
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily ex Sat & Sun,

10 :30-11 am, music; 3 -5 pm, music and baseball
Eastern standard time. Slogan : "The
scores.
Smoky City Station."

KNRC

The Portland News, Heathman Hotel, Salmon & Park Sts., Portland,
Ole. ò 9 meters, 1000 watts. Daily ex Sun, 3 -4
pm, news bulletin and musical program from The
Portland News. Nightly ex Sat and Sun, studio
diversified musical program from 8 -10 pm. Sat
night silent. Sun, 6 -7 pm, 7 :50-9 pm, broadcast
of church services from First Church of Christ
Scientist, Portland, Ore. Slogan "The Station of
the Hour."

KOIN
1

:

Los Angeles Evening Express
KNXThe
Broadcasting Station, 6116 Hollywood
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 337 meters, 890 kilocycles, 500 watts. Sun, 10 am -10:30 pm, classical program. Mon, 7 :30 am -12 midnight, semi and
classical. Tues, 7 :30 am -1 am, semi and classical.
Wed. 7 :30 am -12 midnight, semi and classical.
Thurs, 7 :30 am -12 midnight, semi and classical.
Fri, 7 :30 am -12 midnight, semi and popular. Sat,
7 :30 am -2 am, semi, popular and classical. Slogan
"The Voice of Hollywood."

305.9 meters, 980
watts. Tues, 7 -8 pm,
Wed, 8 -9:30, 9 -10. Fri, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10, 10:1512. Sun, 1 -2 pm, 9:10- 10:10, church service. Pacific time.

Wash.
KOMOSeattle,
kilocycles, 1000
8 -9.

Berkeley Daily Gazette, Berkeley, Calif.
256 meters, 1170 kilocycles, 100 -250
watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 7 :30 am, Good
Thought service; 11:15 am, physical exercise for
women ; 7 pm, current news. Mon, 8 -10 pm. Tues,
9 -11 pm, musical. Wed, 5 -6 pm, children's hour;
9 -12 pm, musical. Thurs, 8 -11 pm. Fri, 9 -12 pm.
Sat, 8 pm -1 am, dance programs. Sun, 10 -11 am,
church; 6:30 -7:30 pm, concert; 8:15 -10 pm, sacred
music concert. Pacific standard time. Slogan:
"Looking Thru the Golden Gate."

KRE

Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kan. 340.7 meters, 880
kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily ex Sat &
Sun, 9-9 :25 am, 9 :55-10 :25 am, 12:35 -1:05 pen,
4:30 -5 pm, 6:30 -7:30 pm. Sat, 12:35 -1:05 pm.
Central standard time.

KSAC

:

Electric Co.,
KOAGeneral
Broadcasting Station,

Rocky Mountain
1370 Krameria
St., Denver, Colo. 322.4 meters, 930 kilocycles,
5000 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 11:45 am,
weather & news reports; 12:15 noon, luncheon
musical ; 6 pm, stock markets; 6:30, dinner concert ; 7 :30, expression period ; 8 pm, instrumental
prc,gram; 8:15 pm, studio program. Daily ex Sat
& Sun, 6 pm, news & markers ; 6 :30 pm, dinner
concerts. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 3 :30 pm, 4 & 4:14
pm. Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, 7:30 & 8 pm. Wed &
Sat, 10 pm, dance music. Sun, 10:55 am or 11 am
& 5 :30 pm, organ recital ; 8 pm, musical hour.
Mountain standard time.

College, Cor KOAC wallis, Ore.Agricultural
280.2 meters, 1180 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, agriculture night
service talks and information lecture. Wed, Information lectures & music. Fri, Information lectures & music. Pacific standard time. Slogan:
"Science for Service."

Oregon

Blue Mountain

Radio Association,
Baker Bldg., Walla Walla,
Wash. 256 meters, 1170 kilocycles, 500 watts.
Daily ex Tues & Sun, 7-7 :30 pm, news, markets
& weather; 8 -12 pm, studio & orchestra. Tues,
7-7 :30 pm, news, markets & weather.

KSMR

The Pasadena Star -News, 525 E.
Colorado St., Pasadena, Calif. 315.6
meters, 950 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Tues,
Thurs, Sat, 8-9 :30 pm, studio concert. Sat, 9:3010:30 pm, (lance orchestra. Sun, 9 :30-10 :30 am &
6 -7 pm, church services ; 8:45.9:45 pm, hotel concert. Pacific standard time. Slogan: "Pasadena,
California, Station KPSN."

Louis Post- Dispatch, 12th and Olive
KSDSt.
Sts., St. Louis, Mo. 545.1 meters, 550

KOWW
11

711

Santa Maria Valley Railroad, Santa
209.8 meters, 100
Maria, Calif.
watts. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 7 -10 pm, market news,
education & musical. Mon, Wed & Fri, 7 :45 pm,
market & news reports.

KPSN

Pasadena Presbyterian Church, Colorado & Madison Sts., Pasadena,
Calif. 228.9 meters, 1310 kilocycles, 50 watts,
class A. Wed, 7:15 -9 pm, mid -week service. Sun,
10:30 am -12:30 pm, 6 :45-9 pm, religious services.
Pacific standard time.

kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 9:40
am-3 :40 pm. Sun, 6 :15-9-15 pm. Mon, 7 -8 pm,
9 -11 pm. Tues & Thurs, 6:55 -10 pm. Wed, 7.9:15
pm. Fri, 7 -11 pm. Sat, 7 -10:30 pm. Central standard time.

KPPC

Hale Brothers & The Chronicle, San
Francisco, Calif. 428.3 meters, 700 kilo cycL
1000 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 7 -8:15
am, health drill ; 8 -11 pm, music. Daily ex Fri &
Sun, 2 :30-3 :30 pm, matinee. Daily ex Sat & Sun,
5 :15 -6:15 pm, `Big Brother." Daily, 10:30 am &
6:30 pm, weather forecast & "Ye Towne Crier,"
etc. Sun, 9:45 -10:45 am, church service ; 5 -10 pm,
musical. Pacific standard time. Slogan
"The
City by the Golden Gate."

KSL

Utah Radio Service Corp., Salt Lake
City, Utah. 300 meters, 1000 kilocycles,

100 watts, class B. Daily ex
4-11 :30 pm. Sun, 10 :50 am -12

Sun,
noon,
classical & religious program. Fri,
Mountain standard time. Slogan:
Mountain Empire."

7:30 -11 am,
4-11 :30 pm,
6-11 :30 pm.

"The Inter -

KPO

Mexico College of Agriculture &
KOB\ew
D Merchants Arts, State College, N. M.

348.6 meters, 860 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B.
Mon, 11:55 am -12 pm, time signals 9:55 -1(1 pill,
time signals ; 12 -12 :02 n, weather reports; 12:0212 :10 pm, New Mexico road reports; 12:10 -12:30
pm, news briefs. Wed, 9:55 -10 pm, standard mountain time signals; 10 -10:02 pm, U. S. W. B. reports 10 :02 -10 :10 pm, New Mexico road reports.
Mountain standard time. Slogan : "The Sunshine
;

:

A. A. Berry Seed Co., 8th and Logan
Sts., Clarinda, Iowa. 241.8 meters, 1240
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily ex Sat &
Sun, 3 9 :30 pm, musical. Daily ex Sun, 12 noon.

KSO

Central standard time.
others."

;

Slogan: "Keep serving

State of America."

Houston Post -Dispatch, Houston,
Texas. 296.9 meters, 1010 kilocycles,
Sou tiatts, class B. Daily ex Sun, Fri, 10 :55 am,
time signals ; 12 pm, concert 5 :30 pm, kiddies'
hour 7:30 -9:30 pm, concert. Wed, 1] pm-midnight, concert. Fri, 12 n, concert. Sat, 11 pm-midnight. Sun, 10 :45 am, 7 :30 pm, church services;
9:30 pm, concert. Central standard time. Slogan:
"Kotton Port Rail Center."

KPRC

;

;

l.l

High School, Omaha, Neb.
KOCHCentral
258 meters, 1160 kilocycles, 500
watts, class A. Sun, 3 -5 pm, classical. Mon, Tues,
Thurs, & Sat, 8 :30-10 pm, musical. Centr =l standard time. Slogan: "The Voice of 2000 Students."

B. Read & Co., 441 Sixth St., Portland, Ore. 231 meters, 1410 kilocycles,
Daily ex Sun, 5:30 -6 pm.
Mon, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 8 -9 pm. Mon, Tues, Wed,
Thurs, 2:30 -3:30 pm. Pacific standard time.

Tenth Avenue Baptist Church, Oakland, Calif. 302.8 meters, 990 kilocycl(s, 11)00 watts, class B. - Sun, 9:45 am -12:30
pm, 7 :45-9 :30 pm, church services; Mon, Tues,
Fri, 8 :30-9-:30 am, 7-7 :30 pm, 8 -10 pm. Wed &
Thurs, 8:30-9:30 am, 6 -6:30 pm, 7 -7:30 pm, 8 -10
pm. Sat, 8 :30-9 :30 am, 6-6 :30 pm, 7 :7 :30 pm.
Slogan: `Truth, Knowledge and Beauty."

KTAB

KQPH.

l

College for Women,
KOCWOklahoma
Chickasaw, Okla. 252 meters, 1190
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Mon, Tues, Thurs
& Fri, 12 -1 pm, educational talk & music. Tues,
Fri & Sat, 8 -9 pm, musical program. Wed, 1010:40 am, chapel services ; 12 -1 pm, musical. Sun,
11 am -12 n, church services ; 2 :30 -3 :30 pm, musical. Central standard time.

500 watts, class A.

tLL

Y

Baptist Church, San Jose, Calif.
230.6 meters, 1300 kilocycles, 500 watts.

KQWFirst

www.americanradiohistory.com

Bible Institute of Los Angeles, 536
S. Hope St., Los Angeles, Calif. 294
meters, 1020 kilocycles, 750 watts, class B. Mon,
Tues, Wed, Thurs, 8 pm, musical studio program.
Fri, 7 ,pm, Sunday school lesson. Sun, 10:45 am,
7:15 pm, church services; 6 pm, vespers. Pacific
standard time.

KTBI
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A Low - Priced But High Grade Cabinet
MADE BY

THE SOUTHERN TOY COMPANY, Inc.
HICKORY, NORTH CAROLINA
Li

1.nM

5.

ADDRESS RUPEAU

OF ENGINEERING

We challenge anyone to show us as good at such a low price.
Sold direct to you. No jobber's or dealer's profits for you to
pay (the jobber usually gets 15' and the dealer from 30'; to
50'; you save all this).

NAVY DEPARTMENT

ANO REFER TO No

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
BUREAU

ENCLOSURES.

OF ENGINEERING,

WASHINGTON.

D

C

16 November

1925.

Southern Toy Company,
Hickory, N. C.
Gentlemen: It is a pleasure 'indeed to send
the enclosed cheek in amount of $5.50
as payment in full for the two cabinets
which you forwarded with such promptness. The cabinets were entirely sat isfactory and received such favorable
comment from those who inspected them
in this office, that you may expect
some additional orders in the near
future.'
Signed
(name on request)

"

"PIEDMONT"
A new way to sell cabinets. Your choice of our stock sizes at the same price. It is a little secret among manufacturers
that there is only a few cents difference in the factory cost of different sizes of this type, and we are the first to discard
the old way of pricing.

The price is very low and we will make only a few cents on each cabinet, BUT WE EXPECT TO SELL
QUANTITY OF THEM.

A

LARGE

SPECIFICATIONS
Hardwood with mahogany finish. Three coats of the new
lacquer finish and then rubbed down to a smooth, glossy,
piano -like finish that is very hard and durable.
Nickel plated hinges-2.
Made only in the following sizes and mahogany finish:
7 "x18 "x10" deep
Your choice $2.65 ea., f.o.b. Hickory
7"x21 "xlO" deep
Cash with order. No C. O. D. at
7 "x24 "x l O" deep
this price
deep
7"x26"x 10"
J

Thousands of Set Builders Last Season Stopped Paying
Fancy Prices and Bought Our Cabinets -Why Not You?
Shipped direct to you and you save jobber's and dealer's profits
Made in both hardwood, mahogany finish rubbed and solid
walnut.
Lid splined both ends to prevent warping.
Nickeled piano hinge, full length.
Nickel lid support, fancy design.
Rubber anti -vibration feet.
The same cabinet that others charge double our price.

"IVEYLINE"

SIZES AND PRICES
Hardwood Rubbed
Mahogany Finish

7x18x7/
7x21x7/
7x24x7/
7x26x7/
7x28x7/
7x30x7/

or
or
or
or
or
or

Solid Black
American Walnut
$5.00

in. deep
$3.50
5.25
in. deep
3.75
5.50
0 in. deep
4.00
6.25
0 in. deep
4.75
7.00
0 in. deep
5.50
8.00
O in. deep - - -6.00..
REMEMBER that we give each cabinet two coats of fine varnish
over shellac and then rub to a smooth, glossy finish.
O

O

each cabinet a /inch non -warping BASEBOARD.
Cabinets are rabetted for 3/16, panel. Panel is screwed to
both ends and top of cabinet, making a strong, rigid job. if
your panel is less than 3/16, back it up with cardboard until
it is flush.
PHONE PLUG. Add only 20 cents for an "E -Z" plug, one of the
best on the market.
CASH WITH ORDER or C. O. D. if half price is sent with order.
We ship by express as it is usually cheaper and the Express
Company is responsible for any damage in transit.
FREE with

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE
Tell 'Em You Saw It

¡ii
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Brown's Radio Shop, 393? Vamhill
St.,
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.OMon2& Wed,
11
12 noon,
:30-2 :30 pm, 6-7 :30 pm, 8:30 -9:30amTues, 11 am -12 noon, 1:30 -2:30 pm, 7-7 :30 pm.
pm.
Thurs, 11 am -U noon, 1:30 -2:30 pm.
6 -7:30 pm.
Fri, 11 am -12 noon, :30-2 :30 pm,
6 -9 pm.
Sat,
11 am-12 noon, 3 -4 pm, 7.9 :30
pm.

KTBR

of Oklahoma, Bristow, Okla.
v
374.8 meters, 800 kilocycles, 50U
watts. 12 :30-7 pm, continuous program, with pipe
organ, Rev. Luper and his 20 -piece string hand,
the Laughton family, etc. ; 7:30 -9 pm, worship
hour ; 6 -9 pm, Jimmie Wilson & his catfish string
hand. Central standard ttitne.

KVOOVoice

1

1

KZIB

I. Beck, Inc., Manila, P. I.
meters, 1200 kilocycles.

KZKZ

Electrical Supply Co., 109 Plaza
Moraga, Manila, P. I. 270 meters,

249.9

1110 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

Station, \ew
Hotel, Seattle, Vv, ash.

I

II. F. Paar, 1444 Second Ave. E.,
edar Rapids, Iowa. 278 meters,

KWCR

(L Broadcasting
\Washington

KTCLh

1080 kih,c>rles, 500 watts, class B. Sunday, II
am, church service ; 5:15 pm, special service. Mon,
4:15 -9 pin. Wed, 4:15.9 pm. Sat, 12 midnight.
Central standard time. Slogan : "Voice of Cedar

305.9 meters, 980 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B.
Daily ex Sat, Sun, 9:30 -10:30 am. Mon, 7 -8 pm,
8 -9 pm, musical.
Tues, Thur, 12:30
concert. Tues, 8 -9 pm. Awed, 7 :30-9 :30-1:30 pm,
musical.
Fri, 8 -10 pm, musical. Sat, no definite pm,
hours. Sun,
1 -2 pm, 3 -4 pm, 7:50 -9:10 -10:10 pm.
standard time. Slogan "Know the Charme Pacific
I
land."

Rapids."

Preston D. Allen, 13th and Harrison
Sts., Hotel Oakland, Oakland, Calif.
240 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
Daily ex Sun, 6 :30-8 pm, Hotel Oakland dinner
orchestra. Pacific standard time.

KZM

:

Patterson, Shreveport, La.
KWHC.
meters,
kilocycles,
watts, class
Central standard time.
1100

A.

273

500

KZRQFar

watts, cla

New Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs,
Ark. 374.8 meters, 800 kilocycles,
1000 watts, class B. Sun, 11 am -12:15 pm, -12
pm, music. Daily ex Sun & Tues, 12:30 -1:30 9pin,
markets ; 9 pm -12 midnight, music. Central
ard time. Slogan "Kum to Hot Springs." stand-

KTHS

222

Eastern Radio, Inc., Manila, P.I.
meters, 1350 kilocycles, 500

A.

:

Portable Wireless Telephone Co., 530 E.
Market St., Stockton, Calif. 247.8 meters, 1210 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Daily ex
Sun, Tues, Fri, 4 -5 pits. Tues, Fri, 4 -5 pm, 8 -9 pm.
Pacific time.

KWG
Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
333.1 meters, 1170 kilocycles, 500
watt,, class B. Daily ex Sat & Sun, 6 :30 -8 pm;
honte folk's program, 12-12 :30 pm. Sun, 6:30.7:30

F. Johnson Elser, Manila, P. I. 370
meters, 810 kilocycles, 500 watts,

KZUY
class B.

KTNTCalliphone

Pat.

Central standard time. Slogan "Calliphone
Studio K \'NT First New Tone in 40 Nears."

Naval Radio Station, Arlington, Va.
434.5 meters, 690 kilocycles, 1000 watts.
Daily 10:05 am, 3 :45 pm, 10 :05 pm. Tues, 7 :30
pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "Where the

NAA

l

:

1v. Henderson
Iron Works &
Supply Co., Shreveport,
261
meters, 1000 watts. Mon, Thurs, 8 -9 pm, La.
musical.
Tues & Sat, 9.12 pin, dance program. Sun,
9:3010:30 am, Bible class program
pin, musical.
Central standard time. Slogan 5 -6
"Shreveport on
the Air -Shreveport Everywhere."
KWKHvv.

Time Signals Originate."

;

:

Presbyterian Church, 7th Ave. and
Spring St., Seattle, Wash. 454 meters,
660 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Sun, 11 ans
KTWFirst

&

1

pm,

3 -4

pin,

7

:30-9 :30 pus.

WAABValdemar
St., N ew

Pacific time.

ard time.
Duncan Studios,
Main Sts., Kansas City,
mete; -,
, u kilocycles, 100 watts, class
\ \'ed, Thur,, Fri, 7 -9:15 pm. Central
time. Slogan : "Keep Watching Kansas
KWKCWilson

.

Francisco Examiner, San Francisco, Calif. 434.7 meters, 690 kilocycles,
150 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 9 am, 10 am,
12 :30 pm, 2 pm, 4 pm, 6:30 pm. Sun, 9 am, 4 pm.
Pacific standard time.
KUOSan

of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
Ark. 399.8 meters, 10,000 kilocycles,
750 watts, class B. Sunday services occasionally.
Mon, 7 :30 pm, farmers' program Tues, 8 pin,
musical program Thurs, 8 pm, University Extension lectures.

39th and
Mo.

236
A. Tues,

standard
City."

State College of Washington,
Wash. 348.6 meters, 860
watts, class B. Mon, Wed, Fri,
Pacific standard time.

2'

:15 -9 pm.

I

he

Pullman,

University, New Orleans, La.
meters, 1100 kilocycles, 100
Central standard time.

WAACTulane

watts, class A.

KWSC
+
kilocycles, 501)
KUOAUniversity

Jenson, 13L7 S. . Patr ick
Orleans, a. 26St8 meters,
Central stand-

1120 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

273

Mechanics Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio. 258 meters, 1160 kilocycles, 25 watts, class A. Central standard time.
WAADOhio

;

;

K WUC
ate University of Montana, Missoula, Mont. 244 meters, 1230 kilo
cycl o, 300 watts, class A. Mon & Thur, 8 piss,
nsu,r. . popular educational talks. Sun, 9 :15 pm,
sacred concert & sermon. Mountain standard time.
KUOVI

stern Union College, Le Mars,
252 meters, 1190 kilocycles,
5
watts, class A. Sun, 3 prn, vesper service.
Fri,
7 pm, musical entertainment.
.lIon, 7 pin. Wed, 8
pm. Central standard time. Slogan : "Voice
of
Western Union College."
I

Ica.

-

South Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak. 278 meters, 1080
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Wed, 8 -9 pm. Central standard time.

Texas, Austin, Tex. 230.6
meters, 1300 kilocycles, 500 watts, class
C. Sun, 11 am, St. David's Episcopal Church.
Mon & Wed, 8 pm, studio program. Slogan:
"Come to University of Texas."
KUTUniversity of

;

Brownsville Chamber of omm
Bownsville, T exas. 278 metersrce,
kilocycles, 500 watts. Sun, church
at 11 am. Mon, weather and river reports,services
music
12-12 :30 music, 6-6 :30, 8 :30-9 :45,
midnight -1
am. Tues, weather & river reports, 12
12-12
:30
pm
music, 6-6 :30. Wed, Thurs, Fri, Sat,
same as
Tues. Slogan "Kum to the World's Winter
Garden."

500 watts, class A.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., 500
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
535.4
meters, 560 kilocycles, 3500 wa''s,
every half hour, ex from 2 -8 am. class B. Daily
News, reports,
music and readings. Central standard
time.

Crain Exchange, 19th &
Omaha
Harney Sts., Omaha,
384.4
meters, 780 kilocycles, 500 watts, & Neb.
278 meters,
1030 kilocycles, class A.
Daily ex Sun, 9:30
am-8 :30 pm.
Sat, 12 noon. Central standard
time. Slogan: "Where Agriculture
Accumulates

80

of

WAAF

e,

KWWG

KUSDUniversity

Chicago Daily Drovers Journal, 836
Exchange Ave., Chicago, Ill. 278
meters, 1080 kilocycles, 200 watts,
class
ex Sun & holidays, 8 :45 am, markets ; 10A.:30Daily
am,
weather 10:50 am, markets 11 am, estimated
receipts of following day; 12:30 pm, weather; 12 :50
pm, markets ; 3 pm, markets; 4 :30 pm, 'eastern
meat trade conditions. Sat, 12:30 pm, final weather
and market reports. Central standard time.

;

;

:

KYW

www.americanradiohistory.com

I. R. Nelson Co., Bond St., Newark,
N. J. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles,
Daily ex Sat, Sun,
am -12
pm, religious. Daily ex Thurs & Sun, 11
pm.
Thurs, 6 -7:30 pm. Eastern standard time. 6 -11
Slogan:
"Sunsine

WAAAI

Station."

vAAW

Wealth."

1
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Controls First Car by
Radio
"I operate the portable broadcast-

Now Owns a Radio
Store
"The Radio business is rushing
just now. Building many Super

ng station in rear car, driving
front car by Radio control. Will
operate this car from New York to
Frisco -13 months trip. Then we
take the car around the world
three years' tour. I owe it all to
you." Leo Paul, New York City.

i

Heterodynes, also doing installation and repairing. To your
course I owe all my success in
the Radio profession." A. J.
Ommodt, Bowman, N. Dak.

-a

'

You Can DoWhat

TheseNen Did!
(I 'Will TrainYou at Nome
toî'ill alteaV Radiolob

HERE'S WORK THAT IS

ALMOST ROMANCE!

Get into the great new Big -pay Industry- Radio. If
you're earning a penny less than $50 a week, clip
coupon now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK,
"Rich Rewards in Radio." Why go along at $25 or $35
or $45 a week, when you could earn $50 to $250 in the same
of N. R. I.
six days, as a Radio Expert? Hundreds you
just c
trained men are doing it-why can't you? I'll train letters
whose
as I trained them-just as I trained the men
you see on this page. I'll teach you quickly at home in
your spare time to be a Radio Expert, and draw down big
money for the easiest and most fascinating work in the
world.

$50 to $250 a Week as

eÌnstrumeñtS
Given .FREE

o,

a RADIO EXPERT

Extra Cost'
All instruments

sent to all my students free of
extra cost under short time
special offer. Clip coupon now
-find out all "about this big unequalled offer while you still have
time to take advantage of it. This
training is intensely practical -these
instruments help you do the practical

paying $75, $100, $200 a week and up. Free book

gives all the facts.

My Radio Training is

the "Famous Course
That Pays for Itself"

proof.

Clip Coupon Now

for FREE BOOK

Make more money quick when
yolt take up this practical course.
r.r...
I show you how to in`

Most amazing book on Radio
ever written -full of facts and

pictures -tells all about the great Radio field, how we- prepare you and
help you start. You can doTwhat
others have done -GET THIS
BOOK. Send coupon today-no
obligation.
.I. E. Smith, Pres.

crease your earnings almost
from the start of your cours e
throngh practical pointers I
give you.

Howard B. Luce of

Friedens, Pa., made $320 in 7
weeks during his spare time.

NATIONAL. RADIO

INSTITUTE
Dept. Kl'3

D. H. Suitt of Newport, Ark., writes
"While taking the course I earned in
spare time work approximately $900."
Earl Wright of Omaha reports making
$400 in a short time while taking his course
-working at Radio in his spare time only!
Sylvester Senso, 207 Elm St, Kaukana, Wis.,
S70 in one Day made $500. These records not unusual -these
for T. M. Wilcox men are a few of hundreds.
sel f and recently made
$70 in one day. I was an

electrician of rich experience and was occupying a
splendid position as telephone
superintendent
when I enrolled with your
course believing it would
open up greater opportunities -have not been
disappointed. Estimate
that Radio will be,wceth
tens of thousands of dollars to mein thenextfew
years." T. M. Wilcox,
Belle Island, Newfoundland.

Every day N.R.I. trained

men are taking good places in the Radio field -men
like you-men like those whose stories I show you
here. You can prepare just as they did by new practical methods, learn right at home in your spare
time. Lack of experience no drawback -common
schooling all you need. Our tested clear methods
make it easy for you. We guarantee to train you
successfully. Big Free Book contains all the

work.

"I am in business for my-

-

It's the trained man, the Radio Expert,
who gets the big jobs of this profession

shown here and others

Washington, D.

C.

Chief Engineer
Station WEMC
"Please communicate with my
two junior operators here who

want to increase their know!.
edge of Radio. Being a grad.
uate of your course I know

they could do nothing better
for themselves than study it
for it is the way to success
in this profession." John E.
Fetzer, Chief Engineer, Station WEMC, Berrien Springs,
Michigan,

i'hoto shows Graduate E.
F. Spadoni in his own
Radio store at Chicago,
Ill. " Your course gets
the credit, " says Spadoni.

And when you graduate, my big Free

Employment Department helps you get the job.
You get just the same preparation and assistance
toward success we gave C. C. Gielow, Chief Operator
of the Great Lakes Radio Telegraph Co., E. W. Novy,
Chief Operator of Station WRNY, Erle Chambers,
Radio Engineer for Stewart- Warner, J. E. Fetzer,
Chief Engineer of Station WEMC. The National Radio
Institute, established 1914, today offers you the same
opportunity these men had under a bond that guarantees
you full satisfaction or money refunded. It's your big
chance to get into the great Radio field -mail coupon TODAY for my big Free Book and proof I

Kimball With WMAQ
Chicago

"Accepted a position with the
Chicago Daily News Station WMAQ. My ncome practically doubled, thanks to your fine course. I
handle all consultation also do operating." Keith Kimball, Station
WMAQ, Chicago, Ill.
I

J. E. Smith, President
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. KP3 Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me in
anyway, send me your free book "Rich Rewards in Radio" and all information about your
practical, home -study Radio course.

Promoted to Big Job
"Just been made Sales Manager of this Radio firm -received a very good increase
in pay. Up to present
have been getting salary
which in 3 months enabled me to purchase e
new car.." R. Jones
Bay City Mich.

Street Address

Town

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Age

Name

State
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College, Lake Forest,
WABALake227Forest
meters, 1320 kilocycles, 100

watts, class A.

vADCAllen
T. Simmons (Allen Theater),
Portage Hotel, E. Market St., Akron, Ohio. 258 meters, 1160 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class A. Daily ex Sun, 11 am -12 noon, 6:30 -7:30
pm. Tues & Fri, 7:50 -11 pm. Thurs, 9 -11 pm.
Sun, 12:30 -1:30 pm, 6 :30-7 :30 pm. Eastern

1II1

standard time.

Purdue University,
of Electrical Engineering, Dept. Lafayette,
Ind. 273 meters, 1100 kilocycles, West
250 watts, class
A. Mon, Fri, 9:50 am, markets and WX
pm, lecture, entertainment. Tues, Wed, ; 7 :15
Thurs,
9 :50 am, markets & WX. Sat,
9 :50 am,
& WX ; 11 pm, entertainment. Central markets
standard
time. Slogan "Boilermaker Station."

WBAA

:

WABBHarrisburg
Harrisburg,
kilocycles,

Sporting

Pa.

watts, class A.

10

Goods

266 meters,

Co.,

1130

WAFD

Albert B. Parfet Co., 1432 Military
St., Port Huron, Mich. 275 meters,
1090 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon,
8 -10 pm.

Tues, 10 -11 am. Wed, 8 -11 pm. Sat, 12 pm -2 am.
Sun, 10:30 -11:30 am. Central standard time. Slogan: "Gateway to the Great Lakes."

Battery Co., Inc., 197
wood St., Asheville, N. C. 275 Haymeters, 1090 kilocycles, 50 watts, class
A. Sun, 11
am -12:30 pm, 7:30 -9 pm. Central
standard time.
WABCAsheville

A. G. Miller Furniture & Radio
Store, 113 West 4th St., Royal Oak,
225.4 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 50 watts,
class A. Mon, 8 pm -12:30 am. Wed, Fri, 8-10
pm, musical program. Central standard time. :30

.vAG`M

First Universalist Church, Park St.,
Bangor, Me. 240

WABI

1280 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Sun, meters,
10 :30 am -12 pm,
morning services ; 7 :30 -9 pm, evening
Eastern standard time. Slogan: "The services.
Pinetree
Wave."

Mich.

WBAK

Pennsylvania State Police, 18th &
Herr Sts., Harrisburg, Pa. 275
meters, 1090 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily
ex
Sun, 10 am -1 pm, 5 :45 pm -12 midnight. Special
programs 7:30 pm, Mon, Tues, Wed. Eastern
standard time.

Baltimore, Md. 245.8 meters, 1220
kilocycles. 6:30 -7:30 pm, dinner orchestra 7 :30 -8:30 pm, WBAL concert orchestra ;
8 -9, trio ; 9 -10, dance orchestra. Eastern standard
time.

WBAL
;

James Milliken University, Decatur,
Ill. 270 meters, 100 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Irregular schedule. Central standard time.

WBAO

WABL
:

n0

.\ ,,
WABOLake
ter, N.
k

Ir.,

A

l

WAHGA.

H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 70 Van
\Nyck Blvd., Richmond
L. I.,
N. Y. 315.6 meters, 950 kilocycles, Hill,
watts,
class B. Daily ex Sun, prior to 10 am500
;
11 am1 :30
pm ; 4 -6 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7 :30 pm,
to
close. Sat, 12 pm -2 am. Sun, 10 am -1 pm
;
7 :309:30 pm. Eastern standard time.
Slogan : "Wait
And Hear Grebe."

Connecticut Agricultural
College,
Storrs, Conn. 275 meters, 1090
kilowatts, class A. Eastern standard time.

iii w:ttts, class A.

.

.

Baptist Church, Roches.
278 meters, 1080 kilocyEastern standard time.
H. Waite & Co., Inc.,
Weir
St., Haunton, Mass. 229 32meters,
1326 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
No regular
schedule. Eastern standard time.
WAITA.

Haverford College, Dept. of Engineering, Haverford, l'a. 261 meters,
1150 kilocycles, 1000 watts,
:\. Mon, Fri,
regularly 11 pm -12:30 am, class
organ recital. Alt.
Motes, 8-8 :30 pm, lectures. Fri,
8 pm, varied
musical programs 10:15 -12 pin, every
third Sun,
musical programs. Eastern standard time.
Slogan: "Designed, Built, and Operated by
Engineering Students at Haverford College."

WABQ

;

American Insurance Union, Columbus, Ohio. 293.9
1020 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon,meters,
Wed, Fri, 10 -11
am, 12 -1 pm, 3 -4 pm, 6 -7 pm, 8 -10 pm.
Thur., 12 -1 pm, 3 -4 pm. 6 -7 pm. Sat, 12 -1 Tues,
pm,
9 -11 put. Sun, 3 -4 pm.
Eastern standard time.

WAIU

Scott High School, Toledo, Ohio.
meters, 114(1
100
watts, class A. Schedule variable. kilocycles,
Eastern standard time.

WABR

263

Ifubbard

WAMD

G,

& Co.,
W.
rant
Minneapolis, Min12
ri
244
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. 7 :15metersSt.,
classical hour ; 9 pm, Gayle Wood, pianist pm,
10
pm, Skyrocket Frolic, etc. Central standard
time.
1

230

;

of Wooster,
WABWCollege
206.8 meters. 1450

wai

class A.

stall, Lard time.

Wooster, Ohio.
kilocycles, 50
No regular schedule.
Eastern

henry B. Joy, Near Mt. Clemens,
Mich. 246 meters,
kilocycles,
watt,, class A. Central standard1220
time.

;

:

WEAR

Kopp Radio Co., Sisiht, Wis. 270.1
18-90 pm.ocThlurs,
Wed,
7 :30-8 á3O.
Central standard time.

WBAV

Erner

Mon, 9 -10
Sun, 10 -11 pm.

St.,

Hopkins
olus,
&

Co., 146 N. Third

1020 kilocycles, 500Cwatts,classOB.o
and time.

WBAW

Eastern stand-

Waldrum Drug Co. & Braid Electric
Co., Nashville, Tenn. 236.1 meters,
watts, class A.

127u kiloeycles, 100

Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala. 247.8 meters, 1210 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Mon, \Ved, 12 -1 noon.
Tues, Thurs, 8 -9 pm. Central standard time.

WAPI

WAB
ar11

The Star Telegram and Record Telegram, Fort Worth, Texas.
475.9
meters, 630 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class
B. Daily
ex Sat & Sun, 9 am through 6 pm; orchestra,
to 8:30 pm ; classical varied Hawaiian, 9 :30 7:30
pm
to 11 pm ; popular classical orchestral & varied,
11 to 12 pm.
Mon, Wed & Fri, 11 pm, popular
music, Sat, 7:30 pm. Sunday School class, Sun,
11 :30 am
church, 1 :30 pm ; 5 to
pm, sacred ;
9:30 to 11 pm, popular. Central 6standard
Slogan "Daytime on the Hour, Nighttime time.
on the
Half."

WBAP

H. Stenger, Jr., Box 104,
Tar
aA. Sun, 3 4 pm,
symphony concert 4 -5 pm, religious
5 -6 pm, symWBAA

kilocycles,

John

100 iwatts,,
;

phony concert. Tues, 10 -11 pm, 9 -10
pm, classical. Thurs, 8 -9 pm, recital; 10 -11
pin, dance. Sat,
10 -12 pm, dance. Slogan
"In
Wyoming
Valley,
Home of the Anthracite." Eastern
standard time.
:

WABY

kilocycles, 50
time.

WABZ

Magaldi, Jr., 815 Kimball St.,
John
Philadelphia, Pa. 242 meters, 1240
watts, class A. Eastern standard

Coliseum Place Baptist Church, 1376
Camp St., New Orleans, La. 275
meters, 1090 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Sun,
11 am -12 pm, 7 :30-9 pm. Central standard
time.

Radio & Research Corp.,
Radio Ave., Medford Hillside,
Mass. '61 meters, 1150 kilocycles, 100 watts,
class
A. I. -tern standard time.
WARCAmerican

1

Elec. Illumin-ting Co., Boston, Mass. 243.8 meters, 1230 kilocycles, 100 watts.

WATTEdison

www.americanradiohistory.com

WBBA

l'lymouth

Congregational

Church,

Newark, Ohio. 225 meters,
1330
kilocycles, 20 watts, class
A. Eastern standard
time.

Irving Vermilya, 24 Vermilya
Ave.,
248
1210 kilocycles Matt poisett, Mass.
watts, class A. Eastern meters,
and time.
stand-

WBBG

2')
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4:4

doyouwant a
from radio

èu'

thrill

ive that set of yours tht power it needs -power for any variation in tone.
hen you'll have a new appreciation of radio. You will have one delightful

rogram after another -summer evenings-winter evenings-all the time!
hat's when your set is equipped with Majestic "B" Current Supply. Your
et seems alive with marvelous energy. You sense a new joy in radio.
nd it is an easy matter to obtain this power. You can get it direct from
our light socket, if you use Majestic `B" Current Supply. You can get
lean, constant, dependable power -all without fuss or worry. No acids.
of
o "hum." You at last can be free of the most bothersome mechanics
adio!
aa

4

rrent Supply

Mal estiC B

delivers pure direct current -From your light socket
the Majestic "B" Current Supply units are manufactured complete in our factory and
and
re equipped with the famous Raytheon Tube (endorsed by numerous radio engineerssurge.
back
or
no
acids
rectification,
wave
full
with
tube
filament
non
is
a
which
ditors)
ests of the Majestic "B" on the oscillograph demonstrate that all A -C hum is entirely
liminated.
any other
O TO THE DEALER FROM WHOM YOU BOUGHT YOUR SET or
Supply.
eliable dealer and get a Majestic "B" Current
be refunded by your
ttach it to your set. If you are not fully satisfied your money will mean
to you in just a
it
will
saving
the
and
cost
low
purchase
Its
ealer. Fully guaranteed.
itself.
for
short time makes it an investment that soon pays
regular power
he new model -the Master -B, is especially adapted for sets not only using the
180 volts.
requiring
-171
UV
tubes
power
super
new
the
for
but
also
tubes UV -112 or UV -120,
care
will
take
models
three
These
nequalled for sets having a very heavy current draw.
market.
the
of practically any set on
11

-

see your dealer at
Don't delay
once or write us for free booklet.

ORIOSBY-ORUNOW -HINDS COMPANY

560 Armitage Avenue

MaJestic Standard -B Current Supply
Especially adapted for sets having not more
than seven 201 -A tubes, or, six 201 -A
plus one 135 -150 volt power tube.
$32.50
l'rice
35.00
West of Rocky Mts
Majestic Super -B Current Supply
the use
',city 1 to 12 tubes, including Complete
,,t 135 -150 volt power tubes.
light
from
current
with switch to control
socket.
$35.00
Price
37.50
West of Rocky Mts
Majestic Master -B Current Supply
Rating 60 mils at 1511 volts. l'articularly
super
adapted for Radiola _5- ^_`t -& -30 and tubes,
heterodynes. Will operate all powerl'V -171
tube
super
power
also the new
Unequalled for sets having a
(180 volts)
very heavy current draw.
$42.50
Price
45.00
\Vest of Rocky Mts
.

long
Economical, powerful -lasts as Burn
as any receiver. No Filament to
Out. No Acid.

Chicago, Illinois
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Covenant Presbyterian Church,
WBBLGrace
Richmond, Va. 229 meters, 1310

'cycles, 100 watts, class A. Sun, 11 am-7 :45
pin. Tues, 8 pm.
Eastern standard time. Slogan
"Richmond, Virginia, the Gateway North
k

The Baxter Laundry Co., 747 Fountain St. N. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
1170 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Central standard time.
Yi
WBDCDLI.

:

and South."

Atlas Investment Co., 1554 Howar
\v e., Chicago. Ill. 225,4 meters, 133iì
_=
watts, class B. Mon, 4 -7 pm.
7 ue. \\ ed Thurs, Fri, 4 -6 pm ; 7 -1 2 pm. Sat, 4 -6
pm, 8 pm -2 am.
Sun, 12 :30-2 pm.
Central
standard time. Slogan: "World's Best Broadcast Medium."

wBRIVI

t

1

Connecticut Agricultural College
Storrs, Conn. 275 meters, 1090 kilo
cycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7 :20
8 :20 pm, farm lectures & music.
Eastern stand
and time.
Slogan : "Voice From the Nutmeg

WCAC

State."

WBES

Electrical School, Takoma
Park, Washington, D. C. 222.1
meters, 1350 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.
Bliss

,

T
\v C L

A
`;t. Lawrence University, Canton,
Li
N. Y. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles,
250 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 11 -11:15 am;
Wed, 8.11 pm; Thurs, 11-11 :15 am, 6 pm, rebroadcasting of WGY. Eastern standard time.'

Slogan: "The Voice of the North Country."

Shirley Katz, 145 West 45 Tilmar
i Bldg., New York,
N. Y.
322.4
meters, 930 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun, 7 -11 pm.
Sun, 2:30 -7 pm.
Eastern
standard time. Slogan: "The Voice of the Heart

WBNY

Petoskey High School, Petoskey,
\l ich. 238
1260 kilocycles,
atts, class A. Tues,meters,
9 pm, popular pro
tn <.
Fri, 8 pm, athletics.
Sun, 10:30 am,
.lurch service ; 3 pm, sacred concert. Central
=-:ut. lard time. Slogan: "There's Only One Petoskey."

WBBP

-

Station WBBR, "The Watchtoer,"
124 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn,
N. V. 272 -6 meters, 1100 kilocycles, 50f) watts,
class A. Daily, 8 -8:10 pm, AValter Stoll tenor;
8 :20 pin, Pible lecture
8 :40, tenor; 8 :50, violinist. Sun, 10 -1130 am 9 -10:30 pm. Eastern stand
and time. Slogan: "Watchtower."

WBBR

of New

York."

time.

WBRC

1190

kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.

standard time.

St.

Nebraska Wesleyan University, Uni
versity Place, Nebr. 254 meters,
1180 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Tues &
Thurs, 4:30 pm, radio forecasts weather & news.
Wed, 4 :30 pm, news, weather; 8 pm, music, lectures. Fri, 4 :30 pm, news weather; 7 pm, Bible
study hour. Central standard tinte.

WCAiJ

;

-.

man

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., 70 Van
WBOQWBOQ Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, L. I.,
N. \ -.
236 meters, 1270 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class A.
Unlimited schedule. Eastern standard

;

Church, 3400
WEBSFirst
J Charles Baptist
St., New Orleans, La.

The Pittsburgh Press & the Kauf& Baer Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
461.3 meters, 650 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 10:45 am, 3 pm, 4:30 pm, 6:3010:30 pm. Mon, 12:45 pm, news. Tues, 8 to 11
pm. Thurs, Sat, 12 :30 pm, 3 pm, 4 :30 pm, 6:3011 pm.
Sun, 10:45 am, 3:45 pm, 7:20 pm & 9:15
pm.
Eastern standard time. Slogan : "Where
Prosperity Begins."

WCAE

kilocycles,
pm. Sat,

Bell Radio Corp., 1913 5th Ave. N.,
Birmingham, Ala. 248 meters. 1210
class A. Mon, Wed, 8-9 :30
Central standard time.

50 watts,
9 -12 pm.

252

Central

WCAL

Motor Sales Co., Monmouth,
WBBV Jenks
Ill. 224 meters, 1340 kilocycles, 10
w.+tts, class A. Central standard time.

WBBWRuffner

folk,

Va.

Radio
WBREBaltimore
Washington St.,

Exchange, 17 W.
Wilkes- Barre,
meters, 1300 kilocycles, 100 watts, class Pa.
A.
\Ved. Fri, 8 :30 pm- midnight.
Sun, 9- midnight,
classical. Eastern standard time.

St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minn.
336.9 meters, 890 kilocycles, 500
watts, class B. Daily ex Sun & Thurs, 9 :45 am,
chapel service. Mon, Fri, Sat, 8:30 pm, music,
lecture, book talk. Thurs, 9 pm, music, lecture.
Sun, 8:30 am, Norwegian Church service; 9 pm,
sacred music, sermon.
Central standard time.
Slogan : "The College on the Hill."

WBSD.

WCAO

31

Junior High School, Nor-

222 meters, 1350 kiloIles, 50 watts, class A. Mon, 6:45 -7:15 pm,
Sys' program.
Wed, 10:30 -11:15 am, school assembly. Thurs, 9 :30-10 :30 pm, musical. Eastern
standard time.

W. May, Inc., 325 Central Ave.,
Newark, N. J. 252 meters, 1190 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Eastern standard
time.

Light Infantry, 240
Washington
King St., Charleston, S. C.
268
meters, 1120 kilocycles, 20 watts, class A. Irregular through week. Sat, 7 -12 pm, orchestra, vocal,
instrumental and talks. Eastern time. Slogan:
"The Seaport of the Southeast."

C. Coddington, Realty Bldg., Charlotte, N. C. 275 meters, 1090 kilocycles,
Sun, 11 am & 8 pm, church services.
Tues & Thurs, 9 pm, organ recital. Daily, 7 :30
pm, organ recital. Eastern standard time.
Slogan: `The Queen City of the South."

(
1

WBBY

WBBZ

C. L. Carrell, 36 So. State St., Chicago, Ill. (Portable.) 215.7 meters,
Central stand-

1390 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.

ard time.

Economist Sta\\"tion, FosWBCNSouthtown
ter & McDonnell, 730
65th St.,
Chicago, Ill. 266 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 500
watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 10 -11 am. Mon,
Wed, Sat, 3 -6 pm. Daily ex Mon & Sun, 7 -8 pm.
Daily ex Sat & Sun, 5 -15 pm. Tues, Wed, Fri &
Sat, 10 -12 pm. Tues, 12 pm-2 :30 am. Thurs, 10
pm -I am. Sun, 10 r30 -12 am, church 4 -6 pm,
music ; 7:45 -9:15, church. Central standard time.
Slogan: "World's Best Community Newspaper."

WBT

Metropolitan Club, 842 N. Howard
St., Baltimore, Md.
275 meters,
1090 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Mon,
Wed &

Fri,

8 -11
varied. Sun, 11 -12 am, church.
ern standard time. Slogan: "Swartwout."

East-

C.

500 watts.

Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co., 725
13th St. NW., Washington,
C.
469 meters, 500 watts, class B. Sun, 11 am,D.service; 4 pm, service; 7:30 -10:15 pm, concert. Mon,
6:30 -10 pm. Wed, 7 -12 pm. Fri, 6 -12 pm. Eastern standard time.

WCAP

WBZ

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., 625
Page Blvd., East Springfield, Mass.
meters, 90 kilocycles, 2000 watts, class B.
Daily ex Sun, 6:30 -10:30 pm (Thurs, 11 pm).
Sun, 10:50 am, 7 pm, 8 pm. Eastern standard
time.
Slogan :
"The Broadcasting Station of
New England."
333.1

Southern Radio Corp. of Texas, 101
West Pecan St., San Antonio, Texas.
263 meters, 1140 kilocycles, 6000 watts, class
A.
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, stock reports ; 3 pm, late
stock reports & news items ; 8 -10 pm, musical pro-

WCÁR

gram. Central standard time.
in Sunny San Antonio."

Slogan:

"Down

.

;

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Boston, Mass.
watts, class A.
Eastern standard time.

WBZA

Hotel Brunswi k,
242 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 250

www.americanradiohistory.com

South Dakota State School of Mines,
Rapid City, S. Dak. 240 meters,
1240 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mountain time.

WCAT
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ATEC MODELS
Five -Tube Atec
Table Model
Two or Three Dial Control

Perfection in Tone Qualities, Selectivity, Volume and Beauty.
The Radio Line that pays you
Dividends.
Quality and Price sells them.
Direct from Factory to Dealer,
which gives you Exclusive Sales
Rights.

(without
accessories) $45.00
Five -Tube

Five -Tube
plete

(

com-

accessories)

$85.00

Six -Tube Atec

Table Model
Two -Dial
Control

List (without accessories)
$60.00
List (complete accessories) __ $ 00.00

Combination Writing
Desk and Six -Tube
Atec Radio
Two -Dial Control

1

List (without

accessories) __$140.00
List (complete
accessories) __ 175.00

J

The
Radio

Line that
pays you

DiviWalnut Console Superbly
Built and Finished
Five Tube Atec Radio
Two or Three Dial
Control
List (without ac-

cessories)

List (complete ac-

cessories)

)

dends

De Luxe Model
Six -Tube Atec Radio
Two -Dial Control
List (without

accessories) __$125.00
List (complete
accessories)
160.00
__

$90.00

$125.00
11$\

uuuuú

amu

u

M

i

iY..

®:csomam
,

We Finance Time Payment Paper in
the Central West for Our Dealers
Write today for our complete catalog
and prices

Able Tool & Engineering
Company
536 W. Elm Street

Chicago, Illinois

111 'l

.ì1
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\ CAU

nivers tl Broadcasting Co., Hotel
l'ennsylania, 39th & Chestnut
Sts.,
I'hiladelphia, Pa. 277.6 meters,
1080 kilocycles,
500 watts, class A.
Sun, 11 am -1 pm, 5 -9 pm.
Mon, 7 :30-12 pm, musical. Tues, 7 :30-12
pm, musical. Wed, 7:30 -12 pm. Thurs, 6 :30-12 pm.
Fri,
7 :30-12 pm.
Eastern standard time.
Slogan:
Where Cheer Awaits U."
1

C. H.

WCBR

Messter (Portable), 42 Doyle

cycles, 100 watts, class A.

University, Worcester, Mass.
WCBTClark
238 meters, 1260 kilocycles, 250

of Vermont, Burlington,
WCAXUniversity
Vt. 252 meters, 1200 kilocycles,
watts, class A. Fri, 7:30 -8:30 pm, educational100
entertainment. Eastern standard time. Slogan:&
"The Voice of the Green Mountains."

ueen
CBA f\ \ "CBA,

Radiophone
Station
1015 Allen St., Allentown,
l': Il na.
254 meters, 1180 kilocycles, 45 watts,
class A. \Ved & Fri, 8:15 -11 pm, musical programs. Sat, 9:30 -11 pin, dance program. Sun, 10
atn, 5 :30 pm, 7 pm, church services. Eastern
standard time.
%

City

WCBU

Eastern standard time.

Radio

Shop, Newark,

233 meters, 1290 kilocycles,
watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

N.

Sun, 9:30 am, 9:35 am, 9 :45 am, 10 :30 am, 11:30
am, 12 noon,
:30 pin & 2 pin, news, markets,
weather, noon concert & woman's hour. Mon,
-10
2:30
pm. Tues, 3 -10 pm. Wed, 2:30 -11 :30 pm.
Thur.., 3-10 :05 pm. Fri & Sat, 6:15 -10:05 pm.
Sat, 2:30 pin.
Sun, 10:50 am, 1:45 -9:15 pm.
Central standard time.
1

WCBD

:

of Mississippi, University
University
1'. O., Miss.
242 meters, 1240 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mon, 9 pm., music &
entertainment. Thurs, 9 pin, music & entertainment. Central standard time. Slogan "The Voice
of Ole Miss."

10
6

pm, Red Apple Club. Sat,
pm, dinner concert.

Auto Accessories & Radio
160 -164 8th Ave. North, NashTenn.
226 meters, 1336 kilocycles, 150
watts, class A. Daily ex Sat, 3 :30-5 pm, musical
(Sun, sacred program). Daily ex Sun, 8 -10 pm,
musical. Central standard time. Slogan: "Where
Dollars Are Doubled."

WDADDad's
Store,

c1a,s A.

Daily ex Sun,

6 -10

pm.

1 ampa
Times, Tampa, Fla. 273
meters, 1100 kilocycles, 250 watts,
Eastern standard time.

Central.

WDAF

C. E. Whitmore, Camp Lake, Wis.
231 meters, 1300 kilocycles, 50
class -\. Sun, 11 am, church services ; 3 pm,watts,
musical. Mou, 9 -12 pm, concerts. Other week days,
irregular programs. Central standard time. Slogan "The Playground of the Lake Region."

WCLO
:

WCBH

Jewett Radio &

WDAL
cles, 25') watts.

-2:30 pm; 7:30.8:30 pm. Central stand ard time. Slogan "Second Post, L. S. A."

&

ville,

Federation of Labor, ChiWCFLChicago
cago, Ill. 491.5 meters, 610 kilocy-

Bros. Radio Co., New Orleans,
WCBE]-halt
La. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles, 5
class A.
u,
Daily ex Sun, 11:30- 12:3í) pm.
inn, 12:30

Detroit Free Press

pm, dinner concert ;
4 pm, news bulletin ;

J.

Paul & Minmeters, 720
Daily ex Fri &

kil,nycics, 5000 watts, class B.

WCX

Phone Co. 516.9 meters, 580 kilocycles,
5000 watts, class B. Sun, 7:15 pm, church services Central Methodist Episcopal.
Mon, Wed,
Thurs & Fri, 4 pm, news bulletin ; 6 pm, dinner
concert, 8 pm, studio program. Friday also, 10
pm, dance music. Tues, 4 pm, news bulletin ; 6

100

Medal Station, St.
WCCOCohl
neapolis, Minn. 416.4

Glenn Voliva, Shiloh Park,
Wilbur
Zion, Ill. 344.6 meters, 870 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Tues, Thurs, 8- 10:30
pm, concerts.
Wed, 12 :30-1 pm, organ concerts.
Thurs, 2 :30-3 :45 1)111, sacred music and address.
Sun, 9 -10:45 ani, Bible school ; 2 :30-6 pm, service.
Central standard time. Slogan : "Where God Rules
M an Prospers."

WCWS

Arnold Wireless Supply Co., Arnold,
l'a. 220 meters, 1360 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Eastern standard

The

WCBX

Charles W. Selen (Portable), 69
Exchange St., Providence, R. I.
209.7 meters, 1430 kilocycles, 100 watts, class B.

Eastern standard time.

watts, class A.

Sherer Co., 44 Front St., Worcester, Mass. 268 meters, 1120 kiloEastern standard time.
C. T.

WCTS

Ave., Providence, R. I. 210 meters,
1430 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex
Sun,
6 :30 pm, 7 :30 pm, 9 -10 pm.
Eastern time.

Store, 301 Jefferson St.,
Joliet, Ill. 214.2 meters, 1400 kilocycles, 150 watts, class A. Central standard time.

WCLSBoston
J

:

Military Academy, Culver,
WCMACulver
Ind. 222.1 meters, 1350 kilocycles,

The Kansas City Star, Kansas City,

Mo.
365.6 meters, 820 kilocycles,
t5, class B.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 8-8 :30 pm,
11 :45 pin, 1 am, Nighthawk frolic.
Tues, Thurs,
Sat, 3:30 -4:30 pm, musical matinee ; 6 -7 pm, talks
& music ; 11 :45 pm -1 am, Nighthawk frolic. Central standard time. Slogan: "Enemies of Sleep,"

Nighthawk slogan.

L. Martis, 605 E. 4th St., AmaJrillo,
Texas. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, various
programs ; Sat, all musical and entertainment.
Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat, 12 :45 pm, markets, weather,
etc. Tues, Thurs, 12:45 pm, markets ; 9 -10 pm, entertainments.
Central standard time.
Slogan:
"Where Dollars Always Grow."

WDAG

100 watts.

E. Richard Hall, St. Petersburg, Fla.
meters, 1130 kilocycles, 500
watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

W "BK

Hotel Chateau, Baltimore, Md. 229
meters, 1310 kilocycles, 50 watts,
A. Sunday, vocal & instrumental, 9 :45 to
ans. Mon & Thurs, 10 to 1 am, dance orches-

WCBM
I

I1

tra.

First Baptist Church, Nashville,
Tenn. 236 meters, 1270 kilocycles,
100 watts, class A.
Central standard time.

WCBQ

WDAH

266

of Pensacola, Municipal BroadWCOACity.
casting Station, Pensacola, Fla. 222
meters, 500 watts. Daily, 7 to 10 pm, approximately. Slogan: "The Breezy Boy from the Gulf."

50

watt.

Trinity Methodist Church, El Paso,
Tex. 267.7 meters, 1120 kilocycles,

Radio Equipment Corporation, 119
Broadway, Fargo,
261
meters, 1150 kilocycles, 50 watts, c N A.Dak.
Limited
commercial. - Daily ex Tues, Thurs & Sat,
7:30
pm, musical program. Mon, 10
markets; 11
am, markets; 12 :30 pm, markets; am,
12:30 pm, Blue
Valley Radio Farm School ; 1 :10
markets ; 2
pm, markets & 5 pm, musical pm,
program. Sun,
10 :30 am, church services ; 4 pm,
musical program ; 7:30 pm, church. Central standard
time.

WDAY

Rines, Congress Square
Portland,
Maine.
256.3
1170 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Sun,

WCSHHenry
Hotel,
t(

s,

P.

10:30 -12 noon, 1 :30-2 :30 pm, 7 :30 to 10 :15 pm.
Mon, 10 to 11 am, 12 -2 pm, 3 -4 pm, 6 -11 pin.
Daily ex Sun same as Mon. Slogan: "The Voice
from Sunrise Land."

WCsO

Wittenberg
Ohio.

100 watts, class A.

standard time.

College,

248 meters.

Springfield,

1210 kilocycles,

Irregular schedule.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Central

ás

Johnson & Co., Lancaster, Pa.
WDBCKirk,
258 meters, 1160 kilocycles, 50 watts,

class :\.

Eastern standard time.
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Fulfillment of every wish
90voie s«kec-

o

..economyò

convenience-

.:Bpowei' depe n da
bility and
Good reception is not possible unless one has constant and
power supply.
efficient
The indirect socket power principle is the efficient answer to
perfect reception.
A. C. hum, line surges and dry battery static are positively
eliminated in the Graynie because a perfect direct B current
is taken from a stored supply altho unit is permanently connected to the house current. The mere throwing of a switch
at convenient intervals, replaces the current used.
The unit frame constructed of steel has rubber feet and is
beautifully finished in Duco.
A cabinet which completely encloses the unit and makes it conveniently
portable can be furnished at an extra cost of $3.75.

`convenient Stoiage'B' battery
The Graynie single unit storage battery requires less space
than dry cells and charging at intervals of approximately
one month is simply accomplished in the same manner as
the charging of an "A" battery. The Graynie battery is
constructed with extra heavy glass cells with patented brown
glazed porcelain tops. The special design of the cells and
cell tops positively assure a clean battery even after years
of service.
The cells are firmly and positively supported with a Duco
finished steel frame. Water need be added only at intervals
of about three months.
This unit is built in two sizes, 90 volts listing at $19.85,
and 135 volts listing at $32.50.
All Graynie B units are guaranteed for two years.
Be sure to specify

GRAYNIE when purchasing devices for "B"
current. Your dealer has them or will glaldly order them.

¡?RÄ
The Graynie Corporation
323 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Sales Dept., The Zinke Co.
1323 S. Mich. Ave., Chicago

Tell '.Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Schoen Elec. Co., 35
WDBEGilham
St.. Atlanta, (;a. 270 meters,

kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
S. T. Central standard time.

Tues,

Cone
1000

pm, 9C.

7 -8

Radio Co., Inc., 615
Chattanooga, Tenn. 256
meters, 1170 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6:30 -10 pm. Alternate. Sun, 11 am7:30 -9:15 pm, church services. Sat, 8 :30-10 :30
pm, popular program.
Central standard time.
Slogan "The Dynamo of Dixie."

WDODChattanooga
Market St.,

:

Richardson Wayland Elec. Corp.,
106 Church St., S. W., Roanoke, Va.
meters, 1310 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Sun 8 -9 pm. Daily ex Sun 12 -1 pm & 5:30 -6 nm.
Wed. & Sat 12 -1 pm 9 -11 pm. Eastern standard
time. Slogan "Down in Old Virginia."

WEAOOhio
Ohio.

University,

State

Columbus,

293.9 meters, 1020 kilocycles,
Daily ex Sun & holidays,
750 watts, class B.
reports, agricultural bulmarket
weather,
am,
9:45
letin ; 11 am, market reports and music ; 1 pm,
market, music ; 4 pm, markets. Tues, 7 to 9 pm,
lectures, music. Wed, 4:10 pm, story hour for
shut-ins ; 8 to 10 pm, lectures, music. Thurs, 8
to 10 pm, lectures, music. Eastern standard time.

WDBJ

229

;

:

M. F. Broz Furniture, Hardware &
Radio Store, 13918 Union & Kinsman Sts., Cleveland, Ohio. 227 meters, 1320 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Tues & Fri, 8:3011 :3') pm.
Eastern standard time. Slogan "Brozcasting from Cleveland."

Radio Corp., 115 Crown
Haven, Conn. 268 meters,
1120 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
Sun, 11 am12 pm.
Thurs, 8 pm -9 pm. Summer schedule.
Eastern standard time.

WDRCDoolittle
St., New

WDBK

WEAR

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
2026 Union a rust Bldg., Cleveland,
1 he

Ohio. 389.4 meters, 770 kilocycles, 1000 watts,
class B. Daily ex Sun, 11 am -12:15 pm, weather,
markets. Daily ex Sat & Sun; 3 :30-4 pm, weather,
Mon, Wed & Sat, 7 -8 pm, musical.
markets.
Tues, Thurs & Fri, 7 -11 pmt musical. Sun, 3:30 -5
pm, musical; 7 -10 pm, musical. Eastern standard
time. Slogan: "Goodyear Tires -WEAR."

:

College, Inc., Box 344, Winter Park, Fla. 240 meters, 1250 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 7:30
pm, markets
9
pm, musical programs.
Sun,
10 :30 am, church service.
1(astern standard time.
Slogan "The Voice of Central Florida."

Power & Light Co., Pottsville,
1J7 WDSPenna.
Pa. 137 meters, 2180 kilocycles. Eastern standard time.

Bros. Co., Sioux City,
Iowa. 275 meters, 109G kilocycles,
100 watts, class A.
Daily except Monday, 8:359:35, 10:35 -11:35 am, 12 noon -12:35 pm, 3:30 -5
pm. Tues also, 6 :30 pm. Central standard time.
WEAUDavidson

WDBORollin

;

:

wimp

Dutee Wilcox Flint, Inc., C ranston,
R. I. 440.9 meters, 680 kilocycles,
500 watts, class B. Eastern standard time.

ris Theater,
WEAYfton,
Texas.

cycles,
titn

Morton Radio Supply Co.,
Salem, N. J. 234 meters, 1280 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

500

watts,

612 Travis St., Hous270 meters, 1110 kiloA.
Central standard

class

WDBQThe

L. Bush, Tuscola, Ill. 278
meters, 1080 kilocycles, 100 watts, class
A. Central standard time.
Daily except Sun &
Sat, grain markets.
am -2:30 pm, each half hour.
Sat, 8 am -1 pm, each half hour.
WDZTames

'

Bridges, 1011 N. 21st St.,
Wis.
242 meters, 1240
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Central standard

WEBCWalter
L Superior,C.
time.

S.
WDBSThe
J 3rd St.,
1090

time

kil,,ccles,

5

M. K. Radio Corp., 39 E.
Dayton, Ohio. 275 meters,
watts, class A. Central standard

\v E iiA i'lc

Shore
WDBYNorth
1011 Wilson

Congregational Church,

Ave., Chicago, Ill. 258
meters, 1160 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Central standard time.

American Telephone & Tele. Co.,
195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
491.5 meters, 610 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B.
Daily ex Sun, 6 :45 -4 am 6 pm -12 midnight. Daily
ex Sun, 4 -5 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri, 11 am -1 :15 pm ;
12 noon.
Tues, Thurs, 12 :45-1 :45 pm. Sat, 4 -6
pm ; Sun, 3 -10 :15 pm. Standard eastern time.

W. Waller, 319 Wall
WEBERoy
bridge, Ohio. 234 meters,

St., Cam1280 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Sun, 7 pm, cnurch servies. Fri, 7 :30 to 9 pm, news, market & music.
Central standard time.

Equipment & Service Co.,
WEBDElectrical
Anderson, nd. 246 meters, 1220
kilocycles,
time.

County Council, Boy
WDBZUlster
Dom+
of America, Kingston, N. Y.

I

15

watts, class A.

Central standard

WE

Scouts

J ¡ School of Electric Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 254
meters, 1180 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.
Beach
WEBHEdgewater
Evening 'Post, 5300

Hanover, N. II.
kilocycles, 100
Eastern standard time.

Hotel, Chicago
Sheridan Road,
Chicago, Ill. 3702 meters, 810 kilocycles, 1000
watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, Mon, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10
pm, 11 pm -1 am (Sat, 11 pm -2 am). Sun, 10:40
am -12 noon, church service 5 -6 pm, 7 -9 pm, musical program. Central standard time. Slogan

College,
WDCHDartmouth
256 meters, 117)

watts, class A.

;

Borough of North Plainfield, North
Plainfield, N. J. 261 meters, 1150
kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Eastern standard

WEAM

"Where Everybody's Happy."

:

time.

Avenue Railway System,
WEBJThird
130th St. & Third Ave., New York,

Electric Specialty Co.,
WDELWilmington
405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington,
V
Del. 266 meters, 1130 kilocycles, 100 watts.
regular schedules at present.

No

Westminster
270 meters,
Daily ex Sun,
12 -1 am, 4 -5 pm, musical program
6:30 pm, dinner dance; 8 pm, concert. Tues & Thurs, 10 am,
home service talk. Wed, 9 :30 dance program.
Sun, 10:30 am or 11 am, church service; 1 :30 pm
& 4 pm, concert program.
Eastern standard
time. Slogan
"We Entertain a Nation."

WEANThe
St.,

Shepard Stores,
Providence, R. I.

N. Y. 272.6 meters, 1100 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class A. Tues & Fri, 7 to 9 pm, popular & educational. Wed, 8 to 10 pm, popular & educational. Eastern standard time.

1110 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B.

;

City Broadcasting Station,
WDGYTwin
+
Minneapolis, Minn. 263 meters, 1140

kilocycles, 500 watts. Mon, 6 -8 pm, 9 -11. Tues,
7 -8 pm.
Wed, 6 -10 pm. Fri, 7 -11 pm. Central.

:

www.americanradiohistory.com

Radio Corp. of America, Woolworth
Bldg., New York, N. Y. (portable)
226 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
Eastern standard time.

WEBL
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What I would do if I wanted

more money
FIRST of all I'd make up my mind
definitely that I was going to
get it.
I don't believe any man living can get
things worth while without firmly

Itao
By J. MATHESON BELL

Vacuum Sweeper

-

Not so much interest to the man
and I don't see just
how I'd show up

Il

believing that
he can. Determination will
conquer failure
anytime, any-

dust at night.

Radio
Why,

"Busted" and Blue

I'll put my spare time to work.
I'll quit losing money by making my

evenings pay.
I wouldn't give up my present job
but I'd make more money by working
longer hours.
I'd find something that could be sold
evenings, either in my home or some
one else's home.
That something would have to be a
little out of the ordinary because it
would have to be of special interest in
the evening.
That would be the time of day when
both the man and his wife are at
home so I'd find something that
would be of interest to both of them.
I feel sure that
such an article
would have to
be something
for the home,
something they
would both use
and enjoy.
So far so good,
but what w ill
that something
be.

Decides to Work Harder

Piano?

Fine, but come to think of it I can't
even play one myself so that's out.
Automobile
Sounds better, guess I could learn
how, but seems to me that everybody
I know has one. At any rate the auto
sounds good-let's see if there is any-

-

thing better.

PhonographDoesn't sound near so good as the auto.

-the

will sell itself
then I'll not only
whip competition

Sam Hill

but I'lldoiteasily.
Best of all, I'll

didn't I think of
that before, but
let's see if it will do

where.
I'll work harder

on my present
job to make the
boss feel that he
owes me more.
But I won't stop
there.

After all he is the one who is going
to operate it, so why wouldn't it be
better and best if all he had to do was
sell himself. I'll admit I'm not much
of a salesman, so if I find a radio that

make that extra
money I want.
Who knows, I
may be so successful at it that
I can give up my
present job and
give it all mytime
Gets An Idea-Gee that sounds
too good to be true, but other men
I can
have done it so why can't
and I will.
But what radio can I sell that will do
what I want and yet sell at a
reasonable price
don't want one
so high that my people can't buy

-let's see what its
How Can I Make More?

-I

good points are as
well as its bad ones.

True
don't know anything about
radio, but I have lots of friends who
have learned something about it, so
I think I could. What sounds good to
me is, that I can demonstrate in the
home in the evening, the very time
of the day for me, and that's just
when all the music is being broadcasted.
I'll have competition. I expect
it. I'll have to know just what
my demonstration will do that the
otherfellow'swont,
so lets see what
would make the
biggest appeal.
Of course, they
would be impressed with music from
our
stations
- but nearby
I feel sure that
if I bring in great
distances they will
be more impressed.
It will have to
Thinks Hard!
bring in music loud enough so they
can sit away back in the room and
enjoy it. It must have volume.
They may be satisfied with music
from nearby stations, but they'll ask
me for distance, so I must be able to
get "by" our powerful nearby station.
The radio I want must be selective so
I can tune out our nearby station if
I desire.
I can picture myself in some prospect's home with a radio that will do
that, but I wonder if that is enoughmaybe my competitor will be there
also-maybe he can do all those
things as well as I can.
Then where am I?
I've got it
11 tell you what my radio
must do want one that my prospect can do all the tuning, so that la e
will get the thrill of bringing in the
music from a distance clear and loud
and with a tone that will please.

I-

-I

Then when I do sell it, they will want
me to fix anything that goes wrong so
somebody must teach me how to
service radio-that's something I
can't afford to overlook.
Where is such a radio?
Where is a manufacturer who will
teach me how to

demonstrate

where I can learn
this business, both
selling and servicing radio
there
must be someone.
There is- Ozarka

-

Incorporated of
Writes to Mr. Bell

Austin Avenue M
Chicago, Illinois

122

Tell 'Em You Saw

It

/

me if I tell them about myself and mention the name

flJ
/
/

of my county. Where
is my pen and some

1O

-2a

T se
paper? I'm going
to make more
Th iS
money and I'm
Coupon!
going to start
right now b y
j. Matheson Bell,

writing for
this book.

/

//

Pres., OZARKA, inc.
122 Austin Avenue M.
Chicago, Illinois
I am greatly iuterested in the
FREE Book, Ozarka Plan No.
100, telling how I can establish
myself in the radio business and
iincrease my present income.

Name
Address

County

in the Citizens Radio Call Book

www.americanradiohistory.com

Chicago-the sign
of the longdistance
goose -they have

"The Ozarka/
Plan" which they will send
a 64 -page book

INca RP OR11
Austin Avenue M
Chicago, Illinois

-

sell and how to

-I-I'

122

-

but it must be a good one.

City
Statte
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Corp. of America,
WEBMRadio
Bldg., New York, N. Y.
226 meters,

1330 kilocycles,

Eastern standard tune.

100

Woolworth

(portable).
watts, class A.

Tate Radio Co., Harrisburg, Ill. 226
meters, 1330 kilocycles, 10 watts,
Daily ex Sun, 7 :15-7 :30 pm, local news,
Wed, 8:15 -9:15 pm. Sun, 7 -8:30, church
Central standard time. Slogan : "Blue

Louis University, University Station, St. Louis, Mo. 360 meters, 833
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 9 -10
am, 2 pm, government report. Tues, 7 pm,- literary reading. Thurs, 7 pm, music, lectures. Sun,
2 pm, difficulties in religion answered ; 7 :15 pm,
lecture. Central standard time.
WEWSt.

WEBQ
class A.
markets.

services.
Bird Station."

-

:

Landscape Paradise."

WFBK
News & Journal, Dallas, Tex.
meters, 630 kilocycles, 500
watts, class B. Daily, 6 :30 am to 3 pm, weather,
news, markets. Wed, silent after 3 pm. Sun, 6 -7
pm, Bible class; 9:30 -11 pm. Central standard
time.

WFAADallas
475.9

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.
meters, 1172 kilocycles, 100
Eastern standard time.

256

watts, class A.

The Onandaga Hotel, Syracuse, N.
Y. 252 meters, 1190 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri, 3 -4 pm, 6 -8 pm.
Tues, 3 to 4 pm, 6 to 10:30 pm. Thurs, 3 pm
through 12 :30 am. Sat, 2 to 5 pm, 6 to 8 pm, 9
to 12 n. Sun, 3 to 4 :30 pm, 5 to 8 :30 pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "When Feeling Blue

WFBL

H. H. Howell,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Bramson Bldg. 1,
244 meters, 1230
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. :11 on, Wed & Sat.
8:30 -11:30 pm, musical program. Sun, 10 :30 am7 :30 pm, church.
Sat, specials. Eastern stand
ard time. Slogan "We extend Buffalo Regards."

WEBR

St. Johns University, Collegeville,
Minn. 236 meters, 1270 kilocycles,
Sun, 7-7 :30 pm. Central
50 watts, class A.
standard time. Slogan : "In the Heart of the

WFBJ

Cloud Daily Times, St. Cloud,
WFAMSt,
Minn. 273 meters, 1100 kilocycles,
10 watts, class A.
No definite days to broadcast,
but most programs are broadcasted on Mon, 8 -10
pm. Central standard time. Slogan "The Granite
City of the World."

Listen."

:

Dayton Co- operative Industrial
WESTThe
High School, Dayton, Ohio. 256.4
meters, 1170 kilocycles, 5 watts, class A.
lar schedule. Central standard time.

Elec. Engineering, UniverNebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
275 meters, 1090 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A.
Central standard time.
of
WFAVDept.
sity of

College, Beloit, Wis. 268 meWEBWBeloit
ters, 1120 kilocycles, 500 watts. Sun,
4

:25-5 :30 pm, vesper services.

cert.

Central standard time.

Mon,

8 -9

Heat and Light Co., InInd. 267.7 meters, 1120
Slogan : "The Convention

WFBMMerchants
dianapolis,

Irregu-

kilocycles, 250 watts.
City of America."

Fifth Infantry Maryland National
Guards, Hoffman & Bolton St., Baltimore, Md. 254 meters, 1180 kilocycles, 100 watts,

WFBR

pm, con-

WFBCFirst
Tenn.

Baptist Church, Knoxville,
250 meters, 1200 kilocycles,

50 watts, class A.
Sun, 10 :30 am, 7 :30 pm,
church services 4 pm, concert sacred music. Central standard time.
;

class A. Daily ex Sun, 12 noon, dance music ; 710 pm, sporting results and news. Tues, Thurs &
Sat, 12 noon, 10 pm, 7 pm, general programs. Sun,
11 am.
Central standard time. Slogan : "Home
of the Star -Spangled Banner."

Beloit, College, Beloit, Wis. 268
meters, 1120 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class A. Sun, 4:25 -5:30 pm. Mott, 8-9 :30 pm.
Central standard tizne.

WEBY

Vande Walle Music & Radio Co.,
208 W. 2nd St., Seymour, Ind. 234
meters, 1280 kilocycles, 5 watts, class A. Eastern
standard time.

WFBD
YY

EBZ

Savannah

Radio

Corp.,

Knox College, Galesburg, Ill. 254
meters, 1180 kilocycles, 20 watts,
Central standard time.

WFBZ

class A.

Savannah,

Ga. 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles, 50
watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri, 8 :30 pm. East-

ern standard time.

Vande Walle Music & Radio Co.,
208 W. 2nd St., Seymour, Ind.
225 4;10 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
\lon, Wed & Fri, 7 to 9 pm. Central standard

WFBE
Elec. Illuminating Co., Boston, Mass. 348.6 meters, 500 watts.
Daily ex Sun, 6 :45 am, exercises ; 7 :45, watch.
Mon, 4 pm, 5 :30, 6 :30-10 :30, 10 :30. Tues, 3 pm,
4, 6 :30-10, 10. Wed, 4 pm, 6 :30-10, 10. Thurs, 4
pm, 6 :30-10 :10, 10. Fri, 4 pm, 6 :30-10, 10. Sun,
10 :05 am, 12 :30 pm, 2, 3, 5 :30, 7 :20, 9 :20. Eastern time.

WEEIEdison

WEH S`
watts.

Robert E. Hughes, Evanston, Ill.
meters, 1480 kilocycles, 10

202.6

Missionary College, Berrin
Mich. 285.5 meters, 1050
kilocycles, 500 to 5000 watts, class B. Sun, 11
am -8:15 pm, studio chapel service. Mon & Wed,
8:15 pm.
Fri, 9 pm.
Central standard time.
.Slogan : "The Radio Lighthouse."

WEMCEmanuel
Springs,

All- American Radio Corp., 4201 W.
Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ills. 266
meters, 1130 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Sun,
8 -9 pm, popular music.
Daily ex Sun, Mon, 8 -9,
popular program. Tues, 8 -9 pm, Dunas. Fri, 1:303 pm, 9 -10 pm, popular program.
Central stand-

time.

Gable Co Altoona, Pa.
meters, 1080 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Sun, 10:45 am, church ; 2 :30 pm,
chapel ; 4 pm, dinner music ; 7 :30 pm, church ;
9:15 pm & 11 :15 pm. Mon, 7:30 pm, Uncle Ed.
Tues, 12 :15 pm, organ ; 3-6:30-8 :30 pm. Wed,
12 :15-3-6:30-8 :30 pm.
Fri, 12 noon, 3- 6:30 -8:3011:15 -9:30.
Sat, 3-6:30-7 :30-8 :30-9:30. Eastern
standard time. Slogan "The original Gateway to
the West and we wish you the best.'

WFBGWm.
277.8

F.

:

Radio
WFBHConcourse
jestic, 72nd St.

Corp., Hotel Ma& Central Park
West, New York City, N. Y. 272.6 meters, 1010
kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily, 11:30 pm.
Mon, Tues & Fri, 2 -7 pm ; Wed, Thurs & Sats,
2 -8 pm ; Sun, 5 -8 pm.
Eastern standard time.
Slogan : "Voice of Central Park."

WFDF

Frank D.

Tallain, 321 1st Ave.,
Flint, Mich. Station at Police Bldg.)

234 meters, 1280 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
Mon, Wed & Fri, 8 to 10:30 pm (also special

broadcasts). Central standard
"Flint, the Motor City."

time.

Slogan:

Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia,
Pa. 394.5 meters, 760 kilocycles, 500
watts, class B. Mon, Wed & Fri, 10 :15 am -1 pm,
markets & reports, recital & Betty Crocker ; 3 pm,
S & C tea room ensemble, market reports & recital ; 6 :40 pm, concert programs. Tues, Thurs &
Sat, 10:15 am, market reports ; 1 -3 pm, S & C
Tea Room ensemble, markets, reports & studio recital ; 6 :40 to 8 pm, concert and dance orchestra.
Eastern standard time.

WFI

WFKB

Francis K. Bridgman, 4536 Wood lawn Ave., Chicago, Ill. 217.3 meters,

1380 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
Mon, 7 -10 pm, classical & semi -classical music.

Wed & Sat, children's stories.
time. Off air for summer.

Central standard

WENR
ard time.

WFBI

Galvin Radio Supple- Co., 516 Broadway, Camden, N. J. 236 meters,

1300 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Wed,
Fri, 9 pm -12 midnight. Eastern standard time.

Slogan: "Camden, the City of Opportunity."

www.americanradiohistory.com

WFRL

Flatbush Radio Laboratories,

1421

East 10th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
205.4 meters, 1460 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
Eastern standard time.
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The UTAH Book
Sensation of 1926

$19

$19

$10

The Open Book of Radio

t
and use
a %Ault
B
weeks.tine best tbee.
tits
W irla
its tone
ate able co
des rat
ess

tn

Vt r rece4 f
the
tO
give bett
" e .`tWill Ye
r

tt

ó

N

RY a UTAH Book Speaker, the newest Radio development. Looks like
an open book- ornamental, efficient. If
it does not produce clearer reception than
any other speaker using same kind of
construction in diaphragm regardless of
price, return it and your money will be
cheerfully refunded. Has greater tone
range than any other speaker using the
paper diaphragm. Brings out all low tones
as well as high tones. Stands strongest
amplification without blasting or distortion. Ask your dealer about the Utah
line
sold on the unconditional Utah

-

guarantee.

Utah Radio Products Co.

UTAH
SUPERFLEX

$22.50
UTAH
STANDARD

1421 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
The speaker with the
golden throat

II- Irrc]h Bell

UTAH
JUNIOR

$12,50

11 -Inch Bell

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Elec. Sup. & Const. Co.,
Pa.
248 meters, 1210
kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. On Wed, Fri, 5:456:15 pm, dinner concert. Wed, 11 :15-1 am, organ
concert. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "World's
Gardens at Lancaster."

WGALLancaster
Lancaster,

Stout Institute, Menominee, Wis.
234 meters, 1290 kilocycles, 20 watts,
class A. Central standard time.

WGBQ

Ives, 731 W. 5th St., MarshWis. 229 meters, 1310 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Sun, 2 -4 pm, musical.
Slogan: "Wisconsin's
Central standard time.
Greatest and Best Radios."

WGBRGeo.
field,
Galvin Radio Supply Co., Camden,
N. J 236.1 meters, 1270 kilocycles,

WGAM
500 watts.

S.

Gimbel Brothers, Inc., 33rd St. &
Broadway, New York, N. Y. 315.6
meters, 950 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily
ex Sun, 10 -11 am, 1:30 -2:30 pm, 3 -4 pm. Mon,
Wed, Fri, 6 -7 :30 pm. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 6 -11 :30
pm. Sun, 3 :30-4:30 pm, 9:30-11 :30 pm. Eastern
standard time.

W!`BS
l3D
Patterson, Shreveport, La.
meters, 1140 kilocycles, 150
Central standard time.

WGAQW.

atts, class

G.

163

CC
A.

Harry H. Carman,

217 Bedell St.,
Freeport, N. 1'. 244 meters, 1230
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Mon, Wed, Fri,
8 -11 pm, musical program.
Sun, 10:40 am to 12
noon. Church services, Freeport M. E. Church.
Eastern standard time. Slogan
"The Voice of
Long Island."

WGBB

Harrison Phelps, Inc., 110
St., Detroit, Mich. 270 meters, 1110 kilocycles, 1500 watts, class B. Mon,
Tues, Wed, 8 -10 pm, musical. Thurs, 10 -12 pm,
the Midnight Mariners aboard the "Skylark." Fri,
10 -12 pm, popular program. Eastern standard time.

WGHPGeorge
Rowena

University, Greenville, S. C.,
WGBTFurman
236 meters, 1270 kilocycles, 15 watts,
class A. Central standard time.

:

W!l a BiV

Chamber of Commerce, Ful-ford-bythe-Sea, Fla. 270 meters, 139 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri,
12 -1 pm, 6:30-7 :30 pm, 11 pm -2 am. Wed & Sat,
12 -1 pm, 6:30-7 :30 pm, 10 pm -1 am. Sun, 9 :30-11
pm. Eastern standard time.

American Radio & Research Corp.,
Medford Hillside, Mass. 261 meters,
1150 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

WGI

Co., Inc., Richmond
Y. (Portable). 236
meters, 1270 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Unlimited schedule. Eastern standard time.
Sr
WGMUA.Hill,H. L.Grebe
I., N.

Chicago Tribune, Drake Hotel, 140
East Walton Place, Chicago, Ill. 302.8
meters, 990 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Daily
ex Sun, 11:57 am, 12 :40-3 :30 pm, 5 :30-5 :57 pm,
6 -7:30 pm, 8:30 -11:30 pm. Tues & Thurs, 12 :30
pm, farm talks. Sun, 12 -1 pm, 1 -5 pm, 9 -10 pm.
Central standard time.

WGNThe

T

W GDl.

I irst

Baptist Church, Memphis,
1 eras.
278 meters, 1130 kilocycles,
10 watts, class A.
Sun, 9 :55 am & 7:30 pm,
church service. Central standard time.

The Finke Furniture Co., 307 Upper
Seventh St., Evansville, Ind. 236.1
meters, 1270 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun, 7 :15 am, morning worship service ; 10:30
am, cooking lessons ; 12:10 pm, news, markets,
weather, etc. ; 12:20 pm, music. Tues & Fri, 7 -10
pm, musical program. Fri, 11 -12 pm, midnight
program. Sun, irregular schedule. Central standard time. Slogan : "We Crow By Fairness."

WGBF

1

W ll BW
cycles,

10

Valley Theater, 100 Erie St., Spring
Valley, Ill. 256 meters, 1170 kilowatts, class A. Central standard time.

Federal Radio Corp., Hotel Statler,
Buffalo, N. Y. 319 meters, 940 kilocycles, 750 watts, class B. Sun, 10:45 am, church;
7 :45
pm, church ; 9:15 pm, concert. Mon, 6 :45
am, exercises ; 12 noon, reports ; 2 :30 pm, program ; 6 :30, music ; 7 :30, reports ; 8 pm -1 am,
program. Tues, 6 :45 am, exercises ; 12 noon, reports ; 2 :30 pm, program ; 6 :30, music ; 7 :30, reports; 8 -11 pm, program. Wed, 6:45 am, exercises ; 12 noon, reports ; 6 :30 pm, music ; 7 :30, reports; 8 -11 pm, program. Thurs, 6 :45 am, exercises ; 12 noon, reports ; 2 :30 pm, program, 6 :30,
music ; 7 :30, reports ; 8 -11 pm, program. Fri, 6 :45
am, exercises, 12 noon, reports ; 3 pm. Eastern
standard time. Slogan "Key City of Industry."

WGR

:

Maine, Orono, Maine.
1190 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Sun, 2 pm, musical. Wed, 7 :30
pm, musical & educational. Eastern standard time.
of
WGBXUniversity
252 meters,

Ws
cles,

`T

Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga. 270 meters, 1110 kilocyMon,
pm, "Tech
Nite" program. Thurs, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10
Series"
program. Central standard time. "Artist
Slogan "The
Southern School with the National Reputation."
500 watts, class A.

:

WGB
Dl1

Breitenbach's Radio Shop, Thrifton,
Va. 226 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 100
watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

Frank S. Megargee, 608 Linden St.,
Scranton, Pa. 240 meters, 1250 kilocycles, 15 watts, class A. Wed, 5 :30 to 6 :30 pm,
musical 8 -9 pm, golden hour
9 -12
midnight,
dance. Thurs, 5 :30 -6 :30 musical hour 6:30 -7 :30
pin, songs ; 7:30 -8:30 pm, Home Lovers' Hour

WGBI

Grand Central Palace & Clover Gardens, Lexington Ave. at 46th St.,
New York City. D. W. May- outlet, Newark,
N. J. 252 meters, 1190 kilocycles, 500 watts, class
A. Daily ex Sun, 3 -5:30 pm. Mon, Thurs & Sat,
6 -12 pm. Tues, Wed, 'Fri, 7 -8:30 pm. Sun, 7-9 :30
pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan "The Four
Leaf Clover Station."

WGCP

:

;

;

time.

;

:30-10 :30 pm, classical. Sat, 5 :30-6 :30 pm, musical hour; 9 -12 midnight, dance; 10 pm, news dis8

patch. Eastern standard time.

W. Campbell, Johnstown,
WGBKLawrence
11 11 Pa. 248 meters,
1210 kilocycles, 5

watts, class A.
8:45 -11:45 pm.
time.

Coyne Electrical School, Inc., 1300
W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill. 250
meters, 1200 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon,
5 -7 pm, pipe organ musical.
Tues, Wed, Thurs,
Fri & Sat, 5 -7 pm, semi-classical ; 8 -9 pm, 11 -1
am, musical. Sun, 10:15 -12 am, 5-7 :40 pm, 11 -12
pm, religious pipe organ music. Central standard
time.
Slogan : "World's
Greatest Electrical

WGES

School."

Daily ex Sun, 5 -6:30 pm. Sat,
Sun, 3 -5 pm. Eastern standard

The George H. Bowles Developments, Clearwater, Fla. 266 meters,
1130 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon, Wed, &
Fri, 8:30 -10 pm, musical progran -s; Tues & Thurs,
7 -8 pm, orchestra. Eastern standard time. Slogan:
"WGHB Inviting the World to the Springtime
City."

WGHB

WBM
li 11
kilocycles,

Theodore N. Saaty, 92 Dover St.,
Providence, R. I. 234 meters, 1280
100 watts, class A. Mon, Fri, 10 -12 pm.
Wed, 7 -10 pm. Eastern standard time.

General Electric Co., 1 River Road,
Schenectady, N. Y.
meters, 790
kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B.379.5
ex Sun,
11:55 am, 12 :30 pm, 12 :45 pm,Daily
6 pm, 6:10
pm, 6:10 pm. Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, 2
Tues & Thurs, 2 :30 pm. Mon, Tues, Thurs, pm.
6:307 pm.
Thurs 11 :30 pm. Fri,' 7 pm.
6:30
pm. Fri, 6:30 pm, 10:30 pm. Mon, Wed,
7:15 pm.
Wed, Fri, 7 pm. Sat, 9:30 pm. Sun, 10:30
-12 am,
5 pm,
7 pm,
7:30-8 :45 pm, 8:15 pm. Eastern
standard

WGY
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Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
560 kilocycles, 750 watts,
Mon, Fri, 7:45 -9
musical, & educational talks. Wed, 9 -10 pm, pm,
talks. Central standard time.musical, & educational
of
WHAUniversity
535.4 meters,

class B.

''HAD
500 watts,

Marquette
Wis.

University,

Milwaukee,

275.1 meters, 1090 kilocycles,
class A. Daily ex Sun, 12 -12:45
pm,

pm, baseball; 6 -7:10 pm, dinner music.
3:15 -5:15 pm. Mon, 8:30 -10:30
11:30 pm. Thurs, 8:30 -10:30 pm. pm. Tues,
Wed, 8 -10,
concert. Central standard time.
Slogan:
Voice of Wisconsin."
3 -6

Sun,
8:30band
"The
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STATION
SELECTOR

6

Other Crosley Radio Achievements

The Crosley 1 -tube "Pup"-$9. 75-a double- circuit
set, with which laymen have heard radio signals
probably the greatest distances.
The 4 -tube 4- 29 -$29
4 -tube receiver of amazing
efficiency. Already proven its right to a permanent
position m the Crosley line. CRESCENDON equipped !
The 6 -tube 5-38 -$38. The 5 -tube tuned radio frequency set incorporating the CRESCENDON
spectacularly popular model.
The 5 -tube RFL 75 -$65-true cascade amplification- non -oscillating- non -radiating, regardless of
how it may be mishandled.
The 5 -tube 5- 75-$75-embodying the 5 -tube single
control, with drum station selector, as offered in

-a

-a

The 5-tube RFL 90-$90 -introducing the double drum station
selector! Solid mahogany cabinet. Musicone built -in-ample
room for batteries and all accessories, 41 inches high, 301 -2
inches wide.
Prices slightly higher
West of the Rockies.
.111111111111M=1

CROSLEY MUSICONES

patents issued and
pending.
ottherr,

end of the wave
band to the other,
are easily brought
in at all times

of

the Regular (12 inch cone)
Crosley Musicone inreplacing hundreds of thousands
of old type loud speakers.

Crosley manufactures radio

receiving sets which are
licensed under Armstrong
U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149
or, under patent applications of Radio Frequency
Laboratories, Inc., and

Contrast the surpassing performance of this

new type of Crosley Radio with what has
hitherto been considered radio perfection.
The cabinet is solid mahogany, beautifully
a table model at $50.
finished in two-tone and striped in gold. Metal
SOLID MAHOGANY
fittings are rose gold finish.
cabinet. Musicone built -in
The metal shielded chassis is divided into three
-41 inches high.
compartments. The units shielded from each
other, prevent interstage as well as external
coupling. This improves stability of circuit
and increases selectivity. This has never
before been offered in sets of moderate price.
Crescendon Control affords unusual volume
from distant stations.
Heretofore single dial control sacrificed selectivity. By means of the Acuminators, very
sharp tuning is accomplished where the reception from local stations spreads broadly over
the dial. Under average conditions, when once
adjusted, these acuminators do not have to
be touched again.
With the Graphic
The
Station Selector,
The announcement of the
new Super -Musicone is
Stations from one
predicated on the success

-

Musicone Regular 12
inch cone $12.50. Sup er-Musicone 16 inch
cone $14.75. Musiconsole with built in Musicone $32.00.
Crosley Musicones are manufactured under basic
patents issued and pending. controlled by Crosley.

IN THE SAME
PLACE.

BETTER

Write

Dept. 41,

COSTS

U`

CROSLEY
Tell 'F_u i

RADIO
You Saw It

CORPORATION,

CINCINNATI,

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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School
WHAMEastman
ter, N. Y. 278

of Music, Rochesmeters, 1080 kilo-

cycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 3 :30-4
pm, 5 -5:45 pm, 7 -7:40 pm. Sun, 3 :15 pm, chapel
services. Eastern time.

F. P. Cooke Sons, The Hotel Sea side, Atlantic City, N. J. 275 meters, 1090 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily
ex Sun & \Ved, 2 pm, 8 -11 pm. Sun, 10:45 am2 :15 pm, 2 :45, 7:50 -9 pm.
Tues & Fri, 2 pm,
7 -8 pm.
Eastern standard time. Slogan: `Pioneer

WHAP

E. P. Graham, 627 McKinley
Canton, Ohio. 254 meters,
1810 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Mon, 8 -8:30

WHBCRev.
Ave.,

pm, lecture, sermon.
pel Ignorance."

Eastern time. Slogan

:

"Dis-

W. Howard, 110 Chillicothe
WHBDChas.
St., Bellefontaine, Ohio. 222 meters,
1350 kilocycles, 20 watts, class A.

7:30 pm. Daily ex Sun & Sat,
ern standard time.

7

Sun, 10:45 am,
:30-9 pm. East-

Broadcasting Station of Atlantic City."

Johnstown Automobile Co., 101
WHBPThe
Main St., Johnstown, Pa. 256 meters,
A.

watts, class
Weds, 9 pm;
Slogan:
pin. Eastern standard time.
"The Voice of the Friendly City."
1170 kilocycles, 100

Sat,

10

Fellowship Class of St. John's
Church, South Bellevue and
Peabody Aves., Memphis, Tenn. 233 meters, 1290
A. Limited commercial.
class
watts,
50
kilocycles,
Wed, 8 -9:30 pm, musical program. Sun, 9:4510:45 am, services, Men's Fellowship class ; 11 am,
church service; 7 :30 pm, church service. Central
"We have Best Quarstandard time. Slogan
WHBQMen's

M. E.

:

tet."

H. Taylor Finance Corp., 393
Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
431 meters, 697 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A.
Daily ex Sat & Sun, 6 :30-11 pm. Sun, 2:30 -4:15
pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan : "The Station for l'ublic Service."

WHAR\Vm.

Spec. Co., Inc., 217 18th
Island, Ill. 222 meters,
Mon, Wed,
Sat, 2 -4, 7 -9 pm. Central standard

WHBFBeardsley
St., Rock

1350 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

Sat, 9 -11 pm.
time.

Cincinnati, Ohio. 215.7 meters, 1390 kilocycles,
300 watts, class A. Mon, 8 -10 pm, 11 pm -12:30
am. Wed, 9 :30-12 pm. Thurs, 2 -4 pm, 10 -12 pm.
Sats, 8:30 -10:30 am, 2 -4 pm, 6 -8 pm. Sun, 2 -4 pm,
Slogan:
Central standard time.
8-10 :30 pm.

"That's Us."

WHBh
rl is
Louisville Times,
meters, 750
kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 3 -5
pin, concert, police, markets. Sun, 9:57 -10:40 am,
church services 4 :30-5:40, vesper services. Cen"Old Kentucky
Slogan
tral standard time.
Horne."

Journal
WHASCourier
Louisville, Ky.

&

399.8

Engineering Laboratories,
WHBRUnited
1745 Reading Road, P. O. Box 618,

John S. Skane, 1810 N. 4th St., Harrisburg, Pa. 230.6 meters, 1300 kilocycles, 20 watts, class A. Tues, 9:30.11 :30 pm ;
Thurs, 9 :30-12 pm Sun, 9:15 -10:30 pm.. religious program.
Eastern standard time. Slogan
" \Vliere Harrisburg Broadcasts Gladness."
;

:

Riviera Theater & Bing's Clothing,
1002 Meridian St., Anderson, Ind.
21F-8 meters, 1370 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
Daily ex Sun, 9 -9 :30 am ; 12 -12 :30 pm. Wed,
Fri, Sun, 7 -9 pm. Central standard time. Slogan :
"The Home of Chief Anderson."

WHBU

;

:

Military Academy, Culver,
hl E Ind. 222.1
WHBHCulver
meters, 1350 kilocycles,

watts, class :A. Mon, 8:30 -9:30 pm, musical,
Sat, 7 :15-7 :45 pm, jazz
& instrumental.
orchestra. Central standard time.
100

A
WH L

\\ ilmington Electrical Specialty

Inc., Wilmington, Delaware.
meters, 1160 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
regular schedule. Eastern standard time.

Co.,
266

vocal

Ir-

R. Kienzle, 4916 Chestnut St.,
11
WHBWD.
Philadelphia, Pa. 215 meters, 1390

kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
ern standard time.

Weds, pm.

East-

Lauer Auto Co., 2315 So. CalWHBJThe
houn St., Ft. Wayne, Ind. 234.4

WHAZRennsslaer
Troy, N. Y.

Polytechnic Institute,
379.5 meters, 790 kilo-

cycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, 8-11 :30. Second
Mon of each month a special transcontinental &
trans -:Atlantic test program from 12 midnight -1:30
Tues am. Eastern standard time. Slogan 'Transcontinental & nternational Broadcasting Station
Located at the Oldest College cf Science and Engineering in America."

meters, 1280 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mon,
Tue, Wed, Thurs. 6 pm, chimes concert. Mon, 1 -2
pm, musical. Tue & Fri, 8 -12 pm, musical. Wed,
3 -4 pm, musical.
Sun, church services. Central
standard time.

:

I

St.
WHBKFranklin
Kenzie Ave.,

meters, 1300 kilocycles,
ern standard time.

Electrical
&
Automotive
City, Mo. 356.6 meters,
820 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, Wed, Fri,
8:25 am -3 pm, markets ; 2 -3 pm, music ; 7 -8 pm,
educational. Tues, Thurs, 8:25 am-3 pm, markets;
2 -3 pm, 7-7 :45 pm & 8 -10 pin, musical. Sat, 8:25
ant -1 :25 pm, markets. Sun, 9:40 -10:45 am, 11 am12 :15 pm, 8 -9 :15 pm, services 11 :15 -1 am, organ
"The
concert. Central standard time. Slogan
Heart of America."

10

:

College Ave.,

250 meters,
Sunday, 5 to 6
Mon & Tue, 5 pm,
pm, religious program.
weather report, market ; 8 -1 pm, music. Central
standard time.
1200 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.

Garage, Inc., 3 McEllsworth, Maine. 231
watts, class A. East-

Dunwoody Institute, 818 Superior
Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn. 278 meters, 1080 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon,
8 -9 pm, educational. Wed, 9 -10, musical ; Big Hat
Prize Programs. Fri, 9 -10 pm, educational &
musical.

WHDI

WHBSweeney
School, Kansas

;

Norbert's College,
WHBYSt.
West De Pere, Wis.

H. Slusser, 1214 Erie Ave.,
ADL Logansport,
WHBJames
Ind. 215.7 meters, 1360
kilos cles, 50
time.

watts, class A.

Central standard

Hickson Elec. Co., 36 South Ave.,
Rochester, N. Y. 258 meters, 1160
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
6 :30-10 pm; dinner concert, children's hour ; 6 :30
pm, dinner concert. -Sat, 10:30 -12 pm, dance
music. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "The
City of Varied Industries."

WHEC
Shaffer Music House, Oil City, Pa.
250 meters, 1200 kilocycles, 10
watts, class A, limited commercial broadcast.
Mon, 8 pm until 11 pm, musical. Fri, 9 pm until
12 pm, musical. Eastern standard time.

WHBA

O. L. Carrell (Portable) , 1506 No.
American Bldg., 36 So. State St.,
Chicago, Ill. 233 meters, 1290 kilocycles, 20
watts, class A. Central standard time.

WHBM

The Radiovox Co., 1025 Boliver St.,
Cleveland, Ohio. 272.6 meters, 1100
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
6:30.7:30 pm. Sun, 10:30 am; church; 6:15 -7:15
pm, 7 :15-9 pm, church 9 -9:30 pm. Eastern standard time.
Slogan: "Cleveland, the Convention
City."

WHK
Store, 328 McCulloch St.,
Point, Wis. 240 meters,
1249 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Central standard time.

r1D
WHBBHebal's
Stevens

Ave. Meth dist Church, 1st
& 5th St., Petersburg, Fla.
meters, 1260 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
Eastern standard time.

WHBNFirst
Ave.
238
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BE A RADIO EXPERT!
The Opportunity of a Lifetime
Amazing money- making possibilities Big Salaries - -- fortunes and independence await wide -awake, ambitious men entering the Radio field

Earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year
Everyone knows that the 11101 who got in on the ground llnnr opportunities of the
locomotive, the telephone, electricity, the atitlntlohile, moving pictures, etc., have been
handsomely rewarded -many of then( made millions. Now science contributes the
greatest opportunity of the age
discovery so marvelous and so easily within the means
of all that even the humblest home seeks its possession and benefits.
From a business and money-making standpoint Radio fairly staggers the mind of
anyone who gives it a moment's thought. Even men with little or no knowledge of it.
principles are making $.3,000 to $10,000 a year. Radio is the fastest growing industry
in the world. Everywhere people are crying for radios. Nfanufacturers are swamped
with orders that cannot be filled. And yet anyone of average intelligence can learn at
home in spare time how to construct, install, repair and sell dependable sets.

-a

Train at Home in Three Months
If you are in a routine job with poor pay and which tells how in your spare time at honer.
no future, here is truly the chance of a lifetime. without giving up your present position or loci
Don't miss it. In a few short months at home a dollar of pay. you can become a thorough"
by mail we can make you an expert representa- trained radio expert in a few short months.
tive of our Association. Become the radio expert
No previous experience is necessary. For the
of your town or neighborhood. Find out how the man who prefers a salary, hig pay jobs are waitRadio Association of America throws the doors ing with the U. S. Government, Steamships, Rail
of opportunity wide open for you. We will show roads, and thousands of corporations and husini
you the way to swing big salary jobs or to get houses. For the man who wants to start in busiinto business for yourself and be your own boss. ness on a full or spare time basis, with little or
no capital, grow and become independent, Rarlin
offers an easy way to unlimited money- making
No Previous Experience Necessary
Get your share of the big money to be made in opportunties. In no other line can ambitious men
find an easier road to success.
' the most rapidly growing business of all time.
You can train under one of America's leading
Mail the coupon below for our big free book,
Radio authorities. Read Mr. A. G. M'iiaupt's
offer to train you personally in everything
constructing, installing, repairing and sellH
Radio Sets and Accessories. i3y enrolling with
us now, you get the benefit of the direct personal
guidance of this well -known Radio expert.

MOHAUPT. B.A.. M.B.
ita'Ih,
.\111.rira. t:rn'In:it. 1:InrtriF:n¢tn..r, t'nir.r.ity of

A. O.

Ilrn'I
f
11

"1 tün

\\i+.otmn1. F"ntnr
I.
nlrtor

ir

.\tIOU
ILIt.

N.

1t

I

irtlt. .\Utllor of "l'rnrtirn n111
h.''ry "f Ntn.Irrn Ra.11"
..i glc. mp prr..,nnl ;,.
inn t,1 .nry atml.tIt
y
r'.nrsr.
Yonr {nlIr1.11bii
i,rnhlnm, nn'I .inr+tinta nr,
i WM'r
vw«,r.'.I Ly n,y-o,l1_
it II y"11 nt ,cnry .tag.'
¢thlln¢ y"n. .Ii
rrtltg p'nI t" your ftml to L..
Itmllu i:nginnnr trl th h{s11y rour.n prn.
,y
rin.a.
ir'., 5"11 f" a1rr.:.alutly' 1'-,"'.
-nnlinntlon f"r (tp.rt
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;

FREE, -FIVE -TUBE TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY KIT
This set when completed has a range of over 1.0110 miles on the loud speaker. it is very
selective and gives excellent tone duality. Given free to every member taking our course.
The building of this set gives you excellent practical experience
combines the theory of
the course with actual practice. The set becomes yours, and you can sell it at a price that
will practically pay the cost of your training. Write about it now.

-it

Get the Facts -Mail Coupon
Our training is not only easy and interesting, and supplies knowledge you can
always use in operating your own set, but is the most cashable knowledge a
man can possess. Let us prove to you that there is nothing difficult about
Radio -that any intelligent person can easily learn it right at home by mail
under our simplified and approved methods. Mail the coupon now for our
big, free Radio Book, which gives all the facts. Let us prove that Radio is
easier to learn and offers bigger money than any other business or profession
you can get into. Don't wait -act while our Free Ocer of a 1000-mile radio
onfit is still in effect.

A. G. MOHAUPT, Radio Engineer
RADIO ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
4513 Ravenswood Avenue

Chicago, Ill.

Radio Association of America,
4513 Ravenswood Avenue
Dept. G -9
Chicago, Ill.
Please send me your free hook telling all about Radio opportunities and your Expert Home Training flan and offer to
representatives. also your offer of a 5-Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Kit FREE.

Name
Address
City

Tell 'Em Yole Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Geo. Schubel, Loews State Theatre
Bldg., 1540 Broadway, New York, N.
meters, 830 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B.
Sun, 11 :30 to midnight. Mon, Wed & Fri, 2:155:30 pm, 6-12 :30 am. Tue Sr Thurs, 12:30 -1 pm,
3:15 -4:3t) pm. 6:30 pm-12 :30 am. Sun, 12 :30-1
pm, 2 -4:30 pm, 5-5 :30 pm, 7 :30-9 :45 pm, 10:45-

WHN
Y.

361

11:15 pm, 12-12 :30 am. Daily, 12:30 pm.
am.
Eastern standard time. Slogan
Voice of the Great White Way."
11

Frederick B. Zittrell, Jr., 369 Amity
St., Flushing, L. I., N. Y. 218.8
meters, 1370 kilocycles, 5 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

Logansport, Ind. 220 meters, 1360
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
4:15 pm, markets. Tues & Sat, 6 -7 pm, organ
recital. Thurs, 9 -10 pm, religious concert. Fri,
7 -10 pm, high school basketball.
Sun, 10:45 am12 pm, 7 -9 pm.
Central standard time. Slogan:
"WIBW On the Banks of the Wabash."

Mon,

:

"The
L. Carrell, 1506 N. American
Bldg.,
(Portable).
Chicago, Ill.
215.7 meters, 1390 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
('entrai standard time.

WIBJ

Life
WHOBankers
Des Moines,

WHT

O.

Grid -Leak, Inc., 236 Genesee St.,
Utica, N. Y. 205.4 meters, 1460
kilocycles, 150 watts, class A. Sun, 11 to 12 am,
church. Mon, Wed & Sat, 12 -1 pm, luncheon
music. Tues, Thurs, Fri, 6:30 -9 pm, dinner music,
Eastern standard time. Slogan:
talks, solos.
"Pride of Mohawk Valley."
-

WIBX

Co., 1110 Liberty Bldg.,

Iowa.
526 meters, 570
kilocycles, 5 kw, class B. Daily ex Sun, 9 :45-12
noon & 2 pm, markets ; 7 :30 tu 9 pm, musical ; 11
to 12 pm, musical reports, talks. Sun, 11 to 12 :30
pm, 11 pm- midnight, musical programs. Central
standard time. Slogan "WHO (WHO) Bankers
Company, Des Moines, Iowa."

University of the City of Toledo,
cor. 11th & Ill. Sts., Toledo, Ohio.
meters, 1460 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.
I.;,stern standard time.

WIBK

Radiophone Broadcasting Corp., Wrig-

ley Bldg., 410 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Hl. 238 and 399.8 meters, 1260 and 750
kilocycles, 251111 watts, class B. Sun, 12 noon 3:45 pin, 5:30 -11:30 pm. Daily ex Sun, 10 am -2
pm, 6 -7:30 pm. Daily ex Sun & Mon, 7 :45 pm -1
am.
Central standard time.
Slogan : "Write

Hune Tonight."

Howard R. Miller, 6318 N. Park
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 250 meters,
1199 kilocycle,, 100 watts, class A. Tue, Fri, 9
ton
1..1.-tern standard tinte.

A. D. Trum, 217 Catoma St., Montgomery, Ala. 40 meters, 1300 kilowatts, class A. Tues & Fri, 8 -11 pm,
regular program. Central standard time.

WIBZ
cycles,

Home Elec Co., Burlington, Iowa.
1180 kilocycle*, 100
254 meters,
watts, class A. Tues, 8 -9 pm. Thurs, 7 -8 pm.
Sat, 1(1:30 -11 pin. Sun, 10 :30 am, church. Central standard time. Slogan "Burlington on the
M ississippi."

10

Billy Maine (Portable), 36 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill. 215.7 meters,
1390 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
8:45.9:45 pm. Central standard time.
Slogan:
"The Gypsy Station."

WIBM

St. Louis Star and Benson Radio Co.,
St. Louis, Mo. 273 meters, 1099 kilo-

WIL

cycles, 250 watts, class A. Tues, Thurs & Sat,
4 -5 pm.
Thurs, 8 -12 pm. Sat, 10 -12 pm. Central
standard time. Slogan: "Watch It Lead."

WIAD

WIAS

Dr. L. L. Dill, Roselawn Addition,

WIBW

WIBI

Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortgage
Co., 6310 Broadway, Chicago, Ill.
226 meters, 1330 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A.
Daily, 2 -4 pm.
Daily ex Mon, 6 -8 pm, music.
\Ved, 10 pm -12 midnight. Fri, 10 pm -2 am. Tues
& Thurs, 12 pm -2 am, Midnight Jamboree. Sun,
10 -12 pm, musical.
Central standard time. Slogan: "Chicago's Uptown Radio Station."

WIBO

Carl G. Fisher, Miami Beach, Fla.
247.8 meters, 12I0 kilocycles, 1000
Slogan "Wonderful Isle of Dreams."

WIOD

watts.

:

:

WIBP

i"

The Capital Times and The Studio
511 State St., Madison, \ \'is.
1_
o meters,
kilocycles, 10U watts, class A.
Mon & Wed,
.Ì to
10 pm.
Sat, 12 midnight,
Cuckoo Club Mu -:c. Central standard time. Slogan: "The Four Lakes City."

W¡B A

First Presbyterian Church, lOth &
23rd Ave., Meridian, Miss.
209.7
ureters, 1430 kilocycles, 5 watts, class A. Central
standard time.

-

WIp

Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, t'a. 508.2
meters, 590 kilocycles, 500 watts, class
B. Daily ex Sun, Mon & Fri, 6:45 -7:30 am, 10 -11
am, -2 pm, 3 -4 pm, 6 -7:30 pm. Tues, Thurs &
Sat, 8 pm -12 midnight. Mon, Wed & Fri, 6:45 -8
am, 10 to 11 am, -2 pm, 3 -4:30 pm, 6 -7:30 pm.
Sun, 10:30 am to 12:30 pm, 4 -6 pm, 7 -9:15 pm,
9:15 pm to 12 midnight. Eastern standard time.
Slogan: "Watch Its Progress."
1

1

Tri -State Radio Co., Thurman A.
Owings, Mgr., Weirton, W. Va.
246 meters, 1220 kilocycles, 50 watts, class B.
Fri, 8 -11 pm. Eastern standard time.

WIBR

L. M. Tate Post, No. 39, Veterans
d Foreign \\'ars, 434 2nd Ave. No.,
-,burg, Fla. 222 meters, 13511 kilocycles,
t
" ,tacts, class A. Aton, \Ved, 8- 111:30 pm. Sat,
8.9 pm ; 10:30 -12 pm. Eastern standard time.

WIBC
.

WIBD
kilocycles,
tinte.

X. L. Radio Service, 223 Van Buren
St., Joliet, Ill. 200 meters, 1500
50 watts, class A.
Central standard

Jackson's Radio Eng. Laboratories,
Waco, Texas. 352 meters, 850 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon & Fri, 8:30 -10
pm. Central standard time.

WJAD
New Jersey

National Guard, 57th
Brigade, 921 Edgewood
noad, Elizabeth, N. J. (Portable). 202.6 meters,
1480 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Fa st ern ,tand-

IBS

Infantry

ard tinte.

"The Radio Parson," Greentown,
Ind. 254.1 meters, 1180 kilocycles,
50 watts, class A. Mon, 11:45 am, weather, markets & radio chapel service; 7:30 pm, "Hour of
Music." Tues, Thurs & Sat, 11:45 am, chapel
service. Central standard time.
Slogan : "One
of Indiana's Most Beautiful Little Cities and the
Home of the First Automobile."

WJAK

WIB
iDli

Paul s
Protestant
Episcopal
Church, Elkins l'ark, Philadelphia,
l'a. 222 meters, 1350 kilocycles, 50 watts, class
Sun. 10 :45 am, 3 :45 pm. Eastern standard
A.
mir.
St.

WIBT

Orlando Edgar Miller, New York,
211.1 meters,
Eastern time.

N. Y. ( Portable).
1420 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

t

Elite Radio Stores (Moriarty), 55
Hillman St., New Bedford, Mass.
lu ,titters, 1430 kilocycles, 30 watts, class A.
Daily ex Sun, 12-1 :30 pm. Eastern standard time.
Slogan "The Voice of New Bedford."

WIBH
:

The Electric Far- , R. F. D. No. 3,
Poynette, Wis. 222 meters, 1350
k.. cycles, 20 watts, class A.
Central standard

WIBV
tinte.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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D. M. Perham, 322 3rd Ave. W.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 268 meters,
1120 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Tues, Thurs

Sat, 7 -IO pm. Sun,
tral standard time.
&

4

pm, vesper service.

Cen-
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More amplification
-without distortion

T

With the Acme MA -2 transformer more amplification without distortion can be had than with
any other transformer. This transformer is
enclosed in a metal case and has a ratio of
5

to

1.

MA -2 A. F. Transformer
$6.00
A -2 A. F. Transformer
3.00
Z -3 A. F. Resistance and Impedance___. 5.00

Many people are turning to Acme for amplification so that the extremely and extremely high
frequencies can also be amplified. The Acme

LA YOUT &WIRING DIAGRAM

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO AMPLIFE R
RESISTANCE TRANSFORMER RESISTANCE

WITH

ACME

IMPEDANCE LEAK

/

The slogan "Acme for amplification" has become a promise that
Acme can be depended upon for
amplification without distortion. In
the research laboratories here at
Cambridge we have made countless
experiments on audio amplification
and the diagram above gives the
latest results of these endeavors.
This audio amplifier is of three
stages, first resistance coupling,
second transformer coupling and
last resistance coupling with impedance leak. On account of the
high B- voltages now in common
use one of the objections to resistance amplification has been
overcome but with the impedance

O/

impedance amplifier shown is just right.
Z -2 Anmpl:fyina Impedance
$4.50

fiCalA/'

leak the last objection has been
swept aside. Without this leak
rectification occurs in the amplifiers making all speech and music
fuzzy and indistinct.
Power tubes such as the UX 171
can be very successfully used in
the last stage of this amplifier and
orchestra volume be obtained without the desire to turn it down.
Add this amplifier to any set after
the detector and radio broadcasting
will bring you new thrills, all the
notes, tones, and inflections can be
produced. You will then realize
that after all, "How well you can
hear" is the only thing that really
counts.

..

,"KC

*1î'\.

Y Zii`w l,`

.k

Now!

add "balloon tires and shock
absorbers" to your own radio set

YOURS is probably one of the 5,000,000
radio sets that's passed its first birthday-maybe its second or third.
Like your old car, it's worth more to you
in pleasure and value, than the price some
one else would pay to buy it. And, like the
old car, you hate to give up such a loyal old
friend.
It really isn't necessary-less necessary
than in the case of your car. Balloon tires
and real shock absorbers have made your
car ride as comfortable as any in the land.
We can show you how to make your old
set as free from noise and distortion as a
church at 4 A. M.
Our method is that of "more amplification
without distortion" (shown above).
Write for your copy of the 13th edition of

"Amplification without Distortion," a little
book written by a prominent radio engineer
in non -technical, easily followed style.
500,000 friends of Acme have found the
first twelve editions valuable-the thirteenth contains the facts on the newest
methods of securing strong, clear radio reception-of eliminating causes of distortion. It describes in particular the new
Acme amplification method, and in addition includes details of the new Acme free
edge cone speakers and A, B and C power
supply units (which can make your set a
lamp socket receiver -overnight). Write
your name on the margin of this page, and
mail it with a dime, to cover costs of your
copy, to Acme Apparatus Company, pioneer radio and transformer engineers and
manufacturers, Dept. 07, Cambridge, Mass.

ACME ~for amplification
Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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V JAR

The Outlet Company, 174 Wcybosset

& 9 pm,

Ernest F. Goodwin, Ypsilanti, Mich.

WJBK

St., Providence, R. I. 305.9 meters,
980 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun,
1:05 pm, musical ; 1:30, weather reports. Mon, 8
pm, 9 pm & 10 pm, musical programs & grand
opera. Wed, 7 :30 pm, music. Tues, 7 :30, 8 :30

class

233 meters, 1290 kilocycles, 10 watts,

Central standard time.

.1

WJY

Radio Corporation of America, 33 W.
42nd St., New York, N. Y.
405.2
meters, 740 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Tues,
Thurs, Fri, 7:30 -11:30 pm. Sun, 8:15.10:30 pm.
Eastern standard time.

musical.

Thurs, 8, 9 & 10 pm, music &
Fri, 7 :30, 7:45, 8 :20, 8 :30, 9 &
11 pms, music & entertainment.
Sun, 7:20 pm &
9:15 pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan : "The
Southern Gateway of New England."

entertainment.

Gushard Dry Goods Co., 301
Water St., Decatur, Ill. 270
meters, 1110 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon,
Wed & Sat, 9 :30-11 pm. Central standard time.

Pittsburgh Radio Supply House, 963
Liberty Ave., l'ittsburgh, Pa. 275
meters, 1090 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily
ex Sun, 7 -8 pm, 8 -11 pm. Sun, 2 pm. Eastern
standard time. Slogan "World's Jolliest Aerial

WJAS

N.

-O'Driscoll *otel Antlers
WKAFKesselman
Station, Hotel Antlers, Milwaukee,
Wis. 261 meters, 1050 kilocycles, 500 -5000 watts,
class A. Sun, 4 -6 pm, studio program. Mon,
Wed & Fri, 10 -11 pm, studio program. Wed, 9 -10
pm, popular hour. Fri, 11 -12, frolic hour. Central
standard time. Slogan "Wisconsin's Only Super Power Station."
:

WJBN

St.
108

John's Ev. Lutheran Church,
E. Exchange St., Sycamore, Ill.

meters, 1170 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A.
Mon, 8 -10 pm ; Sun, 7-7 :30 am, 1 -1:40 pm, 7 :45-9
pm. Central standard time.
2

:

Station."

\Wm.

WJBL

',6

Radio Corp. of Porto Rico, San
Juan, Porto Rico. 340.7 meters, 880
kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, 8 to 9 pm,
Rialto Theatre; 9 to 10:30 pm, studio program.
Wed, 8 -10 pm, musical band of San Juan. Thurs,
8 -9 pm.
Fri, 9 -10:30 pm. Local time (one hour
earlier than E. S. T.) Slogan "The Island of En-

WKAQ

WJBO

Municipal Radio Broadcasting Station, Jacksonville, Fla. 336.9 meters,
1000 kilocycles. Eastern standard time. Slogan:

WJAX

"The Voice

of

watt s.

Valdemar Jensen, New Orleans, La.
268 meters, 1120 kilocycles, 100

chantment."

Florida."

Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa.
meters, 1420 kilocycles, 100
Schedule not arranged. Eastern

WJBQ

211.1

WJBR

227.1

scans, class A.
standard time.

W Jt1
A 7
L.

Zenith Radio Corp., 310 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
329.8 meters,
910 kilocycles.
Sun, 7 to 9 pm, instrumental
progress. Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri, 9 pm to 12 midnight, diversified program. Sat pm to am, diversified program.
Eastern standard time.
"All
schedules are given in Chicago daylight saving
time."

Agricultural College, East
Mich. 285.7 meters, 1050
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 12
noun to 12:30 pm, weather forecast, stock market
report, etc. Eastern standard time.

WKARMichigan
Lansing,

1

watts.

Gensch and Stearns, Omro, Wis.
meters, 1320 kilocycles, 50

Laconia Radio Club, 480 Main St.,
Laconia, N. H. 224 meters, 1340
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Fri, pm. Sun, 10:30
am, 6:30 pm. Eastern standard time.

WKAV

WJBAD.Joliet,H.

Lentz, Jr., 301 Whitley Ave.,
Ill. 206.8 meters, 1450 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Tues, 8 -11 pm. Central
standard time.

,

Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa.
meters, 1420 kilocycles, 100
Slogan : "In the Heart of the Keystone

jJBU

watts.

State."

211.1

Sanders Bros., 607 Jefferson St., Joliet, Ill.
214.2 meters, 1400 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Wed, 6 -8:30 pm, dinner program. Thurs, 8 :30-12 pm, good time program. Sun, 3 -5 pm, classical ; 8 :30-12 pm, frolics.
Central standard time.

WKBB
University, Dept. of Physics,
WJDDenison
Granville, Ohio. 217.3 meters, 1380

The Financial Journal, Inc., 126 13th
St. N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 254
meters, 1450 kilocycles, 10 watts, class A. Eastern
standard time. Slogan "Land of Perpetual Sunshine."

WJBB

kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Wed, 7:30 -9 pm,
musical program. Eastern standard time. Slogan:
"The College on the Hill."

:

WKBE

& B. Electric Co., 59 Emerald
K.
Ave., Webster, Mass. 231 meters,
watts, class A. Mon, 8 -11:30

1300 kilocycles, 100

pm.

Furniture
WJBCHummer
Joliet Sts., La Salle,

Co., Second &
Ill. 234 meters,
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex
Sun, 12:30 -1:30 pm. Mon, 8 -10 pm, music. Thurs,
6:15 -7:15 pm, musical. Central standard time.
Slogan "Better Homes Station."
1180

Radio & Phonograph Co. and
WJR Jewett
Detroit Free Press, Detroit, Mich. 516.9
meters, 580 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Daily
ex Sun, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10 pm. Mon, Wed, Sat, 11:30
pm -1 am. Thurs, Sat, 10 -11 pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan "Where Joy Reigns."

Eastern standard time.

:

Miss Shirley Katz, 52nd & Broadway, New York, N. Y. 209.7 meters,
1430 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

WKBK

:

Order of Moose, Mooseheart,
WJJDLoyal
Ill.
370.2 meters, 810 kilocycles,

oua
ttts, class B. Daily ex Mon & Sun, 12 -2
pm, 2 -3 pm, 4 -5 pm, 5 :45-7 pm, 8.9 pm, 10 -11 pm,
12:30 -1:30 am, musical & talks. Sun, 7:45 am,
Catholic Church ; 9 :40 am, Protestant Church ; 3
pm, musical.
Central standard time. Slogan:
Every Child Is Entitled to a High School EduI

s

Interstate Radio, Inc.,

WJBL
kilocycles,
time.

10

Charlotte, N. C.
watts, class A.

7

W. 4th St.,

224 meters, 1340

Central standard

o

cation and a Trade."

Robert S. Johnson, 631 Broad St.,
Red Bank, N. J. 218.8 meters, 1370
kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Mon, 8 .pm -12 midnight, entertainment. Wed, 8 pm -12 midnight, entertainment. Fri, 8 pm -12 midnight, entertainment. Easterñ standard time.

VVJBI

Corporation of America, 33 W.
St., New York, N. Y. 454.3
meters, 660 kilocycles, 50 watts, class, none. Sun,
6 to 10 :30 pm.
Daily ex Sun, 1 -2 pm, 4 -6 pm,
7 -11 :30 pm, miscellaneous program. Eastern standard time.

WJZRadio
42nd

www.americanradiohistory.com

Kirk Johnson & Co., 16 -18 W. King
St., Lancaster, Pa. 258 meters, 50
watts, class A. Sun, 9 -10:30 pm. Mon, Wed, Fri,
8 -10 pm.
Sat, 3-4 :30 pm.

WKJC

The Kodel Radio Corp., Cincinnati,
Ohio. 325.9 & 422.3 meters,
&
920 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Sun, 920
6:457 :30 pm, religious ;
10 -12 pm, musical.
Mon,
Wed, 6 -7 pm, dance music; 8 -10 pm, 12 midnight,
frolic. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 10 -12 pm, dance & classical music. Central standard time.

WKRC

45
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jdcPcivo
CONVENIENCE!
The Detector, the Power Amplifier, and all the other Magnatrons are now packed in

these attractive cushioned
gold boxes, and then in these
handsome, convenient cartons of five. There's a Magnatron for every purpose.

To Bring Your Radio Down to Date
That's why these two new splendid Magnatrons have been produced. You expect more in the way of Distance, and Selectivity,
and Quality, and Volume than you used to get.
These two Magnatrons, the Detector and the Power Amplifier,
will make your present set do just those things, will make it a first
class 1927 model, -and without fuss nor feathers.
They go right into the sockets, without any rewiring or circuit
changes. And you sit back and enjoy your radio with a new and
heightened interest.
The DETECTOR, for Distance and Selectivity, is $5.00
The POWER AMPLIFIER, for Tone Quality and
Volume, is $6.50
Your Dealer has them. Complete Factory Stock for Pacific Coast carried
at Pacific Radio Labs.,.256 South Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

MANATftONS
Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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E. C. Hull, H. S. Richards, Oklahoma
City, Okla. 275 .1 meters, 1090 kilocyles, 100 watts. Daily ex Sun, 9 am,
pm,
markets, weather ; 7-8 :30, music. Sun,2 :30
11 am,
7 :30 pm, services.
Central time.

WKY

Crosley Radio Corp., 3401 Colerain
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 422.3 meters,

WLWThe

709 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B.

Daily ex Sat,
7:30 am, health exercises; 8 am, morning worship
auspices of Y. M. C. A. Sun, 9 :30 am, Sunday
School ; 10:45 am, weather, markets ; 11 am &
7:30 pm, church services 3 pm, organ music ; 8:30
pm, concert. Mon, 8 am -10 pm. Tues, 7:30 -8:15,
popular; 8:15 minstrel show ; 9 Fornical Orchestra. Wed, 7 -8 pm, Hotel Gibson Branch 10 -12,
midnight, dance program. Thurs, same as Wed;
also 12:15 am, Crosley Pups. Sat, 7 -8 pm, organ ;
8 pm, story children ; 8 -10 pm, dance.
Slogan :
"What Listeners Want."
;

Mercer University, Macon, Ga. 261
meters, 1150 kilocycles, 500 watts,
Mon, Thurs, 10 -11 pm, musical. Tues &
Fri, 8 -9 pm, sacred music. Wed, 11 -12 pm, musical program. Fri, 9 -11 pm, musical.
Central
standard time. Slogan: "Watch Mercer Attain

WMAZ

class A.

Zenith."

;

First Christian Church, 9th & Boulder Sts., Tulsa, Okla. 250 meters,
]200 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Wed, 9:30
pm. Sat, 7 :30 pm. Sun, 7 :30 pm, church. Central standard time.

WLAL

WMBB

W. V. Jordon, 306 W. Breckenridge
St., Louisville, Ky. 275 meters, 1090
kilocycles, 20 watts, class A. Thurs, Fri, 9 :20-10
1im. Central standard time.

Daily ex Sun.

Mon, 7 -8 pm, 9 -11 pm, muSun, 3 -5 pm, 7 -8 pm, 9-11 pm. Central
standard time. Slogan : "World's Most Beautiful
Ballroom."
B.

sical.

WLAP

American Bond & Mortgage Co.,

6201 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago,
250 meters, 1200 kilocycles, 500 watts, class

Ill.

Missionary Society of St. Paul the
Apostle, 425 W. 59th St., New York,
N. Y. 288.3 meters, 1040 kilocycles, 5 kw, class B.
Sun, 8 pm, Paulist Choristers, sermon, benediction. Mon, Thurs, 9 -11 pm, music talks Sr songs.
Tues & Fri, 9 -11 am, shopping talks. Wed, 8:30]
pm. Eastern standard time.

WLWL
1

Broadcasting Co.
WMBCMichigan
Siegel), Hotel Addison,

(F. G.
Detroit,

Mich.
256 meters, 1170 kilocycles, 100 watts,
class A. No definite schedule arranged. Eastern
standard time.

WLB

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minn. 277.6 meters, 1080 kilocycles.

Station W.MAC, Fern WMACBroadcasting
wood, Cazenovia, New York. 275

meters, 1090 kilocycles, 100 watts. Sun,

10 am -1
pm ; 7 -11 pm. Mon, 10 -11 am, 12 noon-1 pm, 4 -5
pm, 6 -11 pm. Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri, same as
Mon. Sat, 10 -11 am, 12 noon -1 pm, 2 :30-5 pm,

Wisconsin Dept. of Markets, Stevens
l'oint, Wis. 278 meters, 1080 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily, 8:45 -9:45 am,
10:45 -11:45 am, weather, markets ; 12:30 -1:45 pm,
weather, markets 6-7 pm, 8 -10 pm, musical program every Tuesday. Fri, 6 -7 pm, organ recital.
Sat, 8 -10 pm, musical program. Central standard
time. Slogan
"Wisconsin, Land of Beautiful
Lakes."

7 -12

WLBL

midnight.

The Fleetwood Hotel, Miami Beach,
Fla. 284.4 meters, 928 kilocycles, 5
kw, class B. Daily, 7-8 :30 pm, 10 pm -1 am,
concert music, dance. Fri, midnight -1 am, nut
club in studio. Eastern standard time. Slogan:
"Down Where It's Always June, Folks -Down
Where You'd Like to Be."

WMBF

;

:

WLIB

Round Hills Radio Corp., South
Dartmouth, Mass. 440.9 meters, 680
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Eastern standard
time.

WMAF

Liberty Magazine, Chicago, Ill.
302.8 meters, 990 watts, class B.

Daily ex Sun & Mon, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10 pm & 11 -12
pm. Sun, 4 -5 pm. Central standard time. Slogan:
'Liberty
Weekly for Everybody."

-A

Lit Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
395
meters, 760 kilocycles, 500 watts,
lass It. Daily ex Sun, 12 -1 pm, 2 -3 pm, 4:30 -5
pm. Mon, 12 noon to 11 pm. Tues, 11 am to 8
pm. Wed, 12 noon to 11 pm. Thurs & Sat, 12
noon to 8 pm. Fri, 12 noon to 12 midnight. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "The Quaker City
Siren""

Broadcasting
Studios,
Lafayette, Buffalo, N. Y.
meters, 1130 kilocycles. 7 pm, Churchill
Tabernacle; 7:30 -8:15 pm, WGY orchestra ; 8:15]0:30 pm, WCY players.

WMAKLafayette
Inc., Hotel
265.3

Sears Roebuck Agricultural Foundation,
Chicago, Ills. 345 meters, 870 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Sun, 10 :45-12, U. of
-1
C. 12
pm, organ 7 -9 pm, Little Brown Church.
Mon, 6:30, 7-7 :30, 7:45, markets ; 9- 9:30- 10- 10:3011- 11:30- 11:45 -1- 1:25 -2. Tues, Thurs same as Mon,
also, 2 :30 Home Makers' Hour ; 6
musical program. Wed, Fri, same as Tues ev -ing programs,
6 -12 pm.
Sat same as Wed, with exception of
Homemakers' hour. Ch;
4aylight saving time.
;

;

Leese Optical
M.
WMA
St., Washington, D.
1410 kilocycles,
A.

&

Sat,

100

7

pm, varied.

Co., 712 11th

C. 212.6

meters,
watts, class A. Tues, Thurs
Eastern Standard time.

First

Baptist Church, Columbus,
278 meters, 1080 kilocycles,
50 watts, class A. Sun, 10 :30-12 noon ; 7 :30-9 pm,
church services. Eastern standard time.

WMAN

Ohio.

Studios, Inc., Providence,
WLSILincoln
R. I. 440.9 meters, 680 kilocycles,
iSaitS.

the White Way Begins."

:

WMSG

Madison Square Garden, New York,
N. Y. 212.6 meters, 1410 kilocycles,

500 watts.

The Shepard Stores, Winter St.,
Boston, Mass.
meters, 1070
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. 280.2
Daily ex Sun, 3 to
4 pm, daily Phonophone record hour.
Eastern
standard time.

WNAB
The Chicago Daily News, 15 N.
Wells Sc., Hotel LaSalle, Chicago,
Ills.
447.5 meters, 670 kilocycles, 1000 watts,
class B. Daily ex Sun & Mon, 10 to 11 am
12
noon to 1:45 pm ; 2 :45 to 7 pm ; 8 to 10 ;pm.
Mon, 10 am to ] 1 ani ; 12 noon to 1 :45 pm ; 2:45
to 7 pm. Central standard time.

WMAQ

Suu

Hotel McAlpin, New York, N. Y.
340.7 meters, 500 watts, class B.
Sun, 10:15 am, 11 am to 12:15 pm, 7 to 7:30
pm. Mon, Tues & Wed, 10 :25 am to 4 :45 pm,
6 :30 to 12 :15 am.
Thurs, 10 :25 am to 4 :45 pm,
630 to 1 am. Fri, same as Mon, Tues &
Sat, 10 :25 am to 1 pm, 6 :30 to 12 :15 am. Wed.
Slogan "Where

WMCA

WLIT

WLS

Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn.
499.7 meters, 600 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class B. Daily ex Sun & Wed, 8 :30-9 :30 pm.
Sun, 11 am -12 pm, church service. Daily ex Sun
Wed,
ed 7:15 pm, bedtime stories. Tues & Fri, lI
pm- midnight.
Mon, 12 noon -1 pm, 8:30 pm,
sical talk ; 7 :30 pm, talk. Tues, 8:30 -9:30 pm, mu1112 pm, musical 7 :30 pm, talk.
Wed, 12 noon-1
pm, musical. Thurs, 8 :30-9 :30 pm,. musical. Fri,
8:30 -9:30 pm. musical. Sat, 8:30 -9:30 pm, musical.
Central standard time. Slogan: "WMC Memphis
Down in Dixie."

WMC

WNAC
Lane Technical High School, 1225
Sedgwick St., Chicago, Ill. 258%
meters, 1160 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Fri,
1 -2 pm.
Central time.

WLTS

Kingshighway Presbyterian Church,
St. Louis, Mo. 248 meters,
kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Sun, I1 am -12 1215
pm,
8 -9 pm, church services.
Central standard time.

WMAY

The Shepard Store, Winter St., Boston, Mass. 430.1
697 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, meters,
10:30 -11 :30 am,
Women's Club ; 4 -5 pm, 6 -7 :30 pm
& 8 :10 pm.
Sun, 10 :55 am, church service; 6:45 pm, church
service. Tues, 1 -2 pm, luncheon concert ; 4 -5 pm,
concert dance. Wed, 6-6 :30 pm, Children's Hour;
6 :30-7 :30, Children's Hour. Thurs, 8 -10 pm,
cert. Fri, 10:05 -11 pm, dance music. Sat, 11 con:301 :30 -4 :30 & 7 :30 pm,
news. Eastern time.
.
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The Pacent Powerformer is only 8 x 8 x 10 inches and its weight is approximately 32 pounds, making
it truly portable. The Pacent Cone is made in two sizes, 17 inches in diameter and 3 feet in diameter.

A new day has dawned in radio with the
arrival of the Pacent Powerformer and Cone
T is no exaggeration to say that,

with the development of the
Powerformer by a group of engineers, under the direction of Louis
Gerard Pacent, a new day has dawned in radio.
The Pacent Powerformer reproduces music
and speech with a tonal quality and range that
defy description, the volume ranging from a
whisper to a roar. It also eliminates B Batteries.
List Price, exclusive of tubes but including all
necessary connections $82.50.

The Pacent Cone Speaker (illustrated above)

manufactured under the Lektophone patents.
The supremacy of the cone type of speaker
over all others is now generally recognized.
the supremacy of the Pacent Cone is due not
only to its practically unlimited tone range,
but to the volume and faithfulness which
gives full rich tones with delicacy and without
distortion.

is

Type A, 17 inch, Bronze base
West of the Rockies $31.50

PACENT CONE,

PACENT SUPER-CONE, Type,

.

.

$28.50

SA, 3 feet in diameter,

mounted on walnut stand

.

$79.50

Type WA, Similar to Type
SA, but arranged for hanging on wall . . .
Slightly higher West of the Rockies

$65.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

Slightly higher West of the Rockies
PACENT SUPER -CONE,

All types are equipped with a suitable length cord
and Pacent Detachable Plug

Each of these new Pacent developments must be
heard to be appreciated and the absolute revolutionary quality of reproduction realized.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write
us. Interesting and informing literature
on request.

PACENT RADIO CORPORATION
156 West 16th Street
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Oklahoma, Norman,
meters, 1180 kilocycles,
watts, class A. Mun, Tues, Wed, Thurs,
12 :30-] pm, music ; 3 :30 -4 :30 pm, jazz orchestra ;
7:15 -8 pm, talks; 10:30 -12 pm, music. Sun, 9 :1510 :30 pm.
Central standard time. Slogan "The
Voice of Soonerland."

WNADUniversity
Okla. 254
Suu

Southern Equip. Co., San Antonio,
Texas. 394.5 meters, 760 kilocycles,
Central standard time. Mon,
\Ved & Fri, 3 pm, musical concert. Tues, \Ved &
Fri, 8:30 -9:30 pm. Sun, 7:45 -8:45 pm.

WOAI

1500 watts, class B.

:

J. Rockwell,
WNALR.Omaha,
Nebr.

5019 Capital Ave.,
258 meters, 1160
50 watts, class A.
Tues, Fri, 7 :30-9

kilocycles,
pm.
Central standard time.
Station of Omaha."

WNAP
I

Slogan

:

"Pioneer

Radio
11 Prairie Ave., Chicago,
WOK\eutrowound

Mfg.

Co.,

1721

Ills. 217 meters,
1380 kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B.
Daily ex
Sun & Mon, 4:30 to 7 pm, dance & string ensemblies ; 10 am to 1:30 pm, dance orchestra by remote controls Capital Theatre Organ. $uII, 6:308 :30 pm. Central standard time.

Vaughan School of
WOANThe
renceburg, Tenn. 282.8

Music, Lawmeters, 1060
watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 9 -10
pm, musical.
Central standard time.
Slogan:
"Watch Our Annual Normal."
s. 500

Baur, Dyckman Radio Shop,
WOKOOtto
138 Dyckman St., New York City.

meters, 1290 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Mon, Thurs, Sats, 7.12 pm. Tues & Fri, 7 -12 pm,
non- regular. Eastern standard time.
233

\Vit tenberg
College,
Springfield,
t this.
248 meters, 1210 kilocycles,
u< A. Central standard time.

Lensing Bros. Co., Spring Garden &
Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 250
meter-, 1200 kilocycles, 100 watts, class C. Sun,
4:30 -5:30 pm & 6 :30 to 7 :30 pm, church services.
Wed, 6:50 pm until midnight, musical. Sat, 8 pm
until midnight. Eastern standard time. Slogan:
"We Never Are Tired."

Voice of the \Voodmen of the
WOAWThe
World Life Insurance Association,

Headquarters Bldg., Omaha,

N ebr.
526 meters,
570 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B.
Sun, 9 to
10 :45 am, 2 to 4 pm, 6 to 7 pm, religious services;
9 to 11 pm, religious. Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri, 8
to 9 am, stock reports; 10 -11:30 am, 12 :30 to 2

pm, stock reports & musical ; 4 to 6 pm, miscellaneous ; 6-7 :30 pm, dinner concert ; 9 to 11, concert. Sat, regular programs till 7 :30 pm. Additional programs under the Omaha Chamber of
Commerce. Central standard time. Slogan : "The
Fraternal Station at Omaha."

Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.
meters, 590 kilocycles, 500 watts,
Daily ex Sun, 11 am, music; 11:30,
weather; 11:55 am, time signals; 12 noon; music;
4:40 pm, news reports; 4:45 pm, musical; 9:55,
time signals; 10:02 pm, weather report. Mon,
\Ved, Fri, 7:30 -11 pm, concerts. Sun, 10:45 am,
or 7:45 pm, 2:15 pm, Sunday School musical program ; 6 pm, organ recital.
Eastern standard

WOOJohn
508.2
class B.

time.

J. Wolff, the Monument
Co., Trenton, N. J.
240
meters, 1250 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Daily
ex Suri, 10:05-12 :45 pm, music, weather forecast,
police reports, crop reports for New Jersey. Eastern standard time. Slogan : "The Voice from

WOAXFranklin
AA Pottery
Peoples Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
313
Commerce Ave., Knoxville,
Tenn. 233 meters, 1290 kilocycles, 500 watts,
class A. Central standard time.

WNAV

Trenton."

Grand Rapids, Mich.
1240 kilocycles, 1000
watts, class B. Mon, 9 -10 am, classical; 10-11 am,
presentation ; 11 -12 noon, popular; 12 -1 pm, Woodworkers' Club. Tues, 9 -10 am, 10 -11 am, specialty
11-12 noon, popular.
Wed, 9 -12 noon,
popular. Thurs, 10 am, weather, silent night. Fri
& Sat, 9 -10 am, classical ; 10 -12 midnight, dance.
Central standard time. Slogan: "The Furniture
Capital of America."
Rowe,
WOODHotel
242 meters,

;

WOCThe
vv

WNAX

Dakota Radio Apparatus Co., Yankton, S. Dak. 244 meters, 1230 kilo -

cycles, luu watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 11 :30
am, markets and weather. Tues, Thurs, Sat, 5
pm, musical.
Central standard time.
Off air
until first of September.

I'almer School of Chiropractic,
Davenport, Iowa. 483.6 meters, 620
kilocycles, 5000 watts, class B. Sun, 1 to 2 pm,
symphony ; 8 -8:30 pm, church ; 9:30 to 10 :30,
symphony. Mon, 12 :57 to 1 :10 pm, time signals
& markets ; 3-3 :30 pm, Aunt Jane Home Management; 5 :45 pm, chimes ; 6 pm, baseball 12 :50 to
6 pm, 6 :30 to 8 pm, 8 -9 pm, musical. Wed, 12:573 :30, 4 -4 :45, 5 :45 pm, chimes
6 pm, baseball ;
7-7 :30, WEAF ; 9 :30 to 10 :30 music.
Fri, 12:57
to 6 pm, same as \\red 8.8 :30, WEAF 8 :30 to
9:30 pm, music from WOC. Sat, 12:57 to 1:10
pm, time signals, markets 5 :45 pm, chimes 6,
baseball; 9 to 10 pm, music from WOC. Central
standard time. Slogan
"Where the West Begins
and in the State Where the Tall Corn Grows."

WOQ

Furniture Assoc., JamesWOCLJamestown
town, N. Y. 275.2 meters, 1090 kilo

won,
OR

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Bedford Hotel, Pleasant St.,
Bedford, Mass. 261 meters,
1150 kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. M on, Wed &
Fri, 10 :30 pm, musical. Sun, 11 am -12:15 pm,
church services. Tues, Thurs & Sat, 7-7 :30 pm.
Lastertt standard time.

'Unity School of Christianity, 917 Tracy
Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 278 meters,
1080 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Tues 8 -9:30
pm, devotional musical program. Thurs, 7 -8 pm,
educational; 8 -10 pm, musical. Sat, 8 -10 pm, classical music ; 10 -11 pm, special radio healing service. Sun, 11 am -12:30 pm, morning services; 79:30 pm, evening services. Central standard time.

WNBHNew
New

cycles, 15 watts, class A. Sun, 10 :30 am & 7 :30
pm, church service. Mon, 9 to 9 :15 pm, 9:15 to

midnight, educational feature popular program.
Eastern standard time.
12

WN J

Radio Shop of Newark, 89 Lehigh Ave.,
Newark, N. J. 252 meters, 129u kilo watts, class A. Daily ex Mon & Thurs,
6-6 :30 pm, 8:30 -12 pm, dance music.
Eastern
standard time. Slogan: "The Voice of Newark."
cycles,

]

Bamberger & Co., 46 Bank St.,
Newark, N. J 405.2 meters, 740 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon, 3 :45 pm, 5:1512 pm. Tues & Thurs, 5:15 -7:30 pm. Wed, 5:1511 pm.
Fri, 5:15 -6:30 pm. Sat, 3 pm, 6:30-12
pm. Eastern standard time.

50

WODA
Peoples Tel. & Tel. Co.,, 313 Commerce St., Knoxville,
enn.
268
nn tens, 1120 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Mon,
\ \'ed, Fri, 8 -10 pm. Central standard time. Slogan : "Smoky Mountain Station."

WNOX

Ja

K

O' Dea Radio

&

Victrola

Shopmes P, aterson. , N. J.
224 meters,
1340 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun,
12 -1 pm, 4 :30 pm.
Mon, Tues, Fri, 8 -11 pm.
\Ved, Sat, 8 -10 pm. Thurs, 8 pm -2 am, the Silk
City Night Owls on Parade.
Eastern standard
time. Slogan : "Voice of the Si'k City."

Watch Tower Radio (Peoples' Pulpit
Assn., Brooklyn, N. Y.), Webster
Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 275 meters, 1090 kilocycles,
5000 watts, class B. Tues, Wed, Fri, 7 -8 pm, 9 -10
pm, 11 -12 pm. Thurs & Sat, 8 -10 pm. Sun, 10 -11
am, 7 -8 pm & 9- 10:30 m. Central standard time.
Slogan `The Watch Tower."

WORD
:

Elec. Engineering Dept., Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa. 270 meters, 1110
kilocycles, 750 watts, class B. Daily ex Sun, 9:30
am, weather, markets ; 10:15 am, weather & markets; 12 :30 pm, chimes, weather, markets & educational talks; 9:30 pm, weather. Mon & Thurs,
7:30 pm, educational talks, program. Sun, 10:45
am, chimes; 11 am, college chapel. Central standard time.

WOII

City of New York, New York City,
N. Y. 526 meters, 570 kilocycles,
1000 watts, class B.
Daily ex Sun, 6 -11 pm.
Mon, Wed, Fri, 11 am -12:30 pm. Sun, irregular.
Eastern standard time.
Slogan
"Municipal
Broadcasting Station of the City of New York."

WNYC

:

www.americanradiohistory.com

-WOS
w7

Missouri State Marketing Bureau,
Board of Agriculture, Jefferson City,
Mo. 440.9 meters, 680 kilocycles, 500 watts, class
B. Daily ex Sun, 9- 10 -11 -12 am, 1 -2 -3 -5 pm
ams only). Mon, Wed & Fri, 8 -11 pm. Sun, (Sat
9-10
am, 7 :30 -9:30 pm. Central standard time. Slogan: "Watch Our State."
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lightning
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price

s2.50

PIN TIP No. 630
Price 5c each

vnaerwriters Lab-

,i

The Universal Sleeve
¡.

.ue.

mead

)o
EYE TIP No. 631

VACUUM TUBE LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

.leeve

a

FOUR PHONE POST
For
Radiola III and III -A

vim

Ilad`", `n

Insert

Q

No. 624

,1

Price $0.50

CONFIDENCE

GROUND SWITCH

JHE annual increase
Price $2.50

Required on all Transmitting Stations -Built
of 60 Ampere Copper.

I
"LEAD -IN" INSULATOR
For Receiving Stations

Price $0.60
inches out from

the wall.

PORCELAIN PEDESTAL
Brou -n Glaze

The prongs on this post fit through
phone holes in the face of panel. It
takes one to four head -sets in series.

FOUR PHONE PLUG

in the number

of dealers selling Barkelew Accessories expresses the confidence of the

No. 616

Radio Public in our product.
Special attention is called to the
No. 605 Antenna Selector Switch and
the Screw Grip Cord Tips. Both items
were introduced late last year but will
have their best run during the present

Connects one to four head -sets in Series to any
Radio set using telephone jacks.

season.
All radio material is packed in paper
cartons and well labeled, making excellent shelf stock.
The design is good, materials are
carefully selected and workmanship by
skilled mechanics.
Prices and discounts are right for a
fast moving line. This means a profitable stock.

No. 628

Price $0.50

For binding post mounting. Connects one to
four head -sets in series to the more common
types of brass phone posts.

The Barkelew Electric Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Ohio, U. S.
BOSTON, 31 Bedford St.

wASIIINGTON, D. l'., Mills Bldg.
ATLANTA, GA., 180 Spring St.
IIICAGO, 15 S. Clinton St.
l N VER, Denham Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS, 1017 Lumber
Exchange
I )

A.

SEATTLE. 1041 Sixth Ave. S.
SAN FRANCISCO, 75 Tremont
Street.
LOS ANGELES, 443 S. San
Pedro St.
TORONTO, 20 Bloor St., W.

Tell 'Em You. Sarc It in the Citi,gelis Radio Call Book
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Price $1.00

FOUR
PHONE
POST

For full description of each item. see our new
Radio Catalog at your dealer. If he hasn't
his copy, we have one for him.

No. 611
Price $0.50
An insulator with a rigid clamp for
the lead -in wire. A pedestal for
spacing Ground Switches or other
apparatus, 5 inches clear .of the
mounting surface.

,e;""

to

st

Laboratories.

5

. .n

FORK TIPNo.632
r
Price 74e each
c,;c Tu, ..ho.. of
A cord tip that requires no solder. no
wrapping of the insulation and no tools
other than a pen knife and a small screw
driver.

Price $1.50
Required on the antenna of every Receiving
Station. Approved by the Underwriters

Spaces the "Lead-In" Wire

of bare

Expose .,

Price 7lc each ""xi."'"' "a"

No. 606

No. 612

h

B-2

1,IC

No. 600

`A"

sere., it on end

CORD TIPS
IIiilr tinldee I,sericd

SOLDER

Price $0.05 ea.
No. 623
The wire hole is tinned and half
full of solder. Heat and insert
the wire.

PLAIN CORD TIPS

No. 627

Price $0.01 ea.

A nickel plated tip for those who
can do their own soldering.
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WOWL

Owl Battery Co., 901 Carondcict St.,
New Orleans, La. 270 meters, 1110
cle., ]n watts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 11:30
.01i-12 :30 pin, musical 4 :30- 6:311 pm, musical
and
features. Tues & Fri, 8:30 -10:3O pm, novelty.
Sun. 7:45 -9 pm, church services. Central standard time. Slogan: "Where Owl Batteries Are
Made."
.:I,

e

A. Beale, Jr., Parkersburg,
meters, 1360 kilocycles,
Eastern standard tinte.

Economy Light Co., 1105 Ludink
ton St., Escanaba, Mich. 256 meten
Sun, 6 :30 t
8 pm, classical.
Mon & Fri, 10 :30
11 an
household hints and weather forecast; to
6 :30 to
pm, late news and weather forecast followed bi
musical program. Tues & Thurs, same as Moi
& Fri. Wed, 10:30 to 11:30 am, household hint
& weather forecast.
Sat, 10:30 to 11 am,
held hints & weather forecast; 6 to 6:30 pm,hous
tat
news & weather forecast, followed with dance pro:
gram. Eastern standard time. Slogan: "The Gate
way to Cloverland."

WRAK

WQAAHorace

Pa.

5071 \\

220

;tits, class A.

1170 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A.

;

WQAC

WOWO

Main Auto Supply Co., 215 W.
'not
Main St., Fort
ayne, Ind. 227
cutters, 13211 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Sun,
1(012 ant, church services.
lion & Thurs, 8 -12
past, concert.
Tues, Wed, Thurs & Fri, 12 noon pm, musical. \Ved, 7:15 pm to 12 pm. Central
standard tinte. Slogan "The Voice of the Middle
\Vest."

Gish Radio Service,361108m E.
h St.,
marillo, Texas.
eters8t, 128 0
kilocycles, ]O0 watts, class A. Sun, 11:30 to 12 :30
ant ; 3 to -I :30 pm ; 7 :30 to 9 :30 pin.
Central
standard time. Slogan: "The Bible, the Whole
Bible and Nothing But the Bible."

Lombard College, Galesburg, Ill.
243.8 meters, 1230 kilocycles,
watts. class A. Mon, 7 pm, bedtime stories;10(I.
pm, educational; 9 -11 pm, musical. Central stand
arti time.

WRAM

1

:

WQAE

Moore Radin News Station,

\lain

41

St., Springfield, V:.
246 in ter-,
1212 kilocycles, 50 watt.. class A. Sun, lo :3iß am,

church services.

WI:
:a

t-1i

if

I

t

little
w

;.ilocycle
olarl tinte.

luit

I

l

;iv n.

watt,

(1,/-p.,
t
lin.

las.

115

Eastern standard time.

Crown

WRAV

-\ntioch College, Yellow Springst.
Obi,,. 263
63 meters,
kilocycles
'00 tans, class A. A\red, 8 pm, 1140
9 pm, music 4,
,'lucational. Sun, 7 pm. Central standard
time.

268 meters,

\.

Eastern

WQAI;
wails, class

The Sandusky Register, Sandusky,
Ohio. 240 meters. 1250 kilocycles, 5
-A.
(ventral standard time.

WRAW

Avenue Radio & Electric Shop, 46i
Schuyler Ave., Reading, Pa. 23!
watts, class A. Tues
'1 Ian,
l'.ST entertainment. Thurs, 10 pm. Easter,
standard time.
Slogan: "The Schuyler Valley

WP A K
11

North Dakota :Arc i. ui ural Ceilcpe,
N"rth Dakota. 275 tncters,
:09() kilocycles, 50 watts, class .A.
Ai ii, AVe
Fri 7:30 pris during sch. of t,rnt. (ttltrtil stand -

126n kilocycles, 10

I

n] tinte.

Electrical Coo 4 2 N \V- 4th St.,
Fla. 263 meters, 1140 kilocv,lr, 750 watts,\Iianti,
class . \. Sun, 10:45 ant -12 & 8 kJ
o pm, church service.
Mon,
:45 am
Ism, weather forecast, news & Capital to 2
Theatre
organe. Tut- Thur; & Sat, 7:30 to 9 5
past, hand

Echo "

WQAM

1

l

ll!.

,:.

.1.

-trtice.
\V"rd,

7

.'auert.
S1.

WPCCNorth

. C nngrcgatitt:tnl l"hurrh,

udi

'

\

\Vikon .\-.
Sheridan Road, Chimeter,. .:to, kilocycle-. 5ou watts',
Sun, 11 :un.
:n.
" },ni. church
258

1

:

\Ved,

11

',ogram.

g Stat

]

ii

in

:

1

1

:45 to 12.15 pm, 8 to 9 pm,
Slog:in: "Must Southern Radi t'. S.'

Flexon's Garage, Glou -ester City, N,
J. 268 meters, 1120 kilocycles, 50(
watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

WRAX

I

and afternpin, Gospel ,...i

II

-'30 tn. e:ospt-1 inu..
"\\-e Preach Chri;t

i

S-,idio Service.
hour. Fri,
h.

tir.

Slogan:

(

Lutheran Church, Val
paraiso, Incl. 277.6 meters, 1080 kilo.
yeles, 500 watts, class .A. Sun, 10 :30-12
7:30-9 ],m, church service. Mon, 7:30 -9 pm. noont¡
divef;
-ivied program.
Central standard time. Slogans
"\Vrld Redeemed by Christ."
WRBCImmanuel

WQAN

-ran ton Times, 222 Spruce St.,
ant m, l'a. 2511 meters, 121b0 kit.
,hiss A. Daily ex Sun. 12:30.1
Tue- & Fri, 8 -10:30 pm. Sat,
ni .tandar,l tinte.
Slogan
I

WPDQ
:\.

;

:0 -1

Tug

::ii ant.

.1',,..

1 '..ratite.'

I

:

..

:t.
\ \',

-

í'::1,t,

.I
1

i

\
-

Corporation of America,
I.:rk Road, N. \V., Washington, 14th
D.

WRCRadio

(,

WQAO

!tart' Baptist
New

.

v

'

\Iunicip:llity

\:;;::: i, t i,_y \tL,ntic
Ity. N. I.
2'l9.8 :Ill:t'i
Illli,l kil,ryrlcs, 5000 watts, class B. Sun. .:15 lmc until
midnight, summer sci:cdul,-. \lou. 'Fue.., Tlturs,
ri cA Sat, 1:311 pm t.. mid:.:glit.
-'er:: standard

'

\,rk,

watts, cl.ì

_

WP(!

-

ChurcVh, ]'3 \11.1,..,,,7:11
N.
361
s B.
AV'td. 8-9
.

,

-.

ct,
nice Sun. 11 ant -12:30
him
services
30 past.
study cL,7:45-0:3h Pm, -i uitlg services. Bible
Eastern
1

:;i ter -,

&

C.

640 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B.

suns 11 ant -12:30 pm, church services; 4 -5:30
pin, church: 6:20- 111:15, musical.
Mon, Tues,
Wed, Thurs, Fri & Sat, 6:45 am
ll pm, varied.
Eastern standard time. Slogan to"The
Voice Of

(

:

the '_'apital,"

:

,

t:tl]e.

i

,

me.

WRCO
1

Calumet Baking Power 3- Rainbo
dens Stat ioli, Clark ,\ _. , renee, GarChi
ca
Ills. 447.5 meters, 6:o Id"
500 watts,
lass B. Mini, 11 am-12 noon,
pm, (tome
onontics. "Cues, Wed. -Thurs, lei .\ Sat,
11 ant
12 1401,11,
:45-2 :45 pits, 7 -e past, 10 past -2 ant. ('enttal standard tinte. Slogan: "Chi-Caw-Go."
r

\: line Radio Co., Raleigh, N. C,
meters, 1190 kilocycles, IOU
\. Sun, 10:45 am. Irregular prograinti
1.a -tern standard time.

WQj

WPRC

Printing & :adi''
1740
Co', '15.6
t., Harrisburg, l'a.
1? "'' 1.docycles, 100 watts, class -A.
Mon,
Fri. -1I :30 pm. Eastern standard time.
"The Capital City
the Keystone
t

-.

\'
c

l

f

Pennsylvania State College Dept. of
Elec. Engineering, `tate College, l'a.
metirs, 1150 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A.
Mon, \Ved & Fri, 7.11 past. Eastern standard time.
slogan: "The T Dice of the Titany Lion,"

WPSC

!

-

1

-

1

The Radio Club, Inc., 719 Michigan
Ave., LaPorte, Ind. 223.8 meters,
100 watts, class A.
Sun, 10:15
ani, church services; 8 Inn, music. lion & Thurs,
`:30 pm. Central standard time. Slogan: "The
Voice of the Maple City."

WRAF

1340 kilocycles,

www.americanradiohistory.com

11,.oten's Radio & Elec. Co., Cold.
'.toter, Miss. 254 meters, 1180
cycles, 10 watts, class A. Sat, 9 :30-10:30 kwpin.
Sun, 4 -5 pm.
Central standard time. Slogan:
"The \lost Powerful 10 -Watt Station
in the
World."

WREC

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansin
285.5 meters, 1050 kilocycles,Daily ex Sun, 6 -7 pm, 10 pin.
Tues, Thurs, 8:15 -10 pm. Sat, 10
Sun, 10 am, chimes ; 10 :30 am & 7 :30-12pm,midnight.
Eastern standard time. Slogan : "Watch church.
Reo."
WREOThe

Mich.

500 watts, class B.

i
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These Valley Units
Mean Better Radio
"low" taps to be used as follows: The "low" tap is plugged
in for all ordinary five tube sets
and smaller sets; the "high" tap
is plugged in for sets using the
power tube or for larger than
five -tube sets.
Because the Raytheon Tube
is essential to satisfactory operation. we have designed the
Valley B Power Unit to use
only this tube.

Mounted

The Valleytone Receiver
Model 52
Model 52 Valleytone Radio Receiver is a two -dial control, five tube, tuned radio frequency receiver.
Employing the exclusive Valley Potential Balance method of
suppressing oscillation and distortion, the Valleytone provides reception which is clear and mellow -free from the howls and
squeaks and the thin, hard, metallic sounds which have been the
plague of radio.
The tone quality of the Valleytone is indeed unusual, and so
good that we welcome the opportunity to have it compared with
any other receiver, regardless of price. The Valleytone thrives
on comparison.
The true two -dial control of the Valleytone is so accurately
assembled that the set can be tuned with precision and sharpness.
The selectivity of the Valleytone is one of its best known features.
The 'Model 52 is equipped with an antenna control which is
operated by the small switch on the left of the panel. With this
control, super selectivity is possible among the stations on the
lower wave lengths, and on the higher wave lengths, distance
and volume are assured.
A striking feature of the Model 52 Valleytone is the provision
for the use of a power tube in the last stage. A simple switching
arrangement built into the set makes the use of the power tube
optional. The change from regular to power tube or back again
can be rpade in a moment at any time.
In appearance, the Valleytone is distinctly a step ahead. A
beautiful panel contains the controls mounted symmetrically.
The two dials are set behind the panel. The dial readings show
through art metal windows. Two large knobs, comfortable and
satisfactory to the touch, turn the dials and condensers. Of the
two smaller knobs, one controls the filament of the two radio
frequency tubes and the detector. The other governs the volume
control which may be set at any desired point. Two small switches
complete the panel assembly. The loud speaker connection is
made through the rear of the set.
The Valleytone is mounted in a solid
walnut cabinet finished in two tones with
inlaid narrow gold stripes.
Price
$90.00 F.O.B. St. Louis

The Valley B Power Unit
(Raytheon Tube Type)
The Valley B Power Unit or B- Eliminator provides B voltage from the house lighting circuit, absolutely without hum.
This unit provides the plate voltage for
all standard tubes such as the 201 -A. It is
also wired to provide the higher plate voltage necessary when a power tube is used
in the second audio stage.

The unit is equipped with "high" and

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY

in a

handsome

black grained metal case. Toggle switch controls flow of line
current into unit. Detector and
Intermediate controls, marked
"Det" and "Int ", are mounted
at the bottom. The terminal panel extends vertically at the left
of the unit.
Price, Complete with Raytheon tube, $40.00 F.O.B. St. Louis

The Valley Charger

(Type T.B.C. -Twin Bulb)
The new Valley Type TBC Charger embodies a new feature

of bulb type charger design. The twin bulb construction overcomes the only objection to this type of charger, i.e., the slow

charging rate.

The twin bulb design of this Valley
Charger produces a charging rate of 5
amperes -about as high as the charging
rate should be carried.
It has this added advantage: Where a
charging rate of only 21/2 amperes is satisfactory, only one bulb need be bought
and used.
Simple. Absolutely noiseless. Minimum
current draw. Indicating ammeter shows
rate of charge. Black grained metal case.
Price, with bulbs, $15.00 F.O.B. St. Louis
Bulbs, $4.00 each

Valley Type ABC Charger

.

The universal vibrating type charger charges 6 -volt A batteries
at 6- ampere rate and 12 -volt batteries at
3- ampere rate. Contact points are adjustable
and can be replaced easily and cheaply.
The pioneer of
A Step
radio' battery chargers. The fundamenin Radio
tal principles of this
Not just to keep abreast of the
charger were in
times, but to keep a step ahead
successful
operathat has been and is the ideal
tion
in
Valley
and policy of the Radio Division
Chargers long beof the Valley Electric Company.
fore radio became
And this year, as in former
popular. Now there
years, that policy has produced
are nearly a quarimprovements in Valley Radio
ter of a million of
products which constitute a disthem in use.
tinct advance in radio.
Price, complete,

Ahead

-

$19.50

(Radio Division)

DISTRICT OFFICES: Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
Miirn apolis, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Toronto

Valley Electric
Tell 'Ent You Saw If in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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CitiNens Radio Cull Book
Rosedale hospital, I nc., Nicolltt &
1tlt tit., Nliuneapolis, \'1 inn.
252
;1'6, kilocycles, 5(1 \vatis, class A. Thurs,
9 -11
put, music.
Sun,
:30- 2:.31) pin, children's
hour 2:30 -4:311 pin, music ; 9:15 -10:31) pin. Cen-

WRHI'1
'4.

Norfolk Daily News, Norfolk,
2îu meters, 1120 kilocycles,
t,. 116n.
ii. Tues, Wed, Thurs, Fri & Sat, 12 5
yin. Slogan -World's l reatest Country Daily."

WSAG

.

'

:

1

1

:

BC
WC
7

\\ orld Battery

Co., 1219 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, I11. 209.7
lusters, 1430 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class A. Central standard time,

;

tral standard tinte.

it

Playing Card Co.,

S.

ciuuati,

tKin.

325.9

meters, 920
kilocycles, 5000 vcatty, .lass B. Mon, 8 -10 ant,
musical
lint, New fork program 7 :30 pm,
7
studio program. Tues, 5:30 -10 pm, 12-12 :30, studio
program s pen, I:cer heady ; 9 pot, studio program. AVed. 6:40 -12 Jun, studio program. Thurs,
Sat, ; -lu pit, 12 pm -1 :3o pit. Sun,
-4:30 pn1. 7 :45 -1o:I5 ,nu. Central standard tizne.
Slogan: "The t iateway
Dixie.,'

-

;

;

;

:

Existence."

l'.

The

WSAI

lieu,. Flee. Cu., Hamilton, Ohio.
2711 inters, 1110 kilocycles, 200 watts,
class :\.
Fri, s:15 pit, music, lectures.
Sun,
10:15 ant, 7 :3U pin. church services.
Central
standard tinte. Slogtut
"The Oldest Station in

WRK1> "n

t

3

Stix, Baer & Fuller, 6th & Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 273 meters,
1100 kilocycles, 250 watts, class A.
Sun, 9 to 10
am, Marigold Garden
pm, theatre ; Il pm to
pm, 3 to 4 pm, 7:30 -8,
dance and revue. Mou,
8 -9, 9 pm, musical talks.
Tues,
pm, 3 to 4 pm,
popular; 10 tu 12 midnight, mixed musical program. Wed & Fri, 12 to -1 pm, 3 -4 pm, 7 :30 -8 pm,
8 to 9 pm, music. Thurs, 12 noon to
pm, 3 to 4
pin, popular; IU to 12 midnight, mixed musical
program. Sat, 12 noon to pm, 3 to 4 pm. Central standard time.

WSBF

1

1

1

1

1

('allege, Schenectady, N. Y. 360
WRLl'ilion
meters, S33 kilocycles, 300 watts. Fa -tt

r

u

standard tinte.

t;rce

iroce City ("ollege,

WSAJ

Tutrters,

_ "1

:,nl Úul,..

City, Pa.

lcllcycle,,

131u

250
1:::-.ter1i stand-

Irregular schedule.

N.

South Bend Tribune, South Bend,
Ind. 275 meters, 1090 kilocycles,

WQBT
JD
11

500 watts, class B. Mon, 7:15 to lU pm, C. S.
\\'ed, 7:15 to 9:15 pm, 12 midnight to am. Fri,
7:15 pit to 9:30 pm. Slogan: "Voice of the
1

all

WRNA

l'uicersity

Illinois, l'rh:tua, Ill. 273

of

Ilul,sier State."

meters. 11011 kilo, ycles, 1000 watts, chess
\. \a d, finite seliedule. \l usic.il i ,nit rt t
.t`:r,l ,ni.e :t \\eek,
dc :!iii t tinti
eli!.tnl timi.

u

1

('all

WSANUleot,\\it
.\IIent\cri,
att-.

ycl,

,, ,1.:,,,

WRNY1.\,i
... ...,.1.
I:.,

cr,.,

Inc.,

meters,

1310

"\\"c se-\\ .\!lti:t,,\ln \:uiori;tll,
`

(itv Temple, New York City,
WSDA Tllr
\. V.' 263 meters, 1140 kilocycles,
250 watts, class
am-1

:45

111

\l.,usu

l

Pal,;

r:t,

22')

'fu, - Thur. &
1::t,teru t.ul,lanl time.

musical

g:w:

SI

l'nl.l.

]'a.

chi,. .\

:1.

pin.

standard time.

Thurs, 7:45 -9 :30 pm.
Sat,
7:30 -9:30 pin.
Eastern

Suu,

',.,

sm,

,_

1.

WSAP
.\

-

Ien:l". Ae, l' ; A. A
a ..i:.,.,lt-, 250
'rr:. `t:u:,lar'1 tirti,.

C!!)

t,.

1.:.

orld's Star Knitting Co., Bay City,
WSKC\\
X11.
Mich. 2b1 Meters, 1150 kilocycles,
\l,nt, Wed

,cati`.

1,1,1

sat.

11

t. :ne

WRMU-\.l

a

;6

:,I

,1
I: :

:nett:

"\l

Ii

i

..

l

,

\

Nryv

.'

s.11
-11

pit, musical.

\I

Ir.
a

.\.

eL-ts`

l'ru -1 .un, club program.
Eastern standard
SloE :u :: "Where the Summer Trails Begin."

.

N

1.

WSAR
ll

rs.

,

,

11

1

....

._

lall'

.

su:

l'

,

Elee. Co. 46 Itlp,
\1c,,"
-1. Daily
`!_ III`
1.:.-.r-r:t

If ,e

:tt

'

.int,-.

1.1!,1

\\'elh

tig:.:y

D

.-

WSMThe
J11
Nashville,

National Life and Acgident Ins.
Inc., SeVrnth Ave. N. & Union St.,

Tenn.
282.8 meters, 10o0 kilocycles,
arts, class B.
Mun. \ \"rd, Fri, Sat, 6:30
pen, ,tiuuer music; ; pia, bet'.titne stories.
Mon,
U l,ni, community program.
Mon, Weil, Sat, 10
pm, studio concert.
Sun, 10:311 ant, 7:30 pm,
11110

WR R

WSA
....

1''

WRST

t

.

:\...

\i,

,.

}1,

-}l.,rti, N.

1lü'1,:

,..,

t-.
229

\\atts, ,1:us :1.

.

}'.,`

\l

Atarienirl,1

1,

U(

Il:tily,
g.

1t,;

.

\v

church se vice,. Central standard time.
\ \'c Shield Milli,iis."

Slogan:

11ow-

rnttcr,
1.2

pin,

.

Shattuck
WSMHThe
\\.tshiag;un St.

Music House, 207
N., Owosso, Mich.
20 watts, class
\V, 1. s p:n, \ , :,1 & instrumental music. Sat, A.
10
nt, poptiL,r musc.
dun, 141 aril. church service.
t- .1st cru standard tint,-.
n:.

er`,

1250

k:tucycles,

.

WSA)(

/,!

:7'.

I;a,,

t

l

tru`

.\

\\ci.

('

I:.,.

!t- ,,\I.

.

t

I

I

..-

WSMK
10.,0
iii'!,:,,

-tus

;as`

.1.

flute:,,

11041

7.s

pm,

N1,46.

peri,_al;
1:
p::; u :tcr:au:ment &
.. fcst r.t.
Tues, "h Lui -, Fn. Sat, 9-11 ;o pill,
ta :riment, tall orchestra.
\ \'cl, 1i- :1
...,' r :ail:111CWWt, Orthc,lr :l.
t11! ,S -y pin,
11 :711 pin, niu,iral.
hasten! standard tuer.

"Eccryt}:mg in 1:a'lio.'

12

tiuon

Thr S. M. K. Radio Corp., 812 Gib1,.11s Hotel, Dayton, Ohio.
275.2
Kil,cycics, 500 watts. class A. Daily,

pull, 'Heiner

music.

Ch:ne Ekc. -}i p, Boni,ny, tihia.
244 Meier ,-, 1231i kilocycles, 50 \arts,
Sat, 2 pin.
Sun, 11 1:311
t :u: I.tr,1
time.

Daily ex Sun, 4 -4 :30
ex Sun & Wed, 6 -7 pm,
dinner concert; v -111 .311 pm, studio
concert. Sat,
"Duni Dora Club" mitlnite frolic. Central
Times
Slogan: "The Honte of Aviation." standard

Atlanta
care lliltmore
WSBThe
7++ }l, tel, .Manta, Journal,
t,a
4:S.5 meter
700

WSOEschc,,1
Engineering of Milwaukee,
415 Marshall
245.t. miters, 1220 kilocycles,St.,500Milwaukee, \\'is.
watts, class A.
Daily ex Sat & Sun, 5:30.6 :30 pm, Twilight
Hour:
0-11 l'ut.
.S.,1 2 pm, markets & weather 9 -11
pm, ri view. Suit, :30 -8 :30 put,
Central
standard tinte. Slogan: "In the services.
Land of the Sky
Blue Waters."

WSAZ
1.

+\

l' rtai,lc.)

-1.

.

Tt

1

n

\lirhi.

2r,- :u, tcrs,

`

Pyici:

1

W

_

I11

_,.d tin:..

WRVA

rl.

r:.

.

1.''' .)cle.,

1000 %%titis

\cip lier 2.311
e\ \ \'c,1í 111 :45-12
;

;

,

:30

nl ;taie.

11

l).ul)

,-.

ex Sun,

1' -1

rcp,rts; . pin, i -4
, Sun. 5 -6
o :15 pen, church ,er\:crs
Central :uulSlogan: "The Voice of the S ,utlt.

an. nuts:c.

pin

1,111 ;

cla s,

pin

lord, coite,. ts.
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53

/

in the Field

(7/n/1.TJ/in
and B

Battery Elimination

uccessful -ata price within reach
ofall..

/41

without Tubes
or Loud Speaker
You radio fans who want a set that will eliminate both "A" and "B" Batteries can now
have one at a reasonable price. The Clear tone Radio Electric Model 110, operating from
the house current and using no fluids or acids,
costs only $200, without tubes or loud
speaker.
This remarkable set uses McCullough AC
Tubes, which abolish the battery problem and
are undoubtedly the greatest achievement in
radio today. It has been highly approved by
such a great authority as Professor Wilcox
of the Armour Institute of Technology of
Chicago.

The Cleartone Radio Electric Model 110 is
the result of five years of exclusive radio receiving set manufacturing. Tone quality and
volume are exceptional. Two vernier dial controls with the proper degree of selectivity simplify operation. The high quality of workmanship insures a set which will give years of
satisfactory service, fully guaranteed by a
manufacturer of the highest tanding in the
radio industry.

Write for full details.

THE CLEARTONE RADIO COMPANY
2434 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
DEALERS
Let us tell you how you can make money with this new line. We have
some interesting facts and figures FOR YOU

C'te
LEARTONE f
Tell 'Ent You Saz' It in the Citizcii, Radio Call Book
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-r

\

Radio (, tnl'a,
::
li.:::y \
lander 1, 4i,'- jI (: St., Ilaniilt. n,
Ohio.
252 meters. 119n LI, cycle. 100 watts,
lass :A. Tues & Fri, r -lu l tn.
Sun. 2 -4 pm.
Lent ral standard titer. S'.: gall "We Sell Radio

WSRO

-

rrattie
WTACl',=.:;,
ltr.-town, l'a.

t

l

ttatts, class A.
Eastern st:o,dari time.
,,i

Int.

\\..>: :.
'67.8 tttrtc:
\1,n & Fri,

;

:

Temple Baptist Church,
Bontun, Mass.
201
teeters. 1159
ilocycles, 100 watts. Sun, 11,:15 to 12 rt,uu, 6 :30
lap to 9 pm.
WSSHWSSHTremont

WTADRobert
E. Compton, 412 Wabash
Ave.. Carthage, Ill. 236 meters, 1270
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A.
Central standard
tinte.

WT
1tì

State University of Iowa, Capitol &
Washington Sts., Iowa City, Iowa.
484 meters, 620 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B.
\L n, 'rues & Thurs, 12:30 pm, educational ; 8 pen,
music Itct Ore 11 :15 pm, organ. \Ved, 9 am, high
scix .1 assembly program
12:30 pin.
Fri, 12 :30
_O(1
musical program. lion. Wed & Sat, 7:30
in, musical program.
Sun. 9 pm, familiar hymns.
entr,,1 standard time. Slogan "The Voice of Old
Gold."

WSUI

;

;

`

Worcester Telegram Pull. Co., 5.
Front St., Worcester, Mass. 545-1
:
kilocycles, Suu watts. Daily ex Sun,
1u :3o am-2 pen, 4 -5 pm.
Mon, AVed & Fri, 7:15
lem. Tues, Thurs & Sat, 5 :14 pm, "The Twinkle Twinkle Story Teller." Daily ex Sat, S pm. Eastern standard time. Slogan "The Voice iront the
Heart of the Commonwealth."
1-

1 Y

Williams Hardware Co., 115 S. Ver..
million St., Streator, 111. 231 meterse
kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Tues, 8 to
lU pm.
Thur s, 8 to 12 pm. Central standard;.
time.

WTAX

..

a

t

:.ini

J.
WTAZThomas
N. J. 261

watts, class A. Mon,
ern standard time.
15

WTHS
cycles,

_

McGuire, Lambertville,`,
meters, 1150 kilocycles,.
8 -10 pm, musical.
East

Flint Senior High School, Crapo St.,
Flint, Mich. 218 meters, 1370 kilo.
atte, class A. Central standard time,

:

.

1

The Travelers Insurance Co., 70
Main St., Hartford, Conn.
475.
meters, 630 kilocycles, 500 watts, class B. Mon,
11-12 noon, 5 :30 -10:30 pm.
Wed, 5 :30 -10 pm.
Thurs, 6 :30-10 pm. Fri, 5 :30-11 pm. Sat, 6:30.:
8:30 pm. Slogan: "The Insurance City."

WTIC

:

t

WTAL

Toledo Radio & Elec. Co., 316 Jackson Sr.. Toledo, Ohio.
252 meters,
watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
Eastern standard tizne. Slogan : "1_'p

1190 kilocycles, lu

Vocational School, Seneca &
Hydraulic Sts., Butfalo, '\, V. 218.8
meters. 1370 kilocycles, 50 watts, class A. Mon,
't to 9:30 am, announcements, musical program.
\V'cd & Fri, 9 to 10 :30 pet, musical program. Slogan: "Watch Seneca Vocational School." East .1n standard time.

J

WSVSSeneca

7:30 -8 pet.
in Ohio."

Y1D Wright

\Villard Storage Battery Co., 246 E.
13th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
389.4
kilocycles, 1000 watts, class B. Sun,
6-9 :.x
let musical program ; l I ant to 12 :30 pm.
Daily ex Sun, 12:30 -1:30 pet, 6 -12 pm, musical.
Eastern standard time. Slogati: "The Voice from
the Storage Battery."

WTAM

&

Wright, Inc., 2215 N,

Y
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
25 t:
mete: s, 126o kilocycles, 250 watts, class A. Mon
7 -12 pm, varied.
Thurs, 7 pm -1 ant, varied. Sun.:
9 :30-12, classical. Eastern standard time.
Slogan;'
"Penn City Station."

,

WSWS7

Bligh- vv'hittingtou Co., Straus Bldg.,

WWAE

310 S. Michigan .Ave., Chicago, 111.
_:5.8 meters, 1090 kilocycles, 100o watts. 6 to 7
l,nt, classical and seem- classical concert program;
s' to 9 pm, semi- classical and popular radio art is:
t., 11 pet, dance music and feature enter:

Electric Park (L. J. Crowley.), Plain
held, Ill. 242 meters, 1240 kilocycles
!ass A.
Dailey ex Sun, 12:30 -1:3Q
in, -l.' midnight. Sun, 10:50 -12:15 pin, church;
3:30 -4:30 pin, musical. Central standard time.

;

12 inignight to 1 pm, radio round t_.
it a iii in en t. Sun, 11 ant to 12:30 pm, nun-:.
:

r, i t

nunc h service conducted by Moody
5 put, afternoon popular service,
7 to 9:311 pin, evening song service,
\l n, silent night. Daylight saying

,

-.

Church
Rev. l'hile
Rev. l'hilp:tt
tinte.
;

Cambridge Radio & Elec. Co., Cambridge, 111. 242 meters, 1240 kilo yc:es, 100 watts, class A. Central standard time.

WTAP

t! .:tigan College of Mines, Hough :, Mich. 263 meters, 1140 kilo
..'ts, class A. Daily ex Sun, 12 -12:30
td, r -1u pm. Central standard time.

WWAO
\

B

`:tcngcr .Amusement Co. & Mai sor
Blanche Co., 1401 Tulare Ave., New
La. 319 meters, 94u kilocycles, 500 watts,
I;Daily ex Sun, 12:30 -1:30 pm, 6:30 -7 :30
.0 -10:30 pm, entertainment.
Central stand
Lane.
Slogan: "America's Most Interesting
"

Y
WsrvlJLYIi

-

..t:1

Polytechnic Institute, Auburn,
WSVAlabanza
1
Ala. 250 meters, 1200 kilocycles, 500
class A.

Central standard time.

River Herald Pub. Co.,
WTADFall
Pocasset St., Fall River, Mass.
meters, 1130 kilocycles, 100
ex Sun, 6:15 pm, organ
10:45 am, home economics
7 :30 pm, musical program.

H. Van Gordon & Son, Eau Claire,
Wis.
254 meters, 1180 kilocyc::
Daily ex Sun, 10 :30 ant, 12:;,
pm, 6:15 pet, weather, markets; 6:30 pm, code.
Tues, 8 pm, Fri & Sun, 7:30 pm. Central standard time. Slogan "The Voice of the Wilderness."

-.

WTAQS.

100 watts, class A.

:

Reliance Elec. Co., Inc., 519 W.
21st Ave., Norfolk, \'a. 261 meters,
1150 kilocycles, 100 watts, class A. Daily ex Sun,
6 pm, weather, markets & news.
Eastern standard
time. Slogan : "Down in Old Virginia."

WTAR

Richmond Hill, N. V. 212.6 meters,
1410 kilocycles, 500 watts, class A. Eastern standard time.

WWJ

The Detroit News, Detroit, Mich. 352.7
meters, 850 kilocycles, 1000 watts, class
Sun, 10 & 11 am, church service; 2 pm, orchestra concert 6 :20 -8 :15 pm, varied musical program. Mon, Wed, Fri, 7:30-9:30 -10:25 -11:55 amnoon -3. 3:30 -4 -6- 7:30 -9 pm, varied. Tues & Thurs,
9:30 -10 :25 -11 :55- noon -3 -3 :50-4-6-7 pm, varied.
B.

;

231

266

watts, class A. Daily
recital. Mon, Thurs,
hour. Tues & Thurs,
Eastern standard time.

WTAWAgricultural
& Mechanical College
of Texas, College Station, Texas.
270 meters, 1110 kilocycles, '00 watts, class A.
Wed & Fri, 8 -9 pm. Sun, 11 am. Central stand-

ard time.

University, New Orleans, La,'
WWLLoyola
275 meters, 1090 kilocycles, 100 watts,'
class A.
time.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Sat, 7:30 -8:30 pm.

Central standard]
s
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The MODERN "B" Power Supply
Solves Your Battery Problems.'
MODERN

"B" Power Supply Unit
will operate any receiver
MODERN-

"B" Power Supply Unit
is economical. It pays

for itself

The Modern `B'. Power Supply Unit was developed, tested, and perfected
in our laboratories. It goes to you as a finished product. It is unqualifiedly
guaranteed.
It will operate any receiver satisfactorily, even improving in most instances
the tonal quality. All types and designs of receivers, from the "super" to
the neutrodvne, have been operated from it. The four -tube Reflex, which is
the stumbling block for the ordinary power supply unit, performed beyond
all expectations from the Modern.
Ask your dealer to perform this test Disconnect your ground and aerial
turn on your receiver and then hold a Western Electric Speaker close to
your ear. If your power supply unit is a Modern you will not be able to tell
the difference ; if your power supply unit is not a Modern you will perhaps
hear a hum.
The Modern "B" Power Supply Unit can supply 150 volts, thereby permitting the use of the big power tubes. It has an extra 90-volt tap for radio
frequency tubes. Optional connections are provided. The customary difficulties that beset the average power supply unit are totally absent from the
Modern. Moisture seepage is prevented electrical depreciation of the elements is completely overcome each Modern "B" Power Supply Unit is
thoroughly tested at 2,500 volts and it is housed in an attractive, highly
polished steel cabinet.
Furthermore, the Modern `B" Power Supply Unit is built by radio
The
manufacturers of national reputation, manufacturers of standard
Modern
equipment. List price, $50.00 west of the Rockies.
"B" ComAsk your dealer or write direct for complete information.
pact for handling up to tisets ready
tube
MODERN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
15th.
List
Aug.
Manufacturers of Standard Radio Equipment
price $30.00. See
your dealer or remit
TOLEDO, OHIO
direct.
:

MODELN

"B" Power Supply Unit
improves reception
MODERN

"B" Power Supply Unit
is ideal for DX
MODERN

"B" Power Supply Unit
is scientifically

constructed
MODERN

"B" Power Supply Unit
is unqualifiedly

guaranteed
MODERN

"B" Power Supply Unit
is bought on com-

petitive tests

;

;

;

;

;
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U. S. Broadcasting Stations Usted by States
Alabama
Auburn, AWA1'I, AVSY
Birmingham, AVBRC
Montgomery, WIBZ
Alaska:
Fort St. Michael, WXT
Juneau, KFl ('
Nushagak, KLJ
Yacutaga Beach, KYJ
Arizona:
Flagstaff, KFXY
Phoenix, KFAD, KFCB
'Tucson, KFDH
:

Arkansas:
Arkadelphia, KFWD
Bentonville, KFVX
Conway, KFKQ
Fayetteville, KFMQ, KUOA
Hut Springs, KTHS
Little Rock, KFMB
California
Avalon, KF \V(I
Alma (Holy City), KFQV
Bakersfield, K1)ZB
Berkeley, KRE
Big Bear 1,ake, KFXB
Burlingame, KFQ I, KFOB
Chico, KF \V11
Fresno, K MI
Hollywood, K FQZ, KFVF,
KFWB, ENX
Holy City, KFQC
Long Beach, KFON
Los Angers, KF1 KF l'(
KFI'R, KFSG, KIlJ, K_IS,
KMTR, KNRC, K N X,
:

I

KTBT

Oakland, KIN'S, KF \V\9,
KGO, KLS, KLX, K .A13,
KZM, KF1'U
Oxnard, KFYF
Pasadena, KPI'C, K
Sacramento, KFBK, KFVK
San Diego, KITPT, KFBC,
l

KFVW
KFRC,
Francisco,
KFUQ, KFVZ. KF\V'I,
KGTT, KIBS. K1'O. K('O
San Jose, KF. \F, KQ \V
San

San Leandro. Ii FUU
San Pedro, K FV I)
Santa Ana, K F. \Vt

Santa Maria. KFXC, KSMR
Stockton, KTQ, KWG
Taft, KFO('
-Upland,

K

F \VC

Colorado:
Boulder, KFAD
Colorado Springs,
KFU'N,

KFX F,

KFAF,
KFDL,
KFI1P, KFVR,
KFXJ
Edgewater, KFXJ
Greeley, KFKA
Gunnison, KFHA
Trinidad, KFBS
Connecticut:
Hartford, WTIC
New Haven, \VDR(', \VPAJ
Storrs, WABL, \VCAC
Delaware:
Wilmington, \VHAV
District of Columbia:
Washington, WBES, AV'CAP,
\VMAL, \VRC, \VRIIF
Florida:
Denver,

KFEL,

KIZ,

KO:A.

Clearwater, WGHB
Fulford -by -the -Sea, WGBT'
Jacksonville, WJAX
Miami, WQAM
Miami Beach, W'IOD, WMBF
Pensacola, WCOA
St.
Petersburg,
W B H N,
WJBB
Tampa, WDAE
Winter Park, WDBO
Georgia:
Atlanta, WDBE, WGST,
WSB
Macon, WMAZ
Savannah, WEBZ
Hawaii:
Honolulu, KGU

Idaho:
Boise, KFAD, KFDD

Kellogg, KFEY
Moscow, KFAN

Illinois:
Batavia, WORD

Cambridge, \\ I. \I'
Carthage, \ \'
Chicago,
RN \\
WBBM, A\ I: I:G,
.

New

\V \ \

I

A\

WE: k,
\\'FKB, \\ ,;ES, \V(;\,
WGO, W IIL, AVIIBM,
WHT, \\ I3J, \VIB1
WDBY,

NV

1313,

I

I

I

I

WIBM, \\ Ito, \VJAZ,
W L I B, \V LS, \ \' L T S,
I

WMAQ, \\'M1313,

WOK,

WPCC, WQJ, WSAN,

WSBC
Decatur, WBAO, AV'JBL
Evanston, W EH S
Galesburg, \WFBZ, WRAM
Harrisburg, \vi;IIQ

Joliet,

\V('LS,

I

Tuscola, \V
I'rbana, \ \' R 11
\V'ooddale. AVS \V'S
Zion, AV'C"III)

Indiana:
Anderson, WEBD, WHBU
Culver, \VHBH
Evansville, AV(;BF
Fort \Vayne,AV'IIBJ, WOWO
Grcentuwn, WJAK
Indianapolis, \WtFBM
LaPorte, WRAF
Logansport, WHBL, WI BIN
Seymour, WFBE
South Bend, WSBT
Valparaiso, \VRBC
\Vest Lafayette, WBAA

Iowa:
.Ames,

WOI

Anita, ICE I..
Boone, KF(;Q

Burlington, AV'TAS
Cedar Falls, KFJX
Cedar Rapids, KFLP, WJAM,

\\'KAA

Clarinda, KS()
Council Bluffs, KOIL
I)avertport, WOC
Des Moines, Who
Fort Dodge, KFJY
Iowa City, KFQP, WSUI
Lamoni, KFFV
I,eMars, KFCY, KWIC
Marshalltown, KFJB
Muscatine, KFVI), KTNT
Oskaloosa, KFHL
Shenandoah, KFNF, KMA
Sioux City, KFMR, W'EAU
Kansas
Independence, KFVG
:

Junction ('ity, KFJ('
Lawrence, KFKU
Manhattan, KFVH, KSAC
Russell, KFQO

Wichita, KFH, KFOT,

WEAH
Kentucky:

Louisville, WHAS, \WLAP
Louisiana :
Baton Rouge, KFGC

New

Orleans,

WAAB,

WRAC, WABZ, WBBS,
\WCBE, WOWL, WSMB,
\V \V'1,, W'JBO
Pineville, KFWU?
Shreveport, KFDX, KWH,

KWKH, AVGAQ

Maine:
Bangor, WABI
Ellsworth, WHBK
Orono, WGBX
Portland, WCSH
Maryland:
Baltimore, WBAL, W,CAO,
WCBM, WFBR
Tokoma Park, WBES
Massachusetts:
Boston, WATT, W B Z A,
WDBR, WEEI, WNAB,
WNAC, WSSH
Dartmouth, WMAF
Fall River, WSAR, WTAB
Mattapoisett, WBBG
Medford Hillside, WARC,
WGI

WIBH,

:

Detroit, WCX, WDYC,

WIBD,

WJBA, WK 13
Lake Forest, \ \'ABA
La Salle, WJBC
Monmouth, WBBU
Mooseheart, WJJD
Plainfield, WWAE
Rockford, KFLV
Rock Island, W14 BF
Spring Valley, WGBW
Streator, WT A X
Sycamore, \ \' I3 N

Bedford,

\VNBH
South Dartmouth, WMAF
Springfield, W BZ
Taunton, WAIT
Webster, WKBE
Vorcester, W('BT, WCTS,
WTAG
Michigan
Bay City, WSKC
Berrien Springs, WEMC
Dearborn, WWI

WGHP, WJR, WMBC,
WWJ
East Lansing, WKAR
Escanaba, WRAK
Flint, WFDF, WTHS
Grand Rapids, WB DC,
WEBK, WOOD
Houghton, WWAO, KFMW
Houston, KFMW
Lansing, WREO
Mt. Clemens, WABX
Owosso, WSMH
I'etoskey, WBBI'
Pontiac, \'('X
Port Huron, WAFD
Royal Oak, WAGM
Ypsilanti, WJBK

Minnesota:
Breckenridge, KFUJ
Collegeville, WFBJ
Fairmount, KF \'N
Minneapolis,

K I)Z, KFMT,
WAM I), AVCC(t, AV'llGY,
WHI)I, \Vl.li, \VIl11M

Northfield, KFMX, \V CAL
St. ('loud, WEAN
St. l'au], KFO \", WCCO
\Velcome, KF \' N"
Mississippi:
Coldwater, WRFC
Meridian, WI BI'
Oxford University, WCBH
Missouri:
Cape Girardeau, KFVS
Carterville, KFPW
Columbia, KFRI'
Independence, KIDS
Jefferson City, WOS

Kansas

City,

KWKC,

WDAF, WHB, WOQ
Kirksville, KFKZ
Moberly, KFFI', KFOJ
St. Louis, KFQA, KF(UO,

KFVE, KFWF, KSD,
\VEW, K \IOX, \VIL,

WMAY, WPE, WSBF
Montana:
Havre, KFBB

Helena, KFCC, KFSY
Missoula, KUOM
Nebraska
Clay Center, 228.9
Clay ('enter, KMMJ
David City, KFOR
Hastings, KFKX
Lincoln, KF.AB, WFAV
Norfolk, \V'JAG
Oak, KFEQ
:

Omaha, KFCZ, KFOX,

KOCH, KU PR, WAAW,
WNAL, WOAW
University Place, WCAJ
New Hampshire:
Chesham, WSAU
Hanover, WI)CH, WFBK
Laconia, AWKAV
New Jersey:
Atlantic City, WHAR, WPG
Camden, WFBI
Elizabeth, WI BS
Gloucester City, WRAX

Lambertville, WTAZ

Newark, WAAM, WBS,

WCBX, WGCP, WNJ,
WOR
New Brunswick, WEBA
North Plainfield, WEAM
Paterson, WODA
Red Bank, WJBI
Salem, WDBQ
Trenton, WOAX
New Mexico:
Albuquerque, KFLR, KFVY
State College, KFR`-, KOB
New York:
Bay Shore, WRST
Brooklyn, WBBR, WFRL,

WHAP

Buffalo, WEBR, WGR,

WJBP, WMAK, WSUS,
WPDQ
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Canton, WCAD
Cazenovia, WMAC
Flushing, WI BI
Freeport, \V(?BB
Ithaca, \V l'..\ I
Jamestown, \ \'OCL
Kingston, \VDBZ
Lockport, WMAK
New York City, WBAY,
WBNY, WDBX, WEAF,

WEBJ, WEBL, WEBM,
\VFBH, WFBM, WGBS,
\VGMU, WHN, WHAP,
\VIBT, WGCP, WJY,
WJZ, WKBK, WLWL,
\YMCA, WMSG, WNYC,
WOKO, WQAO, WRMU,
WRNY, WSAP, WSDA
Richmond Hill, WAHG,
WBOQ, WGMU, WRMU,
WWGL
Rochester, WABO, WHAM,
WH EC
Rossville, WBBR
Schenectady, WCY, WRL

Syracuse, WFBL
Tarrytown, WRW
Troy, WHAZ
Utica, WIBX
North Carolina :

Asheville, WABC
Charlotte, WBT, WJBG
Greensboro, WNRC
Raleigh, WFBQ, WRCO

North Dakota
Agriculture College, \VI'AK
Bismark, KFYR
Devils Lake, KDLR
Fargo, WDAY, WI'AK
Grand Forks, KFJM
Ohio:
Akron, WADC
Iiellefontaine, W H BD
Cambridge, WEBE
Canton, W H BC
Cincinnati, WAAD, WI -IBR,
WKRC, WLW, WMH,
WSAI
Cleveland, KDPM, WDBK,
WEAR, WHK, WTAM
Columbus, WAIU, WBAV,
WEAO, W\IAN
Dayton, WDBS, WEBT,
WSMK
Granville, WJD
Hamilton, WRK, WSRO
Newark, WBBA
Pomeroy, WSAZ
Sandusky, WQAF
Springfield, WCSO, WHAP
Toledo, WABR, WI BK,
WTAL
Wooster, WABW
Yellow Springs, WRAV
Oklahoma:
Bristow, KFRU, KVO()
Chickasaw, KOCW
Norman, WNAD
:

Oklahoma City, KFJF,

KFXR, WKY
Tulsa, WLAL

Oregon:
Astoria, KFJI
Corvallis, KFDJ, KOAG
Hood River, KQP

Portland, KFEC, KFIF,
KFJR, KFWV, KGW,

KQP, KTBR
Pennsylvania:
Allentown, WCBA, WSAN
Altoona, WFBG
Arnold, WCBU
Butler, WBR
East Pittsburgh, KDKA
Elkins Park, WIBG
Grove City, WSAJ
Harrisburg, WABB, WBAK,
WHBG, WPRC
Haverford, WABQ
Johnstown, WGBK, WHBP,
WTAC
Lancaster, WDBC, WGAL
Lewisburg, WJBQ
Oil City, WHBA
Parkersburg, WQAA
Philadelphia, WABY, WCAU,
WFBD, WFI, WHBW,

WIAD, WIBG, WI1',

WLIT, WNAT, WOO,
WWAD
Pittsburgh, KQV, WCAE,
WJAS
Pottsville, WDS
Reading, WRAW
Scranton, \\'G B I, WQAN
State College, WI'SC

Wilkes- Barre,

WBRE
Porto Rico:
-,an Juan, WKAQ
Philippine Islands:

W

BAN,

Manila, KZKZ, KZRQ,
KZUY
Rhode Island :
Cranston, WDWF, WKAP
Providence, WCBR, WCWS,

WEAN, WGBM, WJAR

South Carolina:
Charleston, WBBY
Clemson College, WSAC
Greenville, WGBT
South Dakota:
Brookings, KFD'Y
Rapid City, WCAT
Vermillon, KUSD
Yankton, WNAX
Tennessee:
Chattanooga, WDOD
Knoxville, W.FBC, WNAV,

WNOX
Laurenceburg, WOAN
Memphis, WGBC, WHBQ,
WMC
Nashville, WCBQ, WDAD,
WSM

Texas:
Amarillo, WDAG, WQAC
Austin, KUT
Beaumont, KFDM, KFXM
Beeville, KFRB
Brownsville, KWWG
College Station, WTAW
Dallas, WFAA, WRR
Denison, KFQT
Dublin, KFPL
El Paso, WDAH, KFXH

Fort Worth, KFJZ, KFQB,
KFRO, WBAP
Galveston, KFLX, KFUL
Greenville, KFI'M
Hr.uston, KFVI, KPRC,
WEAY, WSAV, KFYJ
San Antonio, WCAR, WOAI
San Benito, KFLU
Waco, WJAD
Utah:
Logan, KFXD
Ogden, KFUR, KFWA
Salt Lake City, KDYL,
KFOO, KFPT, KFUT,
KSL
Vermont:
Burlington, WCAX
Springfield, WQAE
Virginia:
Arlington, NAA
Norfolk, WBBW, WTAR
Richmond, WBBL, WRVA
Roanoke, WDBJ
Thrifton, WGBG
Washington:
Everett, KFBL
Lacey, KGY
North Bend, KFQW
Olympia, KFRW
Pullman, KFRX, KWSC
Seattle, KFOA, KHQ, KJR,
KTCL, KTW
Spokane, KFIO, KFPY,
KHQ

Tacoma, KMO
\Valla Walla, KFCF, KOWW
Yakima, KFIQ

West Virginia:
Weirton, WIBR
Wisconsin:
Beloit, WEBW
Camp Lake, WCLO
Fond du Lac, KFIZ
Eau Claire, WTAQ
Madison, WHA, WIBA
Marshfield, WGBR
Menominee, WGBQ
Milwaukee, WHAD, WKAF,
WSOE
Omro, WJBR
Osseo, WTAQ
Poynette, WIBU

Stevens Point, WHBB,
WLBL

Superior, WEBC
West De Pere, WHBY

Wyoming:
Laramie, KFBU

Ciii:,ells Radio Call Book
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RADIO

PROTECTION

Inspectors
and
Care - Takers ftr1inA
RADIO
INSPECTOR/
of Radio

ßer1ín$
RADIO
CARE-TAKEPtl

$1.00
to
$4.00

THESE
No. R -111 Bulb Type

Ä a 8' Battery Churger

Sterling

Pochet Meier

DEVICES

$3.00
to
$6.00

PROTECT THE SET OWNER
AGAINST UNNECESSARY
RADIO TROUBLES
N®.1R-90 ®Vibratinq
7C8c A

áA.t
atterq cC0ar9e/'

$14.00

l

Trick'

$12.50
Midget
$3.75

N013-4o3

har

ggée

Tube

ReaCtPVato!'

DON'T expect your set to operate satisfactorily night after night without care
or service.
Radio is the most delicate contrivance ever
invented for public pleasure -and must be
given care!
Batteries must be charged properly. Tubes
must be tested frequently. The right voltage
for your tubes -the correct rheostat setting
for proper current supply are important.
Transformer leaks and wiring faults must be
remedied, weak tubes strengthened
Any of these may mean the difference between poor and good reception.
And, all this can be done in the home by
anyone with ease and no technical knowledge by using these handy Sterling Inspectors and Care -Takers.
See your dealer and select the equipment
you need.
!

A

N®. R 9 9

It

P®bver

suggestion to dealers

-

Pane Pfeteic
$6.00

No. R25 -28

Filament meter

$2.00

IiTo.

R-3 2

Charge Indicator

WoR-411

Tube Tester

SEE THAT YOUR SET -CUSTOMERS ARE
ADEQUATELY EQUIPPED WITH STERLING
RADIO PROTECTION
The set you sell must he satisfactory in service and naturally
servire depends on the proper service equipment. Be sure
that your customers hare the essential testing and care -taking
Sterling equipment to protect their interest and yours.

CurreDUi S11App114

%

THE STERLING MFG. COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio
Dept. C.

Tell 'Ein You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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1Vo.1-9o Ulz'ersetp

TubeTeS ter

Citizens Radio Call Book

Ü. S. Broadcasting Stations
LISTED BY WAVELENGTHS
Meters
10
1:37

200
202.6

202.6
202.6
21)2.7

205

2051.4
2051.4

2u5.4
205.4
2115.4
205.4
205.
206-8
20( ;.S
207
2118
208
019.7
21)9.7
209.7
209.7
209.7
"110 7
209.7
-1

21)9.6
2111

211.1

211.1
211.1
211
211.1
212.5
212.0
212.1;
212 1;
1

21 4. 2
21 4. 2

211

2

211.2
21 .-,.1;
215.7
2151.7

215.7
215.7
215.7
215.7
215.7
215.7
215
2 7
217.3
217.3
217.3
21 7 4
217.3
1

Call

\CII{Z.:llontgomery, Ala.
\'DS, Pottsville, Pa.
\V'1BI). Joliet. Ill.
K1'X13. Pine Huait. Calif.
KFXIt, Big Bear Lake,
Calif.
\V'IBS, Elizabeth, N..J.
\'1:115, Evanston, Ill.
\\'11t1í, 'Puled°, (Ohio
K1'V'D, San Pedro, Calif.
Iíl-'Sll, Logan, ['tali
KFXY, Flagstaff, Ariz.
I PYF, Oxnard, ('alif.
\V'1'Ul., Brooklyn, N. Y.
\V'IItX, Utica, N. Y.
\\'l'UO. Bufftlo, N. Y.
VV.IIt.A. Joliet, Ill.
VV'.AliVV, Wooster, Ohio
K;TT, San Francisco
NI'VI', Hollywood, Calif.
KNItC, Los Angeles
KlZIi, Bakersfield, Calif.
lil'N(', St. Maria, Calif.
Kl''O. 'Texarkana. 'Texas
VVo'WS, Providence, it. I.
\\'i:lil:. New York, N. Y.
\ \I1í(', Meridian, \lins.
\VSI3(', Chicago, Ill.
KSMII, Sauta \(aria,
Pali!.
\V'Ilt1I, New Bedford,
\lass.
\'P, Upland, Calif.
IF
\NO..Aval.ni, (''atalina
1'
Island, Calif.
\ \'.11il', Lewklourg, l'a.
\V'Ilt'l', New York. N. Y.
\\',111Q, LoNislmrg, l'a.
1íI' \V'V, Portland, ((re.
\V'\LU Washington
\VAISG, New York. N. Y.
AVAVG1., Richmond Hill,
L. I.
Kt'VA F', St. Louis, Mo.
IiFX 12, Oklahouia,l'ity,
tlkla.
\'('I.S, Joliet, Ill.
AA'lißlt. .loliet, Ill.
\V I'Itl'. la rri;lau'g, Pa.
Ii Bend,
Kl'(2\V,
Phicago,
Ill.
\V 11117..
li F'X.I I mot vet., l'ola.
i'hi<ago,
Ill.
\V'IIItt.,
ttltIl. Cincinnati, Ohio
\W111.1, Chicago, Ill.
A'lltVI, Chicago, III.
\V'IfsT, Bay Shore, N. Y.
\\ li \\ l'hlladelpl0a
1:1IX, Pullman, \ \'ash.

l

I

,

AA

I I

,

Kl.\l',

San .lose, Calif.
1ä2G1'. Alma lloly
Pity), Calif.
VVI'1:1t, Chicago, Ill.
\v.)) o. (:niuVille, Ohio
\VOiÇ, ('Ihicago, Ill.
Eliot. Mich.
\\'PITS,
'218
21 s."i Kl'.11', Junction City,

s.s

21

I

Ilan.

Olympia, Awash.

K1'(1AV,

21s s ii l'\' II \LuIliattan, Kans.

-

AVllltl', Uulerson, Ind.
21 s
21 s.s \V11t1, Flushing, N. Y.
21 s.s \V'.Alti. It...1 Bank, N. J.
'_'18.8 \ASKS, Buffalo, N. Y.
^n

21.9.1

"0
220

'20

555
22
__

'

_ 2Q

2.1

22.1
23.7
223.8
24

224
224
22 -1

224
224
224
224
_25
25.4

225.4
225.4
226
_26;
226
""1;

221;

220
226
220
226
2 °6
226
S2î
227
227
227
227
227.1

228.9
221)
229
229
229
229
22l)
2

°9

f29
aaO

229

i:1"1'1, Oakland, Calif.
K.111S. San Francisco
\VCltl'. .Arm hl. l'a.
AV11t \N. i...aatosl art, Ind.
\'Q. \. \, l',irkershurg, l'a.
KZR(1. \LuiiI l'. I.
VV'ltltVV', Nortolk,
ANCO.A, l',ü-,acola, Fla.
\V ill i. it.il.titaiin, O.
\V'111í4. Rock Island, Ill.
\\ Viti(, ('elver. 11151.
\'IISG, l':Ikius lark, Pa.
\V'I1t(', St. Petersburg, Fla.
\\'I111', I'oynet te, \Vis.
\\'ICES. Tacoma Park, Md.
Vii :11 A, Pulver, Ind.
Na City, la.
1
l:i)l'.
\VRAI', LaPorte, Intl.
1i Titi' San Diego, ('alit.
Wash.
KitL, Everett, T'taln
KFE'I1, Ogden.
Girardeau.
lape
KI'CS,
t I

Mo.

\\'lilt(', Monmouth, Ill.C.

Charlotte, N.
WK Al", Laconia, N. Ii.
\ \OD. \, Paterson, N.J.
\ \'ISit.\ Newark, Ohio
\V'.A(:JI, Royal flak, Mich.
W1111 AI, t'hi<ago, Ill.
\\'4'131:, Seymour, Iud.
AVFiS.ii, New York, N. Y.
\VETSO, la rrishurg, Ill.
KI'O(!, Boone, Ia.
KPH', .1tneo, Alaska
t t'KZ, Kirksville, Mo.
1:1'0II, David City, Neb.
KF0B, Burlingame, Calif.
KFQZ. Hollywood, Calif.
\V1)AIi, Nashville, Teen.
\VGß(:, 'Pl0'ifton, Va.
\VIIt(), Chicago, Ill.
Iíl'N X. Beaumont, Texas
KFVN, \Velcome, Minn.
W\':ARA. Lake Forest, Ill.
\Vi(11K, Cleveland, Ohio
WVOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
\VJ}3I {, Omro, Wis.
K1'1'1', Pasadena, Calif.
KFLV, Rockford, Ill.
KMM.T, Clay Center, Neb.
WAIT, Taunton, Mass.
\\'IIBL, Richmond, Va.
\\'('RM, Baltimore, Md.
\VDB,T, Roanoke, Va.
WGBR, Marshfield, Wis.
\VSA.T, Grove City, Pa.
WSAN, Allentown, Pa.
WVSAU, Chesham, N. H.
VÁ'.111(1,

,

I

Meters

Meters Call
Tuwn
231).6 I:1'UX, Shreveport, i,a.
230.6 Ki)VA'. San Jose, Calif.
230.6 \1'líß(., Harrisburg, III.
2 :31
KUI,1 {, Devils Lake, N. D.
231
KFAN, Moscow, Idaho
231
KFDZ, So. Miutleapulis,

V'niait

248
249.9
250
250
2510
250
250
2511
250
250
250

\Iir.u.

231

231
231

231
231
231

"31

231
231
233

KI'()'i', \ \'ichita, Kan.
Kt'l'1{, Los Angeles
K FOC, 'raft Calif.
K ET, Austin, 'l'ex.
Kill', Portland, Ore.
\AIt1U:. AVift , Barre, l'a.
i, Ale.
\Vllttl..
\lass.
\Cliltl',
,

\

'.;u

2511

'5i(

I

\TAX.
I1:V'.

233
233
233
233
233
233
234
234
234
234
234

Il'..

'-

I:

.

t

NEON. I.
Beach, Calif.
WCISS, \ ....ark, N. J.
Avilit \l. I',1rago, Ill.
\l, mphis, 'Penn.
\'lilt(,
\ \'.11t1í, Ypsilanti, \Iich.
\V'N.AV, Knoxville, Tenu.
\YOKO. New York City
K'1'1 Denver, Polo.
IiN.I, I.resuu, Calif.
VA'1,Ite2, Salem. N. J.
\V'i itE, Cambridge. Ohio
\'I'It!), Seymour. Ltd.
134
\'FDF, ('lint. Mich.
2:34
\VGI3\I, Providence. R. I.
2 :34
V'1:11Q, Menominee. AVis.
2:3 -1
\V.Ilt(', LaSalle. Ill.
234
I:1FI'Z, Sa Francisco. Calif.
234. 4 \V'1113J, Ft. AVayne, Lui.
5:35. 4 R Y \ \', Chicago. IIi.
2:16
KFJ.t San Benito. 'l'ex.
23(;
KI'00, Salt Lake Pity
236
I' i't'X, Bentonville, .Ark.
_':t:i
KFV'(:. luisis pendence, Kan.
2:ili
Kansas City, Ale.
2:i1;
\'ß(1t2, Richmond Hill
236
Caunlea. N..1.
236
\ \a'Ih.l, Collegeville, Minn.
23(i
\ \(iitF', Evansville, Ind.
'230
\V'Girt', Grenville, S. C.
236
I{icl0uaud 11111,
N. Y. (yacht)
231;
\VG 1\11', Richmond lfill
231;
\V'TAD, Carthage. Ill.
236
\V'Ili.A, Madison, Wis.
236. 1 \Vlt.A V, Nashville, Tenn,
236. 1 \\'(::A \I, i'alndn, N. J.
238
KF'(Il', Lus .Angeles, Calif.
238
KFY.r, Houston,
_'38
Iíl.('It, Phoenix, Ariz.
238
i t., VC, Pineville, I.a.
238
Erns, 'Trinidad, Polo.
':3s
\V'Itlti, Petoskey, Mich.
238
\VI'ut'i'. Norco -:ter, Hass.
2:is
\V'IIItY, st. Petersburg
238
Chicago, Ill.
"38
VV'1{:A \V, heading. Pa.
"'") 9 IÇFI' \i, I'..I'rido Springs
240
KFJIL. ( oskaloosa, Ia.
241)
EFL X, Galveston. Tex.
2411
1:1' \' 1:. l'iiiversit} t'ity, Ma
240
I: l'VI, ioustoti. 'l'ex.
2411
I:Z \f. Oakland. t'alit.
210
\ \'. \Itl, Itauigur. Jife.
240
\ \'P. \'l', Rapid City, S. D.
240
\ \Ititi, Winter Park, Fla.
2 40
\N(;itl. Scranton. l'a.
240
\'liltlt, Srev,.lis i'oint, Wis
211)
\ \'0.1X. Trenton, N. J.
:' III
VVI 1.A1', Sandusky. Ohio
210
\ \-SAII1, (hvis.so, Mich.
2 11 .8 I:SO, Clarinda, Ia.
I

212
_'

12

21'2

212
212
2

2

t

2

(2

2.12

242
212
2-12
242
213
243.8
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244

245.8
24:i.8
245.8
245.8
240
240
240
246
246
240
246

20;

241;

247.7
247.8
247.8
247.9
2-I8
248

I

'218
2

21s

24S
248
248
2-1S

2IS

218
248
248
24S
248

1'l'l', Aloherly, Afu,
l'I ).f Moberly, DID.
EF1' \I, Grenville, Tex.
1:1'1'.i, Breckenridge. Minn
K1 X11, l':l l'alo, Tex.
\V .\ BY, Philadelphia
K
K

\ti

,

it7,.\ liustou. Mass.

\'I 111f,

Oxford. Miss.
EIIC, Superior, \Vis.
\V'1)(111, Grand Rapids
\V'l'AI', Cambridge, Ill.
W \'AE, i'lainfield, Ill.
\V.A'i"l'. Roston, Mass.
\V'ILAM, Galesburg, Ill.
KDi "l', San Diego. Calif.
I:F'\'lt, Denver, Culo.
Kl'O \f. Missoula, Mont.
\V1:1311, Buffalo, N. Y.
A\

Gßit, Freeport, N. Y.
\'NAX, Ya)iktowm, S. D.

WV

V'AMi), Alitmeapalis

\\'S.A7,, Pomeroy, Ohio
KEN' \V, Saul Diego, Calif.
\VSOE, \lilw'attkee, Wis.
\VRAI Baltimore, Md.

1í48h, Beeville, Tex.

KFSY. Helena, Mont.
K.M. Stockton. Calif.
KWG. Stockton, Calif
\VAI'f, Auburn, Ala.
\V')titi:, Matt apoisett, Mass.
\V('SO, Springfield, Ohio
\'GAL, Lancaster, Pa.
\\'1:ßK, Johnstown. Pa.
WMAY, St. Louis, Mo.
-

W

\ \'Flt(', Knoxville. Tenn.
\\'Gi:s, Chicago, Ill.
\Cli. \N, Scranton, Pa.
\'NAT, l'itiladelphia
W'11ß.\. Oil City, Pa.

\\'\113ít, Chicago, Ill.
\VSY, Auburn, Ala.

\'\V'AD, Philadelphia
IiFll.A. (:(untisou, Palo.
I:F'OY, St. Paul, Minn.

2.10

1í11'1 Dublin, Tex.
525

252

\'SRO, Hamilton,Ohiu
\''PAT 'Toledo, Ohio

252
252
254
2:14
254
254
254
254

Kl24:1 Denver, Colo.
1:1i.R, .Albuquerque
\Ilt, Little Bock, Ark.
l

i'

Chico, Calif.
\V'.Altl', .Aslicville, N. C.
K ENV If,

\VI'. \J, l'iioersity ('lace,
NIieb.
\V'l',A, .Allentown, Pa.
\VE. \I. Ithaca. N.
\V1'1111, Italtinuure, All.
\V'l'ISZ, Galesburg. Ill.
\'lilt('. Canton, Ohio
\VJ. \S, Burlington, Ia.

54
2514

254
254
254
254
2_4
254

\V.11ilt. St. Petersburg

\ \'N.\1). Norman, Okla.

.4

\V11EC, Poldvvater, Miss.
\\'s. \ I1. Fall River, Mass.
;1
\V"l'AI). Eau Claire, AA'is.
2511.1 I:1'17. Et \North, Tex.
1514.1 \V.1.\i I; 1'e, Iltiw'll, Ind.

256
256
250
256
25(;
256
256
25(1
256
;1;
256
256

263
263
263
263
263
263
263
203
263
263
263
263
263
263
263
263

268
26s
268

26,
"0s
26,s

268
261s

27(I

271)

270
270
270
270
270
2711
270
270
270
270
27(1
270
270
270
2_70

270.1

272.6

6

272

Iii i'i.. \ \'alla Walla. \ \'ash

Kl "V'ii, Muscatine, Ia.
KO\V\V, Walla Walla

:'7
"7 i
273
271
271
273
2 i
271

RFII), Yahima, \Va,h.
KIU:, Iterkeley, Calif.

\\'It. \X, \ \'ilkes- Itarre, Pa.
\V'D('II, Hanover, N. 1[.
\V'D1)1), Chattanooga
\ \'FItk, Hanover. N.

IT.

1

Mass.
\V'DAY, Fargo, N. I),
\V'I:AM, North Plainfield,

N. J.
WGI, Medford Hillside,
Mass.
\WKAI'', Milwaukee, Wis.

WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
\'NBII, New Bedford,
Mass.

\VI'S(',
WSK(',
\V'SSI-1,
\WTAI{,

State College, Pa.
Bay City, Mich.
Boston, Mass.
Norfolk, Va.
\V'TAZ, Lambertville, N. J.
KF.JR, Portland, Ore.
KFJI'r, Minneapolis, Minn.
KFMW, Houghton, Mich.
KTBR, Portland, Ore.
WART, Toledo, Ohio
WAAM, Newark N. J.
W('AD, Canton, N. J.
\V'CAI{, San Antonio, Tex.
WCBE, New Orleans, Lá.
WDAG, Amarillo, Tex.
WDGY, Minneapolis, Minn.
WEBZ, Savannah, Ga.
WGAQ Shreveport, La.
\ \'QAM', Miami, Fla.
WRAV, Yellow Springs, O.
WSAP, New York, N. Y.
WSDA, New York City
WWVAO, Houghton, Mich.

www.americanradiohistory.com

I;

'72.6
'

6

1

1

"75
"75
_7.;
275

2,0

7I
"75

,

_'75

275
275
275
_r:1
275
51

275
"75
275
275
275
275.1
275.1

i.:
'27n.2
2

275.8
277.6
277.6
277.(;
277.8
s

278
278

278.6
280
°80
280.2
280.2
280.2
280.2
282.8
282.8
284.4
285.5
285.5
285.5
288.3
293
293

`I,'ters

Call

Town

13.9 \\'AIU, Columbus, Ohio

WEAO, Columbus,

Ohio
_"If
KTBI,
Angeles
29,19 KPRC, Los
Houston, Tex,
29!),8 KFMQ, Fayetteville, Ark.
"99.8 WPG, Atlantic City
300
KSL, Salt Lake City.
302.8 WGN, Chicago, Ill. Utah
302.8 KTAB, Oakland, Calif.
302.8 \NITR, Chicago, Ill.

305.9 W.JAR, Providence, R. I.
\VGIIIt, Clearwater, Fla.
305.9 KOII Council Bluffs, Ia.
\'HAN, Wilmington, Del.
Mass.
\
"LAli,
Fall
305.9 KO\IO, Seattle, Wash.
\
hiver,
WI/All, El Paso, 'Texas
KTCL, Seattle, Wash,
3099 /KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W'T:A(', Johnstown, Pa.
315.6 hFDM, Beaumont Tex.
\W'AAI3, New Orleans, La.
315.6 KPSN, Pasadena, Calif.
\WBBY, Charleston, S. C.
315.6 \\'AHG, Richmind Hill,
\ \'CTS, Worcester. Mass.
I' F11C, Scut Francisco
L. I.
315.6 WGBS, New York City
KFI;Q. t)ak, Neb.
Iil'Ii, Wichita, Kan.
319 KOIN, Portland. Ore.
319 \VGR, Buffalo, N. Y.
D111', New llaveu, Conn.
319
WEB', Beloit, Wis.
WVSMB, New Orleans, La.
322.4 WRNY. New York, N. Y.
\ \'I,It \V, Beloit, Wis.
Wl'ltM, In(lianapolis
322.4 KOA, Denver, Colo.
\\,J:AM, Cedar Rapids, Ia.
325.9 KFWM, Oakland, Calif.
\\2.1ß0, New Orleans, La.
325.9 WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio
\\'N OX, Knoxville, Tenn.
325.9 \\'SAI, Cincinnati, Ohio
\'I'A.J. New Haven, Conn.
329.5 \'JAZ, Chicago, Ill.
331.1 WBZ, Springfield, Mass.
\V'R.AX, Gloucester, N. J.
333.1 KTNT, Muscatine, Ia.
WSAX, Chicago, Ill.
336.9 KFMX, Northfield, Minn.
KDI'Jul, Cleveland, Ohio
336.9 KN_X, Los Angeles
Ki'Itf', Laramie, Wyo.
336.9 \'('AT., Northfield, Minn.
K(:t', Ifouolultt
336.9 W,JAX, Jacksonville, Fla.
KZ KZ. Manila, P. I.
340.7 KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.
VV'It.AtI, Decatur, Ill.
340.7 KSAC, Manhattan, Tian.
\V EA V, I luustou, Texas
WI MI.:, Atlanta, Oat.
340.7 WK AO, San Juan, Porto
lti<o
WEAN. Providence, R. I.
340.7 \W'M('A, New York City
Fulford- by -the344.6 \\'('BD Zion, Ill.
Sea,
344.6 WLS, Chicago, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
348.6 KOB, State College, N. M.
W'GST, Atlanta, Ga.
348.6 Ii\ \'SC, Pullman, Wash.
\'JAG, Norfolk, Neb.
348.6 \FEET, Boston, Mass.
\'.1131,, Decatur, Ill.
452
\\',TAD, \Vaco, Tex.
\'O1, Ames, Ia.
1.52.7 W\',J, Detroit, Mich.
WO\V'1,. New Orleans, La.
156.6
\\2Hß1
Kansas City, Mo.
\'1{K, Hamilton, Ohio
360
WE\\ , St. Louis, Mo.
\'TAW, College Station,
-2110
WRL, Schenectady, N. Y.
Tex.
31 ;1
W'QAC, Amarillo, Texas
\\'MATI, Sisiht, Wis.
361
WQ AO, New York City
W'IJBR, Brooklyn, N. Y.
361
\\ l:IL,T, New York ('ity.
WHN, New York City
\'FItIf, New York ('it >
3(i1.2 KGO, Oakland, Cal.
\v11W', Tarrytown, N. Y.
365.3 KFIO, Spokane, Wash.
365.6 \\'DAP, Kansas City, Mo.
\VIIK, Cleveland, Ohio
370
KZVY, Manila, P. I.
Kl". I), Phoenix, Ariz.
370.2 WEBIi, Chicago, Ill.
KFDY, I3rookings, S. D.
370.2 WJJD, Mooseheart, Ill.
KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wis.
374.8 KTHS, Hot Springs Nat'l
IïI'KA, Greeley, Colo.
Park, Ark.
KI'LZ, Atlantic, Ia.
374.8 KVOO, Bristow, Okla.
IiIIQ, Spokane, Wash.
374.8 WRNY, New York, N. Y.
K\V'D, Shreveport, La.
379.5 WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.
WAN', New Orleans, Lai.
\ViIAA, AW'. Lafayette, Ind. 379.5 WHAT,, Troy, N. Y.
384.4 KJR, Seattle, \ \'ash.
V' IA E, Tampa, Fla.
384.4 WAAW, Omaha, Nebr.
\l.l'AAL, St. ('laud, Minn.
389.4 WEAR, Cleveland, Ohio
\V'II,, St. Louis, Mo.
389.4 WTAM, Cleveland, Qhio
\ \'I{ \I, Urbana, Ill.
294
KFRU, Bristol, Okla.
\'$BF, St. Louis, Mu.
394.5 KHQ, Spokane, Wash.
\\'.\RL, Storrs, Conn.
394.5 \VF , Philadelphia, Pa.
1:12líß, havre, Mont.
394.5 \\'OAI, San Antonio, Tex.
kl'iil', Lawrence, Kan.
395
\VLIT, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ei'Si:, Loa Angeles
399.8 KITOA, Fayetteville, Ark.
KW', Pittsburgh, Pa.
399.8 WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
\'AISZ, New Orleans, La.
4115.2 WOR, Newark, N. J.
\V'AFD, l'art Huron, Mich.
4(15.2 KHJ, Los Angeles
\V ltA K
I;s rrishurg, Pa.
405.2 WJY, New York, N. Y.
\Vli'l', Charlotte, N. C.
KFOB, Ft. Worth, Texas
412
WC.-AC, Storrs, Conn.
\V't'At), ifaltimore, Md.
416.4 \3'CCO, St. Paul, Minneapolis
\\'Dits, Dayton, Ohio
422.3 KIAF, Sihtipac, Minn.
\Vt:.\t', Sioux City, Ia.
422.3 W'KRC, Cincinnati, Ohio
\\'l'.AN', Lincoln, Neb.
422.3 WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio
W L.A l', Louisville, Ky.
428.3 KPO, San Francisco, Cal.
WORD, Batavia, Ill.
428.3 WSB, Atlanta, Ga.
\\'l':AK, Fargo, N. D.
\VSIBT, South Bend,
Bend Ind.
430.1 WNAC, Boston, Mass.
\'.JAS, Pittsburgh,
\\'H AI', New York, N. Y.
431
New' Orleans, La.
\'\'L,
AT9, Ft. Bragg. N. C.
434
W'ILAI), Milwaukee, Wis.
434.5 NAA, Arlington, Va.
\V'I:Y, Oklahoma City, Oki) 4:14.7 KFO, San Francisco, Calif.'',
\'S \I K, Dayton, Ohio
440.9 KLDS, Independence, Mo.
W'MAC, ('ozeno'ia, N. Y.
44(1.9 WDWF- \VLSI, Cranston,
\'OPT Jamestown, N. Y.
R. I.
440.9 \VLSI. Providence, R. I.
WS \V'S, Chicago. Ill.
441).9 WMAF, Dartmouth, Mass.
\'ITt, Minneapolis, Minn.
440.9 \VOS, Jefferson City, Mo.
\\'('AT', Philadelphia
447.5 WMAQ. Chicago, Ill.
\'nitr', \';ilparaiso, Ind.
447.5 WQJ Chicago, Ill.
\'i'1t(:, Altoona, Pa.
KT'V , Seattle, Wash.
454
WAN), Rochester, N. Y.
454.3 KFOA, Seattle, Wash.
\VALAN, Columbus, Ohio
454.3 WJZ, New York, N. Y.
Grand Forks, N. D.
461
KFNF, Shenandoah Iowa
KI'SD, Vermillion S. D.
461
MA, Shenandoah, Iowa
K \V('Il, Cedar RaT)ids, Ia.
461.3
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ii WW1:. Brownville, Tex.
467 KFI, Los Angeles, Calif.
\\'.A AP,
P, Chicago, IIl.
\'117,, 'Tuscola, Iii.
468.5 WRC, Washington, D. C.
\V'GItC, Memphis, Tenn.
WCAP, Washington. D. C.
469
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
475.9 WBAP, Ft. Worth, Texas
Minneapolis
475.9 WFAA, Dallas, Texas
WLBI , Stevens Point,
475.9 WTIC, Hartford, Conn.
Wii1.
484
WSUI, Iowa City, Ia.
WOQ, Kansas City, Mo.
491.5 KGW, Portland, Ore.
KF'DD, Boise, Idaho
491.5 WCFL, Chicago, Ill.
KF'A \V, Santa Ana, Calif.
491.5 WEAF, New York, N. Y.
KFQA, St. Louis, Mo.
499.7 KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
\ \'NAIS, Boston, Mass.
499.7 WMC, Memphis, Tenn.
KFAT'. Boise, Idaho
508.2 KLX, Oakland, Calif.
KMOX, St. Louis, Mo.
KMTR, Los Angeles, Calif.
Cowallis, Ore.
508.2 \VIP, Philadelphia, Pa.
\\'OA N, Lawrenceburg,
508.2 TVOO, Philadelphia, Pa.
Tenn.
516.9 W CX, Detroit
\VSMI, Nashville, Tenn.
516.9 WJR, Detroit, Mich.
\V\IBP, Miami Beach, Fla.
526
WHO, Des Moine Ia.
\VKAR, East Lansing,
526
WOAW, Omaha, Neb.
Mich.
526
WNYC, New York, N. Y.
WREO, Lansing, Mich.
534.7 KUO. San Francisco; Calif.
WEAN', Berrien Springs,
535.4
KYW, Chicago, Ill.
Mich.
535.4 WHA Madison. Wis.
WLWL, New York City
545.1 KFÓ.
TT
St. Louis, Mo.
K.JS, Los Angeles, Calif.
545.1 KSD, St. Louis, Mo.
\\'BAN, Columbus, Ohio
r145.1 WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
I

:'7i

278
278
278
278
278
278
278
278

1í}.Z, Denver, Colo.
\\B('N, Chicago, Ill,
\'GliK, St. Petersburg, Fla
WD1 ?L, Wilmington, Del.
\\'ENI{, Chicago, Ill.

VA

21;8

21

V'e:ß\V, Spring Valley, ill.
\V1i111', Johnstown, Pa.
\V,IltN, Sycamore, Ill.
251;
\\.lu\ \. Richmond. \'n.
256.3 'iV'('SIi. Portland, Ale.
256.3 \V1:.\1:. I:sc;u:aba. Mich.
256.4 \'lilti', (:rand Rapids
\VI':R'l', ti jan, I(luio
256
\V'MBC, Detroit, Mich.
25 a
Ii I'JX. Cedar Falls, Ia.
l' t'l' \V, Carterville, Alt,.
25,8
I., Galveston, Tex.
tas EFT
\'K.11', Lancaster, l'a.
25,A
E:( )1'1
((malta, Neb.
'3s
\V'AAD, Cincinnati, O.
WADI, -Akron, Ohio
"58
Lancaster, I'a.
2;s \VUItC.
\V'lllCl' Chicago, Ill.
2ns \VII1:1', Rochester, N. Y.
25s \V'l,'l'S, l'hicago, Iii.
25s
\V N A i., Omaha, Neb,
25s AV'l'CC, Chicago, Ill.
259
KPUS, Oakland, ('alif.
261
KFAJ, Boulder, Colo.
261
KF('T, Salt Lake City. Ptah
261
1íf00, Russell, Kans.
261
KFJF, Oklahoma, Okla.
261
KI'TtIl, Sioux City, Ia.
261
KF'T'T, Salt Lake City
261
KF'\N.\, Og leu, Utah
261
KWVt:If. ?;hrevepurt, La.
261
\'AßO, Ilaverfcrd, I'a.
261
WA RC, \Tedford Hillside.
;

26s
16S

261s

\VP. \X, Burlington, Vt.
WEB)., Syracese, N. Y.
VVI:ItN. Orono, Ale.
WI ('i', Newark, N. J.
\VN.l. Newark, N..1.
\ \'1(('11 I{aleigh, N. C.
\\'1{f( \t, Minneapolis

..'a'..'

266
266
266
26(;
266
26(;
266
267.7
267.8
268
26S
26S

\Tilts.

Naiv Orleans, La.
\VILS. Newark, N..1.

°5lß
25 °_

21;1;

1:1'0'1'. I anisou, Texas
l' l' \ \'It, Holt wood, Calif.
K(I1' \ \', liicka,saw, Okla.
i

252
252
252
252
252

Meters Call
'Isu i.
265.3 WMAK, Lockpoi' N. Y.
266
íí412V', Spokane, \\ ash.
266
KFItY, New Alexia
KF\W'D, Arkadelphia, Ark.
266
266
\\' ABB, Harrisburg, Pa.

26s

K\Vl'l'. Letnar-. la.

251'_'

261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
261
263
263

\Vi:lII), Anderson, Ind.
AV'iltR, Weirton, W. Va.
\VO.At', Springfield, Vt.
l:l'Vlt, Bismarck, N. D.
KFRK, Sacramento, Calif.
\\'íO11, Miami Beach, Fla,
KFYR, Bismarck. N. I).
KFCC, Helena, Mort.
KFEC, Portland, Ore.
KFIF, Portland, Ore.
iCF,JI1, Marshalltown, Ia.
KFOX, Onmlia, Neb.

KZtlt, Manila. 1'. I.
KF'l' \', Lantoaii, Ia.
IKFKQ, Conway. Ark.
IíI'\"Y, Albuquerque
KF \Vi, San Francisco, Calif.
KFXI'. Colorado Springs
Kt.S, Oakland, Calif.
K \10. 'l'acuuaa, \'ash.

WI-\D, Philadelphia
A\'LAI 'Pulsa, Okla.

2510

261

\V.AIIX, Mt. Clemens,
\Niel:.

Ohio

WARN', W. De Pere, Wis.

250
250
2M)
250

261

Whit. Dallas. Texas
1:1)YI.. Salt Lake City
KF.iI..Astoria, Ore.
IU'JY, l'art Dodge, Ia.
Ní'110. Ft. \Vurth, Texas
i0:V, Lacey, \'ash.

Town

Call

\'NAP. Springfield,

I

s

i
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Van Horne Tubes are manufactured

in both the Selected and Certified

brands.
The Van Home Certified tube is
wrapped in a glassine wrapper and
sealed. A characteristic curve sheet,
covering the actual readings of the
tube, being enclosed.
They are in a number of types for
all receiving purposes, part of them
being illustrated below.

Adapted Mogul 5 VCX,
5 Volt .50 Ampere Audio
Amplifier
To eliminate any m essity of changing set wiring the Al ogul 5 VCX is
equipped with a Patented Adapter to
which additional voltages are added

independ en t y
and in addition
to the regular
set voltages.
1

The rubber cushion absorbs vibration and eliminates microphonic noises

i:islti, neck

ìls
5

VC, 5 Volt .50 Ampere
Audio Amplifier

This model is not
equipped with
the
patented Van Horne
Adapter found on the
model 5 VCX.

to stop vibration P.-Chats why the Cushion
Base Tube makes suck
a wonderful i mprovc
ment in receptionti,r

It

is designed for
those receiving sets in
which provision has
been made in the circuit for the use of the
power tube at extra
voltages in the last
audio stage.

/

VAX, 5 Volt,
Ampere Detector Amplifier
5

The improved manufacturing process, the
use of patented thoriated wire and the pre-

cision and care with
which this tube is
made
and
tested
makes it noticeably
superior. Packed in
both
Selected
and
Certified Brands.

3

n

VBX Dry Cell Detector Amplifier

An unusually high reading dry cell tube due to
the use of patented
thoriated tungsten filain e n t.
Exceptionally
satisfactory where volume with clearness and
signal carrying capacity
is desired.

NOTE
All Van Horne Tubes
are Unconditionally
Guaranteed.

Knowing how much tube vibration impairs the tone quality of reception, fans everywhere are equipping their sets with Cushion Base
tubes.*

Equip your set with Cushion Base tubes and note the surprising
softness and fullness of tone of reception that follows the elimination of vibration. Order your set from your dealer today.
*These two unusual tubes,
the Adapted Mogul 5 VCX
Power tube and the
Cushion Base tube, offer
the greatest possible improvement in reception.
They are manufactured
exclusively by the Van
Horne Company under
patents pending to J. S.
Van Horne.

For a great many years the Van Horne Company has
manufactured vacuum products. The highly skilled
workmanship that goes into every Van Horne tube is
the result of years of experience and is one of the factors that make Van Horne tubes the highly efficient
and dependable tubes that many thousands of users
have found them to be. You are urged to become
acquainted with the complete line of Van Horne
Selected and Certified tubes. Your dealer will supply
you with further information -or write for descriptive
matter.

THE VAN HORNE COMPANY, Inc.
1000 CENTER STREET, FRANKLIN, OHIO
www.americanradiohistory.com
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«B"
Steady

power without batteries

Pure full tone is possible only with <<B" voltage kept constantly up to
standard; All- American "Constant -B" gives it to you
YOU'VE had your "B" battery troubles; everyThe "High -low" switch insures uniform voltage, rebody has. Here's a permanent end to them
gardless of the number of tubes used; " Low "for 2
install an All- American "Constant -B," attach it to a
to 5 tube sets, "High" for sets with 6 tubes or more.
light socket, and turn on the switch. You get a
"Constant -B," after passing the highest laboradependable, permanent supply of uniform, constant
tory tests, carries the seal of approval of the Popular
plate current; insuring full, pure tone.
Science Institute of Standards and other testing labThere's no acid to ruin things; no annoying hum.
oratories. It measures up in every way to All- AmeriAnd all inside units are permanently sealed
can's high standards of painstaking workagainst atmospheric conditions.
PRI CE
manship and satisfying performance.
" Constant-B" has taps for i35, 90 and
$3
Descriptive folder and interesting booklet showing
6712 volts; and a to to 6o volt tap
how to build a "B" Power Supply similar to "Con Complete with
varied in output by a "Detector" control.
Raytheon Tube
stant -B "sent free on request. Specify bulletin

-

7.50

B -82.

ALL -AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION
4221 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Station WENR -266 Meters -is owned and operated by the All- American Radio Corporation

Tune them out and KEEP them out
n
STATION
_.
with i lfrol[p6
.n
ELIMINATOR
---

/

This attractive compact unit, complete in
itself, makes it a simple matter to tune out interfering stations you don't want -even the
most powerful. No tubes, batteries or other
units to install. A typical All- American product
in its precision and quality of workmanship.

Tell 'Ern You Saw

It

in the Citizens

:

f,

Price $15

Radio Call Book
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Citizens- Radio Call Book

Foreign Radio Broadcasting Stations
Call

Letters

ALASKA
Anchorage Chovin Supply Co
Juneau: Alaska Electric Light & Power Co
ALGERIA
Algiers: Colin & Fils
:

KFAD

KFIU

Wave lengths, Power,
meters,
watts
280
226

10

8DB

310

100

LOO
LOR
LOT
LOV
LOW
LOX
LOY

250
400
272.7
352
325
375
313
425

1000
500
1000
1000
1000
500
100

1000

Bathurst

Northbridge: Otto Sande!
Sydney: Burgin Electric Co
Broadcasters Sydney Ltd
Farmer & Co. Ltd. Labor Party
Electrical Utilities Supply Co
Victoria
Brighton : Projected. No data

2MK
2HD
2UW
2BE
2BL
2FC

'LIE

288
288
263
326
353

11,100
297

100
100

500
100
5000
10,000
250

:

444
371

319
303
286

1600
5000
100
100
100

:

100

268

:5

CNRA

322

!,nu

Quebec
Montreal Northwestern Electric Co., Ltd
E. Fontaine

CHYC
CHRC

411

750

Nova Scotia
Halifax Carlton Hotel Station Elec. Co., Ltd
Charlottetown Island Radio Co

CHNS
CYCY

322

C1 -ILC

268

Muncton

New Brunswick
Canadian National Railways

:

:

278
337
385

250
260
5000

323
294

500
100

:

R. T. Holman, Ltd

New Brunswick
National Railway
CNRA
Quebec
Montreal Northern Electric Co., Ltd
CI!YC
E. Fontaine
CHRC
La Presse Publishing Co
CKAC
Canadian Marconi Co
('FCF
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of other local stations
CNRA
Ontario
Hamilton Jack V. Elliott, Ltd
CFCU
Wentworth Radio Supply Co
CROC
Brantford: Brant Radio Supply Co., Ltd
CFGC
Huntsville A. Staples
CH CO
Iroquois Falls: Abitibi Power & Paper Co
(FCH
Kingston: Monarch Battery Co
CY.MC
Queens University
CFRC
Kitchener O. Rumpel
CJCF
Burketon Junction Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Projected
London London Fr,e l'ress Printing Co., Ltd
CJGC
Ottawa: J. R. Booth, Jr
CIINC
Canadian National Railwayc
CNRO
Dr. G. M. Geldert. (For Ottawa Radio Assn.) CKCO
Prescott Radio Association of Prescott
CFLC
Preston: Wallace Russ
CKI'C
Scarboro Station : Universal Radio Co. of
Canada
CJY C
Toronto Star Publishing & Printing Co
C F1'A
Toronto Radio Research Society
CH NC
E. Eaton Co
r ICI)
Dominion Battery Co., Ltd
('I<CL
( K NG
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Projected
Northern Electric Co. Uses equipment of other
local stations
CHIC
Jarvis Street Baptist Church. Uses equipment
of other stations
CJBC
Evening Telegram. Uses equipment of local
stations
CJSC
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of CKY
CNRT
Thorobold D. J. Fendell. Suspended
Manitoba
Winnipeg: Manitoba Telephone System
CKY
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of CKY
CNRW
Saskatchewan
Regina: R. H. Williams & Sons, Ltd
CHWC
Leader Publishing Co., Ltd
CKCK
Manitoba Telephone System
CRY
Canadian National Railways.
Uses Station
CKCK equipment
CNRR
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
CNRW
of CKY
Saskatoon The Electric Shop
CEQC
International Bible Students' Association
CHUC
CJWC
Wheayon Electric Co
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of other local stations
CNRS
CHSC
Unity: Horace N. Stovin
Alberta
CFCN
Calgary W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd
Calgary Herald
CFAC
Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of other local stations
CNRC

Muncton

Canadian

:

:

:

525

250

South Australia
5CL
5DN
5MA

395
313

5000
500

5MC

273

500

6WF

1250

5000

530

1500

488
404

10,000
500

Western Australia

AUSTRIA
Vienna Oesterreichischer Radioverkehrs A. G.
broadcasts three 2 -hour programs daily, including music (opera and popular), weather
and market reports and news. Reception reported at Antwerp, Teheran Smyrna, Tunis ORV
Oesterreichischer Radioverkehrs A. G. Testing;
to replace above station in the near future
ORV
Graz: Oesterreichischer Radioverkehrs A. C
(Note: The Oesterrichischer Radioverkehrs A.G.
has had stations projected for Bregenz, Innsbruck,
Klagenfurt, Linz and Salzburg for some time,
though reports do not show that any action
toward construction has been taken.)
:

BELGIUM
Brussels : Radio Belgique station owned and operated by the Radio Belgique Co
BAV
Liege: Radio Wallonie station
Radio Central station

486
285
205

1500

:

:

:

:

BRAZIL
Bahia

:

Radio Sociedade do Bahia

Bello Horizante : National Telegraph Service
Fortaleza: Radio Club
Pernambuco : Radio Club. One hour daily and two
hours three days each week
Port Alegre : Radio Society. Broadcasts one hour
daily. To be replaced by 50 -watt station
Radio de Janeiro : Radio Society. Daily programs by
local artists
National Telegraph Service. Praia Vermelha Station
Operated by Radio Club. Daily news and con-

certs
Rio de Janeiro : No data. Phonograph records broadcast 2 to 4 pm daily, concerns from 7 to 9 pm
three or four days each week
Santos: No data
Sao Paulo : Dias Carneiro & Co., operated by the Radio
Club of Sao Paulo
Radio Club of Sao Paulo Broadcasts Hotel Terminus
orchestra and phonograph records daily

250
400

500
500
30

310

300

380

80

400

1000

312

500

:

10
10

400

100

350

10

312.3

1110

50

322

500

411
341

750
5

410.7
410.7

1200
1650

340.7
340.7
297
248
499.7
267.7
267.7
248

500

329.5
330
434.5
434.5

5000

50

50
25

250
20
500
25

:

:

7ZL

341

Prince Edward Island
Summerside

:

:

Perth: Westralian Farmers, Ltd

322

:

3PB

:

Adelaide: Central Broadcasting Co
E. J. Hume. Operated by 5DN Pty. Ltd
Millswood Auto & Radio Co
Marshall & Co

CHNS

Prince Edward Island
Summerside: R. T. Holman, Ltd
CHLC

:

Melbourne Associated Radio Co. of Australia
3AR
Pty. Ltd.
Broadcasting Co. of Australia Pty. Ltd
3L0
3UZ
O. J. Nilson & Co
L. J. Hellier Wangaratta Sports Depot
3WR
Mildura: R. J. Egge
3E0
Queensland
Brisbane Dr. V. McDowell. Under construction
4CM
Radio Manufacturers Ltd. Projected
3MB
Queensland Government
4QG
Rockhampton : Queensland Govt. Projected
4RN
Toowoomba: Gold Radio Elec. Service
4GR

Tasmania
Hobart Association Radio Co. of Australia
Ltd. to be replaced by a 3000 -watt (Input)
station to be operated by the Tasmanian
Broadcasting Pty. Ltd

Halifax
tric Co., Ltd.)

:

New South Wales

Wavelengths, Power,
meters,
watts

CANADA
Nova Scotia
(Carlton Hotel station, Northern Elec-

:

AUSTRALIA
.;New Castle

Letters

100

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires: No data. Received at Pernambuco
and Valparaiso
Argentine Association of Broadcasters
No data
Francisco J. Brusa
Grand Splendid Theatre
Radio Cultura Magazine
Radio Nacional
University of La Plata

Call

Edmonton
International Bible Students' Assn CHCY
Radio Supply Co., Ltd
CFCK
Edmonton Journal
CJCA

Edmonton

:

Canadian National Railways. Uses equipment
of other local stations
CNRE
CJOC
Lethbridge: J. E. Palmer
British Columbia
Burnaby: International Bible Students' Assn CFVC

www.americanradiohistory.com

435
297

500

250
500
100
50

248

71/2

291

500
500
500
50
500

356.9
356.9
356.9
356.9
329.5

247.8
384.4

297
297

384.4

5000

75

500

15

500
500

297

329.5

329.5

500
500
250

356.9

250

435

434.5

1800
500

517

250
100

329

516.9
516.9

500

268

50

411

500

62

Citizens Radio Call Book
Call

Kamloops N. S. Dagleish & Sons and
Weller & Weller
New \Westminster: Westminster Trust Co
Vancouver A. Holmstead & William Hanlon
Radio Corporation of Vancouver
Daily Province
First Congregational Church.._
Canadian National Railways
Sprott -Shaw Radio Co. Suspended
Pyramid Temple Society. Uses equipment
other local stations

Letters

wave-

lengths, Power,
meters,
watts

Call

CFJC
CFXC
CFDC
CFVC
CKCI)
C KFC
('NRV

:

C'FCQ

of

268
291.1

15

20

411

410.7
410.7
410.7
291.1
410.7

10
10

1000
50

500

CUKC

CHAO

:

:

( ;

:

CRC

.

.

.._CRCT

:

"

CB

360
320
385
350
550
400

200
1200
100

350
30
1000
50

CHINA

Shanghai
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Operates four hours daily between 9 :45 ant
:

and 11 pm
Note Stations have been reported in other Chinese
c :tie', but the present operation is very doubtful.
The
a!ve station is the only one mentioned in more recent
(

365

100

:

1(1.,11S.)

CHOSEN
S: .ul

Under construction

:

Jose

Sain

JODK

Central l'.ki:i: Elia Sugar Co
Salvador Riondat
( ientuego.:
Jose Ganduxe
11aliana
Coprin Telephone Co
Bernardo Barrie
Fri.- 'crick W. Bortuit

-. --

500
500
200
500

2 611

2511

260

100

.2111'

355
293
233

400

LR
2M(;
2( )K

'OL
'RK

Roberto E. Rainier/
Benito V:cta Ferro
Santiago: Alberto Ravelo
Tuinucu: Fran k 11. Jones
Frank ll. Iones

350

bBV-

2

,

3011

213B
2131 -

2E1'

Credit() y Construction Co
Jose Lara ...
Manuel y Guillermo «alas ...
Mario Garcia Velez
Columbia Radio & Cycle Co
Raoul Karman ...... ...
_

2T\\'

't.F

.t1l6J K

6K\W

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
(Strasnice station,
Radio Journal _Ohl'
Bruno: ( Rail io Journal
station)....

400

15

360
225
315

100
50
20
100
100
20

'7n

21)

265

10

251)

100
100
100

2;)4

272
340

OKB

CANARY ISLANDS
La Laguna
'ervaudo Ortoll Delmotte
E. \J5
Las Palmas:
:utary Islands Radio Club_
Club Radii, C avarias
Teneritfe: Servando Ortoll Dehnotte
E.\R5
CEYLON
Colombo: Ceylon American Wireless Association
:

(

DENMARK
Copenhagen: Copenhagen Radio Broadcasting station
(Government owned)
lljorring: Relay sta!iuu (liuverinnent owned)
Odense Relay station (( ;overnment owned).....
Sow 1linistry of War. Replaced station at Ryvang
:

:

Greenoble Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and
Telephones
QG:1
Issy- les- Moulineaux: Ministry of War...__
Lyon 1)ubanchet & Trolliet, Station Radio Lyon
Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones,
Station La Doua, [ranted for suburb in which
located
YN
Marseilles: Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and
Telephones
Mont de Marsen
Montpellier: Radio Montpellier station.... ._
Paris Eiffel Tower station. Ministry of Posts,
Telegraphs and Telephones
FL
Journal Petit Parisian
5NG
Petit Parisian.
Reception reported at Rome
Societ Francais Radioelectrique
FL
Societe Francais Radioelectrique
8AJ
Cie. Francais de Radiophonie.
Reception reported at Teneritfe, Jerusalem, Brussels,
Rome, Teheran, Smyrna, Barcelona
Superior School of Ministry of l'osta, Telegraphs and Telephones. Reception reported
at Rome
FPTT
Pic du Midi
St. Ltienne Radio Club Forezien
Strasbourg Radio Club
18GF
8G
Toulouse
La Radio.
Reception reported at
Rome, Barcelona
Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones.
Aerodrome station
MRD
( Note
The :Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Tele
phones has had stations under construction at Angers
Bordeaux, Lille, Nice and Strasbourg for some time.,
GERMANY
Berlin Postal Authorities. Kull igseyu.tcrh.nt,rn station.
Relays Vox Haus programs. Reception reported
at Rome, Constantinople, Bergen, .Agier
Postal Authorities. Vox 1-laus station

330
332

500

:

.

380
1800
280

150

500
2000

482.3

500

351

300
300

390
220

2011

:

2650
333

500'1

500

345
1780

500
100

1750

4000

459.4
350
220

200
200

500
50

100
100

372

5000

521

500

280
300
3011

50
6

6

120

100

tiuu

2000

348
1250
810

1150 -2.00

500
500
250
1000

EGYPT

_

Magdeburger Platz
Konigswusterhausen station
. \FT
Bremen: Nordische Rundfunk A. t;.
Relays
Hamburg programs
Breslau Schlessische Fmtkstudde. Received at Rome
To be replaced by station with 1'),00u watts input
1)ortntund: Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk .A. (i. Relays
Leipzig programs
Dresden: Mitteldeutscher Rund fun k A. G. Relays
Li ipzig programs
Fiberteld Suspended
Fcaukiurt -un- the -Main
Sudwcstdetusciter Rundfunkdienst
11amburg: Norcischer Rundfunk A. G ..... ........
Kassel: Sud westdeutscher Runütuuk liehst...
:

Kiel

Konigsberg: Ostmarken Buudtunk A.
Leipzig: :Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk A.
Muenster Westdeutscher Funkstunde
iuuich: Deutsche Stunde in Bayern
Gleiwitz: Projected, to relay Breslau
Hanover: Nordischer Rundfunk A. G.
programs

250

500

t..

Honolulu: \I arion
Port au Prince

programs

FINLAND
Jyvaskyla: Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radioyhdistys
Bjuren burg Under construction by the Nuoren Voiman
Liiton Radioyhdistys

300

100

50

500

300

561

6

200

:

11ango:

Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radiohdistys
Hel.tiigfurs: Finnish Civil Guard. Broadcasts concerts
(Lily and special programs. Reception reported
at Tallinn ( Esthonia)
Military station at Skatudden, a suburb, supported
by the public.
Broadcasts concerts and other
programs irregularly. Reception reported at Tallinn..
Mikkeli Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radioyhdistys
l'ori: Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radioyhdistys
St. Michael Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radioyhdistys,
r

2000

1300
507
1300

5000
2250
400
1600

279

700

571

414.8

4000

233

300

292
259

300
300

470
392
233
233

300
2000
300

255.3
259.6

200

522

500

318

255.3

750
100
100

561

500

561

300
300

410
485

300
600
300
1500

296

1500

270

500

1050
430

2000
500

387

220

Relay' hamburg

HAWAII
A.

Mulrony

KG

_

L

HAITI
:

Government projected.

HUNGARY

Budapest Meugeyetemi Radio Magyar -Tacirati
Iroda.
Broadcasts market reports and news
Reykiavik
:

Bombay:
Walter
Calcutta
Owner
Karachi
Madras
Rangoon

INDIA

Bombay Presidency Radio Club....
Rogers & Co
Radin Club of Bengal
not reported
Karachi Radio Club

?FV
'XX
2

BZ

5AF

Crampton
Radio Club of Burina and Wireless
Club of Burma.
Broadcasts musical programs every Sunday
:

OCTU

280

463
454

(;
A. G.

:

:

:

2000

:

:

CNO

435.1

:

350

Morocco
Casablanca: Radio Club de Maroc
Senegal
St. Louis Radio Club Senegalaise ( Projected)
Tunisia
Tunis: French Army
._
Cairo Amateur station: unknown

500

:

ESTHONIA

Tallinn

Caen

:

l'rague:

Radio Journal

250

:

PWX

fais

EI

250

:

1

7SR
_.

318

:

:

CUBA

:

:

:

COSTA RICA
Under construction

Government.

:

2BD
Angen Department of Lot et Caroline
Angers M inistry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones
Bordeaux Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones

:

CHILE

Antofagasta Senor J. Pedreny
Santiago El Mercurio, newspaper
Fratelli Castagneto
Chilean Broadcasting Society
Commercial Radio Co
Tacna Chilean
"\ ern meut- ....... ...
Valparaiso Antonio Cornish

Letters

FRANCE

:

Wavelengths, Power,
meters,
watts

Dublin:

:

Goverinneitt

IRISH FREE STATE

'RN

226
800
425
425

500

220

40
120

450

40

390.9

1500

434
348

1200
1200

480

2000

325

250

ITALY
Ruine Unione Radiofonica Italiana. Broadcasts
concerts and
:

news, 8 :30 to 11 o'clock pro
daily. Receptions reported at Antwerp,
Jerusalem, Lille, Smyrna, Damascus, Barcelona,
Tunis and Alexandria. This is at present the
station best received throughout the Levant.
To be replaced by a station now under construction, of 2600 watts power
IRO
Milan : Unione Radiofonica Italiana
( Note : The Unione Radiofonica
has stations
at Florence, Naples and Palermo Italiana
projected or under

construction.)

:

under construction
Tammerfors: Nuoren Voiman Liiton Radioyhdistys
Broadcasts concerts and other lrograms irregularly
3NB
Tampere
lJleaborg

393
373
233

250
250
100

LATVIA

Riga

Chihuahua:
station
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Federal Government

MEXICO

, e
,

Capital
CZ

(3

Citizens Radio Call Book

Call
FAM

Guadalajara: Federal Military Command

Power,
watts

490
280
475
300

1000

CYB

275

500

CYH
CYL
CYO
CYX
CZE

375
400
425
325
350
275

100
500
100
500
500
100

265
312

100
100

Radio Club
CYR
Mazatlan : Castulo Llamas
CYA
Mexico City : Elfrian R. Gomez
Jose J. Reynosa, operated by El Buen Tono,

cigarette factory
Miguel S. Castro, operated by Le High Life,
newspaper
Raoul Azcarraga, operated by Universal
Martinez y Zetina
El Excelsior-Parker
Department of Education
Monterey : Roberto Reyes
Constantino de Tarnava. Under construction
Oaxaca : Frederico Zenilla
Puebla: Augustin del P. Zaenz
Tampico: El Mundo. Suspended
Cipriano Sagaon S en C
Vera Cruz: Manuel Angel Fernandez. Recently
inaugurated for broadcasting advertising of
an American product
Yucatan: Partida Socialista del Sureste

Wavelength,
meters

CYM
CYS

CYF
CYU

10

250
500

10

CYQ

322

100

CYC
CYY

337
548

50
100

JAPAN
Nagoya: Nagoya Radio Broadcasting Co. Broadcasts daily 9 am to 9 pm Sundays and
holidays, 12m to 9 pm. Program consists of
music, weather and market reports, etc
JOCK
Osaka : Osaka Radio Broadcasting Co. Programs
1500 -watt station
in English and Japanese.
projected
JOBK
JIBK
Osaka Broadcasting station (Proj.)
Tokyo: Tokyo Radio Broadcasting Co. Programs in English and Japanese. 155 -watt JOAK
KWANTUNG
Dairen: Government Bureau of Communications em-

360

1500

385
385

500
1000

375

1000

Casablanca:
Station

Radio Club

of

250

Hilverman: Netherlandsche Seintoellen Fabriek and
Hilversum Dreadloze Omroep. Reception reported
at Teheran
NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
Newcome (Ltd.)
1YL
Auckland 'Radio Service
134
:

:

Radio Supply Co
Gisborne: Gisborne Radio Co

1YB

4X0

4YA

4Y0

2YM

Wellington: Broadcastings (Ltd.)
2YB
1)ominion Radio Co
9Y
NORWAY
Oslo Broadcasting Company A. S
Bergen
Bergen Broadcasters
Projected
Bergen Broadcasters.
PERU
Lima: Peruvian Broadcasting Co. (Ltd.)
OAX
PORTUGAL
Lisbon : Grandes Armazens de Chiado. Suspended_.PAA
:

:

250

500

1050

1000

260
260
260

500
200

KZIB

Radio Corporation of Porto Rico

:

50
500

140

310 -370
370
335
275
275

500
500
500
15

500

381.2
358
358

500
1500

360

1500

320

500

260

20

:

237
1200

250
1000

Relays Stockholm programs 4 days each week, broadcasts local
SMUC
programs other days
Falun Radio Club. Relays Stockholm programs
4 days each week, broadcasts local programs
SMZK
other days
Gavle: Radio Club. Relays programs 4 days each
week, broadcasts local programs other days_.SMXF
SASB
Goteburg: Radiojanst
Helsinborg
Jonkopings Jorikopings Runradiostation. Relays
Stockholm programs 4 days each week,
SMZD
broadcasts local programs other days
Kalmar
Kalmas
Karlsborg Racliojanst. Relays Stockholm programs 4 days each week, broadcasts local
programs other days
SASF
Karlstrona Relays Stockholm programs 4 days
each week, broadcasts local programs other
days
Karlstad
Karlstads Runradiostation.
Relays
Stockholm programs 4 (lays each week,
broadcasts local programs other (lays
SMXG
Linkoping Radio Club. Relays Stockholm programs 4 days each week, broadcasts local
programs other lays
SMUV
SASC
Malmo: Radiotjanst
SM V V
Norrkoping
SMTI
Orebro Suspended

243

150

250

2S0

208
290
253

250
500
250

199
253
253

250

1365

1000

196

200

233

80

:

:

250

:

:

:

Radiotjanst
SASA
Radiotjanst
SASD
Trollhattan Trollhattans Runradiostation
SMXG
Varberg
Umea Relays Stockholm programs 4 days each
week, broadcasts local programs at other
times, irregularly
SWITZERLAND
Stockholm
Sundsvall

:

:

:

467
270
260
218
245
427
545
345
385

'5.)
500
100
500
50

100

Aerodrome. Projected
Berne: Radio Berne Station, Radio Club of Berne
General Post and Telegraph Office
Geneva Radio. Broadcasting Society of Geneva.
Broadcasts music and news
Lausanne
Champ de l'Air Station (Societe
...HB2
Romande de Radiotelephonie Lausanne)
Zurich Hoengg Station. Radio Genossenschaft
Zurich University. Reception reported at
Antwerp, Brussels, Rome, Vienna
RGZ
:

180

900 -1300
435
302

300
1500
1500

760

500

850

600

:

:

515

500

1450

500

TUNISIA
Tunis French Army. Two musical programs
broacast each week
TUA -OCTU
French Army. Two musical programs broadcast each week
OCTU
:

45

TURKEY

1500

Stamboul. Station reported projected
URUGUAY
Montevideo: Crandon Institute
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town Cape Publicity Association
\V:1M G
Durban Town Council
Grahamstown
Johannesburg: Assn. Scientific and Tech. Societies JB
Cape Town Cape Peninsula Broadcasting Assn.,
Broadcasts 54 hours per week, programs by
paid orchestra and local talent
:

:

500

400
350
400
450

500

375

1200

491.1

1500
1500
1500

500
500

:

WKAQ

- 500

340

UNITED KINGDOM

SALVADOR
San Salvador: Division of Telephones and Telegraphs
broadcasts concerts Monday & Friday nights at 8:15

500

SENEGAL
St. Louis: Senegal Radio Club projected

Aberdeen
'BD
Belfast
7
Birmingham
Received at Antwerp, Brussels, Rome..5IT
Bournemouth Received at Antwerp, Tenerife,
Jerusalem
6BM
5WA
Cardiff Received at Antwerp and Rome
Daventry Received throughout Europe, northern
5XX
Africa and Asia Minor
'DE
Dundee

B

:

438.7
476.6

:

300

100

:

385

351.6

1500
1500

:

SPAIN
Barcelona Radio Barcelona Station. Associated
Nacional Racliofusion
EAJI
Bilbao: Radio Carlton Station.
Radio Club
Vizcaya
EAJ9
Radio Vizcaya Station. .Don Armando de Otera. -EAJ11
Radio
Broadcasting
Vizcaya
Station broadcasts
music, provided by local talent, and considerable advertising from 10 to 12 pm daily
Cadiz: Don Francisco de la Liesca
EAJ3
Don Jan Iaborra
EAJ10
Cartagena: Don Enrique de Orbe
EAJ16
Madrid: Don Antonio Castilla
EAJ4
Radio lberica Station
EAJ6
Union Radio
EAJ7
Don Vicente Coyonecho, projected
EAJ12
Association of Radio
EAJ15
Radio Espana
Malaga: Cia Iberica de Telecomunicacion
EAJ25
Oviedo: Don Arburo Cima
EAJ19
San Sebastian Don Sabino Ucelayeta
EAJ8
Seville: Seville Radio Club
EAJ5
Don Manuel Garcia Ballesta
EAJ17
Don Jorge la Riva, projected
EAJ21
Valencia: Radio Corporation
EAJ14
Under construction
EAJ24
:

:

100

:

PORTO..RICO
San Juan

SMTI
SASE

Radiotjanst
Eskilstuna: Radio Club.

Basel

PHILIPPINES.
Manila: I. Beck Department Store

270

:

CNO

NETHERLANDS

La Gloria Gramophone
Christchurch
Dunedin Otago University
British Electrical & Engineering Co

Power,
watts

SWEDEN
Drebo
Boden

Saffle

1200

MOROCCO
Morocco: Omega

Ceylon

:

400

LUXEMBURG
Luxemburg

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Amateur Wireless Society of Malaya: 2 -hour program
broadcast each Sunday evening, and children's
concert on Wednesdays. Received at Colombo,

Wavelength,
meters

:

;

ploys a commercial station.
Daily programs
broadcast, consisting of music, educational and
entertainment numbers

Call

325

200

315
418

200
400

Edinburgh

9EH

5SC
Glasgow
6KH
Hull
9
Leeds -Bradford
Liverpool
6LV
London Received at Tenerife, Strasbourg, Brussels, .Rome, Barcelona, Tunis
",LO
9Z Y.
Manchester: Received at Rome
SNO
New Castle: Received at Brussels, Rome

L

1600
330.5
328

421.6
335

343.5
313

16,000
200
200
1500
200
310
200

:

418
360
330
335
340
347

372.4
490
334
325
340
344.6
350
330
400
360

200
550
1000
150
1000
1000
1000
200
1000
300
1000
1000
500
150
100
1000
500

Nottingham
Plymouth

S

Sheffield
Stoke on Trent

NG

5

PY

6

FL

6ST
5SX

Swansea

362

376.8
403.9
326
338
303.5
306
482

1500
1500
1500
200
200
200
200

360

1000

365

100

VENEZUELA
Caracas: Empress Venezolana (le Radiotelefonia. Under
construction
Colombo
Ceylon Government. Replaced private station; new equipment, placed in use in January, 1926
YUGOSLAVIA
HFF
Belgrade
Zagreb Under construction
:
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merica's avorite
WHEREVER good reception is essential the new Tower Cone is fast
replacing more expensive Speakers, as it
exemplifies the supreme combination of
all that can be desired in a radio reproducer. Its refreshingly superior tone
quality and volume is winning new and

lasting friends everywhere.

Only in

Tower will you find the

direct -drive unit with eight points of
contact from unit to cone, plus an
acoustically perfect, non -warping parchment cone-full 17 inches in diameter.
All can view its beauty. But only
those who actually hear it can know its
truly wonderful capabilities

Ask Your Dealer to Demonstrate
ON
SALE FROM COAST TO COAST

TOWER, MFG. CORP BOSTON, MASS.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SINCE its introduction over two years ago,
extreme distance getting ability has always
been associated with the name BrowningDrake, and the good -will of a hundred thousand Browning -Drake fans we consider our
greatest asset.

The research at the Cruft laboratory of
Harvard University, begun in the summer of
1923 by Glenn H. Browning and Frederick
H Di ake, has set the mathematical standard

hui jus diet ui/u,mu
address the Browning -

Drake Corporation,
Brighton, Mass.

of design for radio frequency transformers
and is universally recognized
as the scientific authority on
this most important subject,
justly called the '`heart of
any circuit."

followed by tickler feedback detector and
three stages of resistance -coupled audio has
yet to be improved upon for range, selectivity and tone quality. Our research facilities are such that minor refinements are
constantly being made without the necessity
of yearly models becoming obsolete.
We produce one model, fairly priced, and
handled by the highest grade dealers and
jobbers. Consistent performance has produced country -wide confidence in the Brown-

-

One stage of scientifically
designed radio frequency,

The
BROWNING -DRAKE FIVE

IN
www.americanradiohistory.com

ing -Drake name and its
standards, with the knowledge that it represents a
laboratory standard of develcpment which will not be
superseded or radically
changed for many years.

St.
Max Steindel, Orchestra Conductor, KSD,He is
Germany.
Stutthart,
in
Born
Mo.
Louis,
Symphony
also solo cellist of the St. Louis single
Orchestra. 32 years of age and

Floyd Neale, Chief
Announcer
City. Native of Waterbury,
WGBS, N. Y.
Conn. Graduate
of Harvard of 1911.
Previous
to radio work
was in the advertising
business. 3$ years
of
age

of

i

and Director
of Chicago;
Jack Nelson, Announcer
Ill. A native
Became famous
WJJD. Mooseheart,
Married.
age and
Mr. Nelson
28 Years of
over WDAP. song hits
of
number
as an announcer
a
has also written

and single

r s. Lena Milam, Violinist of Station KFDM,
of
Beaumont, Tex. was formerly supervisor and
music in city schools, orchestra director
violin teacher

t

Miss Gladys Harried,
Violinist of Station
KFDM, Beaumont,
Texas. Miss Horned
is a
native of Adams. Tenn.

pf KFAB,
Chief Announcer
Gayle V. Grubb, Known as "Gloomy Gus.'
Lincoln, Neb.
Formerly in vaudeville

Victor Saudek, Director of Little Symphony
Orchestra, KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa. Native of
Milwaukee, Wis. He has been a member of
various symphony orchestras and still retains his
position on the faculty of Carnegie Inst. of
Technology
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w

elphia
U Philadelphia,
pelphia
from WCA
heard
and
of yesterday
Frank Cook, the songs
appeared in vaude ville
as er
manager
Pa., singing
to broadcasting, He is now resident
Philadelphia
musical comedies.
Theater.
Orient
Beno's
of

Freeman H.
Studio DirectorTalbot, Program
Manager and
Canadian
dian
' onnver, Colo.
as' executiveby birth andtaon
He ie a
a
wide reputation
director of
Association
Denver Music
before ,loinin8
Week
joining KOA

"`!ïMEEMI`

V. A. L. Jones (Mrs. A

T. Campbell), Chief Announcer and

Program Director for KS St. Louis, Mo. Has the distinction
of being the first woman announcer and program director
America. Has been identified with KSD since April, 1922. in
native of Virginia. Before taking up radio work she was Aa
magazine writer. publicity and concert director
,

'

of WOG Kansas
Re: Bettis, Announcer
Okla. 25 years
Enid,
City, Mo. Native of single
and
of age

.,

t

JeNb.l:

of KTHS, Hot
previous to
Previous
Edwin L. Olds, Announcer
lo
Ark. Native of Chicago.
in the U.
was
Knorly
he
work
WBAP.
radio
stations WPA.Announcer
identified withGolden
Voiced
as "The

Miss Goldie
Omaha, Neb.Funk, Hostess of Station
W
Twenty-three
formerly o
years ofage;
O
stenographer
17,

#.n
,

'e

Howard Wade Kimsey,
over WQAO, N. Y. City.Announcer and Singer
Has been Concert, ChurchNative of Missouri.
and Chautauqua
singer since 1906. Four
years as Army Song
Leader during the war

.

tbss.:.001
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Time Man"
"TopsY Turvy radio
r
Russell Pratt, the
Conductsra
o club sox
of WMAQ Chicago.
125,000
over
boys and girls: their own daily newspaper,
appears each day
months. HaveTimes," which app
and has four
'Topsy Turvy
married
Is 36,
in the Daily News.
little "TTT's"

George D. Hay
Announcer and
Station WSM Nashville,
Director of
town is Attica,
Tenn. His
Ind.
and
previous
was a newspaper
man, known as to radio, he
Old Judge "
The Solemn
Formerly connected
WMC and WLS with Stations

Announcer of KLDS,
Arthur B. Church, Native
of Lamoni, Iowa.
Mo.
Independence.
married
30 years of age and

Miss Helen Wethrell, who gives home service
talks over KSD, St. Louis, Mo. Is a native of
Massachusetts

L

a

mont,

Gough, Announcer
of KFDM, Beau-

Texas. Known as "Gasoline
is Mgr. of Service
and Employment Gus." He

Depts.
the Magnolia Petroleum
Co.

WENR, All Director of Station
Studio
the AllFrank Westphal, Corp., Chicago. Also leader of Native of
Radio
music.
American
stage.
famous for their jazz
on the vaudeville W n
American Pioneers,
years
many
spent
KY
WLS,
WQJ,
Chicago. Has
with Stations
WTAS
Formerly associated

Francis S. Chamberlin,
the Announcer for
Tenn., who insists
WMC
listening to. Giveson letting peo P le know what stationMemphis.
the call letters twice
Y are
with "Memphis, Down
on each announcement
phis,
in Dixie.
Iowa, 24 years
of age and single. He is a native of Burlington,
Graduated from Yale
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in 1924

known of
H. C. Castitaw,
Clarence
Oil
Castor

KFDM, Beaumont,
station Native of Brook Harmonica
Tex.
haven, Miss.
entertainer

Thorman B. Groth, Baritone
Soloist of WCAL, Northfield, Minn.
Known as
"Fat." Has also been a
choir singer for several
years. Formerly an automobile and implement salesman

J. R.
nouncer Foster Chief
Anand Studio
Mana
Native o WBCN, Chicago.
ads.
f Winnipeg. Can with Station
nnected
C

F

tcG

8

pian-

Redding,
Miss Edwyl
KFHA,
ist of Native of GuonYosa,
of the
Colo.
Colo. Is alsoand harmony
piano, organ of the Western

Ada

e Morgan
Musiirector ofO'Brien,
kTAB,
land,

a

departments
of Colo.
State College

W L.

(adderly' Announcer Graduated

in
Corvallis,
ric. College 5ervi
g. . Oregon
Service
Extension
from
with the
KOAC is a part
connecte d
since 1917
Service
the College
of this Ext

Calif.

Rosaline Greene. Leading
Lady of the WGY Players,
Schenectady, N. Y. since
1924.- 20 years of age and
single

J. C. Jensen, Announcer of
WCAJ, University Place,
Neb. Was a war -time radio
instructor in training camp.
Native of Utica, Neb. 45
years of age and married
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Native

Oak-

Englandf
merly
arwickshire,
with
stations
KFDB, KPO

Mrs. W. C.
Edwards,
ds Announcer
Teller for
war
over
and
Children's Half
Hour
Tex.
Known
M
agB
as age,
liamont,
Blossom."
som' 30
years
of age, married and
of exwelfare
and teacher
n and music

Reader and
Elsie Shaw, KFJF,
Oklaover
Pianist
of
Native
Okla.
homa City,
Previous
C.
D.
Washington, she was a pro to radio work, of elocution
fessianal teacher
work.
and also did concert
married
and
age
of
30 years

J. 1, Fox,
Wichita,

Raymond B. Meader,
Announcer of Station
WSJ
Boston, Maes.
Radio
ator in U. S. Navy Operduring
war. 28 and married.
nouncer and studio "Anman ager
ative of Rochester,
N. H.
411

-t

Miss

Kaof

n

a musician and
musical
salesman of Native of
instruments.
37 and

Kan.
Green, married

Llewelyn David Evans, Announcer of Station KJBS,
San Francisco, Calif. Native
of Vancouver, B. C. Spent
six years as radio operator on
ships. 25 and married

Franklin Ford, Announcer
and Studio Manager of
WHAP, N. Y. City. Native
of Allegheny, Pa. Graduate
of Princeton University of
Formerly in the
1913.
newspaper and advertising

Vanna
Patterson,
Piano SoloistG.and
panist of Station accomCarterville. Mo. KFPW,
as "Pat." FormerlyKnown
teacher. 20 years piano
of age
and single

game. Is also a music composer and writer

A. R. Meier, Announcer of

KFQO, Russell, Kan. Known
Formerly
as "Marconi."
motion picture operator. 22
and single
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Edward P. Dempsey.
hear over
Singer
Known as WBCN Chicago.
The Chauncey
Olcott of Radio."
married 34 and

,.
d

L

p:

An-

TwamleY A
Edgar Harold
Studio
nouncer and
of WOC, Davenport,
Dublin, Ireland.
Native of of age and rnarThirty years
a newspapert
ried. inFormerly
the
and
China

Voice of
C. G. Livengood, "The
Bend,
State," South
the Hoosier WSBT' Was for34
Ind.,

Station
man. Age
merly a newspaper
Identified with
since
and married.
8s WSBT
stations WGAZ

L. R. Tucker, Big Brother of

KPO, San Francisco, Calif.
Conducts an educational kids'
hour which he originated three
years ago. Previous to radio
work was a sales manager. 34
years of age and single

Haverty, Announcer of
WHDI, Minneapolis, Minn.
Known as "Friday." Also instructor in Vocational School,
Dunwoody Institute, 27 and
G. Wm.

single

1923

Dr. Geo.
W Young, Owner
Station WDGX'
of
Minn. Is
Minnen
a jeweler
polis,
metrist when
and
he
casting.
not broadForm
with Stations
KFMT, identified
and WGWy' WHAT

C. Leonard
Hoglund,
nouncer and violinist
Anof WCAL,
Northfield,
Minn Member
St. Olaf String
Quartet and of
St. Olaf Symphony
the
Orchestra.
W}1en not broadcasting,
Hoglund is
Mr.
engaged
banking business in the

B nee. Alfred
homas, Jr,, Enver, Colo. Charge
Ver,
of KOA, Deriknowa
as a
ment inspector
govern
ator.
and
ship operavorite
diversions
and
chdoge. Is marrind and
ried
has
children

of

Harry Everist Shultz, Baritone

heard over Station KLOA, Univ.
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.
Native of Clinton, Ky. Has a
wide experience as concert and
recital singer. Educated in U. S.
and Europe. Formerly connected with Stations WBAP,
WFAA, KTHS
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Announcer
Robert Whitney. Ill. 22 years
WMAQ. Chicago, Is also Pianist
single.
of age and
and composer

1

G. B. Nichols, Spanish An-

Haller, Announcer
Richard V. Director of KGW,
and Station Ore. Native
Formerly
Portland, Ohio.
32 and
Wooster,
writer.
newspaper marred

nouncer of KFDM, Beaumont,
Tex. Known as "Static."
Native of Chariton, Iowa. 49
and married

Sydney Peck, Announcer and
violinist of Station KSMR,
Santa Maria, Calif. Native
of Cleveland, O. Known as
"Sir Syd." Also a writer and
violin teacher

Jr. AnnounCer
Dave Ablowich,Director of StaTexas.
and Program
Greenville,
with Station KFPM,connected
Formerly
22 and married
tion WOAF.

of G. CummMgs, Announcer
San Antonio,
Tex
Known as "Silent Joe."
40
and married

C. D. Tomy,
WCX, Detroit, Announcer of
Mich.
organizer and
Chief of Also
Apple Club.
Red
Native of Fair
Chd, Iowa. Known as "The

Formerly newspaper
editor

i

Paul R. Heitmeyer,
Announcer
and Publicity Director
of
KGW, Portland, Ore.
ly a commercial radio Formeroperator.
21 and married

Dirk Van Emmerik, Orchestra
Director of Station WGHP, Detroit, Mich. Native of The
Hague, Holland. Has been soloist with the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra since 1920. Previously
connected with well known European Orchestras. 40 years of age
and married
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Announcer
Daniel Earl Noble,of Station
and Director Conn. Student
WCAC, Storrs, Agric College.
of the Conn. married
24 and

JO

tl

and
Arm ouater
W7 d

1:.

Detroit
W
Wallace,
Forrest P.Director of Station native of Lansing,
Program
ProgramDetroit, Well.
WHtthe
identified with stations
raton ,n
News,
erly
Served as radio years of age
War. Married and
and ABM
World

J. H.
DePew,
WCBD,
Shiloh Announcer
of
Gen.ing She amen' Texas.
rZion,
Geo. W. Confidential
Goethals

t,.

Manager for
a
broadcastname
Ca

911.

P

al

Howard E. Clark,
and Station ManagerAnnouncer
for KQV,
Doubleday -Hill El. Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Twenty -five years
of
age and married.
Known over
the radio as "Howdy."
Gave up
a career as a newspaper
vertising man to take up and adbroadcasting

Walter Hermann, 'Cellist with the
U. S. Playing Card Station
WSAI, Cincinnati, O. Native of
Frankfort, Germany. Thirty -six
years of age and married. Was
conductor of Base Hospital Symphony Orchestra at Camp Sheridan, Ala. Makes guest appearances at WLW and WKRC

regularly
Jack Perlman, Violinist
T
Station
over
heard
A concert
Pa.
Philadelphia,
merit and
violinist of exceptional
Dance
Cafe
Maze
the
leader of
Orchestra

Reuben A.
andOBanjo Benson, Announcer

Soloist over WCAL,
of College
Station, North
field,
nn. Twenty
of age and
-one years
a student.
Known
over the radio as "Ben,.

Leatha Wenke, Announcer of Station
WEMC, Berrien Springe, Mich. "The
Radio Lighthouse"

LLinwood

WDAD

T. Pitman,
Pit
Announcer
WCSH,
paper
Per reporter.
an

d

and Manager
view the aro
T,h first
formerly
of
rs
und the world
a newsS. soil
flyersWas
to inter ate

Mere

Point.

Meheir

landing

on

Kenneth McCullough Pickett, Chief Announcer of
Station WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. Native of Rochester,
N.Y. He is "Pat" of the Radio Team of Pat and Moe
24 and single
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Soloist

of Naßhvil

that cit *
Jackson. Announcer
imy iaofanative
W CBQ of
the
staff
Te
the d Pianist for
of age
I-le
formerly
years
and was alno Director
He is 19
He was
O chestra.
Ramblers
James 8

.

who sings over
Orville Andrews,
Is known as
Lincoln, Neb.

KFAB,
He is 22 years
"The Buick Warbler." own statement,
his
of age and to quote
Before takhappY
and
"is married
Andrews
ing up broadcasting
from a
everything
says, "Have been
picture
motion
and
guide in Wisconsin
gravedigging
to
operator in Louisiana
Lincoln." Was forin a cemetery at
with station IFH
merly identified

Dolph Thomas. Announcer and Director
of Station KOIN, Portland, Ore. Has
had years of experience and training as a
singer and actor in light opera; also well
fitted for radio work from a technical
standpoint as he is a graduate in electrical engineering. President of the
Portland Light Opera Association

Katherine E. Nelson, Assistant
Announcer of Station WMC, Memphis,
Tenn. Known as " Miss Kitty."

Gives Home Economics lectures,
in
addition to announcing. Was formerly
a stenographer

Wayne Myers, Announcer for WIBO,
Chicago. Before taking up broadcasting was a salesman. Formerly with
WEBH

Herbert B. Glover, Sports
Announcer
and Publicity Manager
for Station W JZ
N. Y. City. Twenty
-seven years of
age
and married. Formerly
a writer. Was
awarded the 1925
title by the Radio
Voice Technique
Committee as the
best
radio announcer for
that year. Native
of Brooklyn, N. Y.

of WCCO,
Karl Scheuren, violinist
of ColNative
Minneapolis, Minn.
Formerly concert
ogne, Germany.
Symphony
master of Minneapolis
Dept.,
violin
of
head
Orchestra, also
of Minn.
of University

of

atiline Steffen
Atlass of WBBM
ho wail formerly
Chicago
eut of Southern head of Violin
De
College.
>rthwestern
GraduatepartUniversity, Native
of
Kansas

Stan Lee, popular Announcer for WCAU,
Philadelphia; 28 years of age and married. Before taking up broadcasting Mr.
Lee was an actor
www.americanradiohistory.com

Director
Denver,
Soloist and
KOA,
Rains,
youngest church
Miss Ina ' matinees
M
West. She
housewives Rains is
her
Colo. Miss Rocky Mountainblood in
Indian
soloist in
Sioux
of
has a trace
veins

Kess B. Holeman, Announcer KSMR, Santa Maria,
Calif. Formerly general manager of the Santa Maria
Valley R. R. Also a newspaperman. Native of
Smith Center, Kan. 47 and married

Staff Pianist and AcPaul M. Oberg,
Minneapolis,
companist of WCCO,
of age and
Minn. Twenty -two years
HobChurch organist.
single. Is also
golf
bies are tennis and

Luther J. Jensen,
Studio and Program Chief Announcer,
Seattle, Wash.
Native of of KFOA,
Minn. Formerly
St.
concert managerPaul,
press agent.
and
25 and married

E. L. Tyson, Chief Announcer of WWJ, The Detroit
News, Detroit, Mich. Native of Tyrone, Pa. Educated at Pennsylvania State College. Identified with
college theatricals and later with local talent productions. Played semi -pro football and baseball for a
number of years. Served in France and Belgium in the
World War. "Ty" is 38 years of age and married

Wilfred K. Bert,
Announcer
ouncer and Director
of
Times. Native Also assistant radio
editor of the
of San
radio work,
he was radio Francisco.
instructor
Corns in France.
to
Known for clearwith U. S. Signal
daily news bulletins.
enunciation
ranging
ranging and
.Remote control expert, of
football and
arcrew -race
broadcasts

of KNRC.,
Allan N. Fairchild, Announcer
New York. 37 yea
Angeles. Calif. Native of

age and married.

Previous to broadcasting

in the real estate business

Miss Norma V. Carle, Pianist of WSVS,
Buffalo, N. Y. Miss Carle is only 18 years of
age and is studying piano with the intention of
becoming a concert pianist. Formerly
identified with stations WGR, WMAK,
WEER. Known over the radio of

"Little Girl"
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Miss Helen Cutter, Soprano Soloist with
KPO, San Francisco, Calif. She is a
native of Meadville, Pa., and has been
heard over Stations KFUU, KFWM,
KTAB and KLX. 19 and single. Has
also had some musical comedy and
comic opera experience

10th Ave. BapMinister of
KT AB.
Calif. Station
Oakland,
The church
tist Church,
West Indies.
Station
Jamaica,
of
Native
the building of
membership financed
every Sunare broadcasted
KT AB and services
day morning

Edward E)lingson,
Tenor heard over
Lincoln, Neb.
KFAB,
He is the "Eddie"
half of the
Boys "Gloomy
and Eddie."
Years of age
23
d single.
Native of
Cath_
bridge, Neb.

Geo. W. Phillips,

i

Mrs. Frederick Crowe, Program Director
of Station KPO, San Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. Crowe was formerly a concert
pianist

Merton H. Bories,
Pianist of KPO,
San Fran
Composer
Native of Seattle,
songs
popular
Wash Formerly
28
N and single.
a realtor.
Has been identified
San Francisco
with all
Stations. Known
as "Mert"
cisco, Calif.

.

Dentist in charge
Dr. Frederick W. Pepper,
b of
Tooth rush
of the Health and
ofl M nn ap D s,
ative
Minneapolis, Minn.
single
47 years of age and

/k

Edward James Ludes, Chief Announcer and Technical
Director of Station KJBS, San Francisco, Calif. Native of
Salina, Kan. Known as " Watts." Formerly connected
with Stations KJQ, KFOB and KFRC. 21 and married
ti

fl
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An-

A Rietz,

Darrow,

State

Dak°ta.

and Manager
Henry Field, Announcer
Iowa.
Shenandoah,
of Station KFNF,
Co.
Seed
Field
Henry
Also Pres. of the
in
born
of age; was
Mr. Field is 54 years and has a family
Shenandoah; is married second place in
Held
of eleven children. announcers in 1925
popular
for
contest

Karl Stefan,
Announcer

Station
eb. Home

G,

Clarence L Dreinbach,
Announcer
and Studio

Socer of
Twenty-onearOta
age and
years

Manager

WCEA, Allentown, of Station
Pa. Twentythree years of
age and single.
ive of Union
NatHill, Pa. Known
the country as
over
Larry.
thusiastic amateur Is also an enoperator

nouncer

for

ville, Tenn.
Fred E. Saturn,
Nashville,
Colo;
for VJ
34
native
A native Radio Dad";

Norfolk,
of
"Printer's
Devil. Forty-one
Y one years
and
of
a
age
Perr ed. Formerly
grapher
and worldttraveler
tele-

I{year of age and married

Charlie Middleton, Owner and Announcer of WRAF, La
Porte, Ind. Joined the army when he was 15; soldiered in
Philippines; fired tramp steamers; motorman on street cars
and railroad telegrapher. Native of Decatur, Ind.

.,

Announcer

std

Own
Owner

CR,
of KW
of Cedar

lowa. "The furniture
Harry FRap
Formerly
Cedar Rapids, formerly
City, Mo.and married
Kansas
of
stive
Rapids'
WK
with Station
identified

John W. Lovellette,
Rapids, Iowa.
Announcer
Thirty-eight years
KWC
dá
of age R , Ceder
A native of
Chicago
and married

Leonore Shetz, Assistant Announcer
and Director and regular station pianist, WNAT, Philadelphia, Pa. Formerly leader of the Nomad Dance
Orchestra. 19 and single

Charles
: +
FIaYser,
A
Cedar Rapids,
',:
eer of
Iowa.
son.
son
gWCR,
Wis.
Forty-three Native of
Atkinage and
identified
AA.
an Station
Known as "Charlie.'

married.'
ares

W. I. Griffith, Program Director of WOI, Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa. Was formerly Supt. of Schools

State
WOI, Iowa

Ames,

Milan, Ohio;
ing. Native of
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Co

y°

F. A. Fish, Director ofofStation
the Dept. of Electrical
Iowa. Is head
married and 51

.

.

44V
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receivers one may experience

excellent "tone quality." With

:

FERGUSON you are conscious of
something more: a degree of fullness that
gives you each note from every instrument
in perfect timbre. Not mere music, but the
soul of the artist seems to come into your
living room.
One Tuning Control -Calibrated in
Meters gives you, in a moment, the program to suit your mood.
Complete shielding of all tuning elements gives this 6 -tube Receiver its marked

----_--

4

/

/
4
4

:
i

selectivity.

4

See, hear, compare!

4

J. B.

FERGUSON, INC.
225 West 57th Street
New York, N.Y.
.

The FERGUSON
Model Ten
$110.00
With table, as shown, 147.50
(Ten per cent increase west
of the Rockies)

J.l .1

4

,

:
41,

4
(

No Seasonal ModelsContinually Developing Refinements
.

.

:

The Gold
..a..

..

Standard of Radio Receivers
610" --""qtai

.......... .....
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of
Assistant Manager
Brainard,
City
Miss Bertha
WJZ. N.

Station

y

Stanley W Barnett, Announcer of Station
WBAL, Baltimore, Md. 28 years of age and
married. Native of Pittsburgh, Pa. Formerly
U. S. Naval Radio Operator and Announcer for

Grace Adams East, Cornetist
with Station
KTAB, Oakland, Calif.
Formerly heard
from
Stations KGO, KPO
and KLX

WOC

Hatry B. Sidles, Associate Announcer and studio director of Station KFAB,
Lincoln, Neb. Was formerly a salesman. Known as "The Red Headed
Announcer." 23 years of age and single

Lyric Tenor, heard
Announcer and Colo. Native
Freese,
Ralph
ve of
KOA, Denver,
Formerly
a newspaper man.
and
history
Kudeas
Kansas. North and South American
of
a
outdoors
student
a lover ofih

H. Dean Fetzer,
Announcer
tion WDAF
and Director
of StaNighthawks. Kansan City, Mo. Also,
Is
C nief of the
known
Formerly a newspaper as the sin
gtn8 announcer.
man.
Age 28 and married
Ada Arlen, Lyric Soprano of Station WOK, Homewood, Ill. Was previously a concert artist. She is a
native of Ohio

www.americanradiohistory.com
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n
amazing

Aristocrat

Pointer Knob
Aristocrat
E-Z TOON
Vernier Dial

Aristocrat
E -Z TOON
Vernier Pointer

Advancement
\\\\ \\ \

.....

\\\\m°°'ó

the N EWMristo

cit"

Vernier Port Dial

SINCE the birth of radio, Kurz-Kasch has been foremost
with all important improvements -the leader in the
field of plastic mouldings. The name Aristocrat has always
signified radio parts -dials, knobs, pointers, etc. -of
unsurpassed quality and efficiency.
Our newest improvement -the latest addition to the
noteworthy Aristocrat family is no exception
This
Vernier -Port Dial is of Bakelite. It will improve the
appearance and efficiency of any set a hundredfold.
The vernier ratio is 14 to i. There are no gears, no cogs,
no chains-no backlash possible! Nothing to wear out or
get out of order. Easily installed -in a few minutes The
famous Kurz -Kasch split bushing fits any condenser shaft.
In three beautiful, attractive finishes -black, walnut
or mahogany. If you are to build your own radio, be
sure to select this Aristocrat Vernier -Port Dial if you
want and expect best results.
!

!

If you already operate a radio with old- fashioned dials
doubtful quality and origin -replace them
with this improved, modern Vernier -Port Dial. You'll be
surprised at the difference in appearance and you will
enjoy better reception due to more accurate tuning

-or dials of

-

bringing in countless stations you've never heard before.

You'll find the Aristocrat Vernier -Port Dial at all
better dealers -$2 each -in the color and finish you select!

More than Zoo manufacturers use and endorse Kurz Kasch Products because of their uniform high quality,
efficient design and precision. Kurz-Kasch mouldings bear
this insignia -(K -K) -your guarantee of unequaled quality
and unsurpassed craftsmanship. When you see the
(K -K) trade mark of quality on any plastic moulding,
you may be sure that quality has not been compromised
in other important constructional details.

THE KURZ -KASCH COMPANY, Moulders of Plastics, Dayton, Ohio
OFFICES:

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Spokane, Denver

KURZ

oaoa

KASCH

eigristocrat Dials and Knobs
Tell 'Ent You Saw

It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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EXACTLY
the miracle receiver
you have been hoping for!
Amplification -so many kinds -radio frequency-audio
frequency, the kind the golfer uses, the fisherman and
neighbor with the one tube set, and the manufacturer
who, "considerably off his wave," guarantees anything.
Too bad that all this wasted energy cannot be utilized, but,
Intermediate frequency
transformers manufactured at St. James Laboratory, 845 Washington Blvd., Chicago, III.

Suppose that you were
me, and after continuous
association with Radio
since the time that Marconi made his first trans Atlantic tests at Wellfleet,
Mass., and you wanted
the finest Receiver that
could be devised, to use
in your own home, and

point with justifiable

Audio frequency transformers manufactured
by Thordarson Electric
& Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Sockets manufactured
by Benjamin Electric
Mfg. Co.,

120 S. Sangamon St., Chicago, Ill.

pride to its outstanding
performance. You would
have the same one that is
described in this article,
exactly.

And suppose that recognized authorities in the radio field.
subjected this set to all sorts of adverse conditions,
in the
tropics, competitively in the laboratory, on moving
trains,
U. S. Naval vessels and motor cars, and wrote
in detailed
reports on its exceptional performance, would this
not be
satisfactory evidence for you?

Tell 'Ella You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Add to this hundreds of letters from enthusiastic builders, some
who stated that this was the first set that they ever built but the
majority those who have pursued the more expensive trail and
after many changes have found their ideal rested not on promises, but an earnest endeavor on the part of responsible manufacturers to supply well engineered devices. A letter received
just before this copy goes to the printer is reproduced as follows:
;

ROBERT MCMICHAEL

lamrs
_40

July 19th 1926.
St.

James Laboratories,

Inc.,

845 Washington Boule7ard,
Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:Kindly send me at your
earliest convenience one St. James
Rated Condenser to use across the primary
of your input transformer. Send same
Parcel Post C.O.D.I do not know price.
I would like to take this opportunity
to commend your transformers and your
oscillator system. Piave made myself
a 'Super' using your products and the
results are as nearly perfect as one
would wish and the set has been highly
praised by local engineers of the Western
Electric Co.
Thanking you in advance for your
prompt attention to this,order and for
past courtesies, I am,

"Fiat" Loop manufactured by Radio Appliance Lab., 4884 N. Clark
St., Chicago, Ill.

Very truly yours,
RMcM/t.

All of the manufacturers represented on this page are substantial, responsible, and anxious to be of service. Each of them
have adequate and comprehensive facilities to produce the best
in what they have to offer. Descriptive folder "B" will bring a
prompt and courteous reply to you, giving you the information that you want, exactly. Just state that you are interested
in the new St. James Two -Forty.

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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manufactured

by Yaxley Mfg. Co., 9
S. Clinton St., Chicago,
Ill.
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The St. James Super with a New Type of
Dehydrated Intermediate Frequency
Transformer
This receiver was designed and all illustrations
prepared by the Citizens Radio Laboratory
THE super- heterodyne type of receiver

taken into consideration, it is apparent that the fields
of the transformers are extremely small. This practice of placing the
parts as close together as possible is recommended as it not only
permits minimum length of leads but also adds to the compactness of
the set.
The manner of final checking of the intermediates insures limits of
variation far below a one kilocycle limit, and the final dehydration
of the coils, and their sealing off from further moisture effects precludes future changes in their electrical characteristics. With intermediates operating at 240 k.c., oscillator repeats are reduced to a
minimum, and, with a total lack of inherent harmonics, the set func-

is generally recognized

23 inches long, is

as the most efficient of radio receiving sets. It is sensitive
and selective, easy to operate and capable of bringing in distant stations with good volume and excellent reproduction.
Today a receiver must have several attributes which have been
largely decided upon by the discriminating buyer, and foremost is
the matter of quality. The super -heterodyne receiver, described herewith, is outstanding in this respect, due principally to the method
employed in building up the signal before it enters the audio frequencies.
The principles underlying the operation of the super -heterodyne
have been too exhaustively described to warrant an extended explanation here. Briefly, the circuit transforms the incoming signals to a
predetermined and higher wavelength. It demands transformers which
will give maximum amplification at this wavelength.
The St. James intermediate frequency transformer is very unique
in design and is the only one of its kind now manufactured. Two
air -core coils, wound in a special manner to reduce inter -turn capacity
to a minimum, are mounted on bakelite tubing. The coal terminals are
silver -soldered to terminal wires running to the transformer terminals.
The bakelite tubing carrying the coils is mounted in a high lead content glass casing, the coils are then completely dehydrated by the
repeated addition and subtraction of dehydrated air. When delicate
electrical tests prove that the last possible vestige of moisture is removed, the transformers are sealed.

IU1u±diUltlllllljilj.j10411lil.!

----=----_

Photo

.-1.

l tl i
I

í

i

i

Front view of receiver mounted in cabinet with loop

It is instantly apparent that the one outstanding handicap of the
air -core transformer has been completely and permanently overcome
The added efficiency due to the complete absence of moisture must
be experienced to be appreciated, the satisfaction of knowing that your
set is completely immune to even the most extreme humidity changes
will be especially realized by those who are located on the sea coast
or in the tropics.
The diameter of the largest coil used in the St. James transformers
is slightly under 7/s-inch. This unusually small size, together with the
effect of the vacuum treatment and the shielding effect of the high lead content glass, combine to produce a magnetic field so concentrated
that the hand may be placed directly around any of the transformers
while the set is in operation, without the slightest de- tuning effect.
When the fact that the complete receiver is built on a baseboard only

dons smoothly without hissing or distortion even when supplying full
volume to the speaker.
The circuit used in the St. James Super- Heterodyne consists of a
Hartley oscillator, using a St. James Oscillector, 1st detector, four
stages of intermediate radio frequency amplification, 2nd detector and
two stages of transformer coupled audio amplification.
UX201A tubes or their equivalent are used throughout the receive
with the exception of the last stage of audio. Here a UX112 power
tube handles the output of the audio amplifier, thereby allowing 131i
volts "B" battery to be used, giving maximum volume and without
sacrificing tone quality.
Thordarson Type R-200 amplifying transformers are used in the
audio amplifier. With a good cone speaker music and speech art
reproduced with unusual fidelity, even the slightest shading of ton

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Photo B. Rear view of receiver completely wired
volume, timbre and range. They have a wide range of amplification,
giving good reproduction of notes from well into the bass up past
the upper limits of audible frequency.
Two major controls are used ; one for tuning the loop to the desired
wavelength and the other for establishing resonance between the
oscillator circuit and the intercepted signal. Regeneration, so helpful
in receiving distant stations, is accomplished by inserting a .000045
mfd. variable midget condenser in the plate circuit of the first detector
tube. The two major controls are .0005 mfd. Hammarlund variable
condensers with a straight -line frequency tuning characteristic.
The St. James Oscillector is conveniently mounted by installing it
on a Electrad grid leak mounting.
Benjamin UX cushion sockets are used throughout the receiver. A
minimum amount of tube or microphonic noises will be experienced
with this type of socket.
A Yaxley two -ohm air -cooled rheostat controls the first six tubes.
The Jewell voltmeter shows, at all times, the voltage applied to the
filaments of these tubes. Fixed resistances regulate the audio tubes.
Separate binding posts are provided for the "C" battery establishing
the grid bias on the audio tubes. All battery leads are connected to
the receiver by means of a Yaxley cable connector.
Figure 1 is the layout of the front panel giving the location of all
holes as well as the necessary engraving.
Figure 2, the baseboard layout, gives the location of all parts
mounted on the baseboard. All terminals on apparatus are plainly
shown and indicated so that the various pieces of apparatus bear a
correct relation to each other.
In Figure 3 is shown the schematic wiring diagram of the complete

receiver. A filament control jack is used in the last stage of audio.
The filament circuit of the last tube is completed only when a loud
speaker is plugged in.
Little or no difficulty will be had in assembling and hooking up the
receiver if the layout shown in the various illustrations is followed.
Parallel high frequency leads should be carefully avoided. Short
grid and plate leads are automatically provided for if the apparatus
is paced as shown on the baseboard layout.
Carefully check all connections against the large graphic illustration.
Make corrections in hook -up where necessary and test with "A" battery with tubes in sockets. If tubes light and are controlled by the
proper resistances try connecting the "A" battery across other battery
terminals. When tubes only light when "A" battery is properly connected it is safe to connect the remaining batteries, hook up the loop
and plug in the speaker.
With the rheostat set just under five volts on the meter, advance
the potentiometer toward the negative side until the set goes into
oscillation. This will be evidenced by a click or thud in the loud
speaker and can be checked by touching the oscillator condenser with
the finger, a double thud when the finger is touched and removed
will be evidence of oscillation. Then retard the potentiometer setting
until the oscillation point is just passed. The receiver is now in its
most sensitive condition. Starting with 'both condensers at the lower
end of the scale, slowly rotate the loop tuning condenser until a rushing or blowing sound is heard to which any background noise such
as local motor sounds, static, etc., will be added. The receiver is now
in resonance. Slowly, very slowly, rotate both condensers so as to
keep this background nose present until a station is heard. A slight
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Front view of panel showing size of holes and engraving
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Figure

2.

Baseboard layout showing arrangement of parts

readjustment of the dials and the potentiometer may be necessary
to secure full volume.
The regeneration control is adjusted for maximum sensitivity while
he set is in operation. This is found only by trial. It will be found
at less regeneration is needed on the lower wavelengths than on
e upper.
On account of the variance in tube characteristics they should be
Dchecked according to a simple method furnished by the St. James
Laboratories in their instruction sheet.

List of Parts
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
1- Formica Engraved Panel 7 "x24 "x3 / 16"
1-Jewell Pattern No. 135 0 to 8 Volts Voltmeter
1 -9"x23 "x 1/2" Wood Baseboard
2-Marco Vernier Dials.
1- Hammarlund .000045 mfd. Midget Variable Condenser
Hammarlund .0005 mfd. Variable Condensers
1- Yaxley 2 -ohm Rheostat
1- Yaxley 400 -ohm Potentiometer
1- Yaxley No. 10 Battery Switch
1- Yaxley 2 -ohm Fixed Resistance
1- Yaxley 4 -ohm Fixed Resistance

2-

T

OSCILLATOR

net

.30ic.YEr-

EOSTAT

Ill

40L TMETE,P

i.11111,II

'

1- Yaxley
1- Yaxley-

Jack

No. 660 Cable Connector and Plug

4-St.

James Intermediate Frequency Transformers
James Oscillector
1
James Choke Coil
1- Electrad Single Grid Leak Mounting
Benjamin UX Cushion Sockets
2- Thordarson R -200 Audio Transformers
2- Dubilier 1 nifd. By -Pass Condensers
1- Dubilier No. 601 mfd. Grid Condenser
2- +Dubilier No. 601 nifd. Condenser
1- Dubilier 2- megohm Grid Leak
2- Formica Terminal Strips "x3 "x3 10"
6-Eby Engraved Binding Posts
1- Package Fester Radio Solder
4 -Dozen Tinned Soldering lugs
5 -Dozen No. 5x!
Round Head Wood Screw.
50 -Feet Belden No. 12 Tinned Copper I {I111k -up Wire.
The St. James Super- Heterodyne Receiver is simple to operate. It
is unfair to expect phenomenal results the first time the set is on the
air. A little patience in tuning in conjunction with a willingness to
learn the little eccentricities of the particular receiver will bear a just
reward of distant stations received consistently.
1

-St.
-St.

8-

1

DI ATE TRANS ORr+C

MrQ BY-14Ss apYO.

No. 3 Jack

1--- Yaxley No. 2
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Figure

3.

Schematic wiring diagram
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dio Parts

Only the Bast

-or a Qood Set

are ood &ñom.

all Benjamin Radio Products.

are of the same high

standard as the far-famed

Cle -Ra -Tone Sockets ----

Quality in every part of a radio set is depended upon for the true -to -life reproduction
of radio sounds. There dare not be a flaw anywhere. And all the parts must synchronize.
Each Benjamin Radio Product fits in perfectly with the power and conditions of the
set and contributes greatly to its sensitivity, selectivity, volume and quietness.
The use of Benjamin Radio Products in every part of the world -by
authorities and amateurs- endorses the quality and effort that the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. has put into each product.

Improved Tuned Radio Frequency Transformers
Proved through exhaustive and comparative tests to be the most
efficient coil for modern radio sets. Better in all important features
and characteristics. Space wound. Basket weave. Cylindrical. Highest practical air dielectric. Gives wonderful sharpness in tuning,
better volume and purer tone quality.
21/4" Diameter Transformer
3" Diameter Transformer
Compact. Especially desirable for Capacity coupling reduced to
crowded assembly. Eliminates in- lowest degree. For use with
terfering "pick -up."
.00035 Mfd. Condensers.
Set of 3, $5.75

Singl.. Transformer, $2.10

Set of 3, $6.00

Single Transformer, $2.25

"Lekeless" Transformers
Uniform high inductance, low distributed capacity
and low resistance. The external field is so slight
that it permits placing coils close together without
appreciable interaction.
Single Transformer, $2.50

Battery Switch

Brackets

An aid to simplification in set construction. Quick, positive, clean -cut make and break.
Supports sub -panel,with room underneath for When it's "in" it's "off," eliminating danaccessories and wiring. Plain and adjustable. ger of wasteful use of battery.
Plain, 70 cents per pair; adjustable, $1.25 per pair

30 cents each

Push Type Cle -Ra -Tone Sockets
Spring Supported, Shock Absorbing. Stop Tube
Noises. The greatest aid to non -noisy operation.
Contacts always clean.
75 cents each

Straight Line Frequency Condensers

No crowding of stations. The broadcast range is spread evenly over
the complete dial. Stations come in without interference, and tuning
is much easier. An instrument made with the precision and compactness of a watch. Adjustable turning tension. Low loss characteristics give a definite and distinct radio reception. Beautiful in appearance-a credit to the looks and efficiency of any set. Finished
in dull silver. Made in three sizes:
.00025 Mfd.

.00035 Mfd.

.0005 Mfd.

$5.00
$5.25
$5.50
If your dealer cannot furnish you with Benjamin Radio Products send amount direct
to our nearest sales office with his name and we will see that you are promptly supplied.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
120-128
Sangamon Street

New York:
247 West 17th Street

S.

Chicago

San Francisco:
448 Bryant Street

Manufactured in Canada by the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto,
Ontario

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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The Qualitone Receiver
Here Is a Very Efficient Tuned Radio Frequency Set That Looks Like
a Factory -Built Product, but Can Easily Be Constructed at
Home by Following These Specifications
Design and All Illustrations Prepared by the Citizens Radio Laboratory
HE continued and rising popularity of the various tuned coils and selectivity with maximum transfer of controlled energy
radio frequency circuits is no doubt the result of the un- to succeeding grid circuit. The peculiar construction of these
tiring efforts on the part of the different manufacturers in
coils eliminates interference usually picked up by ordinary transtheir. extensive experimentation, development and new de- formers from nearby stations. It also eliminates magnetic feedn of radio frequency transformers. No field of radio has seen
back in multi -stage radio frequency circuits, thus removing one
ch a tremendous amount of energy, time and effort applied to
of the causes for howling.
as has the research in radio frequency transformers. Time lias
This particular type of transformer will operate fairly efficiently
own the gradual development from the original types of air
with any .00035 mf. variable condenser, but investigation shows
re transformers, enclosed in a
that by combining the "i.ekeer case, which had windings
less" transformer with a Benjasmall fiber spools, to the presmin .00035 nif. condenser more
t types of high precision air
satisfactory reception will result
re transformers of low disbecause a wider tuning range
buted capacity and high inxvith greater volume and clarity is
ctive value, which have wind,obtainable than with other equips of the familiar green wire,
ment. It may be intcrcHng to note
-chanically placed and entirely
that the condenser was desgined
f- supporting with no enclosespecially for the "Lcl:cless" transof any kind. Recent types
former.
radio frequency transformers
It is a well known fact that the
e been very efficient in their
receiver constructed in the home
y, but because of the char workshop cannot be compared with
eristics of their respective
the receiver that is built in a tvell
ds it was necessary to mount
equipped factory. Very often the
m at a certain angle to pre home -constructed set will per form
t interstage coupling and
in a manner superior to that of the
d -back effects.
Usually the
factory -constructed receiver, but ine was one of precision and
variably the maim fact tired receiver
tually impossible for the home
will be chosen in preference to the
'bier to maintain.
hrmie - built set.
The commermong the very recent decial receiver has the instruments
opments in the design of radio
mounted upn1 a sub -panel, the
quency transformers lias been
wiring is almost wholly concealed,
t of the so- called "figurea well balanced panel graces the
ht" coils. The primary and
front of the cabinet and certain
ondary are mechanically inmechanical niceties are apparent
woven over a form which inwhich cannot he incorporated in
es the correct spacing of the
the home -constructed receiver. On
es. After a small amount of
the other hand, the receiver as
pe" is applied at certain points
made at hone is usually a con the winding, the form is with glomeration of radio parts mounted
wn and a self- supporting coil
on a wooden baseboard with a poor
he result. A mounting is pro job of wiring. It has been the
ed by which the coil may be
view
in designing this receiver to
ced securely in position and
incorporate
all the very desirable
nections made to the proper
features
usually
found in a facfinals.
The fact that the
tory made set in an excellent tuned
s are wound with mechanical
radio frequency receiver which
uracy produces a transformer
may be constructed by the average
h uniform electrical character radio fan.
Photo A -Front view of receiver in console with
cs and provides a uniformly
suggested accessories
The circuit used is a standard
h- inductance, low distributed
tuned radio frequency receiver
gcity and low resistance with consequent low losses. In addition using two stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, a dethese desirable qualities, this type of transformer is very compact tector and two stages of transformer coupled audio frequency
does not require extreme spacing or angular mounting; it amplification with a few changes made in the interest of better
mits exact nullification for tube and stray capacity without selectivity and reception. The primary of the antenna coupler is
sswork or tedious testing; maximum coupling and high ratio not grounded, and two % mf. by -pass condensers are placed in
oltage increase, due to special low loss construction and con - between the plate circuit of each of the two radio frequency tubes
trated field; minimum supporting insulation in the field of the and their respective negative filaments. The unique arrangement
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of the antenna coupler allows greater selectivity and eliminates
interference and induction noises from nearby power lines to a
great degree. The condensers by -pass any excess radio frequency
currents which ntay be present in the radio frequency transform-

Photo

13,

front view of receiver mounted

ers and prevent them from causing interstage coupling and effecting the very sensitive grid circuits which are in the vicinity of
the transformers. In other words, the condensers localize the
high frequency currents present in the coils so that their energy
is held to the correct circuit instead of straying into audio fre-

Photo

C,

As may be gathered from the illustrations accompanying the
description of this receiver, most of the parts are mounted on a
sub -panel. This arrangement allows all wires with only a fear
exceptions to be placed under the sub- panel. The sub -panel h;i;

rear zieze of receiver. .Notice

queue). circuits and causing poor quality of tone and volume.
It is therefore apparent that there will be a minimum of oscillatory conditions caused by leakage of high frequency currents
which in combination with the ease of operation and tuning
make this a very desirable receiver.

in

cabinet

complete layout of all the holes necessary for the mounting of
the parts in their correct relation to each other as well as $te
holes through which the wires pass when making the necessary
connections between the apparatus above and below the sub panel. Two sizes of holes are used in the sub -panel; the larger
a

¡lie absence of any unsightlyy

wiring

hole is 5/32 inch in diameter, while the smaller hole is 3/32 in
diameter. The holes for mounting the multiplug socket, bracke
fixed resistors controlling the last two tubes, by -pass condens
and one of the holes for mounting the grid condenser are
countersunk from the top side of sub -panel for No. 6 flat he
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achine screws. These holes are shown with an extra heavy
Two holes are shown which have
e around the actual hole.
dotted line around them instead of a solid lind. These holes
e countersunk from the reverse side of the sub- panel.
No difficulties will be experienced in wiring up this receiver,
:though the work will be expedited by mounting the apparatus

;

for antenna and ground connections are cut off about eight inches
from the plug proper. The back wire is connected to the positive
of the "C" battery, and the brown is connected to the negative
of the "C" battery.
There are no adjustments to be made after assembling, to place
the receiver in proper working order. The volume may be modi-

S

31
2

T
p3

RECEIVER

QUALITONE

7

j2 DR/IL cYC3

RADIO

OP/LL

Jae- ,secs

pe/LL

D.P/LL

cs.
FIL.

VOLUME

r--

f/6 MAL

OP/LL eGGS

31D'LLdc5.

DETECTOR

F4E_* Lf/LPL

2 "-* STAGE

I§T STAGE

SW.

4-DP/LL

^I*

Zd

Figure

1.

Panel layout showing suggested engraving

the sub -panel only and making all connections possible and
mounting the front panel and with a few drops of solder
mplete the wiring.
X sockets are used in this receiver and are of the non-microonic type, which eliminates a great deal of tube noises. The
dio transformers are of two different ratios; the first stage
nsformer has a 5 to 1 ratio, while the second stage transformer
s a 2 to 1 ratio. These transformers amplify the lower freencies very efficiently and should give excellent reproduction
th a good cone speaker. The rheostat and variable resistance
ae of a very small size, allowing them to be mounted in a posi1mn which does not detract from the balanced appearance of the
lint panel since they do not interfere with the sub -panel.
en,

/1"---/41-

31.

fled by adjusting the 500,000 ohm variable resistance until the
proper strength of signal is obtained. Experimentation has
shown that an antenna of from 60 to 80 feet long, including
lead -in, is the most efficient kind for this receiver.

The results with this five tube receiver are both gratifying and
surprising as to quality and distance. The stations will always
be found at the sanie dial settings, provided their respective wavelengths do not change.
As the tendency of construction leans towards consoles more
than cabinets, we have shown the completed Qualitone receiver
in both console and cabinet.
In the console model you will find a Philadelphia Storage Bat-

ti

/6
.2

.00

ti

if5

É

\J

7'
/6

23

Figure

2.

/

B

Sub -panel layout

four ohm fixed resistance controls each of the last two tubes.
two radio frequency tubes are controlled by a 10 ohm rheot, while the detector tube is controlled by a 25 ohm rheostat.
a receiver requires the 201A or equivalent type of tubes. All
tteries are connected to the Jones Multiplug, including the
battery. The black and brown leads which are usually used
e

3J

4

tery Company's combination A and B power plant that is connected into any convenient electric light socket and when plugged
in it needs very little further attention. This unit will supply
all the necessary voltages, and if you desire any further information regarding this product, a letter to the Philadelphia Storage
Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., will bring the desired in-
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formation.
The loud speaker shown in the illustration is the Tower Manufacturing Company's new cone type speaker.
The console is the No. 10 style manufactured by the Charlotte
Furniture Company, Charlotte, Mich., and is finished in Zapon;

1- Carter
1- Carter

500,000 ohm Variable Resistance.
102A Radio Jack.

1-- Carter

103

Radio Jack.

2- Carter 4 ohm Fixed Resistances.
3- Kurz -Kasch 4 in. Dials.

ANTENNA

.00025 NF.
P

CONO.

2 MEG. GQ/D LEA,</

A0025 Nf.
6Q/D COND

ñ

G

/srq.F. TQAN3.

G

P

O

d
25 OHM ANEO.

/0 OW Qi+fEOSTATJ
50a 000 011/1 g4DaBle
QES,l5TANCE

+/L.SiK:¡

221z-4
90

41/2V.

11101111111111111F1-911

I

BATT.

Figure

3.

Schematic diagram giving values of different parts

1- Precise
1- Precise

Audio Frequency Transformer.
1 Audio Frequency Transformer.
1 -Jones Type BM Multiplug.
1-- Sangamo .00025 mf. Grid Condenser with Clips.
1- Sangamo .00025 mf. Fixed Condenser.
1- Sangamo .002 mf. Fixed Condenser.
Sangamo 0.5 mf. By -Pass Condensers.
1 -Daven 2 Megohm Grid Leak.
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp.

will not scratch or mar easily; hot dishes or steaming liquids will
not hurt it. It will always look fresh and bright.

List of Parts
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
1- Drilled and Engraved Insuline Panel.
1- Drilled Insuline Sub - Panel.
3- Benjamin No. 9072 "Lekeless" Transformers.

/rQf 7P44617).2/4EQ

00071ti6 BQ4C1/E7

1

2-

,-24 DJ' TQAMS1ZXPItirQ

05 NA: BY-.9155 GOAD

ANTENK4 CGl6KEQ

to
2 to
5

.00025
S,

NA" GOP

,t irA..

77LCGt9

CAW,

2At-6.600 LEA,(!

I

S

5041

Er

TQANSTOPMEQ
/QA7/O

.I1.40LR1PT/N6

J2. (XET

2M0AW TRAN,S'APMEQ

2- /PAT/O

-/
/474FAMP TUBE SOC.T

24, QFAMP

DETECTOP raBE soccer
OHM F/XED PES<STANCE

TUBE 500e'ET-

/STA.FAMO
rUBE SOCk-ET

_.

ICI

@U
IIIÌ!I10.11IIIIIIIII

=

BI@Ìlhlll:lllllullllll

N.0

B0035 MF 40.4) CONQ

.00QSSALFI(QQ. COW

Figure

5.

50000

-240 .fT.a6E

OHM

AP. RES/ STANCE
.00035
CLWL1

Top view of receiver showing arrangement of parts on sub -panel. Apparatus shown in dotted lines is
mounted on under side of sub -panel

3- Benjamin No. 9061 .00035 mf. Variable Condensers.
2- Benjamin No. 8629 Self- Supporting Brackets.
5-Benjamin No. 9040 Cle -Ra -Tone UX Sockets.
1- Benjamin No. 8640 Battery Switch.
1- Carter 10 ohm. Imp Rheostat.
1- Carter 25 ohm Imp Rheostat.

2 -Eby Engraved Binding Posts.
36- Kellogg Tinned Soldering Lugs.

24-No.

6x1 in. R. H. Brass Machine Screws.
20 -No. 6x3/4 in. R. H. Brass Machine Screws.
35
Belden No. 12 Tinned Copper Wire.

-Feet

1- Package Kester
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LL

SUPER-SENSITIVE
INDUCTANCE UNITS
The most important factors in perfect

scat

performance!

AERO TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY KIT-PRICE $12.00
Replace your present inductance with this Aero Coil Tuned Radio Frequency Kit.
It will positively improve the performance of your receiver. Special patented Aero
Coil construction eliminates radio frequency losses. You will notice instantly, a
tremendous improvement in volume, tone and selectivity.
This kit consists of three matched units. The antenna coupler has a variable primary. Uses .00035 condenser. Coils are uniformly air spaced. No dope is used.
Consequently they tune into resonance on a "knife's edge."

FREE with Each Kit

Eight page colored blue print, actual size layout book,
and complete instructions for building the super-sensitive
5 -tube AERODYNE RECEIVER.

This is the super- sensitive set that has caused such a sensation because of its remarkable
performance and extreme selectivity under the most adverse conditions. Tunes extremely
sharp. Brings in far distant stations through heaviest local broadcasting. Remarkable in tone.
All in all, probably the most efficient 5 -tube set thus far perfected. You
should build it. It's
easy with the instructions we furnish.

Aero Short Wave Kit

Aero Interchangeable Coils
No. 4 and 5

Aero 3 Circuit

fr

° ,#
\ \\
1.

o

.

Stock No. LWT -125
Completely Interchangeable
Adopted by experts and amateurs. Range 15 to
130 meters.
"mpletely interchangeable. Includes 3 coil, and base mounting, covering
U. S. bands ?ii, 41) and 80 meters. Uses .00014
condenser on secondary, and .00025 on feedback
control.

$12.50
Aero R. F. Regenerative Kit

Stock No.

INT -5

Increase range of your short wave tuner by
securing coil No. 4 and coil No. 5, combined
range 125 to 550 meters. Both interchangeable
coils fit the same Aero base supplied with the
short wave kit, and uses the same condensers:

A genuine loss -loss antenna coupler, with variable primary. Uses
.00035 condenser.

Coil No. 4-range

Price

125 to 250

meters

$4.00

4.00

Aero Crystal Coil or Wave Trap Unit
Very effective because of
its ideal Aero Coil characteristics. Also for crystal sets. Uses .00035 condenser.

Greatly improves :he
performance of the oscillator circuit of super
heterodynes, uses .0005
condenser.
-

3-

circuit tuner. Makes the world's most efficient
-tube set uses .00035 condenser.

Price

;

$10.00

Stock No. OS -55

$4.50

Stock No. AX -45

Aero Oscillator

Price

$6.50

CT -80

Stock No.

INT -4

meters

4

true low loss
tuner. Variable primary, uses .00035
condenser.

Price

Coil No. 5 -range 235 to 550

Stock No.
RFR -110
One Radio Frequency Coil and one tapped

The

Stock No.

l

Price

Tuner

Price

$5.50

$4.00

Stock No. WT -40

Order these coils from your dealer today

AERO PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. 102, 1772 Wilson
Avenue

Pacific Coast Representatives:

Chicago, Illinois

Henger -Seltzer, 1111 Wall St., Los Angeles; 377 Brannan
St., San Francisco

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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A

15

to 550-Meter Receiver Using a System
of Interchangeable Coils

This Receiver Was Designed and All Illustrations Prepared in the Citizens Radio Laboratory
THE outstanding trend

that the correct relation between the secondary and primary
windings is automatically taken care of.
The circuit is of the familiar "fixed tickler" and capacity
controlled type, which has been found most suitable for short
wavelengths. The controls are two, tuning and feedback, and
since the feedback is quite constant over a fairly wide band,
operation is very simple. Two variable condensers are used. It

in radio research .during the last

two years has been towards short wave transmission and
reception. Amazing distances using extremely low power
have been covered by using short waves and with the uncanny reliability of this type of radio communication it bids fair
to revolutionize broadcasting.
This particular receiver is different from other high frequency

RECENERATION

SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER

2fe STACE

(1'

fIL.SN.

Photo A -Front view of receiver
receivers which have been described from 'time to time in that an vided, on which is mounted an adjustable primary coil, which may
interchangeable coil system is used by which the entire range be fixed for best results. The design of the interchangeable coils
are such has been found that the most satisfactory results are obfrom 15 to 550 meters is covered efficiently. The interchangeable
tained when using this type of coil when the grid tuning condenser
F.
J.
designed
by
system
were
receiving
associated
coil and
is a .00014 MF and the feedback control is a .00025 MF straight The
Products,
Inc.,
for
Aero
Chicago.
engineer,
Marco, consulting
line- frequency condenser.
unit
coils,
each
five
interchangeable
system consists, briefly, of
The coils will cover, when used with 201A tubes and the above
base
is
proA
suitable
comprising a grid and plate inductance.
/9-

6f

-i

SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER

DP/LL
hi1

z ND STA6E

FIL.SW.

a27 1V/LL

427

C S.

-------

AP/L L ci' CS

'27 DOLL d,CS.-Vi

iFiga

1

-Panel

Layout
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mentioned capacities in tuning and feedback condensers, 15 to
33.5 meters, 31.5 to 68 meters, 57 to 133 meters, 125 to 250 meters,
and 235 to 550 meters respectively. This may vary slightly, due
to the length of leads and tube capacities, but should allow the
operator to find a particular wave -band easily.
As may be seen from
the illustrations accompanying this article, two
stages of audio frequency
amplification are used in
this receiver which allows
a loud speaker to be used
on all signals. This is
obviously advantageous
as being preferable to
44._
using headphones.
4i
In view of the fact that
a short wave receiver is
subject to microphonic

of this receiver to wind one himself. Procure a piece of Bakelite
long. Drill two holes in each
tubing 3/4" outside diameter,
apart, about 1/32" in diameter.
end of the tube wall about
Fasten end of No. 28 DCC wire through two holes and allow

3/"

/"

'N

about six inches to project, wind 200 turns around
tube and anchor other
end through remaining
two holes, again allowing
six inches to project. A
spool of No. 28 wire, 44
pound in weight is sufficient.
It will be found that by
making the grid return
on the detector interchangeable from positive
to negative better signals
will result when proper
polarity is established.
The filament circuit may
or may not he grounded.
This lead is shown in the
diagrams as a dotted line,
as conditions vary. In
some installations a good
deal of AC hum is found

1,0

noises from the tubes,
cushion sockets have
been specified to prevent
this very undesirable condition. The sockets are

of the new UX type
which are now considered
as standard.
when filaments are
A No. 51 Daven Mountgrounded. Other times
ing is provided by which
again, heavy interference
various grid leak and conmay be encountered which
Photo B -Rear view of complete d receiver, showing complete set of
denser combinations may
may be eliminated to a
Aero interch anycable coils
be tried until the best
great degree by allowing
signals are found. Experimentation has shown that a grid leak the filaments to remain ungrounded. In either case of groundof 8 megohms and a grid condenser of about .0001 mfd. is the
ing, or not grounding, body capacity will be absent.
best combination in this particular type of receiver. If good reNo difficulty should be experienced in assembling and wiring
sults are not obtained from these values the combination must
this receiver, although care should be taken that all leads be as

2

5'
8

e
/STAUD FRED TRANS.

!J

NM

It

2

414D/0

PPE

TRANS.

ala

=

FREQ.

<AUD.
<A/IR 506E47

COMB/NAT/ON GOD LEA.E'cP
GQ/D COLAD MOUNT/NG

000/4 /VD

VAR COND

DETECTOP SOCKET

E,

25 0/114 QNE05TAT

4

.00025 NIP OR

COND.

GNM RES/STANCE

/zr STAGE AGE'
i7LAMENT SW/TCH

Fig.

2-Baseboard

be altered until best results are obtained.

It has been found that a radio frequency choke is necessary
before the first audio transformer. This choke is not manufactured at the present time and it is necessary for the constructor

Layout

short as possible. Insulation on any of the wires is not necessary
and is not advised since research has shown that poor results in
reception will follow if insulated leads are used. Very high ratio
vernier dials have been selected for the tuning controls in this
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on all wavelengths with the antenna and ground connected. For
the best results the antenna should have a maximum length of
not more than 50 feet including the lead -in. If dead spots are
encountered on any short wavelengths, loosen antenna coupling.
If this does not eliminate the dead spot remove from 5 to 10
turns from the radio frequency choke.
In operating the receiver, always keep it oscillating gently for
CW reception and just below the point of oscillation for phone
reception. It is altogether proper that a word of caution he
placed here in reference to the fact that this type of receiver reradiates when oscillating too freely and great care should be
taken that the operator does not enter the ranks of the "Bloopers"

,eiver in view of the fact that a very minute adjustment is
,eded in tuning. in'. the short wave transmitters.
[t ill be noticed that the Karas Condensers are provided with
NA

th a large mounting nut fitting around the condenser shaft
of three screw holes in the frame. The large nut
-1 a series
not used in mounting the condensers, and care should be used

that no part of the threaded portion surrounding the condenser
ift projects beyond the face of the panel. Using the flat head
chine screws supplied with the condensers and inserting the
all spacers, also supplied between the condenser frame and the
nel the variable condensers may be easily mounted in place.
will be found that it is advisable that the mounting holes for

GROUND/N6 F/L AMENTS AS SHOWN BV
DOTTED L/NES WILL OFTEN 6/1/E BETT[P

5/GN.4L5

HEAVY /NTEQFE.PENCE eV- AC
NUM NAY BE REMOVED BY ALLOW/A6
E/LAMENTS TO REMAIN UNGROUNDED.
PAD/0 FREQUENCY CHOSE

/srAUD/0 TRANS.

2NOA061/0 TpAi125

ÌI
®
o
D

COIL

MGY/NT/NGDETECTOP

2OA1/D AMO

-

O

RES/STANCE OF GR/D-LEA/Y
d'CAOAC/TY OFGQ/D-COND.
ARE FOUND BY TAP/AL. A
LARGE RES/STANCE ABOUT
8 NEGON115 of A SMALL
COND.. ABLY.? .000/MFD. W/LL

GPO PER/RN /S
POUND BY TR/AL

&YE BEST S /GNALS.

CONNECT

W

0,

roe/ma,

-OR+OFDET.

N

ll

F/LAMENT SWITCH

000/4 MED VAQ/ABL E

COND

25 ONM RHEQSTAT

.00025 MID

YAQLABLE COLAD.

\

--

1

Fig.

3- Graphic

illustration showing each connection

condensers be liberally countersunk so that the heads of the
!n)untiug screws will be below the surface of the panel. The
1cnier dials are actuated by a felt disk which must bear directly
aainst the panel, and it is therefore obvious that any mechanism
:Djecting beyond the panel face will seriously interfere with the
eration of the vernier controls, if not altogether rendering
m ineffective.
After assembling the receiver, carefully check over the wiring,
rect mistakes if any have been made, and then connect the
tteries to the receiver. Insert the third largest coil, disconnect
antenna and with a flexible lead make grid return of detector
positive or negative and try various combinations of grid
ks and grid condensers. This procedure is almost absolutely
cessary as tubes vary and short wave receivers are prone to
into oscillation with a bang or howl instead of the conventional
;s. About .0001 mfd., and 8 megohms will probably be found
be the best. However, if howling is encountered, the capacity
.tst be raised and the grid leak lowered. Sometimes changing
detector grid return will clear the trouble.
When the best grid return, grid condenser, and grid leak have
'en found, check all of the coils and make certain the receiver
In be made to oscillate smoothly from maximum to minimum

e

especially when he is listening in on the 200 to 550 meter waveband. Using both hands for tuning will give best results. A
swinging signal may be followed by adjusting the feedback condenser
as it detunes very slightly when moved. This detuning is convenient for this purpose, but is not sufficient to disturb logging.

LIST OF PARTS
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results.
1
7 "x18 "x3/16" Drilled and Engraved Formica Panel
1
5/8"x2
Formica Terminal Strip
1
5/8"x5" Formica Terminal Strip
1
"x17" Wooden Baseboard
2 Karas Harmonik Audio Transformers
1
Karas .00014 mfd. SLF Variable Condenser
Karas .00025 mfd. SLF Variable Condenser
1

/"

8/

3
2
1
1
1

1

Benjamin Type 9040 Cleartone Sockets
Yaxley 4 Ohm Fixed Resistances
Yaxley Type 2 -A Jack
Yaxley Type 3 Jack
Yaxley Filament Switch
Daven No. 51 Mounting
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Daven 8 Megohnt Grid Leak
Dubilier .0001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1
25 Ohm E. E. E. Rheostat
1
Set of Aero Interchangeable Coils -Range of from 15 to 550
Meters
1
Piece Bakelite Tubing % ", 3r" long
1
Quarter Pound Spool of No. 28 DCC Copper Wire
1
Foot Insulated Flexible \Vire. (For finding grid return,
grounding filaments, etc.)
Miscellaneous Screws, Wire, Lugs, etc.
1
Package Kester Solder
Blackburn Ground Clamp
25 feet No. 12 Belden Copper Tinned Wire.
The broadcast listener will find KDKA on 64 meters practically
every evening during the week. WGY broadcasts experimental
programs at irregular times on wave lengths between 105 and 15
meters, 2YT, at Po ldhu in Ireland, is on 94 meters with experimental
work. G2N \I, at London, on about 44 meters, may be heard most
1

HOLLAND

1

RADIO FQEOUENCY CHO 'E

SEE

00025 MFD VAP

Kootwijck
Kootwijck
Kootwijck

8328
7890
6518

SAJ

SWEDEN
Karlshorg

5996

Way
36
38

-

46
50

-

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
2XS

2XAW
NKF
2XAD
NAL
NKF

1

ANTENNA

Kilocycles

PCMM
PCUU
POLL

WIK
NKF

2XI
NAL
NAJ
\VQO

Rocky Point, N. Y
Schenectady, N. Y
Anascostia, D. C
Schenectady, N. Y
Washington, D. C
Anascostia, D. C
New Brunswick, N. J
Anascostia, D. C
Schenectady, N. Y

20082
19988

14.93

18738
14991

16
20

14991
14414
13628

?l

15

20.8
22
25.5
30
30.6
34
35.03

11758
9994
9798
8630

Washington, D. C
Great Lakes, Ill
Ro,sky Point, N. Y.

,

85(10

-

NOTE.

FEEDBACI! CONO

p
ti

FB

4 CY%M F/XED

/

RES STANCE
SEE NOTE

-

25 OHM PHE05TAT

-

(VEAN/EP TYPE)

G.4bON0

NOTE.PES/STANCE ax-

4 OHM

FIXED 2ES/STANC:

OLAMENT SWITCH

64/D-LEAle cV CAPACITY OF GRID CONDENSEQ APE FOUND BY Tip/AL A LARGE
RES /STANCEE OF ABOUT 8 MEGONM5
SMALL
GQ/D CONDENSER OF ABOUT .A J/MFD. L{//LL G/VE
BE5T SIGNALS GP/D .PETU,Q' OF DETECTOR TOBE

¿4

C

BATT

ï7

BATT

i1i11H1111:
6 V
4 fV

MAY BE EITHER POS. OP NEG. PoP BEST RESULTS.
6POUND/NO FIL AMENTS WILL OFTEN 6/VE BETTER
5/6NAL 5. HEAVY /NTEPFEPENCE cP A-C HUM CAN
BE ELIMINATED TO A GREAT EXTENT BY ALLOWING F/LAMENTS TO PENH /N UNGROUNDED

BATT
9

111111111111111110
.

22/

TO

45

y
VOLTS

Fig. 4-Schematic Diagram

nights after 11 p. ni. CST. Several Australian, European and
South American stations may be heard on voice between 30 to
50 meters, as well as dozens of American broadcast station harmonics
on short waves. Below will be found a partial list of the short
wave stations of the United States and Europe.

LIST OF THE SHORT WAVE STATIONS OF THE
WORLD
ENGLAND
Kilocycles
\ \',,velength
2YT
2YT
2YT
2YT
2BR

Chelmsford
Poldhu
Poldhu
Poldhu
Poldhu

17636
11993
9369
4997
3190

17

25

32
60
94

AGA

POW
PDX
PDX
POF

Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen
Nauen

22209
18738
16657
14991
11993
11532
10708

4283
2998

hL

Sainte Assise
Sainte Assise
Paris
Paris
Paris
-

11993
7139
3998
3527
2607

5XH

WIZ
WQO

KZA
KZB
2XAD
\VQN
NBA
'y

X

16
18

20
25
26

2XAO
NERM

13.5

28
70
100

FRANCE
FW
FW
SFR
SFR

NPG
NRRL
2XAC
NKF
2XAF

KFKX
IXAO
KDKA
KDKA

GERMANY

POF
POF
POF
POY

NAS
NAJ

25

42
75
85
115

8XS

NKF
\VIR

2XK

NKF
NKF
NERM
KIO
WHU
2XK
1X AO
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Pensacola, Fla.
Great Lakes, Ill.
San Francisco, Calif
USS Seattle
Schenectady, N. Y
Anascostia, D. C
WGY -Schenectady
New Orleans, La
New Brunswick, N. J
Rock Point, N. Y
Los Angeles, Calif
Los Angeles, Calif
Schenectady. N. Y
Rock Point, N. Y
Canal Zone, Balboa
Anascostia, D. C
Hastings, Neb.
Belfast, Me.

East Pittsburgh, Pa
East Pittsburgh, Pa
East Pittsburgh, Pa

Belfast, Me.
USS Los Angeles
Anascostia, D. C
New Brunswick, N. J
Schenectady, N. Y
Anascostia, D. C
Anascostia, D. C
USS Los Angeles
Kahuku, Hawaii
SS Big Bill
Schenectady, N. Y
Belfast, M.

7496
7496
7496
7496
7496
7260
7160
7139
6970
6814
6814
6814
5996
5822
5552
5511

5354
5354
5100
4759
4475
4283
4283
4205
4052
3748
3679
3569
3548
3331
2855
2751
2677
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40
40

..

40
40
41.3':

41.8'

42
43.
44
44
44
50
51.
54

54.4
56
56

58.7
63
67
70
70
71.
74
80
81.
84
84.
90

-105
109
112

:
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Choice of the Experts

KARAS

a short wave receiver the choice of parts used is most important. Frequencies are so great that every detail of materials and assembly must be perfect for satisfactory results. Karas apparatus has been the choice in practically every short wave receiver yet presented
to set builders by radio publications. Sleeper in Radio Engineering-Schnell in Q. S. T.- -Marco in
Radio -Hill in Radio Age -Ryan in Radio Digest -ALL specified Karas.
In this issue of Citizen's Radio Call Book is the description of a long range short wave receiver re-plate Orthometric condensers and two Karas Harmonik audio frequency
quiring Karas 7 and
transformers. The Victoreen super- heterodyne, also described in this issue, requires two Karas 23plate condensers. In the oscillator circuit of a "super," a high quality condense; is absolutely essential. The experts know -they have testing apparatus and get the laboratory reports. Wise set
builders will follow the experts' choice.
Karas Orthometric Condenser
With the Karas Orthometric condenser, stations are spaced equally

IN the construction of

1

1

over the dial by kilocycles, which is the basis on which the government assigns stations their wave lengths. No crowding on the shorter
waves, no useless spreading on the longer ones.
The solid brass plates, soldered at points of support, have the lowest
losses known. The pig -tail assures a continuous electrical path to
the weak currents; pig -tail on the 5 -plate is insulated to prevent
contact noises. Skeletonized brass end plates place the least possible
metal in the effective field; the dialectric of hard rubber is placed
well without the field and neither leaks nor absorbs energy. Karas
bearings allow the rotor to turn evenly and smoothly.
Orthometric 5 -plate .0001 mfd., $6.50; 7 -plate .00014 mfd., $6.50;
EIFCTRIc
11 -plate .00025 mfd., $6.50; 17 -plate .00037 mfd., $6.75; 23 -plate
.0005
mfd., $7.00; special I7 -plate with extended shaft for Equa°lluuuiiIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIVIIII"'
matic System, $ 7.00.
Karas Micrometric Dial
Karas Micrometric Vernier Dial is a
precision instrument that tunes accurately to the thousandth (1/1000th)
part of an inch and has a ratio of 63
to 1. It turns easily with a liquid -like smoothness. The gear arrangement by which
this extremely fine adjustment is accomplished is a recent achievement of Karas engineers. There is no possibility of even the slightest "back- lash." Micrometric turns
instantly in either direction, at any point, by the lightest touch on the vernier knob.
Rough tuning is done with the larger knob.
It is a genuine pleasure to tune with such a dial. The large diameters of the knobs to
be grasped prevent cramping of the fingers when going after DX several hours at a
stretch. It is unnecessary to drill an extra hole for mounting. Dial markings and
numerals are gold inlay; 200 divisions on the 180 degree type -400 on the 360 degree
rotation models. Outside diameter is 41/2 ins. Price $3.50
each.

HARPS

C111l:AGO

.

....

Karas Harmonic Transformer
frequencies nearly equally-low tones
-middle tones -high tones -and the many harmonics and
overtones of all audible sounds-Karas Harmonik audio
frequency transformer delivers pure, natural, undistorted musical reception to which
it is delightful to listen. At the same time, in the Harmonik, Karas presented the set
building public with a transformer of higher efficiency-one that gives a far greater
voltage amplification per stage. Price $7.00 each.

By amplifying ALL
AÚD:I.O

ó

'FREQUENC`F -'W
ITRANSFORMER N
All

Stage Ratio

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.
CHICAGO :: U.S. A.

P-

srs

o.ss

Gl

Karas Equamatic System
The circuit sensation of the 1926 -27 season is the Equamatic System. Using Equamatic
apparatus as made by Karas you get maximum and equal sensitivity and amplification on
all wavelengths -high, low and medium. You get greater selectivity without distortion
or loss of the harmonics of musical selections. These long- sought features are actually
obtained since no "losser" methods whatever are employed.
The essential parts for the building of an Equamatic Receiver are made
by Karas. Complete instructions for assembly and wiring, including
drilling layouts, are available. The Equamatic booklet, fully explaining
the Equamatic System and what it does, will be sent on receipt of 10c
in stamps or coin.
Karas Condensers in the 23, 17 and 11 plate sizes are sold by good
Radio Parts Dealers in most cities. The 7 and 5 plate sizes are not so
widely stocked by dealers. Orders for any parts mentioned above will
be filled direct, or may be placed through your dealer and his jobber.
Send no money. Just pay the postman the price plus a few cents
postage.

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.
Factory: N. Rockwell St.

Karas Electric Co., 1126 Association Bldg.,

Chicago, Ill.
Please send me

Karas Harmonik Transformers
Karas Orthometric Condensers
Karas Micrometric Dials
sizes as checked below. I will pay the postman the
price plus postage upon delivery. It is understood
that I have the privilege of returning these condensers, dials and transformers for full refund any
time within 30 days if they do not prove entirely
satisfactory.
11 plate
7 plate;
5 plate;
17 plate;
23 plate
O -Left;
180°
360°
Dials
0-Right;
Name

Address
If you send cash with order we'll ship condensers,
dials and transformers postpaid.

Offices: 1126 Assn. Bldg., Chicago
Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Reg. U. S. Pat. Ort.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

From

Atlantic to Pacific
From
Canada to South America
Finer
Radio Reception has been made possible with the

H.F.L. Transformers
T'HERE

is no interference from powerful local broadcasting stations possible with these units. They can be used under the
towers of a super power station and they still will assure selections of
broadcast concerts at choice.
LLIHEY combine tremendous power with a faithful tonal
quality
not obtainable by other transformers.
HEY amplify the weakest signals to the utmost loudspeaker
T volume.
HEY are independent of confusion in all broadcast conditions.

T

TI HEY will operate with all types of standard tubes.
THEY are all that the most critical setbuilder could desire, unsur-

passed for quality, clarity
No. H.210 Transformer
No. H.215 Transformer
No. F.320 Transformer
No. L.425 R. F. Choke
No. L.430 R. F. Transformer

and volume.
$8.00
8.00
8.00
5.50
5.50

Remember
The Name H. F. L.
Insist
on H. F. L. Units

High Frequency Laboratories
131 North Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois
Tell 'Em You Saw It in flic Citifc,is Radio Call Book
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The Nine in Line Super
This receiver was constructed and designed in the Citizens
Radio Laboratory. Its performance was more than satisfactory under the most severe conditions
HE

1926 -27 radio season finds itself confronted with new

Decisions in cases of "piratcreated
a confusion in broadcast
have
irìg" of the air
congested cities will
and
conditions without precedence,
ve ten to twenty stations broadcasting simultaneously, the latter
t even being forced to keep to their assigned wave length. We
rn of increase of power in the output of most of the stations,
s being unable to separate them on the
erage receiver, and many radio enthusits will lose courage and leave their reivers untouched for weeks.
However, the developments in receiver
nstruction have foreseen the conditions
cing the radio public. Quality and effi_ncy have always been the requirements
receiving instruments, and this article
ill deal with a set which will satisfy the
ilder even under the new broadcast còn
tions. The receiver, designed in the labo .tory of the Citizen's Radio Call Book,
is proven that it is possible to overcome
present difficulties. Hair -sharp selecvity, tremendous power and highest qualof tone are combined with simplicity
tuning and economical cost of operaproblems in building receivers.

1

)n.

advised, small holes should be drilled through the filament terminals of the sockets in the base panel, as the entire wiring is
made underneath, and the necessity will arise to reach the socket
terminals from there. The grid and plate terminals of the transformer are directly bridged to the respective terminals of the
sockets, except the grid of the 6th and 7th transformers. The
latter are bent up and 4/32x5/8-inch screws are placed through
the eyelet holes of these units and connected under the base panel to the respective leads. The same is done on the
battery and filament terminals of all transformers.
The radio frequency choke unit has but
three connections, the terminal F not being
made use of, The L.430 Radio Frequency
Transformer, used as oscillator, is mounted
on the lower part of the base panel. The
entire wiring is done, as mentioned, under
the base panel, and all connections are
made as short as possible. The "B" battery leads of the transformers are run
closely together into the prongs of the
cable bracket, and they should be connected according to the colors shown in
Figure. 3. This figure gives a clear view
of the entire wiring system, and the schematic diagram of Figure 4 will be an aid
in checking the connections.
Two by -pass condensers, 3 mica condensers, a filament ballast for the audio
tubes and the midget condenser are also
placed under the hase panel. The photograph shown in Photo C will give a clearer
explanation of the assembling and wiring

One important item should be emphafor receivers constructed for the
ateur set builder. This is appearance.
ay the amateur will be eager to demon rate the set, not only for efficiency, but
so for simple symmetrical layout, and
e receiver to be described is a proof
at it is possible to construct a highest
system under the sub -panel.
ade receiving instrument at home.
It is emphatically advised to select the
was
iThe startling efficiency of the set
very
best material for this receiver and
arly demonstrated in Chicago. While
to
use
extreme care in connecting the varilocal, mostly super-power, stations were
Perfect solder joints will asous
parts.
oadcasting, it was the simplest matter to
least
resistance
and hence better resure
ne in on a score of long distance staception.
ñs on an average midsummer night, and
A common "C" battery is used for all
was even possible to reach 600 miles
grid returns, and a voltage of
to 6
th full loud speaker volume during the
volts recommended. It will be noted that
ytime. The fully balanced system asthis "C" battery will provide the necessary
res an extremely quiet operation and
bias also for the second detector tube, so
ere are no regenerative howls or oscilthat rectification will be accomplished on
ions. It is acknowledged that the super the negative side of the static characterterodyne circuit is the only receiving
istic curve of this tube.
stem where extreme selectivity can be
The oscillator and the two detector tubes
taïned. However, it was comparatively
are operated with a common rheostat,
fficult to combine selectivity with tone,
d our laboratory has been experimenting
View showing how receiver can be mounted in a mounted on the left end of the front panel.
This arrangement creates an additional
receiver,
this
to
construct
r many months
console with suggested accessories
helpful tuning control for lower wave sigunder
ich will be superior in efficiency
the
dial
might tune too sharp. The 4 WX12 innals
oscillator
where
e most favorable conditions.
frequency
tubes
are
connected in series and controlled by
termediate
We have selected the H. F. L. Transformer units, originally
rheostat
in
the
center of the front panel. This rheo25
placed
incorporating
a
-ohm
signed for long wave receivers, and have succeeded in
The
right -end knob operates a 200,000 acts
as
a
volume
control.
stat
stages of intermediate frequency, with 2 tuned stages
periment which was never carried out successfully in previous ohm centralab radiohm, connected across the secondary of the first
audio transformer, and will serve as an audio frequency modulator.
ceivers.
Figure 2 shows the assembly of the apparatus on a bakelite
The arrangement of the tubes from left to right are as follows:
se panel, the latter being drilled according to the dimensions
201A
1st Detector
ven in this drawing. After the set is assembled in the manner
Ked

4/

-an
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Photo .I. Frorst ticw of rcccit'cr mounted in cabinet
4

Intermediate frequency \\'N12

2nd Detector
1

Oscillator

1st

Audio

2nd Audio

.- Radion

201A
201A
201A
1.1X112

List of Parts
The following parts will assure perfect operation of the
receiver:
3- H.F.L. H.210 Transformers
2-H.F.L. H.215 Transformers
2- H.F.L. F.320 Transformers
1-H.F.L. L.325 Radio Frequency Choke Unit
1- H.F.L. L.330 Radio Frequency Transformer
9 -Amsco Cushion Sockets
2- Rentbler .0005 Tuning Condensers
2-.Mydar Vernier Dials
1- Chclten .000045 Midget Condenser
2 -Tobe 1 mfd. By -Pass Condenser
2- Dubilicr .0005 M ica Condensers
1- Dubilier .002 Pica Condenser
1-Culver-Stearns Filament Switch
,

1- Radiali

1- Yaxley

?

-ampere Filament Ballast

Battery Cable, complete
1 -Frost
6 -ohm Rheostat
1 -Frost 25 -ohm
Rheostat
5-Yaxley Pup Jacks
1
Pair Benjamin Brackets
1--Radion 7x26 -inch Front Panel

Photo

13.

?x24 -inch Base Panel
4/32 -inch and 6/32 -inch Screws and Nuts, Bus Bar Wir
Spaghetti and Solder Lugs
1- Southern Toy Cabinet.
It will be useful to give a brief explanation of the reasons wh
this receiver has given results never achieved yet with othe
radio sets.
Experimenters familiar with the super -heterodyne circuit ha
probably experienced that the use of more than 3 stages of inte
mediate frequency will meet great difficulties and therefore th
have never been successful Ivith inserting more intermediate fr
gamey transformers. The average super -heterodyne combin
1 filter and 3 untuned stage transformers.
However, passing th
highly amplified I. F. signals through a second tuned stage wi
permit a considerable increase of selectivity, and this can h
accomplished if the 2 tuned stages are very closely peaked, po
sibly within
per cent. The 'intuited stages in this case shoul
have a very flat resonance curve. They act merely as inte
mediate frequency amplifiers. This can be accomplished by
coil of high capacity (paper section coil) and a heavy,
close
iron core with a large surface, that is, a great number of
very fin
high silicon steel laminations. An intermediate frequency
untune
transformer of this design will have a fairly uniform amplific
lion factor within a range of 6 to 8 kilocycles and thus
crea
less tendency to I. F. oscillations and distortion.
The sign
carried through 2 transformers of this type will enter the
fir
tuned stage on a very broad band, and this band
tightene
1

Rear zicw. Notice the neat arrangement of parts
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Photo C. Bottom z'i'z' showing arrangement of parts under subpancl

o
WAVE

Jr0R/1L

SENSITIVITY

EN6T

\

NINE
LINE
SURER -N TRODYNE

& COUNTERSINK

r

FIL SW

.-11

OR/LI

FILA

7; 'ONL
MODIFIER

ENf7

.4'OR/LL
%LL

A OR/LL

G COUNTERSINK

Fig.

1.

& CGYiri'rERS

NK

Panel layout

rough a filter stage will go through another amplification stage
fore it passes through the second filter into the detector.
Nevertheless, a so highly amplified intermediate frequency sigLl will have the tendency to feed into the audio frequency ampliing stages. It has proven that for high power, long wave input
to the audio stages, transformer coupled amplification will per rm best, and therefore all super -heterodyne constructions have
cided for this type of amplifiers instead of resistance or impedice coupling. Therefore care has to be taken to prevent feed of
e intermediate frequency signals into the audio, as a sensitive

human ear will still detect oscillations up to 20,000 cycles. The
audio transformers of this receiver is of the very smallest dimensions, wound with the smallest gauge wire available for winding
purposes, and has a specially shaped core of very thin laminations. The high impedance secondary of this construction with
its comparatively high capacity effect will create a sharp decline
of the amplification curve over 10,000 cycles and thus not amplify
the entering intermediate frequencies to the volume of audibility.
In this way one of the greatest disadvantages of super- heterodyne
receivers is eliminated.

24:

r

e
'# AMO

#

R£5.
n
n
1200,000 OHMS

0/IM RHEOSTAT

I

O.

Fig. 2. Subpanel layout showing arrangement of apparatus
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BLACK A-

/Mf0

MFP

SLOE

BOET

GRAY 11. AMP

2

NOT
LIMO

HZlO

TRANS

H

,

21

HZ/0

TRANS

c

TRANS.

LOOP

NZ/S

F3Z0

ój

TRANS

TRANS

I

40010 TRANS

AUDIO TRANS

CHORE UNIT

SPEAKER
TE ROYALS

11OA110/0

ins

1/X1/Z

TERMINALS

0005 MFO

CENTER

TAP

í`f

ti

r

200000 OHM
YOL//MC CONTROL

RE6. CONO

.000045MFR.

.0005 MEP

lk 6

0005 MFP
OSCILLATOR
CONDENSER

OHM RHEOSTAT

l

ift.

(,raphic illustration showing evert' lead in entire receiver

Another important factor in balancing super -heterodyne circuits is the oscillator energy. The so widely emphasized "low
loss" expression is not of great importance in this case. The
oscillator has to range within the broadcast wave band and its
output energy has to match that of the loop circuit, in order to
prevent overloading of the first detector grid with one of the two
power sources. The input circuit will be more efficient if a complete balance is created.
The accessories shown consist of:
A complete "A" and "B" Power Plant. The "A" delivers 6
volts and "B" all necessary voltages, which are variable, to

operate detector and amplifier circuits. Connects into any con
venient a.c. light socket. Manufactured by Storad Manufacturing
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
The Speaker is the new Thorola cone type, dual diaphragm
Manufactured by Reichman Co., Chicago.
The Loop is the new Qualitone, made by the Duro Meta
Products Co., Chicago.
The Console is one of the many types made by the Chillicothe
Furniture Co., Chillicothe, Mo.
(If any information is desired regarding any of the accessoricl
listed, please write manufacturer direct.)

F 310

ó0

F/L

6H

Fig.

.1.

Á

SW
Ulili
BATTERY

011111 10101111
"B' BATTERY

Schematic wiring diagrau¡
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SPEAKERS
LOOPS
UNITS
for the finest Radio Reception

Quali -Tone
No. 4

Q
Quali

liua

-Tone Speakers

FOUR
MODELS

-Tone Speakers represent at the one time the utmost in quality and
performance at low cost and extraordinary beauty of appearance and
design. THE JUNIOR QUALI -TONE is ideal for portable receivers and for
use wherever space is limited. It is finished in black crystal, equipped
with the popular Quali -Tone adjustable unit . . . height 13 in. Bell 81/2
in. Price $7.50. . . .
QUALI -TONE Model No. 2 is most artistically designed, finished in a semi
dull black leather pattern that is exceedingly attractive. It is slightly larger
than the Junior, being 15 in. high with a 10 in. Bell. Price $10.00. . .
in. Bell of Bakelite polished to a deep black
Quali -Tone No. 3 has an
lustre that delights the eye. Sound chamber and base have a dull black
Morocco leather finish that harmonizes with any surroundings. It is 191/
in. high and is equipped with the justly famous QUALI -TONE DeLuxe
Unit. Price $ 5.00. . . .
QUALI -TONE Model No. 4 -the Speaker Supreme-has a polished Bakelite Bell while the sound chamber and base have a dull black Morocco
finish. Like No. 3, this marvelous Speaker is also equipped with the
QUALI -TONE De Luxe Unit that assures a quality of tonal reproduction
altogether beyond expectations. Height, 22/ in. Bell, 14 in. Price $25.00.
-

1

1

/

1

Quali -Tone Phonograph Radio Unit

Quali -Tone De Luxe
Unit

With adapter «'ill tran,form any standarI phonograph into a loud speaker.
Sturdy construction and fin,
adjustment reproduce ligh'
and heavy tunes with equal

Extremely powerful concert
type. Finished in black
crystal enamel with nickel
Constructed to
trimming.
handle extra heavy volume.
Adaptable to any standard
make of phonograph or
console set. Price $7.60.

exactness.

consoles

speakers.

.Adaptahie
with

to

built -iu

Price $6.00.

Holds

2 world's
records. Brought

Quali -Tone LoopThumbscrew Adjustment

stations 8,000
miles distant.
in

NOTE: Quali -Tone Exclusive Thumbscrew Ad-

justment

Collapsible Aerial With the Exclusive

Quali -Tone Loop
The Quali- Tone's new thumbscrew adjustment keeps the loop wires taut alto the startling performance
ways-an improvement that contributes largelyvertical
strands of the Qualiof this remarkable loop. Then, too, the long
Tone result in a greatly increased efficiency that adds appreciably to the
will
any loop on the
outperform
distance range obtainable. The Quali -Tone
market and will invariably produce a decided improvement in the operation
of any receiver.
Guaranteed
The Quali -Tone is thoroughly guaranteed in every respect against defective
workmanship. Construction is of the very highest quality throughout. The
loop woodwork is walnut finish. All the metal fittings are heavily nickel plated. The wire spacers are made of the highest quality insulating material, eliminating the losses that are commonly found in loop aerials. Only
the best grade of stranded wire, well insulated and covered with silk braiding, is used.
A heavy, substantial walnut base is provided, felt -padded at the four corners to prevent scratching. Three long, flexible leads with phone tips facilitate quick connection of the loop to the receiver. Size, open, 16 in. x
34 in. Size, folded, 14 in. x 6% in. x 3 in. All loops have the center tap
terminal for .0005 variable condenser. Price, $10.00.
Recommended
Radio Editors, Engineers and Fans alike proclaim the Quali -Tone superior
to all others. Mr. E. H. Scott, designer of the World's Record Super Nine,
attributes the record -breaking performance of his renowned receiver in great
part to the Quali -Tone Loop he always used.

Price

$10.00

DEALERS: Write for discounts. JOBBERS:
Send for circulars on Quali-Tone Products today!

Co.
Duro Metal ProductsCHICAGO
2649 N. KILDARE AVENUE

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS

B D -1 B

NATIONAL Tuning Unit B D -1B
consists of a Browning -Drake space wound inductance coil, mounted on a
.0005 NATIONAL

Spacewound Transformer with a
.00025 NATIONAL "EQUICYCLE"
Condenser. This condenser gives clean cut separation of stations on all
wavelengths. The NATIONAL VELVET- VERNIER, Type B Dial included
with the unit is known to every Radio
enthusiast from coast to coast for its
perfection and constancy of action.
It is now made as Type C, with an
illuminated dial.
Price
D -2B, with Type B
Dial
$13.75
With Type C Dial
1425
.4lso furnished with NATIONAL Equimeter
(SLW) Condenser at $1.00 less than above
list.

"EQUICYCLE"

(SLF) condenser and covering the
broadcast range. The inductance has
the lowest R. F. resistance recorded
for a coil of this type. The condenser
uses three -quarters instead of one half turn, thus still further spacing
out the stations. A NATIONAL VELVET- VERNIER 4 -inch dial is included.
Price
$10.25
With illuminated Type C Dial 10.75

-B

furnished with NATIONAL Equimeter
(SLW) Condenser at $1.00 less than above
list.
Also

The NATIONAL VELVET -VERNIER Dial,
Type C. is essentially the same as Type B

far as perfection of construction
and operation, beauty of appearance and
It has
ease of attachment are concerned.
the same variable ratio of from 6-1 to 20-1.
But it is designed with a tiny invisible
6 -volt lamp which illuminates the dial directly. This lamp can either be separately
switched or placed in the filament circuit to
act as a tell -tale for the tubes. Extra 6 -volt
lamps, $0.20. 4 jl -volt lamps, $0.35 each.
Made in either clockwise or counter- clockwise and with 360° divisions (0 -200) or in
Dial

as

Dual Range-180° (0 -100 -0 ).
Price
nickel finish
In gold finish

-In

E M -500 With "A" Dial

B D -2B With "B" Dial
The B D -2B NATIONAL Tuning
Unit combines a Browning -Drake

With "B" Dial

$3.00
3.50

The NATIONAL "EQUICYCLE" Condenser
is a true straight -line frequency Condenser,
with three -quarters of a turn instead of one half. The construction is patented. The entire condenser is built of aluminum, with
brass working parts and lsolantite insulation. Volney D. Hurd, Radio Editor, THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, has said
of this condenser: "It changes a mob into
an orderly procession and lengthens the line
of march.' This quality of great separation
of stations is not to be disregarded in these
days of shifting wavelengths and overcrowded frequency bands. Prices include
either Type A or Type B NATIONAL VELVET- VERNIER DIAL. Add 50c for Type C
illuminated dial.
Price -250 MMF
$7.00
350 MMF
7.25
500 MMF
7.50

The NATIONAL "EQUIMETER"
Condensers (straight -line wavelength)
are as popular as ever among broadcast listeners and Radio amateurs.
Made in all capacities from 50 to
1,000 MMF.
Type A NATIONAL VELVET VERNIER Dials, -the original and
matchless dials for operation of variable condensers, -are supplied with
these condensers.
Price- 50 MMF
$5.00
250 MMF
6.00
500 MMF
6.50

No matter how sensitive or selective a
Radio set may be, it gives little real satisfaction if the quality of its audio amplification falls below modern standards.
The NATIONAL 1MPEDAFORMERS have
been designed for quality audio amplification. Each of the three units contains a
.1 Mfd. TOBE Condenser and a LYNCH Resistor. The first unit has also an R. F.
Choke, which is a real necessity for perfection of reproduction. Three Impedaformers,
three tube sockets and a rheostat are all
that is necessary for an audio amplifier
which is the last word in power and faithfulness of reproduction.
Price-NATIONAL IMPEDAFORMERS,
Type B, each
$5.50

The NATIONAL Radio set essentials listed above, may be easily built by you into a modern receiving
capable of distance, able to separate stations sharply, of fine appearance, eas y to operate and easy to listen set,
to.
Send for Bulletin 116 -CB. Be sure you get the genuine NATIONAL products.

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
W. A. READY, Pres.

110 BROOKLINE STREET

Engineers and Manufacturers

Tell 'Eiii You Saw

It

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Browning -Drake Receiver with Impedance
Coupled Amplification
This Is a Very Popular Circuit for Home Construction and if the
Following Construction Data Is Carefully Followed
Will Give Very Satisfactory Results
This Receiver and All Illustrations Prepared in the Citizens Radio Laboratory
coil may be easily wiped off, the superiority of an enameled wire over
an insulated wire is self- evident.
Another improvement in the units is the replacing of the tuning
ing- Drake. This remarkable receiver was designed by G. H.
Browning and F. H. Drake of Harvard University, and condenser by an Equicycle variable condenser. This new condenser is
unique in a number of respects. It is a straight line frequency con:he result of careful mathematical calculations and laboratory tests.
denser
whose characteristics as to capacity, when used in conjunction
and
very
constructed
easily
correct,
is
scientifically
it
that
fact
e
with the correct inductive value,
its
popularity.
for
cient accounts
are such that the waveband beon
--ontinued experimentation
tween 200 and 600 meters, or 1500
of
part of the manufacturers
kilocycles,
is within its tuning
Browning -Drake tuning units,
range.
The
shape of the plates of
h the improvement of the same
the
condenser
are such that the
view, has developed a new type
stations
as
"tuned in" will h e
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NE of the few circuits which have been the most prominent
in their popularity with the home constructor is the Brown-
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throughout the audible range of frequencies that all the notes from
the lowest qualities of human voice and of musical instruments are
preserved. The impedance units used in this receiver permit perfect
reproduction of tones as low as 25 cycles per second. Thus the -mellow
harmonious background of the contra basses and cellos is not lost,
and the full effect of an orchestra or organ made available. Impedance
coupled amplification will become more popular with the constructors
of receivers, as its superiority in tonal color and musical range is
better appreciated. In all tests with this circuit a cone speaker gave
the best reproduction.
The Impedaformers used in the Browning -Drake receiver, described
herewith, have the correct value of stopping condenser and resistance
supplied with the unit and connected to the proper terminals inside of
the container. One unit is marked "1st Stage" and can only be used
for that purpose. A .001 mfd. fixed condenser is shunted across the
"B Positive" and "P" terminals of the first Impedaformer.
Amperites are used to control all tubes with the exception of the

Photo A. Front

7-icze

detector tube. The radio frequency tube has a rheostat in addition to
the Amperite to modify its filament current, while the detector has
only a rheostat controlling it. This arrangement allows either
UX 201A or UX 199 tubes to be used. The only change necessary to
modify the receiver so that 199 tubes may be used is to replace the
Amperites with those rated for 199 tubes operated from a 4 -volt battery. The rheostat controlling the detector tube and the radio frequency tube rheostat are not changed. A power tube is used in the
last stage of audio in both cases. With the 201A tubes a UX 112
tube is used, while a U X 120 tube is used with the 199 tubes. The
correct "C' battery bias for either of the power tubes will be found
on the circular supplied with the tube.
The radio frequency amplifier is a UX 199 tube regardless of
whether 4- or 6 -volt tubes are used. This is necessary for best results
with this receiver, as it is easier to balance and neutralize this type
of tube.
If you want this circuit to work properly, be very careful when you
neutralize the radio frequency tube. Insert the phone plug in the
speaker jack, thereby connecting the speaker to the output of the
amplifier, with the radio frequency tube in its socket. Tune in a
strong signal placing the tickler coil just below the point of oscillation.
Remove the Amperite controlling the R. F. tube and with a long handled screw driver or piece of formica sharpened at one end, turn
the set screw on the Variodenser counter -clockwise as far as it will
go. Now, turn the screw clockwise untii a "pluck" is heard in the

speaker. At this point the signal that you previously tuned in shou
at a minimum. Replace the Amperite. If the receiver howls, tu
the screw on the Variodenser clockwise slightly until the howlir
disappears.
Photo A shows a front view of the completed receiver. It will
noticed that there are two major controls for wavelength and on
control for regeneration. Of course, the best results and the greaten
sensitivity are obtained when the tickler coil is kept just below the
point of oscillation. A tap is provided on the antenna coil for short
or long antenna. This is controlled by a jack switch shown in the
lower left hand corner of the panel. For all practical purposes the
position of the switch can best be determined by experiment. A'
filament switch is provided to turn on all the tubes at once. Figure 1
shows the drilling and engraving necessary on the panel.
Photo 13 is a rear view of the completed receiver. It will serve as
a guide for the constructor so that he will not experience any trouble
in connecting up the instruments. Figure 2 shows the baseboard layout

of receiver in cabinet

giving all dimensions. We suggest that you follow this arrangement
of apparatus to insure a neat job of wiring. No difficulty should be
encountered by the builder if he mounts all the baseboard apparatus
first and makes all the connections possible. Next the panel assembly
should be completed and all connections made that are possible. Then
by mounting the panel on the baseboard a few drops of solder will
complete the job.
Figure 3 is a graphic illustration showing every connection in t
entire circuit. It is advisable to check back against this diagra
when the wiring is complete and make sure that every connection
made as specified. For the fans who are more experienced, the di
gram in Figure 4 will carry an especial appeal.
A Central Laboratory Modulator plug is used to vary the volume
of the speaker. The different stages do not employ separate jacks,
as the modulator plug can be varied to eliminate the strongest signal
xvithout detuning the receiver.
The new Browning -Drake receiver has been designed with the
utmost care, and it is only fair then, that the constructor use care in
his workmanship when he assembles the set. It is not possible to make
any design proof against carelessness. No set can be made success fl-'. unless the instructions are followed accurately,
the correct
parts used, and real thought and care put into the work.
The original model as constructed in our laboratory has been wonderfully successful in its operation, and these results can be duplicated
by anyone who will follow instructions. If, however,
the parts are

.9"
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Photo B. Rear viczi' of completed. rcccir-er
nnected together in an experimental form, it is not fair to complain
you are disappointed in the results.

1-- Carter Imp Filament Switch.
2-- Carter 25 Ohm Imp Rheostats.

1-Carter No. 3 Tack
1- National Tuning

Switch.
Unit I3 -D1B complete with
Dials and Equicycle Condensers.
1- National Unit B -I )- 2B.
1- Dubilier No. 601 .0001 mfd. Condenser.
1- Dubilier No. 601 .001125 mfd. Grid C ondenser.
1- Dubilier No. 601 .001 mfd. Condenser.

LIST OF PARTS
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
Drilled and Engraved Micarta Panel.
Micarta Terminal Strip.
-- "x4" Micarta Terminal Strip.
Frost No. 530 UX Sockets.
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No. 112 Amperite.
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Carter Type 101 Radio Jack.
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Panel layout giving si-e of holes

10-Eby Engraved Binding Posts.

-X1

Model "N" Variodenser.
National Type "B" Impedaformers, including one "input stage."
3 -1/10 Megohm Lynch Grid Leaks.
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-2 Megohm Grid Leak.
1 Central Laboratory Midulator Plug.
1-20 "x9" Wooden Baseboard.

One 6 -volt 120 ampere hour \Villard storage battery, manufactured
by Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
One Interstate A battery charger, for re- charging 6V battery from
house current, manufactured by Interstate Electric Company, St.

1

4-doz. large Kellog Soldering Lugs.
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Baseboard layout showing correct arrangement of apparatus
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Louis, Mo.

Round Head Nickel Plated Wood Screv; s.
5x
No. 12 Tinned Belden Wire.

The loud speaker shown is the new Model 9 Thorola cone type with
diaphram, manufactured by Reichman Company, Chicago.
The console is by the Chillicothe Furniture Co., Chillicothe, Mo.

4-No. 6x1" Flat Head Wood Screws.

1uú1

1-Blackburn Ground Clamp.
1- Package Kester Radio Solder.

(Any of the manufacturers of the above accessories will be glad to
lou with literature further describing these products. ¡frite
them direct.)

The accessories shown in this article consist of
`l Two 45 -volt heavy duty Ever -Ready B batteries, manufactured by
ae National Carbon Company.
:
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How to Build the Shielded Six
TIII: receiver pictured in the accompanying photog:- aplis is
probably the first type of thoroughly shielded tuned radio
frequency receiver ever made available to the fan public
that might be satisfactorily constructed in the kitchen
workshop. The design itself in its more general aspects is certainly not new: for ant of the leading receivers as produced by
the country's finest set manufacturers incorporate the major points
evident ill the construction of this particular outfit, which is
known as the Silver Shielded Six.
The Shielded Six receiver contains six tubes, three functioning
as radio frequency amplifiers, one as a detector, and two as audio
frequency amplifiers. In this respect the receiver is unique: for
up until this year it has been considered impossible by engineers
to construct a receiver containing three stages of tuned radio

í'hutu

.-I.

runt

t ic2t,

frequency amplification which could be made to operate stably
and efficiently. This the Six does by virtue of certain unusual
features ill its design which will be described in succeeding paragraphs, and thus it permits of the realization of an ideal in an
entirely different direction at the same tinge, for but two controls are used to operate the entire receiver.
The receiver is mounted upon a seven by twenty -one inch walnut finished brass panel most artistically yet simply decorated.
This panel carries practically no equipment and is used merely
to conceal the "works" of the receiver behind it. At the left
appears one of the major tuning dials which controls the antenna
circuit of the receiver, while at the right is a similar dial marked
"Station Selector II," which controls the tuning of the second
and third radio frequency stages and the detector circuit. Below
and to the center is a volume control which also serves to regulate the sensitivity of the receiver. At the right is a small switch
turning the entire outfit on and off, while at the left a similar
switch allows the use of either a long or short antenna at will, or
it may be used to coarsely regulate the degree of selectivity of
the receiver.
Behind this panel and fastened to it is a heavy steel sub -base.
The sub -base and panel are fastened together by means of the
volume control resistance and the on -off and antenna switches,
which pierce both the panel and the front edge of the sub -base.

:crntil(al strip to which the;
This sub -base carries at ti)e
loud speaker curds, the antenna and ground wires and all battery
rims no wires whatsoever appear upon
%tiring are connected.
even
the loud speaker connections being
front
of
the
panel,
the
rear.
taken from the
At the front of this sus) -base are four aluminum stage shields,
each containing one of the four radio frequency circuits of the
receiver. This type of shielding is particularly advantageous, for
not only dues it prevent entirely coupling of the various circuits
housed in the separate shields as well as eliminate entirely the
pick -ul, of outside disturbances, but it dues this in it much more
effective way than ordinary shielding. This is because, where
two circuit are isolated only by a single thickness of metal, circulating current are frequently set up in the metal shielding by

of co plc! ea' recci'cr

one circuit and transmitted to the second circuit. In the case
of the Shielded Six, due to the use of two separated walls between each circuit, the possibilities of circulating currents in one
shield being communicated through another shield to the other
circuits is very effectively obviated.
In each one of these stage shields is contained a specially construct ed type of condenser which gives practically straight line
frequency tuning over the upper range of the dial or on the
louver wavelengths and gradually verges into straight line wavelength tuning on the lower dial readings, or the higher wavelengths. This type of tuning allows of maximums ease of adjustment both in the hands of experienced ,and inexperienced users.
The particularly interesting feature about these condensers is, tt
their extreme uniformity, which is absolutely necessary if of
fective gang control of three circuits is to be accomplished;
"I These condensers are very solidly fastened to
the steel sub -base
as well as to the bottom section of the stage shields in such
manner that their positions cannot alter and that their capacities (a
't.
may not change appreciably over long periods of time.
The inductance coils used in the receiver are also built fo tot
extreme uniformity and, in fact, their inductance will vary
stock production less than one -quarter of one per cent, which
far greater accuracy than is required for the successful co air
struction of the Shielded Six. These coils are interchangeab t
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and are plugged into six-contact sockets located in the respective
stage shields. Thus if a coil is damaged or in any way injured,
it may easily be removed and a new one substituted. Further,
the possibility for seasoned experimenters of constructing special
coils, say, for the European wavelength ranges, is thus left open.
In each of the three left -hand or RF amplifier shield compart.iments there are located in addition to the tuning condensers and
inductance coils a tube socket, a by-pass condenser and a stabilizing resistance. The function of the stabilizing resistance will be
considered in connection with the discussion of the circuit and
its operation. In the right -hand compartment practically the
same equipment is located 'except that instead of the stabilizing
.resistance there is a small choke coil which aids in isolating the
radio frequency and audio frequency portions of the circuit.
The audio frequency amplifier is of the transformer coupled
type and consists of two stages and an output transformer. Because of the characteristics of this amplifier, it is safe to say that
the quality obtained from the entire receiver will more than equal

Photo B.

,

Rear viere with shields removed

that of any manufactured receiver upon the American market
during the 1926 -27 season.
The circuit diagram for the receiver is shown schematically
and pictorially. For the present, however, only the schematic
diagram will be considered in explaining the operation of the
circuit and the functions of the various parts. It will be noted
in this diagram that there are four dotted line sections marked
"631 Shields." Inside each one of these shields appears a certain
amount of wiring and certain parts such as coils, condensers,
tubes, etc. Beginning at the left of the diagram appears the
antenna stage, while next to it is the second radio frequency
stage. To the right successively appear the third radio frequency
stage and the detector stage, while in the unshielded portion of
the diagram to the extreme right appear the first and second
audio stages.
An examination of the radio frequency portion of the cricuit
will indicate that each stage circuit is completely shielded. Thus
in the first or left -hand compartment we find that the shield itself
(as are all other shields and metal work in the receiver) is
grounded. The antenna lead feeds in through the small antenna
,control switch at the left of the front panel to the primary of the
antenna coupling coil No. 116A. By means of a tap on this coil,
adjustment can be made for either long or short antenna. This
also means that if only one size of antenna is used, the selectivity
of the receiver can be altered at will within certain limits by

i

using one or the other of the two positions of the antenna switch
in operation. The secondary winding of this antenna coupling
coil marked with the numbers 3 and 1 is exactly similar to the
secondaries of all the RF transformers and consists of a winding
of enameled wire upon six supporting ridges upon a bakelite coil
form. These ridges are threaded and the turns of the winding
are thus spaced. The shape of the coil is such that practically
maximum advantage is taken of every possible factor contributing to efficiency. One very interesting features is the location
of this coil directly upon the bottoni of the stage shield separated
and from it only by the thickness of the coil socket. This spacing has been very carefully worked out and results in effective
oscillation control at the lower end of the wavelength range and
a pronounced increase in efficiency toward the higher end of the
wavelength range; for the radio frequency resistance of the grid
circuit actually is lower at 500 meters with the coils shielded than
it is with the coils unshielded.
Two methods of securing uniform anipli'fication over the entire

wavelength range of the receiver are employed together with a
variable control, the purpose of which will be considered later.
The first of these methods is by means of a resistance which is
included in the grid circuit of each RF amplifier tube.~ This resistance combines two effects -one inductive and the other resistive. The theory of the operation is that in any tuned RF
receiver as the wavelength at which it is operated decreases, the
tendency to oscillate increases. This is obviously an undesirable
condition inasmuch as maximum amplification will be obtained
only with a uniform amount of regeneration at all wavelengths,
which is impossible without some means of compensation. The
first means employed in the Six is the grid resistance, the radio
frequency resistance of which increases fairly rapidly as the
wavelength at which the receiver is operated decreases. Thus
these resistances serve to even up the amplification over the entire
wavelength range and to allow the receiver to be operated in an
extremely sensitive condition both at the high and low ends of
its range.
The resistances alone are not depended upon for adequate oscillation control, however. A small tickler winding "2" and "6" is
used in each stage which serves to control regeneration in the
stage since each stage is individually so designed that without
the resistance considered it would be in an oscillating condition.
With, however, a very careful balance worked out through months
of laboratory work, the combination of the grid resistance and
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small tickler coil results in a receiver which is not only stable
over its entire wavelength range but operates at practically peak
efficiency at all wavelengths.
Inasmuch, however, as there are a large number of set users
Avho desire the absolute limit of sensitivity ir.An a receiver, an
adjustable regeneration control has been incorporated in the receiver which terminates in the small knob appearing in the lower
center of the panel. This resistance controls Olt sensitivity of
the first RF amplifier stage without appreciably reacting upon
the adjustments of the second, third and detector stages. The
method by which this is accomplished is very interesting and
would in itself deserve a lengthy discussion, which would be impossible here. Suffice it to say that as the sensitivity of the first
stage is increased, its effective load upon the balance of the receiver decreases and the tendency to oscillate becomes very pronounced. By means of this volume control which cuts resistance
into one circuit sumultaneously as it cuts it out of another, the
sensitivity and stability of all circuits except the first is main-

Ph Ohl

C.

Rear iqi': of receiver completely wired

tamed constant, while the sensitivity of the first circuit can easily
be moved up gradually toward critical regeneration. The value
of this adjustment is evident to anyone who has ever operated a

radio set.
Each RF circuit is very definitely localized within its shield
excepting only the leads carrying energy from one shield to another. By -pass condensers are located in each stage compartment
effectually preventing undesirable coupling through B battery or
lament wiring. In the detector stage a small choke coil is employed together with a .002 by -pass condenser, which prevents
any of the radio frequency component of the detector circuit leaking through into the audio frequency amplifier.
Inasmuch as the antenna characteristics to be encountered under a variety of operating conditions cannot be pre- determined,
and as they react upon the tuning of the circuit with which they
are associated, the antenna stage of the receiver is controlled
directly and without respect to the other circuits. However, the
second, third and detector stages have their condensers varied
together by a positive link motion, which enables all three
circuits to be simultaneously tuned by a single dial. Thus the
receiver has but two major operating controls and the Minding
of a station becomes a surprisingly simple matter, for both of
these dials will have practically the same readings for a given
wavelength.
The audio frequency amplifier incorporates a pair of extremely
heavy audio transformers designed with a rising low frequency
t

characteristic. This means that they will provide maximum amplification and maximum power handling capacity at low frequencies in the neighborhood of 30 cycles and that the amplification will fall off gradually as the frequency increases. The reason
for this is that in modern broadcasting equipment an exactly opposite tendency is evident which results in distortion with amplifiers
which will give practically perfect amplification of themselves
(and of which practically none exist). With the transformers
used, these variations in broadcasting and further discrepancies
in loud speaker design are compensated for with the result that
surprisingly faithful reproduction is obtained from the receiver;
as judged by the human ear. The use of an output transformer,
allows a power tube to be employed with practically any plate
voltage that the builder may desire. This output transformer
prevents the overloading of loud speakers, preserves ant improves
their efficiency and further compensates for their very poor performance at low frequencies -the average loud speaker will hardi)
produce a sound witn quite a strong signal applied at 30 cycles.

1CfÍ!

shields in place

The output transformer, by virtue of its design, does much tc
correct this condition.
In all of the circuits UX201A tubes are used except in the firs
or second audio amplifier. In the first audio amplifier either
UX201A or UX112 tube is used, whereas in the second audit
amplifier a UX171 or 1'X210 tube should be used with the high
est available plate voltage in order that maximum quality of re
production may be obtained. No provision is made for adjusting
the volume of the received signal in the audio amplifier, this being
taken care of by the small volume control knob at the center o
the panel.
The parts needed for constructing the Shielded Six are liste''
below and may be procured in complete kit form.
It is essential in any event that the coils, coil sockets, stag,
shields, tuning condensers and link motion be procured in ki
form, as unless this is done they will not be carefully measure,
for operation together and will not operate satisfactorily. Wher
the parts are purchased in kit form, they have all been laborator:
tested and will operate together without any trouble.
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316A Condensers
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tionary plates in a central position and that there is no tendency
on the part of the rotor plates to corne close to or scrape on the
sides of the stationary plates.
The various parts may be mounted upon the steel sub -base as
indicated in -the different photograph. All parts should be placed
on the sub -base in the positions as indicated from the differe:,.t
photographs and the panel should not be fastened to the sub -base
except as one of the last operations.
There is only one caution that need be observed, particularly in
mounting the parts -that is with respect to the variable c< :?densers. It is barely possible that after they have been mounted
a strain may have occurred which will pull the plates slightly
out of alignment, although they are constructed to prevent just
this. If it is noticed that as the rotary plates are adjusted there
is a tendency for them to come closer to one side of the stationary
plates than the other, it will he necessary to adjust the positions

4-SM 515 Coil Sockets
2 -SM 411 RR Dials
3
1

-SM
-SM

115A Coils
116A Coil

Tube Sockets
1 -SM 275 Choke
2-SM 220 Transformers
1 -SM 221 Transformer
1- Polymet .002 Condenser
5-Polymet 1 mf. Condensers
1-632 Link Motion
2- Carter Tip Jacks
1- Terminal Strip with Terminals
1 -Crowe Metal Panel, Pierced

6-SM

511

Photo E.

-Steel

Bottom vices of metal sub- panel showing arrangement of leads

.

1-

1-Carter

1- Carter

stator plate sections so that each rotor plate will center
up between its two adjacent stator plates when viewed from
above. The necessary adjustment of the position of the stator
plate sections may be made by loosening the nuts to be found
on either side of the bakelite supporting strips, these nuts being
actually on the tie -bars of the stator plates. This will allow of
shifting the entire stator plate sections to any desired position
where they may be locked by means of these same nuts.
The parts having been mounted on the sub -base, the wiring
may be put in place using a soldering iron and Belden flexible
rubber-covered hook -up wire. No difficulty will be encountered
in wiring, as the numbers on the schematic diagram correspond
exactly with those on the various instruments. It is advisable
either that the wire have its insulation scraped and the ends
fastened beneath the terminal screws of the parts or that they
be soldered to lugs in turn fastened beneath the terminal screws.
One precaution must be observed in wiring. It will be noticed
that two leads run from the left-hand stage shield under the subbase to the one next to it and from this to the next shield to the
right, and, in turn, from this shield to the extreme right shield.
These two wires must he kept free and away from all other
of the

Base, Pierced
1- Yaxley No. 10 Switch
Yaxley Special Antenna Switch
1

25,000 Hiohm

Ohm Resistor
3--- Carter 200 Ohm Resistors
1 --Coil Hook -up Wire
1- Assortment Misc. Parts
1- Polymet 2/10 Meg. Resistance
1- Polymet Grid Leak Mounting
.5

After these parts have been procured, they should be carefully
xamined for minor troubles which may have developed in transit
nd handling. The jacks and switches should be examined for
ood contact as should the tube sockets and coil sockets. The
oils should be examined to make sure that the windings have
The variable con;pox been damaged or crushed in any way.
densers should be most carefully inspected to make sure that as
he rotary plates are adjusted they interleave between the sta-
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wiring of the set. This can easily be arranged by carrying all
wiring along the back of the sub -base, then around and down
along the terminal strip toward the front. This precaution ap.lies to the wiring which is located beneath the sub -panel. The
wiring in each stage shield should be made as short as possible,
the placement of the individual connections being evident from
the photographs. In every case the negative filament connection and the negative B battery connection is made through
the shield and metal sub -base. It may be found in assem.ly that a poor contact will be made and one or more
.f the tubes may not light due to the lacquering of the
ub -base. If this condition is encountered, it may be corrected
y removing the lacquer from the bottom of the sub -base at the
.oints where the screws used both for holding down the tube
.ockets and making the negative filament connections run through
he shields and sub -base into their fastening nuts.
After all wiring has been done on the sub -base, the front panel
ay be attached after the three right -hand condensers have first
ganged. The method of ganging them is to push the link
otion over their shafts as illustrated in the photographs. The
ondensers should then be set so that their rotor plates are just
bout to interleave with the stator plates, but so that to the eye

Volts of B Batteries
C Batteries as Required by Tubes
5- UX201A Tubes
1 -UX171 Tube
135

The batteries should be connected to the terminals marked for
volt C battery used on the detector tubes, though
them and a
it may be found that 3 volts will give somewhat better results.
With the UX171 tube a 221_ volt C battery will be required for
the audio amplifier in addition.
The tubes should be placed in their sockets and the coils in
their respective sockets. The type 116A coil goes in the antenna
or extreme left -hand socket, the 115A coils in the other sockets,
while the UX171 tube goes in the socket between the 221 and 220
transformer at the left of the set.
In operating the receiver the filaments of the tubes should be
turned on by means of a switch at the right -hand end of the
panel, the loud speaker cord tips inserted in the jacks marked
for them, and an antenna, either indoor or outdoor and from 30
to 60 feet long, connected to the receiver, as well as a wire
termining in a ground clamp on a water, gas or steam pipe. With

4/
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Figure

Schematic wiring diagram.

2.

In the three left shields the 200 ohm resistors act as the connections from

here is a tiny gap between them. This gap should be set so that
t is uniform on all three condensers and the monkey motion then
ocked in position in such a fashion that the condensers can be
urned only about 1/16 of an inch further out in each ease, but
o that if the shaft of one is rotated the other three will be caried to the full interleaved position due to the link connection.
his having been done, the panel may he attached by means of
he two switches at either end and the volume control at the
:enter. The volume control should have been put in previously,
efore the stage shields went into place. Two washers will be
Found with the volume control, made of fibre. One of these
should be placed on the inside of the sub -base and one on the
lutside of the sub -base so that no metallic contact will exist beween the volume control and the metallic panel. It will be neces'ary to center the shaft of the volume control resistance in the
ver -sized holes in both panel and sub -base in order that there
will be no connection between the shaft bushing and the panels.
The receiver having been completely wired, it is ready to be
put in operation and will require the following accessories:

Accessories
1

-Loud Speaker with Plug

1- Antenna and Ground System
-6 -Volt Storage Battery
1

to the tube's

grid

the antenna switch set in the '`long" position the two dials should
throughout their range, keeping them in approximately the same relation. Once a station has been found by
this method -and it is ridiculously simple -the dial readings
should be written down and saved for future reference.
If the selectivity of the receiver is insufficient for congested
local conditions, this may be easily corrected by throwing the
antenna switch to the short position. No filament rheostat is
used on the tubes, a fixed resistor keeping them at a satisfactory
operating voltage throughout the normal charge life of the storage battery. No provision is made for adjusting the volume of
the receiver by cutting in or out tubes, but rather by the small
volume control knob at the center of the panel.
In operating the receiver, if the volume control knob is turned
all the way to the right, squeals will probably he heard and the
receiver may possibly howl as a signal is being received. It will
be found that with this knob set so in the middle of its range, no
squealing will be experienced and the receiver may be operated
using only the two large dials. If, however, this control knob is
set so that the receiver is just ready to squeal, maximum sensitivity for distant stations will be obtained. This is practically
always unnecessary where reception from stations with a one
hundred mile radius is required under average conditions.
Thus the control for normal operation lies in but two adjustments -the two major tuning dials.
be varied slowly
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Wondei' Transformer
of Radio
Madison -Moore transformers are absolutely precise, and for distance,
selectivity, volume and quality have
no equal.

TWO Types

-

EQUAL RESULTS

One for use with the 5 volt tubes, and
one for the 3 volt tubes.
If your dealer does not handle these
transformers write us direct.

MADISON -MOORE
RADIO
CORPORATION

-MOORE
MADISON
RADO CORP'N

DENVER COLO.
t3NIT Np.

2524 Federal Boulevard
Denver, Colorado

MADISONrM00AE
Tell 'Ela Voit Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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The Madison -Moore Super-Heterodyne
Receiver Using 199 Tubes
This "Super" was designed in the Citizens Radio Laboratory and
its performance has been quite satisfactory
HERE have been many requests from the readers during

Both the loop and oscillator circuit are turned by .0005 mfrl.
hookups
straight frequency variable condensers. These condensers, the
and
of
a
Tthe last few months for information
Madison -Moore Stiper- Heterodyne using 199 tubes instead Cardwell Taper Plate Type "E," are a new departure in condenser
design, and a short description of them will be interesting. Unlike
of the 201A type. These requests have paralleled experithe average variable condenser of
that
laboratory
our
in
mental work
straight frequency characteristics,
a
offers
now
and
has developed
rotating plates are concentric
the
operatReceiver
Super- Heterodyne
in
shape
and have their weight con120
UX
a
and
ing from UX 199 tubes
centrated
close to the rotor shaft,
Type
new
power tube, using the
it
but a short leverage.
where
exerts
"MM" Madison -Moore transformInstead
of
the
usual metal punchers designed especially for the small
ing,
the
plates
are
die cast and matube. It is in every way a satiswhich, when the
chined
into
a
taper
factory set in so far as distance,
allows the
is
assembled,
condenser
selectivity, volume and tone quality
into
the
stator in.
rotor
to
dovetail
are concerned, and has the advanthe
spacing
such
a
manner
that
tage of being built in a much smaller
rotated.
is
varies
as
the
condenser
cabinet and due to the frequency
As the rotor is turned out from the
used (92,500 kc.) has a much lower
stator, the spacing increases, and
noise level than the transformers
with this increase there is a deoperating at lower frequencies.
crease in capacity, since the capacIn this receiver, as in the one preity is at all times inversely proporviously described in the last issue
tional to the amount of dielectric.
of the "Call Book," using 201A
The taper is so calculated that the
act
to
made
is
tubes, the first tube
tuning characteristic approximates
6
-volt
the
as a partial detector by
Straight Frequency over the lower
cir"C" battery in its grid return
part of the dial but the curve falls
cuit. This tube amplifies the signal
off sufficiently to give a slightly
several times, depending on the
greater separation on the longer
character of the tube used and its
wave lengths than absolute Straight
filament temperature. The No. 1
Frequency would secure.
unit is used as an oscillator, and
The filament temperature of the
when tuned with a .0005 mfd. varitube is controlled by a
oscillator
able straight frequency condenser,
40
rheostat.
While the volt-ohm
it will cover all wave lengths from
oscillator tube is
applied
to
the
age
200 to 600 meters, and delivers an
not
very
critical,
a
slight
excess will
even output throughout its entire
The
oscillations.
undesirable
cause
range. The output of this No. 1
regulated
tube
is
by
a
first
detector
unit is not mixed with the signal
A
20
rheo40
rheostat.
-ohm
-ohm
in the grid circuit of the first tube
stat controls the three intermediates
as is the customary practice. This
whose filaments are connected tois a step forward and an original
gether in parallel. The voltage apand decided improvement over the
plied to the radio frequency tube is
wave
old method. The continuous
indicated by the Weston Voltmeter
current generated by the oscillator
mounted on the front panel. The
is mixed with the partially rectified
normal operating voltage of the
and amplified signal in the correct
to 23/4
intermediates is from
amount to replace that taken out
require
may
a
Poor
tubes
volts.
by the first tube. This amount is
A
voltage.
operating
higher
slightly
how
receiver can be placed
Photo A. Front view showing
regulated by the position of the
25 -ohm Yaxley variable resistance
in a console, with suggested accessories
rheostat in the filament circuit of
is used to control the second detecthe second or oscillator tube. The
for best results while the receiver is
once
position of the rheostat for the ¡first and second tube can he deter- tor tube. It is adjusted
to remain set. Each of the audio
allowed
mined and left in that position for best reception and quality of in operation and then
the first audio tube by a
resistance,
fixed
a
tubes is regulated by
-tone unless another tube is substituted.
It
will also be noticed that
10
-ohm.
a
by
The signal is passed from Unit No. 1 to the primary of Unit 15 -ohm and the second
and the last Madison transformers
No. 2, which is a coupling unit and transfers the energy to tubes the cases of the two audio
negative of the "A"
the
to
and Units Nos. 3, 4 and 5. These units act as intermediate fre- Moore unit (No. 5) are connected
are
automatically conunits
0 quency amplifiers and havé a peak frequency of 92,500 cycles or battery. The other Madison -Moore
into the circuit.
inserted
are
nected to the negative "A" when they
a wave length of approximately 3240 meters.
with
the excepreceiver
UX 199 tubes are used throughout the
Figure 5 shows the schematic wiring diagram of the receiver.

2/
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Photo B. brout rit'«'

Of rec 'IZ'er

tion of the last ,tag( uf udio; that tube is a UX 120
power tube.
The necessary "C" battery voltage is clearly shown
on the
schematic wiring diagram and the large graphic illustration.
The
'fir.t stagc of audio has a negative bias of
z volts.
'sing "C"
battery bias allows ,greater voltage to be used without
distortion
and brings about a considerable saving in "B" battery
current.
All batteries with the exception of the two "C"
batteries are
connected to the receiver by means of a Jones Multiplug
and
Cable. The regular color code supplied with the cable
is utilized
with the exception that the brown is disregarded,
and the black,
1t itich is usually used for the ground,
supplies the receiver with
135 volts "B" potential. The two "C batteries
are connected to
the receiver by separate binding posts along the
rear edge of the
st!b- panel.

4/

Figure
is a layout Of the front panel of the
receiver. The
correct location of all of the holes is shown, as (Nell
as the necessary engraving,. In the louer corner at each
end of the panel is
a pair of holes provided for the correct mounting
of the Benjamin
brackets which support the sub- panel.
In Figure 2 is shown a layout of the sub -panel.
Two sizes of
holes are shown. Those holes by which the apparatus
is mounted
into position are all 5/32 -inch drill. Ten holes
have an extra
circle around them. They are countersunk for
No. 6 flat head
machine
1

screws and are for mounting- the Jones Type
BM

plug,
the supporting brackets, the nifd. by -pass condenser,
under
the
sub- panel, and the Frost jack, which Nvhile mounted
on the front
panel is fastened to the sub -panel with a screw and
helps support
1

Photo

C.

mounted

in a

cabinet

Two more holes are shown with a dotted circle around them.
These holes are also countersunk for No. 6 screws, but from the
it.

under side of

the sub -panel. They are used for mounting the
Madison -Moore Unit No. 3 into place. The remaining smaller
holes, which appear black, are the holes through which the
wires
pass from one side of the panel to the other. If the constructor
does not %vish to lay -out the wire holes he can just drill
the
apparatus mounting holes and then fasten the various parts
to
the sub -panel, after tvhich the necessary wire holes
may be
drilled with a small hand drill as they are required.
It is a comparatively simple matter to assemble and completely
wire the :Madison -Moore Super -Heterodyne Receiver.
By referring to Figure 3, the Baseboard Layout, the correct
placing of
the parts may be easily accomplished. Care should be
taken that
the apparatus 1>e mounted ill such a manner that
the terminals
bear a correct relation to the other parts. The apparatus
shown
mounted on the sub -panel is clearly marked for this
purpose.
The Madison-Moore units are fastened into place
first. Then
the Jones Ylug, the three by -pass condensers,
the supporting
brackets, the grid leak and condenser and the
two fixed resistances should be mounted under the sub -panel.
The remaining
parts which mount on the top surface of the sub -panel
are then
screwed down. The front panel is also assembled,
but is not fastened
to the brackets.

It is advisable that soldering lugs be placed
under all terminals
tc facilitate soldering and assure a positive
contact. Insulated
wire may be used in hooking -up the receiver,
although it is not

Rear view of completed receiver. Notice
the neat arrangement of parts
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Photo D.

Bottom view of sub -panel showing how all leads can be neatly arranged

terminals and insert the tubes in their sockets. Test all tubes as
to operation: observe whether they are controlled by the proper
rheostat or resistance. Touch the "A" positive battery wire to
each of the other terminals on the Jones Plug. If the tubes do
not light up except when the "A" battery is applied to the proper
terminals, it is safe to connect the "B" and "C" batteries. However, if any of the tubes light up it is an indication that something is wrong and a mistake has been made in the wiring. Carefully recheck all connections until the mistake is found. Repeat
the "A" battery test and connect the other batteries, the loop and
the speaker to the receiver.
If a station is on the air the receiver should respond at once.

ecessary. Practically all connecting wires are below the sub anel. Those plate and grid leads which must be short are above
he panel. The wiring under the sub -panel is kept against it as
uch as possible. The constructor will have no difficulty in
ooking up the receiver and making a neat job of it, if he follows
he various photographs and illustrations accompanying the
rticle. After all possible connections have been macle on the
ub -panel assembly, the front panel is fastened into place and the
iring finished.
After all wiring has been completed, carefully check all connecions by referring to Figure 4. Make those corrections which
re necessary and then connect a 4 -volt "A" battery to the proper
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Figure 3. Top vic,L of receiver showing arrangement of parts of sub -panel
1 -Jones Type "BM" Plug and Cable
e tuning of the Madison -Moore receiver is similar to that of
1- Sangamo .00025 mfd. Grid Condenser with Clips
y other good super -heterodyne receiver. Each set has its own
2- Sangamo .005 mfd. Fixed Condenser
ing peculiarities which must be thoroughly understood and
1- Sangamo 1 mfd. I3y -I'ass Condenser
stered before the fullest degree of efficiency and satisfaction
1 -Lynch 2- megohm
Grid Leak
11 result.
Kester
Package
Solder
1
LIST OF PARTS
50 Feet Belden Tinned Hookup \Vire
The Madison -Moore Super- Heterodyne Receiver
I8 -No. 6x?.4" Round Head Brae AVood Screws
hese parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results.
30 -No. 6x,I >" Round Ileacl Brass Wood Screws
7x24x3/16" Drilled and Engraved Formica Panel
16-No. 6x1'," Flat Head Wood Screws
7x23x3/16" Drilled Formica Sub -Panel
2- Cardwell Type "E" .0005 mfd. Taper Plate Variable
Set of Madison -Moore Type "MM" Precision Units (Five)
Condensers
Thordarson Type R200 Audio Transformers
Photo A shows receiver installed in :ut h:xcello cons) le, nruntf:ir
Benjamin Type 9040 Cle -Ra -Tone UX Sockets
w
tured by Exccllo Products Corp., Chicago. 'hhe eliminator is a
Benjamin Type 8629 Shelf Brackets
Majestic standard "B" Raytheon tube eliminatot, manufactured
Eby Engraved Binding Posts
Grigsby -Grunon -Hinds Co., Chicago. A standard 6 -volt Willard radio
Yaxley Type 120K Air -Cooled Rheostat
battery supplies the "A" p -1wer, macle by \Villard Storage Bat;cry
Yaxley Type 140K Air Cooled Rheostat
Co., Cleveland, Ohio. A Balkite charger is shown which will keep
Yaxley 40 -ohm Variable Resistance
the "A" battery charged. This is manufactured by the Fanstecl I'r,(lYaxley 10 -ohm Fixed Resistance
ucts Co., North Chicago, Ill. The loop is a new design of the wcllYaxley 15 -ohm Fixed Resistance
knonn Fiat, manufactured by the Radio Appliance Lahorat-ries,
Yaxley Type 10 Battery Switch
Chicago. The speaker is the Western Electric 5.40A \V cone. The
Weston Model 506 0 to 5 volts Voltmeter
super cabinet shown in Photo B is made by D. H. Fritts Cu., Hearst
National Type "B" Velvet Vernier Dials
Square, Chicago.
11/2" Kurz Kasch Bakelite Knob
(Any information regarding these accessories may be obtained by
Frost Open Circuit Pan -Tab Jack
writing direct to the manufacturers.)
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Schematic wiring diagram
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(Licensed under patents granted and pending)

The New

]EL]KA\Y

Receiver

WITH DONLE TRUPHONIC AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

for the man who has heard the best in -a new Uni- Control has the flexibility of three dials;
reception and still says, "I guess I'll very simple to tune, no sub -controls.
wait till they get it right; then I'll buy!" -"floating" sockets mounted on Bakelite sub -panel; all
important insulated and wearing parts, genuine Bakelite.
In beauty of tone -in uniform volume on
all waves
and in "needlepoint" selectivity in congested areas,
the -all connections from a common cable, plainly tabbed.
new ELKAY represents the very utmost in
radio
-in a beautiful sloping-front cabinet of brown, antique
totally regardless of price!

-

-it embodies the new DONLE TRUPHOiNIC

SYSTEM
OF AUDIO AMPLIFICATION, plus the Elkav Synauto
R. F., which give it a pure tone and a very
high amplification from 200 to 580 meters, uniformly.
has the Elkáy Tube Equalizor System of interchangeable, automatic rheostats; any combination
of
tubes can be used. In addition to the splendid
new
tubes now to be had, before this radio season is
over
there will be special R. F., Detector, Audio and
Output
tubes on the market. Elkay owners will be able
to use
these tubes without alteration of hook -up.
-both the R. F. stages and the Detector are entirely
shielded.

-it

Duco finished natural grain mahogany.
-$125 list.
.

The Elkay 5 -Tube Set

Compares favorably in appearance, selectivity, volume,
distance and tone with sets at twice its price. Has
one
stage R. F., detector, one stage of transformer
coupled
amplification and two resistance coupled amplifiers.
A.
radio frequency choke permits the same smooth
operation on low or high wave lengths. Has
the
Equalizor System, which permits the use of any Elkay
bination of tubes, and a device for controlling comselectivity which is an Elkay patent. Retail, $80.
Exclusive Elkay Franchises to the Trade

ELKAY TUBE EQUALIZORS

Eliminate Rheostats
Elkay Equalizors replace variable rheostats, delivering correct voltage to any
type of tube automatically.
To use any combination
of tubes in the same set,
merely insert an Equalizor
of the correct value; there
is one for every tube made.
50c list; 75c mounted.

Elkay Suppressors, made in the same form as Elkay
Equalizors, are non -inductive, noiseless resistances
for
the grid circuit of R. F. tubes. They suppress
regeneration in the grid circuit at just the right point
to insure
greatest sensitiveness. 75c list; $1.00 mounted.
Elkay Locatrol Condensers are double or
triple condensers of variable type, ganged together
to be operated from the new vertical, Unicontrol dials,
identical
with those in the new Elkay 6 -tube set.
Prices on
application.

Quantity Prices to Manufacturers

The Langbein- Kaufman Radio Co., Dept.

C,

62 Franklin St., New Haven, Conn.

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens
Radio Call Book
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A Synchronized Tuned Radio Frequency
Receiver Employing Donle Truphonic
System of Amplification
IX designing this new six tube receiver there has been kept

in

mind the following important needs:
Absolute faithful reproduction.
1.
2. Good and uniform sensitivity from 200 -550 meters.
3. A machine that will never be obsolete through the advent of
better tubes, either audio, radio or detector.
4. Economical use of batteries.
5. Simple tuning arrangement with every flexible possibility,
relative to ease in tuning.
6. Freedom from extraneous noises and good selectivity at con trol (shielding).
pleasing appearance.
f 7. High grade parts and a neat,
This year the most cardinal demand will be quality. Every
adio periodical, every manufacturer, every engineer has quality

Photo

_4.

Front

t

were poor.
This receiver utilizes a split primary mechanically connected
to the condensers. in order to give tiniforni amplification over be
broadcast range from 200 to 5511 meters. The maximum ;tmpliti-

ìoull`letr1 rcCerr'(r .clio«in,/ luniuy conh-ols

Many claim to have true reproduction and
attempt to prove their claim by frequency output curves.
Unfortunately, frequency- output curves show very little of the
true value of. audio amplification, as distortion can be easily introduced at a single fundamental frequency. The truth is that
for true, faithful reproduction not only a constant amplification
for varied frequency is necessary, but a straight line increase in
amplification must be obtained for increase in load. In other
words, the load- amplification curve must be constant at given
frequencies.
Donle has co' mbined transformer and total impedance in a single
stage, resulting in a division of load and absolute reproduction
without loss of amplification.
Distortion may also arise in output tubes, and it is equally
essential to use an output tube in the last stage. For ordinary
use the UX 171 and UX 112 are ideal.
on his tongue tip.

Up to the present there has been very little change in radio
frequency amplification; natively, fixed induction between grid
and plate with methods of neutralization and suppression of regeneration.
Fans have long realized that in designing primaries for R. F.
transformers they were much impressed with the fact that ;t few
turns worked best for low waves and a large number of turns
for long Nvaves. When they used large coupling, the receiver \vas
)r
a knockout for 450 up, but below that it squealed like a pig.
from
40(1
up
if a few turns \\ere used, it was found that results

cation over the complete range of a receiver is obtained if the
set is designed to operate just below the point of oscillation. The
regeneration should change with the increase in capacity and v:tvclength, and in order to keep these two factors uniform the c
ling should be varied in proportion.
The tendency to burst into oscillation is critical and the engineers have further smoothed out the circuit by using a nnn -i:iductive resistance, which chokes the regeneration in the grid
circuit. Suppressors are in cartridge form so that varied degrees
of sensitivity may be obtained by increasing or decreasing their
value.
Shielding is also employed to prevent interstage coupling or
outside electro- static or electro- magnetic pickup.
In spite of the perfection of B battery eliminators, it is essential to keep the plate currents as low as possible, as in this manner only can real quality and results be obtained. Proper C bat-
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l'hoto B.

(if

k1°ctr

rec,iwr wilh shield r,uioi,cd

tery provision and the impossibility of increasing filament emission
over normal values does this for the receiver.
The modern receiver must have ease of tuning, the ability to
swing from one station to another without delicate adjustments.
Yet the reliable receiver must have sufficient controls to have
everything at the thumbs' tips. A simple ingenuous tuning arrangement is employed permitting the operator to tune as a one,
two or three dial set actually at your thumbs' tips. It permits
tuning or detuning at will.
Shielding is no longer.a fancy, but an actual necessity in real
radio receivers. Proper shielding prevents inter -stage coupling,
allowing each radio stage to operate at maximum efficiency.
Electro- magnetic and electro- static coupling is reduced to practically zero, with the result that the removal of the aerial kills
reception immediately. The result is that in congested regions
small antennas may be employed with great selectivity. Even in
rural territories it is possible with the sensitivity obtained with
the UX 200 -A and Donle S -7 to receive on indoor and spring
aerials, even over long distances. Shielding, too, cuts down local
noises and permits easy adaption to A, B and C eliminators.
In localities where there is an abundance of large powerful
broadcasting stations the 201 -A tube will not be able to handle
the Output of this receiver. It is advisable to use a power output
sNOQT ANrEHNA

FIXSUED

AoHLNa.rr/E

ÓOQESSOQ

cr-L ONG ANTENrVA

tube in the last stage. At the time of publication of these instructions, types R. C. A. 112, 171, and Daven MU 6 tubes have
been tested and found satisfactory for output tubes. In inserting
these tubes into the machine be sure the proper Equalizor is inserted. Information on this will be found in the instruction book.
It is to be remembered that increased C battery will be necessary
with these tubes and with a higher voltage.
In rural territories, or in fact wherever long distance reception
is desired where the locals are off, a very sensitive detector tube
may be employed. The R. C. A. UX 200 -A may be ideally employed in the six tube machine, resulting in simplified tuning and
increased distance. A slight hiss accompanies the increased amplification, which is not serious.
The ideal arrangement of tubes for a receiving set near large
broadcasting stations would be five 201 -A tubes and one 112 tube
in the output.
In rural territories where distance is a prime
necessity it is recommended that 201 -A tubes be used in the
R. F., a 200 -A in the detector, a 201 -A in the- first two audios and
a 112 in the last audio.
There are available various types of R. F. and intermediate
tubes which may be employed in the six tube Elkay, provided
the proper Equalizor is inserted and the proper voltages adjusted.
Experimenters should only use these at their own risk and with

f/XEO M7N/N0UCT/1/E

2 NE6 6P/D LEA,(/

SUOA.PESSRQ

.00025 N/27 6Q40 CONO
G

/MAO

'V
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EQUAL /ZED
OHM QNEOSTAT

rz
FILAMENT

SAY/TCH

6

e
VOLTS

IIIIIIF
-A

l
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I.

BATTERY
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45 WLT

B BATTERY
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Schematic zciriu,y diagram of receiver
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results depending upon their ability to adjust tubes to their local
condition.
Long aerials may be employed in the Super -Selector and lengths
up to 150 feet may be used with increased results, provided it does
not materially affect selectivity. Bear in mind that a large aerial
always tends to decrease the selectivity or the ability to separate
stations, but at the same time increase the volume and the ease
of reception.
The machine is provided with two aerials, one marked "Short
Antenna" and the other "Long Antenna." When first installing
always connect the short antenna unless it is found that selectivity
is lacking. Then a long antenna should be used.
In localities like New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston,
where there are quite a number of powerful broadcasting stations,
it is desirable to keep the length of the antenna down. One of
80 feet is desirable in such congested territories.
In dealing with the aerial and ground due consideration must
be given and it should be realized that the success of the six tube
receiver, or in fact any receiver, rests in the proper erection of
these two necessities.
The aerial and ground constitute the energy pickup system delivering the weak signals to your receiver. Unless they are carefully erected, doubtful results will always be obtained.
The standard aerial is one of 100 feet long, excluding the lead -in.
It should be as high and as clear from surrounding objects as is
possible to erect it. The lead -in should be brought as direct to
the receiver as is possible. Always tap the aerial away from
conducting or interfering objects. Lead it direct through the wall
or window to the machine. Bear in mind that all connections
should be soldered, for unless a good connection can be made by
snipping them into clips, eventually the joint will become corroded and useless.
A good ground is as valuable as a good aerial. Ordinarily a
water pipe or radiator which leads directly to the water system
is recommended. Be sure a good ground clamp is used and that

the pipe is carefully scraped before application. A good outside
ground may be also used by driving a good clean pipe into moist
ground. This is to be used as a second resort.
Short ground and aerial lead -ins are advocated, as these particular parts actually add resistance to the signal without material pickup.

List of Parts
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
1 -Elkay baseboard- drilled and slotted.
special 3- compartment copper interstage shield -twc
1 -Elkay
pieces.
1

-Elkay three gange condenser

and dial unit-fingertip control

-complete.

-Set

Elkay Syn -Auto coils (three) with shafts and pulleys.
mfd. 1000 volt by -pass condensers -Dubilier.
radio frequency unit with three spring sockets.
1 -Elkay
Equalizer, suppressor and grid leak clips- mounted.
Micamold .00025 grid condenser.
1 -Three stage Tru- Phonic Audio amplifier unit enbloc- Alden.
spring sockets; Equalizor
1 -Audio amplifier panel with three
clips.
1 -.002 by -pass mica condenser.
1 -No. 955 Frost gem jack-filament control.
1 -No. 954 Frost gem jack -closed circuit.
1- Pacent rheostat, 6 ohm.

1

-%

2

1-

1

-Elkay Resistance.

-Six wire six -foot Battery
5 -Eby binding posts.
1

5

cable

-

American Braid.

-Elkay Equalizers.

2 -Elkay

Suppressors No. 700.
meg. grid leak-Gastor.
1- Yaxley No. 20 switch.
1

-Lynch three

2

-K. K.

1

No. 17/ knobs.
-Elkay panel and cabinet (optional).

DIAMOND-WEAVE
(TRADE -MARK REGISTERED Aug. 4, 1925)

SICKLES COILS
(Patented Aug. 21, 1923)

No. 30 Shielded Tuned Radio Frequency

Transformer

$2.00

OTHER COIL PRICES
Our No. 30 Shielded Tuned
Set
Radio Frequency Transformer is
$ 4.50
No. 20 Craig Circuit
designed on entirely new scien4.50
No. 19 Acme Reflex
tific principle. It will tune sharply
4.00
No. 8 Knockout Reflex
to wave lengths from 200 to
10.00
No. 21 Hoyt Circuit
550 meters with a .00035 variNo. 25 "Aristocrat" Circuit
8.00
able condenser. The shielding
prevents intercoupling between coils, and local interference. Outside
dimension of shield 3 in. diameter, ' in. high.
Our No. 18A Coils are designed for use in all Roberts Circuits with
or without reflex. They are equipped with the new center -tap NP
Coil, and are provided with one whole panel mounting.
Our No. 24 Coils are carefully designed to meet all specifications
of the Brown & Drake Circuit. The windings in the regenerative unit
are designed to attain maximum magnetic and minimum capacity
coupling.
Special Coils will be made for other circuits if desired.
1

No. 18A Roberts Circuit

$8.00 set

Send for descriptive catalog

THE F. W. SICKLES CO.
No. 24 Browning -Drake

144 Union Street
Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Samson eiludio Units
are capable of uniform and faithful amplification well in excess of the most exacting broadcast requirements.
Their range extends from the lower fundamentals
through the higher harmonics enabling them to reproduce,
with equal clarity, the dull rumble of the tom -tom or the
thin shrill of the flute.
This ability to reproduce the harmonics or higher
multiple frequencies is what gives tone -color or background to sound -is what permits the listener to dis.
tinguish notes of the same pitch but from different
instruments -results not possible with audio units which
cut off at comparatively low frequencies.

Ina word -with

a

loud speaker of corresponding range

Samson Audio Units

insure the sort of radio you've hoped to hear -the quality of radio that
will make you think you've been translated from a broadcast listener to
one of an audience which is listening, firsthand, to a speech or to music.
For 1926-27 the Samson Electric Company offers eleven different
audio units:
Symphonic Transformers
$9.00
Push -Pull Input Transformer Type X
5.50
Standard Transformers
Type HW -A3 Ratio 2-1, 3 -1, 6 -1
5.00
Dual Impedance
Type D (Donle Design)
5.00
Output Impedance
Type O
5.00
Push -Pull Output Impedance Type Z
5.00
Plate Impedance
Type P
4.50
Grid Impedance
Type G
4.50
Audio Frequency Choke
Type No. 3
3.00
Our book-"Audio Amplification " -already accepted as a manual of audio
design by many radio engineers-contains much original information
of greatest
pra "tical value to those interested in bettering the quality of their
reproduction.
Sent upon receipt of 25c

SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
Office, Canton, Mass.

Main

-

Factories at Canton and Watertown, Mass.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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A De Luxe Five Tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Receiver
This Receiver Was Designed and Tested in the Citizens Radio Laboratory
HE difference in this receiver as compared to other tuned

largely in the neutralization
radio frequency receivers
of the radio frequency tube. This is accomplished by a
method somewhat different from that ordinarily employed.
ew design of neutralized condenser having a very precise adment, varied by a small knob on top of the condenser case, is
ed between the grid return and the plate of the radio frency tube. Between the grid
rn and the negative filament of
radio frequency tube is ined an 85 millihenry radio frency choke coil with a .0001
is

.

fixed condenser across it.

'he question naturally arises as

Figure 2 is a schematic wiring diagram of the'complete receiver.
It will be noticed that all tubes are controlled by Elkay Equalizers. This method allows the maximum efficiency to be realized
from each tube without manual control. Loud speaker volume
is controlled by the "tickler." If the operator desires a more
sensitive control, a Centralab 500,000 -ohm variable resistance
may be shunted across the secondary of the first dual impedance.
or a Centralab Modu -Plug used
for the loud speaker.
A new system of audio amplification is used in this receiver. It
combines the advantages of all
types of coupling with the exclusion of the disadvantages. Being
more efficient than either impedance or resistance coupling, it

why a condenser, which allows
to frequency currents to pass,
permits a quality of reproduction
shunted across the choke coil,
equal to the very best of either
igned especially to stop the
under the most favorable condi[io frequency currents. With the
tions, as well as affording a
ijority of radio frequency chokes
greater
amount of amplification.
v sold on the market, the discharacteristic of
The
disagreeable
iuted capacity is quite high and
amplifying
coupling,
transformer
)ws a great deal of the radio
excessively, is
only
weak
signals
uency to pass. The choke coil
not found in this new system, nor
d in this circuit has an exis there the slightest tendency toely low distributed capacity
ward audio regeneration or howltherefore does not pass suffiing. The amplifying units appear
it current to permit the proper
similar to audio transformers.
.ration of the circuit. The con However, their electrical characiser acts as a gate or valve and
teristics and construction are enmits the necessary amount of
tirely different. Two windings are
lio frequency to pass through.
placed upon a single iron core. A
Che combination of the choke
by -pass condenser is shunted across
its associated condenser balthe plate and grid ends of the
e the radio frequency circuit
and sealed into the case
windings
such a manner that the only
factory.
the
at
ustment necessary to place the
In operation the unit functions
eiver in proper working order
in
a manner similar to a resistance
the setting of the neutralizing
unit.
Instead of a leak of high redenser. Evidence that the reone of impedance is used.
sistance,
er is properly neutralized will
By
method
a high impedance
this
found in the absence of a resoto
the
alternating sigis
presented
ce check in the speaker when
plate of the
from
the
nal
coming
two tuning controls are operbut
a very low
tube,
preceding
d together. Proper neutralizaleaking
charge
to
the
resistance
of the receiver absolutely
following
of
the
grid
off from the
vents any reradiation and con tube. Tests have shown that this
uent annoyance to neighbors.
system of amplification has a very
Jnlike the ordinary tuned radio
high efficiency for all signal inquency receiver using regeneratensities.
n, this set makes use of a double
In Figure 1 is shown a layout
or coupler. One rotor is the
kler" or regeneration control; View of receiver mounted in console with suggested accessories of the front panel of the receiver.
The correct location of all mount other the primary of the radio
ing holes is accurately shown, as well as the necessary engraving.
quency transformer, and is used as a selectivity control.
The two holes for mounting the antenna coupling are not shown.
In
metropolitan
n fact, the receiver is ideal in any locality.
They are located 5/ inches from the bottom of the panel at the
may
be
as, where the'air congestion is severe, its selectivity
inch and the other is 33/4 inches from the
reased so that interference is reduced to a minimum. On the left end. One hole is
inch in diameter and
The
holes are each
the
of
panel.
left
end
per hand, in suburban districts, where interference is negligible,
No.
6 -32x/ -inch round
a
Using
deep.
inch
only
are drilled
receiver may be tuned broadly without sacrificing volume or
be
easily tapped. The
may
hole
the
tap,
as
a
screw
head machine
tance. With the primary rotor in a vertical position, maximum
into
position.
mounted
be
easily
may
then
ectivity is obtained, and vice versa. The selectivity control antenna coupler
location
of all parts
the
layout,
shows
baseboard
Figure 3, the
d not be varied after it has once been set according to the
The
are
properly
parts
panel.
and
baseboard
mounted on the
ree of selectivity desired by the operator.

/
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Photo . 1. front viel' of receiver mounted in a cabinet
located, with all terminals plainly marked so that the apparatus
5 -Eby L,N Sockets
may be mounted in the correct position with their respective ter4- Amperites Type 1 -A
minals bearing a correct relation to other apparatus. Photo "B"
1- Amperite Type 112
will help materially in properly locating those parts on the base 1- Samson Type No. 41 Antenna Coil
board which are not shown in Figure 3, due to other apparatus
1- Samson Type No. 31 Double Rotor Coupler
hiding them.
2- Samson Type No. 67 .0005 mfd. Variable Condenser
The accessories shown consist of a Modern "B" battery eliminator,
2- Samson Type No. 85 Radio Frequency Chokes
which will deliver all necessary voltages to operate the detector and
1- Samson Type No. 61 Neutralizing Condenser
amplifying tubes and is manufactured by the Modern Electric Co.,
1- Samson Type No. H \W -A3 Audio Transformer
Toledo, Ohio. A Willard standard six -volt radio battery is shown as
2- Samson Type No. D Dual Impedance
the "A" supply. The Sterling charger shown will keep the "A" bat2-Samson Universal Verniers
tery charged and may be connected to any electric socket having 60
-Frost No. 608 Battery Switch
cycle alternating current. The console contains a built -in Utah loud
1- Electrad .0005 mfd. Grid Condenser
speaker. This is manufactured by the Radio Products Corporation,
1- Electrad 2- megohnt Grid Leak
1- Electrad .001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
Chicago, Ill. (If any information is desir,'d regarding these accessories, please a'rite the manufacturers direct.)
1- Electrad .0001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
I1 -Eby Engraved Binding Posts
LIST OF PARTS. :These parts or their equivalent will give
1 -Frost No. 953 Open Circuit Geni Jack
satisfactory results:
3
Dozen No. 6xß -inch Round Head Wood Screws
1-- 7x21x3/16 -inch Drilled and Engraved Radion Panel
V, Dozen No. 5x/ -inch Round Head Wood Screws
1- 9x20xv -inch Wooden Baseboard
30 Feet No. 12 Belden Tinned Copper Wire
1- %x2%x3/16 -itch Terminal Strip
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp
1- 3A.x7/x3/16 -inch Terminal Strip
Package Rester Radio Solder
1

1

Photo B. Rear view of completed receiver. Note the heat arrangement
of parts
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Samson Radio Products, when used with
other high -grade standard parts, produce results that are unequalled for tone quality,

Samson Radio Products show the results
of nearly hall a century manufacturing experience. They are built to a standard and
not to a price.

selectivity and sensitivity.

What's Behind Samson Radio Products?
When doorbells were first rung, Samson Batteries rung themdependably.
When fishermen first sought waterproof ignition systems, Samson
supplied ignition -dependably.
When the U. S. Government enlisted fire alarm systems for the
world war, Samson Systems proved -dependable.
When radio set manufacturers standardize on Samson Radio Parts
they gain quality and -dependability.
Samson Radio Products carry no wild claims in their advertising
but they arc -dependable.

sums on
1lernierDiQl.

Samson Radio Frequency Choke
Coils keep high radio frequency
currents out of-or in
particular portion of a circuit, preventing overloading of tubes with
consequent distortion. They are
also used where a high radio
frequency impedance is desired.
Their helical winding gives inimitable operation as a choke
over an unusually wide band of
frequencies. Write for Bulletin
No. 27. Price of coils, No. 85,

-a

Smallest Made, Yet Easily Fit Into
Present Sets

son
sm
Condensers
Uniform Feqaeney

$1.50, and No. 125, $2.00.

Samson Vernier Dial is universal
-suitable for right or left hand
rotation and non -microphonic.
It has an adjustable tension and
a hair line close to split degree
dial. This permits engineering
instrument accuracy in readings.
The dials are easily assembled
without "play" or "shake" and
will wear indefinitely without
loosening. Price $2.50.

-

With them you can easily do away with the
crowding of stations on your present receiver
having ordinary condensers -where 85 out of

100 come in below 50 on the dial.
Mathematically proportioned plates assure uniform station
spacing at both low and high ends of the scale as well as
in the middle.
Samson Uniform Frequency Condensers are built to a
tolerance of 1 /1000 inch.
These grounded rotor type instruments have losses lower
than the average laboratory standards.
This condenser, due to its design, does not have the
defects caused by either solid metal or dielectric end
plates. Samson Uniform Frequency Condensers have a
one -hole mounting. They can be mounted vertically or
horizontally, and are guaranteed accurate within plus or
minus 1% of their rated capacitances. 500 mmf. $7.50;
350 mmf, $7.25 250 mmf, $7.00 ; 125 mmf, $7.00; 75
mmf, $7.00.
;

anufacturcrs

of

Samson Neutralizing
Condenser is variable
by fine gradations
and stays permanently
where adjusted. Minimum capacity .00002
mfd. Maximum capacity .0003 mfd. Price
$1.75.

Samson Double Rotor
Coupler gives a selectivity instantly adjustable from broad
to "razor edge" and
can be used as a
coupler and R. F.

transformer in many
circuits, Price $7.50.

Electrical Products

Samson Audio Frequency Choke
No. 3 stabilizes and suppresses
distortion in audio frequency
amplifiers. Its patented helical
winding gives an extremely low
self capacitance for its size.
Properly used, it prevents "motor
boating" or "putting" due to
"B" Eliminators, and makes "B"
batteries last much longer. Send
for Bulletin No. 28. Price of
choke $3.00.

Sales Representatives in Thirty
Leading American Cities

Since 1882

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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VICTOREEN
r

Transformers
and

Victoreen No. 170 R. F.
Transformer-neat and
compact
in. In diameter, 1 In. thick.

-3

Victoreen
R. F.
Transformers
are made with air core construction. They are not merely
"matched," but are actually tuned to a guaranteed precision of
of 1%.
Victoreen Super sets are free from oscillations, howls or
squeals -no matching of tubes is necessary.
The "B" battery consumption is exceptionally low
to 10
milliamps with potentiometer at negative side -less than some

Victoreen Manganin Rheostats

-

The only Rheostat with zero temperature coefficient
no matter how warm the unit becomes the resistance
remains absolutely constant.
Victoreen Rheostats have double the number of turns
of wire used on ordinary Rheostats -that means twice
as fine adjustment.
Genuine Manganin wire used in all Victoreen Rheostats.
This three terminal Rheostat simplifies wiring.
Made with 5 resistances -2, 6, 10, 20, 30 ohms
$1.20 each.

-

Victoreen Potentiometers
200 and 400 ohm

resistance,, $1.50 each.

It

-8

3

an

tube sets.

de

For range, clarity, volume, selectivity and ease of operation, a
Victoreen Super cannot be excelled.

The Heart of the Circuit

Victoreen \o. 170 R. F. Transformers, each
$7.00
(No. 171 Transformers when dry cells are used)
1
Victoreen No. 150 Coupling Unit, each
5.50
Should the use of aerial be preferred to loop, Victoreen No. 160
Antenna coupler is required, each
3.50
1 -400
ohm Victoreen Potentiometer
1.50
2
ohm Victoreen Rheostats, each
1.20
2 -30 ohm Victoreen Rheostats, each
1.20
-Type V. S. Master Control Unit
19.50
4

-6

1

Get a complete list of necessary parts from your dealer or write us direct.
Your dealer will be able to supply all parts. The free Victoreen folder and
hook -up answers all questions about the Victoreen circuit.

DI

Victoreen Master Control Unit
completely assemided convenient single
control unit for use in any circuit employing 2,
3 or 4 condensers.
Easy to mount and can be used on any layout without changing the wiring. Standard
unit has 2 condensers. One or two more can
be added, or it can be rearranged by the fan
to suit his requirements.
Simplifies tuning- stations can be logged to
one dial setting, whether loop or aerial is used.
Unit as shown
For Victoreen Super or any 2 -.0005 MF
condenser set
$19.50
Extra condenser ready to mount
4.50
.1

:
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THE GEORGE W. WALKER CO.
6528 Carnegie Avenue, Dept. A
Suite 9G1

-50

New York City

Church St.,

90 Abbotsford Rd.,
Brookline ( Boston ) , Mass.
919 Raymond St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
133 Riverview Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
8 550 Dumberton Road,
Iretroit, Mich.
421 East Avenue, North,
Waukesha, Wisconsin

BRANCH OFFICES:
710 Union Central Life Bldg.,
409 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Minneapolis, Minn.
808 Guaranty Bldg.,
1020 Main St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Little Rock, Ark.
P. O. Box 551,
5553 Vernon Ave..
Nashville, Tenn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Whitney Central Bldg.,
308 East 17th St.,
New Orleans, La.
Kansas City, Mo.
200614 Commerce St,
508 So. Dearborn St.,
Dallas, Texas
Chicago, Ill.
P. O. Box 66,
202 Sugar Bldg.,
Root:- Island, Ill.
Denver, Colo.
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Cleveland, Ohio
P. O. Box 321,
Boise, Idaho

383 Brannan St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
443 So. San Pedro St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Room 911, Terminal Sales Bldg.,
Seattle, Wash.
421 East Ave.. N.,
Waukesha, Wis.
615 East First South St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah
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The Victoreen Super -Heterodyne Receiver
The super- heterodyne circuit is generally considered by most
radio engineers as well as the radio public as the most efficient,
sensitive and selective radio set of today. A superior receiver
will appear only when an extremely radical achievement is made
in the science of radio
comparison, and has a negligible detuning effect. Any good
tubes available may therefore be used without bothering to match
which sets it apart in the classification of receiving cirthem to the transformers.
cuits, is the use of intermediate frequency amplification.
A second adjustment is made at the factory which gives each
selection
in
the
More than usual care must be exercised
transformer exactly the same
proper intermediate freamplification constant. This
uency transformers, since
prevents interstage coupling
e success or failure of the
with attendant oscillations
eceiver is primarily depend which materially reduce the
nt upon them. It is some sensitivity of the receiver and
imes necessary for the builder
destroy the clarity of signals.
o match the intermediate freThis extreme care in "peakuency transformers and reing" the transformers allows
ort to various devices for
of 1% to be
a precision of
uppressing undesirable oscilmaintained It all truces _,: the
ations as well as selecting a
production of the coils, and
;et of tubes with approxispeaks well for the rigid specia,tely the same characterisfications under which the
ics before the set will functransformers are manufacion properly. However, in
tured.
he Victoreen Super- HeteroThe circuit used in the Vic yne Receiver, described here toreen Super -Heterodyne Reith, the tedious and expenceiver is a well established
ive matching processes and
hookup consisting of an oscilhe oscillation suppressing
lator, first and second detecethods are eliminated, due
tors, intermediate frequency
to the excellent design of the
amplifiers and two stages of
intermediate frequency transaudio frequency amplification
formers.
arranged for the use of a
These transformers are very
power tube in the last stage.
nique in design, and a short
As may be observed from
escription will be interesting.
illustrations, a switch is
the
Due to the fact that there is
by which either a
provided
o iron used in the core, the
loop or antenna and
tapped
, mplification constant curve
ground may be used. When
is sharply peaked at 3400 methe switch is thrown to the
ters, 88,000 cycles. This wave
right,
to operate the receiver
ength or frequency was seloop, the wavelength
on
the
lected because it offers the
condenser is automatically
east trouble from harmonics,
connected to the outside terwhich will be experienced in
minal of the loop and the tap
any receiving set of this nato one end of the primary of
ture. The aircore is two inches
the oscillator coupler, which
in diameter, thereby allowing
places a positive bias on the
a minimum amount of wire to
first detector tube. At the
be used to establish the proper
same time the .000045 mfd.
inductance and at the same
midget condenser is inserted
time keeping the field in close
in the plate circuit of the first
proximity to the coils, thereby
detector tube and allows reeliminating feed -back and enconsole
in
a
placed
be
can
generation to be used when
receiver
how
showing
A.
View
Photo
abling'the transformers to be
with suggested accessories
operating the receiver with a
placed in close relation to
loop. The midget condenser
each other. The secondary is
and serves as an excelregeneration
over
tuned by a small fixed condenser of approximately .00025 mfd. is a very precise control
selectivity. However,
and
sensitivity
both
capacity which reduces the radio frequency resistance of the cir- lent regulator over
the receiver with
left,
to
operate
to
the
cuit. The condenser is adjusted at the factory by means of an when the switch is thrown
is connected to
condenser
oscillator and two radio frequency tubes and sealed to prevent any antenna and ground, the wavelength
it
tunes, and the
which
change or detuning which may occur through handling. Since the secondary of the antenna coupler
from
disconnected
the condenser is shunted across the secondary winding of each outside terminals of the loop are automatically
removed
is
also
transformer, the grid-filament capacity of the tube is small in the wavelength condenser. The midget condenser

THE distinguishing feature of the super- heterodyne receiver,

/

.
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l'hoto B.

Front

of rcc,

from the circuit, since regeneration is not used while the set is
operating from an antenna and ground system. A common "A"
positive lead is Used for both the tap on the loop and one end of
the secondary of the antenna coupler.
When the loop is being used it is advisable to disconnect both
antenna and ground, and vice versa. Pusli -type binding posts are
provided to facilitate a quick change. Slight regeneration may be
observed when using the antenna. This is caused by the small

Photo

C.

i

r mnu.nlcd in cabinct

capacity in the change -over switch, but does not affect the
operation of the receiver.
While a potentiometer is used in the circuit, its purpose is not
that of an oscillation control, but serves as a useful and desirable
control over the grid voltage of the radio frequency tubes and is
used as a volume control. Under no circumstances will
receiver oscillate, regardless of the position of the arm on
potentiometer.

Rear view of receiver after wiring has been completed
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reater clarity and much less tube noises are also obtained,
together with the fact that the grid voltage can be controlled
veniently to that point on the negative side, which gives best
ults, a greater reduction in "B" battery consumption is
ained.

first detector tube. A 6 -ohm rheostat regulates the filament temperature of the three intermediate frequency tubes. The second
detector tube has a 25 -ohm variable resistance in the negative
filament lead which is adjusted until the best results are obtained
and then allowed to remain set. Each of the audio tubes have

WAVE LENGTH

OSCILLATOR

aavlO

REGENERATION

ti

ib DQ/LL
4:06.111

OSCILLATOR

LOOP

AERIAL

TOQ/LL
SOFT

LOUD

TOR/LL

*27 POLL 6

71"PEILL

C.S

1

#270.2/L1. fs CS.
Z..

-

2

/2"

Figure

1.

a

2"

/2"

Panel layout showing suggested engraving and sise of holes

X 201 A tubes or their equivalent are used throughout the
eiver with the exception of the last stage of audio, where a
112 power tube is used. If it is desired to use UX 199 tubes in
nection with 171 Victoreen transformers it will be necessary to
rt a 1V2 volt "C" battery in series with the "F" terminals of
intermediate frequency transformers and the arm of the potentioer. The negative lead of the "C" battery goes to the "F" ter als and the positive lead to the arm of the potentiometer. Also

fixed resistances in their negative filament leads, the 4 -ohm unit
controls the first audio tube, while the 2 -ohm resistance controls
the UX 112 power tube. A filament control jack is used in the
output of the last stage of audio. This jack automatically lights
the power tube when a plug is inserted into it.
Karas Orthometric Condensers have been selected in this
receiver to assure an even spacing of stations over the entire
dial range. The new Kurz Kasch Bakelite disc Aristocrat Vernier

23'

7'
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3 ?.

INEO

0
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3L"
J

ANTENNA

vo
r

COUPLER

TYPE-160

o
F

B+

Is' Ay0/o
L)LYJ25Mf 611,9

2 "O AUDIO
TRANSFORM/62

TRANSFORMER

CO/YO

IME6 621,9 LEAL
OfTECTOQ

I,
\' ''
o

o

e

l

j8

j` j

r'

Lw

P

r

gA,
/B.

VOLTMETER.

ti=s7
400-OHM

.30 OHM QHFOST,4T---

POTENTIOMETER

0006-MER

.0005 M.ED

VAR

CONDENSER

6-0HRHEOSTAT

TOO

CONDENSER

Figure

2.

Baseboard layout showing arrangement of apparatus.

nge rheostats and resistance units to accommodate the new tubes.
a noisy output is found, it may be cleared up by inserting a bys condenser of 1 mfd. capacity across the B and B 135 volt
finals.

he oscillator tube is controlled by a 30 -ohm rheostat as is the

If dry

cell tubes are used Victoreen 171

RF transformers are required

Dials are used in conjunction with the tuning condensers and help
eliminate body capacity. AmerTran DeLuxe audio transformers
are used in the audio end of the receiver. They possess an unusual
straight line frequency characteristic whose range extends below
the lowest note now broadcast, in addition to the faithful amplifi-
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n of the higher frequencies.
trouble should be experienced in mounting the parts in their
ctive locations and connecting them in the proper manner.
various photographs and the baseboard layout will show the
t location of parts and help considerably in making a neat
f wiring. When the receiver is completely wired it is best

refully check the wiring against the large graphic illustraMake those corrections which are necessary and then con the "A" battery and test out one tube in each socket, before
ecting the "B" batteries. If each tube lights and is controlled
he proper rheostats it is safe to connect the "B" batteries.
again go over the receiver as before, one tube in a socket,
when you are sure everything is O.K. light up all tubes with
"A" and "B" batteries connected. Then plug in the speaker
connect the loop to its proper terminals and throw the switch

1- 10x23x/"

1-Jewell No.

rip

.00OISME 61/0 MVP
1MfG 62/0IEAK7
CENTCR

C

/

/NTCRMCO/AT£ STAGfS
P

j,53_

G

: ME6 60/01E.JK

IsME6 /OLZW2 AUDIO AMCL /f/f4'

G

P

ti

F

F

ao

140

2-

..q.

ß'KD4ShJfOM/O6Cr Lf1NO- JU
q

Wooden Baseboard

-Karas Orthometric

.0005 mfd. Variable Condensers
Double Scale Meter 0 -7.5 and 0 -150 Volts
1- Yaxley No. 3 Filament Control Jack
1- Yaxley No. 2A Two Circuit Jack
1- Yaxley No. 10 Midget Battery Switch
1- Yaxley No. 80 Jack Switch
1- Yaxley 25 -ohm Adjustable Resistance
1- Yaxley 4-ohm Fixed Resistance
1- Yaxley 2 -ohm Fixed Resistance
2- Electrad .00025 mfd. Grid Condensers
Electrad 2- megohm Grid Leaks
1- Electrad 1 mfd. By -Pass Condenser
1- Hammarlund .000045 mfd. Midget Condenser
1- AmerTran De Luxe 1st Stage Audio Transformer
2

v

G
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~
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I PI

PI

I

COW
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111=1M1P

1!11/111111i11
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-111iI(i i 1111 iIi
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4.

e Victoreen Super- Heterodyne differs little in operation from
r super -heterodyne receivers. Careful tuning is a prime requisince it is an extremely selective receiver and the operator

"skip" over the stations if care is not used. To tune the
ver proceed as follows: With all tubes burning turn the
lator dial slowly one degree at a time. For each setting of
dial, turn the wavelength dial slowly in either direction. If
tation is heard, advance the oscillator dial up one or two
ees and repeat the movement of the wavelength dial. Con this procedure until signals are heard. Then carefully rotate
scillator dial until the maximum strength of signal is obtained,
hick time the wavelength condenser is also adjusted for
mum signal strength. Sometimes the strength of the signal
be improved by changing the tubes around until the best
is are obtained. Like any other receiver, this one has its
little peculiarities which must be understood before the very
results can be expected. For antenna operation a single
40 feet long, including lead -in, will give excellent reception.
use of an antenna somewhat broadens tuning, and the shorter
ntenna, the better.
Jewell double scale voltmeter is provided to ascertain the
and "B" voltages at all times.

7x24x3/16" Drilled and Engraved Insuline Panel
/x45Ax3/16" Terminal Strip
/x7/x3/16" Terminal Strip
XL Push Binding Posts

d'a4TTf2r

WilF,

35

a eATrF`er

.011

[tfY

Schematic wiring diagram

he right. The potentiometer arm should be about three ters of the way toward the negative side.

LIST OF PARTS (Victoreen)

III

fSY

{

Figure

II I p II

1-AmerTran De Luxe 2nd Stage Audio Transformer
1- Electrad .001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1- Victoreen Manganin No. 6- 6 -ohm Rheostat
1- Victoreen Manganin No. 30- 30 -ohm Rheostat
1- Victoreen Manganin No. 400 -400 ohm Potentiometer
4- Victoreen No. 170 Radio Frequency Transformers
1- Victoreen No. 150 Oscillator 'Coil
1- Victoreen No. 160 Antenna Coupler
8 -NaAld

Bakelite UX Sockets

2- Kurz -Kasch

Aristocrat Vernier Dials
Tinned Soldering Lugs
Kellogg
10 Dozen
1
Package Kester Radio Solder
2 Dozen No. 5x 3/4" Round Head Wood Screws
Dozen No. 5x
Round Head Wood Screws
3
50 Feet 'Belden Tinned Copper Hookup Wire
The Acme "B" eliminator shown in the Console has a switch
for high or low voltage and a variable resistance for obtaining
the correct voltage on the intermediate frequency tubes and
detectors.
A Kodel trickle charger, manufactured by the Kodel Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, is shown connected to a standard 6 -volt radio battery made by the Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

/"

The new Acme Double Disc, Type K -2, cone speaker, is shown.
This is shown in a finished walnut cabinet also manufactured by
Acme Apparatus Co., Cambridge, Mass.
The Console shown is manufactured by the Chillicothe Furniture
Co., Chillocothe, Mo.
The Super Cabinet shown in Photo B is made by D. H. Fritts &
Co., Hearst Square, Chicago.
(Any information regarding these suggested accessories can be
obtained by writing direct to the manufacturers.)
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Instruments

No. 57

Are
Necessary

No. 135 -B
Two Scale Panel Mounting

Voltmeter

No. 110

Tube Tester

Radio set builders and manufacturers are regularly incorporating Jewell instruments as
part of their sets. Radio
dealers require dependable and serviceable instruments for testing
the tubes and servicing the sets they sell.
Jewell instruments
are universally
chosen and are
familiar sights

in

Illustrated on

No. 135 -C

Portable Voltmeter
"De Luxe"

Junior

radio

shops.

No. 117

this page are a
few of the special
radio instruments deNo. 107
veloped by the Jewell
Tube Checker
Electrical Instrument
Company to meet the demands of radio set build ers, owners a nd manufacturers for checki ng and testing
instruments ada ptable to radio
use.

For assisting you in selecting the
instrument most suited to your requirements, we have prepared descriptive matter covering all of our
product, which is available on request.
We will also be glad to furnish you with a
copy of our new Radio Instrument Catalog
No. 5-C. ASK FOR IT.

Service Test Set

No. 140

No. 97

Panel Mounting
Voltmeter

Portable Voltmeter

No. 135

1

Order From Dealer

-

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co,
No. 135-A

1650 Walnut St., Chicago
26 Years Making Good Instruments
J
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The Universal Receiver
This Is a New Design of a Very Popular Circuit. By Following These
Specifications Excellent Results Will Be Obtained
UR READERS are continually requesting information
Dand details of a receiver which is easy to construct,
economical in price and operation, and contains a minimum number of tubes consistent with loud speaker repro-

,

.-tion of good quality over long distances. In addition to this,
ny desire a receiver in which either dry cell or storage battery
es may be used.

operated from the "A" battery and controlled by the filament switch
indicates at all times whether or not the tubes are burning. In the firs'
stage of audio a 6 -1 ratio audio transformer is used, the second stage
using a 2 -1 ratio audio transformer. These transformers when used with
a good cone type of loud speaker will reproduce the audio frequcncic;
as broadcast today as well as the highest, with a very excellent tone
quality. A first stage jack is not necessary, since the variable resistance in the tickler circuit acts as a very efficient volume control.

Many receivers have appeared from time to time and were
The Iniversal Receiver
uted to possess all of
as described herewith is dese desirable features. A
signed to operate from a
eful test of the perform 6 -volt storage "A" battery,
ce of the completed reusing three UX 201 -A tubes
ver would usually show
and one I' X 112 power tube
t those features which
in the last stage of audio.
re claimed to he present
To convert the receiver into
re very conspicuous by
i
one which operates on
it absence.
i'
X
the
volts,
substitute
In our search for a re201 -A tubes with U\ l')1
ver which would fulfill the
tubes and the 1TX 112 with
.uirements, our attention
a
UX 120 power tube. Also
s attracted by many exthe No. 112 and No.
remove
lent circuits. Each was
units and reAmperite
1 -A
efully experimented with
with
place
them
a No. 120
d a selection made. We
unit
Amperite
4V
199
and
w offer our readers a reare
Circulars
respectively.
ver which we consider to
various
with
the
supplied
the ultimate in four tube
tubes explaining their corssibilities. The Universal
rect working voltage.
ceiver, as it is known, is
In the event that a I'X
mparatively new and while
200 -A detector tube is used
has been described before
instead of the 201 -A, it will
other publications, varibe necessary to change the
ts changes and modificareturn on the detector
grid
nts have been made in the
from positive to negatube
Brest of increased sensiThis may be easily
tive.
ity and selectivity as well
by
soldering that wire,
done
appearance and ease of
normally connecting the grid
ring.
leak to the positive filament
combination of one stage
terminal of the detector
balanced tuned radio fresocket to the negative filaency amplification, a gement terminal of the detecnerative detector with a
tor socket.
ed tickler and two stages
first grade transformer
List of Parts
upled audio amplification
These parts or their equivth a power tube in the
will give satisfactory
alent
t stage make up the cirresults:
it in this unique receiver.
7x21x3/16" Drilled and
Figure 5 shows a schematic
Engraved Formica Panel
ring diagram of the corn 1- 7x20x3/16" Drilled Forete receiver. It will be obmica Sub -Panel
rved that a .0001 mfd. varitype M -V Pan 1 -Pair
le condenser is in series with
Photo A. View showing how receiver can be placed in a console
Brackets
with suggested accessories
e antenna. This small con General Radio Type
nser in the antenna system,
Condensers
Variable
mfd.
247 -H .00035
en used in conjunction with the type 277-C coil, allows extreme
2-- General Radio Type 310 Dials
ectivity with maximum sensitivity. If local broadcast interference is
Transformer
1- General Radio Type 285 6 -1 Ratio Audio
perienced, tuning may be sharpened by adjusting the capacity of the
Transformer
Audio
Ratio
2
-1
285
-L
1- General Radio Type
ndenser toward minimum. For all -round reception the capacity of
Sockets
General Radio Type 349
e condenser should be set at maximum. The type 277 -C coil is the
Radio Type 277 -C Coil
1General
tube,
and
frequency
on
the
radio
bias
to
establish
a
tenna coil, tapped
1- General Radio Type 277 -D Coil
ned by a .00035 mfd. variable condenser. The remaining major con 1- General Radio Type 301 12 -ohm Rheostat
is also a .00035 mfd. variable condenser tuning the type 277 -D coil,
1- General Radio Type 301 25 -ohm Rheostat
ich is a radio frequencly transformer of the auto -transformer type,
Condenser
1- General Radio Type 368 Midget Paper
th a fixed tickler. A 500- to 50,000-ohm variable non -inductive resist By -Pass Condenser
1- General Radio Type 236 .5 mfd.
e is in series with the tickler and adjusts it electrically. A pilot light
-1

1-

2-

4-

1
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Photo

L',

Front view of receiver

Yaxley "hype 310 Pilot Light Brack( t
Type 7U1 Open Circuit \1idg( t
Yaxle'y Type 10 Filament Switch
-CRL 50,000-ohm Variable Non -Inductive Resistance
1-- Precise. Type 940 .0001 mfd. Variable Condenser
13 -Eby :harked Binding Posts
1- -Lynch Single Resistor Mounting
1- Lynch 3- Incgohnl Grid Leak
1-- Antperite Type No. 112
1-- Antperite Type No. -A
1- llicamold .0001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
.lticamold .00025 mid. (;rid (ondensor
(without leak mounting)
3
Dozen No. 0x32x¡", Round Ilead Brass Machine Screws
Dozen No. 6x32x'Y,,' Flat Head Brass Al ;icliine Screws
3
Dozen Nellogg Tinned Soldering lugs
1- Blackburn (;round Clanll,
Package Nester Radio Solder
50 Feet Belden No. 12 -gauge Tinned Copper hookup Wire
Fout Flexible Insulated Wire
1

1- Yaxley

l-

1

1

l1

1

1

Photo

C.

Rear

,

r,

In

cabinet

Brach Dc Luxe Senior Aerial Outfit
Figure
is a panel layout and shows all of the apparatus
location and size of all holes. Necessary engraving is also shown
i; its correct position. Templates are supplied with the variable
condensers to aid in locating the mounting holes properly. When
ot..er brackets than those specified are used, care should b.
taken that all mounting holes are correctly located, as well as t
ohserve xvhether the apparatus mounted on the front panel ha
sutiì,icnt clearance to be operated properly.
urc 2 is a baseboard layout and, shows all of the apparatu
n,on:.ted in;u place upon the sub -panel and front panel. It i
best that each panel be assembled separately and all' possibl
:r.; g completed before fastening the panels together with tl
brackets. 'Ihe antenna coil is mounted into place, about
inc
above tiie sub -panel, by a small brass bracket. The bracket
ina'le of I. I6 -inch material, % inch wide and 2 inches long.
-inch bend is formed on one end and a 5/32 -inch hole drilled i
its center. Two more holes, also 5/32-inch drill, are made
apart in the long arm with the bottom hole s/ inch fro
the outside of the bend. Holes for mounting purposes are pro
1

1

i

:

a' of receiver completely wired
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Photo U. Bottom View of sub-panel. Note the neat arrangement of wiring
Il

,ided in the coil frame. The .0001 mfd. condenser in series with
he antenna is held in place by a soldering lug, clamped upon the
ipper surface of the sub -panel by the antenna binding post, and
he wire running to the plate terminal of the radio frequency tube.
\ 21 -inch front panel is used to permit plenty of room to remain
,etween apparatus and Assist the builder to make a neat job of
iring. The constructor is strongly advised against making any
hange in the layout of parts in the receiver. The circuit used is
uite critical and it is obvious that if changes are made the high st degree of efficiency and satisfaction cannot be expected. No
ifficulty should be experienced in hooking up the circuit if the
wiring as shown in the photographs is carefully followed. The
0001 mfd. fixed condenser across the primary of the first audio
ransformer is placed under the sub -panel directly below the

ransformer and soldered into position.
A feature of the receiver as built is that separate binding posts
ire brought out for the "C" battery connections necessary to
.stablish the bias in the radio frequency tube. In addition to this,
separate terminals are provided so that plate and grid bias volt tges of the audio amplifiers may be varied for the best results
Its well as allowing any type of audio tube to be used.
After assembling the receiver and completely wiring it, carefully
heck all connections against Figure 3, the graphic illustration.

Correct mistakes in wiring, if any, and connect the "A" battery
alone to the receiver. Using only one tube, try each socket and
observe whether the tube lights and is controlled by the proper
resistance. Then connect the "B" and "C" batteries, if tubes light
properly, and again try a single tube at a time and note whether
each tube operates normally. When each tube functions properly
it is safe to insert all tubes in their respective sockets and connect the antenna and ground as well as plug in the loud speaker
in the output jack.
The batteries used in the operation of this receiver must be
fully charged and up to their rated voltage. Squealing and distorted reception will result if batteries are used which have their
current exhausted to any degree.
If the wiring is correct the Universal Receiver will respond as
soon as it is placed into operation, if there is any broadcasting
going on. A single wire antenna approximately 50 feet long
will give excellent results in metropolitan areas. The use of a
longer antenna is advised only when the nearest broadcasting is
25 miles away.
The only adjustment necessary to place the receiver in proper
working order is the neutralization of the radio frequency circuit.
This is accomplished as follows: With the detector oscillating,
tune in some broadcast signal of moderate strength whose fre-

5'
SELECTOR

I

52c

'-É DP/Z1.,
UNIVERSAL RECEIVER

DETECTOR

MODIFIER

FIL. 5W.

47

AP/CL
SPEAKER

CiQ/LL
I

4.

/or
NoT-

.

UNLESJ OTHERMSE .Svir/F/ED ALL
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Panel template showing size of holes to drill and suggested engraving
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Drawing showing top t'iew of receiver with arrangement of parts
uency is about 1000 kc. (300 meters). The detector condenser in operation is not critical, although every effort should be made
Selector II) should be turned until the whistle is quite loud. to burn the tubes at the lowest filament operating temperature.
the antenna condenser (Selector I) is varied, a change in the
Reception results with this four tube receiver will be both
itch of the whistle will be observed. To properly neutralize the gratifying and satisfactory.
ceiver it is necessary to adjust the balancing condenser until
Photo A shows a Kodel "A" power unit and "B" eliminator wh n
ch a condition exists where the whistle does not change in pitch. connected in any convenient 110 -volt A. C. socket will supply all
oving the neutralizing condenser a little at a time, the antenna necessary voltages for operating all tubes. These units are manu.ndenser is varied and the pitch of the whistle noted. The pitch factured by the Kodel Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.
'ill lower in frequency when below the neutralization point andThe speaker is a Brandes, new model cone type, macle by Brandes,
ise in frequency when above. The listener can therefore easily
New York City.
nd the correct point of neutralization by noting at which point
The super cabinet shown in Photo B is made by D. H. Fritts Co.,
he whistle does not change.
Hearst Square, Chicago.
The two major controls will tune approximately alike over the
(Any inquiries regarding these accessories should be directed to the
ntire dial range if properly adjusted when attached to the con ,enser shafts. The adjustment of the rheostats when the set is manufacturers.)
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Building the "Aero-Dyne
Here Is a Receiver Whose Parts Are of the Highest Quality and
Whose Engineering Design Has Been Carefully Planned
THF "five tube set" has become

so popular with the honte
builder during the past two radio seasons that there are
few who have not attempted the construction of one of
this variety. Sonie have given satisfaction, others have
not. all according to the merit of the manufacturers product and
the skill with which they were put together by the builder himself.
The "Aero- Dyne" is a receiver employing five tubes, two stages
of radio frequency, a detector and two of audio, but there it;
similarity to the average receiver stops. The inductances, the
Heart of any radio set, are designed in an original and unique
style, giving several points of superiority. These are straight

market and a detailed set of colored, step -by-step diagrams
necessary blue- prints, is included with the kit of coils.

List of Parts
These parts or their equivalent will 'give satisfactory result
9 -XL Marked Binding Posts
1- Sangamo .00025 MF Grid Condenser with Clip
1-Sangamo 1 MF Bÿ -Pass Condenser
1- Sangamo .001 MF Fixed Condenser
-Lynch 2 to 5 Megohm Grid Leak
1

1171,111,,

sw

l'hoto A. Irottl rlezz, of completed rec-eiz'e
solenoids, wound with heavy, white cotton covered wire on a
skeleton framework which is built up of thin strips of Bakelite,
giving a strong, low resistant and consequently sharp -tuning coil.
The primary of each inductance is placed inside, at the filament
end, and is slightly spaced to give a high co- efficient of coupling
to the secondary with a minimum number of turns; a desirable
feature in this class of circuit. The antenna circuit is coupled to
the first grid coil by means of a variable primary which may be
adjusted for tight or loose coupling, adopting' it to long and short
aerials or local interference conditions.
The tuning controls are three, one for each inductance, and the
oscillation and volume of reception are controlled by means of a
variable high resistance in the plate circuit of the radio- frequency
tubes. This gives just the right B- battery voltage for each wavelength and allows the set to be pushed to the limit of distance
and selectivity by virtue of regenerative action. Thus is combined
tuned radio frequency and regeneration, another desirable feature.
The builder of the receiver should refer to the front and rear
photos of the set and the schematic diagram shown here. Any
good make of .00035 variable condensers of straight -line- frequency
or wavelength pattern may be used, but those shown in the list
of parts are to be recommended. All other parts should be of
the highest quality to carry out the effectiveness of the receiver.
A completely engraved panel especially for this set is on the

1- Yaxley Open Circuit jack
1- Yaxley Closed Circuit Jack
1- Yaxley 15 Ohm Rheostat
1- Yaxley 20 Ohm Rheostat
-Set Aero TRF 120 Coils
1- Formica 7x28 Sub -Panel
1- Formica 7x28 Aero -Dyne Panel
1

5-Benjamin

Sockets
Kasch Dials
1
200,000 Ohm Variable Resistance
Thordarson 3% to 1 Audio Transformers
1 -No. 112 Amperite
3 -Karas .00035 MF Variable Condensers
1
Package Kester Solder
50 Feet No. 12 Belden Tinned Copper Wire
3

-Kurz
-CRL

2-

After drilling the panel and sub -panel for the larger parts, th
should be connected together with the panel brackets and t
parts mounted. Now the filament wiring is run, from the batt
binding post through all sockets and rheostats (the audio on
fixed resistance) back to the other battery post. The switch a
rheostats should control the filaments of the tubes. The cò
should now be connected to the condensers and tube elemen
and the B battery wiring run, the RF line through the high re
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tance on the front panel. Be careful to connect the by -pass
densers exactly as shown, as much trouble may he eliminated
observing this fact.
n order to put the set in operation five standard UX 201A
es are required, although somewhat superior results may be
by using the new 200A in the detector socket. In order to

When first tuning up, set the three dials at approximately the
same position in about the middle of the scale, light the tubes to
average brilliancy and adjust the volume control. If everything
has been correctly done, the set will go into oscillation, as evidenced by a slight click or roar, as the knob is turned clockwise.
Just under this point of oscillation is the best place to operate

Penr FcTeo ev rAVrrt
:sWry ...e, yyf FSHS,.
áI '.'

uiir

tiiÍlU1ll.

itlil

n181111w.

Photo B.

Top view of receiver showing arrangement of parts

this tube as a detector the grid return should be made negast e rather than positive, as shown in the figures. This stops the
J jectionable hiss when a gas tube of the 200A type is desired.
h little experimenting with grid leaks is always productive of
tter results. The length of the aerial may be anything from
e

.

for distance, although lòcals will be found of ample volume with
far less adjustment of the control. Now sweep the scale, keepinall three dials about the same reading and thereby all three circuits in resonance. Even if you do not hear a station at every
dial adjustment, you will soon learn to recognize the resonant

H
i3

Figure

.1.

Schematic wiring diagram

to 100 feet, although the longer is preferable because of louder
gnals on distance, although it will not tune as sharply. A good
ound is an asset. You will note that a C battery is used on
th RF and audio stages; this greatly increases the selectivity
d cuts down the B battery drain. It also makes the set operate
ore smoothly and allows better oscillation control.
.

condition, as there is always a slight amount of atmospheric noise
which will only be heard when the set is in an operating condition. A little practice on locals will soon equip you to hunt for
distance and some slight adjustment of the variable primary on
the antenna coil will allow more volume or better selectivity, as
local conditions warrant.
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Connect Your Set This Modern Way

PRICE
$3.50
COMPLETE

L
Cable Connector Plug
APPROVED

RAO10 RRppUO1,s.

Here is the new Yaxley Cable Connector Plug with the
Bakelite construction for connecting your set to battery
leads quickly, easily and correctly. You cannot go wrong.
These features tell you why you should buy this plug:
THE PLUG
Phosphor bronze double contact springs,
seated in Bakelite- assure perfect contact always. Cannot work loose. Shorting impossible. Plug cannot be used incorrectly.

THE CONNECTOR PLATE

Jacks
Switches
Rheostats
Plugs
Pilot Lights
Etc.

Contact pins are seated in Bakelite -not affected by heat of soldering iron. Pins are
brass, tinned for soldering. The Connector
Plate mounts by means of convenient bracket
which is reversible or bracket may be removed entirely for sub -panel mounting -an
exclusive feature. Color Code (Standard
RMA Colors) also plainly marked with battery designations, permanently attached for
proper connections.

packed with each plug. Wire ends tinned for
soldering.
Buy one of these Cable Connector Plugs today and get a new enjoyment out of your radio
set. If your dealer cannot supply you, send the
coupon now.
No. 660 -Cable Connector Plug as illustrated

/

$3.50

/

No. 670-Cable Connec-

tor Plug for binding
post connection __$4.00

/

THE CABLE
Extra quality, seven strand, 5 foot cable
(RMA Colors) furnished, A and B strands
marked with Yaxley Metal Cable Markers
that snugly hug wires. Six extra markers

YAXLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
9 So. Clinton Street

Chicago, Ill.

Tell 'Ern You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Bringing Last Year's Set Up to the Minute
With a Power-Pack
SILVER

POWER AMPLIFIER

PLATE SUPPLY
GRID BIAS

DETECTOR

E-- VOLTAGE

AMPLIFIER

PLATE CURRENT

Front view of completed unit

one were to compare receivers of the 1926 -27 season with
receivers in a similar class of one or two years ago. a rather
interesting circumstance would be evident in view of the reputed tremendous progress that has been macle in receiver
This fact is that practically all the
d ;ign in recent months.
eference that may be found between good receivers of today
a
several years ago lies in improvements that have been made
audio amplification and simplification of tuning control. Thus.
find the popular receiver of today incorporating two stages of
ied radio frequency amplification, a detector and two stages
If we look back for several years, we
i audio amplification.
c t
find exactly the same receivers and types of design, exting the two points mentioned above.
k good neutrodyne or tuned radio frequency as produced in
.3, 24 or 25 is for all practical purposes just as good as a
eiver of similar type produced in the 1926 and 1927 season,
far as the actual production of results is obtained. Where
difference lies, if any, is in the ease with which the receiver
y be operated. Three or more tuning controls were customary
the past, whereas one and two are the vogue now. So far as
ectivity and sensitivity go, that is, ability to bring in a station
en wanted, the receivers of different vintages are much on a
It is true that this year sees a number of shielded receivers,
the shielding contributes, in many cases, only to more sat ctory quantity production in the final analysis. It also con mutes to stability, a feature, not very serious, in which many
the older receivers were lacking. In one or two cases the
itionai third stage of radio frequency amplification allows of
ater sensitivity, but it is hardly to be imagined that the hunds of thousands of owners of good five -tube receivers a year
two old have any intention of discarding them for newer types
ich boast of only a slightly greater degree of sensitivity, when
se owners of the older sets are getting all the stations that
y desire.
he single vital argument for the 1926 -27 receivers is quality
reproduction. In this matter there is no argument in the
nds of those who know that would gainsay the fact that the
ality of this season's broadcast receivers will be far and away
ead of that of those of previous seasons. For real strides have
en made in audio reproduction in recent months.
The purpose of this article is to show how the many owners
I

:1

of perfectly satisfactory receivers of all types (satisfactory except
for audio quality) may firing their receivers up to elate -up to
the very last notch of perfection, and enjoy with these tried and

true sets which they have used for several years, and which have
become fixtures in their homes, the very finest reproduction. At
the same time it is a very simple matter with properly designed
equipment to eliminate the necessity for dry "B" batteries to
operate these older receivers, thus allowing the user to have
almost an entirely AC operated receiver, in that the storage hat-

Top

'ica' shoadng arrattgcmcnt

of parts

tery with its charger requires only intermittent ,attention and no
actual battery replacement, while the hug -a -boo of running down
"B" batteries is completely done away with.
The instrument illustrated in the photographs herewith consists
of a single stage of power amplification together with a supply
device which furnishes A, B and C power to it directly from the
home lighting circuit. At the sanie time this power supply device
furnishes all "B" battery potential for the radio receiver. Thus,
with this instrument attached to any existing receiver, not only
are all "B" batteries clone away with, but the quality of repro-
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duction is tremendously improved. Let the owner of a five -tube
neutrodyne, built in the days when transformer manufacturers
did not admit the existence of notes below 200 cycles, imagine,
if he can, the experience of sitting before his favorite receiver,
stripped of all "B" batteries, and listening to an organ recital,
the low notes of which are the same as when one listens to them
n a church.
The Power .Amplifier and Plate Supply, as it is called, is illustrated by the two accompanying photographs. The front view
slows only a phlin panel carrying two jacks, three control knobs
and an on -off switch. The upper knob controls the grid bias, or
grid potential of the 1'_X210 amplifier tube, and is a 1200 ohm
potentiometer connected in series with the negative "B" supply
line. Thus, as this resistance is varied, the voltage across it
varies, and the actual adjustment for proper operating grid
potential is very easily obtained.
The two lower knobs control the detector and amplifier plate
voltage for the receiver respectively; the small jack marked "plate
current" is for testing purposes only, and its use will be explained later. The jack at the right receives the loud speaker
plug, while the small switch in the center turns the entire assembly on and off.
A rear view of this instrument shows at one end the type No.
220 audio transformer, No. 221 output transformer, and at
the
other end the type No. 331 unichoke and the 330 power transformer. In the rear center is the 332 condenser bank. The
sockets for the two tubes, one a Raytheon type B.H., and the
other a UX210, are plainly visible, together with the resistances
on control panel. A small resistance connected across the filament binding posts of the UX210 tube socket is used to balance
out the AC hum, as this filament is lighted directly from alternating current. The three binding posts at the rear of the subbase are for the negative, plus detector and plus amplifier, leads
from receiver.
The audio transformer used has a rising low frequency characteristic. This means that as the frequency decreases the response of the transformer goes up, thus giving greatest amplification on low notes. This is a very valuable characteristic, as it
compensates for exactly the opposite tendency in broadcast

s%1o7P1üt/

all ('UlI1lCCtioHs

transmission, loud speaker design and average audio
characteristics. The output transformer has a similar characteristic and is designed to couple the output of the power tube to a
standard type of good cone type loud speaker. The design is
such that the impedances of tube and speaker are approximately
matched at 30 cycles.
The use of a UX210 tube, operating at from 250 to 300 volts
plate potential, insures ample handling capacity for the last stage
and a volume output far in excess of that obtainable in an ordinary second stage amplifier without distortion. As the plate current in this tube is rather high, it is effectively kept out of the
loud speaker, which it not only might paralyze but might possibly
damage as well, by means of the output transformer type 221.
Using such an amplifier as this the quality obtained with it following a rather poor first stage, such as would be found in the
older receivers, would actually be better than that obtainable from
the first stage of the receiver alone. Thus, this amplifier actually
overcomes some of the deficiencies of the older receivers themselves when they are operated together.
The power supply portion of the circuit is extremely interest
ing, as the filter presents an absolutely new principle
in elimina
tor design. Instead of the customary brute force filter,
a se
lective system is employed which effectively eliminates
th
unpleasant hum which frequently gets through from
the A.
lighting line in a poorly designed supply set. Further,
the powe
output of this supply set is much higher than that
obtainabl
with ordinary systems, thus permitting it to furnish
not onl,
A, B and C potential for the power amplifier,
but the "B" paten,
tial for the receiver itself.
In constructing this amplifier the following parts
will be ne
essary:
1 -S -M No. 220 Audio Transformer
1-S-M No. 221 Output Transformer
1 -S -M No. 330 Power Transformer
1 -S -M No. 331 Unichoke
1 -S -M No. 332 Condenser
Bank
2 -S-,M No. 511 Tube Sockets
1- Yaxley 1200 Ohm Potentiometer
2- Clarostats
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1- Aerovox 10,000 Ohm Re Îìstatice
1- Yaxley No. 10 Switch
1- Yaxley No. Jack
1- Yaxley No. 2 jack
1- Yaxley 100 Ohm Resistance

i

1

-Eby

Binding Posts
1 -Phone Cord and Plug
1 -Pair S -M No. 540 Brackets
1- Formica 7x1Sx3116" Panel
1- Formica 7x17x3. lo" Panel
The layout of the construction is very clear from the photo -,raphs and it should be a simple platter indeed to drill the neces,ary panels and mount the parts upon them. The wiring is all
lone with flexible Belden hookup wire, either fastened under the
nstrunlent's binding posts or soldered to lugs. There is little
oint in going into the details of wiring, as they are perfectly
vident from the wiring diagram and photographs. There are.
lowwever, certain precautions to be observed in the construction
nd operation of the outfit which it is well to consider.
In \wiring the outfit, it is necessary that terminal No. R, the
'lectro- static shield of the power transformer, go directly to
;round -preferably to the sanie ground to which the receiver Ilia nents are connected (if a loop set is used it will probably be
iecessary on this. as on other supply sets, to ground the filament
ircuit in order to eliminate htinl). The resistance R -5 must he
t potentiometer of at least 1,000 ohm resistance. preferably 1,200
)hnl. If a 1,200 ohm potentiometer cannot be procured. then a
100 ohm type, with a fixed resistance of 400 to 81111 ohms in series
with it must be used.
3

The resistance l2-2 may he of a standard potentiometer
value if the fixed ll)ll H.
type cannot he oht:linrd. it, center
lo
hut its purpose
located
Ile
approximately,
need
only
top
eliminate 1111111 \w11iclt might get through from Ihr power trans
former. It is Ilecess.11'y Itl twist the l,l\\'er ttlbl' hlallletlt leads to
the 330 transformer exactly as sh,i\cn ill the diagram, in order to
localize their tield.
Itl oper'atitlk the outlit, a slight 1111111 may hr experienced, if Ihr
and .' of th,' No. 2
cord and plug connecting to trrnl:11.11s
properly
transformer have been reversed. since miles, the ,'.,rd
plugged into the set a 1111111 \vill result.
In testing the amplifier aslrottg signal should lie ttllle,l t11, '.1\',
as strong a one as \vill he received. Then the 6,r,1 hi.l, rr.i.t.lnce
should he adjusted for best quality. Tills a,lill t'nt can be facilitated if a low reading millimeter is available. \\h:, h n1.1\- hr
plugged into the jack marked "plate current." If tlli' i. done
then the proper a,ljustnlrnl ,it tilc krl,l hi.l. ,,IH lie \\ hen the
lkll:,l 10 hr
meter flickers :t minimum amount or1 the tr,iltç;i
received.
In ,\per:lllll, all outfit of this c11.11'at'trr Ilo ell,lr.ly.1' ...11o111,I hr
Iliad(' to use Illorl' IlLtn one ,tage ol audio .11llpllll,'.111on l,rh'r,I111L;
it. if t\\o stages are used. continual h,i\vlinF; \viII prohlhlv rrnit
that can 0111v he ,'11111111.1trtl b res:,tallees on the ,q-,let ,it 111III10
ohm connected across the scc,intl.trics of all an.l,,, ;r.ol'i rnler
\vllich aill serer t,i la,l ilium and produce .l c,ilnli.lr.ltively `t.thlr
condition.
thi tvl,r,
There is little or nothing ;, v.rar oto in an i1J'!1;
the I:.l\ fheIl
:tFat1111111g the tulle. ¡lot t, ht'
lt.ii. and the 1'N2111 \vili a a veri. coI1snler.,hlc ?, 111..t01 of time
l,.,ve
III normal use.
111.1\'
The claro.t.,i
t., ihr reto he rt'a,1J11>Ir,I t1 ohtalll
proln r,,per.ltlilk
ceiver, but
can be dom. irrte ,,rllpl\, 111e ear ',rin1,4 the judge
of the proper adjustment.

2
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This Indoor Aerial has smashed

hundreds of performance records!
L»hrtl\t tI

arsee

141FNTENNAE
REG. U. S. TRADE MARK
PATENT PENDING

Why mar the beauty of your home with unsightly outside wires or masts -why
endanger life in erection or repair of an outside aerial when you can increase the efficiency of
your receiving set with this marvelous improved EFFARSEE) Everywhere EFFARSEE has
consistently outperformed other types of aerials- inside, outside or loop. Cuts static and
interference to a minimum. and gives increased range. volume and clearer tone. Enables you
to separate stations easily without sacrificing volume. The Most Powerful Selective Aerial
made.

One EFFARSEE used as an Aerial and one as a Counterpoise (instead of ground
connection) is an Ideal Installation for sensitive sets.
The Improved EFFARSEE is scientifically designed -so constructed with fixed condensers at
each end that you get the sharp tuning of a short aerial -the volume and range of a long
one. Each wire insulated against moisture and electrical losses. Covered with parchment,
it may be used inside or out, hidden under a rug or rolled up in a corner. Once installed
EFFARSEE requires no further attention. Write for enthusiastic performance reports of a
few of our vast army of boosters -then replace your troublesome. noisy outside aerial with
this new. efficient Antenna.

Type IXL, large size
Type BXL, small size

Add 10 0,o for west of Rocky Mountains or Canada

FISHWICK RADIO COMPANY
141 Central Parkway West

$4.00
2.50

Cincinnati, Ohio

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Amplifier
specified by

Sargent for the
Infradyne Receiver
THE REMLER No. 700 Infradyne Amplifier is a
product of advanced radio research. It retains
every advantage of multi -tube amplification at a fixed
frequency and eliminates undesirable features present
in other receivers of this general type.

/// SIEMLER
reasons

All parts are made and assembled with the same care
and precision which have marked REMLER items
since their inception.

%

Reception is free from
long wave commercial station interference common in
the past to ultra - sensitive
receivers.
2 Objectionable features due to
harmonic generations are elimt1

i

Inductance Coils and Condensers are designed and
constructed to meet the exact requirements of this
circuit. REMLER New and Improved Sockets insure
absolutely clean and positive tube contacts. Maximum efficiency of operation is obtained by scientific
arrangement of parts and wiring, which prevents
energy leakage.

rated.
3

Reception on one setting only

of each dial.

4 Sensitivity is fully equal to
of any known receiver.

that

Extraordinary Selectivity.
Only 136 volts "B" required. Can be
used for months on heavy duty dry "B's."
7
Exceptionally quiet operation on both
local and distant stations.
8 Will bring in stations which would be lost
in the "noise" level on any other receiver.
5

6

Controls are substantially mounted on a Bakelite panel. The Amplifier is enclosed in a polished and lacquered copper case, which acts as
an effective shield, thus eliminating direct
signal pick -up by the transformer windings.
E. M. Sargent's Infradyne article, reprinted from
Radio Magazine, together with a special two -color
descriptive folder, will be mailed free upon request.

4«

REMLER
TWIN -ROTOR
CONDENSER
$5.00 complete

E
R

E

GRAY
and KJ DANIELSON
ManutacturinG
Company..

-

260 First Street

San Francisco, Calif.

Chicago

REM LER
IMPROVED
SOCKET
$0.50

New York

Tell 'Fui You

Sa'
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New Ten Tube Receiver Using the Remler
Infradyne Amplifier
ERHAPS the most striking recent example of a radical
departure in radio design is the development of the Infradyne Intermediate Amplifier, having a peak frequency
of 3,200 kilocycles or 95 meters.

diate frequency amplifier employs
le of heterodyning.
f a locally generated

oscillatcurrent is mixed in a circuit
h an incoming frequency, two
w frequencies are generated.
le of them, the beat or differ c e frequency, is utilized in
>er heterodyne receivers. The
er, known as the sum freency, is used in the Infradyne

a

This design of inter hitherto neglected prin-

triple gang condenser, each of .00035 mfd. capacity, is used before the detector. To enable the constructor to insert a pair of
phones in the circuit to properly test and balance the tuned radio
frequency end of the receiver, a single closed circuit jack is inserted in the output of the first detector.
To receive distant stations when using the first three tubes only,
it may be necessary to temporarily
shunt a .001 or .002 mfd. fixed
condenser across the terminals of
the head phones.

The oscillator coupler is wound
on a tube 11/2 inches in diameter
and 2 inches long in the following manner, using a No. 24
D. S. C. wire throughout. The
detector plate coil, the oscillator
plate coil and the oscillator grid

plifier incorporated in the rever described herewith.
Research endeavoring to delop a sum frequency amplifier
s been neglected due to the
ierent difficulty of efficiently
iplifying the extremely high

coil consisting

of 8, 14 and 14
turns respectively are wound in
that order upon the tube. A
space of 3/16 inch separates the
detector plate and oscillator plate
coils, while only 1/16 inch sepaquencics. However, extensive
rates the oscillator and grid coils.
perimentation has disclosed a
The ends of each coil are seans by which any frequency
curely anchored and a short
ty be amplified to the same delength of wire allowed to proee.
ject to facilitate connections.
Actual tests under ordinary reThe tube is mounted in a vertiption conditions have proven
cal position with the 8 turn co :1
at only one oscillator dial set at the top. The ends of the coils
ig is used for each station, as
are numbered as follows: Startc method employed in the aming at the top, the beginning of
tier, when properly balanced,
the detector plate coil is number
harof
ability
eliminating
the
1, and the end is number 2: the
mics of double or treble the
beginning of the oscillator plate
the
tion's wave length. Since
coil is number 3, and so forth up
ermediate amplifier i s very
to 6. This numbering is imporarply peaked at 95 meters, it
tant, since all diagrams show the
lows that maxinuim efficiency
various terminals marked. Care
Il be found only at that freshould be taken that all three
Therefore, tube noises
ency.
coils are wound in the same did other interference, being at
rection and the proper number higher wave length, will only
ing.applied to their respective terslightly amplified, making a
minals. If the constructor sloes
ch quieter receiver than here not have the facilities to properly
ore possible.
wind a coupler and desires a
When the condenser of the
manufactured product, he may
ied radio frequency amplifier
obtain a standard coupler, deadjusted to the peak of the
signed especially for this circuit.
outing signal the tuning of
A .0005 mfd. fixed condenser
oscillator condenser will he
is in series with the plate lead
ghtly broader. This can he
of the .00035 mfd. oscillator conercome by readjusting the
denser. This decreases the capacng condenser so that it is not
ity of the variable condenser to
of
directly
to
the
peak
ed
Photo .4. Froitt view showing how receiver can be mounted in a
.000212 mfd., which
approximately
accessories
incoming signal. If too long
suggested
with
console
is the correct capacity for maxiantenna is used it may be
essary to insert a .00025 n ifd. fixed condenser in series mum efficiency. This will prevent the burning out of any of the
tubes in case the plates of the variable condenser happen to he
h it.
"shorted."
he receiver described herewith consists of two stages of
Figure 1 is the front panel layout, plainly showing all mounting
ed radio frequency with a detector, an oscillator circuit, three
and the necessary engraving. The pair of countersunk holes
holes
ges of 95 meter amplification, a second detector and two stages
lower corner at each end of the panel are for mounting
in
the
audio frequency amplification.
brackets
supporting the sub -panel.'
Figure 4 shows a schematic wiring diagram of the complete the
layout shown in Figure 2 shows the location of
The
baseboard
eiver. A standard tuned radio frequency circuit tuned by a
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all apparatus in the completed receiver. Particular attention
should be paid to the proper position of each part so that its
terminals bear a correct relation to the terminals on other pieces
of apparatus. This is very important and makes short leads possible. All terminals are plainly marked for this purpose.

purposes. This jack is also mounted under the sub -panel.
The assembling and wiring of the receiver is no difficult ta;
Just mount the sub -panel on the two supporting brackets. Th
turn the amplifier unit over on its face and place a piece of sr
wood, 4 inches long, 2 inches high and
inch thick against t

/

Photo 13-Front view of receiver installed

h:,,ure

3, the sub -panel layout. shows the correct location of all
Thus, , holes which ..re >huWn solid black are 3/32 inch
drill. These holes are provided fur the wires which pass through
Cie su!,- panel. The holes with the extra circle around them are
5:32 inch drill and countersunk fur No. 6 flat head brass machine
sere.,v, s. These holes arc provided for the mounting., under the
tt''- ,,anel, of the lunes Altt',til,lnt,, the supporting; brackets, the
mid. by
condensers and the two Mocks of wood sup purt_n;g the Idtradyt,c
The sub -panel is cut out so
that the unit may be easily inserted into position and fastened
into place.
1

-na

in

cabinet

c::s. under each projecting flange. Carefully transfer the loc.'
Con of the mounting holes in the flange to the wood, using.'
small punch or pencil. Then drill a shallow hole at each mai
and liberally countersink it. Replacing the blocks, insert a N,
5x1 inch flat head wood screw into each hole and slowly tut
it until the soft copper is drawn down into the depression arour,
the hole and the screw is flush or under -flush with the botta
Turning- the unit right side up, it may be easily inserted into tl
slot and securely fastened into place using four flat head wa.
screws through the sub -panel.
ext remove the two angle brackets on each Duoformer whit;

Photo C -Rear view of completed receiver

Nine holes are shown with a dotted circle around them. They
are all % inch drill and tapped for a No. 6 -32 machine screw.
These holes are provided for mounting the four Carter fixed
resistances and the Lynch grid leak mounting under the sub -panel.
The 5/16 inch hole near the center of the sub -panel is provided
for the Frost No. 954 Three Spring Gem Jac used for testing

are normally used for mounting purposes. Replace the outsit
lugs on the terminals marked 1 and F negative on the antent
coil and the outside lugs on the terminals marked B positive at
F negative on the two radio frequency transformers with t1+
brackets. This arrangement allows soldering lugs to be plat(
under the nuts below the sub -panel in such a manner that
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irect connection is made to the coils through the mounting
crews, thereby obviating the necessity of drilling extra holes
hrough the panel for the passage of wires. Great care must be
xercised in the replacement of the terminals so that the ends
f the windings are not broken from the inside lugs.

Photo

'

,,;i

D- Bottom

harmless to the 199 tubes when less
circuit.
Both the second detector and first
trolled by a Carter four ohm fixed
audio tube is controlled by a two ohm

in

the

audio tubes are each conresistance, while the last
fixed resistance. Since the

vicw of receiver

adjustment of these three tubes

Complete the assembling under the sub -panel by mounting the
:ur Carter fixed resistances, the two 1 mfd. by -pass condensers,
to Jones plug, the grid leak mounting and the test jack.
Turning the sub -panel right side up. fasten all remaining appaztus upon it, referring to Figure 2 for proper locations and so

is

not critical, this method

is

quite efficient.
A Frost 50,000 ohm variable resistance is shunted across the
secondary of the first audio transformer. It functions admirably
as a volume control and helps considerably in obtaining good
volume.
A separate jack is used for the first stage of audio. The second
stage uses a filament control jack which automatically completes
the filament circuit of the last tube when the speaker plug is
inserted.
A Weston Model 506 Type 217 double scale voltmeter is used
When properly connected into the circuit as
in this receiver.
shown in the diagrams, the lower scale will show the filament

firth.

Next mount the rheostats, filament switch, the two jacks, the
'triable condensers, the variable resistance and the voltmeter on
to front panel.
It is best not to mount the front panel on the brackets until
.1
possible wiring is completed on the sub -panel. A careful
tidy of the various photographs accompanying this article will
row the best manner in which to arrange the wires. Either
sulated or bare wires may be employed to wire up the set.
Three rheostats are used in this receiver. A ten ohm rheostat
)ntrols the two ,radio frequency tubes, a thirty ohm rheostat
ontrols the first detector, and a four ohm fixed resistance in
pries with a thirty ohm rheostat regulates the intermediate fre-

voltage applied to the 199 tubes. The upper scale reading is
obtained by pushing the button on the ureter frame and shows
the "B" battery voltage on the Infradyne Amplifier.
All connections on the Jones plug are as shown on the color
OSCILLATOR

WAVE LENGTH

.

.4.07/11

Ag'ORLLL

d

INFRADYNE RECEIVER

7'4-4-

I

hv

4'OR/lt

Lf.

ILf.

than four tubes are

^f,áÓRllL^

_

OR/[[

VOLUME

GET.

>-

OR/[ L

3;
FIL SW.

J iP/L<

SOFT

LOUD

ipNLL

\
5'

9iNOTE

.OR/LL

,,I

/i

UNLESS OTNERW/SE SPEC /EO All 4t'XES TO

6 COUNTERSINK

AVE,

N? 6 f/ATNEAP

/a'

re

z-

Af

MOM SCREW.

Figure 1-Panel layout showing suggested engraving

luency and oscillator tubes. The four ohm fixed resistance is
nserted in the circuit as a safety device to protect the 199 tubes.
[t effectually prevents more than the normal operating voltage
:o be applied to the tubes, regardless of the amount of resistance
"cut out" in the rheostat. Under no circumstances remove any of
the 199 tubes from a socket without first turning off the filament
switch. The fixed resistance will be insufficient to properly reduce the "A" battery current to such an extent that it will be

chart supplied with the cable. The terminal normally used
for the antenna connection has the 135 volt "B" lead connected
to it while the ground terminal is not used. The proper "C"
volts for the
volts for the first stage and
battery bias,
located at
posts
binding
separate
to
second stage, is connected
,
the rear edge of the sub -panel.
All plate and grid leads are made on the upper side of the
sub -panel except the plate lead of the second radio frequency

4/
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be. This lead runs under the panel to the plate terminal
'

Then set the pointer on each of the
four Vernier condenser knobs at zero. Slowly change the settings
of the four knobs, using the wooden wedge furnished with the
unit, until the combination is found which gives the greatest
volume. As the settings of the knobs approach more nearly the
values for the most satisfactory operation, the amplifier will he
it will go to the right.

of the

cond radio frequency transformer.
'After the receiver has been completely wired, carefully check
connections against the large graphic illustration shown in
Kure 5. Then connect the "A" battery leads only to the set. Insert
ree UX 199 tubes in the Infradyne unit and one in the oscilla 54
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011M RHEOSTAT

ST, 57-46E JACK
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0000

OHMS

-/ "_'STADE JACK

layout

found to go into oscillation. This oscillation can be prevented
by carefully loosening the adjusting screw marked "Increase."
The vernier condenser settings should again be slightly changed
until the point of best operation is obtained. Should the latter
adjustment again throw the amplifier into oscillation it will be
necessary to further slightly loosen the adjusting screw. If difficulty is experienced in obtaining maximum antplificatior in the
unit, and all other instructions for placing the receiver in proper
working order have been followed, the trouble may probably be
remedied by inserting a coil of about 8 to 10 turns of No. 20
D. S. C. wire, wound around a finger, in the plus "B" lead just
before it enters the Infradyne Amplifier. Once the above adjustments have been made and the settings for the most satisfactory operation found, the amplifier will function without fur-

socket. The last stage of audio uses a UX 112 power tube and
remaining sockets UX 201A tubes. Turn on the filament
itch and turn up each rheostat, observing whether all tubes
iht up and are controlled by the proper resistance. When all
ilications show that the tubes are properly connected, disinect the "A" positive lead and touch it in turn to the other
qtery terminals on the receiver, noting each time whether any
oes light. If there is no indication of tubes lighting except
ven the "A" battery is properly connected, it is safe to con ict up the rest of the batteries, attach aerial and ground and
ng in the speaker.
After removing all tubes except the first three, plug in with
gad phones at the test jack and begin tuning with the three
ig condenser until some station of fairly good volume, located
e
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Figure 3-Sub-panel layout
a moderate distance, is found. Then carefully adjust the cotnnsating plates on the condenser until the station heard comes in

ry sharply only at one place on the dial.
Next insert all tubes and with the speaker plugged in its proper
ck, tune in a station with a moderately weak signal. The stank should be at least 150 miles distant. The next procedure
the balancing of the Infradyne unit, which is accomplished as
flows: Turn the adjusting screw marked "Increase" as far as

ther attention other than the adjustment of the filament temperature.
An antenna no longer than 59 feet, including lead in, will
serve very nicely. A good ground is absolutely necessary.
If no great volume is obtained from the audio amplifier, remove
all the leads connected to the terminals of the voltmeter and
connect separate flexible leads to them. Then test the filament
voltage of the different tubes controlled by the fixed resistances.
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This i,

-Frost No. 880 50,000 ohm Variable Resistance
6- -Frost No. 530 CX Sockets
1
Set Caulfield Type 22K Duofornters
1
Special Oscillator Coupler
Thordarson Type R200 Audio Transformers
Kurz -Kasch Aristocrat Vernier Dials
1 -Jones Type BM
Multiplug
1- Carter 2 ohm Fixed Resistance
Carter 4 ohm Fixed Resistances
Sangamo 1 mfd. By -Pass Condensers
1- Sangamo .0005 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1
Pair Sangamo Grid Leak Clips
1 -Lynch Grid Leak
Mounting
1 -Lynch 2 megohm Grid Leak
1 -Lynch 3 megohm Grid Leak

a helpful hint tor any type of receiver using various types
ui fixed resistances, as often various tubes do not consume the
sanie amount of current.
if 4.8 to 5.2 volts are not indicated for the 201 A tubes and
2.75 ti, 3 volts for the 199 tubes, change either the resistor or
the tube until the correct voltage is obtained. Antperites or any
other resistPr
the correct value may be used. 135 volts "B"
battery i, used on the plate of the last tube as specified in the
illustration. The only necessary change to be made if other types
of pow er tubes are used in the last stage is to chantre the 2 ohm
tixe(1 resistance to the proper size for the tube used and increase
the "C' battery and "B" batter, voltage as specified on the
circular supplied with the tube.
This receiver has been very neatly arranged both for construction and wiring, and we advise that you do not change
the location of any parts and use only those specified, although
any of the minor controls may be substituted, providing they are
of the .same value as given. While Thordarson R -200 Audio
Transformers and the Continental 3 gang condenser have been selected
for this receiver, Silver- Marshall Audio Transformers and the Ham marlund 3 gang condenser. designed especially for this circuit, may
be successfully substituted.

1

22-

32-

5

2
2
1

1/2
1

100

-Eby

Engraved Binding Posts

Dozen No. 6x1 -inch R. H. Br. Mach. Screws
Dozen No. 6x/ -inch R. H. Br. Mach. Screws
Dozen No. 6x/ -inch Flat Heat' nr Mach. Screws
Dozen No. 5x1 -inch Flat Head Br. Mach. Screws
Dozen No. 6x% -inch R. H. Br. Mach. Screws
Kellogg Tinned Soldering Lugs

REMLER
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liyrur(' 4-Schematic wiring diagram

It is unfair to expect the receiver to give phenomenal results
the first time it is placed on the air. Being an extremely sensitive and selective instrument, it has certain peculiarities of tuning
which must be experienced and thoroughly understood. When
the little intricacies of tuning are mastered, a properly balanced
receiver Nvill perform in such a manner so as to give the utmost
satisfaction in reception.

List of Parts
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
1- 7x28x3/16 -inch Formica Panel
1- 8 3/4x27x3/I6 -inch Formica Sub -Panel
1- Remler Type 700 Infradyne Amplifier
1-Reviler Type 630 .00035 mfd. Variable Condenser
1- Continental .00035 mfd: 3 -gang Vernier Condenses
1-- Weston Model 506, Type 217 0 -7 -140 Voltmeter
1
Pair Benjamin Type 8629 Shelf Brackets
1- Benjamin Type 9040 I"\ Cushion Socket
1 -Frost No. 710 10 ohm Rheostat
2 -Frost No. 730 30 ohm Rheostats
-Frost N o. 608 Filament Switch
1

1
1
1

-Frost
-Frost
-Frost

No. 954 Gem -Jac.
No. 234 Pan -Tab Jack
No. 235 Pan -Tab Jack

50

Feet Belden Tinned Copper Hookup Wire (12 gauge)

Package Kester Solder
The accessories shown in the Infradyne article consist of th
following:
The "A" battery supply is furnished by an Exide "A Plant,
which is connected into any convenient house lighting plug fur
Wishing 110 -volt A.C. This unit furnishes a 6 volt supply kept a
full charge by a trickle charger, and is made by the Electri
Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The "B" supply is furnished by the New Raytheon "B" Elimi
nator made by the Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind. It wi
supply all necessary voltages to operate both detector an
amplifier circuits.
The new Trimm Cone Type Speaker is shown, made by Trimnt
Radio Products Co., Chicago.
The Console is a piece of furniture of rare beauty. It has
sliding door arrangement so that when the doors are opened the
may be pushed back out of the way. It is also beautifully deco
ra *-:d with genuine inlay work, and would be an ornament of th
highest quality in any home. It is made by Detroit Woodcra
Co., Detroit, Mich.
1

(If any further information is desired about these accessories
kindly write manufacturer direct.)
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Announcing
The New

1

Camfield
Duoformers
Non -Oscillating Radio Frequency
Transformer

A

Specially Matched for

"THE INFRA -DYNE CIRCUIT"
and
For Universal Use in Arty Tuned Radio Frequency Circuit
The Camfield Duoformers use a new and highly efficient
system of preventing oscillation in tuned radio frequency
circuits. They are specially matched for single control
operation in the new "Infra- Dyne" circuit. They are also
designed for use in any tuned radio frequency circuit
and for substitution in any five tube receiver giving oscillation trouble.
If you own a set that gives oscillation trouble or are
planning to build a new set, write for our book, "Radio
Frequency Amplification Without Disturbing Oscillations.'

-

Send Direct to Nearest Office

,

CibMF
E
?vi3

CgLA

io

ur;

o,K,
p

CAMFIELD RADIO MFG. CO.
829 Harrison St., Oakland. Cal.
or 431 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago, Ill.

ER KIT

22
Rra

A pI

o

4g Co

FK

IELD
THREE

Ctt

CO TF

CAMFIELD

A

AONG

E

2Z

D U OPRMEKS

UODYNE

hp

11

ALAI.

^]

(Check one of following)
Inclosed find $10.00 for one Type 22K Kit of Three Camfield
Duoformers, to be sent postpaid.
Inclosed find ten cents, in coin or stamps, for a copy of "Radio
Frequency Amplification Without Disturbing Oscillations."

Name

Street.._

Price of Kit $10.00

City

State

CAMFIELD RADIO MFG. CO.
'329 Harrison Street
131 So. Dearborn Street

Oakland, California
Chicago, Illinois
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Fans-Improve
Your Short
Wave Set

DX

TRADE INqozir

"`Bloopers"
Get Big Thrills

"on the air" in the
Pile real thrills of radio are cannot
get them all
and you
rt wave lengths,operating
highest point of
the
at
is
ess your set

cfency.
all been scienPremier Quality Radio Parts have
all
ally designed with a view to conserving
losses, with
minimum
obtaining
tgy received and
-"LoCrofoot" Condenser -and
result that our
ts" Tube Socket- ;'Hegehog Transformer
enjoy an
retie"
eof t
r he hoiceoengineers.
,
a efficiency.
3 know.
by the
Your set can be improved wonderfully
Radio Parts. or
rstitution of Premierto Quality
i entirely, and if
rebuild it
ybe you would like
your con,fence. and consists of the following:

d

Complete Parts Kit
Bakelite Panel, 6 "x
15 "x "
u11-base.

9" x 14" x

3

Premier "Crofout"
.0 0 0 1 5
^ondenser,

:,

F.

remier
' 'j'ondenser.
%I.

"Crofoot'
.0 0 0 2 5

111.F.

0
.

Premier "MicroDials"
"Arctic"
Premier with
knob
Rheostat.

3

Premier "Lo- Loss"

Tube Sockets
- "Hegehog"
Transformers
Premier Phone Jack

2 Premier
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Premier Battery

Switch
Premier
sistor
Premier
Premier
denser
Premier
Premier
6 -Point

Filament ReChoke Coil
Grid ConGrid Leak
Binding Fost
Block

;'ice, complete as above listed

'

$22.00

Your Low Wave Lengths Coils which you probthink are wonders; can be used with the aboveif
inier Combination to complete your set, webutreci are not so sure about their efficiency,
mend the "Aero" which are a plug -in type, and
ich are quite widely known and used, and are
ced as follows:
'Aero" Coils, with mounting, 15 to 130
$12.50
-neters
4.00
"Aero" Coll, 125 to 250 meters
4.00
"Aero" Coll, 235 to 550 meters
Premier dealers usually carry "Aero" Coils, and
parts
with
our
be glad to supply you along
1, but if there is none convenient in your town.
ait direct to us and they will be sent postpaid.
1

>remier MICRO.DIAL

Take this ad to your radio dealer and show
it to him so that he will know that Premier
will make you a substantial cash allowance
on any 3, 4 or 5 tube table type set, regardless of age or condition. as part payment
for one of our Premier "Everybody's" Model
Console Radio Receivers. Have him send in
coupon attached.
If your dealer isn't interested or if there is
no dealer in your locality, clip the attached
coupon and mail it to the Premier Electric
Company, Chicago, and we will make you
our proposition direct.

Quality Radio at a Sane Price
Premier "Everybody's" Console Radio Receiver is the greatest value ever offered in a
receiving set. The cabinet is well constructed
and has a very attractive Duco, two tone
walnut finish which will harmonize with the
furnishings of most any room. The loud
speaker is the same that we use in all our
higher priced sets and is built in the cabinet
and gives great volume with a naturalness of
tone unsurpassed.
Has drop shelf and arm rest to assist in accurate tuning, and a well ventilated battery compartment, ample size for all batteries and
charger. Dimensions over all, 45" x 25" x 15"
deep.

FEATURES
FRONT PANEL is 7"x21 "x3/16" genuine Bakelite,
finished in an exact reproduction of beautiful, black

walnut.
DIALS are Premier "Micro- Dials" of the vernier type,
all brass, gold and black finish which presents a pleasing appearance to the eye in contrast to the walnut
panel.
VOLTMETER permits instant test of the "B" battery
voltage, allowing an easy check -up on this most important accessory to the performance of your set.
OSCILLATION CONTROL is accomplished instantly,
permitting broad or extremely sharp and selective
tuning.
VOLUME is uniform and unusually good on the loud
speaker over the entire wave band range.
DISTANCE RANGE is guaranteed the equal of any 5tube T. R. F. set, and under favorable weather conditions extends from coast to coast.
TONE RANGE is from low bass to the highest treble
with the naturalness of reproduction provided only in
sets costing three or four times as much.
SELECTIVITY -sharp enough to separate all stations
even in congested areas like New York and Chicago.

Improves Reception
Replace your antiquated dials and "pep" up the
As of your set and get all the stations with this
A curate high ratio vernier dial.
An all -brass dial
inches in diameter- beautilty finished in gold and black-friction drive
month as silk "
back -lash or lost motion.
-ice
$1.00
your dealer hasn't them, remit direct to us, less
They'll be
r%o and give us your dealer's name.
tit ,postpaid.

-4

-no

"Everybody's" Console Receiver
the Tuned Radio Frequency type. and k motif r-tured under license granted ns by the U. S. Navy Dep,rr'.a.
ment which permits its manufacture under patents
trolled by our government.
Is of

,

Construction
Every component part is made from only best of raw materials in our own plant and assembled into the completed
whole by expert radiotriciaus.

Guaranteç
Every Premier Radio Receiving Set is guaranteed to Ian
everything that we claim, and to perform and functiru
properly when installed according to directions. Uar
responsibility is back of this guarantee and that. we be.
lieve, is sufficient to make it mean something.

$

Prices slightly
higher in
Canada

is provided for and when used in
large cities gives extreme selectivity and good distance.

LOOP OPERATION

Premier Electric Company of Canada, Ltd.

London

-

Ontario

Exclusive Dist. for N. E. Can.
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Ftmy Amp1ks

every

note!

.

THORIDARSON
7

v
Step -up Impedance
Full Amplification

of Bass Notes
Greater Clarity

on all Programs

Coupled Amplifier
Improved Reception
of Weaker Stations

Better Volume Control

Impedance coupling is universally accepted as
the most perfect form of amplification from a
reproductive standpoint-But the amplification
increase of the straight impedance is low.

The Thordarson Autoformer is an impedance
with a step-up ratio -It combines the faithful
reproduction of the impedance with the amplification increase of the transformer, paving the
way for the release of the deeper tones with
increased volume and unrestrained quality.
Price each

$5.00

POWER
From the A. C. Line
Power Amplifier Supply Transformer, R -198
furnishes current tor both plate and filament
of the power stage
using the U. X. 210
power tube with 400
volts on the plate
and 7''2 volts on the
filament. In addition furnishes complete B- supply for
the set.
Price
$12.00
B- Eliminator Transformer R -195 is designed
for use with the Raytheon tube. furnishing
B voltages for the

entire receiver.

Capable of supplying 140 volts at 40
milliamperes. Conrated.
servatively
Will not heat up in
continuous service.

Price

$7.00

Henry Choke Coif R -196 is used in the
filter circuits of power amplifiers and
30

B- eliminators

operating

from the house lighting
current. D. C. resistance 280 ohms. Capacity 70 milliamperes.

Price

$5.00

Note: Only .Thordarson makes the Autoformer

ré

CO.
THORDARSON ELECTRIC
pé
specialists
WORLD'S OLDEST AND
LARGEST EäCLIISNEeTRANSFORMER MAKERS

Chicago, U.S.A.

Tell 'Tin You Saz' It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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The spell of magic in radio is over. No
longer are we mystified by programs from far
off cities. No longer do we spend whole evenings in dial-fishing for all the stations we can
get-just for the sake of boasting a long list of
call letters.
Today we are in a new era of radio-one of
quality reproduction. Broadcast listeners everywhere are demanding, above all else, reception
that is natural.
If your radio set has not been modernized
by the improved type of loudspeaker, better
transformers, "B" voltage supply units and
power amplifiers, you cannot appreciate what
clear, sweet-toned music athrob with human
expression is in store for you.
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Ask your dealer to show you the new General Radio
R,ectron and Raytheon "B" Eliminator and Power Amplifier kits which you can easily assemble in a single
evening. Ask him about the new type 387 Speaker Filter
and the type 285-D transformer for use with the new
200A detector tube. If he is not prepared to supply you
with the equipment or information write us for whatever
details you require.
4117:::1,1,7¡Atf,'

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

4

r-\

The Type 285-D

The Type 387

ivvrtim4;411FiamINATOrt
AtoftiLiFirEtz Ityr

Powsn
OUTPUT

Audio Transformer

WITH

Speaker Filter

TRANSFORMER
$17.
PiICE
Cumbridge. Mass.

adapts the impedance of
the amplifier to the West-

GENERAL RADIO C7

has a high impedance to
match the output of the
new 200-A detector tube.
When used in the first
stage of audio amplification following the 200-A
the 285-D produces a
very marked improve.
ment in tone quality.

ern Electric and other
cone speakers of similar
design and quality so
that unusual purity of
tone is produced. It has
a very wide frequency
range.

Price $6.00

Price $6.00
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NATIONAL ALL - FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS SPECIFIED BY CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK

AMAZING
Money- Saving
OFFER!
The wonderful National All -Frequency Audio Transformers specified by Radio Call Book in the article beginning on the next page offered special at less than
half regular price. But-you must act NOW supply is

limited!

dass Note Amplification Only $1.97
Seldom comes an opportunity like this. Certainly-you should
because never again will such a
take instant advantage of
startling offer be made. Just think! National Transformers, the
new type all- frequency units that amplify the lowest bass and
the highest soprano with equal volume and clarity. And instead
of paying their regular price of $4.50, you can buy them for
only $1.97 each. Truly, the very money- saving opportunity you
have been watching for.

the improvement these wonder transformers will make in the
appearance of your set. They are heavily nickel plated. all over,
and polished so they are just like mirrors. To make a neat
looking job of any set they can't be beaten.

it-

INSTANTLY -You'll Notice a Tremendous
Improvement in Volume and Tone
Rip out your old audio transformers -no matter what they are,

SAVE MONEY!

-

or how good you think them. Put these oversize, nickel -plated
giants of amplification in place and prepare yourself for a distinct revelation. An orchestra will sound like an orchestra.
You'll hear every instrument, round, full, clear, natural. No
more jumbled mess, no more flat, tin -pan noise when the musical
program happens to be at the lower end of the musical scale.
National All- Frequency Transformers cover the whole scale,
perfectly. And instead of paying $7, $8, or $9 for this kind
of amplification, you can NOW, for a limited time,, get it
for only $1.97.

Why "NATIONAL'S"
are BETTER
The secret of National's Supremacy is in its
extra large, especially shaped, high grade silicon
steel core, and its oversize special -wound core.
No other transformer, regardless of price, can
boast of the same combination of ideal features.
Hence, no other transformer, regardless of price,
can out -perform the National -in amplification,
in fidelity of reproduction. Then think, too. of

Keystone Radio Laboratories, Inc. (Dept. C. B.
154 Whiting St., Chicago, Ill.

National All- Frequency
Send me
Ratio 31/2
Ratio 6 to 1,
Audio Transformers
to 1 ( indicate ratio wanted) . I agree to pay
transformer ordered,
postman $1.97
ennieso postage. We pay postage
you send cash with order.

-

USE COUPON! This OFFER

LIMITED!
Only a few thousand National All- Frequency Audio Transformers
are in our present stocks. The special, low price of $1.97 will
hold only so long as this stock lasts. The thousands of set
building fans who have used Nationals will order as many transformers from this stock as they can-because they know there is
no better transformer at any price. This will take most of our
present supply. If you want to make sure of obtaining a pair of
Nationals for your own set, order at once. Use the coupon below, being careful to write your name and address plainly.
Save money. Order TODAY!

Keystone Radio Laboratories, Inc.
154 Whiting St., Chicago, Ill.

i

1

Hundreds of thousands of National Transformers have modernized radio sets everywhere in the land. Thousands upon thousands of fans have found them to be the final answer to perfect
tone reproduction -of voice and music. And, everyone else who
has ever bought National's has paid the full, regular price of
$4.50 each. They are a bargain at that price. They are a super
bargain at our price of $1.97 each. Think! You save $2.53
on each transformer, or more than $5.00 on a pair. Money
talks! Order now.

a

For
Real
Music

M
TioN
All

Name

Frequency

Street-_--

City

Audio

State

Transformer

l:
Tell

'L1)1
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Counterphase- Eight
Bremer- Tully's Crowning Achievement
That B -T products have been more than ordinarily successful is known the world over. The
"NAMELESS" created a sensation eclipsed only by the subsequent "COUNTERPHASE
SIX."

the Counterphase-Eight

Now

B -T's greatest effort

Exclusive features you cannot afford to miss -even if it's only to learn what's new in Radio.

cabinet design, straight line selectivity, no "oscillation control" yet set cannot squeal or howl
-and it's "hot" across the entire scale, Visual Indicator, accurate calibration of each receiver, Rejector stage, one station selector and -selectivity never before equalled, even in B -T Receivers!
A new

Mikro Mike
Condenser

B -Power Unit
A Unit designed to be used
with our receivers, the best
endorsement we can give it.
No guess -work, no knobs to
turn -no fussing around
with adjustments and uncertain results -You know what
the B -T Power Unit delivers.
Price $49.50

Accuracy and precision are
at once evident. A short circuit is impossible. Glass dielectric is unaffected by
moisture. Capacity 11/2 to
25 mmf.

Price $1.00

"Better Tuning"
If you want to know more about the new
COUNTERPHASE set models, you will
find a complete discussion in the 10th edition, "Better Tuning."
Before spending the price of a B Eliminator you should investigate the results of
several years' research made by B -T.
The 10th Edition tells the whole story.
You cannot afford to miss it. Sent postpaid on receipt of 10c in stamps or coin.

reiner

Lifetime Condensers
Still the choice of experts. A design and workmanship that has set
the pace for years and it's still
ahead. Made in all popular sizes
and priced from $4.25 to $5.00.
'

Manufacturing Co.
520-532 So. Canal St.
Chicago

-in

'the Citiz'ensRrìdió

www.americanradiohistory.com

Springs may prevent
shocks but the vibrations which follow must
also be prevented. The
UX Absorber Socket
does it by exclusively
B-T methods, resulting
in longer tube life and
quieter reception.
Price 75c
UX Detector Socket
$1.00.

"Pioneers of Better Tuning"

Tell 'Ern You .Saw. It

UX Absorber Socket
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Each a step forward in RADIO DEVELOPMENT

7. Na
1. Na -Ald

Truphonic

2. Na -Ald

Localized

Coupler

8. Na-Ald 429 Adap-

10

ter

Control Tuning

9. Na -Ald 999 Adap-

Unit

ter

3. Na-Ald 920
nectorald

Con-

S. Na-Ald

Con-

10. Na -Ald 481 -XS

Cushion Mount

112

Socket

nectorald

6.

11. Na -Ald No. 400
de Luxe Socket

Na-Ald 419-X
nectorald

7. Na

-Ald 421 -X

Adapter

-Ald

Adapter

12. Na -Ald No. 3044
421

-X

13. Na -Ald 3" Dial

Na-Aid Line

Complete the
Na -Ald Truphonic Coupler
The Na -Ald Truphonic Coupler is to Radio
the same startling achievement that the Orthophonic is to the phonograph. Based upon
an entirely new principle of radio amplification, this new invention of H. P. Donle gives
the Orthophonic's amazing distinctness, depth
of tone and volume. The Truphonic Coupler
does more than reproduce. It recreates.
Small, compact and easily installed on any
set by merely connecting the battery harness,
slipping in the tubes and plugging in the loud
speaker. The Na -Ald Truphonic Coupler gives
your radio the vivid realism of the music itself.
Price, complete unit, $20 ; Individual units, $5.

Na -Ald Localized Control Tuning Unit
All tuning condensers easily controlled by the

touch of but three fingers of one hand This
is the accomplishment of the Na-Ald Localized Control Tuning Unit. This amazingly
simple tuning device reduces the complications
of tuning to a single motion. All three condensers are operated at the same opening of
the panel. All can be moved together, or, each
can be moved separately. The result is the
exact tuning from station to station with the
touch of one hand.
Price, quadruple, $16; triple, $10; double, $8.
!

Na -Ald Connectoralds
The improved tone and quality of the new
UX power tubes 171, 112 and 120 can now
be had on any set without the need of rewiring for the additional B and C batteries
which they require.
Na -Ald connectoralds
function as adapters and at the same time

provide cables for attaching the necessary B
and C batteries without affecting rest of set.
Na -Ald No. 420 and 920 connectoralds for
UX -120 tube in UV -199 socket. Price $1.25
No. 420 holds the tubes at an angle in
Radiola Superhet and Super VIII sets.
No. 920 holds the tubes upright in other
sets with UV -199 sockets.
Na -Ald No. 110 connectorald for UX -120
tubes in UV -201 -A sockets. List price 1.25
Na -Ald No. 112 connectorald for UX 171
or UX -112 power tubes in storage bat1.50
tery sets. List price
Designed so tube is not raised in socket

Na -Ald Adapters
The scientific design of the Na -Ald adapters insures the utmost efficiency in operation. Made of Alden Processed Bake-

lite.
Na -Ald No. 419 -X adapter for small UX
tubes in UV-201 -A sockets. List price. - .35
A Bakelite fitting with bayonet pin which
clamps over the tube base and holds the
tube in place.
Na -Ald No. 421 -X Adapter for UX tubes
.75
in WD -11 sockets. List price
Particularly for Radiola III and III A
sets.
Na-Ald No. 429 Adapter for UV -199
.75
tubes in any UV -201A or UX socket
Na-Aid No. 999 Adapter for UX tubes
1.00
in UV -199 socket. List price
This adapter makes the UV -199 socket
universal to take any tube.
There is a Na -Ald Connectorald or Adapter
to fit any tube to any set.

The New Na -Ald 481 -XS Cushion
Mounted Socket
Improved amplification now demands a cushsocket if disturbances are to be prevented within the tube itself. The Na-Ald
481 -XS Cushion Mount Socket, the only socket
on the market that absorbs both horizontal
and vertical shocks, gives perfect protection.
This socket, universal for all tubes, gives a
$0.50
firm, positive contact. List price
ion

Na -Ald Sockets
Besides the Na -Ald 481 -XS Cushion Mount
Socket, there is a complete line of Na -Ald
Of particular imsockets for every tube.
portance, are the Na -Ald De Luxe Sockets.
These sockets, by means of their special
Na -Ald side scraping flange, give a clean and
perfect contact. Manufactured of Alden Processed Bakelite, they have high insulated qualities and low loss.
Na -Ald No. 400 De Luxe Socket for
$0.75
storage battery sets. List price
.35
Na -Ald 401 Small Space Socket
.50
Na -Ald 401 -S Cushion Mounting
.75
Na-Ald 411 Socket for WD -11 tubes
.35
-X
Na -Ald 481
Socket
Same as 481 -XS socket, but rigid mounting.

Na -Ald Dials and Knobs
There is a complete line of true running
Alden Processed Bakelite Dials and Knobs.
Na -Ald 5 -in. Dial No. 3054. List price $1.50
.75
Na -Ald Super De Luxe 4 -in. Dial
.50
Na -Ald 3 -in. Dial, No. 3034. List price
Na -Ald Knobs, standard for % -in. shaft.
.20
No. K -3844 13/4-in. diameter
No. K -3044 2- 9 /16-in. diameter
.35

Send for complete catalogue and prices

ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO., Dept. F4, Springfield, Mass.
t
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cil remarkable

improvement

in audio amplification
New unit perfected by All -American Engineers gives you the
full, pure, natural tone you have always sought
OU have always wanted the ideal result in audio
amplification -pure, natural tone with good volume. The laboratories of All- American Radio Corporation have developed a new method of audio amplification and now bring to you this long sought ideal
result in

Y

the-

pedance coupling- coordinated to retain the advantages
of both and to eliminate their weaknesses.
This new method consists of a Rauland -Lyric transformer for the first stage, a Rauland -Trio Type R -3oo
impedance for the second stage, and a Rauland -Trio Type
R -3 Io impedance for the third stage.

auIancla7 y is =T o

auland=(lLTio

You know the Rauland -Lyric transformer. Its exceptional tone perfection has made it the largest selling
quality transformer in the world. The Rauland -Lyric is
now used in combination with the new Rauland -Trio
(impedance units) to produce the Rauland- Lyric -Trio
amplifier -the highest known perfection
in three stage audio amplification.
It is well known that any system of amplification using instruments of similar characteristics has inherent disadvantages. Rauland -Lyric -Trio successfully combines the
two leading systems -transformer and im-

This is a triple feature instrument containing an inductance, a capacity and a resistance in one compact impedance unit. Through laboratory tests of utmost precision, absolutely correct balance is maintained between
these important factors. You secure full advantage of
impedance amplification and overcome the
common variance of commercial types of
condensers and resistances. Rauland -LyricTrio is the last word in audio amplification.
A free book, "Modern Audio Amplification, " tells
more about this interesting new development. Write for
handbook B -9o.

ALL -AMERICAN RADIO
4221. BELMONT AVE.,

Station W E N R

- 266 Meters -

CORPORATION

CHICAGO,

and operated by the All-American Radio Corporation
Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book

is owned

Tell 'Em You

U. S. A.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Eliminate Your Batteries
"Simply Plug Into Light Socket"

USE RATIONAL A -C TUBES
BATTERIES
ACIDS
CHARGER
MICROPHONIC
NOISE
NO TUBE REJUVENATION
NO AERIAL OR LOOP
NO
NO
NO
NO

MORE POWER
MORE VOLUME
MORE DISTANCE
MORE STATIONS
MORE LIFE
MORE ELECTRON
EMISSION

With the RATIONAL A-C TUBES and KIT, you can
easily change your present set into a BATTERY LESS
SET, requiring no storage battery, acids or trickle
charger. NO HUM. Get DISTANCE without AERIAL
or LOOP. Get STATIONS you could never get before.
Less noise -less static. No more weak signals due to
run -down batteries. No special socket required. Consumes very little current.
.

-FREE-

For a limited time only, we will send ABSOLUTELY
FREE with order for set of 4 or more RATIONAL A -C
TUBES, at $5.00 each, the RATIONAL KIT, which
consists of a Special Transformer, Power Rheostat, Blueprints and Directions.
The RATIONAL A -C TUBES are the result of years of
research and development.

Pats. Applied For

Mail Coupon with Order

FULLY GUARANTEED

RATIONAL TUBE. LABORATORIES, Not Inc.
2459 W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill.

RATIONAL A -C TUBES at $5.00 each.
RATIONAL KIT.

Send
I

am to receive FREE the

Name of

self.

Circuit
House Current

Model
No. of tubes

..Volts

Enclosed P. O. or Express Money Order

Cycles

RATIONAL TUBE
Laboratories

$

Not Inc.

Send order C. O. D

2459 W. Harrison St.
Chicago, Ill.

Name._

Address

City

State.

Tell 'E»a You Sana It in the Citizens Rádio 'Cáll Look
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'A 5 -Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver
Operating from the Light Socket Using
Rational A -C Tubes
tery are also connected to this lead.
The grid returns of the radio frequency tubes are connec:efl
opradio
tube
efficient
interest than the development of an
and go to the negative 3 volt "C" battery, which estabtogether
erating from the A -C current supply.
lishes
the
grid bias in the radio frequency circuits. The connecReceivers were designed which operated from power lines,
to
grids
and plates of all tubes are made in the usual mantions
Jut the necessary equipment for filtering out the hum has been
voltages
up to 150 volts may be used on the amplifying
Plate
ner.
so imposing and the results so unsatisfactory that the only log 22/
40
volts on the detector.
to
tubes
and
cal direction of research open to the engineer has been the deA 200,000 ohm variable resistance is in series with the 90 volt
velopment of an A -C tube. It was important that this tube
lead
running to the plate return of each radio frequency tube.
necessity
of
without
the
)perate directly from an A -C source
This
acts as a very efficient volume control and prevents undehum.
In
addition,
the
inserting any filtering devices to eliminate
sirable oscillations and distorit was necessary that the new
tion.
tubes have the sanie characterThe Audio Amplifier is conistics as the other tubes using
in the usual manner.
nected
D -C for heating their filaments,
The
primary of the first .Audlo
4o that either tube could be subTransformer has a .001 mid.
stituted for the other with only
by -pass condenser sh u n
a very few changes in the ciracross it which effectually bycuit.
passes any stray radio frethe
tube,
A new type of radio
quency currents. A 4¡; yo::
in
used
Rational A -C Tube, is
"C" battery bias is used on
the receiver described hereboth audio transformers. If a
with. It differs from the other
higher "B" voltage than 90
A -C tubes in that a greater
volts volts is used for the amelectron emission is realized,
plifier, it will be necessary to
thereby giving greater volume
increase
the bias in the proporand more power. The life of
volts for every 45.
tion
of
3
the tube is far in excess of the
The
feature of this
unique
minimum 1,500 hours set by
fact that ablies
in
the
circuit
factory specifications. The tube
no
or loop is
antenna
solutely
is absolutely non -microphonic,
The
for
operation.
required
thereby eliminating the necescoupof
the
antenna
terminal
ity of cushion sockets. An exler, usually connected to the
tremely rugged and sturdy conaerial binding -post, is fastened
struction is used in the design
to the center post of the step of the tube. No A -C hum is
down transformer. This post
heard when using a loud
is the center tap of the secspeaker.
ondary winding and since there
one
draws
about
Each tube
is static coupling between the
heater
in
the'
volts
at
3
ampere
primary and secondary windin
milliamperes
five
circuit and
ings of the transformer, the 110
operating
at
when
"B" current
volt
power line is utilized as
zero
grid
with
its nmaximuni
A good groun ií
antenna.
an
bias
of
course
bias. The proper
very necessary
is
connection
accessories
receiver
suggested
Front
view
of
showing
conPhoto
A.
will reduce the "B" circuit
of the
operation
proper
for
the
respects
siderably. In all other
receiver.
a
the tube has very nearly the same electrical characteristics as
The cathode heaters are connected together in parallel with
standard 201 -A tube or its equivalent. It can therefore be subless than a No. 14 flexible insulated wire. The heater voltag_
not
stituted in any circuit where a 201 -A tube is used by making a
should never exceed 3 volts. It is advisable to connect a voltvfew changes.
applied. A
We have designed in our laboratory a simple tuned radio re- meter across the heater line to indicate the voltage
in
side of the
one
is
inserted
rheostat
Ampere
power
yi Ohm, 8
tceiver using the Rational A -C Tube. A small step -down trans all
times.
at
voltage
the
controls
former for reducing the 110 volts to approximately 3 volts is used heater circuit and
A laboratory test of this receiver showed remarkable efficiency
to hedt the cathode. The transformer in this receiver serves the
volume
I same
purpose as the storage battery in the average set. This in reception. Complete absence of A -C hum, exceptional
all staon
secured
was
clearness
and
receiver is identical to any other tuned radio frequency receiver with excellent tone quality
no
interference
with
sharp
is
quite
except that the usual filament circuit is discarded and all of the tions received. The tuning
encountered from nearby stations.
filament binding posts on the sockets.are connected together by
With the addition of a "B" battery and "C" battery eliminator,
one common bus wire. This now becomes the cathode lead and
the set is made entirely battery -less, consuming electric current
is connected to the positive of the "C" battery and the grid return
at- equivalent to only a 60 Watt lamp.
of the detector tube. The ground and negative of the "B" bat-

FEW recent inventions

in radio have created more intense

t,.
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List of Parts

1-Blackburn Ground Clamp

1- 7x26x3/16 -inch Radion Panel
1- 8/x25x/ -inch Wood Baseboard

Misc.: Wire, Lugs, Screws, Etc.

-Frost Open Circuit Pan -Tab Jack
5-Frost UX Sockets, Type No. 530
-CRL 200,000 Ohm Variable Resistance
1 -CRL 500,000 Ohm Variable Resistance

A complete kit containing all necessary equipment for constructing an aerial may be purchased at most all first class radio
stores. They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing Company, Newark, N. J.
The accessories shown are: The new Webco Little Giant
Power unit provides the proper current variations to "B," "C"
and detector circuits. The detector allows a variation of from

1

1

1
1

Ft. Beiden No. 12 Wire

50

-/
-A.C.

Ohm 8 Amp. Power Rheostat
Step -Down Transformer

RAT/OVAL

of TPANSEORMEQ

CENTEP TAO

002 MED

f ANTENNA
1

COND.

/S USED

STEP -DOWN TRANS.

rap ANTENNA

0ML-6: GR/D LEAK
000.75/V/2 26e/.0 CO/Y.0

NEATER LEADS

Z

c
CLY/PLEQ

CENTER 7741j---

c.

,Sam

4AP/ABLE PES/STANCE'

,PAT/ONAL

TRAN5FOPMERi

G

A LY/M

8 AMPEPE PNEOSTAT

A

0
Ó

/1r AUD/O
TPANSFOPMEP
0002

MFD

COLAD

100 000

i- GROUND

OHM YAP/ABLE

-

PES/STAMCE-

45 VOLTS

3

45 VOLTS

I

III I ililllililililili ililililililf+
a2

'C" BATTERY OR
-C- BATTERY ELIMINATOR

Figure

?.

-BBAT TER Y
OR

BATTERY

Schematic diagram of receiver using Rational A -C tubes

5- Rational A.C. Tubes
2- Precise Audio Transformers (1 high and I
3- Gen -Ral Radio Frequency Transformers
1- Electrad .00025 Grid Condenser
1- Electrad 2 Megohm Grid Leak
1- Electrad .0002 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1- Electrad .001 mfd. Fixed Condenser

to 100 volts and the amplifier variation from 20 to 120 volts.
The power tube supply may be adjusted to the exact value needed
in any receiver with any power tube up to 125 -180 volts. Manufactured by Webster Electric Co., 3510 West Lake Street, Chi 5

low ratio)

cago.

The speaker is a new Qualitone model, manufactured by the
Duro Metal Products Co., Chicago.
The radio table is by the Watsontown Table & Furniture Co.,
Watsontown, Pa.

3- Signal

.00035 mfd. Fixed Condensers
Binding Posts
3- Radion 4 -inch Dials
1- Package Kester Solder
7

B

'B-BATTERY ELIMINATOR

-XL

(If any further information is desired regarding any accessories
shown they will be supplied by the manufacturer if you will address
then direct.)

A GOOD, ADJUSTABLE
GROUND CLAMP

So good that every Bell telephone
in U. S. is being installed with one.
Over TEN MILLION in use. Adjust-

-

able -fits any size pipe. Requires
no pipe cleaning
screw bores through
rust and dirt.
If your dealer does
not have them we
will mail you one
upon receipt of 12
cents in stamps.

BLACKBURN
Specialty Co.

19261927
BARAWIK'S NEWEST EDITION
Shows the latest circuits, the newest developments in radio at startlingly low prices.
Get the parts you want here and save
money. The best in parts, kits, sets
and supplies. Orders filled same day
received. Send coupon for free copy NOW also please
cud names of one or more radio falls.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
;

FBARAWIK CO.. 401 Monroe St., Chicago.
Send me free copy of the new Barawik Radio
Catalog and Builder's Guide.
Name
Address
1

I968 East 66th Street
Cleveland, Ohio

.laaress

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Cali`Boók
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The AmerTran DeLuxe
Made in two types
for 1st and 2nd stages

$10.00 each

AMERTRAN RADIO PRODUCtS
STANDING out prominently among recent developments toward
better reproduction, the AmerTran DeLuxe sets an entirely new
standard of audio amplification.
Here is an audio transformer which reproduces the deep boom of
the bass drum, the roll of the pipe organ and the lowest tones of the
bass viol with startling realism, at no sacrifice of the highest sounds
within the audible range. Used in connection with the new cone
speakers and new tubes these transformers amplify uniformly over the
entire audible range. The approach to absolute perfection is so close
that the human ear is unable to note further improvement.

z

The AmerTran DeLuxe is made in two types -first and second
stages and should be used by the pair!
The AmerTran Power Transformer and the AmerChoke are
the result of over twenty -five years' experience in transformer
building. They are among the finest units available for the
construction of a power supply of the better type. The Power
Transformer has filament supply windings for the rectifying
tubes and furnishes sufficient plate current, after rectification,
for the operation of the set.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
178 Emmet Street, Newark, N. J.

The AmerChoke
Type 854
This is a scientifi-

designed impedance or choke

coil of general utility, designed primarily for use in filter
circuits. As an output impedance for
by- passing direct current -from the loudspeaker it is both
escient and economical.

$6.00 each

AmerTran Audio

"Transformer builders for over twenty-five years"

cally,

,

AmerTran Types
AF -7 and AF -6
Transformers
AF -7 and

t

y pe

AF6 hair

been considered

AmerTran products
are sold only at
Authorized Amer Tran Dealers.
Other AmerTran

Write today for in-

teresting

booklet,

products:

ing Audio Amplifier," and other
data on the subject

AmerTran Resistor
Type 400
$7.50
AmerTran Heater
Transformer Type
H -28 (for A. C.

of better radio.

tubes) ______$10.00

The AmerTran Power Transformer
Type PF -52, 65 VA
Cycles
Type PF -52 is intended for use in the
best power supply developments. It will
convert the standard 110 -volt. 60 -cycle
alternating house lighting current to a
higher voltage for the plate and low voltages for filament supply.
$18.00 each

-60

Tell 'Em

free

"Improv-

YoitSail Tt

fT c
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among the leaders in
audio amplification.
These popular and
efficient models may
now be purchased at
a considerable saving
in cost.
Types AF -7 (ratio
-6 (ra3 %:1)

-AF

tio 5:1) 55.00 ea.
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DEALERS'
Professional

CENTRAL RADIO

SET BUILDERS

Cent alati

Moau pluG
°R

VAJU
N
O
Battery
Eliminator

The New Tone and Volume Control

-hone improvement is this year's only real radio
advance. Just one change will modernize your
present set. Replace your loud speaker plug with
the Centralab Modu -Plu, and your set will equal
the tone performance of the latest high -priced
receivers. Gives any degree of tone volume. No
other control but the small knob on the plug.
Interfering noises are reduced.

Morison's is exclusive wholesale distributor
for parts for The New Varion B and C Eliminator and the marvelous Varion A. C. Operated Set. They are among the most talked -of
radio developments this fall.

No. 1.

-

$2.50.
No. 2. Cord Type
Modu -Plug for sets

not equipped with
jacks; has 24 in.
phone cord, $2.50.

NEW "gt;YRADIOHM

Eleven of the country's best -known manufacturers endorse The Varion Eliminator. Their
combined engineering and research facilities
have gone into its development. You have
their assurance and guarantee that the Varion
is as fine an eliminator as engineering skill
and money can produce. Nothing has been
sacrificed, no expense has been spared to make
The Varion the standard by which others will
be judged.

For Simple Control of "B"
Battery Eliminator

Get full efficiency from your -13" Battery Eliminator by installing a Centralab Heavy -Duty Radiohm. By using this device a single turn of the
knob gives full resistance variation to control the
output voltages. Tested and approved by Raytheon Laboratories.
Resistance remains permanent as adjusted (no
carbon particles or discs) and remains same for
any knob setting regardless of how often adjusted.
Bushing and shaft insulated to withstand 1500
volts.
Resistances 2,000, 10.000 or 50,000 ohms
$2.00

An Opportunity for the Dealer and

Centralab Standard Radiohms

Can be varied smoothly throughout their entire
range from zero to maximum
resistance. Gives full resistance
variation with single turn of
the knob. Non- inductive, per-

Set Builder
The Varion Eliminator and A. C. Operated
Set give the dealer and set builder a splendid
opportunity to "cash in" this season. Strong
advertising and publicity plans already under
way-and more coming right along. It's a
coast to coast campaign. You'll see The
Varion Units featured in prominent magazines
and newspapers everywhere.

manently noiseless in adjustment; no sliding contacts carrying current; maintain exact
resistance values as adjusted.
Resistances 2,000, 25,000, 50,-

000, 100,000, 200,000 or 500,000 ohms
$2.00

Centralab Rheostats

Centralab Rheostats always operate smoothly and
noiselessly, for the resistance element is firmly
clamped between insulated metal discs so that it
cannot move or warp. This maintains uniform spacing between windings, giving even regulation and
eliminating dead spots. The
large area of metal aids in
cooling. and they carry unusually heavy current for their size.
Centralab Ribbon Type Rheostat is wound with flat ribbon
instead of wire. Will handle
five to ten tubes with smooth,
noiseless control.
Wire wound: 6, 10, 20 or 30
ohms
$ I.00
Ribbon wound: 2 or 3 ohms,
price
$1.25
Purchase any Centralab product at your dealer's, or we will
mail direct on receipt of price.

Send today for complete information? Just clip
the coupon below

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

òRffÏsòÑ
Inc.

15.EAST. 40111 STREET-

NFiv yORlt

CITY

MORISON ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., INC
15 East 40th St., New York City

Central Radio Laboratories

Please send me complete details and prices on the new Varion B
and C Eliminator and the A. C. Operated Set. I understand
that
this obligates me in no way whatever.

26 Keefe Ave.

Set Builder

Name
Address

CRCß -S

Milwaukee, Wis.

Makers of a full line of variable resistances
for 69 manufacturers of leading
standard sets

I am a

Dealer

Standard

Type Modu Plug
for sets with one
or more jacks,

Endorsed by 11 Leading Radio
Manufacturers

Co.

PRODUCTS
1926.27
IN the past season more than 2000 rewspapers
recommended Centralab Products. Most radio
magazines mentioned them frequently in circuit
articles. Every product has distinctive features
and obvious high quality.

who earn their livelihood by building
and installing radio receivers
Write to Morison's for Full Particulars
on The New

Clecri/ca/ SuAply

LABORATORIES

I
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How to Build the Varion
"B" and "C" illiminator
An Efficient Battery Eliminator of Extreme Flexibility Adaptable to
Both "B" and "C" Voltage Requirements
y

1

IROM the very day that multi -tube sets became popular

with the radio public, battery elimination gained in popularity by leaps and bounds. Economy was, of course, the
main factor in determining this trend of public opinion. A
t using five or six tubes and in operation three or four hours
day will just about use the equivalent cost of a good battery
iminator in dry cell B Batteries in the course of a year.
The recently introduced power tubes requiring high plate volt ;es have further emiasized the desirability
efficient battery elim-

the latest type power tubes, have been kept constantly in mind.
The result is a design which supplies constant B voltages from 22
to 250, covering the range required by the softest type detector
tube to the high voltage 171 or 210 power output tubes. In both
models there are two C voltages available, with variations front
0

to 45 volts.
B and C

Current Fluctuations Compensated
As C bias voltages are
dependent entirely upon
the applied plate voltages, the designers of
the Varion chose a logical method of securing
C voltages by drawing
it from the same source
from which the plate
potential is taken. Minor
variations in the plate
supply are then taken

ation.

Incidentally,
modern receiving
-t, using from five to
n tubes, requires an
o f extreme
,i iminator
itxibility, when one
,onsiders the number of
',ecial pur1

î

e

k

N

,

pse tubes

care of automatically.

aw on the

I

This feature which is incorporated in both models of the Varion shown
,'articular
here will be well apprere q uireciated by those to whom
rents in the
changes in tone and volof
ume are objectionable.
late and
Prout view of c ompleted Varion.
Photo
Upon the efficiency of
¡rid bias
the
efficiency
of the completed
toused
depends
radio
owners
device
of
rectifying
majority
the
the
is
to
say
that
It
safe
%iltages.
going
into
the technical
Without
one
large
extent.
rather
than
to
a
of
eliminator
tubes
combinations
special
cy are using these
Raytheon
the
newly
developed
that
believe
the
subject,
we
side
of
purposes.
for
all
rticular tube
performIts
highly
satisfactory
in
the
logical
to
use.
most
adaptable
tube
is
the
be
eliminator
modern
Not only must the
life,
long
pracrugged
and
its
construction,
that
rectifier,
Consider
a
as
well.
ance
as
voltages
in
C
latter of B voltages, but
for
make
it
almost
ideal
characteristics
require
as
foolproof
operating
tically
amplifiers,
first
stage
audio
'e 201A tubes, used as
I; tle as 4/ volts C bias, while the 171 power output tube calls for
work of this kind.
high as 40 volts C bias.
Summary of Specifications of the Varion Eliminators
In designing the two models of the Varion Eliminators, deThe circuit diagrams for two types of Varions are shown.
ribed here, the requirements of the multi -tube set as well as of
rarket, each
ith its own

i
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Photo B. Top view of Varion with lid open.
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POTENT/OMETE'
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Schematic wiring diagran. of Type A Varian
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Citizens Radio Call B
Solder, wire, etc.
Used With Above in Type A Varion Only:
Centralab 2000 Ohm Type HD Potentiometers.
Used With Above in Type B Varion Only:
1- Centralab 1000 Ohm Type HD Potentiometer.
1 -Nard Leonard Varion FR Resistance.

K'L TYPE BC
.PES/STANCE

YAQ/ON AMERCNAvE

0Z

2-

,

MAX.

0k

/BO.
/35 Y
p
90 Y

67 Y-

4s
22

Y-

J

2 MFD. CON,.
FR

ßt700 OHM HEAVY

DUTY

POTENT/OMETE2

1250 LY/M FIXED
2E5/STANCE

..

YAP/ABLE C VOL TAGE

S VOLT F/LLOMENTSUPPLY'
TOP PÓIYEe TU9E5

CENTER TAP

Figure

2.

Schematic wiring diagram of Type B Varion

Figure I gives the circuit diagram of the Type A Varion. In this
model there are no changes in the receiver to be made and the B
and C voltages are drawn from the eliminator exactly
as though batteries were being used. The 5 volt, center tapped, filament winding is not used.
The circuit diagram of the Type B Varion shown
in Figure II shows slight variations from the other
model. While the B voltages are the same, only one
variable C voltage is available and the 5 volt center
tapped filament winding is used to provide filament
current for a power tube of the 112 or 171 type. The
resistance FR is in series with the negative B return
and the voltage drop across this resistance is utilized
as the grid bias voltage. The value of this resistance
is 2250 ohms and due to a fortunate coincidence,
no
change in this value is necessary to produce the correct C bias for either a 112 or 171 type tube.

Characteristics of the Varions
The operating characteristics of both Varions is identical wit
the exceptions noted above.
Type of Circuit: Raytheon Full Nave Rectification.
Load Capacity: 60 Milliamperes Drain at 180 Volts.
Plate Voltage Output: Maximum of 250 Volts with 4 availabl
combinations of the following Voltages: 22- 45- 67 -90- 135 -180.
C Bias Voltage Output: Model A: 2 Variable C Bias Outputs,
each Variable from 0 to 45 Volts. Model B: 1 Fixed C Bias for
112 or 171 power tube and 1 variable C Bias from 0 to 45 volts.
The parts used in the Varion Eliminators have been chosen
solely upon their merit as parts of these eliminators. Certain of
them, such as the Amertran, Ward Leonard, and Sangamo parts
are of special manufacture for use here.
As the filter circuit, with the exception of the rectifying device,
is the most important part of an eliminator, it deserves some
special mention. The tapped Varion Amerchoke has an effective
inductance of 100 Henrys which is far in excess of the average
inductance employed or available. This choke, in combination with the Sangamo condent
sers form a very effective filter
circuit which guarantee an absolutely humless output under all
conditions.
The special Ward Leonar

Varion Resistances used acros
the output are wire wound an
vitreous enamelled. These resist
ances are rated at 25 watts dis
sipation and possess a zero
temperature coefficient. Thes
characteristics assure quiet, ever
output under all loads.
The Centralab Heavy Duty
Potentiometers are used to ob .
tain the C bias voltage for the
amplifier tubes as has been explained previously. Their placement in the circuit and the man
ner in which the bias voltages
are obtained may be of interest.
Glancing at Figure' 1, it will he
seen that the resistances VR1
and VR2 are in series with the negative B lead. Obviously, then, all cur- 1,
rent flowing through either the plate
circuits of the various tubes or through resistance SR must pass through these resistances. There will be, therefore, a voltage drop
across these resistances and by placing the
center arm of the potentiometers at various
points, voltages from zero to the maximu
.

.

Operating Power Tubes
It is suggested that where the set with which the
Varion is to be operated is al-

ready equipped for power tube
operation, that the Type A Eliminator Circuit be followed. If
the set is not wired for power
tube operation or if dry cell tubes
are used, the Type B Varion
should be constructed. Figure
III shows the few changes necessary to change your set so that
the filament of the power tube is
operated from alternating current.

Parts Used in the Varions

1-Amertran Varion Transformer.
1- Amerchoke, Varion Type.
1-Raytheon Tube, BH Type.
-Eby UX Socket.

Figure

4.

Details of iron box

1

1- Sangamo Varion
Condensers.
1-Sangamo Varion

Condenser Unit Containing

Condenser Unit containing:
Type B Condenser.
1
Type A Condenser.
1-4
Type A Condenser.
4-1
Type A Condensers.
1-- ,Sangamo 2 Mfd. Type A condenser.
8 -Eby Ensign Posts.
1 -Ward Leonard Varion BC Resistance.
1- Varion Steel Case.
1

-4
-2

2 -1 Mfd.

Type

B

Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.

O
B

F
O O//,

A- A+

SiSTA.orE (F

B+

FILAMENT IY/ND/
OF T /Y5FOQME.p

Figure

3.

Method of using filament transformer for power tub^q
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000 OHM HEAVY OUTY

POTENTIOMETER

//0 V 4C
LINE

ZMFD COLAD
N/Cif/ VOL TALE)
2000 OHM HEAVY OUTV POTENTIOMETER
AMERTRAN
I

1

2

4 4 o

-,f.PM/NALS 3`ES
APE NOT USED

2

ROWER TRANSFORMER

CENTEP TAP

I.

AR /ON
MERCHOKE

TYPE BC /VAPD LERNAPO .0f5/5TAAC'C-

Figure

Pictorial wiring diagram of Type A Varion

5.

rop across each resistance may be obtained. In the case of the
arion, the circuit characteristics are such that a maximum drop
f 45 volts is obtained. The changes in grid current for various
jas voltages may be discounted as negligible in the case of any
mplifier tube now on the market and they will not affect the
utput of the amplifier or the voltages at any of the taps.

Assembly and Wiring
The first step in completing either of the Varions is to mount
he apparatus in the steel case. This may be made by your local
etal worker or purchased already made. If you buy it assembled,
he case will be supplied fully drilled and the mounting of parts is
uite simple. If the can is made locally, the data given in Figure
V will be sufficient to have it turned out properly.
When the instruments are mounted, turn to either the schematic
r pictorial diagram of the model you have selected, and carefully
ire the job with Belden No. 18 Rubber Covered Flexible Wire.
o not attempt to run the leads in a particularly orderly fashion.
straight line is always the shortest and best path in radio wirg. The high voltage A. C. Circuits should, of course, be kept
way from the D. C. output.

Testing and Operating the Varion
Connect the Varion to your receiver and insert the Raytheon

/000

Purr

Tube in its place. Then turn on the Alternating Current. A
sudden blue glow or haze will probably surround the Tube elements. This, however, should cause no worry as it will disappear
as soon as the tube warms up. In the case of the Model B Varion,
the power tube in your set will also 'light up. It is not necessary
to attempt to regulate the filament voltage on this tube as the
applied voltage will never exceed five.
The voltages from the Varion may be tested with fair accuracy
with any high resistance voltmeter such as those manufactured by
Weston or Jewell. A cheap voltmeter, it must be remembered,
draws an excessive amount of current and the reading from such
a voltmeter will be far below the actual voltage.
When a station has been tuned in, the C Bias Voltages can be
adjusted. It is only necessary to set the controls to a point where
the volume and tonal quality are satisfactory.
In conclusion, a word or two of caution in the construction and
operation of the Varion Eliminator. Never make ally adjustments or repairs in the eliminator itself while the house current
is on. Never leave the cover of the eliminator off while it is operating, for someone is apt to come along and investigate -with
results painful but not usually severe.
As the case of the Varion is of metal and grounded, the eliminator may be placed fairly close to the set without the difficulties
of interference usually encountered when this is clone.
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Review of Circuits
Announcing Our New Question and Answer Department
of questions yearly from our readers on every phase of Radio maintenance, construction and
esign. In order to handle this on an economical basis we are going to make a slight charge for this service.
fur engineers will answer your questions under the following conditions:

le receive thousands

,

Make your questions brief and to the point.
No more than four questions allowed to one person.
Write on one side of the paper in ink or on the typewriter.
Schematic wiring diagrams must be submitted on separate
sheets.

cannot answer questions free of charge. Send 25c in
stamps or coin.
6. If your question requires considerable laboratory work or an
unusual amount of time for research an extra charge will
be made, but you will be informed of that charge.
7. Do not send us checks.
5. We

Avail yourself of this service. It is conducted to help You.

The Premier Five Tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Receiver
(See Page

14.4

for diagram)

TH ERE is no doubt as to the efficiency of a tuned radio
The continued popularity of this type
f requency receiver.
radio public serves well to show this
the
of circuit among
fact. It is the aim of every prospective set builder to
construct a receiver having good volume with excellent reproduction and is selective with a minimum number of controls.

;'``lA"IÑí1tAMINN

lliiçtxlialal1

i t

I

ï

!

ARENIß ßCCCNC!1

The Premier Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver described herewith is a five tube set embodying all these good features and is
extremely easy to assemble and hook -up. The majority of apparatus, as may be seen from the list of parts, is manufactured
by the Premier Electric Company. The manufacture of parts is
controlled from the raw material stage to the finished piece of
apparatus, thereby assuring a product which is uniform in quality at all times. A very compact radio frequency transformer of
the diamond weave type is used. It is only 35/s- inches in diameter, has a very small field and a very low distributed capacity.
The sockets consist of a moulded bakelite frame of extremely
small cross section and a highly nickeled metal collar for supporting the tube and holding the pin. The contact springs and
lugs are of phosphor bronze, also nickeled and so arranged that
capacity between them is negligible.
Excellent volume with reproduction of both upper and bass
notes is due to the audio transformers. They are extremely cornpact pieces of apparatus and while only a fraction of the size of
the best audio transformers, they equal them in efficiency.
Three major tuning controls are used in this receiver. They
are each a .00025 mfd. variable condenser of straight frequency
tuning characteristic. The rotor plates are concentric in shape
and therefore balanced.
The circuit used is a standard tuned radio frequency hook -up
with two stages of transformer coupled audio amplification and
a novel method for controlling oscillations. This is accomplished
by the insertion of a cam switch in the plate circuit of the first
radio frequency transformer and varies the grid return of the
second tube. This allows an instant control of oscillation as well
as permitting broad or sharp tuning.
A long or short antenna or a loop may be used with this
receiver. If a loop is used, the connection between the two loop
binding posts on the receiver is removed. However, the connection must be in place when an antenna is used.
The 'first three tubes are regulated by two 6 -ohm rheostats
connected in series. This allows a very critical adjustment on
both sides the radio frequency tubes and the detector, for the
ampere resistor controls the
proper selectivity and volume. A
two audio amplifiers. The proper "C" battery grid bias on the
amplifier tubes is in proportion to the "B" voltage. 4/ volts
"C ','batterÿ is sufficient for ninety volts and 7/ for 135. Using

/

.

View of receiver mounted on

cith accessories
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"C" battery is good practice, since it effects a considerab
saving in "B" battery current as well as improving reproduction
This receiver should give excellent reception at all times
which under favorable conditions will be from coast to coast
Its selectivity is sharp enough to prove of value in those metro;
politan districts like New York and Chicago, where the air con.,j;
gestion is quite severe.
List of Parts or their equivalent
q
will give satisfactory results
1- 7x24x3/16-inch Formica Panel
1-8x23x% -inch Wood Baseboard
3- Premier T.R.F. Transformers
3- Premier Crofoot .00035 nifd. Variable Condensers
3- Premier Vernier Dials
5- Premier No. 1 Sockets
1- Premier Fil. Sw. S -5
1- Premier No. 133 Jack
1- Premier No. 7 Cani Switch
2-Premier No. 104 Hegehog Audio Transformers
2- Premier No. 206 6 -ohm Rheostats
1- Premier % Amp. Resistor
1- Premier .00025 Grid Condenser
1 -Lynch 2 Megohm Grid Leaks
2- Premier No. 4 .0005 mfd. Fixed Condensers
12 -XL Push Binding Posts
1- Sangamo 1 niid. By -Pass Condenser
Package Nester Solder
3
Dozen Kellogg Tinned Soldering Lugs
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp
-Acme Five \Vire Cable Cord
A complete kit containing all necessary equipment
for con
strutting an aerial may be purchased at most all first class radi
They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing
Cone
pally, Newark, N. J.
The accessories shown are:
Kodel Microphone Loud Speaker, manufactured
by K
Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Trickle Charger shown is by the same company.
One standard 6 -volt Radio Battery is shown which is made
\Villard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
The Radio Table is one of the many models made
by t
\Vatsontown Table and Furniture Co., Watsontown, Pa.
Cabinet by D. H. Fritts Co., Hearst Square,
This Receiver was designed for either loop Chicago.
aerial or outdoor
antenna. The aero loop illustrated can be used in two
ways;.
either as a straight loop using only the outside windings, or
the
antenna and ground can be connected to the small winding inside
the loop ami the outside terminals to the loop terminals
of the
receiver.
If volume is such that no outdoor aerial is needed, it is not
necessary to use the antenna section of the loop, and if greater
sensitivity is required, both antenna and loop can be used at the
same time. Made by Utt- Williams Electrical Products Co.,
Santa Ana, Cal.
The "B" Battery Eliminator shown will supply all necessary
voltage to detector and amplifier circuits. Manufactured by De.
\Vitt La France Co.. Cambridge, Mass.
(If further information is desired regarding any accessories listed
it will be supplied by the manufacturers if you will
address then
a

.

ne nem
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The Speaker of Eloquence with greater tone
range, detail, naturalness and volume. Equipped
with powerful, patented amplifying unit, easily
adjustable. Silk wine-colored cone with beautiful
mahogany semi -gloss finished frame. Protected
back. Also furnished in wall and floor standard
models. Comparison is invited.
Write for the Sonochorde Story

HASTINGS ELECTRIC SALES CO.
42 Binford Street, So. Boston
Baudette Mfg. Co., Chelsea. M.t :Manufacturers
.

direct.)

Sh
the
Protected Back

An entirely
new
conception
is the
Floor

Standard
Model

The Thordarson Power Amplifier and
"B' Elminator
Also furnished for
wall hanging

(See Page 14o fur diagram)
is the increase of the strength of radio
reception, without distortion, through the use of larger
capacity tubes, capable of handling many times the volume
of the tubes ordinarily employed.
'But," you may say, "my set has plenty of volume as it is,-more,
in fact, than I can listen to in comfort; and the quality is excellent."
Power amplification has a much more important function than

OVER amplification
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HAMMARLUND QUALITY PRODUCTS
Simplify Your Radio Problems
"Quality" is the most potent word in radio parlance. Quality parts
will often improve a poor circuit, but poor parts will inevitably prevent a good circuit from doing its best.
Sixteen years' experience is back of Hammarlund Quality Products.
Radio experts concede them to be unsurpassed in design, workmanship and efficiency. Their world -wide reputation is your safeguard.

Hammarlund's New Creation
71JC'MIDLIN E "Condenser\
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models in tandem. $7 to $12.

"Hammarlund, Jr. ""
(Midget)
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Hammarlund "Midline" Condensers
are made in six standard capacities
for the broadcast and short -wave
bands. .0001 to .0005 mfd. Price,
$4.25 to $5.00. Also dual and triple

J-

I

11111111
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yJ

'°

The new Hammarlund " \I D1,1 L:'.
Condenser makes its bow with the claim of
superiority over any other type ever produced.
Experience (yours and ours) is responsible for its many excellent features.
All of the tried and true Hammarlund
principles are included soldered, non -corrosive, brass plates with tie -bars rib -reinforced aluminum alloy frame; minimum dielectric; one -hole mounting with anchoringscrew ; bronze clockspring pigtail friction
brake. In addition, there have been added
ball and cone bearings, and a full -floating
rotor shaft. This shaft supports no weight
it may be entirely removed and a longer
sha ft inserted for coupling to other condensers in tandem, or for mounting a variable primary coil.
The "Midline" is much more compact
and even stronger than previous Hammarlund Moders: It is built for a long life and
a happy one.
:

;

11111110111,;

;

a

'Straight -line -Capac ty' crowded the
low waves "Straight -line- Frequency"
crowded the high waves ; "Straight ;

line- \Nave- Length "merely compromised
between the two. But the Hammarlund "Midline" retains the important
advantages of these earlier types, without any of their disadvantages.

A high ratio, shielded midget condenser with all the distinctive earmarks of Hammarlund design and

The New "Verni- nine ""
Dial

workmanship. Many uses are shown
in circulars packed with each condenser. Made in four sizes : 16, 32, 50
and 75 mmfd. Price, $1.80 to $2.00.

An unusually attractive and efficient dial. Four inches in diameter ; 10 to 1 ratio. Turns full
180 degrees in either direction
Molded bakelite with black
satin finish. Adjustable, brass
friction mechanism. No gears.
No backlash. An exclusive and
important feature is the bakelite
sleeve over the main rotor
shaft, which completely shields
the shaft from cletuning effects
by contact with the hand. Price $2.50.

Space -wound Coils
Hammarlund Coils give extreme sensitivity and sharp tuning, owing to
their space- winding on a mere film of
dielectric material. Distributed capacity and resistance are at a minimum.
Short- circuits are impossible. Made
in styles and sizes for all standard
circuits, including short wave. Prices
on application.

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
424 -438 West 33rd Street, Ne\\ York City
UitYL

Sold by,

the Better
Dealers

O:Wt. Radl o-

ammarlund
PRECIS/ON

PRODUCTS

j

1115
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25c
per
package

Insure Your Tubes
with

CROWS
CABLE MARKERS
These handy markers applied to your battery cables indicate plainly the various connections and avert the burning out of tubes.
Each package contains nine standard markings.

MADE OF METAL
BOLD, BLACK MARKINGS
Easily and quickly attached with
nary pliers.

a

pair of ordi-

AT YOUR DEALER'S
If your
write us.

dealer does not carry Crowe markers

merely to increase volume. It gives the set power to reproduce
the
heavier tones and overtones which cannot find release, even at
moderate volume, through the customary method of amplification. Power
amplification gives radio reproduction the fullness of a third dimen
sion, reproducing every sound from the highest treble to
the deepest
bass of the broadcast program with almost unbelievable realism.
If driving a car were narrowed down to moving smoothly along a
level paved road at a speed of not more than thirty miles
an hour we
could get along with much less power than the average car
possesses.
But there are times when we need a good pick -up, there
are occasional steep hills and mud holes or sand pits that require
many times
the power used in the normal run. We do not make
a practice of
traveling through traffic at 60 miles an hour, but there are
times when
we need that power.
If radio reception were put to no greater task than reproducing
the
music of the violin, power amplification would be
unnecessary. There
are times, however, when broadcast reproduction demands
many times
the power consumed in duplicating the music of the
original violin.
It is not difficult to appreciate the fact that the beat
of a drum or
the deep vibrations of the pedal diapason of the
organ require a much
greater expenditure of mechanical energy than does
the bowing of
a violin or the playing of a flute. Likewise it is
easy to understand
that the consumption of electrical energy must be proportionate
to the
mechanical energy expanded. A radio tube with
the capacity just
sufficient to amplify comfortably the music of
a violin cannot be
expected to do justice to the tones of the heavier
bass instruments.
The development of the UX -210 power amplifying
tube has meant
much in the advancement .of quality reproduction. The
standard amplifying tubes in common use today -the UX -201 -A
and CX- 301 -Ahave a maximum undistorted power output of .015
watts when operated at the normal of 90 volts on the plate. The
undistorted power
output of the power tubes mentioned above is much greater,-measuring 1.54 watts, or more than 100 times the
output of the ordinary
amplifying tube. This is sufficient to amplify the
music of any broadcast program without tube distortion or sacrifice
of bass notes.
A tube producing so much power necessitates the
use of more power
to operate it. These power tubes require the
special voltages of 7/
on the filament and 425 on the plate for maximum
results. Batteries,
to supply the current of proper values, would
be so costly, inconvenient, and bulky as to make their use prohibitive.
The Thordarson
power supply transformer R -198 furnishes the proper
values of current for both plate and filament of this power
tube.
The current for the plate is rectified from A.C.
to D.C. throug
the radiotron UX -216 -B tube designed for
this purpose, after whic
it is "ironed out" through the usual
filter circuit of condensers an
chokes.
One very convenient feature of the Thordarson power
amplifier is
the use of the voltage regulator tube, UX -874 which
eliminates all
controls, making manual voltage regulation unnecessary.
This makes''
it possible to put the amplifier in the battery compartment,
out of the

way.
In addition to serving as the supply for the power tube, the
complete assembly shown in sketch (G) also provides the proper
values
of B- voltage to take care of the needs of the entire receiver, furnishing 45 volts for the plate of the detector tube and 90
volts for the
stages of ordinary amplification. This B- elimination feature
operates,
as does the amplifier itself, with no internal hum or other
noises. It
would be well for the man contemplating the construction
or purchase of a B- eliminator alone to bear in mind the great
advantage
of the combination of power amplification with B- elimination
which
this circuit affords him at but a slight increase in cost.

1- Thordarson

Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co.
1749 Grace Street
Chicago

Dealers -Write for counter folders and window display
card, with list of wholesale distributors who can supply
you with Crowe markers.

Tell 'E ;n You Saw

Power Supply Transformer

2- Thordarson Chokes, 30 henries (R-196) (R-198)
3 -2 mfd. high voltage condensers. (Not
less than 400

volts normal
load and 1500 volts D.C. flash test)
2 -1 mfd. condensers (standard by -pass type)
1-4 mfd. condenser (standard by -pass type). (Use -either Potter
Tobe, or Duhilier)
1-8000 -ohm resistor (capacity to carry 40 milliamperes. Ward Leon
-ird)
2 -Tobe 10,000 -ohm resistors (grid leak type)
11,000 ohm resistor (capacity to carry 25 M. A. current).
.
« Vf ß=RT
'
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Send for this guide to Radio
prices and Radio quality. All of

2000

our vast resources and radio experience have
been utilized to assemble for you in one gigantic institution, the best and newest things in radio.
The Randolph catalog is indeed the radio market place of
masterpiece of merchandising that befits our
the world
house-the largest exclusive radio mail order house in the world.

-ITEMS -

-a

Everything
in RADIO

What-from
Our Catalog Contains

Over 2,000 items

the most beautiful, fully equipped console model radio

set, down to the smallest part or tool for the set builder-kits, parts, and supplies of every
conceivable type and style. All beautifully illustrated and interestingly described. And to
give this book added value, we have included radio data that makes it an invaluable text
book for every lover of today's most fascinating and most wonderful achievement-RADIO.

In this

Radio Sets
great radio market place you will

find table model sets and console types with
built -in loud speakers; the newest ampliphonic
console sets; new Spanish period consoles; five,
Six, seven, and eight tube sets. with three dial,
) two dial, and the newest and most popular sinel gle simplified control. All sets are assembled in
ss!4
beautiful, genuine mahogany and walnut cabinets in a choice of latest types and designs,

5 Tube sets as low as $24.90
Latest 1927 Models

9Ph/)PeSaveYouMaytey

Radio Parts and
Supplies

Because we handle radio exclusively
and sell a tremendous volume of
everything in Radio, we can concentrate our buying power for the benefit of our customers.
Volume purchases regulate prices.

The Randolph catalog also contains a most
complete line of "B" Battery Eliminators. inchiding the famous Raytheon Eliminators; the
latest type of Loud Speakers, Cone Speakers, a
complete line of quality "A" power units- in
fact, you will find listed in this wonder book
every part that goes into the construction of a
radio set, or any accessories you desire, at prices
that mean a substantial saving to you.

We command rock bottom prices from
manufacturers, and in many cases we contract for entire factory output of exclusive products. You will benefit by our
great volume of purchases and sales, by
securing anything you may want in radio
at a substantial saving.

- Free Radio Service

All Randolph sets are sold at amazingly low
prices. No matter what kind of set you want
no matter how little you want to pay-you can
select YOUR SET AT YOUR PRICE from the
Randolph catalog.

Radio Kits

4,1
n

Includes the following well known circuits, designed and approved by the world's foremost
radio engineers: Madison Moore Super ; Victoreen Super; Silver Marshal Six; Sargent's Infradyne; Remler Super; Short Wave Kits; 9in -Line Super; New Acme Reflex; Cockaday;
Neutrodyne; Browning-Drake; all classes of
radio frequency, Super Heterodyne and every
other approved popular circuit.

Everyone has need for radio service. The

average man has no time to keep up with the
rapid developments of radio. We employ Radio
Engineers who have made radio their life work.
Their expert advice and helpful suggestions
solve every radio problem of our customers.

This Coupon Brings the
Great RADIO Book FREE

Our Guarantee
Every article in our catalog is based on

180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 81
Chicago, Illinois
Send me- free -your 84 -page, 1927 Radio
Book.

tests. We
careful laboratory analyses anditem
In our
guarantee to back up every
catalog with our own as well as manufacturer's assurance of quality.

THIS BOOK
YOU MUST HAVE
you more about the Randolph Catalog. Simply

Space limitations here prevent our telling
fill out and mail the coupon -or you may send a postal or letter -and this truly remarkable Radio
book will come to you ABSOLUTELY FREE. MAIL THE COUPON NOW.

Corporation
Radio
Randolph
Chicago, Ill.
Dept. 81
180 North Union Avenue

RANDOLPH RADIO CORPORATION

1

1
1
1

1

1

I

Name
Street and No.__-__

1

R. F. D.

--

1
1

_Box

City

L.._
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-U.
-U.

X. 216 -B or C. X. 316 -B rectifying tube.
X. 874 or C. X. 374 voltage regulator tube.
Standard tube sockets.
1- Thordarson R -200 Amplifying Transformer.
1- Thordarson Choke, 30 henries (R -196)
1

1

2C

Mica Condensers
in

interin

l,tie
.

sizes
IM PROVE

TONE
RANGE
AND

VOLUME

is accuracy, not luck, that makes one receiver sweeter and more powerful than
another that is almost its twin. Especially
condenser accuracy, for the closer you come
to absolute accuracy at these critical parts,
the more wonderful your receiver Nvill be.
The cost of accurate condensers is small
the effect is immense.
Now you can get Sangamo Mica Condensers in capacities in between the usual stock
sizes, so you can build with greater accuracy
than ever before. They are guaranteed to be
accurate and they always stay accurate,
being solidly molded in bakelite. Neither
heat, cold, moisture, pressure nor acid fumes
will affect their capacity, because Bakelite
seals the delicate parts against all outside
influences.
"l'

-

4O

I

50c

(See Page 150 for diagram)
IN ORDER to understand the method used in the Duodyne
Circuit to prevent oscillation, we must first make a brief
survey of the causes of oscillation in a tuned radio frequency amplifier.
Oscillation in a tuned radio frequency amplifier is caused by II
coupling between the plate or output circuit of the tube and the
grid or input circuit. One or more of the following forms
of
coupling are always inherent to some degree in tuned
radio
frequency amplifier circuits:
First -Inductive coupling between the windings of interstage
radio frequency transformers.
Second- Capacity and conductive coupling in the wiring o
the set.
Third---Capacity coupling between the two circuits
due to th
capacity between the grid and plate of the vacuum tube.
The first and second causes of oscillation are comparativel
easy to eliminate. The Camfield Duoformer has been
designed t
minimize its effective external magnetic field. Thus,
when thre
of these transformers are used in a set, magnetic
couplin
between them is negligible.
The second cause of oscillation may be eliminated by
the prope
arrangement of parts and wires in the set and the proper
use o
by -pass condensers. This has been done in the
set lay -out recom

60c
70e
85c
90e
95c
$1.00
1.15

1.20

i.

I

1

mfd. $1.25

Sangamo Electric Company
6332-I

1.

The Camfield Duodyne Circuit

Also Sangamo By -Pass Condensers
/10 mfd. 80c
1/2 mfd. 90e
1/4 mfd. 80e

as No.

The as4embly of the Thordarson Power Amplifier and B- supply
i,
simple. The only tools necessary are a soldering iron,
a pair of pliers
a screw -driver and a small drill. Following the above
instructions
and using quality apparatus, you will be able to build
this amplifier i
an evening's time -and at last you will realize full reproduction.

Capacities in inicrofarads and prices
0.00004
0.001
0.00005
0.0012
0.00006
0.0015
0.00007
0.00175
0.00008
0.002
0.0001
0.0025
0.00012
0.00015
0,003
0.000175
0.0035
0.0002
0.00025
0.0003
0.005
0.00035
0.006
0.0004
0.007
0.0005
0.0075
0.0006
0.008
0.0007
0.0
0.0008
0.012
With Resistor clips, IOc extra

1 -2 Mfd. high voltage condenser (saine
specifications as above).
1--U. X. 210 or C. X. 310 power amplifying tube.
1- Standard tube socket.
Caution. -Before laying out your apparatus or beginning your
wir.
ing remember that you are dealing with alternating current
voltages
up to 500,- strong enough to give a very uncomfortable shock to
the
unwary. Use rubber covered wire or bus bar wire covered with rubber tubing when connecting up the amplifier.
Where space permits we recommend following the layout of
the
accompanying sketch. If space for this arrangement is not available,
much room may be saved by mounting the condensers
under the
chokes. The three high voltage condensers of the power supply
may
be placed side by side with their cases touching. If all four
high voltage condensers are grouped together, or if the apparatus is mounted
on a metal base plate, insulate the case of the condenser
of the power
amplifier from the cases of the other high voltage condensers.
The
purpose of this is to prevent the 60 -cycle hum of the light circuit
from
being inducted into the power amplifier itself.
To further prevent any inductive pick -up in the power amplification stage, it is advisable to twist the 7% volt filament leads
of the
U. X. 210 and the U. X. 216 -B tubes. These are the leads
extending
from either end of the transformer (R -198).
The 8,000 -ohm resistor between the (power) B tap and the 90
v. 13
tap should always have a capacity of not less than 15 watts
continuous duty rating. The Ward Leonard Company make
such a resistor
which mounts conveniently into a standard electric lamp
socket.
The 10,00-ohm resistor, designated as No. 1, is of the proper
value
for supplying one tube (detector) with 45 volts on the plate. If
valu
for supplying one tube (detector) with 45 volts on the plate.
If 4
volts B- supply is desired for more than one tube, it is necessary
t
decrease the resistance with the increase in the number of
tubes use,
Some sets, particularly superheterodynes, use 45 volts as the B- suppl,
for five and six tubes. In this case, a 2,000 resistor should be
use

Springfield, Illinois

RADIO DIVISION, 50 Church Street, New York
SALES OFFICES-PRINCIPAL CITIES
For Canada-Sangamo Electric Co. of Canada. Ltd. Toronto.
For Europe-British Sangamo Co., Ponders End, Middlesex, Eng.
For Far East-Ashida Engineering Co.. Osaka. Japan.
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WORK RITE
1927Mo deI

WORKRITE
Model 36
List $210.

he Neiio WORKRFFES embody
every douz-tathe- minute improdement
that is practicable
INIMINENNIMIaINlpl

-

WORKRITE MODEL 16
tubes
2 controls, no verniers necessary.
Walnut Cabinet with panel and dials to match,
gold trimmed. List Price, $80.00.
6

11H00

All models use six tubes -two stages radio, detector, one
stage transformer coupled and two stages resistance coupled audio. Three way switch giving "Off, Soft, Loud,"
straight line broadcast condensers, battery cable and cabled
wiring, beautiful cabinets and panels, gold trimmings, wired
for new power tubes using batteries or power unit supply
from electric light socket. One or two dial control of new
design.

WorkRite Super Neutrodyne radio sets are made and sold
by a conservative, well financed company. You won't have
an orphan set if you buy a WorkRite.

VWRIINkR
i

Because of long radio manufacturing experience, WorkRite
radios are manufactured on a standardized economical
basis. That's why they can be sold at these remarkably
low prices.

WorkRite dealers are especially selected franchised dealers.
They know that WorkRite radios are going to be increasingly popular year after year.
Visit a WorkRite dealer now and ask for a demonstration
or write direct to us for descriptive literature.

The WorkRite Manufacturing Co.
WORKRITE MODEL 26
Same chassis as above mounted on a
small floor console with high grade loud
speaker enclosed. List Price, $145.00.

4,--,,`,;::::,°.,.,-----f

éNEUTROoYN

2
HpI110090
tj79.nd;ls , .0

ma\^` Qlnryltnlihnd.g

Atka

1827 E. 30th St.

Cleveland, Ohio

IT
NWITZ-11.1k
SUPER NEUTRODYNE RADIO SETS
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JheWew Triple Duty

HOMGER

Book

mended for the Camfield Duoformer, and for this reason it is
advocated that the builder of a set using these coils follow our
detailed instructions as closely as possible.
The third cause of oscillation, that is, the grid plate capacity of
the vacuum tube, cannot be eliminated without e*iireiy chatiging
the design of the tube itself, and it is doubtful whether or not a
tube designed with a sufficiently low grid to plate capacity would
be efficient in other respects.
In the past few years, several methods of compensating for the
energy fed back from the plate circuit to the grid circuit through
the tube capacity have been developed. The most noteworthy of
these is the use of some means to feed back additional energyfrom the plate circuit to the grid circuit in such a manner that
it is out of phase with the energy fed back through the tube, thus
preventing oscillation. Several different ways of doing this are
in use today, and some of them unquestionably have a great deal

Charges in onethird the time!

Gives new life to old tubes
a power unit for 8volt amplifying tubes/
It's more than just a battery charger -the new
Triple

-

Duty Gold Seal Homcharger. Charges
three times as fast as other battery chargers
fully charges the average battery OVERNIGHT. Hontcharger uses no bulbs-no
liquids
is fire -proof and shock- proof-approved by insuranee underwriters. Horn charger can be used for charging automobile
batteries.
An exclusive new Homcharger feature this
season is the new tube rejuvenation process.
Terminals are provided on the Homcharger
for bringing old radio tubes back to life
without removing then from the set.
The Triple Duty Gold Seal Ionicharger may
also be used as a power unit for supplying
light socket current for the operation of the
new 8 -volt A. C. power amplifying tubes.
When the Homcharger is used no additional
transformers are necessary to efficiently operate these power tubes.
Only Homcharger offers these exclusive feature. -still it costs no more than ordinary
battery chargers. Any radio
dealer can show you the new tXY
Triple Duty Gold Seal Homcharger.

-it

View showing receiver mounted in cabinet, with accessories

9.50

Complete

C

"Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting
tion." an interesting 24 -page booklet,
be mailed free on request, together
literature describing the Triple Duty
Seal

Homcharger.

Sta-

will

with

Gold

THE KODEL RADIO CORPORATION
510 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, O.
Owners and Operators of Broadcasting Station R"KRC

Battere Chargers
Power Units

KODEL Radio
Receivers
Loud speakers
POWER. SPECIALISTS SINCE 1912
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However, this system has several disadvantages, principal among them being that the means of feeding back compensating energy is often very critical in its adjustment, and that
circuits using it are not equally efficient over the full range of
wave lengths.
Another means of preventing oscillation in general use today
is to place a resistance or in some other manner to introduce
a
loss in the grid circuit of the tube. It is very easy to prevent
oscillations in this manner, but at the expense of decreasing the
sensitivity of the circuit and broadening its tuning.
Some set and part manufacturers prevent oscillation by usin
tuned radio frequency transformers of very.low efficiency, so that
the over -all gain in each stage of the radio freqúency amplifier is
so low that oscillation are not produced; This is generally accomplished by making the primary inductance so small- that the
proper degree of coupling between the primary and -secondary is
not obtained. Practically all transformers that do not necessitate the use of some forni of compensating feed -back or resistance in the grid circuit are made in this manner. They usually
have the characteristic of being fairly efficient on the low wave
lengths and inefficient on the upper range of the broadcasting
scale.
In support of this comparatively inefficient type
of transformer,
some manufacturers and technical writers have made the
radical
statement that the minute capacity between the grid and plate of
a tube does not cause a sufficient transfer of energy
to produce
oscillation. They claim that oscillations are caused entirely
by
of merit.

It
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Whatever set you build,
remember this
There are many makes of every part specified. Your set will receive, after a fashion,
with whatever parts you use within reason.
Experienced amateurs know that there is usually one outstanding make in each group of parts that
gives the best results. Often the best make costs no
more -sometimes less than the other kinds. This
holds true particularly of insulation parts- panels, dials,
sockets, coil forms, etc. The man who uses RADION gets
what he goes after -true insulation -that gives adequate protection to the circuit.

RADION

RADION is a material entirely different from the ordinary insulation, notwithstanding
insulating materials look more or less alike.
Electrical tests immediately establish its superi ority. RADION has
1

2

-The
-The

3 -The highest resistivity
lowest angle phase difference
4 -The lowest power factor loss
lowest dielectric constant
5 -The least moisture absorption

It is more beautifully finished and is easiest to work with home tools

RADION PANELS
3'16x7x10 in.
3'

16x7x12 in.

made in a full range of standard sizes to fit any regular
type set. In black or mahoganite, beautifully finished.

3'16x7x14 in.
3/16x7x18 in.

3'16x7x21 in.
3

3/16x7x26 in.
3/16x7x30 in.

16x7x24 in.

RADION DIALS

RADION SOCKETS
take new UX
tubes or with collar (as
shown) to fit old type
made to

Regular sizes 2. 2' .. 3 and
inch diameter, black and mahoganite to match Radion Panels fit-

4

of L.:V tubes as well.

ted with set screw and bushing.

Where to buy RADION
by reliable

RADION HORNS
dealers

are sold
Radion Panels and Parts
to accept substitutes
everywhere. It is not necessary
Radion Panels and
not
for if your dealer does andhave
we will see that your
Parts, write for catalog
needs are promptly supplied.

Small, compact. non-

metallic. Fit standard loud speaker
units. Ideal for portable sets.

American Hard Rubber Company
Howard and Mercer Streets
Send for
RADION

Catalog

of Panels

and Parts

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

ADION
Tie Supreme Insulation

PANELS
Dials, Sockets,BindingPostPanels,etc.
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The artistically balanced, hand rubbed, solid walnut frame
and lustrous silk winding of this beautiful loop harmonize
with the finest furniture. It is very compact, yet highly
efficient for its size. Equipped with jack which may be
mounted in top of cabinet, to eliminate all exposed connecting wires. Overall size only 12 x 26 inches.
Improves tone quality by tuning out interfering stations.
Designed for regular loop sets, but can be used with many
aerial sets with slight changes. Write for directions for
converting aerial sets into loop sets. Ask your dealer to
show you the beautiful Bodine DeLuxe Loop.

Bodine tat Folding Loop
Very popular because of its remarkable ability to pick up long distance
signals. Basket -weave method of
winding makes this loop unusually
sensitive. Folds very compactly
ideal for camping. Calibrated dial
permits logging. Special models meet
requirements of all loop sets. Ask your
dealer about the Bodine Basket Weave Folding Loop, the loop that is different.

-

Bodine

Eight

R. F. Transformer

The dream of set builders. Amplification is
much greater than is possible with toroidal or other
closed field coils. Readily improves tuned radio

frequency circuits. Makes them sensitive and selective. Improves tone quality. Small and compact.
Easily installed in the set. Write for data on
Bodine Twin -Eight Hookup which utilizes TwinEight Coils.

c%MQll

Price, $2.00 per coil
3

matched coils, $6.00

coupling between transformers and couplings in the wiring, and
that it can be overcome by the use of closed -field transformers.
This, however, is not the case. Feed-back due to tube capacity
does exist in all -well- designed radio frequency amplifiers and
must be compensated for if the circuit is to be prevented froth
oscillating. To substantiate this, we quote the following statement from "Principles of Radio Communications," by J. H.
Morecroft, chapter six, page 432:
"It would seem as though the capacity (electrostatic) of a
vacuum tube is so small as to be negligible, but such is far from
the truth. The internal capacity of a tube may have very great
effect on its operations, especially at high frequency."
In designing the Duodyne Circuit, the engineers of the Camfield
Radio Manufacturing 'Company fully recognize the existence of
feed-back through the tube capacity and the necessity of compensating for it in order to prevent oscillations when all stages of
radio frequency amplifiers are tuned to resonance. Not satisfied
with the means previously employed, which either resulted in
inefficient operation or in the necessity of making critical internal
adjustments, our engineers worked along an entirely new line.
Under the usual conditions existing in tuned radio frequency
amplifiers, the currents fed back from the plate circuit to the grid
circuit through the tube capacity are of such phase as to add to
the voltage already existing between the grid and filament of the
tube, and therefore cause oscillation. It obviously follows that
if the right phase relation is obtained between the current fed
back through the tube and the current existing in the grid circuit,
oscillation would not be caused.
It is well known that the phase relation between current and
voltage in any circuit or group of circuits depends upon the
relative constants of such circuits, namely, the inductance, the
resistance and the capacity. In the case of transformers, the
mutual inductance and the distributed capacity between the primary and the secondary must also be taken into consideration.
In designing the Duoformer, our engineers arranged the relative proportion of all of the constants, mentioned above, in such
a manner that the current fed back from the plate to the grid
circuit of the tube used in connection with these transformers
would be in the proper phase relation with the current in the
grid circuit to prevent oscillations.
This feature, combined with the physical design of the Duo former Coils, which practically eliminates all electro- magnetic
coupling between successive stages, and a circuit design embodying the proper use of by -pass condensers, makes it possible to
build a five -tubed tuned radio frequency set that is extremely
simple to construct, and that has a high and uniform efficiency
over the entire range of broadcast wave lengths.
LEST OF PARTS
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results.
1- 7x24x3/16 -inch Radion Panel
1- 8x23x% -inch Wood Baseboard

3- Radion

Dials

3= Camfield Duoformers
-Kurz Kasch 10 -ohm Rheostat
-Kurz Kasch 25 -ohm Rheostat
1 -Brach 4 -ohm Fixed Resistance
1
1

1- .Brach 2 -ohm Fixed Resistance
-Wirt .00035 mfd. Variable 'Condensers
Micamold .00025 Grid Condenser

11- Micamold

1- ,Micamold

2 -meg. Grid

Leak

.00025 Fixed Condenser
2---Nlicamold .002 Fixed Condensers
1

-Allen Bradley Filament Switch

1- Carter No. 3 Jack Switch
1- +Carter No. 103 Jack
1- Carter No. 102A Jack
2- National Audio Transformers
-Eby

Binding Posts
Package Kester Solder
50 Feet Belden Wire
1-Blackburn Ground Clamp
9
1
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Parts for the Madison -Moore Receiver
Described in This Issue of
Call Book

Variable Condensers
Panel
Sub -panel
Transformers
Transformers
Sockets
Brackets

2
1
1

5

2

8
2

Binding Posts

Rheostats
Rheostats
Rheostats
Resistance
Resistance
Resistance
Voltmeter

7
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

Dials
Knob

2
1
1

Jack
Multi -plug
Condenser
Condenser
Condenser
Grid Leak
Solder
Wire

1
1
1

1
1

1

50 ft.

List Price

No. 192 -E Cardwell ._
7x24x3, 16 Formica ..

$ 10.00

3.36
3.36
62.50
16.00
6.00

7x23x3/16 Formica
MM- Madison Moore ..
Thordarson No. R -200
No. 9040 Benjamin
No. 8629 Benjamin
Engraved Eby
No. 120 -K Yaxley
No. 140 -K Yaxley

No. 199 -K Yaxley
Fixed 40 ohm Yaxley
Fixed 10 ohm Yaxley
Fixed 15 ohm Yaxley
No. 506 0 -5 volt Weston
Type B National
1%2" Kurz -Kasch
Open circuit Yaxely
Connector plug Yaxley
Fixed .00025 with clips Sangamo
Fixed .005 Sangamo
Fixed 1 mfd. Sangamo
Loewe Tipon, Deutschman 2 meg
Can Kester
Hookup Belden Tinned No. 14

.70
1.05
1.35
1.35
1.35
.50
.50
.50
7.00
5.00
.20
.50

3.50

....

.50
.70
1.25
.50
.25
.50

$128.42

We Make a Specialty

of Short Wave Transmitting and Receiving Equipment
We are jobbers for all
of the leading quality
manufacturers in the

Parts for the Thordarson 400 Volt
B Eliminator and Power
Amplifier

industry.

(See "Radio Age" for September)
1. Daven

Mountings 4

2. Transformer
3. Chokes

Sockets
Condensers
Condensers
7. Condensers
8. Resistance
. Resistance
10. Resistance
4.
5.
6.

1

2
2

3
2
1

1
1

2

No.50 Daven

$0.35

No. R -193
No. R -196

5.00
.40
Tobe Power Pack No. 602 4.00
Tobe By -Pass No.201 1 mfd. .90
Tobe By -Pass No.2044mfd. 3.50
1,000 ohm Aerovox
8,000 ohm Ward -Leonard
10,000 ohm Aerovox

Frost

Our new catalog, which
may be had on application, is filled with cuts
and information on our
various lines.

$ 1.40

12.00
10.00
.80
12.00
1.80

3.50
1.00
4.00
2.00
$48.50

11. Choke Coil
12. Transformer
13. Condenser
14. Tube Socket

1

1

Panel Drilling and Engraving
We have a reputation for fine work.
Send template when entering order.
See our new catalog for prices.

For Power Amplifier
No. R -196 Thordarson
No. R -200 Thordarson.....

1

No. 302 Tobe 2 mfd.

1

Frost

We have a liberal discount schedule for those
who are entitled to dis-

counts and will give
_.-

$5.00
8.00
1.75
.40

15.15

$63.65

these discounts only on
proper proof that the
purchaser is entitled to
them. Dealers, write on
your letterhead.

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS CO., Inc.
415 South Dearborn Street
Phone Har. 2276

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Established 1921
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-Acme 5 -Wire Cable
Miscellaneous Lugs, Wire, Screws, etc.

A complete kit containing all necessary equipment for con.
structing an aerial may be purchased at almost all first -class radia

ZsCHELSEI
Çihiphoìzic

si

One of the REAL
of the .Season

.Sensations

stores.
They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing Company,
Newark, N. J.
The accessories shown are one 6 -volt Standard Radio Battery
made by Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
A Westinghouse Tungar Charger is shown which will keep the
"A" battery charged. This is made by Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
The new Pacent "B" Battery Eliminator and Power Amplifier will
supply all necessary voltages to both detector and amplifier circuits
and permits a wonderful range in the power circuit from a whisper
to a roar. It is compact, 8x8x10, and weighs only 32 pounds. Made
by Pacent Radio Corporation, 156 W. 16th Street, New York City.
The cabinet is by D. H. Fritts Co., Hearst Square, Chicago.
The speaker is the neat appearing Rola Re- Creator Cone Type,
made by Rola Radio Co., Oakland, Calif.
The table is by United Cabinet Mfg. Co., Chicago. There is ample
room in bottom of table to place all necessary accessories, and a
:

panel covers them completely when in place.

(If any further information is desired regarding accessories please
7,'rite manufacturers direct.)

A Single Control Tuned Radio Frequency
Receiver Using New Design of
Gang Condenser
(See Page
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The Chelsea Truphonic Six utilizes an
entirely new and different system of
audio amplification
system as far in
advance o: that heretofore employed as
the orchophonic principle in talking machines :s superior to former phonograph
reproduction. A power tube may be
used in the last stage of the Truphonic,
thus obtaining tremendous amplification. Tone quality is stabilized while
the whole tone range is increased to its
full limits, enabling you to enjoy the
maximum capabilities of any loud speaker.

-a

1

w.

Ask Your Dealer to Demonstrate
or Write Us Direct

s:

Ii .

for diagram)

Radically new Circuit
greatly increases Power
and
enhances tone Quality

.w

a.

154
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Chelsea Radio Co., Chelsea, Mass.
Other Chelsea Sets $26 and $50-each

v

AA
!MI

v/ss.a'®-®

leader in its class. Send for details.

sr.a.'7q1V_s
1

ME

\

gr,

',ME
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Ó_1

a
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NUMEROUS tuned radio frequency receivers have appeared
from time to time endeavoring to reduce the number of
tuning controls to a minimum. Various methods have
been devised by which this end has been attained, the
underlying principle being the mechanical coupling of the tuning
condensers so that they operated as one unit. Invariably the
amount of backlash and lost motion present, as well as the difficulty of properly adjusting each condenser for maximum selec-
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Complete Parts for all Call Book Circuits
we are prepared to furnish romr.l.te parts for all 1w.11- known circuits shown in this issue of the Call Rook as well as for all
circuits published- Our pet awlry
to supply the exacting sirens of the -fan.- the fellow who -makes his own and those who
build sets for profit All parts r. as specified. new. fresh. stock. standard quality materials of the leading manufacturers.
Order direct from this wisp,' and shipment w:ll Foe made to you promptly We are an old established reliable house and refer you
to rite pri,li.hrs r.f karfir, "1a K4 /0 ne as tr., our reliability and standing. Nowhere can you get such service_ No one carries
such
Iaq. 'twits as w. do
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ERE- easier and

quicker
sales, larger and surer
.
.
,profits for you in

I
Qikcidio Biggest Buy
.

THE CASE "SIXTY" LINE
Six -tubes using

radio freor squeals; 15'
sloping panel of
crystal lacquer on
aluminum; best
tuned

quency-no howls

materials throughout; no exposed
wires; many other
good features.

MODEL

60A

Only

6 pubes, 2 Controls $.7
Mahogany Cabinet - - /
14- in. Solid

L

ó0
St

Truly an unmatchable value! The same reception and premedium prices. With built -in
cision as in highest price sets
speaker, list $ 100; with speaker and "High Boy" console $125;
with DeLuxe console $170. Get our 1927 line-up--it is a winner! Write or wire today for complete information.

-at

Indiana Mfg. & Electric Co.
570 Case Ave., Marion, Indiana

A

VOLUME

-

SELECTIVITY

QUALITY

build
You can
THE BEST

B -UNIT
Low in Cost
Unequalled Tone
Quality
Ample, Uniform
Power

THE MOLLIFORMER

B -UNIT
DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE

Improved Results Guaranteed

than
The Molliformer is guaranteed to give you a finer reception
B- Batteries can afford. A -C Hum is absolutely eliminated, even on
equal the
the phones. There is no B -Unit on the market that can
for
amazing performance of the Molliformer. It solves once and
all every question of B power, and guarantees the user a B current that is ideal -strong, steady and dependable always. Only
through the improved Molliformer Choke with a capacity of 125
henries and the Molliformer rectifier is it possible to secure the
uniform power so essential for true tonal reproduction.
Get the best. You can build the Molliformer and save money.
Detailed building instructions with each kit-Nothing critical -In
use for over two years -Sold on a guarantee of satisfaction or
your money back.
THE MOLLIFORMER B -UNIT
COMPLETE KIT -All parts -110 -125 volts
_
60 cycle
ASSEMBLED UNIT -Ready for
service
Add $2.00 for 25 or 40 cycle current

-

$17.00
$22.00

DEALERS
The Molliformer mill make friends for you -write for discourus
Exclusive territory granted

C. E. JACOBS

2810 N.
MFR.

AGO
CHICAGO
CHIC

tivity, was of such serious consequence that the fullest degree of
efficiency and versatility of control could not be realized.
In view of this fact a new type of gang condenser has been
designed which is extremely well constructed electrically and
very clever in mechanical design.
It consists of three modified straight frequency variable condensers mounted on a metal chassis. Located between the first
and second condensers are three dials, with corrugated peripheries, provision being made for the insertion of graduated strips
so that loggings may be marked. The construction is such that
any one condenser may be rotated independently of another by
turning the proper dial, yet used as a single dial at will.
Contrary to regular practice, the unit is mounted with its axis
of rotation parallel to the baseboard and panel. The dials appear
through a window in the panel and the operator places three
fingers of one hand on the three discs which are grooved to fit
the fingers. By a downward or upward movement, either one,
two or all three of the dials may be rotated.
The circuit used in this receiver consists of two stages of tuned
radio frequency detector and two stages of transformer coupled
audio frequency amplification.
The radio frequency unit consists of a shielded antenna coil
and two shielded radio frequency transformers. The coils are
of a solenoid construction and are provided with an arrangement
similar to a tube by which they may be plugged into a socket.
Compact arrangement of parts is possible and advised, since the
burnished copper shield covers the coils and prevents interstage
coupling as well as keeps out strays.
The detector amplifier unit is also very compact. Two very
efficient audio transformers, capable of excellent volume with the
reproduction of both the upper and lower audible frequencies,
are used.
The two radio frequency tubes are controlled by a 10 ohm rheostat, the detector by a 25 ohm rheostat, and the two audio tubes
by a 2 ohm fixed resistance. A 500,000 ohm variable resistance
is in series with the 67% volt lead running to the two radio
frequency transformers. This acts as a very efficient volume
control and also prevents undesirable oscillations in the radio
frequency circuits.
UX sockets of an extremely well make cushion type are used
throughout the receiver. Both the shielded coils and the tubes
are mounted on them.
The two units are connected together electrically by the two
sets of four binding posts on each unit. The two Lastite connectors are for a 4% volt "C" battery.
Either a long or short antenna may be used with this receiver.
A .0001 mfd. condenser in the antenna circuit automatically
increases the selectivity of the receiver if the antenna is too long.
The low distributed capacity and negligible resistance of the
parts used in this receiver make it very sharp in tuning. It
cannot pick up undesirable signals, since the shielding of the coils
nullifies and stray currents which may arise.
The accessories shown are:
Kodel "A" power plant which operates direct from A.C. house
light socket. Manufactured by Kodel Radio Corp., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The new Valley "B" Eliminator operates from any convenient
house light socket and will deliver all 'necessary voltages for
detector and amplifier circuits. Made by Valley Electric Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
A Standard Utah Loud Speaker is shown which is manufactured by Utah Radio Products Corp., Chicago.
The Radio Table is made by the United Cabinet & Mfg. Co.
Chicago, and has ample room to store all accessories.
(If further information is desired regarding any accessories sho
it will be supplied by manufacturers if you will address them direct.)
List of Parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results
1- 7x18x3/16 -inch Panel
7x12x3/16 -inch Panel
1 -Alden Localized Control

'l-
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Type 101
"B" Power
Supply

Raytheon Tube Type
Unit. Surplus capacity. Storad

special

transform-

ers and fil-

ter.

Tobe
Deutch-

man heavy
duty con-

densers.

te

Type 701 -Trickle Charger

Will opersets using power tubes on last audio
stage. 3 variable controls from
180 volts down. Operates on house
lighting circuit.

Sufficient capacity for A batteries used
larger sets. Switch turns on charger when
turned off. Charging current % of
t
1 amp. Variable
ulates charging current.

Type 201 -"B" Power Supply
and Trickle Charger
Raytheon Tube Type "B" Power Unit -high

capacity, with a bulb type Trickle Charger
for A Storage Battery. Storad Special transformers and filter. Tobe Deutchman heavy
duty condenser. Operated from 1 switch
which turns off switch and B supply
and turns on Trickle Charger.
Charging current % of 1
amp. 4 variable controls.
,

Eliminators-Chargers and
Storaqe Ä and B Baft¢ri¢s
Storad A
Battery
Rubber case.
Non-corrod-

Power

Combination P
power
-volume.
and
TYPEE 60.1-Storad
largeRaytheon
quality and
lt
undistorted
lasgfcapacitty.
r,
rives
Power
B
na
ofT
o
user
éavyY
uty
The Type Unit
Tube
from
kith Storad Special1 Deutehmble controls
Conden18BD-volts down.

ing rubber

terminal

nuts.

in

sizes.

Made
three

R3- 60 amp. hr.
R480 amp. hr.
R5 -100 amp. hr.

Made

Storal

milleamp two sizes,
4500 milleam volt.
n hr.

0.
"

4548

Ask your dealer about these Storad Units. Complete
descriptive literature sent on request

THE STORAD MANUFACTURING CO.
2411 Detroit Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio
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-Alden l'X Cushion Sockets
-Welty Shielded Radio Frequency
2 -Welty Audio Transformers
5

"B" & "C" Current
from One Unit!

3

Coils

1- Carter No. 101 Jack
1- Carter 10 ohm Rheostat
1- Carter 25 ohm Rheostat
1- Carter Hy ohm Resistance
1- Carter 2 ohm Fixed Resistance
1- Carter Fil. Sw.
-91 icaniold 2 megolim Grid Leak
1- NI icamold .00025 mfd. Grid Condenser
1- Micamold .001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1

1- Micamold
1- Sangamo

Size 53/4" high,
65/8" wide, 11'/z"

long

mfd. By -Pass Condenser.
Push Type Binding Posts
Lastite "C" Battery Terminals
1
Package Kester Solder
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp
Miscellaneous Wire, Lugs, Screws, etc.
A complete kit containing all necessary equipment for con.
strutting an antenna may be purchased at all first class radi.
stores. They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing Co.
New:ark, N. J.

overall.

17

Grained walnut
finish iron case.

with Raytheon Tube and Webster
"Duo Choke
Here is the unit that will get the most out of your super power
receiver. The Webster "Little Giant B -C" improves reception on
any receiver. Ample power for the largest; fully adjustable to
needs of the smallest. Can be set to supply the exact current requirements of any set to give it the greatest distance-most volume and best tonal quality.
The Webster "Duo- Choke" (pat. pdg.) filter equipment filters out
all A. C. hum from the loud speaker.
The "Little Giant B -C" can deliver up to 85 milliamperes at 130
volts-current controllable for any set, detector B supply variable
from 5 to 75 volts, intermediate "B" supply variable from 20 to
135 volts, power tube B adjustable from 135 to 180 volts. Intermediate "C" supply variable from 0 to 25 volts and power tube
"C" variable from 0 to 41 volts.
$50.00
Price complete with Raytheon tube

Something New!

Webster
"PopularB,
The Webster "Popular -B" -has the capacity to deliver up to 35
milliamperes at 135 volts. Detector and Intermediate B supply
variable from 20 to 120 volts with 135 -I50 volt power tube tap
for any set up to and including 6 standard tubes or 5 standard
and one 135 volt power tube. All wiring concealed in base. Parts
highly finished black enamel.
$35.00
Price with Raytheon tube
All units operate on 100 -125 volt, 50 -60 cycle A. C. Special model
for D. C. supply.
Prices slightly higher in Canada and west of Rockies.
Ask your dealer to show you a Webster "Little Giant -B -C" or a
"Popular -B." If he does not have one in stock it will pay you to
write us mentioning your dealer's
have him get one for you
name and we'll tell you where you can get the' Webster. Free
booklet, "Improving Your Radio," sent on request. Write for it.

-or

THE WEBSTER COMPANY
Chicago,

-XL

2-

"Little Giant B -C" Power
Supply Unit

3510 W. Lake St.

.0001 mfd. By -Pass Condenser
1

111.

The All -American Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver Using
Toroid Coils

m.

(See page 156 for diagram)
ANY home builders of radio receivers have expressed
a desire to construct a set identical to one built in a

factory. The receiver described herewith is the counter part of the All- American Model R Receiver, with one
or two changes made in order to make it practicable for the home
builder.
A set made up following the diagram, accurately and properly
wired with the parts named, should perform in every way as
well as the actual manufactured receiver. The circuit is a standard
tuned radio frequency tuner with a new design of audio amplification using a transformer and two impedance units.
The unusual clean -cut appearance of the set is largely due to
the use of toroid coils and tube sockets of a type well suited to it.,
That is, the sockets are of a type such that the binding Mists
may be inverted so as to bring the lead under the sub- panel,
and in this way all of the filament wiring is brought out of sight.
The binding posts on the coils are set very low, so that they
are easily reached by short leads through the holes in the subpanel.
The new method of audio amplification is the result of consider -:
able experimentation in the laboratories of the All- American
Radio Corporation. Being a successful combination of both
transformer and impedance coupled radio amplification, it retains
the advantages of both and eliminates their weaknesses. The system consists of a Rauland Lyric transformer for the first stage,
.a Raulanci -Trio Type R -300 impedance for the second stage,
and a Rauland -Trio Type R310 impedance for the third stage.
The impedance units are triple feature instruments containing
an inductance, a capacity and a resistance in one compact piece
of apparatus.
This system of amplification gives a very faithful reproductio
of both voice and music Ayith excellent volume when a go
quality of disc speaker is used.
A 10 ohm rheostat controls both radio frequency tubes,. a
ohm rheostat the detector and each of the first two audio tub
by a 4 ohm fixed resistance. The last audio tube has a 2 oh
fixed resistance in the filament lead to regulate it. 201A tubes
a"e used throughout the receiver with the exception of the last
stage of audio. Here a UX112 power tube is used. Either the
old navy base type or the new UX base tubes may be used, since
the socket will take either.
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NEW CONSOLE MODEL
J

LOOP
"Remarkable Efficiency Combined with Unusual Beauty "
Sells on sight. Makes good in use.
fled fans. Everybody happy.

Quick turnover.

New Fiat an ornament to any set.

Ill harmony with finest surroundings

Good profits.

Satis-

anywhere.
Made of solid American Walnut, with natural lacquer finish hand rubbed.

Easily erected by simply inserting center support in pedestal and turning
until wires are taut. Reverse process as quickly takes it down.
Size erected -131/2" wide by 30" high. Turns on 7" radius.

Individual package -12 "x14"x41/2".
Our patented method of Bank Winding makes the small size possible. The
long perpendicular side effects gain in directional efficiency. The Bank
Winding by our exclusive patented method secures a high ratio of inductance
to distributed capacity insuring an unusual degree of sensitivity.
The Fiat is specified with St. James, Madison -Moore and other Super- Heterodyne sets. (See articles in September, 1926, issue Citizen's Radio Call Book,
pages 68 and 103.)
Browning -Drake and Neutrodyne or any tuned radio frequency receiver can
be converted for FIAT Loop operation by slight circuit modifications.
(Circuits upon request.)

SPECIFICATIONS -TYPE
Woodwork -Solid walnut.
Metal -Rose Gold Plated Fittings.
Wire -Special H. F. cable, 65 strands No. 38 copper,
brown silk covered.
Base -Equipped with felt bottom.
Finish -Natural laquer, hand rubbed.
Dielectric -Bakelite throughout.
Size -Erected 131/e" wide by 30" high. Packed
12 "x14 "x41/2". Twelve to standard case.
Spacing Combs Patented construction, wires locked.
Binding Posts -Special type between bottom combs.
Also has center tap.

-

C

CONSOLE

Pivot -Extra large with bushing in base.
lbs. boxed.
Weight
Type A Folding Diamond Shape Portable Loop
also available.
Height 295/8" overall. Width 261/4" overall.
Sides 18" each. Folded 21" overall.

-3

Laboratory Test
Self inductance, 0.00019 Henries ; distributed capacity, 17.38 M.M.F.; natural wave length, 108 Meters;
Resistance at L000,000 cycle, 8 Ohms; Wave band
covered with .0005 M.F.; Condenser, 180 to 60C
Meters.

JOBBERS
by
For selling beauty and making -good merit, the Fiat is the Loop to stock. To profit and
its phenomenal success this season, write us at once for our liberal discounts
terms. Good territory still open to recognized jobbers and distributors.

Price, $12.50 each; West of Rockies, $13.50. Canadian $15.50; Foreign $17.00
In case your jobber or dealer does not carry Fiat Loops, order from us direct. Sent
postpaid on receipt of list price.

Patented Oct. 27, 1925 -Other Patents Pending

Every FIAT Loop is guaranteed
against any mechanical or electrical defects. Any FIAT Loop
that does not prove entirely satisfactory will be replaced or repaired free of charge providing
the loop does not show signs of
misuse.

RADIO APPLIANCE CORPORATION
4884 -90 North Clark Street, Chicago
Cable ithlre.s. FIATCO
.
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With condensers having a strictly straight -line frequency t,
ing characteristic and fully 360 degrees rotation, there is no ,nj
of vernier mechanism, thus still further simplifying the;
without sacrificing any ability to tune in all stations of whate
wave length.
.

THE NEW
UX UNIVERSAL
PRICE, 60c

e9tgets that last mile'
the

IRGAP
SOCKET
The Only Socket
Which Due to Its
Low Grid and
Plate Capacity
Makes an Actual

Difference
ticeable
Ear.

SEE THAT GAP?

to

The accessories shown are:
All- American New Cone Type Loud Speaker made by All-American Radio Corp., Chicago.
The "B" Eliminator is the Raytheon type made by the same
company and will deliver all necessary voltages to operate the

detector and amplifying tubes.

No-

the

AIRGAPS will help rid any set of those squawks, howls
and frying noises due to socket capacity; they keep the
grids negative, stabilizing the circuit, causing tube to go
into oscillations more smoothly and not "spill over" until
maximuni results are attained.
THEY HELP PREVENT closed circuit, absorption of current, intercoupling of circuits, feedback and undesirable
capacity; they make any circuit more stable and sharpen
tuning, resulting in purer and clearer tones with more
volume on local and distant stations.

Sent direct, postpaid, if your dealer cannot supply you

Airgap Products Co.
12 Campbell Street
Newark, N. J.

MIRGAP
SOCKET

19tgets that last mile'

PAT

APPL'D
FOR

UV

1

-A Type, 75c

The Nedmel Baby Grand
RADIO CONSOLE

Completed receiver mounted on table with accessories
A Balkite

Trickle Charger is shown in connection with,
volt Willard Radio Battery which when plugged it
any A.C. house light socket will supply all "A" battery curre:
necessary to operate your tubes with very little further attentioj
The trickle charger is made by Fansteel Products Co., Inc., Norl
Chicago, Ill. The 6 -volt battery, Willard Storage Battery Co., Clev

standard

6

land, Ohio.
(If any further information is desired regarding these accessori
please write manufacturers direct.)

Accommodates Any Radio
FRANK H. ISAACS, 241 West 36th St., New York City

Factory Representative

List of Parts. These parts or their equivalent will give
satisfactory results
1- 7x26x3/16 -inch Formica Panel
8%x25x1/2-inch Wood Baseboard

l1

2
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ORLD

BATTERIES

Sure-They Save
You 500
silent "B" Power with World
Radio Storage `B" Battery
Volts
12 Cells

World

-24

Lasts Indefinitely -Pays for

Itself

[pendable. Quiet "B" power, clear
vthout "hum." Economy you have
rver before thought possible. Conveniice. Outstanding performance. ReJarged for almost nothing.

SOLID RUBBER CASE
'ures against leakage or acid. Extra
avy glass jars. Heavy rugged plates.
bproved and listed as standard by
-gyp. Radio Laboratories, Pop. Science
st. Standards, Radio News Lab., Lex, Inc., and other important authoris.

.ktra Offer : In series of 4 Batteries

(96 volts), $10.50

Storage "A" Batteries

at cost!

For a limited time only, genuine World Storage "A" Batteries
can be purchased at actual cost. Every cent of profit has been
cut out in order to keep our full factory organization busy during the slack season. Prices below are lowest in history. World
Batteries are nationally known for dependable, long wearing
performance.

2 Year Guarantee Bond in Writing on All

World Storage "A" Batteries
Approved and Listed as Standard
Laboratories, Popular
By leading radio authorities, such as Radio News
Radio BroadScience Institute of Standards, Popular Radio Laboratories,
cast Laboratories, Radio In The Home, Lefax, Inc.

Solid Rubber Case Prevents Acid and Leakage
6 -Volt -100 Amperes
6 -Volt -120 Amperes.. _..
6 -Volt -140 Amperes___

$10.50
12.50
13.25

SEND NO MONEY
Just state number and kind of batteries wanted and we will ship
same day order is received, by Express C. O. D., subject to examination on arrival. 5% discount for cash in full with order.
World
Get your batteries NOW at a great saving. Remember,
Batteries are backed by years of success and thousands of convinced users. Send your order NOW.

1219 So. Wabash Ave., Dept 26, Chicago, Ill.

Set your radio dials for the new 1000 -watt World Storage Battery Station WSBC
Variety -New Talent-Always Interesting
Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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ELECTRAD

3
3

-T -35

.00035 Variable Condensers

-C -40 Vernier Dials
1- Rauland Lyric Transformer
2-.Rauland Lyric Trio Impedance Units
1- Carter Filament Switch
1- Carter No. 103 Jack
1- Carter No. 102A Jack
1- Carter 10 ohm Rheostat
1- Carter 25 ohm rheostat
1- Carter 2 ohm Fixed Resistance
2- Carter 2 ohm Fixed Resistances
1- Micamold .00025 mfd. Grid Condenser
1- Micamold 2 megohm Grid Leak
1- Micamold .002 mfd. Condenser

The New ELECTRAD Fused Metallic
Grid Leaks and Resistors
Give clearer reception with greater signal
strength. No carbon, paper, varnish or
fiber. Metallic resistance element fused to
inside of glass tubas Impregnated under high vacuum.
Capped with exclusive Elect
-

rad ferrule. Noiseless, accurate, non -inductive, non -hydroscopi c. Price 60c; in
Canada, 85c.

2 -Tobe

1

mf. By -Pass Condenser

-Eby Engraved Binding
6 -All- American Sockets

11

1[

Posts

Miscellaneous Wire, Lugs, Screws, etc.
Ground Clamp
A complete kit containing all necessary equipment for con structing an aerial may be purchased at most all first class radio
stores. They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing Co.,
Ncwark, N. J.

1- Blackburn

ELECTRAD Certified Jacks
Positive acting spring of phosphor
bronze. Sterling silver contact points.
Hard rubber insulation. Tinned soldering lugs, placed to make good connections easy. Require less than -in. behind panel. Price, open, 25c closed,
35e; in Canada, open, 35c closed, 50e.

}

1

A Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver Using
a New Shielded Transformer Coil

;

;

(See page 162 for diagram)

ELECTRAD Certified
Switches
Solid brass construction. Tinned
soldering lugs placed to make
good connections easy. Neat design,
genuine Bakelite knob.
Require less than 1 -in. behind
panel. Price, 40e ; in Canada, 60e.

ELECTRAD Six -Point Pressure Fixed Condenser
Uniform pressure insured by rigid binding
at six points. Guaranteed to remain within
10% of calibration. Made
sheet copper
-not tinfoil. Soldering ironof can't
hurt it.
Standard capacities, all types. Prices 30e
to 75c; in Canada, 45c to $1.50.

ELECTRAD Certified ByPass Condensers
Low power factor, low radio -frequency resistance and negligible D. C. leakage. Guaranteed working voltage 250 A. C. Every condenser given one -minute test of 1000 volts
not flash test, which is not accurate. Impregnated with paraffin under high vacuum.
Prices, 60c to $3.75; in Canada, 85c to $5.25.

Front view showing new Marco illuminated dials
ERE is a receiver "using an entirely new design in a
shielded tuned radio frequency transformer. The size
of the shield is only three inches in diameter and one
and one -eighth inches high, and is composed of pure
copper, nickel -plated. It contains a transformer coil consisting
of primary and secondary and designed to tune from 200 to 550
meters when the secondary is shunted by a .00035 mfd. variable
condenser. The grid, plate and plug B terminals project through
insulating bushings, while the grid return is grounded to the

-

111
Write for information on the Electrad 500,000 ohm Compensator for perfect control of tone
and volume.
428 Broadway, New York City

shield.

These coils tune extremely sharp and possess a nearly straight
line oscillation curve over their total tuning range. When placed
in a tuned radio frequency circuit oscillation may be controlled
by the radio amplifier tube rheostat without the use of any other
means of neutralizing. When 90 volts is applied to the plates of

Tell 'Em You Saw
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Glowing
spots of light . . .
in place of dials
MICROMETER TUNING ACTION
to bring out the best your set

can do

.

.

.

.

Smooth, gearless "friction-drive" to
banish backlash forever . . . .
Soft illumination to add swifter readand flashing beauty
ability to scale
to the panel . . . .
. . . . these are the advanced features
that distinguish the set you equip with
MAR'CO illuminated controls.
Any receiver-the new one you build, or the
old one you remodel-can have MAR'CO conc

trols. They fit all standard condensers. Scales
read o to loo, or ioo to o, as preferred. The
template makes mounting a simple io-minutes'
undertaking. Special Mazda lamp supplied
runs on your regular "N' battery or on a
separate "C" battery. $3.5o complete. Send
for booklet.
Martin-Copeland Co., Providence, R. I.

(A) Templae
simphlics pond

[B] Switch
contTols Limp

ICI Simnel

M1

,011

MarIs lamp

[DI Ado,cable
Bael tor panel

PADIG

ol.telltseety 11IGEOrt

rtAgolk
4,4

rwrorocx

-

This receiver (described in this issue) incor,
shielded TRF
porates two notable features
controls.
In any
MAR-CO
transformers and
with
dials
old-type
replace
receiver you build,
light.
of
these glowing spots

MAIVCO Illuminated CONTROLS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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,FLEXIBLE CELATSITE+
Flexible Celatsite is a flexible,
stranded wire for point -to -point
and sub-panel wiring. It has a
non - inflammable "spaghetti"
covering that will not ignite
from a hot soldering iron. Strips
clean. 5 colors;

ACME

`ri

FL XSILs

CELATSITE WIRE
"rORRADio0

POOR UP

black, y e 11 o w,
green, red and `
brown; a color
for each circuit. In 25 -ft. coils; individual boxes.

CELATSITE BATTERY CABLE

-a silk-covered cable of varic o l or e d

Flexible Celatsite
wires, for connecting batterics to set. A color for each
terminal. You know whether
you have the right connection or not.

Prevents
"blowing" of

tubes
and
.

J/ "í
;

Does Away

With Tangled Wires

gives set an orderly appearance.

THE ORIGINAL CELATSITE

-a tinned,

copper bus bar wire for
Has non -inflammable
"Spaghetti" covering (same as our
Flexible Celatsite) over No. 14 wire. Is
smaller than "spaghetti" over bare
wire and makes a neater job. Black,
yellow, green, red and brown; 30-inch
lengths. We also offer highest grade
"spaghetti" tubing for Nos. 10 to 18
wires. Same five colors; 30 -inch
lengths.
wiring sets.

STRANDED, ENAMELED
ANTENNA
-best outdoor antenna you can buy.

Consists of 7 strands of enameled copper wire twisted into a cable-a
design that presents maximum
area for reception. The enamel
ACME
prevents corrosion and conseSTRANDED
quent weak signals. Made up
ENAMELED_ ANTENNA'
in either No. 14 or No. 16 size.
wIR
t-

Write for Folder "C"
It describes all these Acme

N[veh°

products in detail and gives hints
on soldering.

MAKES

WIRE
B

:

l-

33- .00035 Pacent Variable Condensers
3 -Alden Vernier Dials
2- Precise Audio Transformers, one High,
1- Electrad Filament Switch
5- Airgap N1. X Sockets
1- Electrad 25 ohm Rheostat

ETTER RADIO

one Low

1- Electrad 10 ohm Rheostat
-Elkay 2 ohm Resistance
1- Electrad .00025 Grid Condenser
1- Electrad Mtg.
1- Electrad Open Jack
2-Electrad Fixed and By -Pass Condensers
1- Electrad 2 megohm Grid Leak
1

THE ACME WIRE CO. - New Haven, Conn.

ACME

the radio amplifier tubes the full plate current for which t
tube is rated may be used before oscillation takes place.
All of the shields are connected to minus A and grounded. It
will be noticed that a positive grid return is used on the detector
tube. This allows a 201A tube to be used as a detector. The
shields may be placed very close together for compactness without detrimental effects. This compactness of shield and assembly
is made possible by the use of new principles in coil design.
A standard five tube tuned radio frequency circuit is used in
this receiver. The two radio frequency tubes are controlled by a
10 ohm rheostat, the detector by a 25 ohm, and the two audio
tubes by a ballast resistor. A .5 mfd. by -pass condenser is
shunted across the "B" 90 volt lead and the grid return of the
detector tube. This helps considerably in stabilizing the radio
frequency circuit. Only one jack is used in the output, since
the radio frequency rheostat serves admirably as a volume control. Three major tuning controls, each consisting of a variable
condenser of straight frequency tuning characteristic, tune the
receiver. A new departure in an indicating device is the incorporation of the Marco Illuminated Control in this receiver. This
unit offers the solution of many problems and is the first device
of its kind to appear on the market. There has been a general
feeling that dial housings with their attendant mechanisms should
be behind the panel with other apparatus. The Marco Illuminated Control consists of a translucent dial, of extra large size,
with attendant lamp socket for a low current consumption bulb
designed to operate from the filament battery. A switch is provided for this lamp. The graduations and figures are large
enough to read under circumstances which would render the
ordinary dial scale illegible. All mechanism and the dial itself
are mounted behind the panel. The unit is heavily constructed
so that instruments may be mounted directly on the dial frame.
The audio transformers are capable of amplifying all audible
frequencies now broadcast. Excellent reproduction should result
A. a good speaker is used.
With this receiver it is possible to tune a powerful local station within a few degrees on the dial, or in localities where there
are several local stations any one of them may be tuned in without interference, and distant stations received while locals are
operating.
The accessories shown are
One 7x26 Super Cabinet made by D. H. FriTts Company,
Hearst Square, Chicago, Ill. The Burns "B" Eliminator delivers
all necessary voltages to operate both detector and amplifier circuits, made by American Electric Company, Chicago. The
speaker is also by the above mentioned company. A Willard
"A" Power Plant is shown and when connected in any convenient A.C. house light socket requires very little further attention. Manufactured by Willard Storage Battery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
(If further information is desired regarding any accessories listed
it will be supplied by the manufacturers if you will address them
direct.)
List of Parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results
1- 7x26x3/16 -inch Radion Panel
8%x25x% -inch Wood Baseboard
Sickles T.R.F. Shield Coils

Package Kester Solder
Feet Belden Wire
1 -Acme 5 -Wire Cable Cord
1

50
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Serving Illinois
We do not aim for distribution over a wide territory
but honestly try to give the Radio Dealers of Chicago
and northern Illinois the best possible service.
This year we offer an imposing array of the very best
radio sets, accessories and parts, and solicit your patronage on a basis of correct discount, prompt delivery
and a real effort to please you in every detail of your
dealings with us.

Headliners
Burgess
Farrand
Ferguson
General Radio
Madison -Moore

National
Philco
Remler (Infradvne!

Tungar
Weston

AALCO
ACME
ALLEN -BRADLEY
BELDEN
BENJAMIN
BROWNING -DRAKE
CARTER
CUNNINGHAM
DAVEN

New Department
The complete line of the
We
Eastman Kodak Co.
carry a complete stock of
Kodaks, Moving Picture
equipment and film. 24 -hour
printing and developing service. Write for complete catalog of Eastman line.

EBY

FIAT
FORMICA
FRANCE
FROST
JEWELL
JONES
MATHIESEN
SANGAMO

STERLING
DUBILIER
WESTERN ELECTRIC
Dealers: Our complete catalog will be
ready soon. Get your name on file and
you will receive a copy immediately upon
publication.

Phone
Harrison
8867

CO., Inc
LEONARD LYNN RADIO
Chicago, Illinois
302 South Wells Street

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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1- Blackburn

Ground Clamp
Miscellaneous Lugs, Screws, etc.
Eby Binding Posts
A complete kit containing all necessary equipment for constructing an aerial may be purchased at most all first class radio
,cores. They are manufactured by Brach Manufacturing Co.,
ewark, N. J.

Instructions for Assembling the General;;
Radio Type 390 Rectron "B" Eliminator and Power Amplifier Kit

(See Page 148 for diagram)
the necessary requirements of any radio receiver
using vacuum tubes as detectors or amplifiers is the.
"B" battery, the chief function of which is to supply al
relatively high positive charge to the anodes or plate]
terminals of the tubes. This positive potential is necessary inl
order that the negatively charged electrons emitted from the
hot filament of the tube may be drawn across the intervening
space to the plate and a current of electricity established.
The most universal method of supplying this positive potential
is by the use of small dry cells, which are usually supplied
assembled in block units of multiples of 22/ volts. Such batteries are limited in their useful life, and upon aging are apt to
give an unsteady voltage which introduces troublesome noise;
is
into the radio receiver. Furthermore, they deteriorate even while
not in use, affording, thereby, an uncertain service, and requiring
inconvenient and rather expensive renewals.
Batteries constructed of groups of small capacity storage cells.
are frequently used for supplying the desired "B" voltage. Such
units, while quite saisfactory for the purpose, require proper
charging and considerable attention to keep them in prime con -'
dition. They are cumbersome and difficult to keep properly clean,,
and so are rather undesirable to the average man who desires a
maximum amount of service for a minimum amount of attention
from his radio.
The electric lighting service with which the great majority of
homes are equipped affords a very inexpensive source of electrical
power for 'B" battery purposes. Except within limited metropolitan areas this service is almost universally supplied by 60
cycles alternating current. Before this alternating current can
be utilized for the purpose, it must first be rectified or made to la
flow in a single direction and then filtered to convert the intermittent ripple of current into a continual, steady flow. The
rectifying device and the filtering system constitute the chief
components of the "B" battery eliminator.
The great majority of radio sets using low -power vacuum
tubes, that is, tubes having filaments which draw such small
currents that they may be lighted by means of dry cell "A"
Made in 3 types: Type A, tested 300
batteries, are rarely able to supply a sufficient power output to
Volts D.C.; Type B, tested 500 Volts
operate a loud speaker successfully without danger of overD.C.; Type C, tested 1000 Volts D.C.
loading the last tube of the audio amplilfier. Such overloading
Each type comes in all capacities.
invariably causes a distortion of the reproduced music or speech
and seriously
what would otherwise be an excellent
[here is a Potter Filter Condenser to Fit Every Specification radio set. The cripples
use of a higher power tube in the last audio stage
is then quite desirable, but such tubes require more filament
At your dealer's
current than may be economically drawn from dry cells, while
on the other hand a storage battery is so troublesome that many
you,
write direct to us
If he cannot supply
persons continue to use the smaller power tubes.
To overcome this difficulty the General Radio Company haves
incorporated a power amplifier unit into their "B" eliminator kit.'
This power amplifier, which should comprise the last stage 0l1
audio amplification, employs alternating current of the proper
FI LTER
voltage for lighting the filament of a vacuum tube designed titt
handle a sufficient intensity of signal to give true and undistorted.'.
music and speech on a loud speaker with all the volume desired i
1
under any ordinary circumstances.
The Rectron tube, Type UX -213, is used .as the rectif3 frig device
(An American -Made Produci)
in this kit. This tube, which is a double -wave rectifier, is effiicient
POTTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, North Chicago, Illinois in operation, is free from tube noises, and, supplied with a' Ì

CONDENSERS

N E of

for all "A" and "B"
Supply Units
In building your "A" or "B" Eliminator it absolutely necessary to
use the finest condensers. Even if
the other parts are the best to be
had, good results are impossible if
the condensers are not equal to
their job.
Potter Filter Condensers are
made with the best foil, best insulation and best impregnating corn
pounds obtainable. They take the
kinks out of current, remove all
traces of A.C. impulses, eliminate
all hum. They stand up longer
under continuous use.

P1*ei,

Condensers
Tell 'Iìni You

Sac It

'

!
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The Hoare oF.
Madison -Moore Super Heterodyne Receiver

/16" Drilled
1- 7x24x31Formica
Panel
7x23x3 /16" Drilled
1- graved
mica Sub -Panel

and

1

1

1

For-

7.00

$

4.50

Set of Madison -Moore Type
"MM" Precision Units (five)
Thordarson Type R200 Audio

62.50

28-Transformers
Benjamin Type 9040 Cle-RaUX Sockets, each
Benjamin Type 8629 Shelf
2- Tone
Brackets, pair
7 -Eby Engraved Binding Posts
1- Rheostat
Yaxley Type 120K Air- Cooled
Type 140K Air- Cooled
1-Yaxley
Yaxley Type 199K Air -Cooled
1-Rheostat
Rheostat
1-sistance
Yaxley 40 -ohm Variable Re1-sistance
Yaxley 10 -ohm Fixed Re1Carter Battery Switch
Model 506 0 to 6
1-WestonVoltmeter
National Type "B" Velvet
2-volts
Vernier Dials, each
1

1

-1Knob Kurz-Kasch
V2

-Frost

Open

Jack

8.00
.75
.70
.15
1.35
1.35
1.35
.15
.15
.65

7.00
2.50

Bakelite

.35

Circuit Pan -Tab

.50

-Jones Type "BM" Plug

and
Cable
Sangamo .00025 mfd. Grid
Condenser with clips
Fixed
Sangamo .005 mfd.
Condenser
Sangamo 1 mfd. By -Pass Condenser
1 -Lynch 2- megohm Grid Leak
1

4.50

111Type "E" .0005
2- Cardwell
mfd. Taper Plate Variable,

.50

.70

1.25
.50
5.00
1.25

each

Lugs, Solder, Hook -Up Wire

The New Improved

$134.70

1Drilled and Engraved Panel....$
1--2
63/4 "x3/4" Terminal Strip;
"x3/4" Terminal Strip....
5 -Eby UX Sockets, each
1

1/2

-No.
-No.
2-No.

112 Amperite
6V 199 Amperite
14 Amperites, each
Carter Type 101 Radio Jack
Carter Imp Filament Switch
Carter 25 Ohm Imp Rheostats,

112-each
1No. 3 Jack Switch
1-Carter
National Tuning Unit B -D1B
complete with National Vernier
Dials and Equicycle Condensers; 1-National Unit
-D -2B
1-Condenser
Dubilier No. 601 .0001 mfd.
1- Dubllier
No. 601 .00025 mfd
Grid Condenser
1-Condenser
Dubilier No. 601 .001 mfd
Engraved

Binding

.35

.40
.15
1.00

1

-1

111-

Total

1

-Frost 10 ohm Rheostat
-Frost 30 ohm Rheostats
1 -Frost Fil. Sw.
1 -Frost No. 235 Jack
-Frost No. 234 Jack
-Frost No. 954 Jack
-Frost 500,000 Variable
Resistance
6 -Frost UX Sockets
1

-

5.50
.50

2.50
.60
.10
.60

$65.80

.50

2

1

1

1.00
.30
.85
.75
.45

1

1- Benjamin

1.25
2.40

No. 9040

Socket
.75
Camfield Infradyne
10.00
Duoformers
1- Camfield Oscillator
1.25
Coupler
1

-Set

2-Thordarson

R200

-Jones Multiplug

2- Sangamo
densers
2- Sangamo

1

16.00
4.50

MF Con2.50

.00025 Con-

.70
densers
Sangamo Grid Leak
.10
Clips
1- Sangamo .0005 Con.35
denser
2-Kurz -Kasch Vernier
4.00
Dials
1 -Lynch Grid Leak
.35
Mtg.
Leak,
1 -Lynch Grid
1

.35

Posts,

stage" 3
/10 Megohm
Lynch Leaks, each
2Megohm Grid Leak
Central Laboratory Modulator
Plug
20 "x9" Wooden Baseboard
2 -Pkgs. Belden Lugs, each
Assortment Screws, Bus Wire

.50
.60
1.10
1.10
1.10
.70
.65

24.00

each

-X1 Model "N" Variodenser
3National Type "B" Impedaformers, Including one "input

6.60

1.00
1.15

B

10 -Eby

1- Remler No. 700 Infra dyne Amplifier
1- Remler .00035 Variable$25.00
Condenser
1-Continental .00035,-3 5.00
gang Condenser
9.50
1- Weston model 506
0 -7 -140 Voltmeter
9.00
-Pr. Benjamin Brackets .70

1

With Impedance Coupled Amplification

1

INFRADYNE

Transformers

Browning -Drake

1

Complete Set of Parts to
Build the Popular

1

-Pr.

2

Meg.

.50

1

Meg.

.50

-Lynch Grid Leak,

3- Carter 4 ohm Resistors
5 -Eby Binding Posts
Misc.: Screws, Lugs,
Wire, Etc.
1- 7x28x3/16" Panel
1- 83/4x27x3/16"
panel

TOTAL

Sub -

.45
.75

1.50
3.92

4.86
$110.18

Victoreen Super- Heterodyne
Deserves Its Popularity
Drilled and
1-7x24x3/16"
graved Insuline Panel

En$

13/4-4 %x3 /16" Terminal Strip
1 -3/4 x7 I/8 x3/16" Terminal Strip
Push Binding Posts, each
13
10x23x 3/4" Wooden Baseboard
2-Karas Orthometric .0005
mid. Variable Condensers,

6.00
.30
.15
.15

-XL

1-

each
1

-

-

-Jewell

No. 140 Double Scale
Meter 0-7.5 and 0 -150 volts..

103 Filament Control
1-Carter
Jack
1-Jack
Carter 102 -A Two Circuit
1- Carter Battery Switch
1- Carter No. 6 Jack Switch
25 -ohm Adjustable
1- Yaxley
Resistance

.70

7.00
9.00
.90

.80
.65
1.60
.25

.-

Yaxley 4 -ohm Fixed Resistance
Yaxley 2-ohm Fixed Resistance
Sangamo .00025 mfd. Grid

.15

12-Condensers,

.15
.40

each
2 -Davon 2- Megohm Grid Leaks,

.50

each

1

-Tobe

1

mfd.

By -Pass

Con-

.90

denser

.000045 mfd
1- Hammariund
Midget Condenser
DeLuxe 1st Stage
1-AmerTran
Audio Transformer
AmerTran DeLuxe 2nd Stage
1-Audio
Transformer
1-Sangamo
.001 mfd. Fixed
Condenser
Victoreen
Manganin No. 61-6 -ohm Rheostat
Victoreen Manganin No. 3'1-Rheostat
Manganin No. 400
1-Victoreen
-400 -ohm Rheostat
No.
170 Radio
4- Victoreen
Frequency Transformers, each
1-Victoreen
No. 150 Oscillator
Coil
1-Coupler
Victoreen No. 160 Antenna
Benjamin Bakelite UX Sock8-ets,
each
-Kasch Aristocrat Vernier
2- Kurz
Dials, each
Screws, Luge, Solder, Belden
Hook -up Wire

1.80

10.00
10.00
.50
1.20

1.20
1.20
7.00
5.50
3.60
.75
2.00
1.25
$113.85

Complete set of parts to construct the Silver Shielded
Six

$95

Complete set of parts to
build the Qualitone Re$70.75
ceiver
have complete sets of parts to
the following "B" Eliminators
Power Amplifiers: Silver, Thordarson.
Write for prices.

We

also

construct
and

DEALERS Whole ale CATALOG

firdof1130L(Mrf
HEIN SP1aee
"tail
Qualitr
New Y®r149

Wholesale

50
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moderate filament current, has a very long life. A suitable tra::;
former, Type 391, was designed to be used with this tube.
primary coil is connected through a switch to the ordinary Th;
110.
volt, 60 -cycle house -lighting current. The transformer has thrc.
secondary coils, one having an open circuit of 440 and proved'
with a center tap. There are also two independent five-v
one intended to light the filament of the Rectr
tube and the other to light the filament of the power amplifie
tube, Type UX -171, for which this kit is designed. A resistan,
of 60 ohms, having a center tap, is connected inside the trap
former case across the terminals of the amplifier 'filament coil.
The filter circuit comprises two choke coils mounted in a single
unit, Type 366, and a block of waxed -paper condensers mounted
as a separate unit, Type 392. Extensive experiments have shown'
the ,filter combination of four, two and four microfarads to
bt
quite satisfactory for the purpose. The Type 392 unit also con
tains two one- microfarad condensers used as by -pass capacities
across certain portions of the resistance unit. Such a filter passez
a steady flow of current with an entirely negligible
amount of
hum. Any noticeable hum observed on a radio used with
this
kit must necessarily arise from sonie other source, as induction
from power mains, etc.
In order that various "B" battery voltages may be obtainec
for use in the radio set, the Type 393 -A resistance unit is
conl
nected across the output of the filter. Various "B" eliminator,
h'
on the market make use of adjustable resistances for this
whereby variations of voltage may be obtained according to the
output of current furnished to the set. In the great majority
of
cases such adjustments are troublesome and are of little real
value. Furthermore, the variable resistance units employed
are
of such a nature that they are quite apt to be irregular in action,
giving rise to troublesome noises in the circuits. The Type 393 -A
resistance unit is constructed of a series of wire -wound fixed
resistances so proportioned, after careful study, as to give the
desirable voltage required by the great majority of sets, and to
maintain these voltages with a sufficient approximation with the
"B" battery currents, which are required by all but the excepti
ally heavy -duty sets.
Two voltage taps are provided for use with the radio receiver,
one giving about 40 volts and the other about 90 volts. For use
on the detector tubes and small power amplifier tubes the 40 -volt
tap is recommended, while the 90 -volt tap provides a source of °o
higher potential for use with amplifier tubes when desired. The
still higher voltage required by the UX -171 power amplifiez tube
is supplied directly from the set, likewise the 30 to 40 volt "Ç'
bias required by this tube.
4"
By substituting a different resistance unit for the Type 393, 'a(`:
variation in the available voltage may be obtained, but it wa$
decided that the unit as designed would fit the great majority o;
sets, would require no bothersome and uncertain adjustments, and
would be thoroughly reliable in operation.
For use with the power amplifier the Type 285 input trans.
former having a ratio of 1:6 is employed. This operates veri
well in conjunction with the UX -171 tube. This tube has onl)
a moderate amplification factor, but is designed to handle aw `:
unusually large signal without distortion, which is the mor'!'
important consideration in a power amplifier. No rheostat
used with this tube, the proper voltage being supplied directly fr
the transformed. Thus there are no adjustments whatever to ca
trouble
desirable feature.
The Type 367 output transformer is used in the plate cir
of the power amplifier tube. This removes the direct cura
from the loud speaker, helps still further in reducing distorti
and is in other ways desirable.

17

receiver, whether it is ari old model or the
very latest type, can he improved by the installation of a high quality B -Power unit.
EVERYONE realizes the advantage of reliable
B- Power, but few have the facilities or the time to
select the right B -Power unit from the scores that
are now offered.
THE RAYTHEON Laboratories have simplified the
choice. By selecting and approving only those that
pass certain minimum requirements, we have made
it possible for the radio owner to select his unit
from a few good ones, rather than from a hundred
of doubtful value.
RAYTHEON B -Power units are now made in a variety of styles that satisfy the needs of every receiver,
and meet the approval of every pocketbook. Your
dealer will recommend a Raytheon B -Power unit
best suited to your needs.
RAYTHEON spells reliable reception.
YOUR

RAYTHEON, TYPE B, is a non -filament
rectifier of ample capacity to eliminate B- batteries on even the largest

ten -tube set.

¡H

is`r

-a

units are manufactured by Companies selected for
their excellent engineering and production facilities.
RAYTHEON B -POWER

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

RAYTHEON
Tell 'Em You Saw

It

LIST OF PARTS
The kit contains the following parts:
1.
One panel board properly drilled for mounting the various pieces of apparatus.
2. One power transformer, Type 391.
3. One filter choke, Type 366.
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rneriea'sforemostdiyecrtselling radio set Qcfor,/inuitesyou
enjoythellltya-selectivity,Tremendousdrstarreerange clear
ò tone and great volume ofa Big Powerfl latest model2lzraco.1

tó

everftnch
of this big

4 -story
factoryrs

HONE

devoted to

building
Miraco
Sets

Coupon BringsAmazing Special Offer

Retail $

LIST
Price

--.
GET

only

SpECiApffER

one
war

GUARANTEE

Tented and approved byali
of Radio', Highest Authorities
A Biq Beautiful 5 Tube

set- Q7inlonq Built like -looks
like - perfòrm.s like a$200 value.

G-BigTowerfill NOW

Coast to Coaca Ewe n,
Reception Certi led

L

users!
61lcIviiraco
Enormous sales of the celebrated

+

NOTICE!
Miraco 6 -tube Receivers (resulting from delighted users so highly endorsing them to
friends) again enable us to add hosts of costlyuewfeatures, latest refinements and up-tothe-minute improvements such as you might
expect to find only on much higher priced

sets. Miraco's this year are still better -more
beautiful-more selective -more powerful-for
or
less money than ever before!
or i
to its from users everywhere leave little for us to add. These are only
few of the many in our files and which we receive daily. Send coupon
or plenty of additional proof and testimony of nearby users.
den

-

`i

TRSa

COMARK

QREGISTERED
Sloping Front

Guaranteed by
a Biq 01d Company

Cabinet-Panel -Dials
Finished inWalnut

7thSuccessfùlYear

.

WISC. USERS HEARD FRANCE
Cenesha, Wis. I was one of Ken sha' s International Test Listeners
luring the test week Jan. 24 to 30.
Am aendingaetipI

ping of the Kenosha Eve. News
toprove l had PTT
Toulouse, France.
OnThursdaynight
I picked up LOX
atArgentina.Both
verified by Kenyl
'''
Dabs Eve. News
c having some of the program. We
and
lave sold a number of Ultra -5'a,PTT
having
reported
wo of the sets
.Iso. Horace R. Boylan.

-

/

)REGON HEARS FLORIDA -MEXCO. Antelope,, Ore. Comparison

vith higher priced radio sets has
'roved the Miraco everything you
laimedforit.Ihavehadabout100staions from Florida to New York and
'rom Mexico City to Canada all on
the loudspeaker. Vernon Hill.
IHRU LOCAL COAST TO COAST
,leveland, O. Located about 1 1 -2
Hiles from WTAM I can tune them
rut on 3 degrees of the dials. I have
rotten: 9. New York stations; 14
hicago stations: Mexico City( Lo
Angeles: Denver: Cuba and Miami.
?la. all with good loudspeaker volune. Geo K. Montgomery.
LL. HEARS LONDON- -LOS ANELES. Danville Ill. List enclosed
if stations logged this week on Mir ico Ultra -5. Received several for -

iigo stations on loudspeaker. 21,0
i.ondon was heard plainly. I had
Juba and Mexico City several times.
Use logged KFI, Los Angeles. Earl

iverett.

HRU CHICAGO LOCALS--COAST

ro COAST. Chicago Ill. Some of
all
he stations I get onùltra -5 with
hic. stations broadcasting: KFAE
?ullman,Wash. WEAFNewYork;
SFAL Denver,_ Colo.: KFI Los Anrelent, Cal.! KFKX Hastings, Neb.:
(OA Denver, Colo., 6WKluinucu
W111
Juba WBPA Ft. Forth, Tex.D.C.!
harlotte, N. C. WCAP Wash.
WGY Schnectady N.Y i WJZN. Y.
A.
Huff.
WJAX Jacksonville,
IQUALSHIGH PRICED SETS. Pitts the
very
getting
iurgb. Pa. I am
)est results in Radio Reception that
aau be found in any high priced Bu,er set or any costing 5 s
imes the price of my
Miraco Ultra -5 Sunday evening 11:16 P.
SI., Madrid Spain en:ertainmentwas clear.
tune them in on the
loudspeaker, coast to
mast and then some
more. If there is any thing on the air the Miraco will bring
t borne. J. H. Adamson.

Fila.

f

NEBR. HEARS N. Y. TO CALIF.
Geneva, Nebr. Having fine suc-

cess with your 5 tube set. Have
picked
Ricked up stations as far away as
Atlanta Ga.; WEAF New
York; W SMBÑewOrleans WFAA
Dallas Tex.; WGO Oakland, Cal.
R. D. Hampton.
BEATS OTHERS IN TESTS. West
Salem, O. Have demonstrated
Miraco beside a good manydifferent seta and not one of them was
as good. During International Radio Week Jan.27th, at 11:28 P.M.
EAJ Madrid, Spain washeardplain
At 11:40 an announcement was
made from Hamburg, Germany.
Also heard CGZ Mexico City and
WKAQ Porto Rico. Have 76 other
distant stations on my log including KFI Los Angeles, Cal. KGO

Oakland, CaL6K W Tunicuco. Cuba
Howard Snoddy.
COASTTO COAST ON SPEAKER
Claude, Tex. Very much pleased
with my Miraco. I
have gotten stations all over the
United States
with it. Received
New York and
within a few
minutes I had
brought' in Los
Angeles on loudspeaker. That is
truly 'coast to
coast" reception. L. Wiegman.
PERFORMS LIKE $175, $200
SETS. Ringgold, Va. To say that
wonder' is a
my Miraco is a
smallexpression. Friends SOY that
it is as clear and plain as setsthat
cost $175 and $200. Have heard
WDAF Kansas City Mo.: WABI
Bangor Me.tt WPG Atlantic City,
KFJF Okla. Ci KFI Los
N.
Angeles, Cal. WEAF New York,
N. Y. Berry Beasley.
ALA. CUTS THROUGH LOCALS
Camp Hill, Ala. My Ultra -5 is
doing fine. Can get most any station 1 want from Mexico to Mass.
from Cuba to Canada with all of
our local stations going full blast.
R. C. Whetstone.
VIRGINIA HEARS CALIFORNIA
Mt. Sterling, Va. Miraco Ultra -5
euregets them.It's as easy to operate as a Ford. I have over 92
stations to my record. Programs
come in on the speaker from Ottawa,Canada, Ont. and Montreal
Que. to Havana and Tuinucu Cuba, also Mexico City and Irom
New York to Los Angeles. Calif.
E. H. Baker.
CAL. FINDS MIRACO EXCELS
Suisun Cal. Amorderinganother
Ultra-5, the set sure does
allyouclaim. I have tried

J.

itoutwith manyother

N.Y. HEARS LOS ANGELES. Glen - eetscostingtwiceor
field, N. Y. Have logged 93 eta - threetimesasmuch
clone in 8 weeks on our Miraco Set onlytofind theUlall on the loudspeaker including sta- tra-5 as good or
tions in Canada Florida, Cuba and better in most
cases. Earl
Loa Angeles, Mrs. LeRoy Burdick.
'COLORADO
TOURS CONTIN- Branscombe.
TINENT." Jareso, Colo. It is real- SELECTIVITY!
ly wonderful what your Miraco Ul- CUTS THRU
tra-6 can do. I have gotten Seattle, LOCALS. DeSan Francisco, Los Angeles, Phoe- troit, Mich. I
nix, Aria. San Antonio. New am satisfied with
Orleans Miami, Florida and Miraco. Can cut
Atlantic City and New'York thru WWJ WCX
City and CKY in Canada. WJR WGHP very
Now I'll say that is touring very strong caé
the continent. Stewart L. stations. Charles
Medlu.

EASY ON BATTERIES]

[ULTRA- SELECTIVE LONG DISTANCE SET
Unless convinced-after a good long trial in your
home-that the beautiful new high -powered Miraco
is the most astonishing bargain offered in big, fine,
high -grade radios, don't buy it. Could any offer be
fairer? And, remember, this offer is made by a large
responsible manufacturing corporation-one of the
oldest and most successful set-builders in the industry-a concern which has grown to immense size
through the recommendations of satisfied customers
who bought after trial.
Testimony of delighted users from coast to coast
offers positive proof that the big Miraco actually is
unmatched (even at much higher prices) for "razor-

edge" selectivity combined with extreme long distance reception, clear natural tone, powerful loud
speaker volume and economy in use of batterycurrent.
It comes completely built, thoroughly tested and
factory guaranteed for one year. A big, beautiful expensive looking radio, -one you'll be proud to have
friends see and hear. Has stylish sloping front cab inet, handsomely gold illustrated genuine Bakelite
front panel and large Bakelite knobs with "arrow
point" indicators for fine tuning-in beautiful walnut
finish throughout.
Clip coupon now for literature and Special Offer
that will surprise and interest you.

Compare its constructionwidewith highest priced sets -study this picture

Rear View of Celebrated Ultra -5

Note the neat sturdy high-class construction;
spacings between parts eliminate losses and interference. All wiring concealed under genuine
Bakelite base panel (M). Flexible wiring prevents
broken or noisy connections. Flush -type sockets

for the new tubes.

(A) (B)

(C)- "Duoform-

Miraco Ultra low
ers"-famousandexclusive
matched coils -one of the

loss,

Mirself shielded
aco secrets of selectivity with powerful volume
on long distance stations. (D) "Counter Balancer"- patented feature, NOT a rheostat or
potentiometer. Controls oscillations on all wave
lengths, reduces "B" battery consumption
nc range, clarfurther increases selectivity,d
ity, power and volume. (E) (F) Shielded transformers of famous makelevenly amplify all notes;
beautiful tone quality. (G) Tone Modulator - regulates volume, switches current off or on. (H) (I) (J) Low Loss Straight Line Frequency Condensers
-highest grade equipped with ball bearings. Solid brass plates. Evenly separate all stations.
(K) Connect E -Z Cable for attaching batteries. (L) Genuine Bakelite front panel. And many other
latest features of costliest sets. Literature describes them fully, send for it!

-

Single Dial Control!
The
Miraco Ultra -U. S. Navy
celebrated

AGENTS!
DEALERS!

Write for our
latest Miraco
proposition.
Nation - wide
popularity,
superior performance of
Miraco5-tube
sets, at amazingly lower
prices, make
them easy to
sell. Send coupon today for
proof

-5

type circuit, above described, has also been
adapted toSingle Dial Tuning -without sacrifice of selectivity, volume, clearness, power,
tone or distance getting qualities! In themagnificent big Miraco Unitune -5, here shown,
you turn one vernier knob for stations everywhere. Literature describes this great achievement. Also offered on 30 days free trial!

fyou want is wcñíingforYiu!

the7ia,

Coupon or postal brings reports from hosts-of users in your vicinity and elsewhere proving that Mimeo seta
at rock -bottom money-saving factory prices, outperform sets costing
up to four times as much. You can also buy speak
from us! Get our
batteries, etc. at big savings
proposition before spending money

RADIO

CORPORATION

of Sets
'MIDWEST
pioneer B uilders
Building

531 D Miraco
free literature,
all send
of your rtes
Without
( ) Agent
supplies.
d all
and full
an
sets
Miraco

O.

R
(, SPECIAL OFFER
AMAZING
on Guarantee
Po9ttion
of users_
rise pro
()Dealer
tactorY( User

j

NAME
ADDRESS
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every one
a micadon
4311h

>.1f

1

Nr» >A

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

One filter condenser block,cTyte 392.
One input transformer, ratio 1:6, Type 285.
One output transformer, Type 367.
One resistance unit, Type 393 -A.
Two vacuum tube sockets, Type 349.
One terminal strip.
One double snap switch.
One attachment plug and cord.

A Four Tube Non -Reradiating Receivei

(See Page 153 for diagram)
THIS receiver consists of a tuning arrangement
of
antenna coupler with an adjustable primary, a three
c
cuit tuner consisting of a radio frequency coil used
in t
plate circuit of the radio frequency tube, a second
winding and a variable tickler coil used for regeneration
in t
plate circuit of the detector tube.
The secondaries of each coil are tuned with a .00025
variabl)
condenser. A variable resistance of 200,000 ohms is used in
tlu
.

Pf1C 5-12-17,1-15-10. 0-J-18.

7-5-Z0. 9"27'IJ.1A'13.Yî1Y U.

.902 JId>:U:rirl:7J0

Micadon 640

plate circuit of the radio frequency tube to control
oscillatio
Various setting of this unit will increase the amount of
volume
and sensitivity when tuning in distant stations.
The radio frequency coil is variable and once adjusted for
maxi:¡
mum selectivity and sensitivity, it needs no further adjustment.
The amplifier consists of two stages of audio transformer
wired
in the usual manner as illustrated in the graphic
drawing.

There are now three types of Micadons -each
made to meet a new development in radio.
Micadon 601 is the standard of small fixed condensers. Designed on revolutionary principles, it
was one of the first radio products to discard heavy
molded insulation with its high dielectric losses.
It provides and maintains a constant, fixed capacity
wherever small condensers are required.
In Micadon 640, the need for higher capacities
in super- heterodyne, reflex and resistance -coupled
amplifiers has been met. The same accuracy, the
same principles of insulation and protection against
losses in its fixed and permanent capacity have
given this condenser its unequalled popular demand.

Micadon 700 is the newest addition to this
famous line. Completely shielded in its bright
aluminum case, it is designed to withstand even
the voltage found in low -power C.W. vacuum tube
transmitters; thus providing the most compact,
efficient and economical unit of fixed capacity
that
radio has yet known.

Three different types-but every one a Micadon.
In the patented principles of their design; in the
scrupulous care given to every stage of their manufacture; in their delicate precision, fully shielded
and protected -worthy to bear the name of radio's
greatest maker of condensers.

unire

CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
1377 Bronx Boulevard, New York, N. Y.

\
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Retail Price

S75

Completely Assembled
Big Discounts
to agents and Dealers

Wonderful offer direct from the factory! The world's greatest radio.

A perfect working, single dial control, 7 tube receiver. And just to prove our claims, we will
ship it to your home for 3o days' free trial. Test it under all conditions. Test it for distance, voland if you are not convinced that it is the best single dial set you ever
ume and tonal quality
heard, return it to the factory. We don't want your money unless you are completely satisfied.

-
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BIG PROFITS
TO AGENTS AND DEALERS

I

El

Our Agents and Dealers make big money
selling Metrodyne Sets. You can work all
or part time. Demonstrate the superiority
of Metrodynes right in your home. Metrodyne Radios have no competition. Lowest
wholesale prices. Demonstrating set on 30
days' free trial. Greatest money- making U
opportunity. Send coupon below -or a let-_
ter- for our agent's proposition.

Milli

s

1111
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Metrodyne Super-Seven Radio
tube, tuned

Easiest set to operate. Only one small

radio frequency set. Approved by

knob tunes in all stations. The dial is electrically lighted so that you can log stations in the
dark. The volume control regulates the reception from a faint whisper to thunderous volume,
1,000 to 3,000 miles on loud speaker! The Metrodyne Super -Seven is a beautiful and efficient
receiver, and we are so sure that you will be
delighted with it, that we make this liberal
30 days' free trial offer. You to be the judge.

A single dial control,

7

America's leading radio engineers. Designed
and built by radio experts. Only the highest
quality low loss parts are used. Magnificent,
two -tone walnut cabinet. Artistically gilded

genuine Bakelite panel, nickeled piano
hinge and cover support. All exposed metal
parts are beautifully finished in 24 -k gold.

Mail COUPON Below!
Let us send you proof of
Metrodyne quality

MetF. L. Warnock, Greentown, Ind., writes "I received the
rodyne in good shape and am more than pleased with it. Got
stations 2,000 miles away."
C. J. Walker, Mariposa, Calif., writes: "Received my Metrodyne Single Dial set O. K. I believe that these one-dial sets
are going to be excellent sellers. I had no trouble in tuning
in stations enough to satisfy anyone, so you will please send
me another set."
Roy Bloch, San Francisco, Calif., writes: "Very often we
travel from New York to the Hawaiian Islands quickly
means of the little tuning -knob
from station to station
which operates the electrically -lighted dial. The Metrodyne
Single Dial Set is much easier to operate than any radio set
I've ever seen."
We will send you hundreds of similar letters from owners who acclaim the Metrodyne as the greatest radio
set in the world. A postal, letter or the coupon brings
:

-

-by

30

Days' FREE Trial

Metrodyne Super-Six

complete information, testimonials, wholesale prices,
and our liberal 30 days' free trial Offer.

®

dyne 6 tube long distance tuned radio frequency receiving set. Approved by leading radio engineers of America. Highest grade low
loss parts, completely assembled in a beautiful walnut cabinet.
Easy to operate. Dials easily logged. Tune in your favorite station
instantly on same dial readings every time. No guessing.
stations
Mr. Howard, of Chicago, said: "While five Chicago broadcasting
including New
were on the air I tuned in seventeen out -of-town stations,
as
clear,
and
loud
very
horn,
York and San Francisco, on my loud speaker
though they were all in Chicago."

We are one of the pioneers of radio. The success of Metro dyne sets is due to our liberal 30 days' free trial offer,
which gives you the opportunity of trying before buying.

Gentlemen:

MAIL THIS
COUPON

or send a postal or letter.Get our
proposition before buying a radio.
Deal direct with manufacturer

Save Money.

-

COMPANY
METRO ELECTRIC
Chicago, Illinois
Dept.
Ave.
2161 -71 N. California

+

M

®MI
IMMININ
eems111Ole ® ®
COMPANY
II METRO ELECTRIC
2161 -71 N. California Ave., Dept. 597
Chicago, Illinois

Another triumph in radio. Here's the new 1927 model Metro -

597

Send me full particulars about AIet rodyne 6 tube
and 7 tube sets and your 30 days' free trial offer

Name - ---

- - --

Address___

If you are interested in AGENT'S prop osition, place an "X" in the square s+)
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Converts Any Set
Into a Low Wave
Receiver
"SUBMARINER"

The accessories shown are :
f
The new Saal Cone Type Loud Speaker made by Saal Mfg. C
Chicago.
The "B" battery eliminator shown will deliver all necessary vol
ages to operate detector and amplifier circuits. Connects into an
A. C. 110 -volt light socket. Made by Bremer -Tulley Co., Chicago.
A Willard "A" plant supplies "A" current to set and when con
nected into any 110 -volt A. C. light socket keeps the "A" suppl
fully charged with very little further attention. Made by Willar
Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
The cabinet shown is by the Southern Toy Co., Hickory, N. C.
The table has room to store all accessories, solid mahogany, an
macle by Watsontown Table & Furniture Co., Watsontown, Pa.
(If any further information is desired regarding these accessorie
please address manufacturers direct.)
List of Parts. These Parts or Their Equivalent Will Give

Satisfactory Results
These parts or their equivalent will give satisfactory results:
1- 7x18x3/16 -inch Radion Panel
1- 7x17x/ -inch Wood Baseboard
2 -B -T Lifetime .00025 mfd. Variable Condensers
-B -T Type A.C. 3 Low Loss Antenna Coupler
l -B -T Type B Low Radio Frequency Coil
4 -B -T UX Sockets
-B -T 2.2 -1 Ratio Audio Transformer
1 -B -T 4.7 -1 Ratio Audio Transformer
2- Radion 4-inch Dials
2- Carter 25 Ohm Rheostats
2- Carter 4 Ohm Fixed Resistances
1- Carter 201A Radio Jack
1- Carter 103 Radio Jack
1- Carter Type M1 Ohm Resistance
1- Carter Filament Switch
1- Dubilier 2 Megohm Grid Leak
1- Dubilier .00025 mfd. Grid Condenser
1- Dubilier .001 mfd. Fixed Condenser
1- Dubilier .005 mfd. Fixed Condenser
7 -Eby Engraved Binding Posts
1- Package Kester Solder
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp
\lisc.: Screws, Lugs, Wire, Etc.
1

1

Only
$15

The

SUBMARINER
Converts any set, regardless of make or number of tubes
used, into a high class low wave tuner, with which you may
experience the thrill of listening to voices from all parts of
the world on low wave lengths. No changes necessary to
your present set. Hear KDKA -talking to Europe on 63
meters -opens up a most interesting new field in radio.
Covers wide band amateur field.

How To Build the Molliformer "B" Unit

Everywhere a Sensation
No jumble of stations on low waves

-no

disagreeable noises
no static. Learn code by listening to amateurs
from all parts of the world. Comes ready to attach; no
extras needed. Just plug in and you have command of the
low wave lengths. A high class, scientific laboratory prod-

-practically

uct. Connected and disconnected instantly. Order today.
Our guarantee is broad. If not entirely pleased,
return, and your money will be cheerfully refunded

Sent postpaid upon receipt of $ 15-or C. O.
D. plus postage. State
name of set and type of
detector tube you use.

J. M. P. Mfg. Co.

750-509 Federal St.

Chicago, Ill.

(Continued tu page
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A Step Ahead

-and Then Some
The 316 A, 316 B, and
317 Variable Condensers.

Uniform, interchangeinductances for all
circuits and wavelengths,
to fit standard sockets.
able

THE name Silver -Marshall has always been associated with progress
-S -M parts have always represented something more than devices merely made to fill an
existing demand. The part that these products
have played in the development of radio reception is fully appreciated by those who know.
A combination of exceptional foresight, a thorough understanding of the field, manufacturing and laboratory equipment that is unequalled, has always resulted in products that
have shown a marked advance in efficiency
and design -built as well as modern factory
methods and laboratory supervision at every
step can make them.
Those illustrated on this page are but a few
of the many that are in constant demand
where only the best is wanted. Each is a step
ahead of the industry -each represents
progress -items that experimenters have
been waiting for-and are satisfied with.

220 Audio and 221 OutFor
put Transformer.
power supply sets, 329 and
330 power transformer, 331
Unichoke, and 332 Condenser Bank.

340 Midget Balancing

Condenser

-a

Behind each S -M part is a guarantee
guarantee of perfect materials and workmanship. That's why engineers, editors,
explorers- seasoned experimenters -use
and recommend them.

+B

A-+'.

+

The Short Wave Receiver
Engineers and carried by
South American explorations
the world-Silver.Marshall
dependable.

designed by Silver -Marshall
Commander Dyott on his
to keep him in touch with
parts depended upon and

Individual 631 Stage Shield

Book
Tell 'Ein You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call
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210 and 211 Long
Wave Transformers

Citizens Radio Call Boo>`

All Parts for the New

SM
Wholesale
Headquarters
SHURE RADIO CO.
17 -19

S. Wells

St., Chicago

Send for free catalog
covering all
Silver- Marshall Parts

In Stock -Immediate Delivery
ALL PARTS SPECIALLY MATCHED BY
SILVER -MARSHALL ENGINEERS
2 -220 Transformers
-Crowe Panel

4-316A Condensers
2 -801 Dials
4-515 Coil Sockets
3 -115A Coils
1 -116A Coil
6
1

-511
-275

1

-221
-002

Transformer
1
Condenser
4 -1MF Condensers
1

1

-632

Link Motion

2- Yaxley Tip Jacks
1-Terminal Strip

Tube Sockets
Choke

1

-Iron

Base

1- Yaxley No. 10 Switch
1- Yaxley 20 Ohm Rheostat
1- Yaxley 6 Ohm Resistor
1
1

-Coil Hook -up Wire
-Ass't Misc. Parts

Complete Building Instructions

List

Aero Products- Benjamin- Samson
Balkite -Jewell- Majestic

DEALERS: Write for 52page "Shure Shots" Catalog today. It's FREE!

Silver Shielded
5íx

4 -651 Stage Shields

Brener- Tully- H.F.L. Nine in Line
Vic toreen-Karas Electric-Remler
Utah Thordarson- Thorola
Kurz -Kasch- Rayovac
Musselman- Yaxley
Qualitone Loops and Speakers
AND 79 OTHERS

630

11.

$95.00 Price

All Parts for the S -M Power Pack, $49.70
Aerodyne Five Essential Kit, $12

F. L. Nine in Line Essential Kit, $67.

MAIL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED

SHURE RADIO CO.
17 -19 So. Wells St., Chicago

The Silver Shielded Six
"The Highest Type of
Broadcast Receiver"
-

\\'r have it in stock and can make immediate
hipment.
We are authorized Silver -Marshall

distributors and carry complete
stock of S -M products.

DEALERS : Write for discounts
Headquarters for All Popular Kits:
REMLER INFRADYNE
IMPROVED BROWNING DRAKE
RAYTHEON POWER PACK
SAMSON T.C. DE LUXE RECEIVER

AMERTRAN

POWER PACK
IMPROVED
HAMMARLUND

ROBERTS

Our monthly FREE CATALOGUE is a real money
maker for thousands of dealers all over the country.
1f you are not already on our mailing list you are
losing money. We carry over 40 of the best known,
nationally advertised lines. Our discounts are mos
liberal and we ship within 24 hours.
-

L

-

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., 6 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY
Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citi.. efts Radio Call Book
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We

Carry

the Complete

Silver - Marshall Line
and Everything in Radio

and Electrical Goods
-

Quality Products and Service these are the principles around
which our organization has been established. We carry one of the
largest stocks of high -grade radio parts and accessories ever assembled under one roof-items of the best known and reliable manufacturers of standard sets, parts, supplies. Our reputation has been
built upon prompt service and square dealing. Mail orders are
given immediate attention, are carefully packed and filled the same
day they are received.
Send for our 164 -page catalog of everything in radio and electrical
goods, showing liberal discounts to dealers.

The S -M Silver Shielded Six

220 & 221
Audio Transformers

the detector stage
A dual control, 6 -tube receiver of the shielded unit type. The three stages of R. F. and
all
interference from
and
eliminating
coupling
interstage
preventing
shields,
are enclosed in individual stage
design found in the best receivers
outside sources. This construction is in line with the most advanced sets
selling for many times its price.
today, and the Silver Shielded Six can be compared with manufactured
a further assurance of quality performance
as
-and
in
construction
are
uniform
coils
and
condensers
All
being packed. The audio end consists of
are individually tested in the Silver -Marshall laboratory before
to be found on the market today. The
units
amplifying
truest
-tile
transformers
audio
220
S
-M
new
the
and accessories, price $95.00.
tubes
cabinet,
but
everything
630 Silver Shielded Six Kit -containing
and radio frequency transcondensers
matched
four
-containing
Kit
The 633 Silver Shielded Six Essential
price $45.00.
book,
instruction
and
formers, four coil sockets, four stage shields, a link motion

S -M

220 & 221 Audio Transformers

the
The S -M 220 is the finest transformer ever built. Itin ismodfirst transformer that compensates for shortcomings
rising
the
ern broadcasting. It is the first transformerforwith
conditions of
low note characteristic which compensates
is
a reverse nature in our speakers. It is a power job
heard.
husky -delivering a quality such as you've never
operate beThe 221 is an output transformer, designed to
low
tween the last power tube and the speaker-improving
note reproduction and increasing the capacity of the speaker
for strong signals several hundred percent.

-it

Interchangeable Coils

Interchangeable Coils

Made
For use wherever the best of inductances are required.
in several styles and in a variety of ranges -all coilsto fitting
1800
18
the universal 515 coil socket. They range from
They are space
all uniformly interchangeable.
meters
of onewound with enameled wire. Uniform to the fraction
gang conquarter of one percent-therefore ideal for any
denser design. Price $2.50 to $3.25 depending on range.

-

210 & 211 Long Wave Transformers
Measured and guaranteed. They are tested with equipment
apprcximating actual receiving conditions, and actual amplification to the fraction of one percent is predicted in the
tests that these transformers have to pass. The 210 is an untuned iron core transformer and the 211 is a sharply tuned
air core filter. Supplied, measured in any quantity, for 199
or 201A type tubes. Price $6.00 each.

S -M

635 Short Wave Kit

An ideal combination for the enthusiast interested in code or
in the programs broadcasted on the shorter waves. This receiver has practically an unlimited range. The kit contains
carefully designed and matched essentials for a range of
from 18 to 150 meters. A set of four type 117 plug -in coils,
a 515 coil socket, 340 antenna coupling condenser and two
317

tuning condensers are included in this assembly. Price

$23.00.

All prices given above are list prices. Regular dealer discounts apply
210 & 211
Long Wave Transformer

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

catalog giving dealer discounts
Send for our free 164 -page wholesale
and household appliances
goods
electrical
on the latest in radio,

W. C. BRAUN COMPANY
635 Short Wave Kit

32-90A S. Clinton St., Chicago, U. S. A.
Book
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HEADQUARTERS

Silver Shielded Six
A six -tube receiver of the most advanced design. Completely shielded -preventing inter stage coupling and pick -up from outside
sources. Dual control. A tone quality that
will compare with receivers selling at any
price. The 630 Kit complete- nothing left to
buy but a cabinet, tubes and accessories
$95.00. The Silver Shielded Six Essential Kit t,t

-

650 -B Plug -In B
A "B" current supply delivering more power than you
will ever need. Will improve the reception on any set.
No hum -complete voltage control. And, it will deliver
A and C power to many sets, too. Ready to attach to

your house socket -ready for immediate operation
$39.50.

-

-containing four matched condensers,

II

A complete "B" eliminator and power amplifier. The unit is entirely self- containedA, B and C power for the amplifier stage being supplied by the "B" eliminator portion
of the assembly-and this supplies "B" current to the receiver as well. Complete part.'
as described in this publication -$49.40.
Complete line of Silver -Marshall and Other
High -Grade Parts Carried. Dealers: Send
for Catalog. Mail Orders filled.

WIRELESS ELECTRIC CO.

206 Stanwix St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
DISTRIBUTORS
ENGINEERS

TALOG
OF

4LUES
Lake St,

Chicago I11.

Send for our new catalog
Only standard first quality
merchandise is offered in our
big NEW 1927 Catalog for
dealers. Write at once.

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Power Amplifier and Current Supply

134 -138 W.

foutlÿpi

matched radio frequency transformers, four,
coil sockets, four stage shields, a link motion'
and full instructions -$45.00.

203
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We Are Headquarters

for

Silver Marshall
Products

ï

,

band of from 18 to 150 meters- nothing better in
short wave equipment -$23.00.
Silver Power -Pack
"B" eliminator and power amplifier combined. Parts as described -$49.40.
Silver -Cockaday (S -C) -One of the finest four tube receivers ever developed. Single Control -and a tone
quality that leaves nothing to be desired. The complete 620 Kit sells for $59.25.
Complete Specified Parts in Stock for Any of the Circuits Described in This Book.
a

,4

he Silver Shielded Six -A completely shielded six
be receiver with but two Major controls -tone quality
tpreme. Complete kit $95.00. The Essential Kit $45.00.
,lver "Plug -In" B- More "B" power than you will
No hum -complete voltage control -and it
Eger need.
nrnishes A and C power to many types of receivers as
-.ell. Price, ready to attach to your light socket-$39.50.
Aver Short Wave Kit -Parts for a receiver covering

-A

New Cockaday LC-27 -The Last Word in Radio
-Clarity, tone and reproduction of speech and music without
parallel.
-Simplicity of operation and adequate selectivity.

-Very simple tuning control,
-Will not howl or squeal.

-No
.

a

child can operate it.

6

-Only

one volume adjustment.

7- Operates with any type aerial or without
8- Operates on house current or batteries.
9- Anyone can build it.

an aerial.

10 -Fool -proof construction.
balancing, no neutralizing.
Write for full particulars about this Wonder set. Be sure to send for our catalogue
and discount sheet

HAMMER RADIO CO., 305 ATKINS AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Distributors of All Worth-While Products
-A

receiver that can be compared with those of the
630 Silver Shielded Six
highest price. A six -tube set with individually shielded units. Only two major
controls. A tone quality that can be compared with receivers selling at any price.
The 630 Kit- Nothing left to buy but tubes, cabinet and accessories-$95.00.
The 633 Essential Kit -$45.00.
S -M 220 and 221 Audio Transformers -The best audio amplifying devices ever
manufactured-$6.00 each.
S -M Interchangeable Coils -Uniform-low loss-for use wherever the best in
coils is demanded. Made in all types and ranging from 18 to 1800 meters. Price
$2.50 to $3.25, depending on range.
range of 18 to 150 meters. Carefully matched parts
S -M 635 Short Wave Kit
-price
$23.00.
throughout
and units

-A

Distributors for Ferguson and Workrite Radio Receivers,
Teletone Horns, Ute-Williams Loops
Frost Radio Products -Supertron Tubes -C. R. Ablet-CecoJobbers for the following lines of radio equipment: Karas
Solder
-Kester
Posts
H oyt Meters -Bede Meters -Victorene Super- heterodyne Kits
Binding
lectric Co.- Amperites -Eby
msco Products -Yaxley- Carter Radio Co.- Electrade, Inc.
Ultradyne Kits-Hammarlund- Roberts Kits-Remler -Best Kits
ope Webbing Co.- Fibrock Insulation- Goodrich Hard Rub -Drake Kits -etc.
-Browning
T-J. L. Houze Glass Co. -Acme Wire Co. -L. F. Muter Co.Write for our 32 -page catalogue. We have no Bargains

--

-

INC., OF TEXAS
DALLAS RADIO LABORATORIES,Supplies
Jobbers of Radio Equipment and

08 N. St. Paul Street
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IT'S THE TRUTH:
We have one of the most complete lines of radio parts and accessories
in the country. Centrally located, you save time and money by
dealing here. Radio is not a side line with us, but an all- year-round
business. The officers of this company have been engaged with
radio since 1912 and are associate members of the I. R. E. If we
recommend it, it is good.

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG
Kit Headquarters for:

SILVER- MARSHALL
HAMMARLUND- ROBERTS
VICTOREEN -SUPER
BROWNING -DRAKE
ALL -AMERICAN

CL RADIO

THE

,

ULTRADYNE
RAYTHEON
INFRADYNE
DAVEN

8 S. Jefferson St.

DAYTON, OHIO

R. S. COPP

CO.
C. J. LINXWEILER
noi

i

dSS

YOUR FAVORITE BRAND
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
Silver- Marshall
Acme
Alden

Amertran
Amsco
Aero
Belden

Benjamin
Bruno
Bremer -Tully
Centralab
Carter
Pyrex

Cutler- Hammer
Meloformer
Tobe
Dongan

e

e
e
e

Dixie
Dubilier
Eby

Electrad
Exide
Formica
Insuline
Duratron
Ray -O -Vac

Fleron
Western Electrio

Hammarlund

Jefferson
Jewell
Kodel
Kurz Kasch
Marco
Perryman
Amperite
Samson
Sangamo

Sterling
Stevens

Suportron

Teletone
Thordarson

Walbert
V

ictoreen

Yax ley

AND MANY OTHERS

e

rid
Sh'

Through our years of experience
we have learned that when a fan
wants SILVER - MARSHALL
parts he wants only that particular brand and WON'T have anything else.
This is also true with other
brands and we believe in giving
our customers JUST WHAT
THEY WANT.

For this reason we carry a large
number of lines as described to
the left, but we only carry standard nationally advertised prod-

I
loi

WINDHAM " CONDENSER s
For Accurate Laboratory Work

ucts.

The Variable Air Condenser shown
above is designed to be mechanically
strong and rugged and to have the electrical characteristics so necessary for low
radio frequency losses, easy tuning and
selectivity. It is as well adapted to accurate laboratory work as it is to the amateur who wants to build his own and be
certain of results.

In the Heart of the
U. S. A.
as we are, RIGHT IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE UNITED STATES

Situated

we are conveniently accessible to everyone.

It will pay you to get in touch with us.
Get one of our new catalogs. You can
save time and money. Write today.

We Sell Wholesale Only
We Sell to Dealers Only

THE GOYER CO., Manufacturers

SECURITY RADIO- ELECTRIC CO.

1506 Pine St.

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

St. Louis, Mo.

/ell 'Eni Volt Saw It

in the Citizens

Radio Call Book
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The Shielded Six is one of the highest types of broadcast receivers. It embodies complete shielding of all radio frequency
and detector circuits. The quality of reproduction is real-true
to the ear.
Behind the Shielded Six is competent engineering. It is sensitive. Day in and day out it will give distance -on the speaker.
It is selective. Local stations in the most crowded area separate
completely -yet there are but two dials to tune.
These features -its all -metal chassis and panel, its ease of
assembly, and many others, put it in that small class of ultra fine factory -built sets, priced at several times the Six's cost.
The S -M 630 Shielded Six Kit -including all specified matched
and measured parts to build this remarkable receiver-price

-

$95.00.

The assembly is all metal aluminum shields
ouse each radio frequency circuit and in turn fit
n a steel sub -base fastened to a brass panel which
s finished in attractive walnut. Not only is the
ssembly pleasing to the eye- dignified in its quiet
ichness, but the entire construction is sturdy. The
hielded Six is designed for years to come.
F.4

AI

d
')

1

1.

63a
Silver Shielded
Six

The 633 Shielded Six Essential Kit contains four condensers,
four radio frequency transformers, four coil sockets, four stage
shields and the link motion -all factory matched -price $45.00.
Clear and complete instructions, prepared by S -M engineers,
go with each kit-or will be mailed separately for 50c.

630 and 633 kits are manufactured by Tresco and liunder Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 1,113.1 -19, October 0,
Silver -Marshall, Inc., Exclusive Distributing; .\ gents.

220 and 221 AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
S -M 220-the big, husky audio transformer you hear
in the finest sets -the only transformer with the rising
dow note characteristic that means real quality -not

ionly on paper-but when you hear it. It is a power
¡job -yet this finest of audio amplifying devices is sold,
with a guarantee, for but $6.00.
The S -M 221 is an output transformer that
will bring out the low notes on your present
set. It should be used between the last audio

-

tube and the loud speaker it eliminates
blasting and will increase speaker capacity
for handling strong signals without distortion, $6.00.

THE POWER UNITS

635 SHORT WAVE KIT
The type 635 Short Wave Receiver Kit contains the
carefully designed and matched essentials for a real
short wave set. Its range is 18 to 150 meters. The kit
contains a set of four plug -in coils, one coil socket, one
coupling condenser and two 140 mmf. condensers.
These parts are all carefully designed for operation together.

With the four coils supplied, the amateur bands fall
well to the center of the tuning scale. "Dead spots" at
which the receiver will not oscillate are totally eliminated. The antenna condenser allows coupling adjustment to suit individual conditions. Price $23.00.

These units are particularly designed for all "B" eliminator
and power amplifier assemblies.
a 110
S -M 330 Power Transformer has 300 volt secondaries,
winding
lighting
filament
volt
a
7.5
olt, 60 cycle primary and

-$.600.

-a

two winding high inductance filter choke
S -M 331 Unichoke
-$.600.
-licensed under Clough Patent Applicationtapped
filter condensersS -M 332 Condenser Bank -contains 10% mf. of

tested at 700 volts D. C.- $10.00.
low voltPower Transformer is similar to 330, except that it is a volt sec age type for Raytheon tubes. Primary, 110 volts A. C., two 220
ondaries, and a split 5 volt filament winding.- $6.00.
:11

S -M 329

U. S. A.
SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc., 836 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
Book
Tell 'Etli You Sato It in the Citi.ce'ns Radio Call
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Exclusive Feature

articles
011

the

Ilemarkable

INFRADYNE"
are written by

E. M. Sargent,
the originator of the
new wonder, and they are
published monthly
in "RADIO."
Sargent writes only for
"RADIO"- the
nation's best practical
radio magazine.
Get it from your news
dealer or subscribe now
$2.50 per year.
Pacific Radio Publishing Co.
PACIFIC BUILDING

Established 1917

SAN FRANCISCO

Tell 'Ent You Sua' It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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A Page of

Bargains From the Barawik Catalog

PERIOD CONSOLES FOR YOUR PRIZE RADIO SET
TUDOR HIGHBOY

/ii1i,

New

ery

design.
and front of
Walnut Satin
Rubbed Finish.
Equipped with
full floating horn
of best quality
and tone, fitted
with sliding instrument t r a Y
that will accommodate 7 in. by
21 in. or smaller radio pane/.
into
Slides
grooves without
use of
the
screws. Slide -in
'Cop

111114

BARAWIK

attractive

Period

Radio Set
5 Tubes
New Design
Only $24.95

tray also per-

Embodies the newest forward steps in radio, such
as C. S. Standard low loss coils, straight line frequency- condensers, large handy Kurz -Ka:ch dials
sloping
and new model cabinet with etched metal
you
panel with gold markings and engravings. hives
set
1
you
low
cost.
at
reception
the best radio
Dican buy complete cheaper than you can build:
Company
The
Barawik
rect from our own factory.
is the oldest radio specialty institution in America,
numbering 200,000 customers. Every item sold is
of high standard. Buy from radio experts and save
money. Order direct from this page.

remarkable 5 -tube radio frequency set- finer, better
is both rich and
built and producing superior results. It clear.
sweet, natattractive looking, and for easy tuning,
everything you will
ural tones, and distant reception, it is new
power
tubes.
the
including
tubes
Takes
all
expect.
PERFECT REPRODUCTION
as comparison with any
It stands alone in tone quality,
Is the choice of expert musiset at any price will reveal. harmony
and tone. Its beautiof
cians who recognize finest distinctions
reproduce the human voice, whether in
ful. natural, well- rounded astones
a bell. Musical programs are reproduced in
song or speech. as clear
sweet, perfect tones, delightfully and harmoniously.
ARTISTIC CABINET
walnut finish cabinet. An ornament to
Exceptionally fine hand- rubbed dignified
cabinet in keeping with other
any room. A truly distinctive,
Barawik qualities.
A

THE GREATEST VALUE TODAY
-LOOK AT THESE PRICES:
our prices are
here is there value to
prices.
101 T5000 -Set only,
5
rìe;
Complete With All Accessories

$24 9

as Illustrated
For Storage Battery Operation In5
201A type tubes. 2 45cluding:
Volt B" Batteries, 1 Fine Local
Speaker, 1 6 -Volt Storage Battery,
1 Complete Antenna Equipment, 1
"C" Battery, 1 Fine Head 8,,.
f'onsplete.
301T5001 -ShiPPing f1'

56.95

P
weight, 120 lbs
301 T5002 -For Dry ('ell Operation Including: 5 199 type Tubes.
2 45-Volt "B" Batteries. 1 fine
Loud Speaker, 3 Dry Cell 'A"
Batteries. 1 "c" Battery. 1 Fine
Head Set. Complete.
Shipping W't. 45 lbs
Anyone can set up this outfit
an hour or so.
Transportation charges extra.

$51.50

PUT YOUR SET IN A GOOD CABINET

BIG VALUE STORAGE BATTERY

$9.45

you
of price. Its cost to servThe best battery regardless for
3 years for radio
is less, its life is guaranteed
dependability
Its
ice, 18 months for auto service.
finest quality
Strong, rugged, inrated
means satisfaction.
capacity.
Full
hard rubber compoundof cases.
Shipped fully
materials.
best
and
new
is
part
Every
lbs.
40
to
65
cats.,
charged. ready to use. Ship.
$
volt, 60 amp. Each
102'r5300
9.45
volt, 100 amp. Each
102T5301
10.75
Each
10275302-6 volt. í12i 0 atop.
volt, 100 amp., 11 plate. Each 9.85
108T5303
volt 120 amp., 13 plate. Each 11.85
108T5304
15.65
Each
volt, 7 plate.
108T5305
Transportation charges extra.

TWO -TONE WALNUT CABINETS
in two Elegantly finished solid walnut top and sides
with darker
tone effect. Body is beautiful brown walnut
hand Fine
lines.
brown panels relieved with inlaid gold to
expensive
rubbed finish gives appearance equal and most
lid stop. Ends
furniture. Nickel plated piano hinge
ngck f
panel. Full te inches
p'grooved
Guaranteed perfect construction. Shipping wt.,
anel G
25 to 35 lbs.
Panel Each

Number
103T5200

103T5201

103T5202

mits instrument
to be drawn out
nearer to operin
ator whena betuse, giving
ter vision of the
dial figures.
Holds all A and
L' batteries. Size
over all. 45 3/4.

Panel Each
7x18 $6.89
7x21 7.35
7x24 8.25
tsportation
'I'

,umber

103T5203

103T5204

103T5205

in. high. 27 V2
in. wide. 14 in.

No. 90 3T5500

Price

deep.

$44.50

LYRIC SPECIAL
A beautiful Console Cabinet made
of Genuine Ply woods and Solid
Red Gum, with
our Walnut Satin
Finish. A very attractive cabinet.
and an outstanding leader in our
line. Equipped
with full floating
horn of highest
quality and tone,
fastened to lid.
and supported by
an automatic lid
balance. Will accommodate a 7 in.
by 21 in. or smaller instrument panwhich slides
el,
into grooves without use of screws.
Ample space below
instrument compartment for A
and B Batteries.
Size over all. 45
in. high, 24 % in.
wide, 15 in. deep.

No. 903T5501

Transportation
charges extra.

Price

HIAWATHA
Here is a Console Cabinet, haying the appearance of costing
much more than
we ask. Is made
of Genuine Ply woods and Solid
Red Guns, in a

7x26 $8.55
7x28 9.50
7x30 9.95

charges extra.

-6
-6
-6
-6

-12

LEADER

B

BATTERIES
AbsolutelI uniform.
noiseless in operation.
Have unusual recuperative powers and extra
large capacity. Fresh
big.
stock. A good.
sturdy battery. Guaranteed.
27225 -Large size,
22 "a volt. 3 in. high.
4 in. vvide, S in. long.
Has 5 taps.

28

List. $2. Net $1
2T204 -Large size 45
volt upright style. Height
7
inches. width 81,
inches, depth 3 i%s in.
$3
$3.77 6.

l'r:tusportation charges extr,.

$2 55

GET OUR NEW CATALOG
of
Our new 1927 edition catalog shows thousands
bargains and all of the new circuits. It bringswillradio
be
to JOU completely and at bargain prices you
glad to pay. Everything in radio you could want. Also
shows complete lines of electrical goods, lighting fixtures, auto supplies, phonographs, etc., all at prices
that will save money for you.

Send order
direct to

DE LUXE CABINETS
Panel
Number
Panel Each
Number
103T5212 7x24
103T5210 7x13 $4.95
7x26
103T5213
5.30
7x21
103T5211
Fine looking. Attractive prices. Superior to
higher
offered at
cabinetsElegant
hand rubbed
prices.
mahogany finish. Overhung
Neat footed bottom.
top.
Grooved for 3/16 in. panels.
Inside depth, 10 in.; ship.
wts.. 19 to 28 lbs.
Transportation charges extra.
BARGAIN CONE SPEAKER

2T5100- Regular
$12.50.
Net, each

value

$8.95

beautiful speaker with
remarkable clarity and clearness of tone. Entire musical
range from high soprano to
deep bass is reproduced with
inrare uniformity. A fine unstrument at a price
A

egtialed.

THE BARAWIK CO.

Each
$5.60
5.95
many

903T5502
Price

beautiful Walnut
FinisrTSatir,
Egnipped with full
floating horn of
highest quality and
tone. Will accommodate instrument
panel 7 in. by 21
in. or smaller.
whirls slides into
grooves without
the use of screws.
Has ample space,
entered from rear.
to accommodate a
full set of A and
Size
B batteries.
over all. 45 in.
in.
24%
high,
wide. 15 in. deep.

Transportation
charges extra.

$27.95
GUARANTEED RADIO TUBES
Tube
Type Tube
2T901 -1'X-199
Postage on tubes, 10e each
Shepherd Guaranteed Standard $2.00
The biggest bargain in
value tubes.
high -grade radio tubes on the market.
The finest, cleanest looking tube you
Conever saw. Can be rejuvenated.
tains the genuine, licensed thoriated
reGuaranteed
ungsten filament.
placements free -you be the judge.

2T900- T7N201A Type

$1.20

-

Mo5n4oe5St.
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Randolph Radio Offers
The New Ampliphonie Six
The Latest Two Dial Receiver with the Amplion Unit
Greatest Radio Bargain

$795!

Height

( Without Accessories)
of console, 39 inches. l'op pleasures
Fits conveniently in the corner of any

27x11; in.
room. A 6

tube radio frequency, two dial control receiver, with 3 stages of r. f. and transformer amplification. Has provision for power
tube, and an additional tap for increased "B"
battery voltage. Very latest construction, including solenoid coils, Bakelite sockets taking
all the latest X -type tubes, modified straight
line condensers. The volume control permits
any desired degree of volume. Nothing like it
on the market for more than two tinges our
price.

Genuine Walnut Console De Luxe

Genuine dark tone and shaded
cabinet, built to a furl
Beautifully etched panels III burl walnut. Built in loud
speaker lvith Amplion unit. large floors open to two smaller
floors enclosing a lamer compartment for all batteries, chargers,
eliminators, etc. Everything is out of the way. The entire
set and accessories are concealed in this exquisitely designed,
beautiful piece of furniture. You would not think it a radio
size.

,.

Columbia
Senior 6
ontplole

lcilll

Itt,

I

Symphonic Five
i These values are
: typical of everything in our catalog. if the set you
want is on this
page, order direct
from this ad.

(Without Accessories)
-It" huttcrics, one 11W
Storage ".1' Battery,
amp
cnit .t". I,:IIIrrt. Riz
rc
1)Im V2111 lithos, eon) piety
t,y
aerial kit, att -aeho,l

tube receiver. It is beautiful enough in appearance to grace
the most fastidious home. It is efficient enough in its performance to satisfy the most exacting critic, and the most astonishing part of it all is the low price. Only $79.50 (without accessories). You may order direct from this ad.

No. R3014

$365o

vmn

set until you open the doors of the console, tune in and hear
the sweet mellow tones of this new, wonder Ampliphonic six

i

,.

:,I:r

cable, one quality e,,n,
t victor horn type Lnl,l >I"'.
titcheter you
L,.

.

$65.45
No. R 3015

Genuine
Mahogany
and
Walnut
Consoles
for any size
panel
$17 to $75.
See

Our Catalog
_.--------'.._

_"-__..a-

One of the finest appearing table
sets you can buy. It is the new localized control. One hand to tune
with, three rotating drums easily
controlled and easily logged. The
beautiful dark finish etched panel
matches the handsome mahogany
finished hand -rubbed cabinet. Frill
size of cabinet, 7x22.

The set is of the 6 -tube design,
giving tremendous volume, wonderful tone quality, latest developments
in straight line condensers, solenoid
coils, sub -base mounting and new
amplification. A beautiful receiver
in a beautiful cabinet. It is sets like
this that are designed to sell for
over $100.00.

Randolph
Radio
Corp.,
180 N. Union Ave., Dept.
84,

Chicago, Ill.

(Without Accessories)
The Symphonic Five is built in a cabinet of brown Spanish leath
,ruid finish, substantial, clean, sloping panel style and
conmeted. The panel is gold engraved tvahint to patch thewell
cabinet.
contrasted beautifully with the black fine tuning knobs. The
two
small knobs are for control of voltuue and clarity. The volume control
is of the finest smooth slow variation type. holler hearing. The condensers are of the modified straight line frequercy type, substantially
constructed and of the latest design. All is sub- tel mounted, using
the new X -type socket. The latest development
solenoid coils are
used, permitting no losses and fine tuning. Two stages of low ratio
audio amplification with a high grade transformer otters the true
amplification required for both low and high notes. ßeal modulated
tone quality. Etched panel. size 7e1s.
t

No. R3013

The Symphonic Five complete with live type X201A tubes,
two 45 volt "B" batteries, one 100 amp. hr. storage battery,
one "C" battery, complete aerial equipment, one battery cable
attached, including cone speaker of the same

type

a

$54.75

pictured

Big Catalog Free

Containing over 2,000 items -sets, kits, parts and supplies of
every description. It's today's guide to radio prices and radio
quality. We are the largest exclusive radio mail order house
in the world. We handle nothing but radio. Our trem;%cdous
volume of business enables us to command rock bottom prices
from manufacturers. We will positively save you money on
anything_ you may want in radio.

-In WRITE
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PROVE
Los Angeles, Calif.

Ferbend Electric Co.,
Dear Sirs: No doubt you will be interested to know that we have installed
your "B" Eliminator on eight different
eight tube Super-Heterodynes. and that
every one is giving complete satisfaction.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
( Signed)
COMPANY,

Hawkesbury, Ont., Canada..
Ferbend Electric Co..
Gentlemen: I am pleased to inform
you that I received the FERBEND B"
Eliminator and after giving it a fair
trial am glad to say it has exceeded all
my expectations. I must say it was money
well spent.
(Signed) WILL DOOLEY.

Naugatuck, Conn.
Ferbend Electric Co.,
Gentlemen: My FERBEND "B" Eliminator has been doing fine work since last
December. After seven months' use will
say that I am very well pleased with it.
Signed) FRANK S. LOBDELL.
(

Lincoln, Nebr.
Ferbend Electric Co.,
Dear Sirs: I lieve found your "B" Eliminator to be very satisfactory and the results
obtained were even better than the more
which I had been
expensive
using, as it was free from- all hum. I also
found that it made the reproduction through
the loud speaker fully 50 el, clearer. I tun
more than satisfied milli the machine.
Signed
II. W. BRADLEY.
I

..

limic401

1
e3lä,l
ilctr:.
(in.

50

ETfZ1C c

.:s.H:

COMPLETE
Nothing else to buy

FERBEND ^°

Replaces

"B" Batteries.
Operates Direct from Electric Light Socket.

Many
adopt
ing."
ment

careful buyers choose to

a policy of "watchful wait-

With the original announceof the good Ferbend "B"

"B' ELIMINATOR

fled users. They are all in our files open to public inspection at any time. A few reproduced here. The

Eliminator and its amazing low price of $12.50,
many there were who chose to wait. They wanted
to be convinced. True, thousands bought at the
start and they are the ones who now tell you what to
expect. Lack of space alone prevents us from publishing the hundreds of fine testimonials from satis-

Ferbend "B" Eliminator successfully passed the rigid
Laboratory tests of Radio News, Popular Radio and
Radio Broadcast. It is a proved Radio necessity, and
a great one.

Ask Your Dealer-or Send Direct

END
RRII

FFE

you prefer, we will make shipment direct to you upon receipt of price, or C. O. D., if desired.
unsatisfactory, write us within that time and purchase
Use for 10 days to convince yourself
price will be refunded. Use the coupon now.
If

-if

Ferbend Electric Co. 426 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill.

This company also man-

ufactures the famous

Ferbend WAVE TRAP
-the instrument which
has been widely imi-

tated butneverequalled.
It is the only orignal
and genuine.

$8.50

TODAY,/
COUPON
MAIL
THIS
-- --- -ne
----NIIII-s-a -- -

i

®

MIME

FERBEND ELECTRIC CO., 426 W. Superior St., Chicago, Ill.
Send C. O. D. H] Send Literature
Send at once. Payment enclosed

1

Name

Address
State

City

1. =- 1.1. ®- ® ® ®ol ®11
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RADIO OPS SEE
FOREIGN LANDS

It 's Here!

Price
Complete with
Raytheon Tube

The
Radio operators on ships have marvelous
opportunity for travel and adventure. They
earn good pay -in addition to board and
sleeping quarters.
Study at home now for a voyage next summer.

-

Radio Institute of America world's oldest
radio school -offers Home Study Courses
that qualify you to pass the U.S. Government Commercial or Amateur License Ex-

amination.
Radio Institute of America instruction is
the finest obtainable at any price.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
formerly Marconi Institute
326 Broadway

Established in 1909
New York City

fi0M-s óN

B Battery Eliminator
No Fixed Voltage Taps: With the Kingston

three different voltages are obtainable at the
same time.
Extreme Flexibility: Each tap is adjustable
over a wide range, making any voltage from 5
to 150 possible.
The Raytheon Tube: The Raytheon Tube is
used as a rectifier only the highest quality is
used in the Kingston.
Is Without Noise: The Kingston operates with
extreme quietness and without vibration, and
will not heat.
No Acid or Solution: No trouble to operate,
and operation cost is extremely low. Will not
get out of order.

THE KINGSTON B BATTERY ELIMINATOR, a quality product throughout, marks a
new era in radio reception. Made of the finest
materials, absolutely guaranteed to give complete satisfaction, handsomely finished in black
and nickel, and backed by a vigorous national
advertising and merchandising campaign, dealers
everywhere will find it one of their most popular
items.

Mail coupon for complete

Write At Once for Full Particulars

description of course.
CUT HERE
-7
Radio Institute of America
326 Broadway, New York City
Please send me full information about your Home Study Course
of radio instruction.
I am interested in the complete course including code instruc-

tion.

Y

$37.50

am interested in the technical course without code instruction.

Name
Address

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Vacuum TIPON Loewe -Leak

VERITAS Hi- Current Resistor

Bi -Pass and Filter Condensers
Hi- Voltage Power Pack Type
Condensers for AmerTran Sets
A complete line of Fixed Condensers
for set by- passing, for use in filters of

Raytheon and Rectron B- Eliminators,
and the new TOBE High -Voltage Power
Pack Type Condensers, especially designed for use in the AmerTran Power
Amplifier.

One quality only,

make.

In the

cases.

-the

best we can

Type 760
The TOBE B -BLOCK contains in one
compact metal cased unit, the filter condenser capacities required for the Raytheon B- Eliminator. TOBE Condensers
are recommended by the Raytheon Manufacturing Company itself as unsurpassed by any for use with the Raytheon
Tube. The TOBE B -BLOCK saves time,
saves wiring, saves money. Price $ I.00.
(Also made for use with UX -2I3 Rectron Tube and in other combinations and
I

characteristic silvered, metal

The TOBE VACUUM TIPON LOEWELEAKS, and the TOBE VERITAS High Current Resistors, cover the entire Radio
requirements for fixed resistances. The
vacuum leaks are sealed in a high vacuum and are changeless and noiseless.

Adaptable for resistance and impedance coupled amplifiers and for all grid -leak
use in receiving sets. Carry up to /10
watt current.
The " VERITAS" Resistors are for use
in B- Eliminators and for transmitting
grid -leaks and can carry 5 watts continuously. Both types can be soldered
into the wiring without damage.

capacities.)

I

.

In All Values

We will gladly send you descriptive literature on any or all of these TOBE products,
also on TOBE Transmitting Condensers

Tobe Deutschmann
Com
p
an
y
Manufacturers and Importers
Lny;ineers,

of Technical Apparatus

CAMBRIDGE

MASSACHUSETTS

Gen-Ral Favorites
Price $2.50

Pat. Applied

TUNER

REGISTERED
Gen -Ral Coils have become a favorite
in Chicago, where conditions are most
severe, due to their ability to go through
local interference and bring in the distant
broadcasts.

DUO -FORMER
Gen -Ral Duo- Former Coils are built to eclipse
past radio performance; to fill the need for higher
quality radio reception with an even and undistorted amplification of radio frequency currents;
to eliminate the evils of interference between coils
and the picking up of outside disturbances; to
make possible radio frequency amplification from
one to four stages without distortion, producing
radio sets combining with distance and selectivity
an unparalleled quality of tone.
Specified in hook -up on page
` Other
hook -ups sent free on request

-

Radio Frequency Transformer
The basket- solinoid type of
coil of proven ability. The

primary winding is adjustable
for all conditions. Adaptable

Gen -Rai Team
Used in the standard
four tube set which is
without a doubt, one
of the most successful
as an eliminator of local interference and as
a distance getter. Write
for hook -up.

$5.00

ANTENNA COUPLER

Free Service
Hook -ups and reprints from one to six
tube, will be sent on
request.

to 6
for use in sets from
tubes.
Ask your dealer or send his name with your order to:
1

GENERAL MFG. CO.
6637 S. Cottage Grove

Chicago, Illinois

Manufacturers of Radio Coils and Parts
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Accuratune Recording

DEALERS::

$2.00

Write Today for the Internationally Famous

"Pioneer Manufacturers of Micrometer Dials"
Dial (Illustrated)

$2.75

"Radio Reel Book"

No. 101

Our New Complete Catalogue No. RD -7

With 200 to ratio
Vernier Control
1

Accuratune Dial
Micrometer Control
80 to

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
for

1

$3.50
No. 109
A. J. Vernier
150 to

BREMER -TULLY Receivers
ZENITH
CROSLEY
CHELSEA
The New

1

$2.25

The New Accuratune
Recording Dial
The new Accuratune Recording Dial is artistically designed, splendidly proportioned and moulded in genuine
Bakelite. It is graduated from 0-100 and has a ratio of
10 to I. The mechanical construction of this dial is perfect
positive friction grip prevents back lash and
slippage. It is designed to take and can be equipped with
a Vernier Knob which will give in addition to the IO to I
ratio, a vernier adjustment of over 200 to -for smoothness of action and efficiency, it has no equal.
Dispense with log books-log the new way,
on the Accuratune Recording Dial. Sent
Postpaid if your Dealer cannot supply you.

-its

-

__

Mr. Dealer: Catalog RD -7 "The Radio Red Book" sent

free with preferred discounts. Send for it
today, using your letterhead

WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
Radio Division

700 -711 Vermillion St.

Streator, Illinois

_

Shut Out the
Interfering Stations
The Kodel Filtometer shuts out the bothersome local or nearby stations-completely absorbs their waves, whistles and
all. Just set the Filtometer to the station
you want to shut out, and tune set as if
the interfering station was not on the air.
Gives knife -like selectivity, eliminates heterodyning and interference. Ideal for congested sections. At any radio dealer's.
Write for descriptive literature

THE KODEL

IFILTOMETER
THE KODEL RADIO CORP.
510 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, O.
Owners and

E

1

ly

-

Newark, N. J.

13 Campbell Street

y

-

SWIFT - SURE - SAFE - SERVICE

I

MYDAR RADIO COMPANY

-

Balkite Baldwin Burgess Cunningham
Carter-and fifty other advertised Radio Lines

..

TI[Rif

rIhr

w

tc

J.

-----

f

--

If you want to know the newest
and best in radio

Sets -Kits and Parts
You need this big, 1927 Columbia

Catalog.

LOWEST WHOLESALE

PRTCES TO DEALERS.

Write for your copy

C0LUM
atA
RADIO CORP.
711

W. LAKE ST. DEPT.

All parts for the World's Record Super Nine and Ten
$75.00 to $95.00

Operators of
Broadcasting

According to model

THOR RADIO & MFG. CO.

WKRC

35 South Dearborn Street

10

313 CIHIICAGD.ILL.

19261927

at any
radio
dealer's

NEWEST EDITION

áyTfsl

Shows the latest circuits, the newest de . /
velopme tits in radio at startlingly low prices.
Get the parts you want here and save
money. The best in parts, kits, corn- /0.0k.'°/0
4
píete manufactured sets and supplies.
Orders filled same day received. Write for free copy
NOW ; also please send names of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Tell 'Em Volt Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
www.americanradiohistory.com
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This wonderful set has proved its great worth
during the past season. Thousands of
owners are Victoreen Boosters
Unlimited range, tone perfect, greatest possible
selectivity, terrific power, can be used either for
loop reception or on antenna and ground, change
can be made instantly by simply inserting plug in
double circuit jack.
DEALERS WANTED EVERYWHERE!
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES!

KESTER
Rosin Core

Write for Catalogue and Discount Sheet
IIII1111111i1It111i11111111It.111111,111111111I11I1III

List of parts to complete this unequalled set, for the
most satisfactory results, as follows:

-No. 150 Victoreen Oscillator
-No. 160 Victoreen Antenna
Coupler
-No. 170 Victoreen Input
Transformer
170 Victoreen Inter3 -No.
I

I

1

mediate Transformers

Rheostats. 30
2-Victoreen
ohm
2-ohm
Victoreen Rheostats, 6

1- Victoreen
400 ohm

Potentiometer,

Yaxlev "A BatSwitch
in. Hood Rubber Panel
.00025 Muter Fixed Condensers with clips
2
meg. Muter Grid Leaks
-.001 Muter Fixed Condenser
I

-No.
tery
-7x24

I

2-2
1

1

-ICondenser
mfd. Muter

I

Pass

By

-\o.
Yaxley Double C
cuit lacks
-\o.
Yaxley Single l;r
cuit lacks
75- Tinned Soldering Lugs
Benjamin No. 0040 L'ni
8- versa]
Sockets
4

2

i

3

I

2

-No.

Kurz Kasch
nier Port Dials
.11005
Hammarlund \'ari.
Condensers
able S. L.
. volt "C .. Battery
to
Thordarson Audio
I

2-4
-2Transformers
I

I

2
I

I

-No.

rit,n Yaxley 7 lead
Cable Connector Plug
t e
Bus
t_' a 1., t s
W. ire. any
color
in. Binding Post Strip
in. Binding Post Strip

12- Lengths
I
I

-7
-3
1- 8';x23

I- Working Blue Print,

i

in.

Baseboard

full size

Any one who can solder a joint and read a blue print
can make this perfect Superheterodyne, without the
services of an expert, as all the laboratory work has
been done at the factory and the best skill and the
greatest care is taken to place perfect instruments in
your hands.
1:1I11'11111111111I11III1i11ii111111i1111111i111111111

Write us for prices on parts for the famous
"Qualitone" Receiver
WE ARE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS FOR
THE FOLLOWING LINES:
Kurz Kasch Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Bodine Electric Mfg. Co.
Fiat Loops
Matthiessen Loops
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Victoreen Coils and Rheostats

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Leslie F. Muter Co.
Micamold Radio Corp.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Naxon Laboratories
X -L Radio Laboratories

Hood Rubber Co.
Benjamin Electric Mfg.

Sonatron Tubes
Cunningham Tubes
Cunningham Grid Leaks
Saal Loud Speakers

Telephone Wabash 8719

508 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill.

APROVED by Radio engineers -used by
manufacturers of radio and delicate electrical instruments, and yet simple enough for anybody to use. That describes Kester Radio Solder.
Kester is a virgin tin and lead solder of the flat
or ribbon type, containing inside itself a pure
rosin flux. Just before the solder melts this pure
rosin flows to the job in the proper proportion
for the amount of solder used.
Kester Radio Solder requires only heat, thereby saving the user the troublesome operation of
separate fluxing.
CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4226 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

Sure Is
Safe and
Simple

Cc

Bremer Tully Mfg. Co.
Kodel Radio Corp.
Dynamik Chargers
Sterling Mfg. Co.
Heissler Storage Batteries
Diamond "B" Batteries
Meloformer Sales Co.

NELSON ELECTRIC CO.

Radio 50LDER

REQUIRES ONLY HEAT

If your dealer cannot supply you
Chicago Solder Company
4226 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me trial can of Nester Radio Solder
for which I am enclosing 25c in stamps.

Name
Address ...._.
City

Dealer

s
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Now You Can Learn the
Code in One Night!

-

YNASTIES have come

i, 4 .-;s;>jJ,
Ir

4

Thousands Have Done This
So Can You

and gone. New peoples, new races, new civilizations have flourished
and fallen. Through it all
for over 2,000 years this
great wall has nobly withstood assaults of man and
the elements. So stands
the Cardwell Condenser

With this short cut designed by a
Naval officer you can learn the wireless code in one evening.
A large percentage of Radio messages are sent in code and a wonderful field is opened to you if you learn it.

-ideals of strength,
efficiency, craftsmanship.
The Taper Plate Type "E"

Y

v-

This short cut was designed for
emergency purposes during the war
to qualify operators in the minimum
amount of time.
Used by thousands of students in
of schools all over the

hundreds
country.

--c

No phonograph records or other
mechanical devices required. Simply
take the short cut we send and you
will be able to master the code enough
to receive messages in one evening.

Type "C" for more
long wave separation

FAILURE IMPOSSIBLE

(
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Sent postpaid upon receipt of fifty
cents in stamps or coin
The Best Fifty Cents You Will Ever
Spend in Radio

PRICES:

_

Tfle Great Wal l

of'Chtnd.ti

Built 3°CentuyB.C.

192 E
169 E
168 E
167 E

.t,005
.00035
.00025
.00015

$5.00
$4.75
$4.25
$4.00

173C
171 -C
170-C

168-C

ire Oilten 33. Carnmell

lanufatturing Corp.
81 Prospect

ROBERTS RADIO SERVICE

Street - Brooklyn, N.Y.

785 Caxton Bldg.

ì1tü;'11I#r&,

tr-

HE STANDARD OF COMPARISON
/(Jglú/(y4.OLl/iJ

Radio Corp.
Randolph
180 NORTH UNION AVE.

Dept.87

ff

\L

Ofl RADIO
SETS,KITS
and
PARTS
i

on
EVE RISTH I NG
IN RADIO/

Chicago, Ill.

19261927
BARAWIK'S NEWEST EDITION
shm.a the latest circuits, the newest develupmeuts in radio ;it ,:tartliug13' lots Prices.
Get the parts you want here and save
money. The best in parts, kits, sets

/ 44)4

*octal
q4 4

lgt^o

and supplies. Orders filled same day
received. Send coupon for free copy NOW ; also please
wl n;1eeir, t,f one or more radio fiais.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

I

I AW'IK CO.,
401 Monroe St., Chicago.
Send me free copy of the new Barawik Radio
t';italog and Builder's Guide.

Name
Address ............

friend

'ddres_

Chicago, Illinois

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Radio Dealers
Reliable service on

Kurz -Kasch
Aero Coils
Majestic Eliminators
Allen Bradley Co.
Amplion Corp. of America Marco
M. M. Fleron & Sons, Inc.
Amsco Products, Inc.
Musselman Tubes
Balkite
National Co.
Belden Mfg. Co.
R. E. L. Products
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.
Remler
Brandes Products Co.
Sangamo Elec. Co.
Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
Burgess Battery Co.
Sterling Mfg. Co.
Cutler- Hammer, Inc.
Stevens Tools
Central Radio Lab.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Daven Radio Corp.
Tobe Condensers
Formica Insulation Co.
Utah Radio Products Co.
General Radio Co.
Victoreen
Jewell Elec. Instr. Co.
Weston Elec. Instr. Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Karas Electric Co.
and many others

ejiwenalor

trtitd/

Write for Our New Fall Catalogue
(All the New Parts)

PanAshe Radio Co

z000

208 No. 10th Street

St. Louis, Mo.

eri

Pays for Itself Immediately
Keep your radio tubes like new instead of throwing
them away. Do it yourself with the wonderful D -X Tube
Rejuvenator and insure for your set satisfactory reception throughout the year. Especially made for home use,
to keep radio tubes at top efficiency and to greatly increase their length of useful service.
Weak tubes mar reception just like weak batteries,
besides being a drain on the batteries and causing them
to run down quickly. Increases the pleasure of radio reception, adds to volume, increases range and selectivity.
Brings back the life in old tubes in a few minutes. Just
attach to any convenient electric light socket, either A. C.
or D. C. 110-120 volts. Used once a month it will add
months, even years, to the life of your tubes. It's simple
and easy. Anyone can use it.

1

RADIOBARG: NS
'h

A real Radio market. Contains every
radio item required by set builders.

KITS- SETS-PARTS
All the

Latest Circuits

A postal or letter brings this valuable
Radio Book FREE.

Costs but little more than a new tube, yet saves all your tubes
for months and even years. Pays for itself the first time you use
it. You can even use it to rejuvenate tubes for others and make
money so doing. Useful for set owners, set builders, dealers and
all radio fans.
Complete with simple directions for operation. Each D -X Re
juvenator carries with it an absolute guarantee of satisfaction.
Guaranteed to do the work or money cheerfully refunded.
Made in two models for type 201A tubes or 199 tubes. State
which you desire. Order direct from this advertisement and save
money during this special offer. Why pay $7.50? Order today
-NOW -and know the real satisfaction of keeping your tubes
lively at all times.

RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.

180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 85, Chicago, Ill.

- - - MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - - - ¡

RADIO ENGINEERS,
Dept. CF, 1010 Hearst Sq., Chicago.
Dear Sirs: Please send me your guaranteed D -X Tube Rejuvenator, postpaid, as per your special offer. Enclosed is
$3.65 in full payment. Or, if you wish, send no money. Pay
postman on arrival plus postage.
Your Name
Street or R.F.D
State
Town
D -X

Write us on your busine
letterhead and receive thi
great catalog of high grade
SETS -KITS AND PARTS
Up -to- the -minute radio

merchandise at lowest
prices. Every Dealer

I

Please check type desired -20I

Dept. CF

COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
Dept. 312

type

199

Chicago,

z

www.americanradiohistory.com

1010 Hearst Square

,

type

D- X RADIO ENGINEERS

needs this book.

711 W. Lake St.

A

I

Chicago, Ill.

I
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STORAGE'BÌAIIERY
The Battery
of Many
Advantages

AMP+

iWV- qv
110

t[J-

The Syd Battery pictured above is a storage
Battery made of Edison Elements, which have nickel and
iron in their construction.
The solution used is a preserver of nickel and iron,
thereby giving the battery practically unlimited life.
Radio Fans' unqualified approval of the SYD "B" Battery,
product of the SYD Battery Co., is founded solely on merit.
Experience is a wise teacher and has taught the need of exact
voltage at all times to insure greater volume, clearer reception
and better selectivity from any radio set. The unvarying adequate power derived from the SYD "B" Battery explains its
great and ever - growing popularity.
Operating on an average of 4 or 5 hours daily the SYD
Batteries will last six weeks or more on a single charge. The
cost of recharging is less than 5 cents. SYD Batteries do not
discharge through idleness. The SYD Battery is assembled in a
beautiful polished, chemically treated quarter oak cabinet. The
Bakelite front panel has a voltage selector switch and various
binding posts, which make it easy to obtain voltage from 16
to 100 volts. The battery unit is 14 inches long, 7% inches
high and 6
inches wide and weighs less than eighteen pounds.

-

There Are Many Satisfied Users
Ask Your Friend Who Owns One

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

SYD Storage "B" Battery Co.
1452/ South Wabash Avenue

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

Chicago

Tested and approved by The
Chicago Daily
News Radio Laboratory.

he

t,rg

9,

It is only through
our policy of selling direct to the
consumer that we
are enabled to
sell this battery
at the remarkable
prices of-

100 Volts

n
th

r

r
80

00

Complete with
Charger

$15.50
145 Volts
Complete with
Charger

ea.

re
b

Laboratory News Notes.

eighteen pounds
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YOUR RADIO RECEPTION
BY USING

-

strong hand-turned rock maple pole which gives
quick, convenient method of erecting a dependable
antenna. 5 or 8 foot lengths, will fit any roof
single or multiple wire antennas.
Will carry the
heaviest sleet covered antenna in strong wind without weakening.
Neat in appearance.
Can be set
up or dismantled without danger of causing leaks in
roof.
Complete set includes three steel guy rods
in diameter, adjustable pulley, neb irons, roof
'í "
sockets, anchor pins and full instructions; price.
5
foot mast, each $3.50; 8 foot mast, each
$4.25. Ask your dealer.
A
a

Randolph
Radio Corp.
1D0 NORTH UNION AVE.
flept.87

WJ
WÓ

PR

Ofl RADIO
SETS,KITS
PARTS and

on o
EVERYTH 1NG
IN RADIO/

e

I

Syd "B" Battery.
The Syd storage "B" battery submitted to The Daily News radio laboratory
tor a test was found satisfactory. This
battery is different from the usual lead
sulphuric acid cell typs of battery The
cells used are commonly known as the
Edison cell; the electrodes, or "'plates"
are of nickel and iron instead of lead,
and the electrolite is an alkaline instead of sulphuric acid.
In the hands of the novice the Edison
type of cell has the distinct advantage
of durability, and ability to withstand
neglect and abuse without Injury. The
battery can be left In a discharged state
for any length of time without Injuring
the plates. Over-charging or heavy
loads, even short circuits, have no effect on the life of the battery.
The $yd battery consists of ninetyone Edison cells mounted In a cabinett.
Each cell delivers 1.6 volts at full
charge. The bakelite front panel has a
voltage selector switch and various
binding posts which make it easy to obtain voltages from 18 to 100 volts The
battery unit Is 14 Inches long, 7% inches
igií and 8% inches wide. It weighs

$21.50

R
RG
WC

Chicago, Illinois

w

IllUiffir4'1;110

.35"

The WAVE -X Condensing Antenna is an
aerial that can be quickly erected on wall,
chimney or roof, anywhere 5 foot square is
available. Several on one roof without interference. Provides sharper tuning, increases selectivity and is non-directional. Twelve durable highly
conductive, non -corrosive cast -aluminium f e e l e r s
reach out in all directions. Perfectly insulated to prevent losses. Only one upright to erect, only a hammer and a screwdriver needed. No. 2, with 8 foot
pole ready to install with all accessories and full
instructions $12.50. No. 3, for side wall or chimney
mounting, $12.50.
DEALERS
There's a big demand everywhere
for REDI -MAST and WAVE -Xwrite for our dealer sales plan now!

JUST OUT!

,

most complete catalog of
everything in Radio. All the
latest hook -ups. Sets, Parts
and kits of every description.
Live Dealers need this book.
Write on your business stationery.
COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
711 W. Lake St., Dept. 315., Chicago, Ill.

Sales Department

THE ZINKE
COMPANY
1323 S. Michigan
Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Manufactured by

PRESSED
METAL MFG.
COMPANY

Waukesha, Wis.
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There's money for you in

RADIO
7

?/iere a `type of

Tubes for Every Radio Need
Don't handicap your set with unreliable, carelessly made tubes.
It is true economy to buy the best. Use CECO
tubes and see the difference in volume, tone,
clearer reception, greater distance and longer life.
CECO tubes are "best by test" in the laboratory
"best by performance" in the home.

-

$2.00

TYPE "B"
UV99
Fil. Volts.
3
Fil. `Cur., .06
P. Vol.. 20 -90
$2.00

TYPE "E"
120
Fil. Volta,
3.
Fil. Cur., .125
P. Vol.,
35
Power Amplifier
Dry Cell
$2.60

TYPE "F"
112
Fil. Volts,
5.
Fil. Cur.
.5
1'. Vol., I0 -18O
Power Amplifier
Storage
$6.00

TYPE
A

E

A"

5.0
Ill. Cur. 0.25
P. Vol...20 -185

P

il. Volta,

0
IIII

TYP8E9

"C"

TYPE "D"
For Half -Wave
Rectifier. Give
specifications.

as "B"
with
201A Base.
$2.00

Same

TYPE "AX"
XVith
Long Prong
Base

BX

TYPE "BX"
With
Long Prong
Base

Two New Wonderful Tubes
TYPE

"G"

HIGH MUTUAL
For Impedance or Resistance Coupled Receivers
r
'l. V.
5.0
Fil. Amp.
0.26
Plate Volts
90 -180
Gives clearer reproduction
with increased volume.
Price $2.50

TYPE "H"
SPECIAL DETECTOR
Rating
Fil. V.
5.0
Fil. Amp.
0.25
Plate Volts
67 -90
Improves reception especially on DX or distant stations.
Price $2.50

1111

C. E. MFG. CO., Inc., Providence, R. I.

PATENTS PENDING

s

Wonderful opportunity for ambitious men to win success in
this fast -growing profession
The Radio industry is expanding so rapidly that trained men are
at a premium. There is a constant, urgent demand for operators
-factory superintendents -engineers-service men- designerssalesmen.
There is no better way for you to succeed in this fascinating
business than to study the Radio Course of the International
Correspondence Schools. This course is new and complete. It
was written by practical authorities in this field. It is endorsed
by leading radio experts and radio manufacturers.
Quincy J. Workman, of Scranton, Penna., writes that he has
"nearly doubled his salary" since he took up the I. C. S. Radio
Course. He is now manager of the Radio Department of a large
store.
J. B. McCune, of Donora, Penna., writes that the I. C. S. Radio
Course enabled him to start a radio business of his own. This
same course enabled John M. Paynter, of the U. S. Lighthouse
Service, Charleston, S. C., to get a position as Radio Operator
and Ship's Electrician. Scores of other men in radio factories,
laboratories and stores report similar progress.
You, too, can get in on the ground floor if you act quickly. But
don't delay too long. Mark and mail the coupon today and let
us tell you all about the I. C. S. Radio Course and what it can
do for you.
Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 8317 -B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for
the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X:

RADIO
ID

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer

Architec
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Navigation
`team Engineering
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics
Pharmacy
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship
Business Management
Advertising
CI Industrial Management
Better Letters
Personnel Organization
Show Card Lettering
Traffic Management
Stenography and Typing
Business Law
Business English
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.) D Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
L] Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjects
Ó Bookkeeping
High School Subjects
Private Secretary
French
Illustrating
Cartooning
Spanish
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy

g
The New

L

CC Plant Located at Providence, Rhode Island.

The Largest in the 1lórld Devoted Entirely to Radio Tube Manufacture

Name

Address

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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- TUN-ALOOP-

The new antenna that will bring any set to the peak of perfection.
Will match all tuning dial settings, regardless of the size of the
condenser.
TUN -A -LOOP is made of genuine Bakelite, insuring against dielectric losses and eliminating any possible leakage.
Is spider web wound with silk over phosphor bronze wire.
TUN -A -LOOP can be used on any set which has radio frequency,
whether tuned, untuned, reflex or straight radio frequency. Gives
amazing results on a regenerative set, and also works on neutrodyne sets which no other loop will operate.
TUN -A -LOOP increases volume by covering entire band of wave lengths,
assuring higher selectivity in bringing in distant stations. It can be used with
portable or non -portable sets and guaranteed to give complete satisfaction.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write for our nearest distributor

ENGLISH -WHITMAN PRODUCTS
120 Broadway

The Finest
Dealerr
Proposition
in America
This wholesale catalog of radio's
.newest merchandise at moneysaving prices.
A handy book for every radio
dealer. Your request on your letter
head brings it. Write today.
COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
711 W. Lake St.
Dept. 314
Chicago,

wNOREE
,%lee

Z01
s
III.

RADIO BARG

CATALOG

A real Radio market. Contains every
radio item required by set builders.

KITS -SETS -PARTS
All the L ;test Circuits

postal or letter brings this valuable
Radio Book FREE.
A

RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.

180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 85, Chicago, Ill.

19261927

A. L.

NEWEST EDITION
Shuw th, latest circuits, the niWeAt d
hOmr-es/
velopuurnt s in radio at startlingly low prices.
Get the parts you want here and save (CA406
money. The best in parts, kits. coni- E
in..
plete manufactured sets and supplies.
()fliers filled saine (lay received. Write for free copy
NO \V; also please send naine of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Woody, Pantographer

Steven Welsh, Instrument Maker

Nine Paittugrttpll Engraving
RADIO PANELS
Our engraving enjoys an honorable reputation among the better
class of trade, maintained by dependable service and superior

workmanship.

(Also initial work on shell, amber and ivory)
19 So. Wells Street, Chicago, Room 704 -FRAnklin 5691

www.americanradiohistory.com
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erës a golden tinkle in the airDoes it reach your ears? All you need is
a Rectigon to make music sound like money.
And to keep your batteries charged up to
their ears with pep. Thus you attain best
possible reception at lowest possible cost.

Your Rectigon is good for your pocketbook,
as well as batteries. It pays dividends
quickly in money saved from the service

station. And you always have the power to
bring in the best your set can get.

and it comesfrom charging at home with

Westinghouse Recti on $attery Charger

The

No acids, chemicals, no moving
parts nothing to
spill or burn. No
muss, nor worry,
to mar your enjoyment. You'll have
no spoiled rugs.
ruined clothing.

noise as It
charges-not a bit
No

-

of fuss. You can be
sure it will do its
work quietly. Not
even a murmur
:rom a Rectigon
that would disturb
the mildest slumber.

Snaps on in an

instant -just

Charges both "A"
and "B" batter-

plug

into the light socket, snap on the
terminals.
Saves
service station bother. Spares interrup-

ies

tions caused by
absent batteries.

other parts, in

metal, safe from
accident. (Rectigon
charges automobile
batteries, too.)

THE RECTIGON is a superb Westinghouse
product. Things you can't see, like extra
heavy insulation, things you can see, like
the durably enameled case
all are of

-

highest quality. Westinghouse manufactures
also a complete line of radio instruments, and
Micarta panels and tubes.

happen with a Rec-

tigon attached.
Should you time in
without detaching
the Rectigon from

the battery, your
set is entirely safe
from harm.

No Storage Battery Radio
is Complete
Without a Rectigon

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.
Tune in on KDKA - KIM - \' BZ - KFKX

)

-

keeps both
packed with power.
Bulb is used for
"B" battery charging and it is enclosed, like all

Safety for batteries and set-you'll
not wake to find
your battery discharged- thatcan't

ocl?azloll

- ST AG E
RESISTANCE COUPLES)
K\S
AMPUF1EFt

Micamold Condensers constructed of
Mica and sold in every desired capacity.
Moulded in genuine Bakelite.
Priced in accordance with capacity.
.350
From

Micamold Heavy Duty "B" Eliminator
Resistors- adopted as standard by Ray-

theon. Price

$1.00

Mlcamold Resistance Coupled
Kit Includes 3 Resistor Couplers, 3 Interchangeable Condensers, Resistors and Resistance
$7.75
Valves. Complete

P recision Made Radio Products
"Moulded in Genuine Bakelite"

Micamold Condenser -Reistor
.00025 Mica Condenser
Mon Unit.
with any rating of resistor desire-...85c

Resistors are overlastingly
permanent and indestructible.
Micamold

Manufacturers, Experimenters and Amateur Set Builders find Micamold
Radio Products indispensable because of their being everlastingly constant.
Each Unit is moulded in genuine Bakelite, thus indestructible and unchangeable in their values or capacities. They can be soldered right into the set
without endangering their usefulness. Since they are uneffected by climatic
changes, Micamold Products are guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction.
and they will be forwarded
If your Dealer cannot supply you write direct of
price
immediately upon receipt

MICAMOLD RADIO CORPORATION
Brooklyn, N.

Flushing and Porter Avenues

Tell 'Ent You

3'c It
'

in

tile.Citi.sens Radio Call Book
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New Low

Price

$18.50

The KODEL
MICROPHONE

lL

IIIIIIIIINI

Loud Speaker

CERTIFIED

AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

-

An exact replica of the microphones the broadcasting stations use
The Kodel Microphone Loud
Speaker is the successor to the horn and the cone.
Its unique, snail -shell horn construction produces
tremendous volume -faithful reproduction of the entire scale. Every note, every sound as rich and true
as when it entered the broadcasting microphone in
the studio.
Any radio dealer can show you the Kodel Microphone Loud Speaker.
Write for descriptive literature

That's Better !

MELOFORMER has come to mean amplification without distortion, interstage coupling and rasping noises.
It is the only transformer that has successfully operated
f our stages of audio. For sale at all dealers, who handle
quality instruments, for $4.00.
Watch for Melocoupler -the new big idea in R. F.

ROBERTSON -DAVIS

CO,

Inc.

412 -420 Orleans St., Chicago

MELOFORMER

THE

KODEL RADIO CORPORATION

510 E. Pearl St.

Cincinnati, O.

Owners and Operators of

Broadcasting Station WKRC

VOICES OF THE AIR
PURE and RESONANT
Cone Speakers have made all other types obsolete. For only Cone Speakers can reproduce,
without distortion, all tones within range of the
human ear. And when the cone itself is Alhambra FONOTEX you have the added advantage
of a speaker that gives to all tones depth
and roundness unobtainable with any
other material; for Alhambra FONOTEX has no resonance point of its own.
Used on finest Cone Speakers. The
SEYMOUR CO., 329 W. 16th St.,N.Y.

ALHAMBRA

FON
19261927

TEX

paottit

1

.\tltlres.,

Friend
L-\dires,

contains everything in radio, including
the latest KITS, SETS, PARTS, SUPPLIES. Lowest prices. Be sure to
get our book.
WRITE FOR A COPY NOW
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 86
Chicago, III.

YATLMTLD

'--...:...+

_,_:,:.:: : .. ::<:..:;..,:,;::,:.::.;,:.:..:

101 Munroe St., Chicago.
me free copy of the new Itaratrik Radio
talug und Builder's Guide.

Nume

THIS 84 PAGE
BARGAIN RADIO CATALOG

OUD SPEAKERS

BARAWIK'S NEWEST EDITION
tihutts the lutist circuits, the newest de
velpinnents in radii. at start lingly low prices.
Get the parts Son 'vaut Mere and sary
n..
money. The Le:t iii parts, kits, sets
and stIPPlits. tIrdel': tilled same day
received. Need ro 1pou for tree copy N(1 \C; also please
send mous of pile or mure radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
It.

Simply write us a postal or letter and
will send you, absolutely FREE

we

t :U.,

This wholesale catalog of radio's
newest merchandise at moneysaving prices.
A handy book for every radio
dealer. Your request on your letter
head brings it. Write today.
COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
711 W. Lake St.
Dept. 314
Chicago, Ill.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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DEWITTLAFRANCE SUPERADIO ELIMINATORS

Powerful Silent
"A" "B" "C" Supplies
Watch for our
$28 model
Model "C" Specifications
Designed for use with Radiola Receiver.
Size -Case only 12/" long x 4%" wide x 5/" high
Size-Overall 12Y4' long x 5" wide x 65/8" high
"B" Supply Taps Detector 0 -80 volts variable, 45 v., 67
v., 90 v., 135 v.
"C" Supply Taps 4 -, 9 -, Variable 0-40 Maximum Output 180 v. at 60 milliamperes. Price, $47

Model "A" Specifications
Size-Case only 11" long x 6" wide x 5/" high
Size-Overall 121/4" long x 6" wide x 51/2" high
"B" Supply Taps, Detector 0 -80 volts variable, 45 v., 67 v.,
90 v., 135 v., "C" Supply Taps 4 -, 9., variable 0 -40 -.
Maximum Output 180 v. at 70 milliamperes.

Price, $42
Model "F"

Power Unit

SUPERADIO

Model "F" consists of a
Model "C" Eliminator, corn -

plete wiring and compartments for a G. E. Trickle
Charger and a storage "A"
Battery up to 0 u" x 7" x
45/" in size. Such as Philco
No. UD 86. Auxiliary switch
with 10 feet of cable and a
G.E. master switch for controlling all units.
Price, less battery
$6®
and trickle charger... PD
I

Dynometer
The SUPERADIO DYNOMETER is direct reading
and will tell you how
good your tubes are, how
you can use them and
where. You can get an en-

gineer's result without experience, tubes being tested
at the rate of 3 per minute. True Dynamic readings are obtained with
Laboratory accuracy. List
price with phones
and plug

$120

DEWITT - LAFRANCE CO.
Cambridge, Mass.

s

134 -138 W.

Lake St,

Chicago I11.
Tell 'Em You Saw

It

Send for our new catalog
Only standard first quality
merchandise is offered in our
big NEW 1927 Catalog for
dealers. Write at once.

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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FRITTS RADIO CABINETS

CONSTANT POWER

The Choice of Leading Engineers

FOR THE "A" CIRCUIT ON YOUR RADIO

when showing their new hookups. Regarded by the trade as the
finest Radio Cabinets made.

SILITE

Using
The Wonder Rectifier

STANDARD SUPER

PRACTICAL
EFFICIENT
NOISELESS AND
ECONOMICAL

Costs only 1 /15 cent per
hour to operate. No tubes
or parts whatever to replace. Fully guaranteed.

current
Other sizes to meet
all requirements.

Q'

in Motif
SOLID WALNUT, Four
Post construction. Top

slightly Polychromed.

00

41

Chest Type

and sides have raised
panel effect.
Carvings

Beyond Belief
requiring 6

Sets
volts operating on
110 volt 50 -60 cycle house lighting

It's remarkable the difference a CONSTANT POWER
makes in a radio receiver. It operates your tubes always
at their maximum efficiency. Stations roll in with greater
sweetness of tone that was
power and more volume
formerly possible only when your battery was at full
charge. Positively no hum or distortion and is not affected by variations of line voltage, as the current is
actually supplied by a quality storage battery, which in
turn is automatically kept at full charge by the marvelous SILITE system of rectifying the house current.

-a

SOLID WALNUT
Made in all standard panel sizes, from
depth 12 in. Inside height 8 in.
Identical in outer design
and finish to the Standard Super.
Has Instrument Panel Door with
Diamond Insert of genuine Burled Walnut
Handle, Antique Brass.
Top Panel strip (back

Radio -Rubr Storage Battery Corporation
St. Louis, Mo.

Your Dealer Has it
If not, have him write us, or write direct

18

in. to 30 in.

Inside

SUPER VESTA

-

of door)

has Inverted
Panel Lighting, an exclusive feature on Fritts
Cabinets only.
Made In all standard
panel sizes, from 21 in.
to 30 In.
Inside depth
from panel to back 11
In.
Inside height 8 in.

SOLID WALNUT

Finish:

2012 -14 Locust Blvd.

-

on ginal Italian

The

,

The best known to the trade, viz.:
water and oll rubbed.

Dark walnut varnished.

Hand,

Our line includes also, Consolettes and Radio Tables.
Descriptive leaflets and prices upon request.

D. H. FRITTS & CO.

604 Hearst Square

Chicago, Ill.

IS' BATTERY ELIMINATOR
Money -Bach Guarantee

;top being

if
if
tery
a slit '
ntisitnee!
Throw ti., ,iII I4-i. ,i tells in
he ash can! Hook up a ntt 11 41-0 "B..
Battery Eliminator in 30 secomi :mil for ;et battery troubles forever.
'Ellis woulerful de ice means better reception.
.harinr tuning.
Ends that annoying
tun. gives you more real pie ,iire from
:our
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED -NO

Universal "Tip -In" Meter

And 2 -Range Mounting Block

:-

The HOYT UNIVERSAL
ERSAL

IN" Voltmeter

titttil

metal

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW
Make y,uu' radio a real pleasures-don't
blame the set because run down "B" Batteries won't let it work right. Order your
Eliminator NOW. Avrite your name and
address on a *piece of paper, pin a dollar
bill to it, and mail it TODAY. Pay
postman balance I$f;.'ta plus a few cents
postage) when the delivers your eliminator. Use it five days. If not mor, than
satisfied, return it and get your tuotn : Hick.

"EXTRAS" TO BUY
oerates perfectly on ilircet or alt ruatug current. Simple directions inclosed
iuyoue caul plug it in to any kind of set.
'onstaut voltage gives your set nnnr

-

without danger of burning out tubes.
'osts no more than a set of good "B" Itaterles. Solidly built. Inclosed in beau
>(1wer

jacks in the filament circuit. Marked
in red at 3 volts.
With it can be furnished a mahogany table- mounting block, with
built -in multiplier, converting the
meter into a 2 -range general -purpose voltmeter
-6, 0 -180 volts.

-0

Meter only -$7.50
Block only -$2.50

Send for book "HOYT Meters for

Radio."

SPECIAL -Write

for facts about combination Roll -O "A"
Battery Trickle Charger and "B" Battery Charger -Only
$2.95.
Also two-ampere Battery Charger, $5.00.

BURTON -ROGERS CO.
Boston, Mass.

i

National Distributors

THE ROLL -O RADIO COMPANY, Dept. 2
Third and Sycamore Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

19261927

:..

t
=Y.ytp'..i5t+ey':+':'
.

"

tü

?his 84 Page Book

BARAWIK'S NEWEST EDITION
SII.,ts the latest circuits, the newest developments in radio atstartlingly low prices.
Get the parts you want here and save
money. The best in parts, kits, sets
and supplies. Orders filled same day
received.
send

fiend coupon for free copy NOW ; also please
of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
:.A

ILk \V'11:1 IY)., 4111

,l,nnI,. ,t., Chicago.

',end me free cop Bof the
'utalog and Builder's Guide.
Name
Address
Friend
\thlress

!Rig'

"TII'-

is a Type 17 moving -coil meter, for use with Radiolas Nos. 20, 25, 26 and 28 and
other Radio sets, equipped with tip -

e

Barawik Radio

J

RADAO
Bargains
Send for it today./

Randolph Radio Corp.

180 N. Union Ave.,Dept. 90, Chicago,111.

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Cili.

t

ns Radio Call Book
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socket only with 18"
$1.80
leads
3.20
Plug and 8' cable only
5.00
BP Multi -Plug, complete
BP

PM socket only

$0.80
Plug and 8' cable only
3.20
PM Multi -Plug, complete___. 4.00

socket only
Plug and 8' cable only
BM Multi -Plug, complete

$1.30
3.20
4.50

BM

There Is One Best Way
Today the discriminate buyer chooses
equipped. The careful set builder much prefers the Multi -Plug instead of a series of seven
binding posts. Why? Because the
Jones Multi -Plug affords greater simplicity, safety and more convenience
than any other method used to connect the radio receiver with the current supply.
Type BP and WB are adaptable to
any set. The type WB offers the
a set Multi -Plug

$1.30
WB socket only
3.20
Plug and 8' cable only
WB Multi -Plug, complete._._ 4.50

newest improvement in radio -the
radio wall socket -same size and appearance as the regular electrical
wall socket. The double plub cable
is a new Jones creation which can
be used, one end to plug -in at the
wall socket and the other in the
socket of the set.
Your dealer will give you the corn plete Jones Multi -Plug information,
but, if you prefer, you may write
direct.

Jnv

HOWARD B. JONES
618 So. Canal St.

i

Chicago, Ill.

MULflPLUG
ST
CONNECTOR

THE STANDARD

$5.00

Double Plug Cable...

THE PEER OF THEM ALL

ORCHESTRION
LINE OF ALL WOOD
Famous Orchestrion
Horn Speaker

pi

Radio Loud Speakers

Orchestrion Console Spe.ak,r

Bigger Values, Better Efficiency, Greater Beauty
The Famous Horn Type

Known the World Over for Clarity
of Tone, the All -Wood Orchestrion
is admittedly the peer of all Loud
Speakers.

Now

Because of quantity production
this wonder reproducer is offered at

$29.50

and is the greatest quality value
ever offered.
Your Inquiries Solicited

Now Comes the Orchestrion Console Model Speaker
A fitting companion in Beauty, Tone Quality and Radio excellence to the
horn model, the ORCHESTRION CONSOLE SPEAKER is a beautiful piece of
furniture PLUS the FAMOUS ORCHESTRION TONE ARM AND UNIT, reproducing true tones with sweetness and clarity and ample volume. Rigidly
and permanently built of five -ply sliced Walnut, beautifully finished, it is 36
inches long, 30 inches high and 1534 inches wide, giving ample room on which
to place even the largest table -type radio receiving sets. Cabinet apace ample
for batteries, socket power units or charger. Priced at ONLY $35.00.

THE RADIO CABINET CO.

Gale °St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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ARBORPHONE
ea,u 1111W

Announces

Detector, Oscillator,
Radio Frequency
Audio Frequency
Highmu Amplifiers

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS

A NEW AND IMPROVED

MODEL,

9 W.

Featuring
Two Dial Control

-

TRYMO RADIO CO.
B'WAY
NEW YORK CITY

Set -Constructors

Rare Cabinet Beauty

FOR your convenience, if
you are unable to obtain
the necessary parts to construct any of the sets described
in this issue, we will be pleased
to quote you price on complete kit containing all necessary parts.
OUR laboratory tests each
piece of apparatus before
sending to you, insuring its
fullest efficiency
no charge

Add $5.00 in Rocky Mt.
and Pacific Coast States

for this service.
Amazing value features the new ARBORPHONE 5 -Tube Receiver. In appearance and in performance the ARBORPHONE matches, yes excels, point by
point, sets listing for more than twice its price.
Your first impression- usually the best
rare beauty of cabinet design and
finish. The expensive rounded front is exclusive with ARBORPHONE.
The new model boasts many refinements of the same proved ARBORPHONE
circuit now being used by thousands of satisfied owners.
Simplified tuning made possible by special dual condensers and a separate
radio frequency control brings improved reception on low wave lengths and
greater volume on long wave length stations.
DEALERS

IF, however, you merely wish

us-

will build, construct, design or repair your set
only high -class laboratory
VV

tremendous market awaits ARBORPIIONE Franchised Dealers. Our discounts are as
liberal as our exclusive merchandising plan is helpful. Wire or write for this plan of
ARBORPIIONE distribution. It assures volume business to ARBORPHONE dealers.
Manufactured by
Nat'l Factory Representatives

work -moderately priced.

SANFORD BROS.
30 W. Walton Place
Chicago, Ill.

Dept. C, 321 S. Main St.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

eilcs-.k

Citizens Radio Laboratory

9/ a Re/4.ZJ IO "

saRcIINS

Caxton Building

Chicago, Illinois

508 S. Dearborn St.

Wabash 8057

.4tJt/nobf

.;

B -POWER

CATALOG & GUIDE for
1926 -27. Gives special hook -ups with
Lii.;trations. Shows savings up to 50 % on
si;uidard radio parts, sets, kits. Be sure to get
this thrifty book before you buy. Write letter
or postal NOW. Also include name of another fan.
Barawik Co., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

FREE

-

QJE

A

fll Km Caw

-

information regarding any
of these circuits or articles
before writing to
consult
notice at top of page containing review of circuits.

-is

PRECISION PRODUCTS CO.

-

RADIO

The Eliminator you have been
waiting for. Delivers always the
same correct plate voltage. Operates from house lighting current. No acids, no hum. Small
neat case.

Price with tube-$45.00

1926- FREE. R
1927
NEWEST

Kit sets also furnished for
those who wish to build their
own eliminator.

110 GUIDE

EDITION
SL, As the latest circults, the newest de44TFS
T
velupmeutsin radio atstartlingly lowprices.
Get the parts you want here and save /HhuPS
money. The best in parts, kits, corocaZ:907,
plete manufactured sets and supplies.
Orders filled same day received. Write for free copy
NOW also please send names of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Write direct for full data

X-merk-an

k any

State and 64th Streets
Chicago, U. S. A.
Makers of Burns Loud Speakers

;

Tell 'Enz You Saw

It

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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ALL TYPES

A "Speed" Tube for Every Radio Need
You will never want anything better than

The Most Perfectly Balanced
Tubes Produced

Jobbers- -Dealers
Manufacturers
A "Speed" Franchise is valu-

able. It enables you to obtain
the better business at a greater
profit. Write for details.
X 200

The New Special
Power Detector
Greater Sensitivity
Longer Distance
Finer Tonal Quality

Less Replacements

Uniform Quality

Inc.
CABLE SUPPLY COMPANY,
Distributor
Manufacturer-

Executive Offices

New York City

Suite 1312- 13- 14 -15, 31 Union Square

Qo DEALERS
Who ßiltheJtcrPrke5
The largest supply of parts, sets, kits, accessories, and electrical goods and year 'round merchandise all under one roof
-for immediate shipment anywhere.

,,

FOR INSTANCE

Our 5 Tube Set
$39.50 List

An

unequalled

value.

ti Our Citalo
__

Solenoid

n. F. Coils.
Fre-

The most complete radio catalog.
Contains all the newest, most advanced lines. Write for it now
Absolutely FREE. Send today, giving two
wholesale references and stating if you are
dealer, manufacturer or set builder.

Straight Line

quency Condensers. bronze panel.
Bakelite base.
/%

WCBRAUN C9

handsome cabinet.
The equal of many
sets listing about

32 -90 S. Clinton St.
Chicago

$150. A big discount and ourregnier guarantee.

Radio Call Book
Tell 'Em You Saw It in the Citizens
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The Famous AALCO Loop
The same

excellent

workmanship and quality at a new price of

$12.50.

We also announce our
new type 35 loop,

which tunes with

.00035 variable condenser which makes it
possible to use with
all tuned radio frequency, Neutrodyne,
Browning Drake, and
others. This information on request. Also
at :$12.50.
These are the only loops which actually collapse without the wire becoming loose and tangled.
Extremely low resistance and fine appearance. Woodwork of genuine walnut with felt bottom to protect furniture. A beautiful addition to any home.

The Aalco Tuned Radio Frequency
Coil, Shielded

product abreast of the times. This is to be the shielded
year. Interference and congestion compels the set builder and
manufacturer to use shielding as a means to better selectivity
and quality.
A highly efficient basket weave coil in a non -magnetic shield
making it possible for the user to mount in any position without
the crtical angles.
Highly nickeled, very compact and the best method of using
T. R. F. This will enable the user to get better efficiency in
extremely small space. Price $2.00.
A new

The Aalco Circuit on Request

we

The Specified parts for every popular circuit of
the day, down to the last screw.
We are specializing in:
Browning Drake, with impedance
coupled amplification.
Universal Improved Receiver.
Samson Super -Power Circuit
Silver Marshall Circuits

FORMICA
Parts

and Accessories
Nationally Advertised.
Approved by leading
testing laboratories.
Popularly priced. Liberal discounts to dealers and distributors.
Specify Ajax -St. Louis
for Quality Goods
No. 17 Std.
Plug. List
40e each.

No. 18 -For Jacks
No. 18A -For Binding Posts
Connect One, Two, Three or Four
Receivers or Loud Speaker-Always
in Series.
Giving equal amount
current to all, Multiple connections will give good
results only to one of
least resistance.

AJAX ALWAYS IN SERIES
WITH POSITIVE CONTACTS

Varion D. C. ELIMINATOR, Complete Supply
B current for any type set. Pa s in
stock, including
Ward -Leonard Resistances.
A &

_;.,:.

SApt

.

179
Greenwich

us

r.

I

VIIRELEsscom
\N

-

GER
o

¡f_

_

Cortlandt
5275

loVNTOwN

r

for our special prices. Mail orders promptly filled

rR

?his 84 Page Book

RADAO

Price $1.00 Each

,ji

Bargains

Send .for it today./
Randolph Radio Corp.

AJAX ELECTRIC
SPECIALTY CO.
1926 Chestnut, St. Louis

`

180 N. Union Ave.,Dept. 89, Chicago,I11.

WORLD'S FINEST LOUD SPEAKER

x

ovER

2000

The Gould Serenader

-unit

three -foot cone speaker
developed by the Inventor of
the Tropadyne. Easily aszembied, saving 80% of the cost.
Complete Kit with blue prints sold on rigid money -back guarantee-shipped prepaid or C.O.D. $10.

People who know radio, appreciate the
value of Gould Radio Receivers. Here
is shown the 6 -tube Serenader Consolette with speaker, at $85. We have
other models from $49,50 to $185. Write

Engineers' Service Co.
25 Church Street

.

T

!/,

Complete Price Sheets on Request

A

Sets Built
to Order

General Radio Power Pack

Write

ST. LOUIS

$42.50

Specified

1912 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Multi Radio Plugs

CUT TO SIZE

RODS

Receiver for the Short Wave Fan

AALCO RADIO LABORATORIES

AJAX

PANELS
TUBING

Complete Stock of
Short Wave Receiving Apparatus and Transmitting Parts
An Ultra Low Loss, 2 to 220 Meter, 3 Tube

Street
N. Y. City

Antenna Sets
Radio Parts

uppiy

Loan

for literature.
DEALERS: If your jobber cannot sup-

New York

ply you, write for proposition.

Gould Supply Co.

4 West 14th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Learn the Code at Home with the OMNIGRAPH

The OMNIGRAPH Automatic 'l'ransmitter will teach you both the Wireless
and
Mise Codes
In your own home -quickly, easily and inexpensively.

-right

The OMNIGRAPH is not an experiment.
more than
15 years, it has been sold all over the world For
a money
back guarantee. The OMNIGRAPH is used by with
several
Depts.
of the U. S. Govt-in fact the Dept. of Commerce uses
the
OMNIGRAPH to test all applicants applying for a Radio
license. The OMNIGRAPH has been successfully adopted by
the leading Universities, ('olleges and Radio Schools.
Send for FREE Catalogue. DO IT TO -DAY
THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. COMPANY
13R Hudson St., New York City

19261927
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FREE RADIO GUII
:

NEWEST EDITION
Shows the latest circuits, the newest de- I
velopmentsin radio at startlingly lowprices. *00A0vs
Get the parts you want here and save
Rq s
money. The best in parts, kits, comqT

14,r

/ a

plete manufactured sets and supplies.
Orders filled same day received. Write for free copy
NOW also please send names of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
:
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NOISELESS

Dependable ó

Permanently Accurate

long has been recognized as the best of electrical
conductors. The Lynch Metallized
Resistor gives conductive, non -

M

I.cì.

ETAL

arcing resistance that means

absolutely silent operation, permanent accuracy, dependability.

PANELS
for the

VICTOREEN,
QUALITONE
and all other popular circuits
Panel of Insuline or Bakelite, drilled
and decorated according to standard specifications.
which
gives your set that "factory- built" appearance
Either
set.
-built
home
the
in
is always so desirable
insures you
of these well known panel materials also
and
durability
strength,
dielectric
the utmost in
beauty.
DecoAll panels are drilled ready for mounting. Method
ration by our exclusive ETCH -O- GRAVURE
and letterwhichh brings out the details of the design beauty.
ing in sharp, clean -cut lines, with artistic
An I. C. A.

Leading engineers, test laboratories
and experimenters have found that this
fixed resistor wins in the acid tests of
time and service. It marks as great an
advance in its field as did the tungsten
lamp over the old carbon bulb. If your
dealer cannot supply you, we will ship
postpaid -same day order is received.

Dealers -Write us!
ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.
-

Manufacturers of Radio Devices

Fisk Bldg., Broadway & 57th Street
New York, N.Y.
I.,E..n

WARRANTED

Resistor
Many years of research
and experiment to develop a silent, accurate,
dependable fixed resistor
resulted in LYNCH the
Warranted Metallized
Resistor. It comprises a
concentrated metallized
deposit but one -thousandth of an inch thick
upon a glass core and
sealed forever within a
glass tube.
Extreme precision in
every stage of its manufacture makes it possible
for us to sell this better built product upon an

Victoreen Super I. C. A. Insuline Panel for 8 -Tube Mahogany,
$4.75.
Heterodyne, 7x24x3/16 in., Black or
"Frieze" finish for
Same for 5 -Tube Qualitone, $4.50. forInQualitone,
$5.25.
Victoreen, $5.50. "Frieze" finish
SupeiI. C. A. Bakelite Panel for 8 -Tube Victoreen
Heterodyne, 7x24x3/16 in., any finish, $7.00. Same for
5 -Tube Qualitone, any finish, $7.00.

A. Panels can be had for any popular circuit,
including the following:

-5-9

Tubes
Citizens Call Book 45 Kilocycle Super. Tubes
Citizens Tuned Radio Frequency Tubes
Radio Broadcast Universal-4
Tubes
B. T. Counterphase
Tubes
Hammarlund- Roberts
Tubes
Browning -Drake
Tubes
B. T. Nameless
Tubes
Freshman Type T. R. F.
Tubes
Madison Moore Super -Heterodyne Tubes
Fenway Super-Heterodyne Tubes
Best Super -Heterodyne
Silver Six-6 Tubes
Cockaday L. C. 26-5 Tubes
and 3 Tubes
Rasla Reflex
Raytheon "B" Eliminator Panel

-6
-5
-5
-5 -5
-8
-7-9

e e

The

.

I. C.

(

Absolutely

511P

RE1,Ot

R

.Q-K.r*-49

Because the fixed
resistor is small

iron -clad money -back

in size, do not

guarantee.

Arthur H. Lynch

underestimate its
vital importance.

-2

Sub -Panels Furnished for All of the Above Circuits

FANS

Before building any circuit write forlistour
of
FREE BOOKLET giving complete

FIXED RESISTOR
INC.
NEW YORK

N.Y.

Insulating Parts, Mounting Brackets, of Foundation
the New
Units. etc. Also for full particulars
L C. A. Non- Microphonic Socket.

genuine I. C. A. Products.
Don't take a substitute for the
If your dealer can't supply you,
Write us direct

I

Branches in Principal Cities

oFAMERICA INC.
N SUI.ATING COMPANY DIVISION
RADIO PANEL &PARTS
INSULINE BLDG., 59 WARREN STREET

PRICES:-

.50
.25 to 10 Megohms
.75
above .01 to .24 "
" $1.00
.001 to .01

Single Mounting .35
Double
"
.50

METALLIZED

FIXED RESISTORS

NEW YORK

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Welty Radio Products

A new Welty unit. Two
step tuned R. F. all

wired and ready to install in any set. The
condenser of NaAld
make with localized tuning dials extending
through the panel. All
condensers may be operated simultaneously or

Indispensable for all
soldering work.

Simple-Speedy
-Economical.

Equipped
with either copper,
separately.

shielded or unshielded
R. F. coils of the plug
in type. Absolutely dependable. Exceptional
selectivity. Excellent
tonal quality.
Price, with Shielded
Coil

Separate

Welty's R. F. Amplifier Unit
With Unshielded
Coils

$32.50
$28.50
$12.50 Unshielded
$8.50
Coils, Shielded
Welty's Detector- Amplifier Unit
Can be used in any receiver. Extremely compact. Size 41Ax9%. All
strictly high class

parts.

Welty's Super Kit

Antenna
Coupler, Oscillator

Coupler, Special Vari
able Condenser, Tuned

Input Transformer, 3
Matched Intermediate
Transformers and hardware. Complete with
booklet, diagrams, assure perfect success.

Order now. At our store
or by mail. Price

Press -to -Feed
Electric Soldering Iron
One hand does the work of two. Speeds
up radio set construction. Simplifies all kinds
of soldering work. Far better than a blow
torch. Solder will not melt until it reaches

Soldering

Universal

sockets. Distortionless
transformers. Handles
volume of any set.
Only 4 connections
necessary to hook up
to any tuning apparatus. Switch and jack.
Whenever a detector and two stages of
audio are required you can use it. SSaves time in
$19.50
building. Price for three circuit
$22.50
For five tube
Also type B amplifier, with 3 steps combined resistance, impedance
and transformer amplification. None
$26.50
better. Price
Kit includes

Includes five feet insulated wire,
two -piece detachable plug, and
comes loaded with stick of solder.

Point. Porcelain insulation

prevents heat
from entering

ÿ

handle.

Takes

standard size
No. 10 rosin
core solder
wire.

Radio set building requires a
lot of soldering work. Press to -Feed is indispensable to
radio assemblers in shops or
at home.

This newly invented electric
soldering iron offers big moneymaking opportunity. Order a sample today -$3.75. Discounts in
quantities on request. Write to

ILLINOIS STAMPING & MFG. CO.
220 North Jefferson St., Department 20, CHICAGO

$17.50

Complete Kit
(all parts)....

$7.50
J3
WM. WELTY & COMPANY

A

`P

eLAfZQ$TAt

36 South State St., Chicago

3=`=
.X-gJ
19261927

Maximum Capacity
20 Watts

NEWEST EDITION
Shows the latest circuits, the newest de- / lq'rsr
velopmeuts in radio at startlingly low prices. /Ioox-ups'
Get the parts you want here and save
Aq a
money. The best in parts, kits, cornplete manufactured sets and supplies.
Orders filled same day received. Write for free copy
NOW: also please send names of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U.
S. A.

Universal Range Variable Resistor

Endorsed and Used by:

Acme Apparatus
All American '
American Elec.
Cooper
Dongan Elec.
Erla
Ford

-

General Radio
Grigsby- GrunowHinds
Jefferson Elect.
King
Kokomo Elect.
Mayolian

$2.25

Raytheon
Modern Elect.
Silver Marshall
Sterling Mfg.
Storad Radio
Thordarson
Webster Co.
Zenith

Modulation, Oscillation, Regeneration, Grid and
Voltage control
all covered in interesting
booklet sent upon receipt of 4c in stamps.
Address Dept. R. B.

4the

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABORATORIES, Inc.

Dept. CB

285 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Radio Batteries
Guaranteed for Two Years
Solid One Piece Rubber
Containers

Famous for unexcelled quality, guaranteed long -lived service and unvarying
dependability. Chicago Batteries offer
the Radio Fan an "A" Power that is
backed by years of experience and master workmanship with the finest mate rials available. Endorsed and approved
by leading Radio Authorities. Chicago
Batteries in their new non -leak, solid
rubber cases represent an amazing value
at lowest cost.

PRICES
Solid Rubber Case
Radio Batteries
6 volts, 100 amp...$ 8.29
6 volts, 120 amp... 10.29
6 volts, 140 amp- 12.45
SAVE MONEY -ORDER DIRECT. Buy Chicago Batteries
from the manufacturer. Batteries shipped same day order direct
ceived. Express C. O. D. or 3% discount cash with order. is reCHICAGO BATTERY WORKS, 1202 S. Peoria St., Chicago

Simply write us a postal or letter and
we will send you, absolutely FREE

THIS 84 PAGE
BARGAIN RADIO CATALOG
contains everything in radio, including
the latest KITS, SETS, PARTS, SUPPLIES. Lowest prices. Be sure to
get our book.

www.americanradiohistory.com

RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
180 N. Union Ave., Dept. 86
Chicago, Ill.
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The Super-Ball
Antenna
Increases Selectivity
Minimizes Static
Thousands of Satisfied Users

The

Unique Features of
the Super -Ball

SIGNAL Spiral Cam Condenser

Antenna

is still new!

Increases selectivity

still new a year after its
The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser is since
been developed that
introduction to Radio. Nothing has
Signal Cam Conthe
in
found
precision
and
selectivity
offers the
By means of
cam.
patented
the
in
all
is
efficiency
The
denser.
evenly over 360 degrees of
this cam, wave lengths are distributed
as the average semi -circular
the dial. The unit is just as compact
losses are very low
condenser but far more efficient. of Resistance
the condenser field.
and the dielectric is entirely out
.00035, .00025, and
It is built in the three standard capacities,
three hole mounting and the
.0005, with provision for single or directly
in the condenser.
attachment of air core transformers

Clarifies tone
Minimizes static
Non -directional

Easy to install

Type Loop Aerial
SIGNAL Tableloop
aerial that is just about the

last
Here is a
word. You will note from the illustration that
well
it presents a beautiful appearance and may
be used with the finest of radio equipment. Made
of walnut veneer with a really good -looking antique finish. Height over all 233/4 inches. Has
three taps for sets requiring them. There are no
wires to get twisted. Positive plug contacts in
base. Improves both reception and appearance
of your set. Complete at your dealer, $8.50.
The SIGNAL Bracket Type Loop Aerial (nog:
illustrated) is just as fine an aerial as the new
table type. It attaches right to cabinet of your
set itself and can be turned a complete 360° in
a space no greater than the width of the averagì
loop aerial receiver. Built of solid walnut. All
At your
metal parts heavily nickel plated.
dealers, $8.50.

Less costly to erect

Sheds snow and ice
Not affected by heat
Will not corrode

Lasts a lifetime

SIGNAL Radio Cabinets
SIGNAL radio cabinets are built of
thoroughly seasoned wood, insuring permanent joints and freedom from warping
and checking. Workma* 'lip is of the
highest grade. Cabinets :.re hand rubbed
to a high piano finish.
Type "F"
Type "S"

-

Built of southern wilmahogany finfished. Has hinged top
with brace and shaped
feet.
Number Panel Depth
low

F1810
F2110
F2410
F2610
F2810

10"
10"
10"
10"
10"
Type "C"

7x18"
7x21"
7x24"
7x26"
7x28"

Type F

Built of solid walnut
with American walnut
finish. Has full piano
hinge with brace and
full shaped base.
Number Panel Depth

S1810
82110
82410
82610
S2810

7x18"
7x21"
7x24"
7x20"
7x28"

10"
10"
10"
10"
10"

Type S

Made of solid walnut with two tones
antique wr.linit finish. End compartments for batteries or B- Eliminators.
Has gracefully curved lines. A delux
cabinet beautifully finished. Furnished
with Veneer Wood Panel to match.
Coin -

partments
5'/z x9x12
12"
5 1x9x12
12"
5%x9x12
12"
Type "C"
Your dealer can get any of these three sizes for you -ask nim for
prices.

Number Panel
7x18"
C18
7x21"
C21
7x24"
C24

Depth

Jobbers and Dealers

SIGNAL Radio Parts are built by a company with over thirty
years of experience in the manufacturing of electrical equipment.
that
Quality and performance are the requisites of every piece
our line,
leaves our factory. If you are not acquainted
write us at once for complete information.

with

Signal Electric Manufacturing Co.
1919 Broadway

Menominee, Mich.

Branches in All Principal Cities

Write today for full information

YAHR- LANGE, Inc.
National and International Distributor

207 -215 East Water St.

Tell 'Ein You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book

www.americanradiohistory.com

Milwaukee, Wis.

Citizens Radio Call Book

Lowest Priced Radio
Cabinets in the
Country
Dealers! Send for catalogue of photographs
and prices. Prompt shipments.
United Radio Cabinet
Works
1756 -58 W. Austin Ave.
Haymarket 2386
Chicago, III.

(Continued from page 198)
A complete kit may be purchased containing all parts necessary to build this eliminator. The Molliformer choke has an inductance of 125 henries at 60 cycles and is sufficient to eliminate
all AC hum even as low as 25 cycles.
Full wave rectification is accomplished by means of the bridge
circuit shown in schematic diagram.
The chemical furnished with kit is self forming and the cells,
once they are formed, are ready for service in 10 to 20 seconds.
The amplifier voltage is adjustable by varying the size of the
lamp in the primary circuit. The unit delivers from. 90 to 125
volts. Its capacity is 90 volts at 35 mills.
Manufactured by C. E. Jacobs, 2802 North Kedzie Avenue,
Chicago.

(If any further information is desired regarding this product, write
the manufacturer direct.)

The New Crosley Musicone Radio Table

Lewis
Radio
Jobbers
Distributors for
following
the

VICTOREEN
SILVER-MARSHALL
CAMFIELD COILS

popular circuits:
INFRADYNE
THORDARSON
HAMMARLUNDROBERTS

We carry the largest and most complete stock of
QUALITY RADIO PARTS in the East.
DISTRIBUTORS for BOSCH RADIO PRODUCTS.
Write for our new 1927 catalogue

LEWIS RADIO JOBBERS

2326 W. Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

JUST OUT!

r_.

i

A most complete catalog of
everything in Radio. All the
latest hook -ups. Sets, Parts
and Kits of every description.
Live Dealers need this book.
Write on your business stationery.

A popular table upon which to place receiver measures 28 inches
across and has one of the new Crosley cone type speakers built
in. Very neat in appearance and finely finished, has space to
accommodate accessories, such as "B" eliminators, 6 -volt "A"
battery, charger or any other accessories.
Manufactured by Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Any additional information will gladly be supplied by the manufacturer direct.)

COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
711 W. Lake St., Dept. 315., Chicago, Ill.

R E M L E

RD
All Parts in Stock, $107.20

.

DEALERS, write today for discounts. Big free catalog upon
request, showing 79 other lines.

SHURE RADIO CO. i'-h a Wells St.
19261927

NEWEST EDITION

l4rfs,

Shows the latest circuits. the newest de- /
elol,ments in radio atstartlingly low prices. Itoaawvs
Get the parts you want here and save
/C,glge
Money. The hest, in parts, kits, corn4L+
plete manufactured sets and supplies.
orders filled same day received. Write for free copy
NOW also p'.ease send names of one or more radio fans.
BARAWIK CO., 401 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
ti

Simply write us a postal or letter and
will send you, absolutely FREE

we

THIS 84 PAGE
BARGAIN RADIO CATALOG
contains everything in radio, including
the latest KITS, SETS, PARTS, SUPPLIES. Lowest prices. Be sure to
ret our book.
Write for a copy NOW
RANDOLPH RADIO CORP.
too N. Union Ave., Dept. 86
Chicago, I11.

;
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ARTER
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RADIO PRODUCTS
Time moves on and with each succeeding
year Carter factories expand and in-

crease production.

The confidence of the Radio buyer in
Carter products alone makes this possible. It is our constant endeavor, by
ever seeking for improvements and new
ideas, to continue to hold your regard.

Hal j

Half

Size

Size

Dial Light

$1.76

"IMP" Battery Switch..65o

Half

Half

Size

Size

Short Jack, Open
Circuit ....25e ea.
Closed cir30c ea.
cuit

(Hatt size)
Tip Jack,

. IA11nlli
Illlmlll;

"IMP"

Jack,
300 ea.

10c ea.

Half
Size

Lock

Switch

750
Portable Jack

Half

75a

"HOLD -TIGHT"

Jacks, 70o to $1.30

Size

"IMP" Pilot
Switch

Half

$1.60

Fixed
Condensers

Size

"MIDGET" Rheo50o
stat
(All resistances)
Half
Size
Inductance Switches
$1.25
$1.00 to

Half

Jack Switches, 4 Combinations of Springs,

$1.60

$1.00 to

.Half Size

"ONE -WAY" Plug

500

Size

"H I - O H M"
with Filament
Switch coin-

..52.50

biped
( 1/2

X1"11

si
"HI -OHM"

Half

Volume

"IMP"

Control
150

Plug

$2.25

"HI -POT"

meg. and other resistances)

Half Size

Hal f

Size

$2

Volume Control

-

Ait
?`

Half Size
New Fixed Resistance
Unit, 3, 4, 6, 10, 15,
20, 25 Ohms, 15c each

Half

Half

"IMP"

Size'

Rheostat $1.00
2, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20, 30,
40, 50 and 76 ohms

CARTER

Size

"IMP" Potentiometer

$1.25

200 or 400 ohms

Offices in Principal Cities of the World

New

In Canada: Carter Radio Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Winnipeg

Ask Your Dealer

"IMP"

Hal f
Size

"FLAT"

Loop,

Plug

...76o

Radio's great market place. Contains everything the
set builder needs, at the lowest prices. All of the very
newest hook -ups and standard

Sets-Kits-Parts

Over 2000 items, including the new Ampliphonic Console Sets, Spanish
Period Consoles, five, six, seven and eight tube sets, with three dial, two dial
and the popular Single Simplified Control. Kits of every standard and popular
circuit. Parts and supplies of every conceivable description.

Prices
Lowest
tremendous
RADIO EXCLUSIVELY.

volume of
Our
We handle
at
business enables us to contract for large quantities of Radio Goods on
money
you
save
can
we
why
That's
most advantageous prices.
everything in RADIO.
Write at once -and we will send you a
Big Bargain Radio Book, Free

Radio Call Book
Tell 'Evn You Saw It in the Citizens

www.americanradiohistory.com

$7.50

1/,

Actual
Size

Receptacle
800
Jack

Citizens Radio Call Book

Rock Bottom

Radio Prices

Quality radio merchandise at astonishingly low prices. Sets,
kits, parts, cabinets, consoles- everything new and good in
radio for immediate shipment.

You Can't Afford to Be
Without This Catalog
-the
FREE fora
Every live radio dealer needs this book
most complete
radio catalog ever compiled.
Send
copy today. Write on your
business stationery

For Testing 6
v o l t Storage
Battery.

See

Screw
That

screw-

A

driver
it

justs
c

r

adI

n

o w d e d

places.

ilattitrr
METERS

X-L
VARIO

for testing A, B and C batteries.
Wet or Dry.
Handsome and snappy in ap-

pearance.

DENSER

A sure money maker for
all dealers and jobbers. Low

Results in

priced -highest
Guaranteed.

frequency circuits. Neutrodyne, Roberts two tube, Browning- Drake, McMurdo
Silver's I {nockout, etc. Capacity range 1.5 to 20 micro -micro
farads. Price,
$1.00.

Lundquist Tool & Mfg.
Company

easier tuning, more distance,
stability. Indorsed by leading authorities. volume and clarity -greater
Model "N." A slight turn obtains correct tube oscillation on
all tuned radio

riodel
clips

"G" with

gri

IT'rite
3/4

for details and prices

Worcester

Size

Mass.

1

obtains the
proper grid capacity
Cockaday circuits, filter and intermediate frequency
tuning in heteroon

dyne and positive
grid bias in all sets.

Capacity range:
X -L PUSH POST
Push It down with your thumb, Insert
wire, remove pressure and wire Is firmly
held.
Releases instantly. Price 16c.
X -L PUSH POST PANEL
permanently marked in white on black
Insulating panel. In box, Including soldering lugs, raising bushings and screws
for mounting, etc. Price $1.50.

Model G -1

00002 to 0005
M h' 1)

Model G -5

.0001 to .0005
M F D
Model G -10

.0003 to 001
M

D

Write us on your business
letterhead and receive this
great catalog of high grade

111Y.í.
11110

SETS -KITS AND PARTS

X -L RADIO LABORATORIES
2422 N. Lincoln Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

7ARat,PAL;
U

U

U

Up - to- the -minute

Ii

Id

U

Full
Information
on

Request

merchandise at
prices. Every
needs this book.

radio
lowest
Dealer

COLUMBIA RADIO CORP.
711 W. Lake St.

Dept. 312

Tell 'Ent You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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quality.

Chicago,

I_l.
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RADIO KIT SHOP
ouny
o tie
We

The

Latest
Kit
Out

+

'1
iN

A t La

Have
It

YE
I

The MARVELOUS
TUBE SET

S I

This circuit retains every advantage of multitube amplification at a fixed frequency and
eliminates undesirable fea- Our
tures present in other re- Price $110.18
ceivers of this general type.

.,
//,

I

,

Ì

ALL PARTS MATCHED AND TESTED--

THORDARsoN
POWER

fí0//d//y Ki#iìrii
Setsdoe' /lets

Amplification and B- Supply

Operates from the light circuit. B- supply for
entire receiver. No controls.
Requires no adjustment. Supplies up to 425
volts. Plate and 7/ volt fil. cur
(
rent for UX210 power tube.

-$72

la

50

- - --

NO PARTS SUBSTITUTED
Coast
On
JCTOREEN

j

to
s/
coast

SUPER

a

Loop

No oscillations, howls or squeals. No matching
of tubes. Victoreen air core transformers are
so matched that they are actually tuned to
guaranteed precision of one-third
of 1%.

Quality Equipment for
the Radio Enthusiast
and Set Builder

00 00

Kit complete as described in this issue

MAIL-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED-

5Tube ALL-AMERICAN
Tuned R. F. Receiver, Using Toroid Coils

The losses in this receiver are reduced to such
a minimum, due to the Toroid coil design and

arrangement, that reception is
absolutely quiet.
Kit complete as described in this issue

$41 50

IF IT'S NEW

-

WE HAVE IT -- --

Hampton -Wright's catalog

is now
accessets,
finest
the
ready. Hundreds of
sories and parts are offered. No real
radio fan can afford to be without it.

Only advertised articles of known merit
are carried. Get your free copy now.

-

GENERAL
UNIVERSAL
RADIO
Tuned R. F. with fixed regeneration. A wonderful 4 49.4®
tube D. X. receiver.
Kit complete as described in this issue

Special Attention`Patd to Set -builders and Dealers

..

.IL

.,-

SPORTING GOODS
and

RAD I

Tompary

Philadelphia, Pa.
3I2-Market St
aÙretforow`11uCataloy theCarstYUprd
n what'secuinlZadco

www.americanradiohistory.com
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stwM sfpeakers
CONOIDAL
Rear View of Infrativne Circuit

INFRADYNE
Parts as Specified in
Citizens Radio Call Book
1- 7x28x3/16 in. Formica Panel (Engraved)
1- Remler Type 700 Infradyne Amplifier
1- Remler Type 630 .00035 Mfd. Variable Condenser__
1-Continental .00035 Mfd. 3 Gang Vernier Condensers
1- Weston Model 506, Type 217 0 -7 -140 Voltmeter
-Pr. Benjamin Type 8629 Shelf Brackets
1- Benjamin Type 9040 UX Cushion Socket
1

-Frost
1 -Frost
1 -Frost
1 -Frost
1 -Frost
1 -Frost
6 -Frost
1

No. 710 10 Ohm Rheostat

2 -Frost No. 730 30 Ohm

Rheostats

608 Filament Switch
954 Gem -Jack
234 Pan -Tab Jack
235 Pan -Tab Jack
880 50,000 Ohm Variable Resistance___._
530 UX Sockets
1 -Set Camfield Type 22K Duoformers
1--Camfield No. 23 Oscillator Coupler
Thordarson Type R200 Audio Transformers.__
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22-Kurz -Kasch Aristocrat Vernier Dials.___
-Jones Type BM Multiplug
1- Carter 2 Ohm Fixed Resistance
3- Carter 4 Ohm Fixed Resistances
2- Sangamo Mfd. By -Pass Condensers
2- Sangamo .00025 Mfd. Fixed Condensers
1-Sangamo .0005 Mfd. Fixed Condenser
1

6.85
25.00
5.00
9.50
9.00
.70
.75
.50
1.00
.30
.45
.75
.35
1.50
2.40
10.00
1.50
16.00
4.00
4.50

Stevens Speakers make all the difference in the world -bring
you a new realization of radio reception at its best.
You haven't heard radio until you have listened to a Stevens
Speaker. All the rich, sonorous tones of the orchestra -all
the subtle inflections of the human voice -all that is natural
and pleasing to the ear-yours with a Stevens Speaker.

Here Is the Real Test
You can listen to a Stevens Speaker for hour after hour
without tiring-there is no feeling of strain, your auditory
nerves are not strained by trying to get the full tones, there
is no sense of fatigue. This cannot be said of other speakers,
as you know.

.15
.45

2.50
.80
.40
.10
.35
.50
.75
.75
.50
.25
.25

-Pr.

Sangamo Grid Leak Clips
1 -Lynch Grid Leak Mounting
1 -Lynch 2 Megohm Grid Leak
5-Eby Engraved Binding Posts
100-Kellogg Tinned Soldering Lugs
50 ft. Belden Tinned Copper Hookup Wire (12 gauge)_
1- Package Kester Solder
1- Blackburn Ground Clamp
1

MODEL "A" 171/ -INCH -Ideal for the home,
combining superior tone, and volume with decorative elegance. Mahogany sounding board gives
rich resonance and power to the tone. Can be
used on console, or hung on wall. Complete
with easel base and silk hanging cord. $25.

Try It-Today!
Stevens Speakers are both decorative and superior in performance. The famous Stevens diaphragm -exclusive in form
and material-is the only seamless diaphragm made and is
unaffected by atmospheric conditions.
Stevens T. T. Armature Unit operates on an entirely new
principle. It is "non-freezable" and its performance resembles the marvelous mechanism of the human voice.

TWO MODELS

-EACH THE

BEST OF ITS TYPE

$108.30
Parts as listed above sent prepaid upon receipt of remittance, for
$108.30, or will be sent C. O. D. upon receipt of $25.00 deposit,
balance to be paid upon arrival.

We also carry a complete line of parts
to following; circuits:
ST. JAMES

MADISON MOORE
SAMSON T. C.
VICTOREEN
UNIVERSAL
AERODYNE

QUALITONE
SHORT WAVE
NINE IN LINE
BROWNING DRAKE

-

MODEL "B" 14,/2- INCH-Simi_
lar to Model "A" but smaller.
Ornamental and highly efficient.
An exclusive device gives all directional effect if desired
Adjustable by tilting top as illustrated. Complete, $16.60

-

Write for information and prices on these circuit.,

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

PROT

BY

NEWAnX ELECT]IC COE
Dilj7ILU

226

QP AMERIC

IrENT

')

pROTECTIOtí'

ORPORATION

Xué Radio"

WEST MADISON STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

FCI,

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc.
46 -48 EAST HOUSTON STREET

NEW YORK CITY

Slade by the Pioneers in Cone Speakers

Tell 'Em You Saw

It

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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and CATALOG of

newest PARTS-KitsSets at BARGAIN PRICES
You have been waiting for this book. It's a real guide for
the fan and set builder -and it's a real money saver besides.
Shows all the newest hookups and gives constructional details,
data, etc. Also the latest, most advanced apparatus, including parts, complete factory -built sets, kits, and accessories at BIG SAVINGS. New
1926 -27 Edition.
Simply send us your name and address and also please
Write Today for Your Copy include the name of friend interested in Radio. We
send you your copy of this big valuable book absolutely FREE. Send at once.

Mail this Coupon:

Name

Address
Name

&

Address of "Fan "_

SELECTONE
TRANSFORMERS

TRY AT
OUR RISK

DESIGNED

guarantee that
sELECTI)Nl':S will
improve theanyperreformance of
ceiver using Long
Wave Transformers.
'l'ry them in your
set. If they do not
prove far superior to
any transformer you
have ever used, return them and your
money will be refunded. Price each,
We

by E. ll. Scott,
o'hose famous receiver -The World's
Record Super9established new
world records for
consistent reception
of stations located
6.000 ormnore miles
distant.

$6.00.

Dealers! Here's the Place
To Get Some Fast Action
With eight warehouses at our command, stocked with
a most comprehensive line of popular radio apparatus,
we are particularly well equipped to give radio dealers
rapid and extremely satisfactory service and liberal discounts on all orders. If there's any place where you can
find a more complete line of quality goods than ours,
you'll have to go a mighty long way to find it. Ask
today for our big dealer catalogue F 1008.

SELECTONE FEATURES

specially designed closed 'ron core 'vhiclt
l'ntuned Transformer--R-100-has
in a vacuum a :hat all ch.1limits interstage coupling an.' is impregnated
The coil design gives an extremely high

WAKEM & McLAUGHLIN, Inc.

acteristics of coil remain constant.
amplification.
bilize these transformers. They can
Tuned Stage Transformer-8410
he usel in any circuit reouinng a
air core. Each transformer is matched
Sr' -ewes
long wave transformer.
to within one turn before sealing in
is
are so extremely efficient tuat they
filters
case. The matching of these
are guaranteed to give Improved re
so perfect that where extreme selecsults. If your present receiver is not
tivity is desired, two can be used and
poor tone
getting distance or has wave
are guaranteed to match perfectly.
long
quality, replace
This is an exclusive SELECTONE
be amazed
t
cii e
y,
feature.
at the improvement!
No potentiometers are needed to staBe
Used
Either 99 or 201A Tubes Can
RESPONSIBLE DISTRIBUTORS -We still have some desirable territory
available. Write or wire today.
JOBBERS AND DEALERS -See your Distributor or write direct.
DISTRIBUTORS
Chicago
Chicago Territory -Electrical Sales Company, 9 S. Clinton St.,
New England States -Electrical Sales Company, 261 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

225 E. Illinois Street

9 So.

Chicago, Ill.

-is

.

e

SCOTT TRANSFORMER CO.
Chicago, Illinois
Clinton Street

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MI

A Good

Your choice of

Electrical

SAAL
ECCENTRIC CONE -NO.

Connection
:.4::.,.;._tk:_a2:ti:o:.:v::":ala.:...

No leaks

no mistakes

are made with

your connections

The drilled shank and the broad
flat contact surfaces of Eby patented binding posts provide a good
electrical connection for practically
every type of terminal.
The tops don't come off, and the
28 different markings obviate dangerous mistakes.
All good dealers carry them -plain
or engraved, 15c.

West of the Rockies $26.50.

-

-if

EBY BINDING POSTS

,

JUNIOR MODEL

:.

CONTACT!

Entirely new type, no adjustments necessary.
Eccentric construction of diaphragm affords
more natural reproduction of all tones, as
high notes require less space for expression
than deep low notes. Satisfactory results
with any set using 90 volts "B" battery -135
volts "B" battery recommended.
Height, 22 inches; Diameter of
cone, 20 inches; Weight, 15

pounds

.

1

- $15

as above
Height, 16 inches; Cone, 14 inches;
Weight, 10 pounds
West of the Rockies $16.

The H. H. Eby Manufacturing Co.
4710 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia

Eby Marked

on every base

PEDESTAL
Can be readily moved from one room to another. The
quality of horn reproduction, the beauty of fine walnut
furniture. Sound emerges from both front and back
hence non -directional. Stands on its own legs, the top
level with your ear when you are seated tuning in.
Factory tested with 400 volts "B" battery.
Height, 44 inches: Top Grill Opening,
8x 10 inches; Weight, 44 pounds . .

-

West

of

the Rockies $40.

$38

If you want to know the newest
and best in radio

Sets -Kits and Parts

HORN --No.

You need this big, 1927 Columbia

Catalog. LOWEST WHOLESALE
PRICES TO DEALERS.
Write for your copy

5

Latest model of the famous Saal "Soft
Speaker." Bell of genuine Bakelite, rich
maroon in color. Neck of cast aluminum,
porous non -vibrant metal finished in
"crackle gold." No tinny ring. Nothing to
warp, crack, or deteriorate. No adjustments. Guaranteed not to blast or chatter.

Height, 21S inches;
Bell, 13 inch es Weight,
13pound:

.

.

711

$2 2J

West of the Rockies

313 CHlCAGO,ILL.

SAVE MONEY

$24.

Get Our Prices Before Buying Radio Parts,
Sets or Speakers

PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENT
Eamly'attached to any standard phonograph, this simple
device transforms it into an excellent radio speaker. Price
West of the Rockies $8.

-I. G.

W. LAKE ST. DEPT.

Build Your Sets and Eliminators Out of

$7

Standard Parts

Mail orders promptly filled
ALL

SAAL COMPANY

ï

1800 Montrose Avenue

Tell 'Em You Saw

It

in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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SERVICE CORP

577 Myrtle Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

TORES OPEN

VENT

bID
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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YOU BUILD RECEIVERS

YOU SELL RECEIVERS
YOU SERVICE RECEIVERS

I

\

k-1,2",t

\ei

p
_e.

.

.

41

,

Citralab Blueprints.
You cannot afford to be without the latest baseboard
and sub panel,
of
drawings
All are full size detailed
diagrams.
panel layouts, and graphic and schematic wiring
$1.25
No. I. Infradyne 10 Tube Receiver
Tubes
Small
Using
Receiver
Moore
Madison
Tube
8
No. 2.
1.25
No. 3. Qualitone 5 Tube T. R. F. Receiver Using National
Receiver
Tube
5
Drake
Browning
4.
No.
1.25
lmpedaformers
1.25
Receiver
No. 5. General Radio Universal
1.25
Superheterodyne
-Line
-in
No. 6. Nine
1.25
Receiver
No. 7. Victoreen Superheterodyne
1.25
Receiver
Wave
Short
Meter
-550
15
A
No. 8.
1.25
Receiver
Superheterodyne
Tube
No. 9. St. James 8
Receiver
F.
R.
T.
Tube
5
DeLuxe
10.
No.
Using Large
No. 11. 9 Tube 45 K. C. Superheterodyne
1.10
Tubes
1.25
Tubes
Large
Using
Receiver
Tube
8
Moore
No. 12. Madison
ImAcme
Using
Receiver
Tube
No. 13. Browning Drake 5
1.25
pedance Amplifier
AmAudio
Using
Receiver
Tube
4
Drake
No. 14. Browning
No.
No.
No.
No.

15.
16.
17.
18.

plifier
1.10
Raytheon B Battery Elir...nator
1.10
Precise 8 Tube Superheterodyne
1.25
Bremer -Tully Counterphase Six
Wound
Space
Using
Receiver
5
Tube
An Efficient
1.10
Coils

FULL SIZE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

No. 19.
No. 20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No. 23.
No. 24.

No. 25.
No. 26.
No. 27.
No. 28.
No. 29.

60 Cents Each
Silver Marshall Improved 5 Tube Dual Control Shielded Receiver
Silver Marshall Improved 7 Tube Superheterodyne
All American 5 Tube Toroid Receiver
Premier 5 Tube T. R. F. ReceiverDuoformer Coils
Cornfield 5 Tube Receiver Using Using Shielded Coils and Single
Alden 5 Tube T. R. F. Receiver
Control Condenser
Shielded Coils
5 Tube T. R. F. Receiver Using Sickles
Using Audio Amplifier
4 Tube Non -Reradiating Receiver
Coupled
Tube Non -Reradiating Receiver Using Resistance
5
Amplifier
Tubes, Eliminating All Batteries
5 Tube T.R.F. Receiver Using A.C.
with Impedance Amplification
6 Tube All American Toroid Receiver

PRICES ON LABORATORY TEST KITS

circuits will be quoted upon
All necessary parts for any of the above in
your locality. If we supply
request, if you are unable to purchase themwill be
tested in our laboratory
apparatus
of
piece
the kit to you, every
set.
of
your
operation
best
the
insuring
without charge,

CITIZENS RADIO LABORATORIES
508 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill.
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SENT FREE!
Our Latest 1927

RADIO CATALOG

INCLUDES complete parts for all the latest hook -ups: Madison-Moore,

Browning- Drake, Universal, Victoreen, St. James, Bremer -Tully and a score
of others. All parts exactly as specified in original hook -ups. Completely
drilled and engraved panel included with each outfit. Get your copy of this
catalog before you build any set and save money. Also all the latest parts and
accessories.
1

TWO typical sets from our new catalog. Note that the parts are exactly
as specified in this issue of the Citizens Radio Call Book.

write
For Your Copy

today !
Just send us your name
and address and get our
new catalog free. Over
100 pages of sets, parts,
and accessories -all the
best and latest. A million
dollar radio stock to
choose from.

Madison -Moore

Tube Superheterodyne-One of the most efficient Superheterodynes on
the market today

7

Victoreen

8

Tube Superheterodyne -Employs the famous Victoreen Kit
a very easy set to construct

-

STORE
CHICAGO SALVAGE STOCK
Store"
"The World's Largest Radio

509 S. STATE STREET

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Department CB

Tell 'Ern You Saw It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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Radio

Accessory
THE latest development in radio accessories is the Belden Fused Radio Battery
Cord, with two enclosed fuses to protect
the A and B- Battery circuits.
This remarkable and efficient fused battery
cord acts as a safety valve for your radio set;
it protects the batteries from accidental discharge, and likewise eliminates the fire hazard
from crossed wires.

The A- Battery and

B- Battery fuses
are enclosed in a neat bakelite cover that is
easily opened to permit inspection of the fuses.
The fuses are not interchangeablewith each other,
nor with automobile fuses, so wrong fuses cannot
be used accidentally. New fuses can be obtained
from your dealer.

The Belden Fused Radio Battery Cord makes
a neat installation by dispensing with the
usual array of loose wires behind the set,
and it protects tubes from burn outs.
Ask your nearest radio dealer toLOOK
day for a Belden Fused Radio FOR
THE
Battery Cord, sold only in the STRIPED
Belden striped orange and black CARTON
carton. Your set is not complete
without the protection of this
essential battery cord. It is inexpensive insurance against fire hazard and costly short circuits.

Belden Manufacturing Co.
2322A So. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Radio Battery Cord
Tell 'Bun You Sazc' It in the Citizens Radio Call Book
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PERFECT VARIABLE RESISTOR

for B- ELIMINATORS

new and enlarged Bradleyohm designed especially for B- Eliminator Voltage
Control. The extra long columns
of scientifically- treated graphite
discs insure perfect voltage control
over a wide range. It is made in
several ranges for various B- Eliminator circuits.

Bradleyohm -E is

a

Are You Building 7
a B.Eliminator.

-A

IF

PERFECT FIXED RESISTOR.

so, follow the example of leading radio

engineers and use the Bradleyohm -E and
Bradleyunit -A for your voltage control.
Most of the well -known factory built B -Eliminators are equipped with Bradleyohms as
standard equipment. Surely, no better recommendation of the reliability and stability of
the Bradleyohm can be asked.
Build permanent performance and high efficiency into your B -Eliminator by asking your
dealer for Bradleyohm-E and Bradleyunit -A
for your circuit.

I3radleyunit -A is a solid molded
resistor for radio circuits. It is

molded and heat - treated under
high pressure, making it impervious to moisture. The silver- capped
ends can be soldered without affecting the calibration of the Bradleyunit.

488 Clinton Street,

Use

IleaS/adl

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Perfect Radio Devices`''

www.americanradiohistory.com
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